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PREFACE

The Spacecraft Environmental Interactions Technology Conference was held
at the U.S. \ir Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado, from October 4 to

*" 6, 1983. The fourth in a series of conferences jointly sponsored by NASA and
the Air Force, it summarized technology investigations concerning interactions
between space systems and their orbital environments and presented information
for use by designers of such systems. The series forms a part of the joint
NASA/Air Force technology programs and provides a forum for researchers,

& •technologists, and engineers to exchange results and ideas.

The conference was planned to provide an overview of both spaceflight and
ground technology investigations directed toward understanding and controlling
interactions of space systems with orbital environments. It focus included
interactions between orbital environments and large, high-power space systems,
including the shuttle, and astronaut extravehicular activity, as well as the
geosynchronous spacecraft charging technology that was the main focus of the
eariler conferences in this series (in 1976, 1978, and 1980). This shift and
expansion of focus reflects the changing areas of emphasis in the NASA/Air
Force technology programs in the shuttle era.

We wish to thank Mr. R.E. Smylie, NASA Headquarters, and Col. B. Bolton,
Air Force Space Technology Center, for their keynote addresses, and the mem-
bers of the Conference Program Committee, R.N. Broussard, H..A. Garrett,
A. Muelenberg, R.C. Sagalyn, N.J. Stevens, and R.,W. Bercaw, for their assist-
ance. Thanks are also due Ms. Gwen Brewer, Directorate of Plans and Programs,
Air Force Academy, who provided outstanding support at the conference, includ-
ing accommodations, transportation, meals, and facilities arrangements.

Carolyn K. Purvis
NASA Lewis Research Center

Charles P. Pike
U.S. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
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SPACE STATION TECHNOLOGY PLANNING

R. E. Smylie
NASA Headquarters

Washington, D.C. 20546

I am certain~y pleased and honored by the opportunity to come hack and
speAk again to a group that has been working together for so many years with
great benefit to spacecraft technology and to the organizations represented.
Many of you were here In 1976 at the first conference. Colonel Brooke and I
spend a great deal of energy in those days trying to generate cooperative pro-
grams between NASA and the Air Force Laboratory structure, This group is one
of the many shining examples of success in that area.

We both are proud of what we were able to set in motion in those years.
There already was a great deal of interchange at the individual level, but it
did not extend a2 far as it should have to give the maximum benefit to both
organizations. We have tried to establish not just cooperative programs but a
spirit of cooperation among the people involved in technology programs ail
along the management chain.

I am going to speak for a few miutes about space station technology apd
what NASA is pursuing in terms of a space station progranm. It has long been
my bolief that a manned space station in Earth orbit is almost an imperative.
Now it is not a natter of "if," but a matter of "when" 4nd "what kind" the
initial station will be.

First. a few words about the Space Station Technology Steering Committee,
of which I am Chair. I Joined this organization Just a few months ago. It had
been chaired by Walt Olstad, who had b4en the Acting Associate Administrator of
OAST for quite some tim•. He moved over to be the Associate Administrator for
Man~gement. Walt made some major contributions to the committee, and I am
pleased to follow in his footsteps.

We have in the committee a tremendous process by which to generate ideas
and plans for the technology we should be oursuing in order to most benefit a
space station program once it is begun. Each discipline area has a working
group that addresses tho particular technr1logy from that discipline that would
enhance a space station program, either through greater system performenct or
through lower life-cycle costs in i program that would extend over many, manj
years. Once we begIn a space station progrim we expect it to continue indefin-
itely. It may evolve - in fact it will evolve - over time, but it will not
necessarily have a defined endpoint such as many of our programs, including the
Apollo Program and the Skylab Program, have had. A space station program is
something that will continue into the foreseeable future.

• , , , ,, i I I I I I I



The Centers have assigned their most innovative and competent people to
these working groups, so we get very good reports from them. Our problem
becomes one of sorting out, from all of the good ideas, the ones that should
have the highe5t priority - the ones we should enact first in a space station
program - and trying to combine them into something manageable within a budget
we might expect to receive for this project. The work of the Steering Comnit-
tee, then, is to interact with the working groups and try to prioritize and
package the technolcgy programs so that we can pursup them within our allotted
resources. We also must generate the data that will allow us to advocate these
programs through the management, OMB, and Congressional chains in order to
acquire the resources to do this important work.

In this project there are some great technological opportunities to bene-
fit not only an evolutionary space station, but also an initial space station.
Usually you think of iiew technology as something that gives you greater per-
formance. In a spae:e station orogram, once you have defined your requirements,
you want to meet those ;equirements at the lowest life-cycle cost.

Some people argue that we really do not need new technology to build a
space station. They say that we have, in effect, created the equivalent of a
space station in Skylab and we have the technology from the shuttle program
that will allow us to build a space station with what we have today. And that
is true. We could do that. But it would be a shame if we did precisely that.
If we are able to bring some areas of technology, particularly power and ther-
mal to a state of readiness to apply to thG first space station, that first
station will actually be less expensive, both in initial cost and in life-cycle
cost. We must verbalize this message and convey it in such a way that it is
believed and we can go ahead with it.

We will most likely pursue the space station program by using a modular
approach (fig. 1). We believe that the space shuttle will be the basis for
putting a manned base in orbit; therefore the station will be built of modules
put into orbit by the shuttle and docked to form a core. Other modules will
be added as the station evolves. There may also be platforms of various sorts,
either in polar or in low-inclination orbit - probably both. These would be
tended by the space station. Some kind of transfer vehicle will be used to
move payloads from the station to other orbits. A smaller device, called a
maneuvering system, will allow servicing of co-orbital platforms.

Figure 2 shows the types of equipment that may eventually be part of the
space station. The initial station would be a core consisting of a power sys-
tem with a few modules attached to it for experimentation in Earth orbit: a
co-orbiting platform for experiments that require very good stability; some
sort of maneuvering system that could tend the platform; and possibly a polar-
orbiting platform. The core station would evolve into something larger and
more capable over approximately 10 to 15 years, so a station after this model
might be possible about the year 2000.

We are being careful not to produce a particular design before we have had
a chance to do a significant amount of concept development and Phase B studies.
So this is really an artist's vision of what might be, not any particular
design that NASA is advocating. We try to define program requirements and let
those requirements drive the technology, rather than the other way around. We
think that we should be involved in many programs at once but that there should
always be at least one program that is sort of a "technology push." Within a
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year or so we would like to go into Phase B studies toward the start of the
station in a few years. Therefore we need to pin down the requirements for
the station and define the technology to be pursued.

The first requirement is that it be a permanent system, one that you put
up and expect to use for a long time. Thus we want it to be able to grow in
an evolutionary manner. New technology will come along or requirements will
change from those set in the first years. It is essential that it can be rela-
tively easily added to, or changed, to incorporate products of the new technol-
ogy. You want operational flexibility, because you really do not know right
at the beginning all of the things you are going to use it for. The structure
should be as flexible as possible in its operation; it should be multiple-use.

Most of the purposes that the space station might be designed to serve
require high power across the board. No concept of a space station that I have
seen involves other than relatively high power, in the 50- to 75-kW range.

* That in itself leads to a consideration of higher voltages than we have been
accustomed to using in space. The thermal loads will be large because of the
high power, and they will vary over an extremely wide margin. With a human
presence, and the intention of using the station for many years, we will most
likely want to go to closed loop. Extravehicular activity is going to be very
important; we are finding this to be more and more true as time goes on.

All automated operations, the data system and the communication system,
must be very flexible and adaptive. We will probably want distributed control
throughout the station so that we do not get locked into just one way of doing
things. Propulsion and fluid management, particularly cryogenic fluid manage-
ment, will be important drivers in the space station design.

At OAST, the Aeronautics and Space Technology Program has always had what
we choose to call a generic technology program. It is sort of a "technology
push" program where you do things because the state of the technology indicates
that you are able to make certain advances. That program has existed in OAS1
and is still there. They have identified a certain part of that program that
is contributory to the kinds of things that a space station might need. Beyond
that, the next step is to define, from the generic program, a focused technol-
ogy program that would be very specifically oriented toward advancing technol-
ogy for space station requirements.

I have emphasized in the Steering Committee that the program should have
as its output things that can specifically benefit a space station program in
its Phase B as well as its Phase C and D activities. That technology is not
just hardware, It can be analysis and simulation; it can be results of labora-
tory tests, results of activity in test beds, and even experimental flight
test programs.

The technology flows from this focused program into a number of areas, and
the products that come out, again, are not just hardware. In fact hardware is
probably the least important thing that comes out of the technology program.
Those things That people and organizations are going to need to do this job are
what is important, And they need to happen on a schedule that will fit into
the overall plan. So we must move forward quickly.

3
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Figure 3 is a flow chart of how technology might develop from the require-
ments of the space station through the focused program. There are other ap-
proaches. One way is to cut through disciplines and say that you will make
progress in power, or in thermal, or on attitude control, etc. Another is to
look at something like eoergy management, which is a combination of thermal and
power and can affect nearly all of the other technological areas. This can
even be extended to structural technology, and to the attitude control system,
which becomes important with very large arrays.

We need to integrate all of these activities so that we pay attention to
the most important parts of the technology involved (fig. 4). The structures
people alone, for example, without understanding what the power people need,
may not pro'uce the technology that best coincides with what is needed in the
power area. So one acti.ty of the Steering Committee is to encourage this
type of integration.

All of these ideas flow into a sor.. of "bus" of technology (fig. 5) that
can then go into all areas of the development of the space station - including
a very important area, the evolution of the station beyond its initial capa.
bility, or a flexibility over time. This is one of the problems in a technol-
ogy program: you can never be exactly sut'e where the benefits are going to
show up. We are trying to focus on the specific products needed for a space
station.

Now, just a short discussion of a particular activity that might bi of
interest to this group. OAS1 is parmning flight research as well as their
traditional ground-based research. One element of that is a voltage operating
limit test, the VOLT Program, for space testing of photovoltaic concepts. A
number of people here know more about this than I do, but I would like toI
mention it in the context of this conference.

The idea at OAST is to use the shuttle to conduct research in the space
environment in a number of areas, In the VOLT series (fig. 6) there will be
four in-flight experiments beginning in 1985, two inside the bay and two out-
side the bay; two are planar arrays and two are concentrator arrays. VOLT-1
and VOLT7-3 use applied bias voltages; VOL1-2 and VOLI-4 use self-generated
voltages. So the entire structure has some symmetry to it. These experiments
are needed to obtain data from high-voltage planar and concentrator arrays,
the idea being to produce design guidelines for large high-voltage arrays in
low Earth orbit, data on the limits on operating voltage, a validated analyti-

*I cal tool for the final designers of the space station array, and a design
evaluation for these array technologies.

Figure 7 illustrates the technology flow for the specific case of high-
voltage array design. Out of generic technology and the focused program come
design data for the creation of the flight experiment. Out of the flight ex-
periment come data that benefit the space station, and it feeds back from the
space station into the requirements area. One of the beauties of the space
shuttle is that as we learn, we can repeat what we have done before and improve
on it. This is just one example of how a technology program can flow into
flight testing and eventually result in very specific products that improve
other programs, in particular the space station program,

I thank you for your attention. Again, thank you for inviting me here.

4
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Figure 1. - Space s tatlon architecture: a cluster concept.

Fiqure 2. - Artist's concept of a space station.
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MILITARY SPACE SYSTEMS' TECHNOLOGY PLAN

Col. B.W. Bolton
Air Force Space Technology Center

Kirtland A~r Force Base, New Mexico 87117

I would like to thank the sponsors of this conference for the opportunity
to talk to you about the Space Technology renter and the Military Space
Systems' technolpgy model and plan. I will speak briefly about where the Space
lechnology Center fits Into the Air Force space business structure and then run
quickly through the mndel to show you how it wor's.

The Space Technology Center is a relatively new organization, having been
in existence just a little more than a year. The Center Is i continuation of
an Air Force process that brings the Air Force laboratories under the control
of specific product divisions. In our case, we are working for Space Division
in Los Angeles. Our Commander, Bob Francis, works directly for General
McCartncy, the Commander of the Space Division, and the Technology Center has
a detachment in Los Angeles, We have a Plans Directorate; we have a Technology
Directorate that pursues several technology dwrwnstration programs; and ojr
Management Services people keep us oil on track.

The Space Technology Center now has control and responsibility for the
Geophysics Laboratory, the Weapons Laboratory, and the Rocket Propulst•,n
Laboratory. The Center's mission is to give focus to space technology efforts,
to ensure that technology needs are integrated with developmeht efforts, and
to plan and execute th) non-space-related technology activities of these three
laboratories as well. We assess the laboratories in their nonspace activities.
We also function as the Spice Division Commander's source of technical excel-
lence in the space tachnology ar~a.

lhe Plans Directorate is divided into two divisions: Plans and Analysis,
the people primar.ly responsible for the development and evolution of the
methodology used in o6r technology planning, and Oevelopment and Applications,
a group of technolqgists who generate technology initiatives. These initia-
tives are new starts, new tochnology progtams to fill gaps in the techno'ogy
required to complete 5perific space missions.

The problem that we face is one that everyone should be familiar with,
and tt3t is the extremely long lead time for the develcpmeot of specific space
capabilities. The o•,ly consolation is that the Soviets face ab.jt the salmA
type of lead time in developing their systems. Small consolation, perhaps, but
it still highlights the need for Rccurate forecasting of technologies. We must
ensure thct the technology bae is available when needed for tEe development of
these specific space systems.

The objective of thoe technology model is to provide us with a systematic
process for joining future technology needs to mission requirements. We stress
continuity between space missions and the technology programs we pursue. The

9



model also acts as a vehicle fUr communicatlons between 'he Air Force labova-
tories and major air commands, operational commands, other governent agencies,
end NASA. It is also a guide to industry for TR&D. The Tr~hnolrey Center,
along with the AIAA, sponsors workshops in which a series of technology panels
address all of the technology categories contained within the mode!. We have
recently acquired a NASA field office within the Technology Lenter; that is
staffed by Mr. Wa~ne Hudson.

We take our guidance from Air Force Headquarters, Space Division, Spact
Command, and all of the other operational commands that generate reqirements
and needs for space sy'stems support. Our technical interfaces are with the
Space Division program offices, the Air Force laboratories, other DOD agencies,
NASA, and Industry. All of this goes into the technology model as Input, and
the output is continually fed back as technology for these systems as we
produce our Space Technology Plan. This plan is our technology inve,tment
strategy and supports the planning, programing, and budgeti,;g process.

The technology model is divided into six volumes. The first volame is
generated primarily by the Plans Office at Space Division. Their input comes
frm Space Cowmmnd and the other operational commands. This planning group
develops the basic mission requirements, projects needs, and gives privrity to
missions. From the material they give us, we form a set of preliminary con-
cepts. Since we are talking about operational LJtOs around the turn of the

century in many cases, we have to have wstrawman* concept: from which we
extract technology requirements. These concepts are in volume 2. In volume 3
we project trends in technology so that we might properly assess the tech-
nologies of the future. Then ih velum 4 we assess and study state-of-the-art
technology, the programs that are in force now, In volume S we d( 'elop a road-
map of how a technology program would co-tinue to develop the technology base
required for the specific concepts and missions considered and defined in
volumes 1 and 2. Volume 6 will set prioraties end present a realistic plan for
the development of technologies necessary to support primary space missions as
defined in volume 2. These will be our terhnology investment recomnmerations.

This analytical product, our prioritized list of technologies, will not be
an absolute guide in itself. It will simply be a planning tool for the senior
headquarters staff to determine where best to invest their technoloqy dollars.
Most likely, other outside consideratinns will be included, but we feel that
the plan is going to be a good starting point and a good yardstick by which to
make intelligent decislors.

The technology plan aims to provide in a single decument a systematic,
logically derived way of investing technology resources. We will look at long-
term requirements through our projection of system requirements for tura,.of-
the-century initial operating capability (10C) dates for gystoms. It will
provide the rationale and guidance fur supporting these programs, thus makdng
the budget process more syitematic. The model can be used to support specific
requi,'uents for specific technology prograims. With t4e model we also maintain
concurrence and synchronization with the Air Force and Systems Commnd space
plans, the Air Force Space Systems' architecture study, and other top-level
guidance documentation of that nature.

10 .
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ihe techrology plan takes the input and runs it throughd a prioritization
process. Then, using a resoiirce review program, we identify the priority tech-
nology programs. The plan will tell us something about the ayailability of the
technology base to support certain space mnissions.

The prioritizati~in methodoiogy is a combination of subjective inputs, a
modified Delphi process, some computer modeling, and some analytical work on
the different parameters. The plan input is the group of top-level mission
requirements that come from Air Force Headquarters guidance. First we develop
a set of prioritized missions. We attach importance levels to specific mis-
sions and rank them. Then we develop a set of mission requirements that sup-
port those particular prioritized missions. These are also computerized; then
we sam the priorities of the missions that each of the requirements supports
and work them down one more level to the concepts. At this point, we construct
these concepts in order to detirmine what technologies are required to support
these specific requiremetts.

Concepts 'hen go through a review that identifies the mission requirements
that each concept supports. At the 'ist level of the plan, which is the tech-

I no logy level, we ideft+ify the priorities of the concepts supported by these
t.chnology programs to maintein a logical flow throughout this entire scheme,
which ultimately links terhnologies to specific missions. Technologies that
siippnrt more than one concept, or aore than one mission, get appropriate
tonphasis in the prioritization process.

A major advantage of the model is its ability to incorporate policy
changes. It there are changes in the mission rankings, for instance if th:
space station were to ue adopted by the military as a firm requirement, W*
Loul€ alter the mission requirements up front. Another problem we are con-
cerned about is ballistic missile defense. We do not know where to fit that in
the model rig~t now bec; se major decisions are yet to bt ade on the process. I,<
Out the model proce-s the model itself, can accommodate these types of change.

7echnology breakthroughi are accounted for with the model. We can f")d
potential problem oreas in this same process; we can isolatv concept% tnat are
affected by technology ptoblems and ider .Ify changes in performpre and changes
in the availattlhLy dates of these systems.

The schedule we are working against, the end product, is the publication
of volume 6. Earller volumes are btino restudied and a third edition con-
taining new mission requirements is in the process. This project is being
developed by Air Staff, Spucu Command, and Sr.ace Division planning staff
through the Space Systems architecture study. Volumes 3 and 4 are being up-
dated with support from the liboratories and the AIAA panels. And we are
working on the nwthodo'ojy of volume 6.

To conclude, we at t ",oacb (echnology Center believe that the model is
o vary' orderiy, syr:-mtiic way of joining technology needs to specific space
missions. It supports top-level guida,)ci, the space plan trom Air Force and
Systems Command. And it is an ef0ective tool for communicating with tho Air
Sta, f p oo raF , ýIen• hAwn ,iiLors, with the laborata.i.'s, and with industry.
Volume 6 will he the Air Force Space Technology Center Space Technology Plan.
It will be a guide for determining how we invest our technology dollars, and
, it wi.• git. the ,detio,ý for supporting programs ir. th,. program objective
memorandum (PON) process.
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SUPRATHIRMAL PLASMA OBSERVED ON UT8-3 NMISION BY PLAMA DIAGUoUTICS PACKAGE'

W. Paterson, L. A. Frank, H. Owens,
J. S. Pickett, and 0. B. Murphy

University of lowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242

8. D. shawhan
NASA Headquarters

WashinSton, D.C. 20546

Artificiiully produced electron beaus have been used extensively during the
past decade as a means of ,roiotng the magnetosphere (ref. 1), and more recently as
a mans of actively contro.lin's spacecraft potential (ref. 2). Experimentation in
theme areas has proven valua.'a, yet at times confusing, due to the interaction of
the electron beam with the ambient plasma. The OSS-1/STS-3 Mission in March 1982
provided a unique opportunity to study beam-plasma interactions at an altitude of
240 km. On board for this mission was a Past Pulse Electron Generator (FPEG),
which served as part of Utah State University's Vehicle Charging and Potential ex-
periment. Measurements made by the Plasma Diagnostics Package (PDP) while extended
on the Orbiter RMS show modifications of the ion and electron energy distributions
during electron beau injection.

In this paper, sons of the observations made by charged particle detectors are
discussed and related to measurements of Orbiter potential. The paper is divided
into three sections. A brief description of several of the PDP instruments appears
first, followed by a section describing the joint PDP/FPXG experiment. The third
section consists of observations made during electron beam injection.

INSTRUMENTATION

The PDP carries a wide range of instruments for the wasuremsnt of pressure,
waves, fields, and particles. A discussion of these instruments and some of the
preliminary results of the mission can be found in Shawhan at al. (ref. 3). Of in-
terest for this discussion are the charged particle detectors, and to a lesser ex-
tent, instruments used to measure electric potential and the geomagnetic field in
the vicinity of the Orbiter.

The Low Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy Analyzer (LEPEDHA) is a
curved plate detector capable of detecting ions and electrons with energies between
2 eV and 36 keY. It is nearly identical to instruments flown on ISSE-I and ISEE-2.
The energy resolution of LKPEDIA is 2E/1 - 0.16, and 1.6 see. is required for a
complete energy scan. The LEPEDIA fields of view are shown in figure 1. The seven
detectors are sampled simultaneously and together have a field of view of 6 degrees
by 162 degrees.

eThis work is supported by NASA/Lewis Research Grant No. NAG3-449
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An electron fluxmter is also included in the PDP for detection of electrons.
This instrument samples the electron flux independent of energy ten times per sec-
ond. The fluxaster is directed opposite to the LEPEDEA. It has a wide field of
view with low angular resolution.

Electric fields were measured by two 20 cm spherical probes separated by 1.6m.
The average potential between these spheres was measured relative to Orbiter ground

* with s range of k8.2v. When the PDP was extended on the RMS, this potential was a
measure of the plasma potential in the vicinity of the PDP.

A triaxiul fluxgete magnetometer was used to measure magnetic fields. The
magnetometer sampled the magnetic field 10 times each second, along each of its
3 axes with a resolution of t12 agauss.

THE JOINT PDF/FPEG EXPERIMENT

Joint operations bitween the PDP and the FPEG were conducted while the Orbiter
was in a nose-to-ouA attitude with a roll rate of twice per orbit (see figure 2).
For the experiment discussed in this paper, the FPE0 emitted a 50-mA, 1-keV, unmod-
ulated electron beam. A total of eleven emissions occurred under both daytime and
nighttime conditions and at various injection pitch angles with -each emission ap-
proximately fifteen minutes in duration. During these Injections, the PDP was de-
ployed on the Orbiter RMS and moved about the Orbiter in an effort to locate the
beam.

The primary instrument for location of the beam was an electron fluxmater lo-
cated on the opposite side of the PD? from the LEPEDKA. During the search for the
beam, the fluxueter was pointed downward toward the FPEG aperture in the Orbiter
bay which left the LZPEDEA looking away from the electron beam. Because of this
orientation, the LEPEDEA did nit detect primary beam electrons. At times, however,
the PDP was rotated through 90 degrees about its spin axis (see figure 1) which al-
lowed the LEPEDEA to view a range of particle pitch angles including primary
particles,

OBSERVATIONS

Because of changing Orbiter attitude (twice per orbit roll rate) and varla-
tions in the geomagnetic field over tke course of an orbit, a wide range of injec-
tion pitch angles were observed. Calculations by J. Sojka of Utah State University
show that for injection pitch angles greater than about 60 degrees (depending on
the precise beam-orbiter orientation), the beam intercepted the Orbiter surface.
At angles loes than this the beau escaped. Qualitative analysis of charged parti-
cle and potential masurements mnde by the PDP support this analysis.

Ambient electrons (photoelectrons) ware detected with energies up to abotit
80 eV during the day and 10 eV at night, while Ions were seen at energies princi-
pally below 10 eV during both day and night. During beau Injection at anglas less
Lhan 30 degrees, intense fluxes of electrons were detected at energies up to the
primary beam energy of 1 keY. Virtually no ions were seen at tnese times. 1n.
hanced electron fluxes were observed at all points accessible to the PDP, However,
due to the limited reach of the 3MS, no measurements were made at distances greater

"14
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than 7m from the beam. For beam injection, at angles greater than 60 degrees, the
measured ion and electron fluxes ofte" ron,,ibled the flux seen with the beam off.

Measurements of Orbiter potential during smell angle injection also differed
from the ambient case. When the beam was off, the Orbiter potential relative to
the nearby plasma remained < ±8.2v consistent with V x B ' L (ref. 3). When the
beam was injected at less than 30 degrees, the potential was offacale and positive,
and dropped below the maximum measurable value of 8.2v only at the maximum distance
from the beam of 7m. Potentials during large angle injections were geaerally near-
er to those measured with the beam off.

The observations tend to support the claim that the beam did escape from the
near vicinity of the Orbiter for small angle injection, but did not at larger an-
gles. The enhanced electron flux and elevated potential associated with small an-
gle in.ection may be due to escape of the beam. If this in so, the large angle
conditions which were so similar to ambient conditions could be due to the electron
beam impacting the Orbiter rather than escaping. In this case, almost all of the
beam current is collected so that the disturbance is localized and the Orbiter d&es
not need to charge.

Figure 3 shows the measured flux during one of these rotations which• took
place at a distance of 7m from the center of the beam. Since this distance is
roughly twice the gyroradius of a I keV electron travelling perpendicular to the
magnetic field, these measurements must be of electrons outside of the primary
beam. The angles shown in figure 3 are the pitch Angles of electrons as they were
detected by the LEPEDEA. Angles greater than 90 degrees correspond to electrons
travelling dowr the field lines from the direction in which the beam was injected.
Angles less than 90 degrees indicate electrons moving up the field in the sam di-
rection as the outgoing beam. Although pitch angles less than 30 degrees and
greater than 140 degrees were not sampled, this figure seems to show a net return
of electrons along the field lines from the direction in which the beam was in-
jected indicating that more current returns from the upper hemisphere during up-
wards injection than from the lower.

Based on this preliminary analysis of measurements made during electron beam
emission, it appears that the electron beam did escape from the Orbiters These es-
cape# induced positive Orbiter potentials, and were associated with enhanced fluxes
of electroais. During escape of the beam, there is evidence that there was a net
flow of electrons along the magnetic field from the direction in which the beam was
injected.
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VEHICLE CHARGING ON STS-3 MISSION*

P. R. Williatrison, P. M. 3anks, and L. R. 0. Storey
Stanford Univers',ty

Stanford, California 95305

W. 3. Raitt
Utah State University

Logan, Utah 04322

In t0e Vehicle Cbar~ing and Potential experiment on 11he STS-3 mis~don, a pulsed
electron gun w.,s used to eject known charges and currents from the Shifttle Orbiter,J and the rebulting porturbattions of the surface charge and current denmitios were studied
with f)ppropriate Loiriturneats. An ejected current of 100 mA, if maintained for a time
sufficiently long for e-quilibriumn to be established, could change the vehicle potential

by So~ Y or mom~. whe,,i the ambient plasma density was low. In general, the observed
perturb:)tion& could be otdered qualitativcely ;u terms of the pl& ma density and of the
attitude of the shuttle relative eo its orbitc.1 velocity vactor.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Vehicle Charging and Potential (VO-AP) ev,ý>ripicnt flown on the STS.-3 mission
was dosigned to stu~iv the electrical int..!-1tetion -if the shuttle orbiter with the low earth
orbi~t environment, The iaiteraction of a large, orbiting body with ~he low earth space
ifnvironmeiit. is tiot well known. With the initiation of an~ uperational era in cpace, it i
necessary that we unders-iand (1) the perturbations prod~uced by the orbiter as it moves
through the near- earth environment., (2) the environment as provided to instrumentation
operating in the payload bay of the orbiter and (3) the effects that the en-4ronmL-nt exerts
upon the orbiter itself. Future mnissions which depend upon knowledge nf the elvnctrical
interaction of the orbiter with the space environment incl-jde those with high power
charged particle beam experiments and uthers withi long antenna-, operating at high
voltages in the VLF frequency range. Also, when operations begin with orbit inclinations
above about 60 degrees, large fluxes of energetic electrons (and protons) will bombard
twe orbiter when the vehicle is at high magnetic latitudes. In the past, satellites have

*TA~is woik was conducted uinder NASA contract NAS5-24455 at Utah State University

and Stanford University and by NASA grant NAGW 235 -'t Stanford University.
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been adversely affected by electrical discharges induced by energetic particle bombard-
ment and these problems present similar concerns for the dielectric.covered orbiter. The
VCAP experiment on STS-3 was designed to study the interactions between the orbiter

and the environment which are of importance to understanding these problems.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

An electron gun with fast pulse capability was used in the VCAP experiment to

actively perturb the vehicle potential in order to study dielectric charging, return current
mechanisms an(' 'he techniques required to manage the electrical charging of the orbiter.

Return currents and charging of the dielectrics were measured during electron beam

emission, and plasma characteristics in the payload bay were determined in the absence

of electron beam emission.

The VCAP instrumentation as flown on the OSS-1 pallet during STS-3 includes five

separate pieces ol hardware:

1, FawJ Pulse Electron Generator (FPEG) - The FPEG consists of two independent
elcte,.I, ron guns which a're of the diode configuration with a directly heated tungsten

filamn-t and a tantalum anode. The two guns, designated as FPEG I and FPEG

2, emit electrons with an energy of 1000 eV at currents of 100 mA and SO( mA
respectively. The elettron beams are collimated to a beam width of about 5 degrees
by focus coils mounted just beyond the anodes. Each gun is controlled by a 37-bit

seri,,l command word which selects the gun to be used, controls filament and high
voltage power supplies, and determines the on time, off time and number of pulses of

the beam, The times are controllable in 32 logarithmic steps fron 600 nanoseconds

to 10)7 seconds and the number of pulses is controllable in poweys of two from i to

32,7•3,• The rise and fall times for the electron beam are 100. nanoseconds so that
very short pulses (and therefore small increments of charge) can be emitted.

2. Charge Current Probes (CCPi and CCP2) - Each Charge Lurren' Probe (CCP) con-

s.sts of two adjacent sensors - one metallic and one dieleL•ric - as shown in figure

1. The current flowing to the metallic sensor is used as an indication of the return

current to exposed metal surfacus on the orbiter. The dielectric sensor provides a
measurei'ent of the charge accumulation on the dielectric-covered surfaces of the
orbiter; the material used for the charge probe dielectric is from the same batch of
Flexible Reusable Surface Insulation (FRSI) that was used on the Columbia (OV-

102) and covers the payload bay leors and upper wing surfaces (fig. 2). Both of the
(JCP sensors respond rapidly to changeF. in the orbiter potential Measurement rates .---

were set at 6O samples per second but peak hold measurements of both current and

charge were made which allowed spikes longer than 100 nanoseconds to be captured.
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Ftiptro 3. - Schematic of rharge probe.

The Charge Pi.obe measures dii ,ctly tne charging of a metal plate covered by a piece

of iRSI. Since this ;3 Lhe same material as covers the payload bay doors and upper

wing surf -s, we assume thpi measurements made on the FRSI in the payload bay are

indicative of the behavior of this same material on the orbiter. The metal plate is con-

neeted to 1',e input of a charge amplifier .,2g. 3). WIen the :w•:•,e potential changes, so

does the charge induced on the metal plate: the charge increment is equal to the change

in potential multiplied by the capacity between the plate . ..h e ambient plasnroa. The

charge amplifier converts tfis increment to a voltage. Assuming a theoretical value for

the capacity, the change in vehicel potential can bc dated by scaling the output

voltpe appropriately. This is shown from the CCP measurement of vehicle potential.

However two reserv.,tions should be made with reg;-7 !' these data: firstly, the probe

can only measure changes in the vehicle potential, ax,,i not its absolute value; s&Tcondly,

the actual capacity of the probe depends on the state -f the ambient plasma so it may

depart iignifica tly from the assumed vaft.?. Hence, altiough the charge increments are

measured precisely, the inferred changes in vehic' PO IntiL are only approximate, and

Smay differ for two -L'arge Probes mounted at different placms on the same spacecraft.

On STS-3, :-No sets of ',he CCP (designated CCPi and CCP2) were used with CCPI

mounted adjac,-nt to the FPEG and CCP2 mounted on the opposite corner of the pallet

* ab far away from the FPEG as possible. These probes provide measurements of vehicle

potential changes and return currents induced by operation of the FPEG with high time

resolution at voltages up to 1000 volts and currents up to 4 mA.

3. Spherical Retarding Potential Analyzer (SRPA) - The Spherical Retarding Potential

Analyzer measures the density and energy of ions and provides an absolute value

for the vehicle potential as well as a measurement of the plasma environment in

the payload bay. The SRPA has a 1g cm diameter spherical collector surrounded
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by ., 20 cm diameter spherical grid. The biasing voltages applied to these electrodes
result in tie colkction of positive ions by the collector. In the fr'ame of reference of
the orbiter the dominant ambient ion O÷ will have a drift energy of apprvnimately

* 5 eV. This energy is relnted to the orbiter velocity, which is well knowL, so any
deviation of the O+ drift energy fronm the expected value gives a measure of the
electrical potential of the orbiter structnre relative to the ionosphere. A Langmuir
"probe is attached to the SRPA. This probe is a small, spherical probe which measures
the density and temperature of electrons and provides a cross check on the vehicle

* ipotential. The SRPA/Langmuir probe instrument is mounted on a corner of the
pallet as far from other surfaces r.i possib1i to give the best opportunity to acquire
data uncontam-'nated by wake effects.

4.. Digital Control Interface Ur.it (DCIU) - The Digital Control Interface Unit provided
all signal, command and power interfaces between the VCAP instrument and the
pallet. Power switching and command decoding were done in the DCIU. Three
microprocessors (1802 type) were used in the DCIU. The control microprocessor
stored sequences of time-tagged serial commands in both ROM and RAM. These
sequences of commands could be initiated in response to a single command sent from
a source external to the DCIU and perform a series of operations such as FPEG
pulsing, gain chunging and resets. A second microprocessor was used to control the
offset of the SRPA sweep voltage. The third microprocessor was used to monitor
temperatures, voltages and currents and to set out of limit flags passed as bi-level
signals to the orbiter GPC for display and alarm signaling.

3. MEASUREMENTS

Passive and active operations were performed during OSS-I. The SRPA and CCP's
were operating throughout the mission and data obtained when the electron gun was
not being operated determine the characteristics of the orbiter and the payload bay
environment in the absence of perturbations from active experiments.

The electromagnetic interference (cmi) levels during the mission were the lowest
experienced during the project and were unmeasurably low on orbit. The thrusters
produced disturbances which were variable in character and magnitude. Strong ram/wake
effects wore seen in the ion densities in the payload bay. Measurements of the vehicle
potential offset indicate that the main engine nozzles ptovide a reference potential
to the ionospheric plasma surrounding the vehicle. Because the orbiter is 97% covered
with dielectric materials, the main engine nozzles provide the primary contact bet-
ween the orbiter metallic .,tructure and the plasma. Vehicle potentials were variable
with respect to the plasma and depended upon location on the vehicle relative to
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figLure 4. S equenice of electron curr~ent pulses emitted by the Fast Pulse
Etlectron Generator.

the main engine nozzles, the vehicle attitude and the direction of the geomagnletic

field; their variations are consistent with the expected effects of the V X B electric field.

Active experiments were performed by emitting a series of electron beam pulses, as
illustrated in figure 4 for instance. Inside each of the positive-going pulses shown WD
this figure there are 18 narrower rectangular pulses of 100 mA peak current, increasing
in width from each group of 18 to the next. Thus the amplitude of the wider pulses,
which is equal to the average of the current over the repetition period of the narrower
pulses, increases throughout the sequence. The wider pulses are arranged in groups; of
three, and between each group and the next the Charge Probes are reset to zero so As
to eliminate long-term drift,

Data taken during one such sequence, designed to study vehicle charging and return
current mechanisms and labeled Charge Current (CC), are shown in figure 5; see table
I for the meanings of the symbols. The sequence begins with one microsecond pulses
(which show no measurable perturbation). When the pulse widths are iacreused to mnore
than a millisecond in duration, significant charging of the orbiter occurs with induced
potentials of tens of volts. The potentials measured close to the FPEG are higher than
those on the far side of the pallet and may indicate that a sheath developed around
the vehicle. The currents at the two locations (CCP1 and CCP2) are also different, with
the larger current near the electron gun as might be expected since the beam produces

locally enhanced ionization levels.
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Figure 5. ,- epresentetive *harge uurrent sequence (1132 GMT on 25 March 1982).
in data Erom lRPA (graph labeled 11), noion current is observed until about
34 9 after start of pulse Seq-nOnet: rectang•lar waveform seen at earlier
tLMo if due to LAtomtic iv'. thing of olectronics between two ranges with
dir 'eveut sensitivities.

In a higher timp resolution p!,.t of a portion of the same CC sequence (not shown)
it &,pears that the rwassured curtents recover to their nomal non-emission levels in

the short time bet;ven pulses, but the charge on the dielectric is retined and decays

much more slowly, Time constants for the vehicle potential (or dielectric charging) to

return to non-emission levelp vary from len thap one second up to minutes. Thus, in

the two lowermost graphs of fig. 5, more marked fluetuations appear on the later groups



of pulses than on the earlier groups; this difference is probably due to the reduction in
the time constant as the vehicle potential increases.

One of the most distinctive features of the STS-3 flight results is the variety in the
measurements of charging and return current. Virtually any combination of results can
be found in the 52 Charge Current sequences that were performed during this mission.
In some cases the charging is negligible, in other cases charging is significant and more
than 50 volts for the same sequence. Return currents can be small or large and either the
same on both probes or with either one large and the other negligible. In the following
series of figutes we show examples of this panoply of measurements.

Figure 6 shows some data taken during local daytime, with the nose of the shuttle
pointing towards the sun and with the instruments looking into the wake. The latter
circumstance explains the low charging currents and also the failure of the Langmuir
probe to measure an electron current. The fact that the SRPA nevertheless measured a
substantial ion current is unexplained. On this occasion, operation of the electron gun
led to large positive excursions of the vehicle potential.

The data shown in figure 7 were also acquired in the daytime, with the shuttle in
the same attitude relative to the sun but in a different akttitude relative to the orbital

velocity vector. The instruments, though still somewhat in the wake, were less well
shielded from the plasma than on the occasion represented in figure 6. Tha attitude was
such that the main engine nozzles were pointed more or less along tht- orbit, i.e., in the
ram direction. Hence, the vehicle was in better electrical contact with the plasma, which
explains why its potential was relatively unaffected by 'the San operations.

In the data of figure 8, the electron and ion currents are comparable with thoet noted
in figure 7. No attitude data are available for this case at the time of writing, tbut since
the vehicle potential did not vary much, again there must have been g(X-)d contact with
the plasma. Even during the most intense FPEG emissions, neither of the current probeu
registers much current, which means that the return current must have been flowing
elsewhere.

Figure g, like figure 7, presents data acquired during the day with the shuttle in the
noie-to-sun attitude and with the instruments partly in the wake. The Jectron and
ion densities are greater this time, however. The changes in vehicle potential are even
less than in the case of figure 8, but contrariwire the current probes both register large
currents; their data are unusual in that the probe further from the FPEG collects the
larger current,

The data of the final figure 10 show large electron and ion deniitities, with the output
from the ion probe even going off scale. The sizeable current on CD2 during the period
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from -30 s to 0 s suggests that this current probe was then facing towards the ram
direction; the drop in current at 0 a may be due to the probe having been taken out of
this orientation by vehicle roll. The FPEG pulse sequence had almost no effect on any
of the six instrumenta in the VCAP package.

Figures 6.10 have been presented in the order of increasing ambient plums density,
at least as indicated by the Langmuir probe and the SRPA. Qualitatively, increased
density leads to greater stability of the vehicle potential, as one would expect.

Although, an mentioned earlier, the 62 recorded Charge Current sequences show a
wide variety of behavior, this proves to be reproducible If the sequences are ordered in
terms of two parameters, namely the plasma density and the attitude of the shuttle
relative to its orbital velocity vector. For a given density and attitude, qualitatively
similar behavior has been observed on different occasions. Other parameters, such ar the
attitude relative to the earth's magnetic field and the presence or absenl'e of sunlight,
are less influential but not neglible.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The VCAP experiment on STS-3 has shown that ateive, controlled experiments on
shuttlep charging can be successfully performed from the payload bay of the orbiter.
Electron beams have been used to perform a series of experiments to study the electri-
cal interaction of the orbiter with the surrounding euvironment and the onvirunment
Drovided to the payload. A preliminary analysis of the data has shown that, qualita-
tively, they are reproducible and understandable, which strengthens our confidence that
it vill be possible to model them quantitatively in the long run.

".

In ethb of the 5per 6-i the followleS q:titbits ae pasoted. ai oedaess 01
the six VGPW40,(¢~ top to bottom):

UP Laagmelr Ppobe. Cavret a a bprlhkmk woe,

Ile In Probe (SpWl Rneturdiag Potledel Aae•bw|), Cmant im a
hpqitmie seek

CDt Camel" Probe am t starboad se of the payload bay. Ctest
IpAa Mo • Ilem seast. asemed earmiut omepoed. to buer•euW
61f eem cotletm.

CDI Current Probe oN the poetsaide of the Pahod bay. Ceonmt ($A)
on lamoha sVale.

QPI ChulV Probe on the st0rbod side, Voltae ot limetr se.k
lemoestd vctaiep toeposds to the vehicle be4to hip mote poel.
liWe with tespect to the plums.

QDI Chagve Probe oo the poet de. Volta• ms lmesR seamde.

Note: The loeswmente ao the port sWde of the paylotd are eko tt, the Fea PV..
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VCAP
C¢lHAC CURRINT SEOUENCE OSS-I/STS-3

LAUNCH "ARCH V2, 1982

LP

-80

I O

A 100
CD2

-20 . . . .

F:•. RI O

Col-u)20

(VI ,

500DIV
100I(VI I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

"-30 0 30 60 go 120 ISO
SICONOS SINCE START OF SEOUENCE

pViure G. - Chwrge ciuret sequence (0707 GHT on 26 March 1982).
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VCAP

CHARGE CURRENT .5EQUENCE OSS-I/STS-3
BEGINNING AT 04/0527M LAUNCH MARCH 22, 1902

LP

-80f\JJJ

(08)

-80
100

CD2
(uA)
-20 1*--I I * I I ~ '4 -

100CDI ,
W•A) ..

SOl

0021IV) g
50

Q01
IV)

-10

-30 0 so s0 go 120 ISO
SECONOS SINCE STAYT OF SCOUENCE

FIguL'e 7. - Charge current mequence (0521 00 on 25 HavGh 1982).
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VCAP
CHARGE CURRENT SEOUENCE OSS-1/STS-3
BEGINNING AT 85/0107,2 LAUNCO MARCH 22, 1982

LP
S-80 .... . I't•. ........ J L..... ..

(DO) "

I P
(DO)

100
C02

-20 I I I I I .. .I ~ ~-4-' ' -

100

50

QD2i

001
IV)

-30 0 s0 60 90 120 ISO
SECONDS SINCE START Of SEQUENCE

figure S. - Charge current sequence (0107 G1MT on 26 March 1982).
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VCRP
CHARGE CURRENT SEOUENCE OSS-1/STS-3
BEGINNING AT 8I/0912,iI LAUNCH MIRCH 22. 1982

L P
(OB)

-80 1
100

(MA)-20
100

COl
(OR)

-20

002(VI
- 10 1 ' ' - : . - - " . --SI I I

50

001(DI

-30 0 30 so 90 120 is,
SECONDS SINCE START OF SEOUENCE

Figure 9. - Charge current sequence (0912 GMT on 25 March 1982).
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VCRP
CHARGE CURRENT SEOUENCE OSS-i/STS-3
BEGINNING AT 86/0606922 LAUNCH MHACH 2a. 1

10__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

i , I0 •._: ,, ,4--" - =•--+- : I - , , . - -+ -

L P • f'/• L /F/•-
, I(DB)

-80

ID ) ,
MD)

-80
100

C02
('A) -. -- ' ', . . I , -I I --- 4--+--+---4

100

-- I I ; I ', -• +-....-4--4-'--4-.-+.--- '., -- I. , I ,
-50

CD2 I

002

50

-10 

I

-30 0 30 bO 90 120 150

SECONOS SINCE START OF SEOUENCE

rigur 10. Charge current sequence (0609 OGT on 27 March '1982).
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ELECTRON AVD ION DENSITY DEPLETIONS MEASURED IN THE STS-3 ORBITER WAKE*
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Univeraity of Iowa

Iowa City, Iowa 52242

W. S. Raitt
Utah State University

Logan, Utah 84322

S. D. ShaWhan
NASA Headquarters

Washington, D.C. 20546

The third Space Shuttle flight on Columbia carried instrumentation to measure

"thermal plasma density and temperature. Two separate investigations, the Plasma
Diagnostics Package (PDP) and the Vehicle Charging and Potential Experiment (VCAP),
catried a L&Agmuir Probe, and the VCA? also included a Spherical Retarding Poten-
tial Analyzer (SPPA). The Langnuir 1robe on the PDP mado measurements while the
PDP was attached to the pa' et in the Orbiter bay and while the FDP was articulated
by the RM5. (hily those measurements made while the PDP is in the peyload bay are
discussed here since the VCAP nnstrumentation remains in the payload bay at all
times and the two meaburements are compared.

Figure I illustrates the location of the PDP and VCAP instrumentation on the

science payload pallet.

The principle thrust of this paper is to discuss the wake behind a large
structure (in this case the Spae!e Shuttle Orbiter) flying through the ionospheric
plasma. Much theoretical work has been done regarding plasm wakes (ref. 1) and to
a certair extent laboratory plasmas have provided an experimental and measurement
basis set for this theory. The instrumentation on this missioui gives the first da--
ta taken with a large vehicle in the ionospheric laboratory.

First, the P)P Langmuir Probe and its dnta set will be presented, then the
VCAP Langu~ir Probe and SRPA with associated data. A discussion of agreement be-
tween the two duta sits is then followed by some other PDP data which infers an
even lower wake density.

Lastly, conalusions, caveats and a description of future work which will fur-
ther advance the "easurement techniques and data set are put forth.

PDP LANGMUIR PROBE RESULTS

The PD01 Langmuir Probe is a 6 cm diameter gold-plated sphere which is operated
in two modes, the AN/N mode and the swept mode. The swept mode which is of concern

.Th's work is supported by NASA/Lewis Research Grant No. NAG3-449
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VCAP
/SRPA

STA/ 8O.RO oP~'~
L.

STARBOARDRT

POP,"

FORWARD

Figure 1. - Science pallet. configuration on STS-3 uhowing location of instru-
mentation.

here is a 120 step voltage sweep which lasts 1.2 seconds and is executed 5 times
per minute. The nominal density range of the probe is approximstely 5 x 102 to
5 x 106/cM3 , the precise sensitivity depending on temperature. Operating in this
mode, the Langmuir Probe has a current voltage characteristic whose slope is pro-
portional to I/T, and which has a "knee" in the curve proportional to Ne.

There are two limitations to the POP Langmuir Probe measurements. The first
occurs when the plasma is too dense to really see the entire knee of the curve re-
sulting In instrument saturation and an underestimate of density. The second oc-
curs when the plasma temperature is too high and density too low to get a reliable
slope resulting in only zn upper bound on density and lower bound on temperature.

Figure 2 ill-istrates the electron density and teiipnrature for one orbit as a
function of vehicle attitude. (The date is repeated for a second orbit to provide
clarity for the graph and illustrate a periodicity which is real). The vehicle
attitude is described by 0 1 and 02 which are illustrated at the top of the figure.
Maximum wake occurs when the vehicle flies tail. first with the plasma ra'•ming into
the Orbiter belly (e.g. GMT 83:20:48). At this point in time, the vehicle is
flying a nose-to-sun attitudc with a 2 times orbit roll. (See figure 2 In the pa-
per "Suprathermol Plasma Observed on the STS-3 Mission by the Plasma Diagnostic3
Package, by Paterson et al. (ref. 2) in this issue fer a description of this
attitude.) T'hin results in a once per orbit ram/wako cycle which is evident in
figure 2 by the e- density and neutral density (pressure) measurements.

Several important observations summarize figure 2,

1. Although density is near ambient while the paylaod bay is neithec pointing
directly into the velocity vector ur Into the wake, there is evidence that
the density may be 2 to 10 times ambient when the bay points close to the
velocity vector. The probe saturates making reliable measurement above
2 x 106 ifficult. The region cross hatched in figure 2 is where this
higher density regime is encountered.
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2. DensiAty decreases rapidly as the Orbiter rolls into wake condition.

3. The minimum reliable measurement of density with the PDP probe is
approximately 5 x 102/c. 3 . At least another order of magnitude decrease
is required to pull the sweep totally offscale which is subsequently
observed to happen. The sweep remains offecale for approximately
25 minutes centered around 83:20:48.

4. During all non-wake conditions, the temperature remains relatively
constant at about 1000. (±30Z).

5. Temperature rises rapidly as density decreases.

6. The highest reliable temperatures occur at 6000*K. However, the trend
continues suggesting temperatures in excess of 7000*K in the deep wake.

It is also worthwhile to note that in near ram condition the neutral density
(pressure) was almost two orders of magnitude above ambient ionospheric conditions
and fell below IO-7 torr (the instrument sensitivity limit) during wake conditions.

THE VCAP IANG.4UIR PROBE AND SRPA

Data on the characteristics of the ambient thermal plasma are extracted from
the probes using a technique similar to that described by Raitt at al. (ref. 3).
This AC technique employed for the probes enables direct measurement of the second
derivativw of the SKPA current-voltage characteristic and the first derivative of
the LP current-voltage characteristic.

The SRPA signal is obtained by adding two sinusoidal AC signals (at 8.5 kHz
and 10.7 kHz) to a sawtooth sweep voltage. The probe current is passed through a
narrow band Amplifier that selects the difference freqency of 2.2 kHz, which is a
measure of the rim-linearity of the probe current-voltage characteristic, and re-
sults in a signal proportional to the second derivative of the current-voltage
characteristic. Two ac current ranges are available: one from -76 dB to -24 dB -
and the other from -40 dB to 0 dB relative to 10-7 amp rum. Each successive sweep
of the probe alternates between the two ranges. Since the sweep period is
17 seconds the complete dynamic range is covered each 34 seconds.

The LP hes only one AC saigal (at 3.2 kRz) added to the sweep voltage. The
amplitude of the alternating component of the probe current derived by using a nar-
row band amplifter tuned to 3.2 kHz enables the first derivative of the current
voltage characteristic to be ",asured directly. A single dynamic current range,
from -80 dB to +10 dB relative to 10-6 amp rum, is used for all sweeps. The range
of the sawtooth voltage is from -2 V to +3 V, the period and phase of the sweep be-
ing oynchrornsed to the SRPA sweep.

figure 3 Illustrates data takeu under similar conditions as that taken by the
PDP, although at a different tima. In this case the vehicle attitude is differ-
ent, but the &a&m angles are uued to characterize the direction ol the velocity
vector. The addition of the dark bar on this figure serves to ahow when day and
night occur during the orbit.
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The results of the Langsuir Probe (dotted line) and SKPA (solid line) general-
ly confirm results of the PDP Languair Probe. VCAP Langmuir Probe temperatures are
not plotted, but the following results are notable:

1. Close to ambient (1000K) Lonspheric temperatures are measured during
non-wake condition.

2. As the Orbiter rolls Into wake, a turbulence at all frequencies adds noise
to the 3.2 kHz LP first derivative, but mea~uremants indicate an increase
in temperature to beyond 40000K.

VCAP LP densities indicate the following:

1. An upper bound of electron density when the paylaod bay faces close to
the velocity vector is 107/cm3 .

2. Density during wake conditions drops to below the instrument sensitivity
of 10 e/ca3 .

The SRPA measurements are difficult to interpret uince the peak in the second
derivative as a function of sweep voltage for the dominant ionospheric 0+ ion is
often contaminated by locally produced H2 0+ and NO+. When the 0; peak is clearly
observable, several. observations prevail:

1. Densities consistent with ambient ionospheric 0+ are observed for most

conditions which shall be referred to as non-wake.

2. 0 2 orders of magnitude depletion occurs in the near wake.

ADDITIONAL XVIDENCE FOR LARGE DEPLETION

Additional evidence for a many order of magnitude depletion in the electron
density in the near wake is provided by what amounts to a sounder experiment. Re-
call that the VCAP SEPA is excited with a signal at 8.5 and 10.7 kHz. The PDP con-
tains a 16 channel (uS5 bandwidth) spectrum analyzer capable of detecting electro-
static or electromagnetic waves over a frequency range from 30 Ha to 178 kHz. The
instrument has a saturation of approximately I V/u electric field amplitude and a
usable dynamic range of about 95 dB.

During most of the orbit, the Spectrum Analyzer output is dominated by broad-
band orbiter generated electrostatic noise, (ref. 4) thruster firings or other
events. Figure 4 illustrates that as the wake boundary is approached, the electro-
static noise disappears in all channels simultaneously and as the payload bay is
immersed deeper in the orbiter's wake a signal in the 10 kHx channel grows to a
point of dominance in the spectrum. This in fact is the VCAP SRPA signal. As the
density drops so that the plasma frequency nears or drops below 10.7 kHz, this sig-
nal can propagate to the PDP sensor. Detailed calculations and modeling are being
done taking field strengths and sensor separation into account, but preliminary
work suggests that although the PDP Lsngmuir Probe infers densities, < 50/cm3 ,
the density probably drops at least another order of magnitude to < 5/cm3 . This
would be approximately six orders of magnitude of plasma depletion in the near wake
from that measured tinder ran condition.
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Although measurements are still in a primitive state, several conclusions can
be drawn from the STS-3 PD? and VCAP date.

I. Ras conditions sees to result In a higher than expected electron density.

2. Density depletions of at least 4 orders of magnitude In the wake plasma
are observed and there to evidence to suggest this depletion may be as
high as six orders of magnitudea.

3. Iffe.ctive temperature measured by the thermal plasma probes indicate an
Increase in electron temperature in the wake to ;b 60000K,

I.. The thermal ions are excluded rapidly as the orbiter bay rolls into wake
and only those locally produced HI2O+ and NO+ are measurable.

5. Both LP's and the SIPA indicate a degree of plasma density or velocity
turbulence which peaks It% the transition region between ran and wake.

Several concerns about these measurements ore that: first, the VCAP probes'
output@ are often contaminated by the turbulence which causes bias in the data;
second, the ability of the PDP LI to amsoure density and temperature reliably be--
yond a certain limited range is questionable; and third, whether the sounder exper-
iment setup between the VCAP SRtA and PDP Spectrum Analyzer is "calibratablo* is
still an open question.
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The first concern is being worked and there is confidence that corrections for
the turbulence can be computed. Recall that the PDP LP has a AN/N mode which can
provtde upper bounds on the turbulence within a given frequency band.

The second concern, which applies to a lesser degree to the YCAP LP, is harder
to solve. As the density decreases and temperature increases, the s9..e of the
probe in relation to a debye length and theruml electron Syroradius changes drasti-
cally. This means that appr-oxinstions used to derive temperature and density are
no longer valid and new formualations must be used. A long-term researmn effort Is
underway to better understand the behavior of swept probes in these extrem reg-
ims. (See ref. 5 for a description of the probe theory). Meanwhile, effort has
been made to include data in this report derived from regims where approximations
hold. Thus, the densities and temperatures ore probably good to a factor of two.

It is encouraging to note that when comparisons are made to measurements made
by the DR satellite, which fler through the sawe altitude and latitude regime
within the sam day, gener I agreement is found. The DR data show dayside condi-
tions of Me - .9 -1.1 x ll/cmr and Te - 1500' - 2000' while the PDP and VtUP data
taken diysife out of wake and also out of maximum ram condition indicate No - 2 to
10 x IC/cm' and Te w 1000° (±30Z).

The third concern is currently being worked and if the "sounder" is calibrat-
able, it should provide valuable input for theory.

The fact that elevated temperatures are observed in the near wake of a space-
craft is not without precedence. Samir et al. (ref. 6) found evidence for elevated
electron temperatures in the wake of Explorer 31, a much emaller vehicle than the
Shuttle Orbiter.

Additional measurements by the PDP and VCAP instruments will be made on
Spacelab-2 where detailed experiments have been designed to study the structure of
the wake out to approximately one kilometer from the vehicle.
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Part of' an AF3L payload flown on the STS-4 mission conslited of experiments
to measure in-situ electric fields, electron densities, and vehicle charging.
During this-TT Mg some 11 hours of deta were acquired ranging from 5 minute snap-
shots up to continuous half-orbits. These experiments are described and results
presented for such vehicle induced events as a main engine burn, thruster firings
and water dumps in addition to undisturbed periods. The main characteristic of
all the vehicle induced events is shown to be an enhanceirtent in the low frequency
noise (less than 2 KHz), in both the electrostatic and electron irreqularity (, N/N)
spectra.

Tht "non-event" results indicate that the electrostatic broadband emissions show
Swhite noise characteristic in the low frequency range up to 2 KHz at an amplitude

of 10 db above the shuttle design specification limit, falling below that limit
above 10 KHz. The vehicle potential remained within the range of -3 to +1 volt
throughout the flight which exhibits normal behavior for a satellite in a low
equatorial orbit. The measured electron densities and temperatures are compared
with the International Reference Ionosphere showing measured densities somewhat
lower (up to a factor of 10) and temperatures hitgher (up to 4000 K) than the refer-
ence model.

INTRODUC.TION

The objective of this experiment is to characterize the electrical interaction
of the shuttle with its environment. This report describes the experiment and
its operation through a shuttle mission during which the instrument functioned
normally and acquired 11.3 hours of data.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

The electric field experiment consists of a 1.575 meter dipole, illustrated
schematically in Figure 1 as sensors A1 and A2 mounted along the orbiter X axis.
These sensors are 2 1/4" diameter aluintnum spheres mounted on 10" long booms on
the equipment pallet which is mounted 16" above the trunnion fixture on the right
hand (+ y) side of the cargo bay. This puts the sensors at a height of 22.5"
above the edge of the cargo bay door 70" inboard. This geometry is such that when
the shuttle attitude is right wing foa'ward (+ y into velocity vector), then any
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roll angle from -18.5* to + 158" will present the sensors with a cleav' view of
positive ion flow.

The spheres are roughened to guarantee good adhesion and are coated with a
graphite material, to ensure a uniform surface and constant work function. To
obtain the electric field component along the dipole axis, the difference in
potential between spheres A1 and A2 ars measured with circuitry havlnU a miuch
higher input impedance than the resistance between the spheres through the plasma.
This potential difference is input to Telemetry at two sensitivity levels, one a
factor of five more sensitive than the other. In addition this potential differ-
ence is fed to two swept frequency receivers, sweeping simultaneously over the
frequency ranges 0 to 66 KHz and 0 to 5 MHz in an eight second period. Details
of the different measurements, %ensitivies, sampling rates, etc., are given In
TatWl 1. The amplifiers were calibrated by superimposing spikes, at known fre-
quencies, on the signals for one eight second sweep 504 secs after instrument
turn-on and at 520 second Intervals thereafter. To obtain tie required 5 MHz
response -it was necessary to situate pre-amplifiers as near' the sensors as possible
which resulted in this circuitry being located inside the sensor supporting
booms attached directly to the sensor. Because It was critical that the temper-
ature of these elements not exceed 60T when operatingo a temperature sensor was
c:o-located with this circuitry In one of the booms (A-,) and was closely monitored
during the mission.

In order to measuro the state of charging of the vehicle with respect to the
local plasma the potential of Al was also measured with respect to the spacecraft
skin (ground), thus giving the spacecraft potential with respect to the plasma
at the two points A1 and A2 (separated by 1 1/2 meters). Because almost the
whole spacecraft is electir cally isolated from the surrounding plasma by the
thermal tiles, leaving the engine thruster nozzles as the only conducting surface
by which the spacecraft potential can anchor itself to the plasma, it would be
expected that the spacecraft potential would vary substantially. This was indeed
found to be the case on S$S-3 (ref. 1). In order to make vehicle potential
variations of more than a few volts less likely, another experimenter (NRL-802)
provided a "ground plane" of 1/3 square meter area mounted In the shuttle X Z
plane approximately 7G cms In the -Y direction from the dipole axis, see Figure
1. This surface is connected to spacecraft ground and is effective in stabilizing
the vehicle potential when the Ion flow is normal to the surface, i.e., when the
vehicle velocity vector Is in tha spacecraft +Y direction.

The second part of this experiment is the Electron I)enb;'v sensor which Is
mounted midway between the electric, field sensors (8, Figure 1) and offset inboard
from the dip%-i axis by 10 cms. This sensor consists of a gridded sphere 2 1/4"
in diameter with an open/%urface ratio of 0.8 mounted concentric with a 1 3/4"
diameter collector. The two elements are gold plated to reduce work function
potential differences between the surfaces. The inner sphere is biased at +20
volts with respect to the outer sphere, which voltage is sufficient to collect
all electrons of energies below 30.625 eV which enter the outer grid and to
reject all ions with energies below 20 eV that Is all Ions below mass 65AMU
moving with the ram velocity (7.7 Va sc'.) which includes the dominant iono-
spheric ions. Thus, the sensor filters out, and collects the current due to
only electrons, which Is then input to a logarithmic electrometer measuring in
the current range 10-9 through 10-4 amps. The output is fed to telemetry
and to an A.C. amplifier with a gain of 40, then through a bank of eight filters
to telemetry giving outp-its which measure the electron density irregularities A N/N.
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K r
The potential on the outer grid of the sensor with respect to ground is

progrdmmed to operate 50%, of the time as a Langmuir probe where the voltage is
varied linearly as a function of time, and 50% in a Irregularity measurement
mode where the voltage is kept constant. This programming is depicted in the
lower part of Figure 2 where the upper part shows in a block format the signal
processing system. To obtain density, temperature and vehicle potential from
the Langmuir probe operation it is necessary that the probe be swept through the
loCdl plasma potential. To allow for the possibility of the vehicle potential
being anywhere in the range of -20 to ý4 volts, the + 4 volt sweep was applied
with respect to a bias voltage which was stepped at "4 sec intervals through 0,
+4, +8 and +16 volts.

This operation was controlled with an internal timer, syn~hronized to the

telemetry frame rate through a 100 Hz clock, and recycled every 256 secs when a
timer reset pulse was transmitted to telemetry.

II

EXPER IMENT PERFORMANCE

Table 2 summarizes the vehicle history and the amount of data acquired in
each vehicle attitude. The experiment was commanded on and off by command sequences
that were capable of operating for roughly 24 hours before they required updating.
This system worked quite well but had the disadvantage that last, minute changes
in the astronauts schedule caused planned events to be inissed, For example, it
was important to obtain background EMI data with the payload bay doors closed,
thus shutting out the environmental noise. This event was missed completely
because of difficulties encountered on the first closure attempt.

Much of the data was acquired in 5 minute "snapshots", longer operating
periods were more desirable of course, and were obtained mostly in the gravity
gradient and bay-to-earth attitudes. The two longest periods were of 45 minute
duration in the bay-to-earth attitude.

In Figure 3a and 3b are shown the temperatures of the electronics package
(A452) and the E-field sensor boom Al (TBUB) respectively, on 3a is also indicated
the vehicle attitude. The payload by doors were opened at Mission Elapsed Time
(MET) - 7,305 sec.s which was 94 minutes prior to the first data acquisition at
Revolution (Orbit) number 3.6 when the electronics package and boom were at
approximately room temperature of 0OC. Thereafter the electronics cooled to
near zero by REV #9.5 where it remained for the rest of the mission. The excursions
up to 119C and 17WC can be seen to coincide with the two Bay-to-Sun (- ZSI)
periods. In general, the electronics package temperature increased, ai expected,
as a function of "on" time except from MET - 170,000 through 200,000 where the
pallet was cooling faster than the electronics warmed up. On the other hand, in
Figure 3b, the booms being thermally isolated from the pallet experienced wider
temperature oscillations ranging from f 30'C in Bay-to-Sun periods down to .40r
at night when the cargo bay faced away from the earth. Thus, the temperature
seen on the booms depends solely on the sun/shadow situdtions.
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E,•PERIMENT RESULTS

Vehicle charging for th3 entire mission will be discussed, then typical AC
electric field values will be -.orniared to shuttle specificationb for broadband
emissI ons. Finally, electron densities and temperatures for a 45 minute period
will be compared to an ionospheric model.

Vehicle Charging

Figure 4 shows the result of plotting 64 second averages of vehicle potential
for almost all (the period from MET = 13,000 through 90,000 secs was accidently
omitted) the periods when the instrument was operational during the mission. It
can be seeni that the general level in betweei, -3 and +1 volts, which values are
tyical for a satellite in a low equatorial orbit where the average electron
energy i, of the oiJer of 0.16 eV.

Comparing figure 4 with the vehicle attitudes shown on Figure 3a it can be
readily seen that the high value of +1.0 volts at MET - 163,000 secs coincides
with the bay-to-sun attitude (-ZSI) where photo-electron emissions from the
instrument pallet (but not the reference plane, which is edge-on to the sun)
drives the vehicle positive with respect to the reference plane. The three data
sets near MET - 260,000 secs, where the vehicle potential approaches -4 volts
were taken in a bottom-to-sun attitude (+ ZSI) during night-time conditions.

The more extreme variations, seen on the lower panel of Figure 4 (MET > 310,000
secs) ranging from -3.2 volts to + 1.8 volts were all taken during tail-to-sun
attitude (- XSI). The positive values around MET - 317,000 secs and at MET
352,000 secs are identified with the tail pointing into the velocity vector
where the ram ion flow coupled with with a low photo-electron emission produces
a nec positive charge. The low potentials on the other hand, e.g., near MET
440,000 secs, are identified with periods when the sensors e d cargo bay are in
the ion flow wake region.

* Broad Band EMI

In Figure-5 we show a typical eiect,'ic field power spectrum showing the
amplitude In db pV/m MHz as a function of frequency on a logarithmic scale. The
data from the low frequency sweep (0 - 60 KHz) is represented by squares and
tht from the high frequency sweep (0 - 5 MHz) as triangles, the lower limits
for thesc measurements are 122 db and 107 db respectively. Shown also on this
figure aro the maximum shuttle-produced broad band noise limit (Design spec max)
and the payload design specification, this latter Is a specification for payload
design whose limit is )nly given above 10 KHz whereas the former is based on
* round shuttle measurements made by SAIL. It can be een that below 10 KHz the
measured broadband noisL exceeds the design limit by a maximum of l2db in the
frequency range of 1 to 2 KHz. This is due to electrostatic waves produced by
the shuttle body moving through the environment. Taking the ambient oxygen temper-
ature to be 10000 K gives a most probable oxygen speed (random thermal speed) of
1.019 Km/sec, this a vehicle Mach Number of 7.5.

Other fLatures to note on this figure are the linei emissions at 37.5 KHz
arid the noise enhancements in the frequency range of 200 KHz to 5 ,iz. The
former is probably due to a DC/DC converter on the pallet which line was also
seen on ground integration tests, tie latter are probably genuine plasma emissions
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since they occu- in the frequency ran ge of the plasma frequency (900 KHz - 9

MHz) and the electron gyro frequency (840 KHz).

Modei Comparison

* Comparison of measured electron densities and electron temperature with the
International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) are shown in Figure 6 comprising of
some 45 minutes of data taken on Rev #24.6. The IRI model is shown as solid
lines and the measured data as points with vertical error bars. These data
result from analysis of the Langrnuir probe mode of operation of the electrons
sensor where each 8 second interval results in two points, one from the upsweep

. (-4 to +4 volts) and one four seconds later from the downsweep (+4 to -4 volts).
Because of a well-known hysteresis effect, where electrons accumulate on the
outer grid giving an effective grid potential offset from the applied potential,
the deduced densities and temperatures differ slightly. In each successive 25C
second period only the first 128 seconds gave usable Langmuir probe data, the
+8 and +16 volt biases applied at 128 and 196 seconds, respectively produced
near-saturation currents.

Comparing the model and measured densities in Figure 6a it is seen that the
measured values are lower by up to a factor of 10. On the other hand, the measured
temperatures in Figure 6b are in general higher than the model. These differences
are explained by the fact that the electron sensor is located in the cargo bay,
hence, embedded in the vehicle sheath. If the balance of the sh:%ath has only a
net negative charge with respect to the ambient plasma of only a few hundreths
of a volt, then a fraction of the lowest energy ambient electrons will be unable
tu reach the sensor locatiin thus givinC the low observed densities and high
observed temperatures.

VEHICLE INDUCED EFFECTS

The following three sections describe the effects of a main engine burn,
vernier thruster firingsi %nd a water dump.

OMS-4 Burn

Figure 7 represent data taken during the fourth burn of the OMS motor,
ignition occurred at MET - 18,852.4 secs for a 30 sec burn durations. On the
time scale of Figure 7a the burn st:,.'.s ut 169 seconds and ends at 199 seconds.
On the upper panel Is shown the plaswi. potential with respect to the vehicle
that is, the potential of the Al sensor on a scale of -9 to +9 volts. The vehicle
potential (with respect to the plasma) is the measured qudntity with reversed
' gn thus it can be seen that prior to 170 seconds the vehicle potential Is -0.7volts. The second panel shows the potential difference between the electric
field sensors on a scale of -2 to +! volts, and the third panel is the
same quantity on a ten times larger scale. The electric field is obtained by
dividing this voltage by 1.575 (dipole separation distance in meters) and gives
the compon.nt in the -x (nose-to-tail) direction. Thus, it can be seen that
the electric field varies from 160 mV/m at time 0 seconds to zero at 256 seconds.

-. A small electric field component along the Shuttle X-axis is expected here
btucause the vehicle is flying in an "aeroplane" attitude (zero pitch and zero
yaw) to Increase the orbital altitude during the motor burn. The dominant
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electric field is due to the vehicle motion through the geomagnetic field, V x B,

contributing no field compooient along the velocity vector in this vehicle attitude.

The lower panel shows on a logarithmic scale the current measured by the
electron sensor ranging from 10-9 amps to 10-3 amps. in section 2 It was
pointed out that a bias potential was applied to the sensor with respect to the
vehicle and stepped at 64 second interva!s through 0, 4, 8 and 16 volts. The
effect of this can clearly be seen un this p!!nel where only the constant voltage
msiode data are shown occurring at even 8 secord intervals.

In the time period up to 64 seconds the current is very low where the electrons
are being retarded, at 64 seconds when the bias is stepped from zero to +4 volts
the current increases over four orders of magnitude because we have now shifted
to a voltage where the electrons are accelerated to the sensor. Reading the
vehicle potential from the top panel as - 0.7 volts it can be seen that we have
moved the sensor potential from - 0.7 volts to + 3.3 volts with respect to the
plasma at 64 seconds. At 128 seconds the sensor potential is stepped up another
4 volts to + 7.3 vilts with respect to the plasma and the amplifier saturation
current of 1.363 x 10-4 amps is almost reached. The final step to 16 volts
bias at 196 seconds now saturates the amplifier.

Turning now to the effects of the motor burn. At motor ignition the vehicle
potential initially swings negative by almost 2 volts (Al increases) at 169
seconds, returns to its pre-ignition value of - 0.7 volts in 0.2 seconds and
then decreases linearly through the 30 second burn period to - 1.0 volt at 199
seconds. This vehicle potential fluctuation is consistent in sign with the
electron current observed on the lower panel in Figure 7a and on an expanded
time scale on the lower panel of Figure 7b, where the negative excursion of
sensor potential causes ) current reduction of 3 orders of magnitude, i.e.,
apparently takes the sensor potential to zero or slightly below plasina potential.
Since the sensor potential prior to motor ignition is + 7.3 volts an excursion
of •ome - 7.5 volts would be necessary to reduce the sensor current to the observed
10 amps. An alternative explanation is that motor ignition causes a sudden
increase in pressure In the local environment which changes the electrical vehicle
sheath condition. This hiatus interrupts the flow of electrons to the sensor
and could also possibly explain the apparent positive excursion of vehicle potential,
seen as a negative excursion of approximately 1.5 volts on A) at 169 seconds.

Looking at the electric field response on Figure 7a, Al-A2, we see no change
In the D.C. electric field but a very apparent increase in noise from 0.2
vults to 0.5 volts peak to peak amplitude throughout the 30 second burn period.
This increase in "noise" can be seen by comparing tha upper two panels in
Figures 7b and 7c, where the spectra are shown for two succesive frequency
scans 7L before motor ignition and 7b during and following ignition. Ignition
o~curs at 1.2 segonds on 7b the vertical scale is proportional to the log of
Ur measured in v',/m'Hz and the spectra show the receiver frequency being
swept linearly as a function of time. Comparing the amplitude at 5 KHz on
either side of the 0 KHz pedestal it is seen that ignition produces a noise
value an order of magnitude higher than the subsequent burn noise, which is
again an order of magnitude higher than the noise prior to burn. By comparing
the 0 KHz peaks it is seon thbt this noise is at a low ( 1 KHz) frequency.
Again, a probable explanation for this increased electrostatic noise is a large
local pressure increase, with the additional possibility that the electoostatic
noise and the a N/N enhancements are due to the propagation of a sound wave
through the plasma.
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Thruster Firings

Of the 44 thrusters that make up the Reaction Control System (RCS), 3? are
primary (PRCS) and six are vernier thrusters (VRCS). This latter system Is the
one employed for attitude control for the major part of this mission and are the
ones which we will discuss. TwL are situatel in the nose and four, two left and
two right, on the engine pod just above the trailing edges of the wings. Of
these six vernier thrusters those in front produced no discernablo effects,
those on the left small perturbations and those on the right large effects wvith
the thruster firing down producing larger fluctuations than the one thrusting to
the right. The reason for this difference is probably that the right aileron
could, if left in a horizontal position deflect part of the thruster plume upwards
towards the starboard cargo bay area where the instruments were located.

The thruster firing effects are shown In Figure 8 with a time history of
firings shown in table 3. Our-,nq this acquisiton period the vehicle was In a
bay-to-sun attitude with the right wing (+Y) pointing into the velocity vector
(approximately eastward). The local time is near midnight thus the cargo bay is
facing the earth and again the measured component of the V x " electric field is
small (Al - A2), or, Figure 8-n. The total thruster firing period of 12.88 seconds
commencing at 184.58 seconds is shown in the upper panel of Figures 8a, b, and c.
It can be setin that the effects are barely discernible on either vehicle potential
(Al) or D.C. electric field (Al - A2),. but produce a factor of ten decrease in
the electron current. This current response cuts off at 192 seconds due to the
sensor switching into the Langmuilr probe mode of operation, we will return to
this later.

The outputs from the eight ANN filters are shown in Figures 8b and 8c on
the same time s.al,, -as 8a with again the thruster firing Indicator In the top
panel. The vertical scale is logarithmic extending from -0.1 to +4.9 with 0
being equivalent to 0% value of a N/N and 5 corresponding to 186% ' N/N. The
large oscillations up to 64 seconds, the smaller oscillations up to 128 seconds
and the large negative going vertical spikes thereafter are due to switching in
and out of the Langmuir probe mode of operation. An explanation of the positive
spikes discernible on all the filter outputs at a time interval of 5 seconds,
which come and go throughout the mission has not been found. It is perhaps a
cyclino time Gf another experiment or a payload switching operation, this ir,.
being investigated. The general signal level is the quantity to note. It can
also be seen that the signal level is depressed for frequencies greater than 100
Hz in the first 64 seconds. This is due to the roll-off in frequency respon e
of the logarithmic amplifier above 100 Hz at the lowest current level of 10-1
amps, which is the current level indicated on the lower panel of Figure 8 a.
The thruster firing effect can be seen starting at 184.6 seconds and extending
through 194 seconds, coinciding exactly with the right thruster firing times
listed in table 4. No effects are discernible either from the front left firings
nor at termination of the front right operation at 197.5 seconds. The right
thruster produces an increase in AN/N from 0.5% to 1.6% at 30 Hz, decreasing
to zero effect at 500 Hz where A!N/N - 1.6%, changing to a suppression with
increasing frequency to a ýiaximum of a depression in A N/N from 5% to 0.5%.

An even more dramatic effect of the decrease in noise due to tI:ruster operation
can be seen in the Figure 8d through Bg which shows a series of fuur coniecutive
spectra from the A.C. electric field outputs. The panel format is the same as
in Figure 8 (b and c). These figures show In the third panel the current decrease
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at the firing start in k, at 0.2 socor.is and then return to its initial value at
1.7 sec(,nds In 8f coincident with the right thruster firing end. Note the almost
complete suppression of all frequerncies greater than 12 KHz in the top two panels
of Figure & as compared with 8d, f or 9, the reduction in electrostatic noise
above 3 KHz and the small increase at frequencies below 2 KHz. The e effects
are very similar to those observed by the Plasma D)iagnostic Packagel on STS-3,
and offor a possible explanation in terms of a local pressure increase caused by
gases enwitted from the starboard thruster.

Water Dump

"A water dump occurred on Rev #33.6 coitmiencing at MET - 176864.84 seconds
the effects of which are shown in Figure 9. At this time the vehicle was in a
tail-to-sun attitude and was Just crossing the termnlnator from day to night
which puts the shuttle in an "aeroplane" attitude with the cargo bay facing ;way
from the *arth and the electric field dipole aligned with the velocity vector
hence a zero V 7 B electric field component.

The water dump start is shown in the upper panel of Figure 9a at 181.4
seconds and continuing through 256 seconds. The vehicle potential decreases by
a very small amount -0.2 volts (Al increases,, the D.C. electric field (Al-A2)
remains unchanged but the noise increases from 0.1 volts peak to peak to 0.15
volts and the electron density which has been steadily decreasing, increases at
the start of the dump by some 10% but sustains the same rate of decrease during
the water dump as before.

Looking at the A N/N data in Figures 9b and 9c we see a progressive enhance-
ment of A N/N from 30 Hz up to 503 Hz during the water dump which then decreases
back to zero effect at the highest frequency of 7.830 KHz. Figures 9d and 9e
show the Olectrostatic frequency spectra before and after the water dump start
the only difference to be noted in the slight filling in around 0 KHz on the low
frequency spectrum on 9e compared to 9d. This indicates that the increase in
noise on (A-A2) in Figure 9a occurs at frequencies less than 2 KHz. The explan-
ation for these measurements is probably the presence of eater droplets charged
by triboelectric effects and a local increase in pressure.

CONCLUSIONS

1. There exist electrostatic noise at frequencies below 10 KHz generated
by body motion at about 135 db V/m MHz amplitude which propagate to the sensor
location in the cargo bay.

2. At OMS ignition a large pressure wave is generated for 3/10 second which
shtelds the cargo bay area from the environment.

3. The OMS burn and thruster firings produce acoustic noise detected by
its electric field and ANIN. effects in addition the local pressure increase
produced by starboard thruster reduce the Llectron density by a factor of 10.

4. Ambient plasma measurements of electron density, irregularities, temper-
ature and electrostatic waves are possible in the cargo bay provided that the
shuttle attitude is correct and that appropriate exposure factor corrections are
made.
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5. Measured vehicle potentials were typical of a satellite in low earth
orbit ranging in value from -3 to +1 volts with typical values of around -1 volt.
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TARE 2

REV U Mission Elhpsed lime $C$ Vehicle Attitudet Data
f ro " - . from" to Acquired__... . _____(Mint)

3 3 1?,952 13,552 -ZLV, XPUI', 12? roll 10.0
4 4 111,6111 1U,983 UNS-4 Burn LU
5 6 24n'I 29,064 OU R,& 16 7
8 12 36.4UI) 6U.068 41SI 23. 333

13 16 6voI 8 95,O1S -ZSI 40.0
I1 21 9',4'A4 109,181 ui 93.133
22 29 113,1112 IS2,52? -ILV, XPUP, 120 roll 110.0
29 i2 164,bU4 110,063 -ZSl (I I c) 16.0
33 J1 114,052 19 ?,215 4-SI (I EC4 47.0
30 52 202,171 219,51 *ISi 112.333
59 569 313,450 313,75U PrC 5.0
54 94 317,0U4 5U6,258 -XSI 147.9

IUIAL •77;U
- 11.28hrs

t This Is the period over which the NASA Induced environment
cutitamiiation monitor was operating.

t ivscrlptluot uf attitude termst

.ZLV, P•.ii', I•* roll bay (4) to earth, A perpendicular to
orbital plane, 121 roll catts right wing
out of velocity vector.

GU * gravity gradielSt, approximately tiose to
earth, right wing into velocity vector
such that a stable attitude Is achieved.

+ZSi Bottom to sun
*ZSI *lop (Cargo bay) to Sun-X$1 tali to Sun
PIC "Rotissife" mole# X perpendicular tr earth-

son line with a slow roll

TABLE 3. - THRUSTER OPERATION

Tirvit_ Start (MET )!Rcs 5tgp(NT)loCI $IJjrt(Fi i 71Scs Sjo(Fto llIeCs

FRONT RIGHT 214633.38 274646.26 184.58 197.46
RIGHT RIGHT 274633.38 274642.74 184.18 193.94
FRONT LEFT 274633.38 274634.34 184.58 185.54
FRONT LEFT 274636. 26 214636.74 107.46 187.94
FRONT LEFT 274538.66 274639.14 189.86 190.34
FRONT LEFT 274641,06 274641.54 192.26 192.74
FRONT IEFT 274642, 74 274646.26 193.94 197.46
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Figure 1. - Schemtic layout of electric field dipole (A1 , A2 ) and electron

sensor (6) with shuttle coordinate area.
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Figure 6. - Comparison of electron density and electron temperature (points
with error bdrs) aqainst InternaLtonal Reference Ionospheric model (solid
line) versus time.
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(a) Vehicle potential, electric field, and electron current versus time
MET 18 683.4 sec.
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(b) Electrosatic spectra over low- and high-frequency ranges and e'Iectron-_ _
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Figure 7. - OMS.-4 burn.
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Figure H. .. VRCS firings.
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(b) Thruster indicator AN/A filter outputs versus time and orbital position.

Figure 8. - Continued.
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Figure B. - Continued.
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Figure 8. - Continued.
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Figure 9. - Continued.
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Alr Force Geophysics Laboratory
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R. Hill
TL'i-Con Asaociates, Inc.

hCuasbvidge, Maseschuusett 02130

D. Doloray
Oostnn Call*&%

Chmoutw~t Hill, Keassaaumettau 0210

The differential energy spectra of electrons hetwean 1 and 100 eV were measured
b- an electron spectrometer flown on an early shuttle. Th~s energy range was scan-
nod in 64 incremlefital steps with a reicilution of 7%. Thc most striking 14cature
that was observed throughout these spectra wet a relatively flat distribution of
the higher unerijy electrons otit to 100 eV. This is in contrist to normal ambient
spectra which consistently show a rapid decline in quantitative flux beyond 50-55
ev. The lower energy (1-2 eV) end of those sperntra showod tteep thermal trails
cornpard~lu to normnal ninbient spectral structure. In gerioral, daytime fluxes werc
significantly higher than those obtained durii~g nighittime measureme(nts. jati-
tative flux excursions which may possibly he associated with thruster firing were
frequently observed. Spectral structure suggestive of the NL) flbrationoul excitation
enargy loss mechanism was also seen in the data from some measurement periods,
Examples of these spectrAt are shown and possible correlations are discussed.

I NTRODUCTIOW

r ~The purpose of this experiment was to exanilne the role of low Pnergy electroris
in the interaction betweý*n large vehicles and the spoce environment, and to assess
the extent of contamination presented hy these, electrons. For this purpose, kril
electroii spectrometer was flown on an early shuttle. Thir instrument was a 1270
cylindrical electrostatic deflection analyzer essentially identical to that des-
cribed in, reference 1. Differential energy spectra between 1 and 100 eV were
obtained by applying the analyzer vultage in 64 incremental steps, The analyzer
resolution was 7% and the stepping increments ware set at 7% to match this and thus
avoid gaps in the spectral data. Dwell time per step was set at 1.0 sec, thereby,
requiring 64 secs to scan a f'ull spectrumr; this was found to be an undesirably long
time period, as will be 'later discussed. The. instrument was mounted near the rear
of the shuttle bay with a look direction out over the right wing, along the -Y axi4
and tilted 120 upward from it.

Before showing the shuttle data It will be useful to fIrst 0;ow, by way of
contrast, what the ambient or relatively uncontaminated soectra look 'like. The
examples shown in figurg 1 are spectra of ambient daytime photoelectrons which were
obtained on a rocket flight using an InstrumenL identical to that used on the shut-
tle. The highest altitude shown, howev~r-, is about 80 kin below shuttle' altitude.
These are typical of many handruds of spectr-4 obta'!ried during several rocket Mlhts
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and show four chief characteristics: There is first a steep thermal tail at very low
energies (<2eV), only the lower parts of which are seen in these particular spectra.
Second is the valley-like structure between 2-5 eV caused by energy loss due to
resonant vibrAtional excitation of N2 by electron impact -- the so-called nitrogen
bite-out. It should be notel, for later reference, that this feature diminishes in
the ambient spectra as altitude increases toward 200 km and disappears above this,
well below shuttle altitude. Third, in the 20-30 eV region for daytime spectra
only, there are several closely spaced peaks due to photoionization of N2 and 0l
by the intense solar He II line at 304A, this structure is shown here as combined
by the limited analyzer resolution to form one broadened peak. And fourth, there
is a rapid quarntltative decrease in photoelectrons above about 55 OV due to a
pronounced decrease in the solar euv flux at higher energies (wavelengths less
than about 170A).

MEASUREMENTS

The shuttle spectra showed departures from the ambient characterlstics noted
above, some of which were expected and some of which were not. Figure 2 shows a
typical spectrum which is actually the average of all spectra obtained during this
particular data acquisition period. In common with ambient spectra, a thermal tail
below 2 eV is seen, as was expected. There is no apparent structure in the 2-5 or
20-30 eV regions which was not unexpected. What was quite unexpected, however, is
the continued relatively fldt distribution of electrons having energies Vreater
than 50 eV, out to the highest energy measured (100 eV). This was the most striking
characteristic of these measurements; it was present in every spectrum taken during
thu flight. The source of those higher energy electrons is, as yet, unexplained.
But it clearly indicates the need for one experimental change for the next flight:
that is to extend the energy range coverage out to 500 or 1000 eV to see where, or
if, the expected shoulder can be found, Figure 3 shows three individual spectra
obtaited in this same measurement period during which the vehicle went from daylight
to darkness. As shown, the quantitative electron flux decreases significantly at
night, clearly suggestiog that locally generated solar photoelectrons contribute in
large measuro to the daytime electron environment of the shuttle. Two of these
spectra also show considerable scatter or data point excurslons. In an attempt to
ctn relate this scatter with other vehicle events, periods of thruster firing are
shown, altnough this cannot be considered a direct source of electrons in the energy
range shown here. It should be noted that thruter firiags mentioned herein refer
to all cases tn the verniers. There was very little firing of the primary thriusters
during iny of these data acquisition periods, and what little there was appellr(td to
have no effect on the dat4 i. Thruster operation Involves a hypergolic reaction
between monomethylhydrazine (MMH) and nitrogen tetroxide (N20 4) tind while this
generatet whit might be callod a hot plasma, it cannot directly contribute electrons
having energies much greatmr than about 2 eV. Some subsequent acceleratinq mech-
anism would clearly be required if thruster activity is to be associated wi.th these
flux excursions.

Thruster firings occur for a minimum of 80 msec, although in many cases one or
more were active for Qonsiderably longer periods of time. But this puonts up
another way in which the experiment should be changed for a subsequent flight: lhepresent scan timing sequence (,iec/step, 64sec/scan) is simply too long to observe,
oler the better part of a spectrum, any short term phenomenon which may nave oc-
curred. Very short term phenomenon could therefor; appear as the excursion of a
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single data point, or a few consecutive points, which may account for the apparent
scatter effect. Fbr the present data to be associated with thruster firing,
however, requires that some sort of delayed reaction or response time be inferred
-a seemingly plausible concept. But the apparent response time involved is not
manifested in any constant manner. The topmost spectrum of figure 3, for example,
shows a sharp drop in flux levels approximately 2 seconds after thruster firing
ceased while the middle spectrum shows a delay of 13-14 seconds before a similar
response is observed. Additional illustration of this is seen in 'igure 4 which
shows three individual spectra taken during a common nighttime period. The lowest
spectrum shown (C) was completely free of thruster firing during its measurement
and for a period of 15 minutes prior to that. The topmost spectrum (A) was taken
following a period of moderate thruster activity and in one during which there was
nearly continuous firing of all six vernier thrusters. The middle spectrum (B) was
taken immediately following this but represents a largely thruster-free measure-
ment; firing occurred during the very early (low energy) segment of this spectrum
and then ceased for all data points taken above 3.4 eV. This spectrum seems to
indicate a tendency to return to the normal lower nighttime flux levels, but has
not reached this point some 50 seconds after thruster firing ceased. These ap-
parent variations in response time, therefore, tend to obscure the possible
association of thruster firings with data perturbations.

An enhanced view of the steep thermal tail below 2 eV is seen in the spectrum
of figure 5. This suggests that the generally negative (1-3 volts) vehicle pot-
ential had decreased or gone positive at this time, allowing more of the very low
energy electrons to enter the analyzer, thus allowing more of this tail to be
observed. This is supported by independent measurements from a companion experi-
ment (ref. 2), the data from which indicates a vehicle potential of about +0.8
volts at the time this spectrum was taken.

0\

That thruster firings may contribute to higher flux levels is consistent with
the data shown next in figure 6. This relates to a 35 second orbital maneuvering
system (OMS) burn which occurred during this period. The OMS employs the same
hypergolic reeaction as described for the thrusters except that each of the two
engines in this system generates 6000 pounds of thrust as compared to only 24
pounds for each of the vernier thrusters. This figure shows two typical individual
spectra, the lower of which was taken prior to the OMS burn, and the-upper taken
during and immediately after the burn. Only a little over two minutes separated
these inJividual spectra in time and yet a difference of an order of magnitude or
more is seen in the flux levels.

A substantial number of spectra were obtained while the shuttle was in a
bottomto-the-sun attitude and while these were almost exclusively daytime data,
their flux levels were among the lowest of the flight. Typically, these spectra
were indistinguishable from nighttime measurements. It seems likely that the term
"bottom-to-the-sun" can explain these low fluxes: There was almost certainly large
numbers of solar photoelectrons being generated at the sunlit bottom surfaces of
the wings and fuselage during these periods. The subsequent trajectories of these
electrons would largely be governed, exclusive of collision processes, by the geo-
magnetic field lines. And no matter what the orientation of these lines, it seem
unlikely that many of these electrons could migrate into the shuttle bay area and
enter the acceptanc. cone of the analyzer.
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There was little or no thruster activity during all measurements of this mode and
there was very little variation between individual spectra obtained during these
periods; this is again consistent with the possible correlation data perturbations
and thruster firing. There was a passage from day to night in the 10 minute bottom-
to-the-sun run illustrated in figure 7 which did not appear to have any effect on
spectra except at very low energies. This is an averaged spectrum but it very
closely represents all those obtained, both day and night, except for the 1-3 eV
region where an enhanced view of the thermal tail again appears. The maximum data
point for this tail was a factor of 2 or more higher than shown in this averaged
spectrum, and was fairly constant in the daytime spectra. Fbllowing eclipse,
this dropped immediately by a factor of 8 to 10 and remained quite constant in all
of the night spectra. This again suggests a diminished vehicle potential and,
again, this was supported by the independent measurements of reference 2. It also
indicates the influence of daytime solar photoelectrons on the low energy (1-3
eV) region of these spectra but not elsewhere which, in turn, indicates the
influence of collision processes since most of these electrons mnust have come from
the sunlit side. Note also that the data points in the extreme low energy region
of this spectrum are seen to be reduced substantially below the maximum point, an
effect observed in all the spectra of this run. This was due, almost certainly,
to geomagnetic shadowing. The orientatin of the geomagnetic field lines throughout
the run was toward the aft quarter and downward with respect to the vehicle, or to
the right and downward with respect to the analyzer look direction. This means
that some electrons spiraling about field lines in trajectories that would nor-
mally bring them within the acceptance cone of the analyzer could, in some cases,
be intercepted by vehicle or payload components and thus be lost to collection.
The lower energy electrons are most vulnerable to such shadowing effects because
of their shorter Larmor radii. In the case of the high termal tail seen earlier
in which no such effect was observed, the field lines were oriented to the left,
or forward, and above, where no vehicle or payload components existed to obstruct
the electron paths.

Figure 8 shows a spectrum typical of all those obtained during two of these
bottom-to-the-sun periods. These were daytime measurements during which there
were no thruster firings and virtually no difference between individual spectra.
Note the valley-like structure in the 2-4 eV region. This feature was present
in all spectra of these two consecutive runs and is strongly suggestive of the
N2 vibrational excitation energy loss mechanism (the nitrogen bite-out) mention-
ed earlier as a characteristic of ambient spectra below 200 km. This would not
be expected to appear in ambient spectra at the shuttle altitude (300 km). But
if sufficient N2 were present, the mechanism that produces this structural
feature should prevail. Residual N2 from the MMH/N 2 04 thruster reaction might
possibly have provided this. The question of why this feature was seen only in
these data, but seen consistently throughout them, has no immediate answer.

SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

Undoubtedly, the most remarkable feature of these measurements is the rel-
atively flat spectral distribution of higher energy electrons which was consist-
ently observed but remains essentially unexplained. And while the data asso-
ciating quantitative electron flux excursions with thruster and OMS firings can
be considered pursuasive, it cannot be considered conclusive based on these data
alone. The data do seem conclusive in indicating that locally generated solar
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photoelectrons contribute substantially to the daytime electron environment of
the shuttle. Other observed departures from the general characteristics of these
spectra also lend themselves to explanations as, for example, geomagnetic shadowing
or the N2 bite-out mechanism. And the occasional enhanced observations of the
steep thermal tail is probably explained by departures in vehical potential levels.
Many questions remain, however. A reflight of this experiment, modified as earlier
described, should provide very useful additional data and, possibly, some answers.
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LABORATORY STUDIES OF KAPTON DEGRADATION IN AN OXYGEN ION BEAM

Dale C. Ferguson
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Results are presented from a preliminary laboratory investigation of the
degradation of the widely used polyimide Karton under oxygen ion bombardment.
Recent space shuttle flights have shown that Kapton and some other materials
exposed to the apparent "ram" flow of residual atmosphere (at orbital veocity
in low Earth -irbit) lose mass and change their optical properties. It has
been hypothesized that these changes are caused by chemical ifiteraction with
atomic oxygen, aided by the 5-eV impact energy of atmospheric oxygen atoms in
the ram.

In the laboratory investigation the atomic oxygqn flow was simulated by a
flow of oxygen ions. The ions were generated by a discharge in a microwave
resonant cevity, accelerated and decelerated electrostatically, and impdcted
on Kapton targets in a high vacuum. rests were also perforrid using i non-
reactive gas, argon, in place of toe reactive oxygen. Oxygen-bombarded samples
showed a loss of material and a change in optical properties "ery similal to
those of samples returned by the space shuttle. Scanning electron microscope
photooraphs of the oxygen-ion-bombarded samples also showod structures strongly
resembling those of samples from the shuttle. Argon-bombarded samples showed
no significant material loss or change of optical properties or surface struc-
ture under SEN.

All bombarded samples showed changes in surface composition when examined
by low-energy windowless energy difference X-ray analysis (EDAX) and Auger
spectroscopy. Oxygen-bombarded samples showed an apparent decrease in surface
carbon as compared with pristine samples, whereas argon-bombarded samples
showed a variable increase in surface carbon, depending oii where the samples
were located in the argon ion beam. These changes are attributed to
sputtering.

The reaction rate under O bombardment seemed to be independent of inci-
dent energy over a wide range of energies. Although the flux of thermal ions
in this experiment was much greater than the accelerated flux, the observed
Kapton degradation was limited to the beam area and ram flow direction. This
is consistent with an activation energy above the thermal energies but well
below the beam energies.

The results reproduce well the material loss, optical changes, SEN surface
structure, and 'ram" directionality of the samples returned by the shuttle.
These factors, along with the lack of degradation under argon ion bombardment.
are convincing evidence for ram flow oxidation as the mechanism of degradation.
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INTRODUCTION

Kapton and other materials (such as carbon coatings and paints) undergo
weight loss and surface degradation in low Earth orbit (ref. 1). Kapton, a
polyimide with wide applications in spacecraft technology, experiences surface
roughening on micrometer length scales, a change in surface appearance from a
glossy transparency to a milky translucence, a loss in weight, and changes in
its optical pr'operties. These changes, first noted on the early space shuttl"
flights (rrf. 1), have important Implications for conducting extended opera-
tions using Kapton in low Earth orbit. Kapton has been used for thermal con-
trol coatings and electricdl insulation and has Oeen proposed as a flexible
%ubstrdte for large solar arrays because of its excellent temperature stability,
extremely low surface conductivity, and flexible strength. It is important to
know the mechanism for deterioration in low Earth orbit so that Kapton can be
modified, coated, or replaced with other materials in critical applications.

It has been suggested that interaction with the residual atomic oxygen
atmosphere ig the mechanism of degralation (ref. 1). The major atmospheric
constituent at shuttle altitudes is atomic oxygen. lach 4om of oxygen
impacts an orbiting vehicle with an energy of about 8xlO- 3 (5 eV), equiva-
lent to the impact energy of thermal atoms at about 60 000 K. High-temperature
oxidation, about which little is known, may then be the reaction leading to
mass loss, change of surface properties, etc.

Although oxidation is a likely hypothesis as the mechanism of degradation,
other possibilities exist. The mass loss might be due to low-energy sputter-
ing, for example. It is well known that sputtering thresholds for metals seem
to be higher than the impact energies of atoms and molpcules in low Earth orbit
but such thresholds have never been measured for complex organic materials.

Also, chemical reactions with other species abundant in low Earth orbit, such
as molecular nitrogen, could not be excluded out of hand.

GOALS AND APPROACH

It is desirable to understand the mechanism of the orbital interaction of
Kapton and other materials with atomic oxygen, to see whether the interaction
is chemical or sputtering in nature, to determine reaction rates and tempera.
ture and energy dependences, to investigate the possibility of interfering with
the interaction through the use of protective coatings or other materials, and
to develop techniques for testkiig materials before flight. At Lewis Research
Center it was decided to attempt the simulation of conditions in low Earth
orbit in order to investigate those matters. Since it is difficult to accel-
erate neutral atomic species to orbital energies, it was decided to use accel-
crated ions in the Lewis simulation, It is clear from work on sputtering
(ref. 2) that charge emchange with the surfdce can occur long before the momen-
tum exchange, so that by the time the reaction energy is imparted by the
incoming ions, they may be identical to neutral atoms for chemical purposes.

Thus an attempt was made to simulate the impact conditions in low Earth
orbit by acceleration and impact of oxygen ar,h other ions. Then the exposed
specimens were analyzed and the results compared with those reported from

* shuttle flight experiments and other laboratory simulations. Reaction rates
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7 and surface compositions were found. Finally an attempt was made to understand
the laboratory results and to see what light they might shed 6n the flight
results and on the reaction mechanism In order to simulate, understand, and
suggest hays to control the reaction in low Earth orbit.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For the preliminary results reported herein, a tunable microwave resonant
cavity (fig. 1) was used to dissociate and ionize technical grade (99.5 per-
cent) oxygen gas. The gas was leaked into a glass container within the micro-
wave cavity and, after ionization, was accelerated electrostatically to impact
samples of Kapton. The experiment was done in vacuum tank 8 of the Electric
Propulsion Laboratory at Lewis. Tank 8 is a horizontal circular cylinder about
1 meter in radius and 4 meters in leneth. Tank pressures were maintained by
diffusion pumps t about ].3x10l2 Pa (10-4 torr) during beam operation and
at about 1.3x10 Pa (10-o torr) with the beam off. The help of Shigeo
Nakanishi of Lewis was invaluable in obtaining tl-K experimental results
reported herein.

The microwave cavity used a maximum of 100 W of radiation at a frequency
of 2450 MHz. The cavity was electrically biased at a voltage of approximately
800 V, and the accelerating grid (made of molybdenum that was glass coated on
one side) was biased to approximately -200 V. The ion beam produced was about
5 cm in diameter and diverged as it traversed the space between source and
samples A typical oxygen fl w rate into the microwave cavity was about
4.2x10- m3 /s (25 standard cmg/min).

The Kapton samples were supported by a strip heatV with attached thermo-
couples. Source..to-sample distance was '10 cm for some:trials and 23 cm for
others. The samples were within 5 cm of the axial beam center. The plasma
mean free path in all cases was longer than the source-to-sample distance.
The beam was decelerated for some samples by biasing the aluminum backing to
retarding potentials of up to 100 V. The heater strip was insulated from the
samples by two layers of 2 .50O--cm-thick (1-mil) Kaptorn tape and from the
tank wall by a fiberglass mounting beam. All wires in the cavity were covered
with Teflon tubing to reduce glow discharges in the tenuous gas.

A retarding potential analyzer (RPA) that could be swung into and out of
the beam was used to determine the beam current density. Typical RPA currents
were 185 vA, which when divided by the RPA are of 13.4 cm2 gives an average
central beam current density of about 14 VA/cml. The beam was spectroscopi..
cally analyzed with a 0.5-m Jarrell-Ash spectrometer with 0.01-nm resolution.
The spectrum shows that most of the beam consisted of singly ionized atomic
oxygen, although lines of neutral atomic oxygen were prominent near the sample
distance because of their greater radiative lifetimes. Equilibrium floating
potentials on the heater strip while the beam was in operation were measured
on the thermocouple wires to be in the range 400 to 500 V.

While the oxygen beam was operating, a faint white glow extended about
5 mm in front of impacted surfaces. behiiud the sample holder a distinct
greenish tinge could be seen in the diffuse glow of the beam. The white glow
can be attributed to coritinuum radiation from oxygon recombination at the
surface. The green glow appears spectroscopically (ref. 3) to be from the
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first negative bands of Ot, which one suspects are caused by ionization 'he
recombined oxygen by the impinging ion beam,

Table I gives the parameters of the Lewis preliminary feasibility studies.
Fluxes were calculated from RPA currents and estimated beam divergence and
total fluence was calculated from fluxes and exposure times. In each case, the
expected thermal flux of neutral oxygen was greater than the ion flux in the
beam, and yet degradation occurred only in areas where the beam actually struck
the samples, Thus the impact energy must be important to the-degradation.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Visual inspection of the bombarded surfaces showed that where the oxygen
beam had struck, the smooth, yellow transparent surface of the Kapton had
changed to a milky yellow translucence. ArCon-bombarded samples at the same
low fluence showed no such change, only a thin transparent metallic film that
EOAX showed to be molybdenum sputtered from the "incoated side of the accelera-
tor grid. Under oxygen bombardment, shadowed regions of the Kapton tape sur-
rounding the sample holder showed no degradation, nor did areas outside the
beam. In one case (11/24/82) the Kapton tape in the renter of the beam showed
a total loss of Kapton, with only the sticky silicone adhesive remaining. The
aluminum back sides of argon-bombarded sample strips were scorched and black-
ened near the edges. CDAX later showed this to be a thin molybdenum coating,
again presumed to be sputtered from the accelerator grid.

Under the scanning electron microscope the oxygen-bombarded samples had a
carpetlike texture, with structures about 1 pm and smaller. They looked quite
similar to samples returned by STS flights (fig. 2 from ref. 4). In contrast,
pristine samples and argon-bombarded samples of Kapton were smooth at all
magnifications.

Also, under a scanning electron microscope, an indication was obtained
that tho surface conductivity of Kapton was changed by ion bombardment. Both
oxygen- and argon-bombarded sAmples retained their surface charge (as made
visible by changes in magnification) for much shorter times than did the pri-
stine control sample. It is not clear whether the change in surface conduc-
tivity was due to the presence of sputtered contaminants or in part to changes
in surface composition.

Low-energy EDAX analysis of the samples was undertaken with the valued
assistance of Paul Aron of Lewis. The instrument used had a windowless
detector, which allowed v ry low-energy electrons to be used. Although ECAX
at high energies (2.4x10-lb 3, or 15 keV) showed the presence of aluminum,
silicon, and molybdenum in the bombarded samples (presumably sputtered from
the accelerator grid and tank wall fixturei) and their absence in the pristine
samples, this was of limited usefulness in analyzing the change in surface com-
position of the Kapton. Pristine Kapton, being an extremely good insulator,
will acquire a charge through loss of secondary electrons for incident electron
energies above about 2.4x0-16 3 (1.5 key), Thus the pristine standerd would
see EDAX electrons of a different energy than thfse seen by the more conductive
ion-bombarded samples,
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Furthermore, electrons of .4x00-1 5 3 (15 keV) energy have a mean free
path in Kapton of about 6.4x10-' cm (0.25 mil), which makes bulk composition
and geometrical effects (due to thc texture of the oxygen-bombarded turface)
important in the analysis. For these reasons EDAX at incident energies of
1.6x0- 1 6 3 (1.0 keV) was undertaken. At t is energy the mean free path of
electrons in Kapton should be about 7.6xl0- cm (0,03 mil). This would
insure that the true surface composition would be measured, allowing only for
shadowing on the X-ray counts from texturdd surfaces,

By taking mass attenuation coefficients and fluorescence yields from
Robinson (ref. 5) and assuming a 3 pertent metallic mass fraction from sput-
tered metals, the relative carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen abundances at the sur-
face could be determined. Table 1I summarizes of the present results on
samples at different EOAX electron energies. The composition measured with the
1.0-keV energy was significantly different from the pristine Kapton used as a
calibration for both oxygen- and argon-bombarded samples.

These results are insensitiv, to errors in the total count rate, electron
penetration depth, and percentage of metals assumed, largely because the pene-
tration depth is so small that there is less than 20 percent absorption for
X-rays from any species. The composition nbtaited from the LOAX analysis cdn
be compared with that which would occur if prl-tine Kapton lost 40 percent of
its carbon atoms (normalizing to C, N, and 0 only): 59,4 percent C, 10.1
percent N, and 30.5 percent 0. This suggests that the major change in com-
position of the surface was a severe loss of carbon. Since the electron
penetration depths at energies of 4 and 15 key were so much largar, a loss of
carbon only near the surface was also ronsistent with the measurements made at
those energies.

An Auger analysis of other samples done by 4, Gordon and R, Hoffman of
Case Western Reserve University and communicated to us has confirmed these
results for oxygen bombardment (severe loss of carbon) but was quite variable
for argon bombardment. It may be concluded thit the surfaces of the oxygen-
bombarded samples suffered a severe carbon loss, but for the argon-bombarded
samples the situation is more complicated, For argon bombardment, composition
changes may be due to selective sputtering (ref. 6); for oxygen bombardment,
beam deceleration may have made sputtering unlikely. Since chemical inter-
action was indicated at any rate as the source of surface damage In oxygen
bombardment, the major chemical change appeared to be oxidation of carbon on
the surface, which then evolved as gaseous carbon monoxide or dioxide, leaving
a carbon-depleted surface. This hypothesis is consistent with the reported
rapid loss of pure carbon coatings in low Earth orbit (ref. 7).

The surface of the oxygen-bombarded samples became quite soft (easily
scratched); abraded sections lost their milky translucence and became yellow
and transparent, much like the pristine samples. Because no visible amount of
material was left on the scratching implement, the change of optical properties
was probably indicative only of a change in surface structure.

The indices of refraction of the samples were measured by ellipsometry.
The ellipsometer used a He-.Ne laser of wavelength 632.8 nm and had a resolution
of -0.1' in polarizer and analyzer angle. Despite sort. difficulty in keeping
the samples flat, repeatable measurements were obtained, with the following
results: although the pristine samples were very similar in optical properties
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to their aluminum backing (which proved to be coated by a thin film itself),
the ion-bombarded samples were significantly different from their aluminum
backing. The real and imaginary parts or the index of refractlloo are given in
table I11.

The variation with position on the argon.-bombarded sample can be #scribed
to variations in the amount of sputtered molybdenum on the surface at differ-
ent points. Position 2 closely resembled the apparent optical properties of
the pristine sample.

Although the samples were aluminum backed, optical measurements were
probably not heavily influenced by the aluminum backing because the surfaces
of the oxygen-bombarded samples, and in particular of sample 2, were quite
opaque. These optical values are probably not intrinsic to oxidized Kapton
itself but are indicative of the values as changed by the surface structure,
as discussed by Fenstermaker and McCrackin (ref. 8).

At the laser wavelength (b32.8 nm) and angle of incidenco (700) u~ed, no
specular reflection was observed for sample 2. The observed change in reflect-
ance of the oxidized Kapton may oe due to the peculiar surface structure shown
in the SEN photographs, which, when disturbed by scratching, revertod to the
optical properties of smooth Kapton.

An attempt to calibratt the beam intensity by the changed optical proper-
ties of argon-bombarded samples, as described in Mirtich and Sovey (ref. 9),
failed because of the thin, sputtered molybdenum film deposited in the present
experiment.

Mass loss from the Kapton films was evidetnt from the complete loss of
material in the beam center in one trial. An estimate, from the depth of
material removed and the measured beam fluxes, of the mass loss rate from two
trials is given in table IV. The apparent mass loss rates were much higher
than those (~3.72xlO" g/O atom) from shuttle experiments (ref. 10). This
may be due to reactions In the tank with thermal oxygen atoms and molecules,
which had a much greater flux against the sample than did the ion beam. The
absence of reactions outside the beam area can be explained if the activation
energy fot the reactions is assumed to be supplied only by the energetic ions
in the beam. Table V gives calculated reaction rates per thertml collision in
the tank, assuming the ideal-gas law and pure oxygen at the tank pressure,
These rates are consistent with those found on the shuttle and lend further
credence to the hypothvsis that the laboratory reaction is the sae as that
occurring in orbit.

SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The following aspects of the shuttle-returned samplv, were reproduced in
the Lewis ion beam experiments:

(1) Visual appearance
(2) SEN surface structure
(3) Change from specular to diffuse reflection
(4) Directionality (ram dependence)
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In addition, the mass loss would have been consistent with ratei seen in orbit
if ambient thermal gas in the experiment could share in the activation energy
supplied by the beam.

The following findings were new to this experiment and suggest further
tests on the shuttle samples:

(1) Reduced scratch resistance of surface
(2) Loss of carbon from surfaces
(3) Enhanced surface conductivity
(4) Confirmation that chemistry is involved in surface structure changes

The structures seen on O0-bombarded Kapton surfaces seemed to be responsible
for the change in specular reflectivity. In addition, the loss of carbon sug-
gested that these surface structures may have been produced by oxygen preferen-
tially attacking certain bonds in the polymer. The bonds that are probably
attacked most readily are the C-N bond (E u 3.2 eV), the C-O bond (E - 3.7 ev),
and the C-C bond (E - 3.8 eV) (ref. 11), all with energies below the apparent
impact energy of atomic oxygen in low Earth orbit. Breaking the C-N and C-O
bonds breaks the polymer chain, weakening the material and allowing penetra-
"tion of succeeding oxygen atoms deeper into the plastic. Furthermore, suc-
ceeding breaks of the C-C bonds can allow oxidation of the dangling carbon,
leading to a volatile product and mass loss.

A'-

CONCLUSIONS

It is encouraging that this simulation of low-Earth-orbit conditions using
0 ion beams succeeded in qualitatively reproducing all of the observed
characteristics of the interaction of Kapton with the Earth's atmosphere in
space shuttle flights. Oxidation is undoubtedly responsible, as opposed to
sputtering or reaction with other species, since simulation with 0 was
succassful and high-energy impact by an inert gas did not produce the observed
characteristics of samples returned from orbit. It may be possible to test a
variety of materials for reactivity and quantitative mass loss rates by using
0+ ion beams in the laboratory.

Regardless of the specific chemical reaction involved, it has already been
found that other materials are minimally reactive or nonreactive. It may be
possible to retain the desirable characteristics (radiation resistance,
electrical resistance, strength, flexibility, and high-temperature stability)
of Kapton for use as a substrate by coating it with lets reactive films.
Oxygen ion beam bombardment is a feasible method of testing such new materials
before using them in space. Much work remains to be done at Lewis and else-
where in testing materials and clarifying the reactions that take place.
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TABLE 1. - PARAMETERS OF PRELIMINARY FEASIBILITY SIUDIES

Date Thickness, Material Ion Flux Fluen e, Impact energy Sam temperature Pressuremils c m'2s" cm--

.J1e~ K .F Pa torr

11/24/182 1 atntpe 0' (6-12)xI01 4  1,3x1018 (0-.1300)x1O-19 0-800 450-500 350-440 1.7410-2 I.3x,104

12/08/82 1/2, 1,5 3, Al-backed 04 (2-3)x10l3 2.11xO1? (0-80),XO" 19  0-50 304-309 08-96 1.240-2 9.2/ 1°'-

12/09182I1/?, 1, 3, Al-backed 0÷ (2-3)xI0 13  2.4x1017 (<SO)xIO-19 <30 344 160 1.6g10-2 1.2x10-4and S Kapton ]
12122182 1/2, 1 3, Al-'ba~cked Ar+ (3-4)x1013 5.2K1011 (1704)xl1019 1066 311-347 100-165 6.6xI0-3 C,210-5

and Kapton
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TABLE I1. - PERCENTAGE BY WEIGHT OF ELEMENTS TABLE IIH. - COMPLEX INDICES OF
C, N, AND 0 REFRACTION FROM ELLIPSOMETRY

(Assumes 3 percent metals, normalized to Ion Sample n (real) K (imaginary)
C + N * o a100.0.) o 1 { 1.16

(a) Ar on bombardment (E - 1.6x10" 16 J. A 10t 2 1 2.72*. -0,34O 000 eV) Ar• loposition fl 2.400,4 -0.800.6
Ar* I Onltion 2) 1.0*0.3 2.20, 1Electron energy Element Element Pure Kapton

. .. content, content, Pristine .0.50.2 '.9-0.1i eyv wt % wt 11..
aError% for the oKygen-boinbarded samples

1.6xia016 1.0 C 58.1 71.1 are (0.1 in both parts of the index of
N 8. 7,2 refraction.
O 33,4 21.6

6.4x10-16  4.0 C 66.9 71.1
N 6.5 7.2
0 26.5 21.6

2.4x10 1 5  15,0 C 12.8 71.1
N 6,6 7.2
o 20.6 21.6

(b) Oxygen bombardment (E . 4.8x10o18 a.
or 30.eV) ______

1.6XlO"16 1.O0 C 61.2 71.1
SN I 7.0 7.2 TABLE IV, - DERIVED RATES OF REACTION ASSUMING
0 I 31,8 2L,6 ONLY OXYGEN ION BEAM REACTION

6.4dx10 4.0 C P0.4 71.1
N 7.1 7.? Date 0 fluence, Rate, Method
O ?2.4 21.6 c,-2 n' o+ ion

2.4x0,016 15.0 C 66.6 71,1 1 8 1 22  T
N 8.6 1.2 11/24182 1.3x1O ý2,8x 0" Total loss of -,Mil layer
0 24.6 21.6 L12091821 2.41o17 4Sx1O- 2 2  SEM photographs

TABLE V. - DERIVED REACTION RATES

ASSUMING 4MOIENT OXYGEN REACTIONS

Date Thermal Reactio7 rate.

fluent* g/collition

11/24/82 '-.9xlO2 1  W,2x.10"

12/09/52 *'9.4xI1020  A1x11025

S.... ...... ..... I I . . .' ' ... . .
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ELECRONDEA CHAGIN OfSPACE SHUTTLE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM TILES

John V. Staskus
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Six space shuttle reusable surface insulation tiles wore tested in the NASA
Lewis Research Center's electron bombardment test facility. The 30-cm-square
specimens were assembled by using the same materials and techniques used to
apply the tiles to the space shuttle and were composed of 15-cm- and 20-cm-
square tiles and pieces on 0.6-cm-thick aluminum substrates. There were two
specimens of each of three thicknesses. One specimen of each thickness had
gaps of less than 0.1 cm between tiles, and the other had gaps of approximately
0.15 cm. 1he specimens were exposed to monoenergetic electron beams (2 to
25 keY) with nominal fluxes of 0.1 and 1 nA/cm2 . Tests were conducted with
both grounded and floating substrates. The data presented include charging
rates, equilibrium potentials, and substrate currents. There is evidence that
discharging occurred.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of polar orbit space shuttle missions has raised new concerns
about spacecraft charging - concerns formerly associated with high-altitude
(i.e., geosynchronous) satellites. Charging of dielectric materials by multi-
kilovolt-energy electrons can cause arc discharging, which may result in rf
noise that can interfere with commtnications and may induce voltage transients
in the electrical system that can upset or damage low-level electronic circuit-
ry. At the request of the Air Force Ceophysics Laboratory and with bpecimons
supplied by the NASA Johnson Space Center low-keY electron beam charging tests
were conducted in the electron bombardment test facility at the NASA Lewis
Research Center.

Tests conducted previously at the Rome Air Development Center investigated
the response of shuttle tile materials to electron beams with energies from
10 keY to 1 NoV (ref. 1). In that work discharges were detected as current
pulses to a substrata. This work investigated the charging behavior of surface
insulation tiles from the shuttle's thermal protection system (described in
refs. 2 to 4) when subjected to monoenergetic electron beanis with energies of
2 to 25 keV.

TEST SPECIMENS

The test specimens provided by Johnson consisted of O.b-cm-thick hy 30-cm..
square aluminum plates with shuttle tile pieces attached. The materials and
techniques used were the same as those used to apply the tiles to the space
shuttle. There were two specimens of each )f three thicknisses (1-1/4 cm,
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2-1/2 cm, and 5 cm). The thinnest tiles (20 cm square) were white and the
others (15 cm square) were black. One specimen of each thickness had gaps of
less than 0.1 cm between tile pieces and the other had gaps of approximately
0.15 cm. Each specimen contained at least one full uncut tile. Most of the
tile pieces had 3x5 dot matrix identification code characters stenciled on
them - black on the white tiles and yellow on the black tiles. The 5-cm-thick
specimen with large gaps had a filler materi&l that appeared to be folded glass
fabric in the gaps, with the fold at the exposed surface. Figures 1 to 9 show
edges and faces of the six specimens. Capacitances measured from a conductive
sheet placed on the tiles to the aluminum substrate were approximately 75 pF
for the 1-1/4-cm-thick tile specimens, 50 pF for the 2-1/2-cm-thick specimens,
and 30 pF for the 5-cm-thick specimens.

CONFIGURATION AND TESTS

The specimens were tested individually in the 2-m-long by 2.1m-diameter
electron bombardment test facility (ref. 5). They were mounted approximately
1.2 m from the electron source with the specimen's face normal to the source-
target axis. The substrate was supported on Lucite posts so that tests could
be conducted with the substrate floating as well as grounded. In the grounded
substrate configuration an electrometer was used to monitor substrate current
collect, :. The edges and rear of the substrate, which were not covered with
shuttle tiles, were covered with Kapton to minimize the substrate's collection
of particles other than the beam electrons intercepted by the irradiated
surface.

The capacitance measured between the substrate and its vacuum chamber envi-
ronment was approximately 20 pF. This would also be an upper limit to the
capacitance expected between the exposed tile face and the chamber environment
in parallel with the 30- to 75-pF capacitance across the tile to the substrate.

Noncontacting electrostatic voltage probes were used to measure potentials
Across the tile surface and on tht substrate when it was floating. For early
tests a single probe was available and was swept across the tile surface at a
separation of approximately 0.2 cm. When the substrate was floating, a small
patch of metal connected to the substrate was placed in the pAth of the probe
in order to monitor the substrate's potential. The patch was shielded from
direct Interception of beam electrons, but the substrate was less well isolated
from other particles in its environment. For later tests a second probe con-
tinuously monitored the substrate from behind.

The tests consisted of exposing the specimens to monoenergetic electron
beams of 2-,S-,10-,15-,20-, and 25-keY energy with nominal fluxes of 0.1 and
1 nA/cm2 . The data presented hetein consist of current to the specimen sub-
stratt road with an electrometer, potuntial profiles across the sample obtained
by periodically sweeping a noncontacting voltage probe across the specimen's
face, and time-exposure photographs of the irradiated surface made with a cam-
era located outside one of the vacuum chamber windows.

RESULTS

A typical test began with exposure of the specimen to the electron beam
while the voltage probe was sweepino across the tile surface. This gave an
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indication of the charging rate of the uncharged surface durinq the initial
seconds of exposure. A single point on the surface could not be monitored
continuously as the presence of the voltage probe would shield that point from
charging by the electron beam. Generally the tile surface was charged to
nearly its equilibrium potential in less than 1 min from the time of initial
exposure. Figure 10 illustrates the charging behavior. It shows the charging
of one of the thinnest, highest capacitance specimens for two electron beams
with order-of-magnitude different fluxes. As would be #xp~ci.,1 tiere is ap-
proximately an order-of-magnitude difference in the tip-. aken to reach a given
potential in the two beams. Figure 11 presents the equilibrium surface poten-
tials as a function of beam energy for the six specimens. The range of poten-
tials observed across a specimen's surface is indicated by symbols joined with
a vertical line. The charging of the tile surfaces to within 2 kV of the beam
accelerating potential suggests that the secondary electron emission coeffi-
cient's second crossing of unity occurs at approximately 2 kV (ref. 6).
Table I presents the substrate currents for the six specimens at the ends of
the tests.

An interesting observation made in some of the tests was that the potential
* of the dot matrix characters on the tile was sometimes greater than the beam

accelerating potential. This could conceivably occur if the secondary electron
coefficient of the character paint were sufficiently less than that of the sur-
rounding tile. The characters would rapidly charge negative relative to the
surrounding tile. Then if the charging rate of the surrounding tile were rapid
enough, the potential difference between the characters and tile could be main-
tained, carrying the characters to potentials greater than the beam accelerat-
ing potential. This kind of behavior has been observed in the charging of
dielectrics on metallic substrates that were initially grounded and then per-
mitted to float (ref. 7).

Figure 12, a 15-mmn time-exposure photograph for a 25-keV, 1-nA/cm2 irradi-
ation, shows the optical evidence of discharging that takes place on the tile
surfaces with the substrate grounded. The activity was not visible to the eye
and was not apparent in the substrate current being monitored. The fuzzy illu-
mination along the gaas between tiles was barely evident in the photograph made
at 15 keW and I nA/cmi but became brighter with increasing beam energy,
Fifteen-minute time exposures made with the electron flux at 0,1 nA/cm' do not
show the discharging along the gaps. Photographs -4th an order-of-magnitude
longer exposure were not attempted since the disOirging activity was not the
only source of light in the chamber: the electro, gun, though designed to
minimize it, produced a low level of illumination. The activity along the tile
gaps could be reduced by inserting a dielectric barrier in the gap, as was done
with the 1-1/4-cm-thick specimen having the wide gaps between tiles. Figure 13
shows the locations of the barrier materials as well as time-exposure photo-
graphs made before and after addition of the barriers.

Results from tests with the substrate floating seem to indicate that the
discharging was dependent on the potential difference across the tile from its
exposed face to its substrate. In all of those tests, the one specimen that
did not exhibit the optical evidence of discharging was the one for which that
potential difference never exceeded 3 kVM The other five specimens produced
evidencw of discharging In the 15- to 25-key beam energy range, where the
surface-to-substrate potential difference usually exceeded 10 kV. Some photo-
graphs showed discharging taking place along the outer edges of the specimens
as well as along the gaps between tiles. None of the photographs indicated
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anything taking place away from the edges near the center of any uncracked
tile or segment of tils. Figure 14 shows the potentials as a function of beam
energy for the six specimens tested with their substrates floating.

An experiment was conducted in which an edge of one of the thickest speci-
mens was irradiated. One-half of the edge had the hard borosilicate glass skin
of the finished edge of a tile and the other half had the exposed low-density
silica fiber bulk tile material of a tile that had been cut. The specimen was
positioned so that the voltage probe swept across both materials as far as 3 cm
away from the grounded substrate, Figure 15 presents the surface potentials
observed as a function of beam energy. The borosilicate material charged to
potentials observed in the tirlier testing. The silica fiber material charged
to no more than 13 percent of the beam accelerating potential for any test and
is probably the result of high secondary electron omission (ref. 1).
Figure 16, a time-exposure photograph, shows glowing silica fiber material and
discharging in or across the nylon fiber strain isolation pad (SIP) located
between the tiles and the grounded aluminum substrate.

When the substrate was permitted to float, the borosilicate surface charged
to the same potentials as before. The s1lica fiber material became somewhat
more negative than when the substrate was grounded but was now positive with
respect to the substrate - the substrate being nearly as negative as the boro-
silicate surface. Figure 17 shows the potentials as a function of beam energy,
and figure 18 is a time-exposure photograph showing little discharging in or
across the SIP. Time-exposure photographs made immediately following the
25-keV exposure gave no indication of continuing activity after the electron
beam was turncd off. However, in the tests with the substrate grounded the
electrometer sensitivity was increased after the electron beam was turned off,
and a non-exponential-decaying positive current was detected as well as posi-
tive current spikes whose frequency of occurrence decreased with time, The
current read qwnediately after electron beam turnoff was approximately 0.4 nA,
decaying to 0.04 nA at 160 s and to 0.004 nA at 926S.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

When subjected to monoenergetic electron beams, the space shuttle thermal
protection system tiles rapidly charged to potentials about 2 kV less in magni-
tude than the beam accelerating voltage. This is indicative of a secondary
electron emission coefficient second-crossover potential of approximately 2 kV.
Optical evidence of surface discharge activity was produced for beam energies
of 15 keV and greater and is concentrated along gaps between tiles and cracks
in the glass skin. The intensity of the activity appeared to be dependent on
the potential difference between the exposed tile surface and the tile's sub-
strate. Evidence of discharging was not seen when that potential difference
was 3 kV or less. Placing a tkarrier of high-voltage-insulating material such
as Kapton or Teflon in the gaps between tiles reduced the discharging along the
gaps. The potentials achieved on the bulk tile material during tile edge ir-
radiation were quite low and suggest that the silica fiber material has a high
secondary electron emission yield in contrast to the highly insulating glass
skin. In addition, discharge activity was detected to occur at a decaying
rate after the electron Irradiation source was turned off.
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SPACECRAFT-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION - THE ENVIRONMENTAL PLASMA ASPECT

Uri Samir*
University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
and Tel-Aviv University. Israel

The knowledge and understanding of the interactions between an 'obstacle'
and a space plasm are fundamental to space plasm physics and are essential
to space plasma diagnostics, in-situ data interpretation, and spacecraft
charging. The obstacle can be a natural body moving in the solar system (i.e.,
a planet or a moon) or an artificial obstacle (i.e., a spacecraft orbiting the
Earth or any other planet or moon). Artificial obstacles consist of rockets,
satellites, space shuttle, space station, etc.

The effects involved in the interaction between an obstacle and a space
plasm can be divided into

(1) Effects on the obstacle itself (i.e., its charging)

(2) Effects on the environmental plasma due to the motion of the obstacle
(i.e., the creation of shocks ahead of the obstacle and complicated
wakes behind the obstacle). In the wake (or antisolar direction),
plasm oscillations are excited and instabilities, wave-particle
interactions, turbulence, etc., are believed to take place.

The effects on the obstacle and on the environmental space plasma are coupled.
Hence, simultaneous solutions to the Vlasov (or Boltzmann) and Poisson equa-
tions are sought. To obtain realistic solutions of practical use, three- L
dimensional and time-dependent models of the interaction are needed.
Achieving the latter is indeed not simple.

The point should be made that experimental and theoretical work of
practical interest (e.g., in low Earth orbit) can serve as model-experiments
of a wider scope of interest and importance in space plasm physics and in
astrophysics (e.g., Falthamnar (1974), Samir and Stone (1980), and Podgorny
and Andritanov (1978)). This will, of course, require the use of qualitative
scalivi (Falthammar (1974) and Samir and Stone (1980)).

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL THERMAL PLASMA RESULTS - STATUS REPORT

In-situ experimental results regarding the distribution of low-energy ions
and electrons around ionospheric satellites in the altitude range 2500H<3000 km
are available in the open literature. For recent brief review papers on this

*PresetlyNRC/NAS Senior Associate at the Space Science Laboratory, NASA

Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama 35812.
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subject we cite Samir (1081) and Samir and Stone (1980). Unfortunately, most
of these results are limited to the very near vicinity of the satellite since
most of the relevant measurements were made by probes flush mounted on tne sur-
face of the satellite. Although significant results wvre obtained w1,0ch
enhanced our knowledge and understanding of the interaction, more exensive
spatial regions ahead and behind the satellite have to be researched.

In-situ results were compared with the theoretical rodels of Gurevich et
al. (1970), Parker (1976), and Call (1969). Rusults of such comparisons are
given in Samir and Fontheim (1981), S&mir (1981), and Samir and Stone (1980).
It is our understanding that studies along similar lines are now being per-
formed by the S-CUBED group (Parks et al. (1983)). The min conclusion from
these studies is that except for srecific cases there is no quantitative
agreement between theory and experiment for unmanned, low-altitude, small
ionospheric satellites. The recent results from the space shuttle mission
STS-3/Columbia known to the author have not, unfortunately, yielded thermal
plasma information which can be used in a meaningful theory-experiment com-
parison. It is possible that the wave data (Shawhan and Murphy (1983)) may
yield new relevant information.

More recently the distribution of H* and He* ions around the DE-A
magnetospheric satellite at Hsu (1, 4-3)R[ (Ra a radius of the Earth) have
been examined (Samir, Comfort, and Chappell (4983)). This study extends the
range of plasma parameters vis-a-vis earlier studies and is expected to be
useful in magnetospheric physics and astrophysics. The wake of an auroral
sounding rocket in the altitude range 120 to 320 km was studied by Bering
(1983). The cements made in this paper should be of interest and direct
relevance to the interpretation of parallel electric field measurements at low
altitudes.

Effects involved in the charging aspect of the interaction were studied
extensively in situ and in the laboratory. A large effort was also devoted to
theoretical modeling. Recent review papers regarding this aspect of the
interaction were published by Whipple (1981) and Garrett (1981) and will not
be further discussed here. One point should, however, be made, namely, that ..

in order to get realistic solutions for # from 91 . 0, the distribu..
tion of charge around a spacecraft has to be reliably known. This includes
time-dependent effects, wave-particle interactions. instabilities, and
turbulence.

To overcome the limitation mentioned above, where measurements are
restricted to the very near vicinity of the spacecraft, multibody systems or
multiprobe systems are needed. Mother-daughter concepts as well as shuttle-
tether systems are applicable (Samir and Stone (1980) and Williamson at al.
(1982)), The first time a multibody system was used to perform wake measure-
ments was in the Gemini-Agent 10 mission (Troy et al. (1970)). The recent
measurements of the thermal plasm6 environment of the STS-3/Columbia shuttle
mission (Raitt it al. (1983)) yielded initial results soe of which are in
general accord with measurements and predictions obtained earlier from
unmanned ionospheric satellites. Raitt et al. (1903) concludes that *thermal
plasma probes mounted on the space shuttle orbiter are not a very good
arrangement to obtain measurements of the ambient ionospheric thermal plasma.'
This conclusion is not surprising and indicates that, in order to study the
interaction of a spacecraft with its environment, multibody systems are needed.
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In addition to In-situ data, there are laboratory measurements which are
directly relevant to spacecraft-environment interaction. In Stone (19814,b)
and Stone and Samir (1981), available results for thermal plasmas are reviewed.
In Intriligator and Steele (1982, 1983), similar studies were performed for
high-energy beams and an attempt was made to apply them to the Venusian wake.
Other relevant coments are given in Eselevich (1983).

EXPANSION OF A PLASMA INTO A VACUUM

In a recent review paper (Samir et &l. (1983)) the interaction between an
obstacle and a rarefied space plasma was examined versus the phenomena and
physical processes involved in the expansion of a plasm into a vacuum. This
is a new approach based on theoretical and experimental work done in fusion
research. Briefly, the basic processes involved in the expansion are (1) the
propagation of a rarefaction wave into the unperturbed or ambient plasma and
the existence of jump discontinuities (Gurevich and Meshcherkin (1961a)) at
the front of the rarefaction wave, (2) the acceleration of ions to high veloc-
ities (i.e.. to velocities reaching the order of the electron thermal speed in
the ambient plasma) by the transfer of energy from the infinite reservoir of
ambient thermal electrons, (3) the existence of an ion front, and (4) the
excitation of plasm oscillations and instabilities over several spatial loca-
tions in the vacuum region. The intensity of these processes depends on the
specific ionic constituents and their relative concentrations in the ambient
plasma (Burevich et &l. (1973) and Singh and Schunk (1982, 1983)), as well as
on the ambient electron temperature, the normalized characteristics length,
and the nature of the density gradient at the plasma-vacuum interface.
Theoretical results showing the distribution of ions, electrons, and electric
fields in the vacuum region are given in Burevich and Pitaevsky (1975),
Burevich and feshcherkin (1981b)), and Singh and Schunk (1982, 1983).

The point to be made is that the wake behind an obstacle can be approxi-
mated by a vacuum region into which the ambient plasma expands. Intriligator
(1983) suggests that structural patterns similar to those predicted in the
plasma-expansion (Samir et &l. (1983)) may exist in the Venusian wake.

REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

(1) Despite the fact that the interaction between a spacecraft and its
environmental plasma is of fundamental interest and importance to science and
technology alike, relatively few experimental results are available at the
present time. This it particularly so for the angular distribution of charge
and potential around a spacecraft orbiting the Earth.

(2) Reliable phenomenological knowledge and in-depth physical unders'c,•.v
ing of the structure of the close and far regions surrounding a spacecraft art
needed in order to test models describing the entire interaction.

(3) To achieve the above objective, well-conceived in-situ and laboratory
experiments are needed. Such experiments cannot be byproducts of geophysical
measurements only.
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(4) Future in-situ measurements can best be performed by using multibody
and multiprobe systems. The space shuttle with its capability of ejecting and
capturing small satellites is a suitable space platform for such investigations.
Another facility adequate for performing relevant experiments is the shuttle-
tether system. Numerous combinations exist by which very meaningful scientific
and technological experiments can be performed by using the -'vace shuttle (or
any other large space platform) and ejectable multiprobe systems.

(5) By adopting a wider scientific viewpoint and considering the phenom-
e*la involved in the expansion of a plasma into a vacuum, an attempt can be
made to proceed toward a UNIFIED perception of the interaction between an
obstacle and a spart plasma.
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DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF SEVERE SPACECRAFT CHARGING IN AURORAL IONOSPHERE
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fue to limitations of methods commonly used to detect particles and plasmas few
examples of spacecraft in the ionosphere charging beyond a few volts appear in the
literature. This impasse has been overcome with the launch of the DMSP/F6 satellite.
It was equipped with up-looking detectors to measure 20 point spectra of precipitat-
ing ions and electrons with energies between 30 eV and 30 KeV, once per second. A
generous geometric factor for the ion detector allows the application of a technique
regularly used to identify the degree of charging for satellites at geostationary
orbit. The Liouville Theorem can be used to show that a spacecraft charged, to 3ay,
-100 V, will measure no positive ions in eriergy channels < 100 eV. Because of the
acceleration of cold, ionospheric ions by the spacecraft potential a large count
rate should be seer, in an energy channel centered near 100 V. A preliminary search
of early DMSP measurements shows that such charging peaks frequently appear in the I
vicinity of intense inverted-V structures. An example chat closely approximates the
"worst case" charging environments derived from previous DMSP missions, with only
electron measurements available has been examined. In this case, with the satellite
in darkness, peak electron fluxes occurred at energies of 10 keV and charqing peaks
were observed In ion energy channels up to -65 eV. The fact that the spacecraft
was charged was verified using the SSIE thermal plasma probe on the same vehicle.
Calculations indicate that dielectric surfaces in the wake side of the vehicle charge
to many times this number.

*Present address: Southwest Research Institute, Space Physics Section, San Antonio,

TX 78284.
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INTRODUCTION

In this symposium we are addressing questions concerning how large space structures
In polar orbit will interact with auroral environments. Because spacecraft charging
at Ionospheric attitudes does not seriously threaten the operation of today's rela-
tively small polar satellites the subject of environment interactions has not received
the widespread attention given to it at geostationary altitude. As a matter of
economics it is desireable for us to apply as much as possible of what we have learned
about spacecraft interactions at geostationary orbit to low earth orbits. Economics,
however, must not blind us to real differences between the two problems.

The environment at auroral latitudes in the ionosphere differs from that encounter-
ed at geostationary altitude in at least two major aspects.

(1) There is a large reservoir of hiqh-density, cold plasma which tends to
mitigate charging effects by providing a large source of charged particles from which
neutralizing currents maybe drawn. However, since Debye lengths in the ionosphere
are measured in centimeters as opposed to hundreds of meters at qeostationary altitude
effective current collecting areas may he severely limited. Significant wake effects
behind large structures will introduce new problems with differential charging.

(2) Between the magnetic equator and the ionosphere, auroral electrons frequent-
ly undergo field-aligned accelerations of several kilovolts (ref. 1). The degree to
which auroral, as opposed to plasma sheet, electrons deviate from Isotropy is a com-
plex function of the electron's energy and the potential distribution along magnetic
field lines (ref. 2). In such environments, fluxes of energetic protons are usually
below the levels of instrumentation sensitivity (refs. 3 and 4).

It is anticipated that polar-orbiting shuttles will encounter the most severe
charging environments In the vicinity of westward travelling surges and near inverted-
V structures. Westward travelling surges occur in the midnight sector during the
expansion phases of substorms. Substorm onsets are frequently marked by the sudden
brightening of the equatorward-most arc (ref. 5). This is followed by a bulging and
rapid poleward expansion of active arcs in the midnight sector (ref. 6). For obser-
vers on the ground in the evening sector the bulge appears on the eastward end of
arcs and moves quickly toward the western horizon. Using DMSP satellite imagery and
electron flux measurements Meng and coworkers (ref. 7) constructed a composite
morphology of westward travelling surges shown in Figure 1. Bright arcs emanate to
the west (A) and to the east from the equatorward and poleward edges of the bulge
region, respectively. A myriad of arc-like structures are embedded in the bulge
region (C), while nonuniform diffuse auroral precipitation (D) Is found to the east
of the bulge and equatorward of the B arc.

Differential spectra typical of downcoming electrons in the vicinity of surges
are shown on the left side of Figure 1. In region A, to the west (evening side) of
the bulge, spectra are similar to those measured over quiet-time arcs. However, the
"monoenergetic beams" shift to higher than quiet-time values. This indicates that
stronger field-aligned potentials occur during substorm periods. In the region of
the poleward arc (region B) two spectral types are measured. One has a shape similar
to that found In the diffuse aurora (D) but with lower mean energy. The second
spectral type is ara~terized by electrons with energies of 100 eV and differential
flux levels of l0f /cm• sec sr keV. The spectral shapes indicate that field-aligned
accelerations in regions B and D are not significant. Within region C electron
spectra are relatively flat, sometimes out to the high-energy, measuring limit of
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DMSP spectrometers. If, as suggested by the "worst-case" study of SCATHA's environ
ment,(ref. 8), severe char'qing most strongly correlates with fluxes of electrons
with energies in the several tens-of-keV regime, then region C electrons iiay present
the most severe charging environment for polar-orbiting shuttles.

Hazards due to spacecraft charging of large space structures should also occur in
"inverted-V" events. The term inverted-V was first used to describe structures that
appear in energy-time spectrograms from polar orbiting satellites (ref. 3). In these
structures the mean energy of precipitating electrons rises from a few hundred eV to
several keV then returns to a few hundred eV. Often the electrons have Maxwellian
distributions characterized by a mean thermal energy Eo that have been accelerated
through a field-aligned potential drop k (ref. 9). In traversing the inverted-V,
*oincreases to some maximum value then decreases. In the evening sector 4b can
rise to over 10 kV The danger posed by inverted-V precipitation is more ubiquitous
than westward travelling surges. Lin and Hoffman (ref. 2) showed that inverted-V
events occur in all MLT sectors except in the dayside auroral gap (ref. 10).

To date, all investigations of inverted-V structures report no measurable fluxes of
precipitating protons. This limitation more likely reflects on the sensitivity
of proton detectors rather than on a real absence of proton fluxes. In the plasma
sheet protons have mean thermal energies that are about five times those of electrons.
Some protons in the high energy tail of these distriutions should be sufficiently
energetic to overcome the I potential barrier and reach the ionosphere.

Herein lies a serious verification problem for modelers of low-earth orbit space-
craft charging. It is rather easy to specify the "worst charging environment" (ref.
11). However, the relatively small geometric factors on positive ion detectors flown
to date on polar satellites have not allowed us to use the straight-forward methods
used at geostationary altitudes (ref. 8) for measuring satellite potentials in excess
of a few volts. In only one case, as INJUN-5 passed through an intense inverted-V,
has d large satellite potential been measured (ref. 12). In this case only an upper
bound of -28V could be directly assigned.

The purpose of this report is to provide information for interaction-modelers
on the capabilities of a new generation of charged particle spectrometers now flown
on DMSP (Defense Meteorological Satellite Program) satellites. These detectors,
which are sensitive to downcoming, positive ions with energies greater than 30 eV,
allow the direct measurements of satellite potentials less than .30V. The following
section describes the plasma and particle instrumentation on the recently launched
DMSP/F6 satellite. We then present a detailed analysis of measurements taken as the
satellite passed through an intense, Inverted-V structure in the midnight sector on
10 January 1983. The discussion section compares observational measurements of the
satellite potential with the predictions of a smal I-satellite charging model.

INSTRUMENTATION

DMSP satellites are three axis stabilized and fly in sun-synchronous, circular
polar orbit at an altitude of 840 km. Their orbital periods and inclinations are
are 101 minutes and 98.750, respectively. DMSP/F6 was launched in late December 1982
Into an orbit near the dawn-dusk meridian with an ascending mode of 0612 LT. The two
sets of detectors of interest here were designed to monitor variations in the toDside
thermal plasma and In the flux of precipitating charged particles.
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The thermal plasma detector (ref. 13, 14), known as the Special Sensor for Ions and
Electrons (SSIE) consists of a spherical Lanqmuir probe and a planar, retarding
potential analyzer (RPA). The Langmuir probe consists of a 1.75" diameter collector
surrounded by a concentric, wire-mesh qrid of 2.25" diameter. It is mounted at the
end of a 2.5' rigid boom. The sensor operates in 2 modes. In the first mode the
grid bias is held at a fixed level determined by ground command. In the second mode
the voltage of the grid with respect to satellite ground is swept to determine the
thermal electron density and temperature. The mode 2 voltage sweep occurs every 64 s
and lasts for 10 s. To ensure that all electrons passing through the grid are
:ollected the collector is always held at a potential of 20 V above that of the grid.
fDurinq Mode 1 operations on 10 January 1983 the grid-bias was fixed at +7.8 V with
respect to the spacecraft frame potential.

The thermal ion detector is a retarding potential analyzer (RPA) that consists of
a collector, a supressor grid, a swept grid and an aperture grid. The aperture grid
is circular with a diameter nf 1.0'. This sensor is mounted 3/4 of the way up the
2.5' boom with an outward surface normal facinq in the direction of the satellite
velocity. The RPA also operates in two modes. In Mode 1 the retardinig grid is fixed
at satellite potential plus a bias potential of 6.3V. In Mode 2 the retarding grid
is swept from -5 V to 12 V, every 64 s. From the shaoes of the current-voltage
characteristics obtained during Mode 2 sweeps it is possible to deterrnline the ion
densities, temperatures and relative mass concentrations. Complete descriptions of
the SSIE instruments and the methods of data reduction and analysis have been written
by I&nddy and co-workers (ref. 13) and by Rich and co-workers (ref. 14).

The energetic particle detector on DMSP/F6 are designed to measure the flux of
downcoming electrons and positive ions in 20 energy channels, logrithiically spaced
between 30 eV and 30 keV. Both the electron and ion detectors consist of two curved
plate electrostatic analyzers. The aperatures of the analyzers always face toward
local vertical. Thus, at auroral and polar-cap latitudes they detect precipitating
rather than backscattered or trapped particles. One set of anal'°-ers covers the
energy range 30 eV to 1 keV has a geometric factor of 4 x ]n-f4 cni2--r for electrons
and 2 x 10-. for ions. In both cases A E/E is 13%. Pie other set of analyzers
measures the flux levels over the I to 30 keV range. The geometric factor for these
electron and ion detectors is 10-3 cm 2 -sr with A E/E -l10. These large geometric .
factors ensure statistically significant count rates in the auroral oval.

OBSERVATIONS

During the period of interest on 10 January 1983, DWSP was in darkness crossing the
midnight sector of the northern auroral oval from dawn to dusk. Simultaneous
measurements from the imager on F6 and qround magnetograms are not available at this
time. In general, however, the period may be characterized as one of magnetic
quieting. 1!though Kp was 2+ at the time of the ov, rpass, 10 January was the most
disturbed day of the month with Z Kp = 39.

Measurements from the energetic electron and ion spectrometers are presented in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The format for data presentation is 'he same in both
figures. Plotted as functions of UT, geomagnetic latitude, and magnetic local ti•me
are the particle's average energies (top ranel), the directional energy fluxes (i1iddlE
panel) and number fluxes (bottom panel). Attention is directed toward the one minute
interval following 2045 (74700) UT. A ginning a' 2045 UT the number flux (JTOT)
rises from 109 to 4 x 10'J electrons/cirn sec sr at 2045:22 UT. In the next 20 sec
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it decreased to 107 electrons/cm2 sec sr. The average energy of the pre-
cipitating electrons increased from 800 eV to 7.5 keV then returned to 800 eV,
the classic signature of an inverted-V structure. The flux of ions reaching the
detector also Increased to a sharp naximum at 2045:22 UT. However, the average
energy of the ions was lowest at this time. This signature is similar to that
obtained when spacecraft at geosynchronous orbit undergo charginq.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 give three examples of measurements from the energetic electron
and ion sensors at 2045:17, :22 and :24 UT, respectively. Data represented as elec-
tron and ion phase space densities aee plotted as functions of energy from 30 eV to
30 keV. The insets give expanded plots of ion distribution functions in the energy
range 30 to 200 eV. In all three cases the electron distributions show low-energy
or suprathermal components. The fact that the energetic components of the electron
distributions are not monotonically decreasing in energy is consistent with the
primary electrons having been electrostatically accelerated in some attitude range
above the satellite. Electrons with energies below the peak in the distribution
functions are energy-degraded primaries that are trapped below the electrostatic
barrier. The primary-electron distributions are non-Maxwellian, containinq high
energy tails.

The ion distribution functions also contain both energetic and suprathermal com-
ponents. In the case of the ion nmasurement at 2045:22 UT the energetic component
has a Maxwellian distribution out to 30 keV. Using the Liouville theorem and assum-
ing an isotropic distribution function in the magnetosphere we find that for charge
neutrality to prevail in the parent populations, the field-aligned potential drop
above the auroral ionosphere is - 8 kV. We note that this is consistent with the
measured distribution where the actual peak must lie between the energy channels
centered at 6.46 and 9.48 keV.

At 20:45:22 and :24 UT the suprathermal ions have non-monotonic distributions. The
peaks in the energy channels centered at 65 and 44 eV suggest that ions measured in
these channels are ionospheric particles that have been accelerated by satellite
potentials of -65 and -44 V, respectively. The fact that ion counts are recorded in
energy channels less than at the peak in the distribution Is consistent with the
finite spread in the energy-acceptance *f the ,.-nsor's en rgy channels. Recall that
to assure high count rates the geometric factor of the low-energy ion detector was

S" made large. The only other possible source of ions in these energy ranges at DMSP's
altitude are the so-called ion conics (ref. 15). These are thermal ions that are
accelerated perpendicuilar to magnetic field lines through resonant .nteractions withI lower-hybrid or ion-'.yclotron clectrostatic waves. Such cannot be the case here since
the ion detector is looking almost along, rather than across, the magnetic field,

. Note that 'ne negative potentials of several tens of volts represent the potentials
of the dielectric surfaces in the vici-ity of the ion-detector's aperture rather
than the potential of the satellite's frame.

Further information concerning the environment in which the chdrqgn,1 of DMSP/F6
occurred can be qaindad from thermal probe measurementsi Figure 7 gives the
"densities" of thermal electrons and ions measured during Mode 1 operations. Inthis representation data taken while sensor grids were be.ing swept in voltage (Mode 2)
are suppressed. The grid on the spherical Ldngmuir probe was biased at 7.8 V with
respect to the satallite frame. Thus, in Mode 1 the electron sensor is operating
in the accelerating mode. This leads to overestia'es of the ambient electron densi-
ties. In regions where both sensors vary in the same sense the measurement, accurate-

* ly measure relative density fluctuations, In regions where the measurements vary in
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opposite senses the variations are mostly due to satellite potential fluctuations.
Absolute values of the plasma density are obtained through analyses of Mode 2 current
-voltage sweeps. Figure 7 shows that in the period following 2045 UT the current
reaching the thermal electron probe decreased by more than four orders of magnitude,
consistent with a strongly negative vehicle potential. The thermal ion current
increased by a factor of 2.

In the immediate vicinity of the charginq event Mode 2 sweeps cannot be used to
determine the plasma temperature and composition. The last Mode 2 sweep, taken
equatorward of the event and before vehicle potential fluctuations mnake results
of Langmuire probe analysis questiSnable, occurred at 2043:26 UT. This sweep showed
a total plasma density of l- 04cm- . The ion composition was mostly 0+. The ion
and electron temperatures were - 12000 and 4000*K, respectively. The following
sweep, beginninq at 2044:30 UT showed signs of a significant light ion contribution.
It should be noted that other measurements in the diffuse auroral region show
large, even dominant light ion mixtures. The light ion that best fit the measured
current-voltage characteristics was He+. Close to the event the current character-
istics also showed signs of a light-ion component. However, rapid fluctuations of
the satellite potential do not allow quantitification of this observation.

0DISCUSSION

In modelling the DMSP charging event described in the previous section two con-
ditions should bo kept in mind. First, the event occurred while the satellite was
in darkness. Thus, photoemission currents from the vehicle can be ignored. Second,
the surfaces of DMSP satellites are almost entirely made up of dielectric materials.
The potential drop Vs experienced by positive ions reachinq the electrostatic analyzer
should be that required for local current balance near that sensor's aperture. For
the sake of simplicity we model the satellite as a sphere whose surface material is
kapton. The satellite moves at a speed of 7.4 km/s through the combined ionospheric
and auroral plasmas.

The local current balance condition can be written in the form:

I(V) = -JeM " JiM + Je2 + JeB + Jei + Jil - 0

The terms JeM and JiM represent currents due to energetic electrons and ions of
magnetospheric origin, respectively. The energetic electrons include both primaries
and energy degraded primaries. The terms Je2 JeB, and Jei refer to currents
generated by: (1) secondary electrons resulting from energetic electrons impacting
the satellite, (2) backscattered energetic electrons, and (3) secondary electrons due
to impacting ions, respectively. Currents resulting from impacting ionospheric ions
are represented by JiI.

If we assume that the auroral electrons are well approximated by an Isotropic
distribution function flef(E) then the total currents to the satellite directly
attributable to energet c electrons has the form

(2) Je a Jeo e-qVs/kTe

where Jeo -JeM + Je2 ÷ JeB; V is the satellite potential and q is the elementary
(negative) unit of charge and kT = 2/3 < E %. Here < E >, the mean thermal energy
of the energetic electrons is 5J5 keV. Finally,
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(3) Jeo _q~ f I E feM (E) I A2(E, aj~ - (E, ,

*Co s *Sin 4d ~d E

is the total current due to energetic electrons if the satellite were at
* plasma potential. The functions of energy and angle p from normal

I ncidence, for secondary [ A 2 (E , *j)I and backscattered [ A B (E , '
electrons are given by Laframboise and co-workers (ref 16).

The current due to impacting Ions can be represented in the form

eV S

(4) '1 0 lo (1 +k-5

where kTj Is the mean thermal energy of the iragnetospheric ions. Jio
represents the sum of JIM + Jei if the sdtellite were at plasma potential

2

(5) Jio -4 w 2e f ~t E fiM (E) I + A ei (E, ~

Cos *p Sin ~pd *

fitM (E) is the dictribut-ion function of magnetospheric ions in the vicinity of the
satellite. Ael (E,* ) is the secondary electron conversion factor (ref 16).

Values Of Jeo and Jj in equat.ionis (3) and (5) were solved by numerical integration
using the energetic electron and ion distribution functions measured at 2045: 22 UT.
Setti ng Vs equal to -65 V in equations (2) and (4) and adding wq calculate that in
the vicinity of the ion se~nsor there is a current of 6.33 p A/mZ flowing away
from the satellite. From equation (1) we see that this must be balanced by the

thermal ion current Jil to the vehicle.
The current to the satellite due to ionospheric ions is given by a sum, over

ion species a

(6) Ui Noe Usat J r,, (b. , 0)

where No is the total ion density, U st is the satellite speed, 0 is the angle
with respect to the ram direction, b its the Mach number of them species
[ 1/2 MI Vs/kTeJ 1/2 . Based on satellite measurements in the ionosphere,
Gurevicci and co-workers (ref. 17) derived an expression for the angular term

(7) r (b , ) 1 +a er1f_ Cos *o Cos 0
a aNo T ";C- o-s

where erf (x) represents the standard error functicn. 0 is the complement of
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the Mach angle. W~th UsAt 7.4 km/s and Te+- 40000 K we calculate values of
710 for an 0' plasma and 550 for an He plasma. Note that for 0- 0°

"j I 1 and the current Noe Usat is the ram current. For a plasma density

of 10 4 cm" 3 the ram current is 11.8 p A/m2 . Thus, to balance a current
o? 6.33 pA/m 2 , Z r. (go9) must equal 0.536.

Figure 8 is d plot Of r, (900) plotted as a function of the fraction of He+

* present in the ionospheric plasma. The horizontal line at 0.536 represents the
value of r r, (90o) required to balance the auroral current with Vs - -65 V

on the top surface of the satellite. The solutions are not unique. As expected the
0 0 a 550 condition is satisfied only for a pure He+ plasma. Higher values of
*O require less He .

It is interesting to now use this model to estimate the surface potential in thewake region of a small satellite like DMSP. To do this we first choose a value

of *o which gives a solution to Vs * - 65V at E- 90%. This is equivalent to
so Le mixture of He+ and 0+. With this we next solve equation (6) for the ionospheric
ion current at any !'cation on the satellite. The final step is to solve equations
(2) and (4) for the potential Vs that gives an I(V) - 0 solution to equation (1).

Figure 9 demonstrates the results of this procedure. Here we have chosen the
value *o 60*. From Figure 8 we see that this corresponds to a case with NIe+/N0.
* 0.63. On the ram side of the vehicle the potential is slightly positive. As we
go away from 900 into the wake direction the model predicts that the surface poten-
tial rises quickly and saturates at a value of -I kV. We have examined the model
predictions for other values of *o in the range 550 to 70* and found that within
a few percent the results are insensitive to these variations.
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2. Average energy, directional energy flux and directional number flux of
pricipitating electrons measured during DMSP/F6 northern auroral pass of
10 January 1983.
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7. Mode I currents to the thermal electron and Ion sensors during the
northern auroral pass of 10 January. The "densities" calculated from these
currents assume that the grids are at plasma potential and are overestimates
in both cases.
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several values of 0 (. The line at 0.536 represents the value g~r required for
current balance with VS - - 65 V on the top surface of DMSP.
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CHARGING OF DMSP/F6 SPACECRAFT IN AURORA ON 10 JANUARY 1983

Arthur L. Besse, Allen G. Rubin, and David A. Hardy
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

it Two independent instruments on the spacecraft showed charging to a
moderate (44 volts) negrtive potential. The electron spectrometer
showed a flux of 2 X 10 electrons (cm'sec'Ister-1 ) peaked at 9.5 keV.
This was marqinally sufficient to overcome the flux of cold ambient
ions. Charninq calculations are presented showinq where simplications
are justified and where serious uncertainties exist. More serious charging
is predicted for the Shuttle in polar orbit.

INTRODUCTION

Spacecraft charqing has been widely observed in qeosynchronous orbit
on the ATS-5 and ATS-6 pair and on the SCATHA spacecraft (ref 1 & 2).
An adequate theory for explaining the observations exist. Neither the
data or theory can he exported to low polar orbit and its drastically
different environment. This paper qives evidence of charging on the DMSP
F6 spacecraft (see ref 3 for instrumentation). A simple model is set up
explaining the observations.

BRIEF THEORY OF SPACECRAFT IN THE AURORA

The cold ambient electrons can charge a spacecraft to a few volts
neqative at most. More severe charqing occurs in the earth's shadow when
the energetic (over a kilovolt) precipitating electron current exceeds
the ran ion current. ..C-hbrqinq continues until an increase in ram ion
current and/or a decrease in precipitating electron current produces a
zero net current.

In the absence of plasma shielding, the ram ion current increases
rapidly with increasingly negative potentials. This typically limits
charqinq to tens of volts ne(gative. In the presence of -intense plasma
shieldinq (electrostatic or maqnetic) the ran ion current does not respond
to neqative potentials. Charqinq then proceeds to much higher negative
potentials until a slowly decreasing precipitating electron current brings
abotit a current balance. Calculations indicate possible potentials of
severdl kilovolts. Below some size plasma shielding is negligible and
above some size it nominates. There exists no commonly accepted way of
calculatinq these sizes.

A knowledqe of the rElative velocities and densities of the various
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particles is essential to tne understanding of auroral charging. Typical

values arranged in order of increasing velocity are:

Ambient oxygen ion: v - 1.5 X 105 cm/sec; N - 1 X 104 cm" 3

Spacecraft: v = 8 X 110' .em/sec

Ambient electron: v = 3 Y 107 cm/sec; N I X 104 cm-3

Precipitating elLctrons: v = 6 X 109cn/sec; N -- 1 cmr 3

Also essential is a knowledge of the various time scales involved.

"Typical values arranged in order of increasing time are.

Charqinq response: 0.01 Seconds

Aurora, fine structure: 0.1 Seconds

Instrument response: 1 Seconds

Aurora, coarse structure: 10 Suconds

The value for charging response applies to the main frame. Thin di-
electric coatings may charge differentially with very much longer
"response times. The aurora time scale is in the spacecraft's frame of
reference and is due primarily to spatial variations in the aurora.

DETECTION OF SPACECRAFT CHARGING

Charging was detected hy an ion spectrometer sensir,• acceleration of
the ram ions to 30 volts or more and by a probe sensing the deceleration
of ambient electrons. Charging to negative potentials less than 30 volts
was detected by the probe alone.

The accelerated ions appeared as an intense narrow band never
occupying more than one energy channel. This is as predicted by theory.
However, the spectrum was not void below the intense band as predicted by
theory and observed on geosynchronous spacecraft.

THE CHARGING EPISODE

The probe indicated charging starting at 74701 seconds UT and ending
at 74737 liT, with a very brief drop out at 74705. The start, drop out,
and end of charging accompanied large abrupt changes in electron flux,
particularly in the 4.4 keV channel. The ion spectrometer indicated
charging to potentials of 30 to 65 volts negative for a portion of this
period, namely from 74721 [IT to 74731 UiT. The evidence that charging
to these levels actually occurred appears to be conclusive.
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PRECIPITATING ELECTRON SPECTRA

Five representative time intervals, each lastinq from three to five
seconds, were chosen for study. Within each time period the spectra
remained relatively constant. The electron spectra were averaged over
each interval. The average spacecraft potential was determined by probe
and ion spectrometer data. When the charging was insufficient to show
up on the ion spectrometer hut showed strongly on the probe, a value of 10
volts was assiqned. The five spectra are shown in figure 1. The starting
times from A to E were respectively: 74697, 74708, 74712, 74722, and
74729. Durations were respectively 4, 3, 5, 4 and 3 seconds. Average
fluxes and potentials are qiven in the fiqure. The fluxes include only
five channels from 3.0 to 13.9 kilovolts for reasons to he discussed
later.

The figure shows both broad spectra and narrow "inverted V" spectra.
The actual shape of the "inverted VP spectrum is unresolved, it could be
much narrower and more intense than shown. The electron spectrometer is
not designed for accurate flux measurements when the spectrum is very

Snarrow, therefore, the flux indicated in the figure for the "inverted V"
* may be in error.

We authors postulate an accelerating electric field that is sometimes
hicih ahove the spacecraft and sometimes close above the spacecraft. In
the former case, but not in the latter, there should be strong collisional
broadening oF both the energy and the pitch angle distribution.

CHARGIN(; CALCULATIONS

Five first order approximations will he made. They are:

1) A spherical spacecraft with a conducting and hence equipotential
surface.

2) Zero ambient electron temperature. The energy of these particles

in either the plasma frame of reference or in the spacecraft frame of refer-
ence was much smaller than the measured potentials.

3) Infinite precipitation electron temperature. The energy of
these particles was very large compared to the measured potentials.

4) Precipitating electron flux ecual to that measured in the 3 to
14 keV energy range. Fluxes at higher energies were very low. Fluxes at
lower energies were small and were largely off'.et by secondary electrons.
Secondaries were not included in the calculations. The flux is troated
as isotropic within some field aliqned solid anqle and zero elsewilere.

5) Amhlent ion temperature equal to the drift energy of an ion in
the spacecraft frame of reference. This energy is larqe compared to the
thermal energy. Probe theory assumes that the total pdrticle energy
(kinetic plus potential) is independent of position. This assumption is
valid in and only in the spacecraft frame of reference. The ambient ions
are predominantly singly ionized atomic oxygen.
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The first four approximations simplify calculation of the electron
current to the neqatively charqed spacecraft. The "zero temperature"
ar:bhient electrons are repelled and do not reach the spacecraft. The
"infinite temperature" preclpitatinq electron current is independent of the
spacecraft potential. Secondary electrons are adequately allowed for by
dtscardinq the low end of the spectrum and need not appear explicitly In
the calculations. With these considerations, the electron current to the
spacecraft hecomes

-e I s (e Jz) (1) 2

where IL a electron current
e - elemental charqe
J - precipitatinq electron flux per steradian in 3 to 14 keV

channels
S U solid anqle of precipltatinq electrons
R * spacecraft radius
Sw R2 ) : spacecraft electron collision cross section.

the first and fifth approximations simplify calculation of the ion
current to the spacecraft. Spherical probe theory qives the ion current
in the lonq rebye lenqth limit as:

1i e v N [( v R2) + -eV evNA; -eV.O (2)

where I1 - ion current
"v a ion drift velocity '
N N ion density a IxIO 4 cm" 3

V a spacecraft potential
T w temperature associated with ion drift velocity - 5ev
A a spacecraft ion collision cross section.

When the Tebye lenqth is not lonq compared to the probe radius, a sheath

containinq a net positive charqe forms around the probe. The charge in
the sheath shields ambient ions outside the sheath from the probe's elec-
tric field, thereby reducinq the number attracted to thp probe. The
shleldinq effect may he incorporated in equation (2) by multiplyinq the
potential by a shieldinq factor K less than unity. This factor is a
function of potential and qenerally does not appear explicitly in prohe
theories. It may also he a function of the ion angular distribution
(in this case almost nono..directional in the spacecraft frame of reference).

At equilibrium potential the absolute values of electron and ion
currents are equal. This leads to the equilibrium equation

JS -vN, (1.+k -eV); eV < 0. k 4 1
T (3)

where k - shieldlnq factor.

The unknowns in this equation are the electron solid anqle S and the ion
shieldinq factor k. These unknowns were evaluated from the da'a in fiqure
(1) and from other measurements. The solid angle is determined from
equation (3) usinq the threshold flux required for charqing. The data
consistently yields a narrower solid angle for, inverted "V" spectra than
for hroad spectra. The shieldinq factor was deternined by the electron
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flux associated with a potential of -44 volts. This flux was approximately
four times qreater than the threshold flux. The results of the evaluations
were

S u w , inverted "V" spectra
S a 2 ,broad spectra
k a 1/2.

SThese results should he regarded with caution. The data is not conclusive
due in part to an environment whose rate of chanqe is fast compared to the
sampling rate of the Instruments - probably fast compared to any practical

* samplinq rate.

The value qiven above for the shielding factor is substantially less
than unity. If true, this has serious implications. It means that the DHSP
spacecraft are already of a size where space charge in the sheath acts to
increase the maqnitude of charqinq potentials and that any larqer spacecraft
such as the Shuttle, will charge to hiqher potentials, other factors beinq
equal.
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Figure 1. - Five precipitating electron spectra. (The flux associated
with each spectra is listed in the upper right corner along with tho
corresponding spacecraft potential.)
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AURORAL ELECTRON ENVIRONMENT
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Emmanuel College
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The nrpcipitatinq electrons in the auroral environmient are hiqhly vari-
able in their enerqy and intensity In both space and time. As such they are
a source of potential hazard to the operation of the Space Shuttle and other
larcie spacecraft operatinn in polar orhit. In order to assess these hazards
both the averaqe and extrene states of the nrecipitatinq electrons Must he
determined. In this paper we present work aimed at such a specification.
In the first half of the paper we present results of a qlobal study of the
averane characteristics. In this study the hiqh latituide reqion was divided
into spatial elements in naqnetic local time and correcteI qeomaqnetic lati-
tude. The averaqe electron snectrtju was then determined in each spatial
element for seven different levels of activity as measured by Kp usinn An
extrerelv lArme data set of auroral observations. In the second half of the
Daner we Present a case stuay of ar extreme auroral electro•n environment in
which the electrons are accelerated throuqh a field aliqned potential as
hiqh as ),l(,ono volts and in which the spacecraft is seen to charne nena-
tively to a potential anproachinl .5, kilovolts.

INSTRUMENTATION

The data used for this analysis were fromi the SSJ/3 detectors on the F2
and r4 satellites and the SS.J/4 detector on the FO; satellite of the fefense
?4eteoroloqical ,atellite Procirag, as well as the rRL-?., experiment on the
P7R.- satellite of the Space Test Prnqram. The SSJ/3 detectors consisted of a
set of two curved Plate electrostatic analyzers capable of measurinq the flux
of precipitatinn electrons in 16 enerqy channels between 9nell and .O,O0 eV.
The SSJ/4 detector consists of a set of four curved plate electrostatic
analyzers that measure both electrons and inns in ?n enerqy channels each,
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in the .nerqy ranqe from 30 eV to innoo eV. Roth the •SJ/3 and SSJ/4
detectors return a full spectrum over all enerqy channels once per second
and all detectors are nriented on the spacecraft such that they look towards
the local zenith. The M1 2SI experiment consists of two SSJ/3 detectors
mounted at riqht anqles with their look directions in the spin plane of the
satellite. Fach detector returns 4, 16 point spectra each second. The
satellite has a spin rate of annroxinately 11 QP11 with the spin plane in the
orhit plane of the satellite.

All the satellites were launched into circular sun synchronous orbits.
The F? satellite's orbit plane was initially in the dawn-duisk qeridian hut
precessed towards tho r8R3n-?0n3f MLT meridian durinq the satellite's lifetime.
The period for which data are availahle, the altitude of the orbit, and the
orbital plane are listed in Tahle 1.

The rltl.P sensors are operated continuously and approximately F01,• of the data
were available for this study. For the P7R.1 approximately infln polar passes
were availahle from l170. For the determination of the average character-
istics, the F?, F4, and P78-! data were used. The worst case study was
perforned usinq the F6 data since these data cover a wider ranqe in energly.

AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS

Historically, there have been two approaches to qlohal specification of
the averaqe characteristics of auroral precipitation. In the first of these
the researcher huilds tn a qlohal or local time picture usinq a set of indi-
vidual passes each studied in detail (ref 1 A, 2). The advantage of such an
approach is that all the details of each pass are considered in creating an
overall picture. The ma,jor disadvantage in such studies is that In order to
keep both the analysis and data presentation manaqeahle the researcher must
restrict the total number of passes studied either by spacing them widely In
mannetic local time or in activity. In the second approach the researcher
builds up his olohal picture by dividinq the renion of interest into zones
in maqnetic local tione, qeomaqnetic latitude and activity h( then uses very
larqe data sets to detemine the averane value of the quantity of interest
in each zone (ref 3 throunh 0). This approach has the advantaqe of providinq
real qlobal naps. It's malor disadvantaqe Is that in the averaginq process
all small inatial And temporal variations are smoothed out of necessity.
The nuri;)er of such studies done in the past has additionally been restricted
by the fact thagt they require very large lat, sets (millions of samples) and
they reqitre siqnificant anounts of cimputer time.

In this stldy we have taken the second of these two approaches usinn the
data set from id~ntical electrostatic analyzers flown on three Air Force sat-
ellites. We divided the high latitude region into zones in maqnetic local
tine and correctod geonaqnetic latitude. In PI.T the divisions were 4R one
half hour sections. In latitude theto were 3(1 divisions at .o increment
between r¢! and 6(n deqrees, 10 Increments hett..en fin and An deqrees, and o0
increrents from An to gn deqrees. Seven such matrices were created, one for
the Kp - n. n(1+ cases, one for Kn - 1-, 1, 1+ cases and so on up to Kp I .- , ,
5+. The last matrix included all cases greater than Kp - 6-. Fifteen months
of data were used from tho F-2 and F-4 satellites. The fifteen months were
chosen to give an even distribution of the data over the seasnns of the year
and to provide sufficient coveraqe at high activity. Altogether the 15 months
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of data provided 13.6 million spectra. All orbits of the P7Rol satellite in

j the interval fram February 1979 to -anuary 198nl were used. This comprised
approximately .62 million additional spectra. The 14.1 million spectra
were divided amoa' the 7 levels of Kp as follows, Kp - 0, 7.8•%; Kp - 1,
23.82; Kpu-O, 24.9%, Kp - 3, 21.9%; Kp - 4, 10.5%; Kp - 5, S.3%; Kp > 6-,
3.5%. In each zone the averaqe and standard deviation of the differential
number flux for each of the 16 enerqy channels of the detector was calculated
usinq all spectra that 4ell within that zone. The final product is therefore
the average spectrum in each zone at each level of activity.

From the average spectra we calculated integral quantities over the
entiro enerqy range of the average enerqy spectrum. The jhree quantities
calculated were the integral nunber flux in units of e/:Peo-sec-ster defined
as:

i5
JTOT -i(E) (E2 - El) + j.J(Ei)(fLL1 -jA ) + j (E16) (E16- FIS)

The integral energy flux In units of keV/cm2-sec-ster defined as:

15

J TOT - El ,!(Fl) (£2 - El) (e) j(Ei )(Fi Ej +

E16; (E16) (E16 - Eli

and the averane enerqw

EAVFI JETOT/JTOT

where
j(Ei) tite averaqe differential flux

in the ith enerqy channel

Et - the central energy of the ith ch&anel

These three quantities are displayed as isocontour maps in Figures la-d,
2a-d, and 3a-d where we have plotted th* Kp - n, 2, 4, and 6 cases. The
discussion of them maps is in two sub-sections; the first deaatng with
the characteristics of the relatively hot electron (EAVE l 600 eV, and
the second dealing with the characteristics of the colder electrons. Such
a division is made based on a comparison of the maps of integral flux and
average enerqy. Such a comparison shows that the high latitude region
separates naturally Into two regions based upon the average energy of the
electrons. The hotter plasma is confined to a roughly annular reqion whose
low latitude edge is the equatorward edge of the auroral zone while the
colder plasma fill the remaining area between the poleward edge of the
annulus and the qeomagnetic pole. The colder electron region is composed of
a band of relatively Intense precipitation bounding the poleward edqe of the
hot plasma and a region of lower intensity precipitation in the rest of the
area up to the pole.
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HOT ELECTRON REGION

"For the hot electrons we note the followina:

1) The averaqe enerqy of the precipitatinn electron varies qreatly in
nannetic local tine. In qeneral the peak averaqe enerqies are hiqhest on
the norninq .-ide of the oval. Within the morninq side renion there are two
maximra in the averane enerqy; one hetween ridniqht and 060O0l MILT and the
second typically two hours pre-noon. In tahles ?a dnd ?h the location and
electron characteristics for the two naxima are listed for all seven Kp
zones,

O ne notes that the averaqe enerqy of the post nidniqht rtaximuri is hetween 3
and S key in a latitude ranqe between 61 and 870. The local time of these
maxima varies over Ai hours and the trend is for the enerqy flux to increase
with increasinq KY. The lack of a post midniqht maximum for the Kp-. case
we attribute to the relatively limited samnlinq provided hy the P7R-1
satellite in this reqion and at this level of activity. The pre-noon
naxirnun is nore fixed in nannetic lncal time and more ordered hy Kp.
Fxcept for Kp.O case this raxima is always found hetween fl,3O and 11in MLT
and at a oenmaqnetic latitude that smoothly decreases with Increasinq Ko.
The averaqe enerqy increases frnm KP.fn to Kp-3 but then decreases for all
hiqher Kn reachinq a value for the hiqhest activity case a factor of two
below that Of the Krpun ease. In a similar m~anner the energy flux increases
from KnI'- to Kp.3 hut then is approximately stahle for all hiqher activities.

P. At energies ahove 1 keV the reqion of hot plasma is not continuous about
the oval. For Kn-n the averaqe enerq,y does not reach lkeV at any latitude in
the MLT ranne from - I8no to ?Pn0. For the Kp-l and 2 cases there is a " '4

milninu, within the reqion of hot plasma at approximately IRAO hour t'LT. For
the four remdintnq cases there is a clear mtninugt between noon and 1800l hours
"MLT. The average enerqy of this iininmum falls below I keV. For the four
hiqhest activity cases the location of the mininmru annears to move to earlier
local times with increasinq activity. Part of this effect appears to result
from a chanqe with activity in the naonetic local time past noon to which
hot electrons drifting around on tho rorninq side are able to penetrate.
These electrons are se~en at the latest MIT for KpaP find penetrate to rprogres-
sively earlier MLTs with increasino activity. For the Kp v6- case there
are few reqions to the dayside of the dawn-dusk meridian in which the averaqe
onerqies reaches 1., kYV.

3. The najlority of the enerqy flux of particles into the high latitude reqion
is carried by the hot electrons, Typically for any 'ILT zone on the niqhtside
of the oval the latitude of the naximun in enerqy'flux is near or coincides
with the maxi•um in averaqe enerqy. At all activity levels above Kpwlo the
isocontours of enerqy flux within the hot electron region have a C or horse-
shoe shape that is rnuqhl.v symmetric ahouit a ,neridian one to two hours post
midniqht and nost-noon. The maximun enerq.v flux occurs slightly before
nidniqht for KP-n and 1 hut is clearly post midniqht for all hiqher Activity

4. The energy flux Into the niqhtside oval and up to approximately I10o MIT
on the dayside increases with increasinq activity as the oval expands. ly
contrast the enerqy flux carried hy hot electrons at noon reaches a maximum
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at KP=7 and then decreases for hiqher activity. This is shown in Table 3
where we have atsted the maximum enerqv flux and it's latitude for the Kpu?

to 0030 MLT zone and for the peak in averaqe enerqy for the hot electrons in
the 1130 to 12r)n PILT zone.

The latitude for hoth cases decreases for increasinc activity as would be
expected from the overall movement of the oval equatorward. The enerqy flux
at midntqht Increases hy more than an order of maqnitude from Kp-0 to
Kn ;P5- 'hile the enerqv flux at noon reaches a maximum value of 7.79xln7
keV/ cM1-sec-•ter for Kp-2 and then decreases for increasinq Kp above this
point, reachinq a value for the Kp)6- case approximately a factor of two
lower than the Kpm0 case. The ratio of the enerqy flux at midniqht to that
at noon increaqes with increaslna Kp except for the Kp-S case. The 7 values
from Kp.f to Kp>6- Are P.7, 4.1, 4.7, I?.l, P1.55, 1R, 72,5.

COLD ELECTRON REGION

For the cold electrons (EAVF r. 60) eV) we note the followino:

1. The hlqhest number flux of cold electrons is found within the dayside
portion of the overall reqion of electron precipitation. At the first five
activity levels there ts a clear crescent shaped reqion of cold electrons
rouqhly symmetric about noon 6r sliqhtly skewed towards prenoon. The cresce.t
shaped reoion is molt clearly evi ent In the Kp=O and Kp-1 cases where at a
level of above 5X011 electrons/cm•-sec-ster it extends in maqnetic local time
over the entire dayside rel!'on and one to several hours into the nightslde
reqion. The reqion extends closer tn midniqht on the morninq side than the
eveninci side. The sane hehavior is maintained for the next three levels of
activity hut is ohscured in the Iqocontour plots by the increasinq inteqral
flux on the niqht side from the hot electrons. For the two hiqhest activity
cases there is still an extended reqion of low enerqy precipitation on the
ilayside hut it Is not as well nrqanized as for the lower activity cases.

?. The intensity of the inteqral numher flux within the dayside reqion shows
little if any increase with Increasing activity. Except for the Kp 0 6-
casi the inteQral number flux is typically between 54x10 and 2x1n 89 electrons/cmP- sec- steP. Althonuh the level of fltix within the reqion is relatively

constant tV* total flux of electrons into the renion is increasinq with
increasinq activity. For the 7 levels of activity the total downcominq flux
over thý entire dnside with ,nerqies hhtween 50 ey and 660eV ar• 7.5x104,
A. Fxl , 1 . rxl nn, 1.21xxl , 1.5sx10 , 1,q7x1 and 3.7RxlO.electrons/
-sec-steo. These numhers were obtained hy determininq the integral flux for
electrons with enerqies between 50 eV and 60) eV in each spatial element on
the dayside multtrlyinq these by the area of the snatial element and summting.
For all but the Kpo 6- case this trend is well fit by the equation,

I * 7,pxln?4 e .PKp electrons/sec-ster

3. Within the dayside reqion of cold electron precipitation there Is, in all
hut the Kp' A- case, a clear prenoon maximum. In Table 4 the parameters
for these maxima are listed.
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One notes that the maximun's location in MLT is relatively constant while the
latittde decreases with increasinq activity at the oval expands. The integral
numher flux increases only from 3.LO to 4.1 x 10m from the Kp.n to the KIo
6- case. Roth the integral energy flux and average energy are similarly with-
in a narrow range except at the two hiqhest activities. These Increasos at
hioher activity are attributable to an increase in the spatial variability of
the oval such that some' hot electron spectra have been used to determine the
average spectrum from which the enemy flux and average enerqy were calculated
If at all activity levels the values listed in Table 3 are recalculated using
only the portion of the spectrum hbetween MeV and 6i60eV the values for the
Kpun to Kp-3 cases vary by less than i0% for all three quantiti es, Fo 5 Kp-4
and 5 cases, however, the energy flux drops to values below I1O keV/cm.-sec-

*, ster and the average enerqy to values helow 20n eV.

4. In the dayside region of cold electrons there is a clear minimum in
average enerqy, The location and electron characteristics at the minimum
are listed in Table ,.

The location in latitude shows a total variation of .0 with activity and
except at high activity is found between 1100-120o MLT. Again the electron
characteristics are quite stable with increasinq, activity. The Integral
number flux ranqes hetween 3 and 10 electrons/co -sec-ster except for the
KP > 6- case, The inteqral energy flux value falls in a similar narrow range
and the averaqe energy shows a slight decrease with increasina activity.
These average energy minima sit near the poleward edqe of the cresent shaped
region of cold electron precipitation,

WORST CASE ENVIRONMENT

The concept of a worst case environment for large space structures in
near-earth, polar orbit Involves an extrapolation of experience with small
satellites near qeostationary altitude, The need for extrapolatinn derived
from our historical situation which presents many well-documented examples of
severe charging at qeostationary altitude, a few cases of small-satellite
changinq at ionospheric altitudes, and as yet no expertonce with large struc-
tures, such as Shuttle, in polar orbit. At qeostationary altitude the wol'st
charginq occurs when satellites are In the shadow of the earth durinq some
substorm injection events. In this situation the occurrence of charqinq is
unambiguously determined by the location in energy of the so-called "charqing
peaks" in the positive ion spectrum. If a satellite charges to - 5kV, low-
energy ions in the vicinity of the satellite are accelerated through this
potential. Typically, a large flux of ions would he measured In the energy
channel centered nearest BKeV while few if any ions would be detected in
energies channels below this value. Mullen and Aussenhoven (rnf 1U) (198?)
found that the most severe charging occurs during those substorm inilection
events that are characterized by strong fluxes of electrons with energies
above 10 keV. hpactinq electrons with enerties ahove (helow) this value
produce less (more) than one secondary electron per particles for typical
spacecraft materials (ref 11) With this criterion in mind Hard (ref 12)
surveyed more than I1,000 passes of nMSP/F2 over the aurora1-one to Iden-
tit[ conditions uoder which the flux of electrons with energy > 1 keV exceeded
I1n1 electrons/cm -sec-ster. Although these energeti: electron observations
are useful for modelers who require realistic, wurst-case fluxes it provides
no empirical guidelines as to what degree the satellites actually charqe.
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With the launch of flMSP/F6 In flecember 1987 it has hocome possible to
snecify the deqree to which charqinq occurs in "worst case" auroral environ-
ments. This satellite carried detectors capable of measuring the fluxes of
downcominq electrons and positive ions with energies between 30 eV and 30
keV. The satellite also carried detectors to measure the densities and
temperatures of thermal ions and electrons, Recause the geometric factor of
the energetic ion detector qreatly exceeds that of any previously flown. it is
possible for the first time, to look for ion "charqinq peaks" a- indicators of
spacecraft charqina in the ionosphere. The detector systems as well as the
methods for data presentation and identifyvinq severe charqinq events are
described in a comppion paper (ref 13) and will not he repeated here,

Fiqures 4 and 5 give the average energies (top panels), directional energy
flux (middle panels) and directional number flux of electrons and positive
ions measured durinq a northern, high-latitude pass of DMSP on 12 January
19R3. The data are presoented as a function of UT in seconds of the day,
geographic latitude and lonqitude; maqnetic latitude, longitude and local
time. Attention i3 directed to the twu minute Interval between 35820 (0957)
and 35940 ,l9sq) 11T. The Oaectron flux rose sharply from typical polar rain
val•es 9f 2 X In /cmn -aec.ster, starting at 35850 UT to a maximum value of
1I"' /cm--sec-ster at 3SR78 UT, The flux level then decreased to a nearly
..teady value of Sx),o for the following minute, The averaqe energy profile
suqqests that the satellite either passed through two closely spaced Inverted-V
strLectures or through a sinqle, complex inverted V with a very intense sub-
stricture at its poleward boundary, flurinq the suhinterval 36PAf-35Rs0 1iT,
the ion flux increased by three orders of magnitude with no easily recognized
increase in average ion enerqy. An intense flux of high-enerqy electrons
accompanied by an Increased flux of low-enerRy ions is often aa indicator of
spacecraft charging at geostationary altitudes (ref 14). An wnalysie of
individual distribition fukctiono for ions and electron., presented below,
shows that this can also be regarded as a signature of chmrging at iona-
spherik altitudes. Before examining individual spectral measurements two
additional comments related to Figures 4 and 'A should be made. First, during
the interval 35880 to 35940 as the satellite passed through the equat rward
(poetion of the)inverted V tue flux of ions remained constant at .d0l
/cm -sec-ster and their avorage energy increased to several kilovolts. As
demonstrated below no measurable chergirj occurred during this interval.
Second, the electron flux level:s of 10 cm -see-ster near 35875 UT repre-
sent lower bounds on the actual flux. the integrations are perfurmed only
over the finite anergy range (30 eV - 30 keV) of the sensor.

Figures 6 a-f give six examnpess of piso#A space densities for electrons
and ions with energies between 30 eV and 30 K.V as measured by DHSP/F6 in
crossing the inverted V structure(e). Before examining the measurements it
should be recalled that both the electron and iou detectors consist of two
analyzers. The 1)w (high) energy analyser covers the range 30 eV to 1 keV
(1 to 30 keY) in 10 looarithmically spaced steps. EUch of the analyzers
steps from high to low in energy, Thus, the I key sample of the low-enorgy
analyzer occurs almost a full second before the 1 keV sample of the high
energy analyzer. Ia rapidly varying environments the I keV measuremenLa of
the two analyzers can be quite different, In smoothly varying regions
measured fluxes agrer within normal, statistical fluctuations. The different
values of electron distribution functions at 1 PeV, in the examples given in
Fig/ure 6 reflect rapid spatial-temporal variations in the environmort rather
than a calibration deficiency in the instrument.
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The electron and ion distribution functions in Figure 6 were chosen to il-
lustrate conditions leading to weak (a,f), moderate (c,e) and strong (b,d)
spacecraft charging. To help identify the degree of charging expanded plots
of the low energy portionr,of ion distributions appear as insets. At 0957:48
UT as the satellite entered the inverted V the ion distribution decreases
monotonically indicating. that the satellite poteintial was greater than or
equal to - 30 V. One second later the electron distribution hardened consi-
derably and the low-energy portion of the ion distribution shows a peak at
300 eV indicating a vehicle potenL:ial of -300 V (ref. 13). The rapidity with
which the vehicle potential fluctuates is shown in examples c (0957:56) d
(0957:58) and e (0957:59) where the charging peak is seen at 100 eV, 440 eV
and 44 eV, respectively. We note that, at 0957:58 UT in the energy range 9
to 30 keV, the electron distribution function is monotonically increasing.
Ii we assume that the auroral electrons have undergone a field-aligned accele-
ration between the magnetosphere and ionosphere, then the detected electrons
are secondary and degraded primaries. The potential drop above the ionosphere
is at least 30 kV. The primary electron beam has an energy greater than 30
keV; beyond the energy sensitivity of thK DMSP/F6 detection range. The
final example at 0958:06 UT comes from the equatorward inverted-V. Although
che primary elnctron beam has been accelerated through a potential of 14 kV,
the ions have a monotonically decreasinpg distribution. Potentials > - 30 V
are typical of this equatorward inverted-V encounter.

The control of spacecraft charging exerted by energetic electrons is illthstra-
ted in Figure 7. The top panel gives the directional flux of electrons with
energies > 5 keV (dashed line) and > 10 keV (solid line). As just mentioned
the flux measured at 0957:58 (35878) UT is lower bound on the actual flux.
The satellite potentials inferred from the measured ion distribution functions
appear in the bottom panel. We see that there are one for one variations in
the energetic electron flux and the satellite potential. The degree of
charging achieved at geostationary P-titude in a given energetic particle
environment exceeds that expected for satellites in the ionosphere. In the
ionosphere severe charging effects should be mitigated due to currents carried
by relatlvel:- dense, cold ions. Simultaneous measurements from the thermal
plasma probes in the vicinity of the inverted-V ever t(s) are presented in
Figur, S. Data are presented as densities of thermal electrons (top panel)
and ions (bottom panel) determined while the detectors operated in the con-
stant bias Mode 1 kref 13), A positive bWas on the outer grid of the -lectron
sensor is r'esponsible for the factor of two greater electron than ion dt'nsity
prior to 0957 and after 0959 UT. Note that between 0956 and 0957 UT the
electron and ion densities decreased by a full order nf magnitude. This
density decreased occurred prior to the first encounter with the inverted V.
Beginning at 0957:30 the current to the electron sensor decreased by more
than anocher order of magnitude. Because the ions show the opposite response
we attribute the thermal electron current suppression as due to the increase
satellite charging encountered " this time.

In the companion paper, Burke and coworkers (ref 13) presented another
example of severe charging by DHSP. In this event the satellite potential
only reached .-6'jV. The present case differs in two significant ways. First,
although the inverted V electron flux levels were comparable, the average
energieb were significantly larger in the present case. Second, the thermal
plasma density was an order of magnitude higher in the case presented by
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Burke and coworkers. This means that there is roughly an order of magnitude
less ion current available to neutralize the current dite to energetic elec-
trons. It would appear that both energetic electrons and a cold plasma
depletion are required for satellites at ionospheric altitude to acquire the
high degree of charging obsee'ved by DMSP on January 12, 1983.
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Table 1
Satellite nrbital Plane Altitude Data Availability

F2 0600 1800 840 Km 9/77 2/80
F4 1n30 - 22301 84n Km 6/79 - 0/80

P7o-l 000r . '200 600 Kn 3/79 . present

F6 060n -. 1800 M4 Km 12/82 - present

Table 21
Post Midniqht Maxinum

Maqnetic
Kp Averaqe Enerqy Enerqy Flux Latitude MLT
0 3.41 KeY 8- 5?xlOIKeV/cm 2?" ec. star 670 U4(1-0430
1 4. 71 " 7. 3S0I o 660 0530.6On
2 3,7A " 3.0x10O * 650 0130-021
3 3. 13 w A. 98x10I k 61P 0130-0200
4 3.46 0 7.10X10 8  

660 0000-0030

>.. r"87 " l".3x0 9  
* 630 0230-030-

Table 2b
Pre Noon Maximum

MwarleticKo Averaqe Energy Energy Flux Latitude ML T

0 2.97 KeY 2. 16x00 7 KeV/cm2.sec. nter 710 1400-1430

1 3.00 6.34x10 7  
700 0930-1000

2 5.68 1.07x103  
700 103n-1100

3 6.40 1.38xln 8  690 1000-1030
4 S.n IV q.42x10 7  .70 1000-1030

5 4.81 " 133,108 660 093n-1000

>3- 1.30 "f.nfx10 8  
350 093n.lo00
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Table 3

W00 0030 ML? 1130 -1200 MLT

C.G. cB
Kp 14ax. Eneo'qy Flux Latitude Enarqy Flux Latitude

n 1.044108 KeV/cW,-sec-ster 690 3. 7SxlO7KeV/cmg-Iac- %ter 720

*11 1.9oxine 4 6FW 4. 66 1 710
2 3.69x10s 660 7. nxI07 710

'I3 6.640106  doo S L5OmIO 690

4 7.7sx1no 660 3.510107  570

5 .4.07x 108  620 2.olxlol R 660

)6.ý 1.3700i9  "620 1 .92010 7  0640

Table 4

Prenoon Intwqal Number Flux Maxiemu

Lat. Itl~ai iomerIntegral [norllt Average
-Ld L Flux F&Lux!s~x

0 790 0)0-0830 3.030108 o/crg-sec-ster 1.040~07 o/cmZ2 .uc-stor 2320V

1 780 0600-0830 3.22408 8.454107 7e

t. 780 0930-10110 3,324108  g,43N107  2sGeV

3 770 1160-1130 3.0480x~ 7.03410 7  187eV

4 140 0830.0O0M 3.614108  1 .95K108  Way2e

8 730 0830-0900 4. 0xIfOD 1.66Kx1OR 466ev

Table 5

Averaqe Enargv M~inimumm

Ig Latitude jIntaigal Enargy Flux Averagi Pno r g

0 810 110D.1130 4.571N0 7 KaV/cm2-sac-star 1'19 eV

1 810 1130-12M9 4.88010 7  
U183 eV

2 810 1130-1200 3.83xI0 7  168 aV

3 790 1100.1 130 4.44x107  1665eV

4 780 1130-1200 3.964107  N162 IRV

5 7R0  1230-1300 3,100079  147 @V

6- 760 1200-1230 7.290107  iM V
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Figure 1. - Isocontour maps of the ittegral number flux (IFLX) of precipitating
electrons in units of electrons/cm sac sr for tihe four activity levels K .0,
2, 4, and >6-. The plots are in a corrected geomagnetic latitude - magnetic
local timecoordinate system. The geomagnetic pole is marked by.a cross (+).
Midnight magnetic local time is centered at the bottom of each figure, noon
at the top.
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Figure 2. -Isocontour maps as in figure 1 for the integral energy flux
(EFLX) of precipitating electrons in units of keY/cOm sec sr.
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Figure 3. - Isocontour maps as in figiire 1 for the average energy (AEGY) of
precipitating electrons in units 0r key.
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Figure 4. -Average energy, directional energy flux, and directional number
flux of downcomlng electrons with energies between 30 eV and 30 keV.
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Flgure 5. - Average energy, directional energy flux, and directional number

lux of downcoming ions with energies between 30 eV and 30 keV.
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POLAR PLASMAS AS OBSERVED BY DYNAMICS EXPLORERS 1 AND 2'

J. Barfield, J. Burch, C. Gurgiolo, C. Lin, 0. Wlnningham, and N. Saflekos
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas 78284

to Plasma mauremnts from the Dynamics Explorer I and 2 satellites have been used

S to characterize the polar cap environment. Analysis of numerous polar-cap passes, have
indicated that, in general, three major regimes of plasma exist:

(1) polar rain--electrons with magnetosheath-like energy
spectra but much lower densities, most
intense near the cusp and wakening
toward the central polar oapl

(2) polar wind--low energy upward flowing ions with both
field-aligned and conical distributional

(3) acceleration events--sporadic events consistent with the
acceleration of electrons and positive
ions by parallel electric fields.

(1)-(3) have been observed at high altitudes by Dynamics Explorer 1, while (1) and (3)
have been observed at low altitudes by Dynamics Explorer 2. The plasma parameters
associated with these plasma regimes are presented and discussed in t•erm of source
and acceleration mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The polar cap is a region threaded by magnetic field lines which intersect the
earth poleward of the auroral oval. The magnetic field lines of the polar cap are
generally accepted as either being open or closed at such large distances from the
earth that they are effectively open. This linkage between the polar cap ionosphere
and the interplanetary medium makes the polar caps extremely important in the study of
the interaction between the solar wind and the high-latitude ionosphere linace the
polar caps are not directly conn(i•tod to those closed-line regions of the magnoto-
sphere where plasma and energy are stored, electric fields, currents, and particle
precipitation in the polar caps respond quickly to changes in solar wind conditions.
Many authors have studied the relationships between the solar wind conditions and the
polar-cap environment. However, much remains unknown at present concerning the char-
actertatics of polar cap plasmas.

'This work was supported by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory under Contracts
P19628-82K-0024 and 7Y7121-83-N-001, by NASA under Contracts NABS-26363 and NAB5-
25693, and by the Southwest Research Institute internal Research Program.
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Mxamination of the Ds-i and DR-2 data has provided new information on three major
polar-cap plasma regimes $

(1) polar rain--electrons with magnetosheath-like energy spectra but msch
lower densities, moot intense wear the cusp and weakening toward the
central polar cap;

(2) accelerated polar wind--low energy upward flowing ions with both field-
aligned and conical distributional

(3) acceleration events--spocadic events consistent with the acceleration of
electrons and positive ions by parallel electric fields.

The Dynamics Bxplorer satellites, launched in 19O1, have afforded now and unique
opportunities to probe polar cap plasma. (Detlails of the satellites, their orhits,
and instrumentationa may be found in paee Science Instrumentation, Vol. S, No. 4,
1961--special issues) The combined high-altitude polar orbit of Dynamics ZXplorer I
I101-1) and the low-altitude polar orbit of Dynamics 3xplorer 2 0D8-2) have been used
to observe the polar cap plasma environment on a large number of passes.

The next section briefly describes the instrumentation used for the observations.
Following that, the next three sections present observations.

ZNOTRUW ATXON

Thea D1-1 satellite was launched cn August 3, 1981, into an elliptical polar or-
bit with an apogee of 4.6 % geocentric and a perigee of 650 )a altitude. The DR-1
Nigh Altitude Plama instrument (DAPI) consists of five electrostatic analyzers
mounted in a fan-shaped angular array at angles of 450, 780, 909, 1020, and 135' with V
respect to the spacecraft spin axis. Bach analyser makes differential wasurements
of positive ions and electrons over an energy per charge range of 5 eV/e to 32 WeV/o.
The energy stepping rate may be commanded over a range up to 64 msee 1 , producing
three-dimensional plama distributions at the six-second spin period of DB-1 (see
ref. 1 for details).

The DU-2 satellite, launched with D3-1 on August 3, 198 has an elliptical
polar orbit at approximately 300 x 1000 ko altitude. DR3-2 is three-axis stabilized,
with one axis in the senith, another perpendicular to the orbit plane, and the last.
completing a right-hand tri.d. The OX-2 Low Altitude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) con-
@ists of 15 ion and 15 electron energy/unit charge analysers mounted on an external
scan platform (ref. 2). The detector array can be held approximately fixed (<I*)
with respect to the local magnetic field vector. The plane of the sensors is in the
orbital plane and thus in the local magnetic meridian plan*. Two pairs of out-of-
plane detectors allow for sampling near 00 and 1600 pitch-angle when the magnetic
field vector deviates significantly from the plane of the detector array.

0203RVATIONB

Polar Rain

Winningham and Heikkila (ref. 3) first describee polar rain, using data from the
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1818 1 satellite. Polar rain is the scat commo type of particle precipitation over
the polar caps. This broad and relatively structureless electron precipitation cuan
often fill the entire polar cap. ftoe precipitating electrons typically have thermal
energies on the order of 100 eV and are isotropic. over the downoceing hemisphere. The
energy flux carried by the particles is of the order of 10-3 to 10-2 erg m2d-
(reft. 4). The spectral distribution of the polar rain electrons ham the mame shape as
that of cusp electrons, but is lower in intensity, suggesting that polar rain origi-
nates in the magnetosheath and travel* to the polar ionosphere via the lobes of the
magnetotail.

* figures a& and lb show differential energy flux. from the LAPI instrument aboard
D3-2 for a portion of a polar pass on day 295 (22 October) of 19616* The top panel
shows data for 90 pitch angle electronsj, and the bottom panel shows 450 pitch angle
ion data. The upper center panel shows 906 and 00 pitch angle electron data trom the
ON tube* The data are coded according to the color bars at the right. Satellite
ephemeris in shown at the bottom. in this particular pass, W32 peassed through the
northern polar cusp at approximately 1306-1307 UT and into the polar caps fte polar
rain can be meen clearly as a bright band in the eloctron panel over the energy range
40O-600 WeV The electron f lux intensity remained fairly constant in intensity until
just after 1309 UT when it abruptly decreased. Notice the lack of ion fluxes over the
polar cap.

Figure 2 shows Line plots of the average energy, energy flux, and density of the
downcoming electrons for 1306-1311 UT. These parameters are obtained by integrating
distribution functions over energy from 5 aV to 20 MV,. During the entire interval,
the average electron energy and density remained roughly constant. The average energy
was about 100 eV and the density of downooming electrons was in the range of 1-5 tmR'
These values of energy and density are representative of the polar rain. after exit
from the cusp at about 1307 UT, the energy flux increased very slightly toward the
pole until just after 1309 UT when it decreased by approximately SO%#

Figure 3 shows a DS-1 high-altitude polar pass approximately three hours after
the DR-2 pass shown in Figure I. During the interval 1617-1610 UT, DX-1 traversed
the magnetic local time and invariant latitude corresponding to those of 01-2 justI
polevard of the cusp in Figure Ia. The format is the same as for Figure 1, except

*for the absence of ON tube data. 2he polar rain may he seen as a band in the spec-
trogram over the energy range oo100-600 ev. Bracketing the polar rain are counter-
streaming energetic (3)600 WV electron beams at 00 and 1S00 pitch angle and upward-.

*moving low-energy (30100 eV) electron beams. The source of the energetic counter-
streaming electrons is open to question and presently under study by Gurgiolo and
B urch (unpublished). Two possibilities for the source would be reflection by a
potential barrier at the magnetopause (ref. 6) or direct access of solar electrons.

*Upatreaming ion conics may be seen in the lower panel.

Coupariug Figure 1 and Figure 3, it is interesting to note that the polar rain
is of the *ame spectral nature at both altitudes, suggesting the absence of any sig-
nit icant acceleration between the two satellite location.. To demonstrate further
the similarity between the electrons at the two satellites,, Figure 4 shows number
density, energy flux, and average energy at ta-1 for the period 1614-1619 UT. The
average energy was w100 9V, density was al W3~ and the energy flux was 0.6 ergo
cm-2 s 1i. The corresponding values at lower altitudes were .100 eV, Q2 cC and -0.0
ergosw241
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A detailed lock at the nsar-fioldi-aligned electron populations at the two satel-
Lite locations Is provided Lin Figure 5. Wwwu are three data "eto - two single isnor-
71 rwkaepe from XAPX, one just at the poLeward edge of the cusp and one approximately
100 poleward of the cusp, and a single energy weeep from HAPI at a location which
maps to near the Location of the first UMI spectrum. From Figure 3, we f irst can
see that above photoelectron energies the XaPI population can be represented by a
Maxwelliant allowing the temperatures to be estimated. Near the cusp a least squares
fit gives a temperature of 92 *V, while farther poleward the temperature is 99 ev.
The HAI speotrum appears well-fitted by two Ilaxwellians above phatoelectron ener-
gies. The low-energy poulation has a least-squares fit temperature of 65 eV, while
the higher energy population has a temperature of 141 We'

* accelerated Polar wind

The polar wind refers; to the continual escape of Ionospheric plasmam from the
polar Ionosphere along open magnetic field lines. This escape of particles has con-
siutently been observed to lead to a depletion of light Ionospheric ione (reft. 7) and
electrons In the upper polar ionospheres Until recently, observations of the polar
wind in the literature were limited to the low-altitude observations of Noffman and
Dodson (ref. 7). They reported a continual upward flow of H* and He* over the polar
caps in the range 1-5 ko/sec and 1-3 kv/sec, respectively,. The low energy of these
particles precluded most instruments from directly obtaining a distribution function.
However,# as pointed out by Q(Awgiola and suach (rotf. 5) , polar-wind model* predict
that the particle velocity should Increase with altitude (ref. 6) * Thus# the high
altitude satellite Din-1 is an ideal platform from which to study the polar wind.

Llasma data fromn DG- polar passes indicate that ione with peak differential
energy fluxes in the 5 to 100 OV range are continually flowing out of the dayeide
cusp and polar cap. The flows have both a field-aligned and a conic component. The I

I ie1d-aLigued component Is unmistakably the polar wind. Gurgiolo and Murch (ref. 5)
concluded that the conics observed in conjunction with the polar wind are polar-wind
ions that have been perpendicularly heated*

the polar-wind observations to be discussed were made &%riftg a pol.ar pass an day
272 (September 29) of 1991., Figure 6 consists of 3 sets of particle spectrograms on
the sawe format as Figure 3s Mach spectrogram displAmyu the differenitial energy flux
f or the particle detectors which lie closest to the piano containing the local mag-
netic field vector.

Figure 6 shows a continuous band of upward flowing Ions) (ovar 1801, pitch angle),
The satellite was inside the maup durinq the interval mioerod iAj Figure 6a. At 1411
UT,, the satellite passed thr*%Agb the polewartd ousp boundary. The upwaei~ ions ahowed
a gradual Lnzre&a4. in onergI thrciighxot ond slightly poletarA of the cusp, thea% they
begin to dacrease steadily, the peak Jn the diffexential eneegy flux eventually drop-
ping below the lowest mae':y channel ot OPI, * Vithin the omap, th* conic and field-
aligned ions appear as Otunin.1 fork** in the spoketrohrazems * n M4 polar cal, the. cola-

* ~ice become less and LeomsW ppront# as the energy 3nd Angular separ'ation of the conic
and field-aligned Wu~s O)areaote * n the polar cap# tbere also is' a shift in thei
field-aligned ions from m1400 pitch angle to OCSO*, iar4icitting an antisunward flw.rm

Figure 7 shows a detailed vlew of the fW44 sli~ood lon population, Two data
sets are shown, eaach ctf~c vs's ^vortjgd imer four satel lite revolutions to improve
counting statistics. Eaoh of the distributAons wes transgormed to th* rest fraft of
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the plasma prior to averaging (except for 5/C charging which was about 20V). The two
data sets were taken beginning 143405 UT (solid circles) and 1434s54 UT (open
circles). in figure 7 Naxwellian distributions axe straight lines, with the slope
being proportional to the plasma temperature and the intercept with the distribution
axis being proportional to the plasma density.

From Figure 7 we can se that the field-aligned ion omponent observed in the
polar regions is comprised of two ion populations--a low energy component with tem-
perature below .5 eV and a high energy tail with temperature above 1.5 eV. both ion
populations would appear to be well represented by a Nlaxwellian distribution, allow-
Ing the estimates of the temperatures to be made. A least squares fit to the low-
energy population of figure 7 gives a temperature of .29t,16 eV (3200%±18001K). The
corresponding temperature of the high energy plasma population in figure 7 is found
to be 2*.7±.1 v. The peak at about I eV may be due to an ion heavier than Ht.

There is little doubt that the lower energy, field-aligned ions constitute the
'classiaal" polar wind. The high energy tail, however, is not a feature predicted by
polar-wind models. it is likely that this hotter plasma is the result of a perpen-
dicular heating of polar-winl ions. Assuming that all ions in the polar wind are of
equal temperature, Vigure 7 gives heating on the order of 4 to 10.

We envision a scenario u shown in figure a occurring during the polar wind
escape along magnetic field lines. At low altitudes the generation of the polar wind
occurs and ionospheric Ions begin to escape along the open polar cap and cusp field
lines (figure $a). The presence of ion perpenAicular heating along the open field
lines produces the characteristic conic signature (Figure Shb). The distribution
above the heating region "an be considered a two-component plasma consisting of un-
heated and heated polar-wind particle@. The unheated polar wind is still fieldaligned* while the heated ions have large velocities in the direction perpendicular
to I. As the distribution travels uWard, the perpendicular arms of the distribution
will begin to collapse toward the magnetic field direction in accordance with the
first adiabatic invariant, and a field-aligned high energy tail to the polar wind
should develop (figure o).* figure Sd shows contours of a typical conic/polar-wind
population measured in the cusp on day 272.

Ion conics have been reported by numerous people (Raef. 9 and 10). Theories AS .....

to the production of the oonic ion distribution have favored a perpendicular heating
by electrostatic ion-cyclotron waves (ref. 9, refs. 11 and 12), although recently
(ref. 13) it has been proposed that a heating by lower hybrid waves may also be a
viable conic generation mechanizm. The problem is, however, that most of these theo-
ries are applicable oniy at low altitudes in the auroral sane. Adaptations of the
theories to the environment of the polar cap must be made to explain these observa-
tions.

Using the observed conic pitch angle distribution, the altitude of the observa-
tion and an assumed value for the initial conic pitch angle, it in possible through
the first adiabatic invariant to estimate the altitude of the conic generation. in
"general the initial conic pitch angle for such computations is assumed to be 90e;
however, if the source plasma already has a significant V1 , as the polar wind does,
then the initial conic pitch angle is expected to shift to lower values. Using a di-
polar magnetic field approximation and estimating the values of the initial conic
pitch angle through energy conservation arguments (which assume that V, does not
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change between the observation height and the oonic height) ve estimate the heating
to occur at an altitude of about 12c000 km--sonstant throughout both the cusp and
polar cap. my using an initial oonic, pitch angle of 90 we can place a lower limit

to the heating altitude at 6000 ko.

Acceleration avents

The electrical coupling between the high-altitude and low-altitude regimes of
the polar cap is an important aspect of magnetosphere-ionosphere interactions. The
unique placement of the Dynamics 3plorer orbits with respect to each othoz has
afforded an excellent opportunity to investigate this coupling between the two
regimes. Frequently, Do-1 and DI-2 observe signatures of field-aligned acceleration
of ions and electrons above the polar cap. Zn this section, we briafly present ob-
servations made on October 17t 1961 (day 81290) above a "theta aurora" signature.

Figure 9 shows a spectrogram of 1600 ions and 00 pitch angle electvons from
HAPZI. The satellite crossed the polar-cap are field lines during the interval 1630-
1650 VT. Two intervals of intense electron fluxes below 1 key were seent .1631.30-
1633:15 UT and *1642-1649 UiT. Figure 10 shows contour plots of the log of the dis-
tribution functions of ions (Figure 10a) and electrons (Figure 10b) for the interval
1632:45-1632t57 UT. The ions showed a strong %ipgoing beam at approximately 100 WV.
The electron flux*@ wore isotropic except for a loss cone. Thus, the combined elac-
tron and ion observations indicated that an approximately 100 eV potential drop lay
below the satellite altitude.

Figure 11 shows oontoure in the same format a" Figure 10, for the interval
1646•30 to 1646036 UT. By this time the ions had become isotropic, while the eals-
trons showed a downcoming beam of a100 eV. Thus, the anoeleration region appears now
to be above the satellite altitude (17313 ke) while remaining at 0100 eV.

The plasma characteristics described above are very similar to those observed by
DI-1 in the high altitude (C15,000 ka) nightaide auroral son*, except that the energy
of the polar cap acceleration events it lower. Correlation studies by Hardy et &l.
(ref. 14) have already noted that the plasma signatures of polar cap acceleration
events at low altitudes are sailar to those of evening discrete arcs. The parallel
electric field responsible for the polar-cap acceleration could be produced by the
same process as the evening auroral arcs.

Natellite observations of convection and electron precipitation at low altitudes
(01000 km) have indicated that convective electric fields point toward the region of
polar-cap acceleration (V9u0) (ref. 15), The polar cap acceleration region is
therefore a region of negative space charge. lurks et al. (ref. 16) used the simul-
taneous electric field# magnetic field and electron flux measurements of the 03-2
satellite to demonstrate that upward Dirkeland currents were embedded in regions of
polar cap acceleration. These observations suggest that field-aligned potentials
develop as a result of imperfect mapping of magnetospheric convective electric fields
to the ionomphere (ref. 140 ref. 16).
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BUNMRV AMD COWNWUION5

Plasma measuarements made on the Dynamics Rxplorer I and 2 spacecraft are pro-
viding new information on the altitude dependence of polar- cap plas-- populations,
their soures, and the acceleration processes they undergo. in this study we have
found that the polar-rain electron population apparently exhibtts no significant
altitude dependence between altitudes of a few hundred to -20,000 ko. This result
was expected from the magnetouheath-like energy spectruam of th* low-altitude polar
rain.

Zn the came of the polar wind, a significant velocity increase vws theoretically
predicted to occur between the two spacecraft altitudes, and this effect has been
confirmed by the DR-i plama isanasrements. A maor result of our study of the acol-
orate4 polar wind is its significant conic component, which indicates that the ions
are heate4 perpendicularly as they emerge frcs the polar-cap ionosphere. The gradual
decrease in polar-wind energy that is observed to occur from the map across to the
nightside polar cap suggests that the perpendicular lasting process, probably in cy-
clotron waves, is moet intonse near the cusp region.

significent altitude effects are also observed in the plasmas that occupy mag-
netic flux tubes connected to polar-cap auroral &ros (or theta auroras), At 03-2,
typical low-energy ("100 eV) inverteA-V electron distributions are observed. ht D,-1
the electron and positive-ion distribution functions are consistent with electro-
static potential drops that are at times below the typical W3-I altitude of 15,000 to
20,000 km and at times above these altitudes. Thus, compared to auroral-oval accel-
eration regions those in the polar cap appear to be weaker and at significantly
higher altitudte.
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OF POOR QUALIT•

(a) 13:04 to 13:09 UT.

(b) 13:10 to 13:16 UT.

Figure 1. - LAPI energy-time spectrogram for DE-2, day 295 of 1981.
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Figure 3. M ANI energy-time spectrogram for DC-i, day 295 of 1901.
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ORIGINAL PAGE is
OF. POOR QUALITY

(a) 14:04 to 14:07 UT.

(b) 14: 16 to 14:19 UT.

Figure 6. -HAPI energy-time spectrograim of DE-1, day 272 of 1981.
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(C) 14:31 to 14:34 UT.

Figure 6. - Concluded.
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Figure 9. - HAPI energy-tim spectrogram of DE-1, day 290 of 1981.
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AURORAL/POLAR CAP ENVIRONMENT AND ITS IMPACT ON

SPACECRAFT PLASMA INTERACTIONS*

Henry B. Garrett
Jot Propulsion Laboratory

California !nstitute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109

An space systems bloome war* compLex, they have demonstrated an
increasing sensitivity to the spaoe environment. Although the shuttle wiLL
not In general be in orbit Long enough to suffer severe radiation exposure
nor normally experience the "hot" particle fluxes responsible for
gsoeynchronou speoaecraft charging, deleterious environmental effects are
anticipated at shuttle altitudes. The high density of the pLeems at
shuttle aLtitudes is, for exampLe, LikeLy to inorease greatly the
possibility of aroing and shorting of exposed high voltage surfeos. For
militery missions over the polar caps and through the auroral zonesp the
added hazards of high energy auroral pertloLe fluxes or solar flares will
further Inorease the hazard to shuttle, its crew, and its mission. The
purpose of this presentation is to review the role that the auroreL and
polar amp environment play in ocausing these interactions. A aimpLte though
oumprehensive attempt at modeLling the shuttLe environment at 400 km will
be described that can be used to evaluate the importance of the
interaotions. The results of this evaluation are then uased to define areas
where adaquate environmental measurements witLl be necessary Itf a true
spacecreft interactions teohnology is to be developed for the shuttle.

INTROOUCTION

As the pase of spaoe aotivities inoreases with the advent of the
"shuttle era", the aonoern of engineering and scientific communities over
possible adverse Intereotione between the space environment and spaoecraft
systems has grown proportionally. In partioular, with the desire for
Large, high voltage structuresp cost, oomplexity, and sensitivity of
speoeoraft have increased greatly. The necessity for Long (10 yeare or
more) mission dupations in order to reooup expensive deveLopment costs hae
further Intensified the concern for "endurable" or "survivable" spaceoreft.
Although much experience has been gained in these matters over the Lost R5
years, the fact is that there are still major gepe in our kn•dwtdge of how
systems affect and are affeoted by the environment. After the
geoeynchronous environment, whioh has been studied extensively over the
lest decode, the earth's polar end suroral environments at shuttle
altitudes pose the greatest risks to future space systems. Tha objective
of this study Is to review the oepabilities that currently exist to predict
the shuttle euror@L/poLar environments and to compare these prediotione

iThis paper presents the results of one pheeo of researoh carried out at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of ToohnoLogyt under
contract NAS 7-01t, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Speo*
Administration and by the Air Force Oeophysics Laboratory.
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K-'with simiLar ones for the equatoriaL anv'ironment. In order to Limit thu
anaLynis, this study siLL onLy consider the environment at 400 km aver the
northern hemisphere during winter. Even with this Limitation, the amount
of information covered in stitl enormous. As a remutt, we have further
restricted the study to period* of high waler (sunspot r-imber, R, at 100)
and geomegnetia activity (geomagnetic activity LeveL, lKp, of 6c~ The
emphasis wilL not beaon the accuracy, but rather on the modets necessary to
adequateLy specify the shuttLe environment. Listings of the actuaL modets,
date for other Lo'nations and conditions, and referencis' to models not
covered in the report can be obtained directLy from the author.

The secondary object ef the study is to determine the reLative
Irportanae and sensitivity of different types of environmenteL interactions
as a function of the environment. To accompLish this, where possible, the
modelled environments have bten used to predict the LeveL of tho
anticipated intieraction. ALthough this has proven to be a vaLuabLe output
from the study, the interactions models employed were by necessity quite
wimp Listic so that the absolute Levels predicted are not intended to be
accuratee Rather, the results demonstrate potential parameter
sensitivities and areas where the environmental modets need to be Improved.

* The report is orgenlised into 4 sections dependent an the environment
being considered. In this study, only the neturel, atmosphere, geomagnetic
field, ionosphere, and suroreL environment at shuttLe attitudes were
considered. Modest of the cosmic ray fLux, radiation Level, eater
secetromegnatic flux, ambient seoetric field, gravity fiedld and debris
environment wiLl be presented at a Later- time. For each of the
environments studied, an Interaction is modeLLed. For the neutraL
environment, the drag is computed. For the goomagnetic fieLd, the induced
viii eLectric field is estimated. For the ionosphere and surarst
environments, the vehicle to space potentiaL is estimated. The reaults of
this anatysis demonstrate, as wouLd he anticipated, that thare are Indeed
majar differences in the environment between the equatorial and
suroraL/poler environments thut are reftected in the interactions.

THE NEUTRAL ATMOSPHE~RE

By far the major onvironmsnteL factor at shuttLe attitudes Is the
earth's ambient neutral atmosphere. Whether it be through drag or the
recently discovered Interactione with atomic oxygen, the effect of the
neutreL atmosphere (prsdominstoLV the neutraL atomic oxygen) on spacecraft
dynamics and surfaces greatly exceeds any of the other effects that wiLL be
considered in this report. Currently th~es exist a number of modeLs of the
earth's neutraL atmosphere. These modues are based on differing ratios of
dateaend theory* The 3 main sources of daet at shuttLe altitudes have been
neutral mess speotrometers, acce~erometers, and orbitaL drag caLcuLations.
Without going into desitei most modets attempt to fit the observations with
some term of an slgori the that inctudes the exponential ftal off ot the
neutral density, the affects of Increasing eoatr activity (particularly in
the ultraviolet), the IoasL time, and geomagnetic activity. Of these, the
Large variations easscaistud with increasing geomagnetic activity (and
subsequent heating of' the atmosphere) have eluded adequate modeLLing by
this fitting process. UnfortUnateLy, it is cLear from many sources (sems,
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for example, ref. 1) that these variatione, particuLarLy in density, over
the auroraL zone often dominate the neutral environment and that to dote no
adequate method of incLuding these effects in the modeLs has been devised
(some recent very sophlstioated theoreticaL computer modeLs do hoLd
promise, however).

With the preceding caveat in mind, 2 modeLs were used to compute the
variations in drag due to the neutraL etroephare at 400 km. These are the
Jecohis 1972 modeL (ref. 2) end the MS'S modeL (refs. 3 and 4). These
models are readiLy avaiLabLe in comouter format and have been weLL
deveLoped over the Lest decade. For the purposes of this study, the

Jacohim 1972 modeL resuLts are presented (the Minu model resuLts deviate by
about 205 from the Jaoohis vaLues on the average-a reLativeLy smaLL value
given the much Larger average uncertainties in the modeLs themseLves).
Figure 1 iLLustrates the type of output that can be obtained. As stated
earLier, the resuLts are for the northern hemisphere (the reader is Looking
down on the north poLe with the projection in terms of equal Latitude
intervaLs) end _O km. The geomagnetic conditions for the modeL are for
F107a 2.2 x 10"" W-m -Hx"1 (the ealer radio flux at 10.7 am; believed to
be proportionaL to the extreme uLtravioLet fLux) and Kp=o.6 These give an
exopheric temperature of about 1500 OK.

SeveraL features are apparent in the figure. Fi rst is the two-foLd
increase in density from midnight to noon. Further, there is the
pronounced shift by 2 hours of the peak in the dansity and temperature
maxima away from Loas noon. This weLL know phenomena resuLts from the

Srotation of the earth and causes the peak in atmospheric heating to occur
after tocal noon. The figure shows no cLaer feature associated with the
auroreL zone. This is directLy due to the averaging techniques used in
deriving models of this type which smooth out the density waves aotuaLLy
observed over the auroraL zone. Even so, the model resuLts are useful in
estimating the LeveLs of atmospheric drag end, when the prooesses are
better known, the LeveLs of shuttLe "gLow" and surface degradation.

The major effects of the neutral atmosphere at 400 km resuLt from the
Impact of neutraL particLes on spacecraft surfaces. This causes drag and A

surface damage. The standard expression for the drag force is:

F(drag) = 1/2 pV2 CD A =
-(300 - 5000) dynes (1)

whe re: -3
p a 10 g/Om3 at 400 km
M a drag coefficient a 2.2 - 4.0
A a cross-sectionaL area of spacecraft

A -50 m2 FrontL) for shuttLe
- 400 m (Bass) for shuttLe

V - spacecraft velocity
* 7.8 km/s

Comparing these vaLues with Figure 1, it is evident that uncertainties in
the orientation of the shuttLe and Leek of knowLedge in the drag
coefficient are equal to or greater then variations in the neutral
environment at these aLtitudes. Given, however, the very reel uncertainty
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in the effect& of auroral heating, It Is also apparent that those
varirtiona, If they are greater then a factor of 10 (which they can be),
vwiLL be the major contributor to uncertsinties In neutral drag
a LouLations.

MAGNETIC FIELD

Aside from the gravitational field of the earth, the geomagnetic fiuLd
at shuttla altitudem is the moat acouretoLy known. It can be orudeLy
modeLLed In tirmqefa t 4 tod (t-41 from geographic north) magnetic dipoLe
of magnitude 8I0M S-c m . Numerous accurate modeLs of this fieLd exist.
Here we have used the P0O0 modeL (refa. 5 and 6) an it is the basis of the
InternationaL Reference Ionosphere (URV) modeL employed in the next
section. This modeL Is a straight forward expansion of fits to the earth's
magnetic field in terms of epherioeL harmonics. The totaL magnetic field
magnitude at 400 km according to this modeL Is presented in Figure 2. The
surface fisLd is seen to vary from a minimum of 02 8 near the equutor to
0.5 6 over the polar capa. The lxistence of 2 peaks in the magnitude is
reel and refLects the true compLexity of the magnetic filLd In the
suroraL/polir cap regions (note: if vector components had been IncLuded in
this figure, it would have been obvious that the maximum at 2700 east
Longitude is the true "dip" magnetic pole*). oomsgnatic storm variations
are typicaLly loes that .01 6 es that even during a severe geomagnetic
storm, magnetic fLuctuations wouLd be smalL compared to the average fieLd-
a marked contract with the atmospheric and Ionospheric anvironmental Even
ao, the great complexity of the magnetic field over the poaes makee it
difficuLt to use magnetic guidance systems in these regione--a fact Long
known to navigators.

Besides magnetic torques (which ar very system dependent)p the
earth's magnetic field can induce an eLootric fieLd In a Large body by the
vxl effeot I

E m 0.1 (vxSJ V/m = 0.3 V/m (2)

where:

v - spaoacreft veLooty
"a 7.8 kWe'

B a 0.8 9

Since the shuttLe In roughly 15 m x 24 a x 88m, potentiaLs of 10 V could be
induced by this effect. As systems grow to km or Large dimensions, the
induced fields wILL grow socordingLy.

In Figure 2, the Induced tLactric field for a vehiclo of ~go0
inoLination has been coLouLated. As wouLd be anticipated, the Largost
electric felsds are seen over the polar cape. The ambient environment can
asto produce strong eLectrio fieLde In the auroreL/poLar regions. ALthough
not shown here, those fields can reach values of nearLy 100 mV/m (ad pef.
7)--a sizabLe fraction of the Induced field. These fieLd. ore aLso
oomparabLe to the fields necessary to defLect charged partioLes in this
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environment as the particles hrive ambient energies of typically 0.1 oV (rem
energies for the ions Like oxygen can reach several oV9 however) and thus
must be taken into maccaunt when studying ionospheric fluxes.

IONOS3PHERE

Given the limportancs of the Ionosphere to radio sind radar pr'opagation,
It Is surprising to find that retatively few models are avaidabLe for the
ionosphere. Leas saurpriting is the feact that most of thoee models only
predict electron densities--the moot readily meoeureabls quantity by ground
means end the moat important to radio propagation. The principte
Ionospheric model evailLabla based an observations is the International
fleferenas Ionosphmere (ref. 8). This is the only readily available computer
model thot gives the electron end ion composition and temperature am a
function of longitude, Latitude# attitude (65 to 1000 kin) solar activity
(by maons of the sunspot number, R), and time (year end toast). Although
the modeL Is obviously Limited (it Is confined to A volume of 100 or Less
wherars R values of 200 or greater may occur during moLar maximum), it
nonetheless is the "beet" available comprehensive model of the ionosphere.

In Figures 3aend 4, for the northern hemisphere, pre presented several
oxempLee of the output from the IRI modal. Figure a presents the electron
ndumber density and temperature at 400 km for AiflO in December. Unlike the
neutral temperature, the etactron temperature Increases by a factor of 2 in
going from the equator to the pote. Like the neutral density, however, the
peak in the electron density again in shifted by about 2 hours from Local
noon.

At 400 ko, the ionoephere, primarily because of the coreaspondino high
Level of neutr&l oxygen, is dominated by oxygen Ions Ml5 near tocaLt
midnight and below 30u Latitude to 07% over the pote). Vatues for oxygen
aue presented In Figure 4. The temperature is assumed to be the smam for
all ion species In this model (f.o., for C+, H+, He+, I0o, end NO+) and can
not for physical reasons ever exceed the eLectron temperature.
UnforcuiimteLy, at 400 ao for WuOO or Larger, the IRI moiJeL will
occasionally predict Ion teapsiastures far In excess of the vleotron
temperature. This ref lects the fact that the model is based on a Limited
met of date WR1001 end needs improvement. TheoreticeL models exisat that
avoid this problem but these models aer still too cumbersome to be usable
on alL but the Largest computers.

In Figuraj 5, using a simple 1-dimensionaL, "thin sheath" ranmo~del for
ion collection (described in ref. 6), potantiast for the casou of no
secondary emission and no photoelectron currant were calculate~d baned an
Figures 3 and 4. The spaceoraft to apace potential varied from -0.2 V at
the equator to -0.7 V at t~s poLe--in rough agreement with observations
(ref. 9). Thus, booed on the lAY model environment alone, spacecraft
charging PhouLd not be a concern (note: the high plasma density witL,
however, encourage pLeisms interactions with exposed high potential surfaces
as discussed eosewhere in this book).
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AURORAL ENVIRONMENT

The most dramatic changes in the earth's environment at shuttle
altitudes are brought about by geomagnetic substorms. These changes are
reflected in visibLe auroraL dispLays end in Intense particle end field
variations In the muroral region at shuttle aLtitudes. In this leotion, a
simpLe suroraL flux modeL based on date provided by the Air Force
Geophysica Laboratory (courtesy 4. Smiddy and D. Hardy; see papers by
Smiddy and Hardy, this volume) is prevented in order to estimate these
affects. The data were provided in the form of 7 sets of coLor contour
pLate of the electron number fLux and energy fLux In intervaLs of Kp from 0
to 8. The plots were orudely approximated by a simple anaLytic function in
geomagnetic LoceL time and Latitude and the goomagnetic Kp index.
ALthough, the AFOL data vare for about 900 km, no attempt has been made to
correct for altitude in this model.

The crude model developed from the AFOL date wea used to estimate the
auroreL/poLer cap electron temperature and number densities. These results

-* for the northern winter hemisphere end a Kp of an are shown in Figure 6.
They Imply that theirl is a peak In the density of tLe auroral electron flux
of about 1000 cm in the noon aector whiLe the auroral electron
temperature Is I koV In the poet-midnight sector. Although the validity of
this crude result will need to be compared with the actual AFOL data when
they become avaiLabLe, the range of values should at Least be indicative of
the characteristics of the average auroral fluxes (comparisons with other
date sources beer this out).

The results in Figure 8 can be usod in conjunction with the IRI date
at 400 km to estimate the expected variations In spacecraft potential in
the auroraL xone end over the polar cape (note: the auroral Ion fluxes
should not contribute significantly to the ambient ion current eo that
their excLusion shotiLd not seriously alter the results). When this
calculation we* orried out, there was Little or no ohanpe from the results
in Figure 5. This is not surprising as it is generaLly believed that the
average auroral fLtx Levels seldom exceed the ambient ion end electron
Ionospheric fluxes.

In order to estimate what auroraL flux Levels are In fact necesesry to
bring about significant increases in the spacecraft potential in the
auroraL/poLer cap regions, the electron density end temperature in Figure 6
were inoreased by varying factors. Changes of a factor of 10 In either the
temperature or density had LittLe effect on the potential. A factor of 10
in both the eLectron density end teuperature did, hcowever, bring about a
significant Increase iii the potentiaL-raising It from a few tenths of a
volt negative to several thousanda of voLts In the earLy afternoon sector.
These results are Illustrated In Figure 7. Such a Large Increase in the
auroraL flux may saem unrealistic but a careful review of auroral d~te does
imply that ocasesionaLLy intones fluxes 10 to 100 times that of the average
flux may indeed occur over narrow regions in the auroraL zone oseep fop
exampLe, Burke, this confarence)m
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In carrying out the potential anaLysis, it was found that the detaiLs
of the assumed charging model greatly affected the results. SpeolficeLLy,
itf a 1-dimensionaL, thin sheath model was vsuumed, the suror&L potentieLs
couLd reach -6000 V when the Ion return current was equated to the coLd
ambient ion current. If the ion return current was assumed to be the rem
current, as was done here, the potenties wee about -1200 V maximum (this is
probably the more "reaListic" assumption). If on the other hand the ion
return current in the charging modal was @saumed to be for the thick
sheath, orbit-Limited case such am normaLly assumed at goosynohronous
orbit, the potential wee oily -1 to -2 Vl This sensitivity to the details
of the amount of return current Is to be expected given the simplicity of
the charging model and Its resolution will need to aweat the development of
more accurate charging models for the conditions at shuttle aLtitudes.

0kCLIUSION8

This paper hes brought together most of the elements needed to form a
compLete model of the ambient shuttle environment for the purpose of
studying spacecraft interactions. Emphasis has bean on modelling the
Interactions in the auroraL/polar cap regions where it was demonstrated
that, although models of the average ambient environment (neutral
particLes, fields, Ionospheric particLes, end surorsL/poLar cap fluxes) are
probably satisfactory for many Interaction study purposes, the intense
variations In the suroral zons are not idequateLy modeLled. Thesa
variations are known from in-situ observations to exist and to result in
several orders of magnitude increase In the charged particLe fluxes and
atmospheric hasting which can similarLy alter the neutral oompoation. It
Is only relatively recently thet Long term statistical studies end examples
of extreme cases hove become avaiLabLe. It is to be anticipated that, In
the near future, models of the evironment will become increasingLy
sophisticated and capable of being used in modelling effects such as
spacecraft charging much more soourt@Ly than presented here. Even so, the
rosuLte presented should assist current interaction studies in better
assessing average Levels of effects in the auroraL/poLar regions and In
comparing equatorial and auroreL/poLor environments. The process of
presenting the modeLs has also cLearly Indicated where improvements need to
be made in the existing models. This is particularly true in the oams of
the auroral model due to the varying sensitivity of the principle
interaction to changes in the ambient environment (i.e., spaceoreft
potentiaL calouLationsl.

P. McConnelL, N. HoreLs, nd J. SLavin of JPL assisted in the
collection and development of many of the models Listed in this report.
Any information on Listings may be obtained through them or the author
direct Ly.
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SPACECRAFT POTENTIAL (V)
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Figure S. -Polar view as in figure 1 of spacecraft-to-space po tentials pre-
dicted for IRI model. Potenti als were computed assuming that the ion current
was proportional to the ion ram flux (see text) and that there were no sec-
ondary or photoelectrcn currents.
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(a) Density of auroral electron flux at 400 km.

Figure 6. -Polar view as in figure 1 of auroral flux model adapted from AFGL
observations. Conditions correspond to Kp-6o and for day 357.5.
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(b) Temperature of the auroral electron flux at 400 km. Units are 'K.

Figure 6. -Concluded.
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ELECTRIC FIELD EFFECTS ON ION CURRENTS IN SATELLITE WAKES*

D. E. Parks and I. Katz
S-CUBED

La Jolla, California 92038

.t1!

Small currents associated with satellite spin, dielectric conduction, or
trace concentrations of H, can have a substantial effect on the potential
of a satellite and the particle currents reaching its surface. The importance
of such small cvrrents at altitudes below about 300 km stems from the ex-
"tremely small 0 currents impinging on the wAke-side of the spacecraft.

The focus of the present study is the particle current on the downstream
side of the AE-C satellite. Theoretical estimates based on a newly described
constant of the motion of a particle indicate that accounting for small
concentrations of H+ remove a major discrepancy between calculated and
measured currents.

1., INTRODUCTION

Many studies, both theoratical and experimental, have been made of the
interaction between a satellite and the near earth plasma (refs. 1-11). The
present study concerns charged particle current on the wake-side surface of a
spacecraft in the earth's ionosphere, where the vehicle is mesothermal; its
speed Vo exceeds the thermal velocity of plasma ions but is much less than
the thermal velocity of the ambient electrons.

In our analysis calculated currents are compared with those that have
been observed by Samir et al. (ref. 10) on the Atmosphere Explorer C (AE-C).
The AE-C experiments arr-w-rT suited to our purpose, since its rate of spin,
as well as the plasma densities, constituents and temperatures were known.
Moreover, measurements were conducted at night, thus avoiding complications
associated with active solar arrays.

Measured satellite voltages were in the range V - 9-100, where the
electron temperature e is in electron volts. These results exceeded
theoretical estimates based on balance between ion and electron current on a
conducting surface by a factor -2.0-2.5. Theoretical surface potentials were
also substantially less than expected from ion-O+ current balance at each
point of a dielectric surface. In a previous work it was shown that ac-
counting for either rotating currents of charge embedded in the dielectric or
small concentrations of H suffice to bring theory and experiment into con-
formance (ref. 12). The calculated voltages reported in Reference 12 will be
used in the calculations of current given in Section 3.

Thi w'rk supported by Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force
Base, MA, under Contract No. F19628-82-C.-0081.
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The reported charged particle denititps tq the ambient plasma
encountered by AE-C are in the range 10 - 10~ cm , with equal electron
and ion temperatures e - 0.1 eV, corresponditg to ambient Debye lengths
xD < 3 cm. The ionic components of the plasma are the singly charged
species of atomic oxygen, 04, and atomic hydrogen H÷. Our primary focus
will be in the altitude regime below about 300 km where 04 is the dorninant
ion in the ambient ionosphere and in the far wake trailing the satellite. In
the highly evacuated wake region near the surface uf the satellite, however,
H4 may be the dominant ion (ref. 13).

Particle densities and currents, especially in the rarefied wake
downstream of the satellite, are the most difficult to determine. Indeed the

-4 question of wake structure is the most intensively studied aspect of
interactions between a spacecraft and the ionosphere (refs. 4-11). In the
quiescent environment of the equatorial Ionosphere, where satellites can
develop potentials of several times 0, ion currents to the satellite surfacesfacing upstream are little affected by electric and magnetic fields and may be
calculated in the neutral approximation (ref. 1), as if particles moved in
straight lines with constant speed. The manner of estimating current to
surface elements on the wake-side of a high Mach number vehicle is much less
clear. One might suppose, for example, that electrical forces may attract
substantially greater currents than estimated on the basis of straight line
orbits. In Section 2, we will invoke constants of the motion in an axi-
symmetric potential field to determine that 0 number and current densities
at the wake-side pole of a non-emitting sphere at an altitude of a fft. hundred
kilometers are several orders of magnitude above neutral approximation den-
sities. The wake-side 0+ currents remain small, however, relative to H
currents, and calculations presented below show that electric fields suffice
to increase the H currents by orders of magnitude to the observed level.

Two of the dynamical constants used in the calculation are the energy
and the axial component of angular momentum; the third is a less well known
constant of the motion which applies for potentials of the form V0(r) a
f(e)/tr where a is the polar angle and r the distance in a spherical co-
ordinate system. It reduces to the total angular momentum in the limit of
spherically symmetric potentials.

The general physical assumptions underlying the model developed in the

subsequent sections of this paper are that

1. The plasma is collisionless and quiescent.

2. The geomagnetic field teas a negligible effect on particle motion in the
spacecraft sheath.

3. In the plasma rest frame, the unperturbed ions have Maxwellian velocity
distributions with finite, equal temperatures.

4. Ions are neutralized on impact with a surface.

5. The spatial dependence of its electron density distribution is related
to the space potential V, through the Boltzmann factor exp(eV/0).

Discussion of further simplifying approximations of a more special
character occurs at the point in the text where they are introduced.



2. ION CURRENTS

* ., The normal component of ion current density at a surface element located
at rs on the body is given by

-'-eJ v.n f(rs,V)d 3v ()
, f

v.n<o

where n is the outward normal at r . The distribution function f(r,v) at
the phase space point ), v, satisfies, in general, the Vlasov-Poisson system
of equations. For a perfeqtly absorbing body f satisfies the boundary
condition f(rs,1) - 0 for M.n > 0.

Calculations of current to a satellite surface often use the assumption
that ion currents to the satellite are given by the neutral approximation,
which neglects the influence of electric fields. This assumption is quite
good at the front (upstream) surface where ions reaching the satellite have
energies (-5 eV for 0+) substantially larger than electrical potential
energies. The situation is less clear on the wake-side where electric fields
may substantially enhance particle and current densities over the neutral
approximation values. In the following paragraphs, this problem is addressed
by formulating bounds on j(Vs) and n( s), and applying these bounds for an
assumed, non-self-consistent model potential.

The norma current density at a point r on the surface where the
potential is V(ks) can be written (mI i e - 1)

• 3 dv3
J(r 0 ) M ,i 5 f v(r V dv dvo

~1 Y2do
"ifpo fov) 0" V(rs) dv2 -' d n (2)

d A

Here vn*- (o�0 Oo) is the velocity of a pariclie at P,

S-'A0 Rk(S)o(1 > p > 0), and V . (v, $) the velocity •t r * .on
the trajectory that connects to the phase space point ( i, s). If

Id0 0 /d oQI < 1 (3)

then

j < Jb 2ffo(V) V - V(s))v dv d , (4)

that is, Jb is an upper bound on the normal ion current density at rs.
Similarly the particle density satisfies

I' 112 1/
n <nb • T fO(v) V2 - V(r)j v dv d a (5)
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The bounds established here require the inequality (3); tha$ is, in terms of
inside-out trajectories, neighboring orbits emanating from ro with a given
energy must diverge more at ra - than at their point of origin. Although the
inequality (3) appears to be a reasonable assumption for attractive poten-
tials, the general conditions under which it applies have not been
established.

For the following considerations, we take a spherical satellite in the
potential V(r,e) whe e r and a are spherical polar coordinates with polar axis
in the direction of Vo. We consider model potentials of the form

V - -r- 2 f(o) + Vo(r) (6)

where Vo(r) is a spherically symmetric potential. The asymptotic, far wake
potential has in fact this form with (ref. 1)

Vo(r) -0

f(.) - M2 a2 cos' 2 exp(-M2 tan2.) (7)

where a is the radius of the satellite. For the discussion below the
particular form of f(e) is arbitrary, however, and may be chosen to fit
potentials near the satellite.

The utility of the potential of the form in equation (6) is that a
particle moving In it possesses three constants of motion. In addition to
energy and the component of angular momentum about the polar axis the quantity

L2,

c f (8)

where L is the magnitude of the angular momentum about r - 0, is conserved
along a particle trijectory. This follows readily upon taking the scalar
product of [.r x Vwith both sides of the torque equation (mi a e . 1)

dL
i " r x VV (9)

taking account of equation (6) for V. There are fewer constants of motion
than for V - V(r), since in the latter case the direction of L as well as its
magnitude is constant. The dynamical constant C of equation (8) is a rigorous
constant for potentials of the form (6), and should not be confused with the
invariants used by Samir and Jew (ref. 14) and criticized by Laframboise and
Whipple (ref. 15).

The effective potential for radial motion of a particle is now given by

Veff(r) m Vo(r) C * (10)
rd
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With this Veff we can solve for the orbits and evaluate the bounds on ion
current and particle densities at the satellite surface. The orbit equations
are particularly tractable for the interesting case of particles which reach
the poles of the sphere, especially the wake-side pole. For these particles
the axial component of angular momentum is ?ero, the orbits are planar, and
the solution of the equations of motion is reducible to quadratures.

From

V 1 f(eO)V" + 7 0 + V o(a) _ =7)

"r a

C IF a2 vo (1 - MaO) - f(GO) 7 r,r4 ~ f(e) (2

we obtain

de +d (13)
f C+f&Jl f 220 Io[cc + f(el)]l• " a r[Er2 C - r2V (r)]

for the final direction * of a particle launched from r a, . - in the
$Lrecti'i ,o with speed vo. Here po is the cosine of the angle between
'0o a nd ro.

Consider now a positive energy particle with initial coordinate
evg- w. For attractive potentials, the orbits will appear as indicated in
figure 1.

,oUO-9 >IioI >0

IIAo01 O' I

re:-

Figure 1. Schematic diagra of inside-out orbits starting on the sphere r a
at *0
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The range of a integration for calculating the bounds of equations (4) and
(5) Is generated by variations of I6 between 0 and 1. Here we have
assumed that the particles are not attracted back to the surface. This affect
however can only decrease the particle flux at the point of interest, and
therefore does not influence the nature of equations (4) and (5) as upper
bounds.

To proceed further, we now specialize to potentials of the form

Vo(r) - 0

IF 4 , 2< a <-W (14)

.0 0 <_a <

which approximates the surface potentials given by Parks and Katz (ref. 12).
The final angle at r. , on the inside-out trajectory corresponding to
poa 0 is given by

* .;V~TI/2tn(11/y~2IY f 1/2

I I(15

and the limiting angle for the outside-in orbit is

* -' - (16)

When the velocity distribution remote from the spacecraft Is Maxwellian, Jb
and nb are given by

V2 + V2
0 2+v

10  0 v 2 + J( ) g(v) dv
W oT o

(17)

V2 + v2

1 2v 1 2  1 g(v)dvOnjr 0  (18) MO

where
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g(v) - exp[vVo cosU(v)/vJ] - exp[-vVo/VT. (19)

3. RESULTS

Numerical Integration for the case M Vo/VT - 8, Iv(w)l 15 v.
gives for 04 ions

Jb 1. i 0-10

NoevT 155 I

nb e 2.64 x 10-11

W0

The last ratio is to be compared with the density ratio

n . 6.22 x 10"16

for the case of zero electric field. Thus, although the effect of electric
field may be to yield densities several orde•rs of magnitude larger than those
obtained in the neutral approximation, they remain extremely slall in
compari fn wth ambient ion densities, amounting to about 1 mr for
N " m-0nr . By way of further contrast, the ion density ratio is
Also small compared with the electron density ratio

n6  .
re a e- - 3.06 x 10"7

0

Let us now calculate the effect of electric fields on the density of
hydrogen ion current striking the wake side of the satellite at 9. The
result of this calculation is intended to throw some light upon the Issue
raised by Samir and Fontheim (ref. 16) In their comparison between measured
current ratios 1(0)/1(90') and those calculated from Parker's model (refs.
17,18). Parker's model is based on solutions of the Poisson equation in which
ion densities are determined by particle tracking techniques. Only one
spectes of Ion is treated, however, and its mass Is the mean mass of ions in
the plasma. Samir and Fontheim contend that the two-to-three-order of
magnitude discrepancy between measured and calculated current ratios might be
removed (1) by properly treating the separate ionic components of the plasma,
or (2) by considering the non-steady nature of the plasma environment. The
results of nur calculations, summarized in Table 1 below, indicate that proper
treatment of the hydrogen component of the plasma suffices to remove the
discrepancy between theory and experiment.

Several observations are in order. First, Table 1 shows that both the
measured ratio r and the estimated upper bound on the ratio exceed the ratio
estimated from the neutral approximation, which one majy reasonably expect to
be a lower bound on r. Second, the measurement at 160 should give a somewhat
greater ratio than would be observed at 180%; the neutral approximation
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Table 1. Cowfarison of Neasured and Calculated Current Ratios(a)

Cse(b'c) 2 3 5 6
N( + )/( (d) 1.28(-3) 1.07(-3) 1.40(-3) 4(-2)

(j(18o)/j(j(90))"•!. 8.8(-G) 7.4(-6) 2.8(-6) 2.8(-4)

jb(10O)/J(90)(f) 1.6(-2) 1.3(-2) 1.7(-2) 0.48

[J(O 0ISO (90)] T 1.49(-2) 2(-2) 6.8(-3) 4(-2)

(a) Humbers In parentheses give power of 10 by which adjacent entries are
multiplied.

()Case Identification is the s.e. as that In Table 2 of Reference 15.
( Cost s Is not considered because no value for hydrogen density was

reported in Ref. 10. Case 4 is not considered because of the order uf
the magnitude difference between Ion densities reported In Tables 2 and
3 of Reference 10.

(d) Hydrogen Ion to oxygen Ion ratios are taken from the Eims masurements
Vvon in Table S of Reference 10.

(e) cThlratio of e and 0 currents at 1800 and 90'. respectively.
Calce41t In the noulral approximatiou.

M The ratio of N' and f currents at 180 and 900 respectively, where
Jb is the bound on H current calculated from equation (17) using a

/VVT(H). a2.63.
(g) TRe ratio of masured currents at 1S0" and 90'.

determines that the former would be only about 20 percent greater than the
latter. Third, the measured current is well below the estimated upper bound
in cases 5 and 6, slightly below it in case 2, and slightly above It In case 3.

That the measurements yield a value slightly in excess of the estimated
upper bound could be attributed to the approximate nature of the potential
used in the calculations, to the fact that the current probe was at a distance
of about 0.5 Re from the surface, to uncertainties in the in situ H1
density, or possibly to other factors. We believe nevertheless $hat the
results in Table 1 are a strong indication that accounting for H , while
ignoring the non-steady character of the plasma, suffices to remove the major
d screpancies between measured and calculated currents incident on the wake
" side of the AE-C satellite.

4. SUIMARY

To determine the effect of electric fields on the wake-side ion
currents, we have developed an expression for the upper bound on the current
density normal to an element of surface. To be a rigorous upper bound it is
required that the Jacobian IdOo/dill be less than unity. Utilizing the
bounding expressions it is shown for a non-sflf-consistent model potential
that the particle and current densities of 0 ions at e.,, though
substantially enhanced by electric fields over neutral approximation values,
still constitute an effect that Is small in comparison with the effect of spin
for the case of AE-C. Finally, fccounting for the effects of electric fields
on the small concentrations of H In the ambient plasma appear sufficient to
remove the major discrepancies between measured and calculated currents on the
wake side of the satellite.

The effect of a magnetic field in the absence of electric fields can
only be to reduce ion currents incident on a surface, and therefore cannot
account for the vehicle ground potentials observed on AE-C (ref. 12). The
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combined effect of electron and magnetic fields is not considered in this
paper.

For different ionospheric satellites in different environments, for
example, in polar environments, the relative importance of the various
physical effects may differ from that found for AE-C in the conditions we
investigated. Thus for satellites subjected to fluxes of energetic auroral
electrons, field enhancement of wake-side collection could be a substantial
effect.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION OF SHUTTLE CHARGING IN POLAR ORBIT*

D. L. Cooke, I. Katz, M. J. Mandell, J. R. Lilley, Jr.
S-CUBED

La Jolla, California 92038

A. J. Rubin
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

The charged particle environment in polar orbit can be of sufficient in-
tensity to cause spacecraft charging. In order to gain a quantatative under-
"standing of such effects, the Air Force is developing POLAR, a computer code
which simulates in three dimensions the electrical interaction of large space
vehicles with the polar ionospheric plasma. It models the physical processes
of wake generation, ambient ion collection, precipitating auroral electron
fluxes, and surface interactions, including secondary electron generation and
backscattering,.which lead to vehicle charging. These processes may be fol-
lowed dynamically on a subsecond timescale so that the rapid passage through
intense auroral arcs can be simulated. POLAR models the ambient plasma as iso-
tropic Maxwellian electrons and ions (04, H ), and allows for simultaneous
precipitation of power-law, energetic Maxwellian, and accelerated Gaussian dis-
tributions of electrons. Magnetic field effects will be modeled in POLAR but
are currently ignored.

The theoretical models and approximations employed in POLAR are dis-
cussed, including an effective process for stabilizing the Poisson-Vlasov it-
eration process in the short Debye length extreme. A preliminary POLAR cal-
culation is presented which predicts the effects of measured auroral fluxes on
the shuttle orbiter, and demonstrates the combination of conditions required
for substantial differential charging of the orbiter.

INTRODULTION

The charging of the space shuttle orbiter in the polar (auroral) iono-
sphere has been investigated by Katz and Parks (ref. 1). In that paper, the
authors argue that pbserved pregipitating electron fluxes can exceed the ram
ion flux ( 120 pA/ml for n - 100 cm- , V ;. 8 km/sec). This implies a
possible overall current balance at a negative potential to enhance ion col-
lection and retard electron fluxes. Both theoretical and experimental (refs.
2, 3, 4) studies have shown that as object dimensions become large with re-
spect to the local Debye length, space charge effects will severely reduce the
ion current collection compared to orbit limited theory. This leads to a
"size-effect" for the potential buildup on objects subjected to auroral elec-
tron fluxes. Katz and Parks (ref. 1) have calculated, for a conducting

*This work supported by Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force
Base, Massachusetts, under Contract F19628-82..C-0081.
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sphere, the equilibrium potential as a function of K, the ratio of secondary
electron corrected precipitating electron flux to the secondary corrected ram
ion flux. For a beam energy of 5 KeV and K - 3, a sphere radius to Debye
length ratio of 10 leads to a potential of -100 volts, whereas a size ratio of
100 leads to a potential of -1300 volts.

,J The space shuttle is many times larger than any vehicle that has been
previously flown through auroral regions. Consequently, the predicted size-
effect on vehicle charging suggests that past experience will not be adequate
for predicting and understanding the interactions of large objects with the
auroral ionosphere.

An understanding of the charging dynamics of a real spacecraft requires
If more than a good probe theory. Differential charging depends on the often com-

plex interplay of differing materials and their spatial relationships. The
sunlight charging of ATS-6 (ref. 5) provides an example of how a charging sur-
face can create electrostatic barriers that will bootstrap the entire vehicle
to a highly charged state.

Thus, for a little more than a year, S-CUBED has oeen developing the com-
puter code, POLAR, with the following design criteria:

* Three-dimensional
* Quasistatlc
* Flexible plasma parameters including flow
* Magnetic field effects
* Complex geometries, electrical model
0 Material effects
0 Wake model
0 Self-consistent inclusion of space charge effects
0 Small (core storage)
* Fast

The preliminary version of POLAR is nearly complete. This paper will outline
physical models and computational techniques, review the current program
status, and present preliminary calculations of auroral charging.

POLAR

Why a three-dimensional code? Results from a 3-D code can be compared
directly to satellite data during validation without the interpretational un-
certainties that spring from reduced dimensional models. This benefit will
ultimately carry over as POLAR becomes a design tool for structures with
limited symmetry. Also, arbitrary arrangements of vehicle velocity, magnetic
field, sun angle, and vehicle orientation, can only be properly modeled in
three-dimensions. It can be argued that solving problems in 3-0 within rea-
sonable machine limits can compromise the accuracy of the physics, and/or re-
sult in an impractical program. With this in mind, the POLAR design philoso-
phy dictates the limited use of particle tracking methods in favor of coordi-
nated approximations and analytic models.

POLAR is a quasistatic code. That is, it employs implicit timestepping
to follow surface charging where tipescales, T, a~e determined by incident cur-
rents and vehicle capacitances (10-" sec < T < 10' sec), but assumes that
the plasma environment is always in steady state. In the future, we may find
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it necessary to include wave effects and turbulent phenomena by the use of
time averaged models, diffusion rates, heating, etc.

The lower auroral ionospheric environment is summarized in Table 1. The
values given in the table are considered typical, but none are fixed in POLAR
where these and other parameters (such as the oxygen to hydrogen ion ratio)
are variable over wide ranges. The energetic electron spectrum is currently
modeled as a sum of power law, hot Maxwellian, and Gaussian distributions.

POLAR presently ignores the magnetic field; however, its inclusion is a
current effort. Some of the methods under study for including magnetic ef-
fects are:

Place v potential gradient on the vehicle.
Include in ion trajectories interior to sheaths.
Pitch angle conics for the energetic electrons (presently, isotropy Is
assumed). +
Modification of secondary and photoelectron emission where 8 parallels a
surface.
Modification of secondary an4photoelectron surface conductivities in
directions perpendicular to B.

* ~We now outline the methods used in POLAR~ to perform charging calcula-
tions. A calculation is broken in to the major steps listed below:

Vehicle definition.
Environment specification and cnmputational grid construction.
Presheath and wake ion density calculation.

* Initial surface charging using flux estimates.
* Poisson and electron charge density calculation.
* Sheath determination and particle (ions) tracking to determine:

sheath ion densities
ion surface currents

* Surface charging.

After all of the above modules have been executed once, the * items are
iterated upon to produce a final solution. At this stage In the development
of POLAR, only negative surface potentials are allowed. Although slightly
positive potentials could occur under natural charging conditions due to sec-
ondary or photoelectron emission, the ambient electrons should limit positive
potentials to a few kT at most, With this constraint, electrons are consid-
ered to be repelled with densities given by the Boltzmann expression, n -
no exp(-qV/kT). The methods used to calculate the attracted ion densities
are described later in this paper.

Positive potentials may also be achieved by the emission of electrons
(ref. 6). The physics of electron collection in the lower ionosphere appears
more complex than the collection of ions due to turbulent processes in both
the emitted beams and In the ambient plasnia (refs. 7, 8). Thus, spacecraft
generated high positive potentials are not now considered in POLAR but will be
addressed in future work.
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OBJECT DEFINITION

* POLAR objects are built from the same set of blocks used in NASCAP (ref.
9) with the addition of slanted thin pla~tes and the exclusion of booms. These
blocks are illustrated in figure 1. These blocks can be easily combined to
construct complex objects as illustrated by our model of the shuttle orbiter,
shown in figure 2. Objects are defined on a variably sized object grid
of cubic volume elements. Since POLAR must model objects moving at high ion

* Mach numbers, the extended ion wake is included in the computation by embed-
ding the object space in a sliced, staggered computational grid. Figure 3 il-
lustrates the arrangement of object, object grid, Mach vector, and computa-
tional grid. All data arrays are sliced into individual NX*NY pages at every

* Z mesh point, and stored on disk. During computation, POLAR will page into
core only the required set of slices. Using the potential array as an exam-
ple, the Poisson solver will need only two slices at a time; the sheath loca-
tion algorithm, four slices; and the trajectory tracker, two slices.

Since the data structure is sliced along the 2 axis, the Mach vector is
constrained to have a dominant I component. When other arrangements of Mach
vector and object orientation are to be modeled, POLAR can rotate the object
and Mach vector to meet this constraint, thus avoiding a redefinition of the
object.

PRESHEATH AND WAK(E ION DENSITIES

POLAR utilizes a sharp edged sheath approximation to divide space into
presheath and sheath regions. The sheath region contains all of the signifi-
cant space charge, while the presheath is a quasineutral region. The wake
region is divided by the sheath edge, with the extended wake assumed to be
essentially quasineutral and included with the presheath. The sheath edge is
considered to be an absorption surface from which no attracted particles
escape.

s Itsin the presheath-wake region, and initially for all space, the ion den-
siisare determined by a "neutral ion approximation". This refers to tile

assumption of straight line trajectories as if following neutral particles.
This means that the ion density in this region is calculated taking fully into
account ion thermal velocities but ignoring bending of trajectories by el c
tric or magnetic fields. This can be expressed by the following equation:

where fj(ý, 0) is the ion distribution function at a point x. in space for a
velocity rtand fiji(t is the unperturbed velocity distribution function for
a drifting Maxweli~ano(the ,ayume condition at an infinite distance from the
vehicle). The fo jti n 9(x', )as value zero if a ray starting from I going
in the direction would strike the vehicle, it has value 1 otherwise. This
function takes into account particles which cannot contribute to the local
charge density because they run into the vehicle. The Ion density is obtained
by integration over velocities:

n1() -ff~~v~v f g(x,11) f f10(v0)v2dvd

0
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This "neutral ion" approximation to the density Is particularly simple
to calculate for two reasons. First, the straight line orbits allow trajec-
tories to be "traced" instantly, and second, the orbits, and thus shadowing
factors, are independent of particle kinetic energy. For every point in space
the basic algorithm finds the perimeter of each object surface in solid angle
space and eliminates all orbits within the perimeter from contributing to the
local phase space density. While using only discrete directions this tech-
nique has been proven fast and reasonably accurate. The major numerical ap-
proximations are the discretization of the angles and the Interpolation in
solid angle space of the surface perimeters. Typically the solid angle space
is gridded 36 x 180 and a few extra points are added along each surface edge
in order to minimize interpolation errors. Since the potential varies loga-
rithmically with density in the quasineutral region, a factor of 2 error in
this density will lead to less than kT/e error in the local potential; thus
the approximation is not expected to be a source of any large error. Figure 4
is a contour plot of the neutral ion densities calculated for the shuttle
orbiter with Mach velocity, M - 8 in an oxygen plasma. Figure 5 shows the
same calculation for our favorite test object, the quasisphere.

A new 'experimental" feature for POLAR is an algorithm that provides a
"first order" correction for the focusing of ion trajectories by the weak pre-
sheath electric fields. This correction is based on a study by Gurevich and
Pitaevskii (ref. 10) of the flow of a hypersonic plasma over a semi-infinite
wall where they include electric fields in calculating the ion densities in
the rarefied region (wake) behind the wall. Neutral gas densities may also be
obtained analytically for this same problem. The ratio of the plasma to neu-
tral densities, from the wall problem, is used as a correction factor to the
neutral ion approximation densities calculated by POLAR.

In figure 6, v present a comparison of the corrected neutral ion den-
sity, calculated by POLAR, with electron density measurements by Murphy
et al. (ref. 11). These measurements were made on STS-3 by the POP Langmuir
probe. For STS-3, the estimated range of Mach numbers was 5-8, and the esti-
mated uncertainty in the absolute scale of electron densities was 2-5. POLAR
densities were calculated at Mach numbers of 6 and 7 using the shuttle model
presented in this paper. A comparison between electron and ion densities is
strictly valid only when the plasma is quasineutral and the actual degree to
which the wake plasma is quasineutral cannot be determined without a complete
analysis; however, the deviations from quasineutrality are probably within the
experimental error and numerical uncertainties. The emphasis of this compari-
son is placed upon the horizontal agreement which demonstrates POLAR's ability
to model the wake edge using actual orientation data.

As a calculation proceeds, POLAR locates (by inspection of potentials)
those regions where quasineutrality does not hold, defines the sheath to in-
clude such regions, and recalculates the ion density there by tracking parti-
cles inwards from the sheath. Once these sheath ion densities are available,
thei)-eplace the neutral-ion densities In the Poisson calculation. This re-
placement process is currently being implemented in POLAR; the calculations
presented here used only the neutral ion densities.
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SURFACE CHARGING

The POLAR surface cells are the exposed squares, rectangles, and tri-
angles that border the filled space of each individual volume element contain-
Ing a piece of the object (sub units of the building blocks used In object
definition).

POLAR models the accumulation and transport of charge on the vehicle
using a lumped elemeAt circuit analogy. In this equivalent circuit, each sur-
face cell and conductor represents a node of the circuit. Surface voltages
are updated by implicitly timestepping a differenced approximation to the
equation

I a VM - -M

where j and V are current and voltage vectors with each surface and conductor
contributing a component, J is the capacitance matrix, and a the conductance.
The current vector is composed as

SI a Ii + I is + ae + Iaes + Iaeb + Iph

where we have the current due to ions, ion impact secondary electrons, auroral
electrons, auroral electron secondary and backscatter electrons, and photo-
electrons. The auroral electron currents and their secondary and backscatter
electron currents are determined each timestep by assuming them to be depen-
dent only on the individual surface voltage, then integrating the model dis-
tributions with and without secondary and backscatter yield functions. The
ion and ion secondary currents are updated only when the sheath module is
called, Note that the ambient electrons are absent from this last equation.
Because of their low temperature, they will not contribute significant current
to any surface more negative than a few kT/e. When a surface charges posi-
tive, it is assumed to be because of their omission and the surface is held
near zero until it again shows negative charging behavior. This technique
prevents the oscillations that could occur with a combination of large time-
step and an extremely voltage sensitive current source.

As mentioned previously, POLAR models the flux,l, of the energetic
auroral electrons as a combination of power law, hot Maxwellian and Gaussian
distributions (ref. 12) given by the following expression;

4(K) - AK(K + qV)"(*+1) + F w-1 (kT)' 2 K exp(-(K+qV)/kT)

+ BK exp(-(K-K0 )2 6/)

where K is kinetic energy, V is the surface potential, Fa nAk-TT•-i, and A,
Oi, T, B, E and a are the parameters used to fit spectra. This expression
has been fitted to a spectrum observed by the DMSP-F2 satellite (ref. 13),
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which is shown in figure 7, along with the POLAR fit. This analytic form canbe quickly integrated to find the contributed surface current.

At the start of a .11culation, before any sheath calculations havebeen performed, a vehtcl 1 .. e started at a uniform volta, or prechargedby using the thermal and rm ion currents to surfaces at zero voltage, fo tion currents. For this precharging, the auroral electron currents are cal-culated and the charging equations solved as described to produce an Initial
estimate for the surface potentials.

t THE CHARGE STABILIZED POISSON ITERATION
The Poisson equation can be written as

"4 *" A'2 (n1  " ne) (1)

where e- eV/kT, A2 . okT/N e2 - No is the ambient density,, andni n N/No, ne Ne/NO. POLXR solves this equation on its dis-crete mesh usIng a finite element method (refs. 14, 15). It is not practicalto develop it here, but we will present a few of its pertinent features.
POLAR's finite element formulation assumes a trilinear interpolationfunction for the potential in spaces so that the influence of each node goesto zero in ona mesh unit. This allows for the development of a matrix to ap-proximate - V' for each element. The finite difference approximation to theequation (1) would be

_ A (n 1) h3  (2)
e)2

where h3 is the volume of element e. However-, rather than summing the indi-vidual matrices into one large matrix, matrix solvers can be taught to work ,just as efficiently on the individual element matrices. This produces manyadvantages. One such advantage is core storage. For a problem with 20,000grid points, the complete matrix would require 4 x 108 words of storage ifno compression methods were used, whereas, there are only a limited number ofelement types (six so far) requiring less than 1000 words of stora e for theirmatrices. Another advantage is that this method very naturally allows us tosolve for potentials with only one slice of elements (two slices of nodes) incore.
The traditional approach to the solution of equation (2) has been anexplicit iteration of the form

"72•V A 2 ([n1 ( 4 ) " ne(6v-)J 
(3)

where v is the iteration index, and the charge density is determined using thepotentials of the previous iteration. This method can be shown to be unstable
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(ref. 16) when the Debye length, A, becomes small with respect to other scale
lengths of the problem. This can be understood by considering that a smooth
pgtential variation over a distance of, say, 1000 x, would require a smooth
V46 (the second derivative,) which is in turn given everywhere by the
charge density. But, maintaining a smooth charge density distribution is
difficult whenrany errors in determining (ne - nt) are multiplied by the
huge number A-2. There is one effective remedy to this dilemma (ref. 16)
but the process reported here appears to be more efficient in the short Debye
length limit. This method involves the combination of two concepts. One uses

"* a partial implicitization of the repelled density (ne, here) (ref. 17). The
other simply reduces the charge density to an acceptable level whenever the

* first method is inadequate.

Suppose a plasma of ambient density No and temperature T consists of
Bol mnn electrons. Ne(?) - No exp(6(' ) and ions of known density
Nt(9)- No nif(T). he normalized charge density is then given by

2
q(r,Ov(r)) - A- n(r) - exp (0"(r))] (4)

Equation (4) may be linearized about the previous potential iterate

q(,v) q(Ov- 1 ) + q'(¢'- 1 ) . (6v . €V1)
+

where q' . aq/*6, and the r dependence has been dropped for clarity. With
this expression we may write the implicit Poisson iteration scheme

-V2 v - qa(6v-1) * Ov - q(6v-l) - q'(Ov' 1 ) * 6v-1 (5)

Though It is not immediately obvious, the implicit character of (5)
makes it more stable than scheme (3). This can be understood by realizing
that in equation (3) the electron density was treated as an independent vari-
able, whereas in (5) the electron density is determined simultaneously with
the potential, both being consistent with the ion density.

The finite element approximatior to (5) produces the matrix equation

S(W(e) .. (e)) * ov . S _ S, * 1 (6)

where S is derived from q by the following analysis:

Fir small h/A, S is simply the total charge associated with each node,
QI - q h . It the elemental volume becomes large compared to x, then numer-
Ical noise and features like a sheath edge which may span only a few x, be-
comes incorrectlg amplified when the q determined at a point becomes multi-
plied by all of -. When it is not possible to reduce the zone size, sta-
bility can be preserved by replacing Q (and Q') with a reduced value S (S')
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which is calculated to be the maximum allowable chare for the element.
Because of the artificial amplification argument, S is often the more real-
istic total for an element. Before deriving S, we define the barometric
potential 6b - £n(n 1 ) which is the potential for which Q -0 and note that
it is important that S * Q as 6 * Ob if quasineutral regions are to be
modeled correctly. To dptermine S, consider a capacitor with potential dif-
ference (6b - 6). area h , and a separation of h. The charge qc on this
capacitor is given by

€Oh2

qc McAv" a -(Ob'- )kT

In the units of our previous Q, qc becomes

QM - ah(6b - 6)

which is the maximum allowable charge per element, with the parameter af
adjusted to insure that QM is maximized. Thus at each node, we choose for
the charge

Isl- min (IQ1 , IQI)

with

S-ch for S -QM
-h3A"2 exp6 for S - Q

The effect of this algorithm is this: If a problem has been specified
where a boundary potential would be screened in less than a zone or two (the
limit of any code's resolution), sufficient sheath charge will be redistrib-
uted so as to allow the potential to be screened over the minimum number of
zones that are consistent with stability. When this occurs It is necessary to
have a modified criteria for lopating the sheath "edge*. Our choice Is to
place the edge at 6 1 w n(&X 2/h') (when 6m > kTie) which is the
potential at which &'n * Q0 . This is the potential contour that marks the
region where the most drastic charge reduction occurs.

SHEATH PARTICLE TRACKING

Internal to the sheath boundary, strong electric fields will cause sig-
nificant bending of ion trajectories and focusing of currents. POLAR models
these effects by tracking "particles* inward from the sheath edge to the
object surface. This tracking provides both the distribution of surface cur.-
rents, i.e. currents to surfaces, and the ion density within the sheath.
Prior to performing this calculation, we must know the suitable sheath
location and the currents from the plasma to the sheath.
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The sheath edge can be thought of as an absorption surface where for the
attracted species (ions, here) there is only flow in, none out. If this sur-
face were the same for all ion energies, and there was no presheath focusing,
we would find that in a non-flowing plasma, the density just outside the
sheath edge to be nts - 112 no. We can next invoke quasineutrality with
Boltzmann electrons

n e a no. e -s nis - no/2

and find for a sheath edge potential is * -&n2 - -0.69. In their treatment
of space charge limited probes, Parrot et al. (ref. 18) indicate that in a
non-flowing Maxwellian plasma, the sheaTF Rgie potential is of a spherical
probe asymptotically approaches the value -0.49 (-0.86 for a cylinder) as the
ratio of surface potential to plasma temperature becomes infinite. For a
probe in a flowing plasma, the most distended absorption surface is likely not
to be an equipotentlal. In the ram direction, we would expect 6s * O,
whereas in the wake direction we cap conjecture that the sheath edge potential
would lie in the range 112 > is > M1/2, where M is the Mach number. The
degree of importance placed upon accurately locating the sheath edge must con-
sider the resulting effects on the primary issue, surface charging. POLAR
currently uses an equipotential chosen as described in the previous section.
This numerically defined sheath boundary typically lies in the quasineutral
region.

Ions dropped inwards from the sheath boundary are assigned currents
according to the calculated presheath current to their points of origin. For
the case of a non-flowing plasma, Parrot et al. (ref. 18) have determined the
presheath current enhancement to be J/J -1R5 for both spherical and
cylindrical cases, where Jo - No(kT/2m? 17? is the ambient thermal cur-
rent. To find this enhancement for an arbitrarily specified boundary in a
flowing plasma, we make the approximation that in the presheath region cur-
rents may be calculated from orbit limited theory, i.e., an outwardly directed
hemisphere of trajectories will all connect to infinity itf the total trajec-
tory energy is greater than zero. For the case of a 1/r potential distribu-
tion in a non-flowing Maxwellian plasma (ref. 19), this approximation would
lead to the well-known Langmuir formula

J - Jo (1 - 0s) - 1.49, for 6. - -0.49

This can be compared to the 1.45 given by Parrot et al. (ref. 18). For our
flowing plasma, we assume a 1/r0 potential (the nost-rapidly diminishing for
which all energetically allowed trajectories my escape) (ref. 20), and the
flowing distribution at infinity

0t" 2""1 exp - V-M)

Sheath surface current densities are determined by numerically calculating the

first velocity moment of the sheath surface distribution function. Results
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are presented in figure 8 for three sheath surface potentials. The curves for
higher potential in figure 8 are consistent with the orbit limited approxima-
tion in the wake-ward direction ogly. Elsewhere the higher potentials would
be screened more rapidly than 1/r

Return now to the question of sheath boundary placement. The results of
figure 8 indicate that the current density enhancement factors are not tremen-
dously sensitive to the sheath boundary potentials for the ram-ward angles.
For wake-ward angles, there is a much greater enhancement sensitivity but this
may not carry over into a surface charging sensitivity. A lower potential
sheath boundary will tend to extend ellipsoidally In the wake direction pro-
ducing increased sheath surface area. Focusing within the sheath/wake area
will collect these lower sheath currents and reduce the sensitivity to sheath
boundary placement. Also, all of these wake/sheath currents are small, and
may ultimately be negligible when compared to other positive current sources
such as the contribution from secondary electrons and the hydrogen component,
for which the Mach speed will be a factor of 4 less than for oxygen. The
gaper by Parks et al. in these same proceedings Investigates the effects of a
hydrogen component.

In each spatial element, the sheath edge is contoured by triangular
plates. From each, two or more (typically four) particles are started.
Before these particles are assigned currents, a test particle is ejected out-
ward from each plate across a few elements to probe for objects or potential
barriers that would shield presheath currents from that plate. If such obsta-
cles are formed, the particles from that plate are deleted.

Once all particles and currents have been assigned, particles are
advanced along their trajectories by a "pusher". This pus her sweeps back and
forth along the Z axis, operating on successive single slices of elements (two
slices of nodal potentials). Within each slice, trajectories advance in the X
and Y directions until they reach the present Z or Z+1 slice boundaries, X, Y
boundaries or the vehicle surface. If the pusher is sweeping in the +Z direc-
tion, particles exiting at Z+1 are continued in the next push, whereas parti-
cles exiting at Z (moving in the -Z direction) are stored on disk and picked
up on the return pass of the pusher. The pusher continues sweeping until all
trajectories have been concluded.

RESULTS

Two model calculations are presgnted, the quasisphere and the shwttle.
For both problems, the plasma is an 0 plasma with kT w 0.1 eV, N n10"
cm-3 and x = 2.3 cm. Both models have the objects moving at an ion Mach
speed of 8 (-8 km/sec). Neutral ion density contour plots for these objects
have been presented in figures 4 and 5. All of the contour plots are 2-D cuts
through the 3-D arrays of potentials or densities. In the quasisphere (Q-S)
plots, the cuts go through the center of the object and its wake. For the
shuttle, the longitudinal cuts (showing a side profile of the orbiter) run
just to the side of center and through one of the engines.

In these calculations, the Q-S is modeled as a grounded conductor
covered with 0.1 mm thick kapton and a "quasiradius" of 2.5 m. At t - 0, the
auroral spectrum of figure 7 is switched on, with all surfaces at zero poten-
tial. The Q-S is allowed to charge for a total of 7.8 seconds in 13 intervals
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of 0.6 sec each. Ambient electron spacecharge factors and auroral electron
surface currents are calculated at each step. All secondary electrons are as-
sumed to escape. Ion surface currents are determined from sheath particle
tracking at the 0.6, 24, 4.8 and 7.2 sec intervals, while the 0-0.6 sec in-
terval uses the precharge estimates of ion currents. Figure 9 shows a poten-
tial contour plot with linearly spaced contours at 2.4 sec, where the maximum
surface potential is -130 volts on the wake side of the E-S. Figure 10 is a
contour plot of the same potentials using logarithmically spaced contours,
where the sheath contour is chosen to be -0.6 volts and is indicated by the
X's. A subset of the sheath ion trajectories are also shown. Figure 11 shows
linear potential contours for the Q-S at 4.8 seconds with the new sheath loca-
tion (-0.6 volts) indicated again by X's; the maximum surface potential is
-252 volts. The end point of the calculation is shown in figure 12 at 7.8
seconds where a rough equilibrium has been established and the maximum surface
voltage is -447 volts. The apparent discharging of the side surfaces at 7.8
seconds when compared with the Q-S at 4.8 seconds is a plotting illusion due
to the same number of contours being spread over a large potential differ-
ence. The long charging times reported here are not realistic and are due to
the combinationt of grounded conductor and thin dielectric which produces a
high capacitance to ground. This fixed ground has been retained as a develop-
mental convenience and will be allowed to float in the future.

A preliminary model of shuttle orbiter charging is presented in figures
4, 13, 14, and 15. The materials specified for this model are not realistic,
and again, the ground was not allowed to float. Starting with the ion den-
sities shown in figure 4, the orbiter is exposed to the same plasma and aurora
as was the Q-S with a mesh spacing of 1.16 m/grid unit. The shuttle is al-
lowed to charge for only 3 seconds in three steps. Potential contours at the
3 second point are presented in figure 13 for the same cut as figure 5. The
maximum surface potential is -101 volts. The lowest contour is at -20 volts
so it is not possible to see lower space potentials in the wake, but one can
observe the compression of conitours on the underside compared to those in the
cargo bay. Figure 14 is a cut through the Ion density data at Z - 17 (see
figure 13). In figures 14 and 15, the complete projected silhouette is out-
lined whereas only a portion of the cargo bay floor, wall and doors actually
lie in this cut. Since the plasma is flowing predominantly along the length
of the orbiter, the Ion density wake shown in figure 14 is due to portions of
the orbiter upstream of the cut. Figure 15 shows potential contours in the
cut at Z - 17, where significant charging can be observed on the outside of
the bay doors which lie in the wake of the wings, but not on the inside which
was a grounded conductor.

The shuttle model employed 41,175 grid points, but due to POLAR's disk
data management and segmented construction, only about 70,000 words of core
memory were required. On our UNIVAC 1100/80, the shuttle model calculation
required about 3 hours of CPU time.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of these POLAR calculations are quite preliminary and are
presented primarily to demonstrate the capabilities of the code. However, we
are quite pleased with the close resemblance of the quasisphere model to the
"MSP charging events reported in these same proceedings by Burke and Hardy.
Perhaps the most significant result of these calculations is that POLAR's
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design criteria are proving to be realizable, and although more development
will be required we anticipate that POLAR will become a useful scientific and
engineering tool.
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TABLE 1. - POLARIIONOSPHERIC PARAMETERS

Orbit Altitude 150-350 km

Ambient Plasma
Temperature (eV
Ion Density(cm-0) 19 U
Ion Species 0 N9 He"' H*
Neutral Density (cm" 3 ) lob-loll

Ambient Electron Acoustic Speed Vae a /'1rr =. 133 km/sec

Ambient 0+ Acoustic Speed Vao 1 km/sec

Satellite Velocity 8 km/sec, N a V/Vao, 8

Auroral ElectronsEnergies -102z10 eV

Fluxes l00,cm C *ac str.KeV
Integrated Currents <100 YA/jm

Magnetic Parameters

Magnetic Field Strength 5 x 10-5 Tesla (0.5 Gauss)

Particle Gyroradius Gyroperiod

Ambient Electrons (0.1 OV) 2 cm

Secondary Electrons (3 eV) 13 cm ¶ 7 x 10"7 sec

Auroral Electrons (10 KeV) 4 m ]eAmin Ion 0+ .l 2 x 102 ,,c
Ambient 3ons + w 0 0.2 m 1.3 x 10- sec

Cycloid Spacing Observed At 8 km/sec
Electrons 0.6 cm

H 10 in
160 m

Characteristic Lengths

Ambient Debye Length kD i 1 cm

Shuttle Orbiter L = 37 m

Sheath Thickness For Potentials 1 kV 5 kV
Around 3 m Radius Sphere ** 6.9 m 11.6 m
Planar Child-Langmuirt 9.32 m 31.2 m

t Calculated for 11 a 0.74 cm, kT a 0.1 eV
** From Figure 72, A alper t al. (ref. 21)
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Figure 1. The eight building block types are shown here. From right to left
and top to bottom: flat plate, FIL111 smoothing a corner, slanted
plate, tetrahedron, quasisphere, wedge, rectangular parallelepided,
and octagon right cylinder.

Figure 2. Perspective plot of the POLAR shuttle model used for these calculp-
tions, showing individual surface cells.
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me-sh unit - 1.16 m, ion Mach speed 8, contour interval 0.11,
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Figure 9. Contour plot of potentials for the quasisphere in the same cross-
section as figure 5 after 2.4 seconds of charging. Contour Inter-
vals are 14.5 volts, and the maximum surface potential is -130.0
volts. The ambient plasma density is 1OIqcc, kT 0.1 eV, and
XD 2.3 cm.
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Figure 10. The same potentials and cross-section as figure 9, but with
logarithmic contours. The contour interval is alog(-V) • 0.87,
labeled contours are in volts. The lower left tip of the x's mark
the sheath location (-0.6 v), where a subset of trajectories
Illustrate the sheath ion tracking.
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Figure 11. Quasisphere potential contours after 4.8 secs of charging. The
maximum surface potential is -252 volts, and the contour inter-
val is 28 volts. X's again mark the -0.6 volt sheath contour.
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Figure 12. Quasisphere potential contours after 7.8 secs of charging, where
some surfaces have reached equilibrium. The maximum surface poten-
tial is -447 volts and the contour interval is -49.7 volts.
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Figure 15. Shuttle potential contours in the cross-section of figure 14. The
maximum surface potential in this slice is -101 volts and the con-
tour level is 11 volts.
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POLAR ORBIT ELECTRO$TATIC CHARGING OF OBJECTS IN SHUTTLE WAKE*

1. Katz, 0. E. Parks, 0. L. Cooke, and M. J. Mandell
S-CUBED

La Jolla, California 92038

A. J. Rubin
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

A recent survey of DMSP data has uncovered several cases where precip-
itating auroral electron fluxes are both sufficiently Intense and energetic to
charge spacecraft materials such as teflon to very large potentials in the
absehce of ambient Ion currents. In this paper we provide analytical bounds
which show that these measured environments can cause surface potentials in
excess of several hundred volts to develop on objects in the orbiter wake for
particular vehicle orientations.

INTRODUCTION

We consider an object in the wake of a spacecraft flying at an altitude
of a few hundred kilometers in low polar earth orbit. We suppose that the
object Is charged to large negative voltages with rgspect to the ambient
plasmas by an intense current, perhaps of order 10- amps/cm2  of multi-
kilovolt electrons. Our objective Is to estimate upper bounds on the ion cur-
rent attracted by the object, and lower bounds on Its electric potential.

We assume that the plasma consists predominantly of 0+ at a concentra-
tion of about lO/cm3 and a thermal energy per particle kT - 0.1 eV. The
speed of the satellite Vo s 8 x 105 cmtsec, corresponding tg" flow
energy 1/2 Mo V8 - 5.12 eV per particle, and a ratio V /%lHrT7M
*8. The plasma may alsosoAniain H agai!i with kT 8.1 eV, but with a
smaller Mach number, Vo/V-2-kT/MH u •. In the considerations that follow
we assume that the vehcle is in eclipse and that no spacecraft generated
plasmas surround the vehicle.

The estimates are based on orbit limited theory collection by a
shadowed, ion attracting object in a cold flowing plasma. Initially, thermal
effects are not considered; it is anticipated that such neglect is justified
for high Mach number flows, especially if the negative potential on the col-
lecting object is very much larger than kV. Supposing that thermal effects
are negligible, it is then argued that the theory provides an upper bound on
collected ion current, or equivalentl y, a lorer bound on the potential to
which the object becomes charged. Because H in speeds are not very much
less than flow velocities, thermal effects on H collection will be further
considered later in the paper.

For ionospheric plasmas with negligible hydrogen concentration, ener-
getic electron currents to the wake side object can be neutralized only by
attracted 0+ ions. For a one meter object shadowed by a ten meter shuttle,

*This work supported by Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force
Base, Massachusetts, under Contract F19628-82-C-0081.
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we find that the magnitude of the minimum voltage for attracting O++ions is
about 500 volts. In contrast, space charge limited collection of 0 Ions
througg a ten pieter radius sheath requires about 4 KeV to neutralize a current
of 10- amp/cm of energetic electrons.

The effect of H+ is to lower the vol$age threshold for orbit limited
collec~iun to several tens of volts, but H concentrations much larger than
1001cm are gequired to neutralize energeLic electron currents as large as
I0-° amps/cm' if potentials more negative than 100 volts with respect to
the ambient plasma are to be avoided.

THEORY

Consider a sphere of radius a at a potential -V shadowed by a disk of
radius Ro at a distance Z from the sphere center. The geometry is axisym-
metric, with the symmetry axis defined by the line connec ing the centers of
the sphere and dis parallel to the plasma flow velocity Vo.

V0

-e-- a
2 R,

Figure 1. Geometry for ion collection.

To proceed further, we assume that the electrical potential is spheri-
call.y symmetric about the center of the collecting sphere, and that the poten-
tial field is unaffected by the shield. In reality, the configuration of
electric potential is much Pmore complex, being strongly shielded by the plasma
in the upstream direction and extending over substantial distances into the
wake of the shield. Thus, by irvoking the assumption of spherical symmetry
one overestiimates the upstream range of the potential and thereby the col-
lected current.

Given the foregoing assumptions, the maximum ion current drawn by the
sphere occurs when the distance between the shield and collector is infi-
nite. Then, in accordance with orbit limited theory, which also overestimates
collected currents, the current of ions of a particular species intercepted
by the sphere is given by

1, . we NiVo (b2 - (1)

where NI is the density of the species I in the unperturbed plasma and the
maxhimum impact parameter bi is determined from

VobI va conservation of angular momentum (2)
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I MV .2 1 Mtv 2  eV conservation of energy (3)

where Mits the ion mass, e the electron ion charge, and v the speed of the
ion at the collector. Finally the collection current is

I, a re NtVo 1 + - )a2 - R2 (4)
M 

0

with a collection threshold at

e " 2 0_ 1] (5)

For a pure 0+ plasma (112 MtVg - 5 eV) and with Ro/a = 10, the
voltage threshold foi, the onset of collection occurs at about 500 volts, A
current density of 10-0 amps/cm2 corresponds roughly to maximum observed
levels of intensity of gnergetic precipitating e ectrons (E > 1 KeV) (refs.
1-3), For No - 100 cm-0, the collected ion current is a sufficiently
stefp functiFn of voltage that neutralization of the electron current of
10- amps/cm occurs only slightly above the threshold.

The voltage threshold for hydrogen to• collection is eVH - 30 volts
for Ro/a . 10. Below 300 km altitude tieH concentrations are <100
cm 3, and would not contribute substantially to hhe neutrilization of elec-
tron energetic electron curr$nts as large as 10- amps/cm . Instead at
the 500 volt •hreshold for 0 +collection, the Lollected H current is only
10 & 2 x i0-3 t amps/cm2 for Nhj 100 cm"J, Ro/a - 10. Thus for
H - 100 Cm" to effectively control the charging by energetic electrons,
it is necessary, _8t perhapj not Rufficient, ha the charging currents be
lsss than 2 x 10-' amps/cm , Of course, at higher altitudes where the
H concentrations are greater, the effect of H in neutralizing chargin.
is correspondingly greater.

The previnus considerations, utiliing orbit limited theory with the
shield a long distance from the collector, overestimate the collected ion cur'.
rent. We can also estimate the collected current with the shield at a finite
distance from the collector. In this cAse the current is given by

I IrN eVo X(1+ LVI.) a - RM] (6)
MV0

where R, is the ambient parameter at infinite distance which causes th ion to
int rt the outer edge of the shield located at the distance Ho = (RI
+ L')•" from the center of the collector. To relate R,.to the collector
potential and geometry, we must know the ion's orbit in the potential field.
Suppose for this purpose that the potential is given by
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Solving the orbit equations then leads to the relation
1/2

In Table 1 we compare the voltage thresholds for ion collection for the two
extreme cases zt t (ro -) ana z = 0 (ro a Re), obtained by setting I

0 in equation (6).

Table 1. Approximate Voltage Thresholds for Ion Collection,
R/a - 10, VT (volts)

O+ Im 0

+ 507 2000H 31,7 120

Potentials decreasing more rapidly than 1/r for increasing r would lead
to increases in the threshold voltage by even more than the factor of four
given in Table 1,

We next bsk whether thermal effects on H+ collection will substan-
tially alter our estimates of minimum potential required for current neutral-
ization, For this purpose we neglect shadowinV of the collector by the space-
craft and assume orbit limited collection of H ions. The orbit limited
collection by a sphere at otential -V in a warm flowing plasma is given bySKanalls expression (ref. 4)oelta

2 2 kT 2..eVe

I wa2 N eV0 [( I+ ~+2e erf( 1  VO)
Mv0 0 V

For HI 0 M V212 kT - 3 and the collected current does not differ' sub-
stantially Kocm LN' cold plasma result

72 Ne Vo + MVe ' (10)
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Thus, for V ~ 500 volts, N - 100 cm- 3 ,

I/la 2  1.3 x 10-9 amp/cm2 , (11)

and this extreme overestimate of collected H+ current is still substantially
less than the maximum observed charging currents.

So far, we have estimated upper bounds on selected ion current by invok-
ing orbit limited theory. To ascertain how much the estimated bound might
exceed actual current collection, let us consider space charge limited col-
lection of 0+ ions by a one meter sphere through a spherically symmetric
sheath of ten meter radius, the latter radius -ipresentina the radial extent
of a wake. The Langmuir-Blodgett theory for ''dcp charge limited collec' ion
of 0+ by a sphere permits the required voltage tc be estimated from (ref. 5)

j = 1.37 Y 10-8 V3 2  (12)
(*a)2

For j = 10-8 amp/cm2  a.! 100 cm, and an outer emission radius of 103

cm, equation (12) withac• = 30 gives

V Z 3.6 kV (13)

DISCUSSION

Simple theoretical considerations have been invoked to estimate upper
bounds on the ion current collected by a shadowed object subjected to intense
fluxes of energetic electrons. In the course of these estimates, many compli-
cating factors associated with geometry, vehicle potentials, field asym-
metries, and charging properties of materials have been ignored. It is appro-
priate to ask whether any of the effects that have been neglected may substan-
tially alter the magnitude of current drawn by an object located in the wake
of an ionospheric spacecraft.

The effect of secondary emission would be to increase the effective cur-
rent to the object. While secondary emission may be small for primary elec-
tron energies -10 KeV, it may be substantial for softer components of the pre-
cipitating electron spectrum, including those reflected from the dense atmo-
sphere.

The effect of a shuttle potential and field asymmetries is difficult to
determine. One might argue that a potential on the shuttle increases its ef-
fective size and decreases current to a shadowed object; one might also argue
that the fields around the shuttle focus more ions into the near wake where
the object is located. The theoretical resolution of these questions will
require multidimensional calculations of electric fields and ion trajectories
in those fields. The required techniques will be embodied in the POLAR code,
now under development at S-CUBED.
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WAKES AND CIFFCRENTIAL CHARGING OF LARGE BODIES IN LOW EARTH ORBIT

Lee W. Parker
LeeMW. Parker, Inc.

Concord, Massachusetts 01742

* Highlights of earlier results by the author and others using the author's Inside-
Out WAKE code on wake .tractures of LEO ipacecraft are reviewed, For conducting

, bodies of radius large compared with the Debye length (large inverse Debye number), .
high-Mach.-rumber wake deve.ops a negative potential welJ, Quasineutrality is violated
in the very near wake region, and the wake is relatively "empty" for a distance down-
"stream of about one-half of a "Mach number" of racAli. There is also a suggestion of a
core of high denity along the axis. We report recent work on very large bodies in LEO.

A comparison of rigorous numerical solut.ons with in-situ wake data from the AE-C
satellite suggests that the so-called "neutral approximation" for ions (straight-line
trajectories, independent of fields) may be a reasonable approximation except near the
center of the near wake, This approximation is adopted here for very large bodies.

In an earlier investigation of d0fferential charging of small nonconducting
bodies due to plasma flows, it was found that the scale of the voltage difference
between the upstream and downstream surfaces ("front" and "wake" surfaces of a non-
conducting body) due to a high-Mach-number plasma flow is governed by the ion drift
energy. Hence kilovolt potential differences may occur in the solar wind, f.r example,
betwetn a spacecraft and a piece of insulated material in its near wake.

Recent work has concerned the "wake-point" potential of very large nonconducting
bodies such as the Shuttle Orbiter. UpSng a cylindrical model for bodies of this size
or larger in LEO (body radius up to 10, Debye lengths), approximate solutions are prA-
sented based on the neutral approximation(but with rigorous tralectory calculations
for surface current balance). There is a negative potential well if the body is con-
ducting, and no well if the body is nonconducting. In -the latter case the wVke s'ar-.
face itself becomes highly negative, The wake-point potenLial Is governed by the 'on
drift energy.

LARGE-BODY WAKE STRUCTURE: CONDUCTING BODIES

Parker's wake-theory computer model for pillbox shapes (Inside-Out Method for
warm ions - see refs. 1-3) was applied by the author and others iin a nUmber of wake
calculations. High-voltage sheaths and wakes of large bodies require special numeri-
cal techniques (see refs. 3 and 12 for generalization to 3-D geometries, CLEPH code).

Wake of Moderately-Large Conducting Body in LEO

First we present highlights of earlier results obtained (1976, see refe. 1-2) in
a problem involving the wake of a large body in LO8, 100 Debye lengths In radius. The
body is in the form of a disk oriented normal to the flow. For two cases (figs. la
and lb) the parameter values are:
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Case 1 Case 2

*0 -4 (dimensionless potential in uni';s of kT/e) -h

X1• 100 (inverse Debye number = ratio of body XD =
radius to Debye length)

M 4 (ion Mach number) M = 8

This size of moving body is larger than had been treated prior to 1976 by trajectory-
following, i.e., realistic, calculations. The results show what may be expected for
the wake structure of large bodies in general. The problem of a large body requires
more effort (computer time and judicious selection of numerical parameters) than that
of a smaller body. The solutions shown, therefore, are intended to be illustrative
rather than accurate. The Inside-Out Method was used (refs. 1-3).

Poisson-Vlasov iteration was applied (refs. 1,2), starting with the neutral-
approximation ion density as an initial guess. A nominal number of trajectories,
512, was used at all grid points. The grid is similar to fig. 2a with z>O.

The profiles of ni, ne, and * (dimensionless ion density, electron density and
potential) are shown in figure la for Case 1. Tabulated values are given in refer-
ence 2. The wake is essentially "empty" of both ions and electrons between z=O and
z=l, and begins to fill up between z=2 and z=3, where z denotes the distance down-
stream in units of the body radius.

Two sets of ion-density profiles are shown on the left side of figure la, the
unlabeled profiles for the final iteration, and the profiles labeled "A" for the pre-
vious iteration. Comparison of the ne-profiles with the ni-profiles labeled "A" (to
denote that the *-profiles and ne-profiles in the figure are derived from these)
indicates that the quasineutrality assumption is valid everywhere outside a cone-
shaped region near the wake surface; the cone height along the axis is between one
and two radii. This is in accord with expectation for a large body. Near the wake
surface, however, quasineutrality is violated because the effective Debye length is
large. The similarity of the ni-profiles labeled "A" and the ne-profiles in figure
la is a consequence of near-quasineutrality.

Despite possible inaccuracies, one may infer certain physical conclusions from
figure la, namely, (a) the suggestion of a core of high (approximately ambient) den-
sity of ions and electrons on the axis, and (b) the occurrence of a potential well in
the near wake, defined as a region with 0-values below -4. The shading in the two
lowest $-profiles denote cross sections of this well. The wake-surface normalized
fluxes are 1.1 x 10-8 ("A") and 2.4 x 10-7 (final) for ions, and 4.3 x 10-3 for elec-
trons. The electron current density is less than exp(-h), as would be expected in
the presence of a potential well.

The region of wake disturbance probably extends more than 6 radii downstream,
and between 2 and 3 radii in the transverse direction.

Case 2 (fig. lb) is similar to Case 1 except that the !ach number is increased
from M=-4 to M=8. The next-to-final and final-order ion densities are labeled "A" and
unlabeled, respectively. On comparing these, the convergence seems fairly good at
z=0.5 and z=l radii downstream. Again, the disturbance extends beyond z=5, so that
the downstream boundary should be moved further than z=6 radii downstream.
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Despite possible inaccuracies, the consistency is such that physical conclusions
may be drawn as follows. In this case the wake is seen to remain empty further down-
stream than in the M=4 case. In addition, the suggestion is much stronger that there
is a central core of ambient density for both ions and electrons along the axis.
Moreover, the potential well is wider and longer than in the MW4 case, although the
depth is about the same. The normalized wake-sjrface fluxes are 7.4 x lO-30 ("A")
and 4 .2 x 10"30 (final) for ions, and 3.7 x 10" for electrons. The electron flux is
slightly less than the M-4 value, and is again less than exp(-4).

The conical region behind the disk where quasineutrality breaks down is now
longer than in the M-4 camse, extending to between 3-4 and z=5 radii along the axis.

The region of wake disturbance is probably longer than 6 radii downstream, as in
the MJ4 case, but may not extend beyond about 2 radii in the transverse direction.

Theory-Experiment Comparison for AE-C Satellite

Next, we note that Parker's wake theory computer model has been applied by Samir
and Fontheim (ref. 4) in a compa-ative study of ion and electron distributions in the
wakes of ionospheric satellites. From a comparison between the theory and ion me&-
surements on the AE-C satellite, Samir and Fontheim show that theory and experiment
agree fairly well in the "angle-of-attack" range between 900 and 1350. (The upstream
and downstream directions are defined by 00 and 1800, respectively.) A significant
finding is the fact that in that angular range even the "neutral approximation" for
ions (straight-line trajectories, independent of electric fields) gives fair agrge-
ment with the measurements. (In the near-wake maximum rarefaction zone near 180 ,

both the neutral approximation and the self-consistent solution underestimate the
measured ion densities - inferrel from probe currents - by orders of magnitude.
Electron data obtained by the Explorer 31 satellite also shows an underestimation
near 1800 by the Parker wake theory, although less pronounced.)

The largest ratio of body-radius-to-Debye*-Iength (that is, the inverse of the
Debye number) treated by Samir and Fontheim (ref. 4) is Rw-162, in one of the AE-C
cases.

Figures 2a, b (from ref. 4) illustrate the gmometry of the AE-C ion measurement,
and the ion ref.tlts for inverse DAb, , number 162. The locations of the ion current
observation points, and of the numerical grid points at which densities were calcu,-
lated, are shown in figure 2a, The geometry of the theoretical wodel is that of a
pillbox cylinder with its axis parallel to the flow, while the true geometry is that
of a pillbox cylinder in a "cross-flow," that iu, with its axis perpendicular to the
flow. In spite of tbis,, the theory-experiment comparison i1 (loemed by Samir and
Fontheim to be meaningful, in view of uncertaiaties in the calculations and estimated
measurement errors. (The deptb in the direction of the flow is the same for both the
satellite and the model, and the cross sections presented to the flow are nearly the
same.) The current probe moves on a circular arc at a radial distance of about 1.5
satellite radii.

In figure 2b, the measured angular profile is shown together with the neutral
approximation (zero-th iteration) and the self-consistent solution (15-th iteration).
The self-consistent solution is closer to the experimentc-l profile, in the angular
range 900 - 11470, than the neutral approximation. Near 1800, the self-consistent
solution is 2: to 3 orders of magnitude below the measured data, while the neutral
approximation is about 10 orders of magnitude lower.
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However, in their overall comparison assessment, Samir and Fontheim state that
the neutral approximation describes the observed profiles more and more accurately as
the inverse Debye number (ratio of body radius to Debye length) becomes large. This
is Justified physically based on the expectation that charge separation effects
become weaker as the body size increases. This is equivalent to the setting-in of
the quasineutrality regime, at sufficiently large inverse Debye numbers.

Wake of Very Large Conducting Body in LEO: Recent Results

We now treat the wake of a much larger conducting body, larger than any treated
previously, In this case the self-consistent calculation becomes computationally
relatively expensive. However, a reasonable approximation is afforded through the use
of the "neutral approximation" for ions. That is, the ion trajectories governing ion
space charge density are treated as if the ions were uncharged and unaffected by the
field. The electron space charge density is assumed to be given by the "Boltzmann
factor", that is, the exponential of the repulsive dimensionless potential. To some
extent this approximation is supported by the Samir and Fontheim in-situ comparison
discussed above. In any case it is qualitatively valuable and leCis to physical in-
sights with a minimum of computational expense. This approximation was used by Kiel
et al (ref. 11). (We compute current balance later using rigorous trajectories.)

The potential distribution in the wake of a conducting satellite, in the form of
a long cylinder with its axis normal to the flow, assumed to have a dimensionless
potential of 3 kT/e, is shown in figures 3a, b and c, for bodies with inverse Debye
numbers ranging from 10 to 10, and flow Mach numbers 2, 5 and 8. Figure 3a shows how
the wake potential profile varies with inverse Debye number, for fixed Mach number
8. The profiles for inverse Debye numbers 10, 102 and l03 are similar to results
obtained earlier for a sphere by Kiel et al (see fig. 5 of ref. 11). The Kiel et al
(ref. 11) results are for inverse Debye numbers up to lO. We have extended the solu-
tions to l05. The wake potential profile has a negative'minimum for inverse Debye
numbers greater than about 10. The magnitude of the minimum is about 7, 10, 14 and
19, respectively, for inverse Debye numbers 102, l03, 10 and 105. Figure 3b shows
how the wake potential profile varies with Mach number, for fixed inverse Debye num-
ber = l05. The depth of the potential minimum clearly increases with both increasing
Mach number and inverse Debye number. Figure 3c shows equipotential contours for Mach
number = 8 and inverse Debye number = 105.

Thepe results would be applicable to the Shuttle Orbiter %inverse Debye number
about l0') if it were a conducting body. However, most of its surface (about 97%) is
covered with nonconducting tiles. Hence it must be treated as a large nonconducting
body in LEO. The differential charging of such bodies is treated in the remainder of
this paper.

WAKE STRUCTURES AND DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING OF SMALL AND LARGE
NONCONDUCTING BODIES DUE TO PLASMA FLOWS

Differential Charging

Differential spacecraft charging takes place when the spacecraft surface is
partly or entirely insulating and the charged-particle fluxes vary from point to
point over the surface. In the familiar case of photoelectric emission from a sunlit
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insulated area, due to electrons escaping from it the sunlit area tends to become 4
positively charged relative to the surrounding dark areas (refs. 5-7). Another mech-
anism of differential charging, which is less familiar and appears to have been
treated only very recently (ref. 8), is that due to the relative motion between a
nonconducting spacecraft and the external plasma (e.g., a spacecraft in the iono-
sphere or in the solar wind). The fluxes of ambient ions and electrons on the wake
surface are not the same as on the front surface. For high velocities of relative
motion compared with the mean ion thermal velocity, whether this occurs in the iono-
sphere (due principally to spacecraft motion) or in the solar wind (due principally
to plasma motion), there is a significant differential in the ion fluxes, but a neg-
ligible differential for the electrons. Since the net current density must vanish
locally at each surface point in the steady state, this plasma-flow effect leads to a
larger negative equilibrium potential on the wake surface than on the front surface.
If there is photoesmission as well on the front surface (as in the solar wind), this
differential charging in enhanced. As shown below, this plasma-flow effect can gener-
ate differences between the front and wake surface potentials amounting to many kT/e
(where T is the temperature, k is Boltzmann's constant, and a is the electron charge),
together with a potential barrier for electrons. The potential difference can be
expected to be of the order of volts in the ionosphere, and one kilovolt in the solar
wind, that is, of the order of the ion drift energy (ref. 8).

Even weak differential charging can interfere with measurements of, say, weak
ambient electric fields or low-energy particle spectra, and it can create electron
potential barriers which can return emitted photoelectrons or secondary electrons to
the surface and lead to erroneous interpretations of the data (ref. 9). This type of
electron potential barrier is distinct from, and should not be confused with, the
more familiar space-charge potential minimum which can be produced by emitted-
electron space charge (ref. 10) and is not due to differential charging. The barrier
produced by differential charging effects may be more important than the potential
minimum caused by space charge.

The next section results show what may be expected: (a) in the ionosphere for
small insulated objects, small meteroids, or small parts of a spacecraft (e.g., a
painted antenna) located within the wake region of a moving spacecraft, and (b) in
the solar wind for an entire spacecraft, or small natural bodies in the solar system.
Following the next section, the wake structure and differential charging of very
large nonconducting bodies in Low Earth Orbit will be treated.

Differential Charging of Small Nonconducting Body

In the problem treated next (see fig. 4), we assume the nonconducting spacecraft
to have a "pillbox" shape, and to be in a flowing plasma, with the plasma flow along
the axis, from the "front" region toward the "wake" region. The plasma in taken to
be ionized hydrogen and is assumed to have a velocity of flow 4 times larger than the
most probable ion thermal velocity (ion "Mach number" - 4). (In the solar wind, this
Mach number would be approximately 10.) Since the unperturbed ion flux to the wake
surface is about 9 orders of magnitude smaller than the corresponding ion flux to the
front surface, and since the electron fluxes are about the same to the front and wake
surfaces, there will be a significant differential between the equilibrium potentials
at the front and wake surfaces (see below).

Using the Inside-Out Method, current densities of ions and electrons are evalu-
ated at many points on the spacecraft surface (ref.. 7-8). The local surface poten-
tials were varied until current balance was achieved at each point.
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rliure 4 shows equipotential contours around the spacecraft, obtained by numeri-
cal solution, labeled by numbers represer.ing dimensionless values of the potential
(in units of kT/e, where T is the plae.ip temperature, and assuming Ti=Te). These
potentials are obtained from Laplace's equation (space charge negligible for small
bodies), where the surface potentials are obtained by the relaxation method discussed
by Parker (ref. 8), under the requirement of zero net current density at all surface
points. The errors in the solution shown are estimated to be under 10 percent, based
on several runs giving similar answers starting from different initial guesses.

There are three regions of characteristic behavior of the potential: the "wake",
the "side", and the "front". Near the "wake point," the potentials are of the order
of -10 kT/e. This large negative value is associated with the reduction in ion flux
due to the flow. In the side region the potentials are of the order of -3 kT/e; this
is essentielly the order of the equilibrium potential when there is no flow
(1u-(kT/e)ln(mi/me)½). In the front region the potentials are of the order of -kT/e,
i.e., are less negative than those on the side, because of the enhancement of the ion
flux due to the flow. (Adding photoemission here would make the front potential still
less negative.) The surface points are thus not equipotential. Note that there is a
saddle point in the front region, that is, a potential barrier for electrons. This
feature is caused by the interaction between the relatively large magnitude wake-point
potentials and the relatively low rnmgnitude front potentials. The dashed part of the
contour labeled "-3.0" near the side surface indicates that there is more complicated
fine structure (variation of potential along the side surface) than is shown in *the
figure. The potentials along the wake surface fall off toward the corner. The poten-
tials along the front surface first fall with radius and then rise sharply as the
corner is approached. This may be a "corner effect."

It is shown by Parker (ref. 7) that when the ion Mach number is large (ir the
ionosphere and solar wind), the potential difference AV generated by the flow should
be of the order of miv 2 /2e, or 0.0052mi(amu)v 2 (km/s) in volts, where mi(amu) and
v(km/s) denote the ion mass in atomic mass units and the flow velocity in kilometers
per second, respectively. In the ionosphere, with oxygen ions and orbital velocities
of the order of 8 km/s, AV is about 5 V. Hence one would expect a relatively small
body in the ionosphere, such as a thin antenna or boom painted with nonconducting
paint, or a painted or insulated object in the very near wake of a spacecraft (or the
spacecraft surface itself if it is a dielectric) to become highly negatively charged
to potentials of the order of volts in the ionosphere.

In the solar wind these results could apply to an entire spacecraft, since it is
small in comparison with the Debye length. With protons and solar wind velocities of
about 400 km/s or higher, AV is of the order of 1 kV. This means that one may have
kilovolt potential differences between the wake and front surfaces. The electric
fields due to this differential charging may significantly disturb measurements of
space electric fields, or of low-energy plasma electrons, for example, on the Helios

,spacecraft (ref. 6). Moreover, because of this solar wind flow effect, small natural
bodies in the solar system (i.e., bodies not large in comparison with the Debye
length or ion gyroradius) may be expected to become differentially charged with poten-
tial differences of the order of I kV, independent of whether there is photoemission
or not. Candidates for this effect include micrometeroids, dust, asteroids, the
planet Pluto, and natural small satellites such as Mars' moon Deimos and Saturn's ring
material when they are outside the bow shock (M. Dryer, personal communication, 1978).

For large bodies in flowing plasmas, space charge cannot be neglected. The wakes
and differential charging of very large bodies are treated in the following section.
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Wake Structure and Differential Charging of Very Large
Nonconducting Bodies in LUO Plasma Flows: Recent Results

There in considerable interest in the charging and electric fields of the Shuttle
Orbiter. This is an important example of a very large spacecraft in Low Earth Orbit
(inverse Debye number about 104) with most of its surface (about 97%) nonconducting.
Only the small area in the vicinity of the engines is conducting and electrically
grounded to the main frame. Figures 5a and 5b indicate how the Orbiter may be sub-
jected to different types of differential charging depending on its orientation with
respect to the plasma-flow direction. In figure 5a, the Orbiter is moving "nose-
forward," i.e., heading into the flow. The wake-point potential (location indicated
by a cross) occurs essentially in the engine area, and thus defines also the Orbiter's
ground potential. The rest or the spacecraft surface is electrically isolated and
has in general a different potential distribution. The cargo bay area is a "gide"
region according to the terminology of the previous section. In figure 5b the
Orbiter is moving "belly-forward." With this orientation the wake-point potential
occurs in the cargo bay area, which is electrically isolated from the Orbiter ground.
The ground is defined by a different potential attained by the engine area. In the
shown orientation, the engine area is a "side" region.

Hence, the maximum negative ground potential of the Orbiter would occur when the
Orbiter is in the nose-foward orientation, while the cargo-ba'r potential would be
intermediate between this and the plasma potential. With the belly-ýOorward orienta-
tion, the roles of ground potentiea and cargo-bay potential would be reversed, with
the cargo bay at maximum negative potential, and Orbiter ground at intermediate
potential.

In the present paper the wake structure and the wake-point potential of a very
large nonconducting body in LEO such as the Orbiter are calculated using certain
approximations. The geometry is modeled by a circular cylinder as illustrated in
figure 6. The wake point is the isolated area indicated by a cross in the figure.
Again, because of computational expense, we use the neutral approximation, but only
for ion space charge. However, the differential charging, e.g. the wake-point poten-
tial, is calnulated rigoroutly by rturrent balance using Inside-Out-Method trajectories
(refs. 7-8), for t ions and electrons, in the resulting electric field distribution.

For a nonconducting body of any size, current balance at the wake point results
in significant negative wake-surface potentials. (Nonconducting bodies were not
treated by Kiel et al.) Figures 7a and 7b show results for inverse Debye number 105,
and Mkch numbers 2, 5 and 8. There is no potential minimum. Instead the wake point
attains the highest negative potential, resulting in a monotonic rather than non-
monotonic potential profile in the wake. Figure 7a shows how the wake-point poteo-
tial increases with increasing Mach number, for a fixed inverse Debye number - 10
The wake-point potential magnitude is about 8, 20 and 36 kT/e, respectively, for Mach
numbers 2, 5 and 8. Figure Tb shows equipotential contours for Mach number m 8 and
inverse Debye number w 105. These contours (nonconducting body) may be compared with
those of a large conducting body with the same parameters (fig. 3c).

Table 1 shows how the wake surface potential of a nonconducting large body
varies with Mach niumber and inverse Debye number, Evidently, the wake surface poten-
tial is insenusiive to inverse Debye number. The table also gives the values or the
dimensionless current density (equal of course for ions and electrons) at the wake
surface. For comparison, also shown are the ion currents that would result from
using the neutral approximation to calculate currents (see ref. 7). These are seen
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10 . to be many orders of magnitude smaller than the more realistic currents calculated
using ion trajectories affected by the field.

for large nonconducting bodies in high-Mach-number flows, the wake-to-front
potential difference generated by the flow is less than but of the order of the
potential-equivalent of the ion drift energy. This result is similar to that
obtained above for the case of a small noncouducting body.

Finally, we illuntrate in figures 8a, 8b and 8c examples of intricate 3-D large-
body geometries of aerospace interest (including the Orbiter) for which a wake-
modelin& capability will be achieved using te'ohniques presently under development at
Lee W Parker, Inc.

a
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Figure 2. - Geomotry of AE-C ion measurements.
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(a) Shuttle-orbiter model.

P*

(b) C-130 Hercules aircraft model.

Figure 8.- Three-dimensional computer models constructed of quadrilateral
patches.
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(c) Starship Enterprise inwdel.

Figure R. - Concluded. .
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SHEATH IONIZATION MODEL OF BEAM EMISSIONS FROM LARGE SPACECRAFT

S. T. Lii and H. A. Cohen
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

K. H. Bhavnani and M. Tautz
Radex, Inc.

Carlisle, Massachusetts

An analytical model of the charging of a spacecraft emitting electron and
ion beams has been applied to the case of large spacecraft. In this model,
ionization occurs in the sheath due to the return current, Charge neutraliza-
tion of spherical space charge flow is examined by solving analytical equations
numerically. Parametric studies of potential of large spacecraft are performed.
As in the case of small spacecraft, the ions created in the sheath by the
returning current play a large role in determining spacecraft potential.

INTRODUCTION

The potential difference created between spacecraft ground and the ambient
plasa during the ejection of a beam of electrons from a sounding rocket pay-
load in the ionosphere (ref. 1) has been found to be much less than had origi-
nally been theoretically predicted (ref. 2). To determine the reasons for
this limited potential difference, large-vacuum-chamber tests were conducted
in which electron and ion currents were ejected from a payload into a simulated
ionosphere.

As a plausible explanation to the observed current voltage behavior,
sheath ionization models (refs. 3,4) for small spacecraft have been studied. All
When an electron beam is emitted from a spacecraft, ambient electrons are
attracted by the charged spacecraft (ref. 5). They collide with the neutral
atmospheric molecules in their paths and may be energetic enough to ionize the
neutrals to form new electrons and ions (ref. 6). These newly created charges
alter the space charge current arriving at the spacecraft and shift the poten-
tial to a lower value. The beam electrons are assumed to be energetic enough
to leave the spacecraft completely and to play a negligible role in the ioniza-
tion. This mechanism is capable of explaining the nonmonotonic current-voltage
behavior observed.

In this paper, we apply the sheath ionization model to large spacecraft
in the ionosphere. In particular, it is important to find out whether the
nonmonotonic current-voltage behavior during electron beam emissions would
still be present for large spacecraft. Details of the method are given and
followed by a discussion of results.
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SYMBOLS

e electron charge

E electric field

Ib beam current
m mass of electron

m1  mass of ion

n density of ambient electrons
n density of ionization ions

n" density of ionization electrons

P probability of Ionization

R radius of spacecraft

r radial position measured from center of spacecraft

r' radial position used as integration variable
ro 0 radius of sheath measured from center of spacecraft
v* velocity of an electron in sheath

Vth thermal velocity of ambient electron

vs sweep velocity

0o permittivity of space
x mean free path of electron neutral collision
p space charge density

# electric potential

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The method of approach used is to study an analytical "plasma probe* model
(refs. 3,4,7,8), with space charge flow of electrons accelerating through the
sheath surrounding a spherical 'probe,* which represents a spacecraft in an
ionizable plasma environment. Magnetic field effect is Ignored in this model.

The beam is assumed to be energetic enough to leave the spacecraft com-
pletely and is not stopped by its own space charge at all. As the beam elec-
trons leave, the spacecraft becomes charged oppositely. A polarization region
(sheath) is formed in the vicinity of the spacecraft. In our model, ions are
assumed to be depleted due to charge repulsion inside the sheath (fig. 1).

The depletion radius ro will be defined by the balance of the outgoing
beam current with the incoming ambient current. For a beam current Ib, the
depletion radius r0 is determined by

lb a 4wrineevth (1)

where vth is the thermal velocity and ng is the number density of
ambient electrons. Some typical values of sheath radius as calculated by means
of equation (1) are shown in figure 2.
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The potential * at any point inside the sheath is governed by
Poisson's equation:

y2 • - L- (2)

C0

where p is the space charge density and co is the permittivity of empty
space.

Spherica) Symmetric System

To sieplify the geometry, we assume spherical symmetry in the spacecraft
and sheath system. Equation (2) becomes simply a radial equation:

L L(r\ (3)
r 2  or ( r 0

where the gradient of the potential + gives the electric field E:

W -E(r) (4)or

Taking into account the electron and ion pairs created as a result of ioniza-
tion, the charge density p at any point r in the sheath is given by the
sum of charge densities (fig. 3):

p(r) • e [n*(r) - n-(r) - ne(r)] (5)

where nt is the return current (primary) electron density and n+ and A

n- are the ionization ion and electron densities, respectively, due tu
return current electron collisions with neutrals.

The ionization electron density n-(r) is due to all ionizations that
occur outward of r, and the density n+(r) of ions at r is due to all
ionizations that occur inward of r. Thus

fro [dtl r'2 dr'

r 2 [2e1*(r) - *(r')l/m, /2 *I

and

[] r'12 dr'

r (2e1*(r) -(r')j/mi]

R
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where

rdt X"r'( l ]n ( l v ( l (8)

Numerical Method

To solve the system of equations (3) to (8), one divides the space of the
sheath into N concentric shells and sets up N equations for the N unknowns
*i (fig. 4). In view of the complexity of the ionization terms in equations
(6) and (7), it is impossible to solve these equations exactl Instead, one
seeks the approximate solutions that minimize a function F, he mean squa I
of fj,,constructed from the radial Poisson equation (eq. (3)) for the j~n
cell, where i a 1, ... , N.

fi(El,...,EN) , (r 2E)t1 - (r2E)1 - L [r2p(El,....,EN)]tAr (9)

where the electric field E (eq. (4)) is constructed in a finite difference

scheme:

ar(E + _2E + E~ (10)
1i i ow 4

The numerical method used to tolve equations (8) to (10) is the standard
Newton-Raphson method of iteration:

E(J.l) . E(J)i - t "
I

A set of trial solutions is used to start in the Newton-Raphson iteration
process, and a convergtit set of solutions is sought for each set of input
parameters such as beam current, ambient electron density, ambient electron
temperature, mean free path, and spacecraft radius.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 5 shows the computed results of spacecraft potential as a function
of electron beam current for various electron densities, electron temperatures,
and mean free paths. The nonmonotonic behavior of potential current curves
shows up. At low currents, the potential increases with beam current. When
the current increases further, ionization occurs inside the sheath. The
potential then turns around as the current of the electron beam increases.

The ion and electron charges created by ionization alter the behavior of
the space charge flow, originally governed by the single charged Polsson equa-
tion. The potential turns to a lower value and stays approximately constant
as current further increases,
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At this stage, the potential profile as a function of radial distance 2
shows locally flat gradient. This is due to ions created inside the sheath
not being able to move out quickly because of their heavy masses. If a local
Ion charge buildup forms a potential hump, ion motion would be two ways,..and
the theory would then break down.

To overcome this difficulty, a sweep velocity vs is added to the ions.
Equation (7) becomes

t r'r' dr'

n (r) 2 1•_2 1/ (12)
r2 f eI$(r) - *(r')l/m 2 v1]1/2

R

It is argued that the motion of a spacecraft relative to its plasm envi-
ronment can provide such a sweep velocity vs (eq. (12)). 'The value of
vs is of the order of spacecraft velocity and is an arbitrary input to the
computation. However, at a higher current, a potential hump again shows up,
and the computation fails to converge. The technique breaks down. It is con-
jectured that two-way space charge flows should be accommodated when a poten-
tial hump appears.

For increasing spacecraft radii, the nonmonotonic current-voltage behavior
still persists (fig. 6). However, increased spacecraft radius lowers the
maximum spacecraft potential induced by beam emission. Also, the amplitude of
the difference between the maximum potential and the minimum (beyond the turn-
around) diminishes. Figure 7 shows a plot of the envelope of tmximum and
minimum potentials for various spacecraft radii,

For a given beam current %b (eq, (1)), the sheath surface area remains
constant and is unaffected by the increase in spacecraft radius, The sheath
thickness (defined as the sheath radius minus the spacecraft radius), however,
diminishes. As a result, a lower spacecraft potential is sufficient to attract
ambient electrons, through the sheath, for the compensation of electron beam
current leaving the spacecraft.

Beyond the turnaround point in a current-potential curve, the minimum
potential is limited by the minimum energy required to ionize a neutral mole-
cule in the atmosphere. Since such a minimum energy is generally of the order
of 20 eV (ref. 6), the minimum potential in a current-potential curve is
expected to approach about 20 eV asymptotically, depending on the model of
ionization used. For the same reason, if the maximum potential induced by
beam emissions is below about 20 eV, no nonmonotonic behavior is expected.

Figure 7 shows the calculated envelopes of the maximum and minimum (beyond
turnaround) potentials for various spacecraft radii in a given ambient environ-
ment, The amount of ionization becomes very small as the sheath potential
approaches the minimum ionization potential. The amplitude of the potential
drop beyond the turnaround also approaches the value of minimum ionization
energy.

There is another critical beam current, which manifests itself for large
spacecraft, but not for small ones. This current is determined by equating
the sheath radius to the spacecraft radius, If the sheath radius is too small,
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the spacecraft will receive enough ambient electrons to compensate beam emis-
sions without being ch;ri-1" *; l •,•.~al oui the spacecraft is that of
natural charging, in this case. beyond this critical current, the beam emis-
sion is able to swing the spacecraft to an opposite potential and hence control
the charging of the spacecraft. This phenomenon shows up in the calculations
(fig. 6).

In the model studied, as the radius of a spacecraft increaseý, three
regimes of physical behavior can be identified. Figure 8 shows these regimes
clearly. The potential-versus-spacecraft-radius curve is relatively flat in
the small-radius regime. This is the regime in which saturated ionization
occurs (i.e., this is the regime beyond the minimum potential in a current-
voltage curve). The second regime is characterized by the presence of the
potential maximum, which is the main feature of nonmonotonic behavior. The
third regime occurs when the spacecraft is so large that its radius exceeds
the sheath radius (measured from the spacecraft center) for a given current.
The beam loses its control of the spacecraft potential and natural charging
dominates.
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INTERACTIONS BETWEEN LARGE SPACE POWER SYSTEMS AND LOW-EARTH-ORBIT PLASMAS

N. John Stevens
Hughes Aircraft Company
El Segundo, California

There is a growing tendency to plan space missions that will incorpovate
very large space power systems. These space power systems must function in the
space plasma environment, which can impose operational limitations. As the
power output increases, the operating voltage also must increase and this volt-
age, exposed at solar array interconnects, interacts with the local plasma.
The implications of such interactions are Lonsidered herein. The available
laboratory data for biased-array segment tests are reviewed to domnstrate tho
basic interactions considered. A data set for a floating high-voltage array
test was used to generate approximate relationships for positive and negative
current collection from plasmas. These relationships were applied to a hypo-
thetical lO0-kW power system operating in a 400-km, nqar-equatorial orbit. It
was found that discharges from the negative regions of the array are the most
probable limiting factor In array operation.

INTRODUCTION

For the past several years NASA has been conducting miSsion-planning
studies calling for ejtremely large satellites to be placed in low Earth orbitf
by the space shuttle. 4 Because the planners were freed from the constraint
imposed by expendable launch vehicle shrouds, satellite dimensions grew to tons
of meters and power generation requirements rose to hundreds of kilowatts.

I ii

Now that the Space Transportation System (i.e., shuttle) is operational,
there is an effort under way to place such a large structure in orbit in the
near future. The projected system could be a manned space platform capable of
conducting Earth-oriented studies, space science investigations, or space manu-
facturing experiments. Although the mission is not finalized, it could involve
an expandable platform - initially a simplified station that can be oypanded in
the future. The platform would probably be placed in an orbit similar toSkylab's (400 to SO0 km) so that it could be serviced by the shuttle 6tid yet be
high enough to minimize raboost cost and have an adequate mission life. Arraypower requirements are postulated as being between 50 and 100 kW.

The generation of large power levels requires very la go solar arrays
since the nominal power density is of the order of 100 WI15. Hence a 5O-kW
array would require an area of 500 m . This area implies long cabling to bring
power to the user. If the system were operated at a nominal voltage of 30 to
60 V., currents of the order of 1000 A would be required. Curren s of this
magnitude can produce either significant cable harness losses (I1R) or unac-
ceptable increases in Weight if the cable loss is reduced by using thicker
cross-sectional areas. In addition, large currents flowing in the array can
generate magnetic fields that can interact with the Earth's. This increases
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both the drag on the system and reboost cost. The alternative is to increase
the operating voltages and thereby reduce currents. However, to date, the
largest operating voltage used in space was the 100 V used for relatively short
periods in Skylab. 6  For this new space platform, operating voltages of 200 to
1000 V are being considered. The operation of power systems at high voltages
can give rise to interactions with the space plasma environment that must be
considered in designing these systems.

The interactions of concern are illustrated in the high-voltage space
power system shown in Figure 1. This system consists of two large solar array
wings surrounding a central body or spacecraft. The solar arrays are assumed
to be assembled by standard construction techniques. This means that the cover
slides do not completely shield the metallic interconnects from the environ-
menit. These cell interconnects are at various voltages depending on their
location in the array circuits. Hence the interconnects can act as plasma
probes and attract or repell charged particles. At some location on the array
the generated voltages will be equal to the space plasma potential. Since the
electrons are more mobile than the ions, the array will float at voltages that
are mostly negative with respect to space plasma potential. Cell interconnects
at voltages above this space plasma potential will collect electrons; those at
voltages below this space plasma potential will collect ions. The voltage
distribution in the interconnects relative to the space plasma potential must
be such that these electron and ion currents are equal (i.e., the net current
collected is zero).7

This flow of particles can be considered to be a current loop through
space that is in parallel with the operational system and hence is a power
loss. In addition, the cover glass used on the solar cells must also have a
zero net current collection. This interaction with the space plasma forces
the cover glass to a small negative potential and can produce largi voltage
gradients in the gap region between solar cells. This can give rise to arcing
conditions or transienit breakdowns to space.

The severity of these plasma interactions depends on the array operating
voltages and the charged-particle environments. The operating voltage will be
determined from power system studies but will probably be less than 1000 V.
The charged-particle environment is determined by the orbital altitude
(Fig. 2). At the projected operating voltages only the low-energy or thermal
plasma environment should be of concern since the array voltage is too low to
influence the higher energy environmental particles. This plasma environment
has particles with temperatures of about 1 eV and densities that vary from a
maximum of about 3x106 cm-3 at 300 km to between 1 and 10 cm-3 at geosynchro-
nous altitudes. Hence plasma interactions should be more severe at the lower
altitudes than at synchronous altitude.

These possible interactions between space power systems and plasma envi-
ronments have been discussed elsewhere in general terms. In this paper the
basic phenomena are reviewed and application to a space power system is
discussed.
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REVIEW OF BIASED-ARRAY TESTS

Tests of small segments of solar arrays biased by laboratory power sup-
plies while exposed to simulated Dlasmas in vacuum facilities have been con-
ducted over the past.lO years.8-1 A test of a similar nature has been
conducled in space. Regardless of the size of the array segment (from
lO0-cmd to 13 600-cm2 areas have been tested) the results are quite similar.
In this section the test procedure and the pertinent results are summarized.

Such plasma interaction tests are typically conducted in an experimental
arrangement shown schematically in Figure 3(a). The vacuum chamber is capable
of pumping to background pressures of 10-6 torr or less. The plasma environ-
ment is created by ionizing a gas (e.g., nitrogen, argon, or helium). The
plasma parameters (plasma number density and particle temperature) are usually
determined with either cylindrical or spherical Langmuir probes. The solar
array segment (Fig. 3(b)) is mounted in the chamber and is electrically iso-
lated from the tank ground. A high-voltage power supply is connected to one
or both ends of the array through an isolated feedthrough in the tank well. A
current-sensing instrument is placed between the power supply and the test
sample to measure any coupling current between the segment and the tank ground
through the plasma environment. This lead is shielded to minimize extraneous
currents. A surface voltage probe (such as that manufactured by TREK) is used
to sense the voltage on the array during the test. Hence a surface voltage
profile and a leakage current measurement are obtained as functions of applied
positive or negative voltage for a given plasma environment. It should be
pointed out that the tank ground is not the plasma potential. This plasma
potential is determined from the probe readings and must be added to, or sub-
tracted from, the applied bias voltage in order to interpret the test data.
It is very important to make this correction at low bias voltages since the
plasma potential can be in the range t20 V.

Typical results for a 100-cm2 solar array segment biased positively and
negatively are shown in Figures 4(a) and (b). 4  In the positive bias volt-
age case (Fig. 4(a)) the current collection starts at relatively low current
values and increases slowly until a bias of about 100 V is reached. At this
point there is a marked increase in current collection (by orders of magni- -
tude). Above about 250 V the current tends to increase linearly with volt-
age. The surface voltage probe traces give an indication as to why this
behavior occurs: At the low applied biases the voltage is confined to the gap
region between the cells. The cover glass maintains its required zero current
baljace with the plasma by a slightly negative surface voltage. The super-
position of the fields resulting from these voltages shields the bias voltage
from the plasma. At biases greater than 100 V, the shielding appears to break
down. The bias field now is stronger and starts to encompass the cover
glass. rhtis cc9lerates electrons from the plasma into the cover glass and
creates secondary-emitted electrons. The surface voltage must now change to
maintain a zero current balance at the glass surface. This surface voltage
assumes a value that is about I V less than the bias voltage. Hence at this
transition, c-olled 'snapover,U4g the collecting area is increased to the
full segment area, and this increase changes the coupling currents. The data
carl be modeled empirically as cylindrical probe collection at positive bias
voltages up to 100 V and as spherical probe collec on (with tha bias reducedby 100 V) at positive voltages greater than 1N V.11
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For negative bias voltages (Fig. 4(b)) the data indicate that the coup-
ling current increases slowly and then transits into an arc or breakdown,
which is signified by a rapid rise in current that trips off the 'laboratory
power supply. Since the supply is also used to bias metallic probes without
breakdowns, it must be assumed that the arcing results from the interaction
between the negatively biased conductor (cell interconnects), the dielectrics
(cover slides), and the plasma environment. The surface voltage probe traces
indicate that the gap region between cells is the probable cause for the
breakdown. As the bias voltage is made more and more negative, the fields
resulting from the cover glass voltage confine the bias field to this limited
area. It is known that a negative conductor confined by a less negative
dielectric is prone to breakdown and this appears to be happening here.

Both the positive and negative bias voltage effects descriled above are
plasma-density-dependent phenomena. For the positive bias voltage cases both
the 1 - n -high-voltage collection changes in direct proportion to the den-
sity. 11,1 However, the transition remains at about 100 V. The only condi-
tion that seems to influence the transition appears to be the relative areas of
the iegment and its dielectric and conductive boundaries. The data obtaiged in
support of the PIX flight seemed to indicate a higher transition voltage1'
probably because of the use of a small segment mounted on a large plate. The
negative bias breakdown thresholds as a function of plasma density are shown
in Figure S. At the peak space plasm density environment (about 300-km
altitude), this breakdown value is uncomfortably low (about 300 V negative
relative to the space plasm potential).

The phenomena described above seam to occur independently of the inter-
connect configuration and array size. Both the standard interconnect configu-
ration ano wraparound configurations have been tested. Array sizes of 100 to
13 600 cmV gave similar results. The higher positive bias voltage results
for the larger panels can be questioned, however, since the tank walls can
interact with bias voltage sheaths and distort the results.

REVIEW OF FLOATING-ARRAY TESTS

Although the phenomena of plasma interactions with high-voltage solar
arrays can be studied on small segments witn bias voltages provided by exter-
nal power supplies, tests must be run with self-generated voltages in order to
validate the concepts developed. Unfortunately there have been relatively few
such tests primarily because of the large array required to generate the high
voltages needed and the subsequent large facility (with large solar simula-
tors) required to obtain interaction data without wall effects. Even the
small amount of data available is incomplete.

A nine-panel array is shown in Figure 5. This array was made up of sur-
plus flight solar array panels with no attempt to match panel characteris-
tics. Seven panels (1400 cm each) were originally essembled in the late
1960's for the Space Electric Rocket Test (SERT-2) project, and two panels
(1950 cuZ each) were assembled in the early 1970's for the Space Plasma
High-Voltage Interaction Experiment (SPHINX) project. This nine-panel array
was used in a series of tests conducted at both the Johnson Space Center and
the Lewis Resqerch Center to evaluate the influence of facilities on plasma
interactions. 1' Johnson also did a series of floating tests using the solar
simulator.
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For this paper the results o ained with the nine-solar-panel array in
the Johnson Space Center facality/l are used to provide a basis for predic-
ting performance of large space power system in a space environment. Since
the panels were not matched and the solar simulator did not uniformly illumi-
nate all nine panels, the results must be viewed as an approximation to the
desired test data. Furthermore not all of the plasm properties were
reported, so the particle energies and the plasma potential in the chamber had
to be approximated.

The test was run with the array in an open-circuit condition but with the
capability of measuring each panel voltage and the current between panels.
The plasma density was 2x10 4 cm- 3 . The distribution of open-circuit voltages
per panel after correcting for the assumed value of the plasma potential (10 V)
is shown in Figure 7. The slope of the voltage is not the same for each panel
because of the nonuniformity of the panels. In this configuration the array
open-circuit voltage was about 248 V or slightly less than the 260 V obtained
without the plasma. This is either due to a fluctuation in the sol4r simulator
or, more probably, a slight loading of the array by leakage through the plasma.
As shown in Figure 7 the array floats slightly positive and predominantly nega-
tive. This distribution was expected because the electrons are more mobile
than the ions. It is interesting to note that the average value of the posi-
tive voltage panel is about 10 percent of the overall voltage. This is the
assumption usually made in computing power system interactions with plasma
environments.

The following empirical approximations for current collection1 6 were
used to compute the coupling currents:

I j3eoAint (l"

-V

where

J009 iio thermal electron and ion current densities, A/cm2
Aint interconnect area, cm2
V+. V_ positive and negative average panel voltage (relative to plasma

Poen i

Ee, p n electron and ion energies (normalized to electronic charge), *V

The relationships were iterated until the electron coupling current was approx-
imately equal to the ion current. The results are shown in Figure 8 along with
the measured values. The agreement is reasonable.

The agreement obtained here may be fortuitous in view of the many approx-
imations made. If the behavior of high-voltage solar array systems is to be
understood, it is mandatory that a well-conceived, complete set of experiments
be conducted. These experiments must include bias voltage tests AD self-
generated voltage tests with the capability of achieving positive voltages
above the snapover condition. This would answer questions on the negative
voltage breakdown phenomena as well.
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APPLICATION TO SPACE POWER SYSTEMS

To illustrate the effect of plasma interactions on a large. high-voltage
space power system, consider a lO0-kW generator, made up of 10 modules of 10 kW
each, operating in a 400-km, near-equatorial Earth orbit (Fig. 9). It is
assumed that the modules are connected electrically in parallel to avoid a
single-point failure that could occur with a series connection. Each of the
modules is assumed to operate at a load voltage VL and a load current IL,
The lO0-kM power output of the system would then be available to the loads at
a voltage VL and current 10 IL,

Furthermore each of the modules is asumed to be built up from ten 1-kM
solar array blocks connected in series. Each block would then generate a cur-
rent IL at an average voltage of 0.1 V . Approximately one block would
be at a positive potential relative to tke space plasma potential; the other
nine would be negative (Fig. 9).

The Ilasma environmental parameters for the 400-km orbit are given in
Table 1.li The implications that could arise from the etwironmental measure-
ments made on the third shuttle flight are discussed later in this section.

The plasma coupling or drainage current can be computed for the 10-kW
module operating at an average VL of 500 V and producing an IL of 20 A.
Each block would generate 1 kW of power at an average voltage of 50 V. The
relationships derived in the previous section are used to compute the positive
and negative coupling currents for this module, which is assumed to be typical
for the system. The results are sunmarized in Table 11. These results indi-
cate that the currents do not balance and that another iteration should be
made. but the average loss, of the order of 15 mA, represents a possible power
loss of about 0.1 percent. This is such a negligible loss that refining the
computations is considered to be unwarranted. This is true only when the
positive voltage stays below snapover conditions (i.e., <100 V).

What is a concern is whether the blocks that are at negative voltages
relative to the space plasma potential approach the breakdown threshold. This
can have more serious consequences than the coupling current losses - a block
discharging to space can disrupt the whole power systom output.

From dischtigg photographs obtained in ground tests on small biased solar
array segments,ISIO it appears that the whole segment area is not involved
in a given discharge. Hence only a finite area of a large solar array may be
involved in any single discharge. The location of this finite area within the
power system 1-kW block then becomes critical to evaluating the effect of dis-
charges on system performance. If discharges occur at parallel paths within
the block, thus allowing the module to continue to be a power generator, one
would expect a ripple impressed on the dc voltage (Fig. 10). Since the break-
down threshold is not an absolute value and since there are 10 modules in this
power system, there should be considerable randomness in the breakdowns and
the resulting overall ripple.

The worst case would be when the discharge occurs in the series portion
of the block and thus interrupts the block power output. If the output of a
whole block is involved, the module output will also have a transient behavior
since all blocks are in series. If a module power output is involved, then
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the whole array output could temporarily collapse (Fig. 10). ""dom oscilla-

tions in the power output could be caused by the breakdowns it h mod- tnd
by the, as yet unknown, lifetime influence on breakdown threshu,

Environmental measurements on the third shuttle flight 20' 21 compound the
difficulties imposed by possible plasma interactions. It has been found that
because of photoemission from the surface the plasma environment around the
shuttle in sunlight is approximately 10 times denser than previous measurements
would indicate. Furthermore this dense environment seemed to stay with the
shuttle for the 8 days of the mission. If this phenomenon holds true for all
altitudes and for extended periods of time, the plasma surrounding a large
power system could also be denser than previously considered. A factor of 10
increase in plasm density would increase the coupling current losses to about
1 percent, which may still be unimportant. However, the discharge threshold
would be reduced significantly by such an increase and more blocks would be
involved in discharge transients. This Is a much more serious interaction
problem.

These considerations apply to cases where the environment is assumed to be
isotropic. Such conditions do not always exist in low Earth orbits and there
can be significant changes during the orbit (Fig. 11). At certain times thb
active area of the array faces the orbital velocity direction (Oram*). Under
such conditions the ion currents are increased (ram velocity is greater than
ion thermal velocities), and this causes the array to float more positively
relative to the space plasma potential. The result is higher coupling currents
and lower discharge tendency. When the active area faces away from the orbital
velocity direction ('wake"), the resulting deficiency of ions causes the system
to float more negatively and thus the discharge probability to be greater.
Finally the system will enter eclipse each orbit. This eclipse period is long
enough to allow the array to cool significantly. Upon reentry to sunlight the
cold solar array system could generate up to twice its normal voltage until the
temperature returns to normal. Unfortunately the system would be entering the
ram conditioit upon leaving eclipse, and so for a short time both power losses
and discharges could be a concern.

The conditions described apply to a large space power system operating in
a 400-km, near-equatorial Earth orbit. If the system were placed at a lower
altitude (-300 km), the higher plasma density would increase the coupling
losses and the discharge probability. At a higher altitude high-energy parti-
cle damage to solar arrays must be considered. Operating in a polar orbital
environment brings in a variable plasma environment along with possible auro-
ral flux interactions, Yet a plasm environment is not prohibitive to opera-
tions of space power systems provided that the possible interactions are
considered and accounted for in system designs. The alternative of lower volt-
age operations is not necessarily safe nor conducive to power system growth.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Plans for future NASA missions call for large space platforms operating in
low Earth orbits. These platforms require large space power systems capable of
generating a few hundred kilowatts of power. At these levels the operating
voltage must be greater than voltages commonly used in present power systems.

* However, the higher voltage can result in interactions with the space plasma
environment that can influence the operating characteristics of the power
system.
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Tests in ground simulation facilities in which small solar array segments
were biased to positive and negative voltages in a plasma environment have
shown that interactions can be detrimental. When positive voltages are
applied, electron currents can be collected that become proportional to the
panel area at voltages greater than 100 V. Under negative bias voltages arcing
or breakdown can occur. This arcing threshold depends on the plasma density
and can be as low as -300 V in simulated 300-km-orbit plasma environments.

Relatively few tests have been conducted in which an array capable of
generating high voltages under solar simulation conditions was operated in a
plasma environment. One such test of a nine-block, 13 600-cm2 array has shown
that the array would float electrically such that one block would have an aver-
age positive voltage that would be 10 percent of the overall voltage, with the
other eight blocks progressively more negative. This test indicated that array
behavior could be approximated by considering the interaction with separate
blocks at an average voltage.

This approach was applied to a 10-kW array that was considered to be part
of a 100-kW space power system operating at 500 V. Ten l0-kW arrays, each in
parallel, made up this system. It was found that, under normal quiescent con-
ditions, the power drain due to the electron coupling current would be negli-
gible. However, the arcing in the negative-voltage regions could seriously
disrupt system operations either by introducing a ripple on the output or by
terminating operations depending on the severity and location of the break-
downs. The orbital oscillations ranging through ram, wake, and eclipse condi-
tions generally tend to make the situation worse. Finally the evidonce from
the shuttle experiments that indicate that large space structures could create
their own plasma environment tends to make plasma interactions even more
critical.

For the past 12 years the advantages and disadvantages of large space
power system operations at high bus voltages have been argued and discussed,
There are obvious advantages to using high voltages in space. Possible haz-
ards to such operations with standard array technology have been addressed
herein. These interactions are not insurmountable but can be overcome given
adequate understanding of the phenomena. What is nee*ed is a systematic
Investigation to determine why discharges occur and how to prevent them. This
would require test programs involvibkg large arrays with self-generated volt-
Ages and finally a flight experiment to prove that all of the interactions can
be minimized.
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TABLE I. - ENVIRONMENT AT 400-km ORBIT

Plasma characteristics:
ero....... ................. !011

, ev..................... 0.22

Ions (0)
,3 .... ................. 2xi0ll

E1, eV ....................... 0.09

Spacecraft orbital velocity, km/sec .......... 7

Plasma current densities, A/rn2:
Isotropic:

Electron, jeo ............... 2.4103
Ion, o . .. . . . . 9.4 xI0"6

Ram (Ion): ...... . .. . 2.6x10-4

TABLE It. - SUMMARY OF PLASMA COUPLING CURRENTS

[Assumted operating conditions for module: V00
500 V and 18p a 20 A; for block: V00 N 5O
and oo * 20 A.)

Black Average potential Plasm coupling
(relative to space), current,

V MA

1 50 -.0 4 -10.4
2 0 .4
3 -50 .6
4 -'100 1.1
5 -1SO 1.7
6 -200 2.3 204A
1 -260 2.9
a -300 3.4
9 -350 4.0

10 -400 4.5
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CALCULATION OF SECONDARY-ELECTRON ESCAPE CURRENTS FROM INCLINED SPACECRAFT

SURFACES IN A NAGNETIC FIELD*
4,

J. 6. Laframboiss
York University

Toronto, Canada 43, IP3
9

In low Earth orbit, the germagnetic field is strong enough that secondary
electrons emitted from spacecraft surfaces have an aver-,ge gyroradiue much smaller
than typical dimensions of large spacecraft. This imples that esoap. of secondaries
will be strongly inhibited on surfaces which are nearly parallel to 3, even if a
repelling electric field exists outside them. this effect is likely to make an
inportant contribution to the current balance and hence the equilibrium potential of
such surfaces, making high-voltage charging of them more likely. We present
numerically-calculated escaping secondary electron fluxes for these uondititnm. For
use in numerical spacecraft-charging simulations, we also present an analytic
curve-fit to these results, accurate to within 3% of the emitted current.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of high-voltage charging or other anvironmental effects on a
spacecraft in low Earth orbit appears likely to be more comphicated than in geosta- Aim
tionary orbit, for at least tbree reasons.

These reasons aret (a) space charqe effects (on sheath and wake potentials) are
more important# because space-charge densities are much higher (the Debye length is
no longer >> typical spacecraft dimensions) (b) ion flow effects are more importa t,
because spacecraft orbital speed ' ion thermal speeds (c) the geomagnetic fieldal is .
likely to have an important influence on charged-particle motions because I is now
much larger, and not all of the average particle gyroradii of importance are any
longer >> typical spacecraft dimensions.

We wish to investigate an important consequence of (c), which concerns the
escape of secondary eleotrons emitted from spacecr&ft surfaces. Our discussion will
also apply, with minor modifications, to photoelectron or backscattergd-electron
escape. In low Earth orbit, in the auroral-sone geomagnetic field (fiI - 0.44 gauss-
4.4x10- 5 T), the gyroradius of a "typical" 3eV secondary electron and a 10 keV aurorial
electron are 13 cin and 8 m, respectively. The avera gyroradius of "cold" iono-
spheric electrons (temperature T-0.1 eV)ivi the soam b is even smullr (2 cm), but
this is not an important parameter in most cases because these electrons are repelled
if the spacecraft potential is negative, and their density is then well-approximated
by a Doltsmann factor, which is unaltered by A effects.

The reason why B affects secondary-electron *escape is shown in Fig. 1. In rig.
1(e), the spacecraft surface is perpendicular to A, and the emitted electrons, which

Work supported by the United States Air Force under Contract No. F19628-83-K-0028.
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experience an electric forca-eE directed away from the surface, all escape, .elping
to discharge it. In Fig. l(b), the spacecraft surface is nearly parallel to 1, and
almost all of the emitted electrons return to it, even though they still experience
an electric force directed away from it. These electrons therefore are unable to
help discharge it, so a surface nearly parallel to flts more likely to charge to a
large negative voltage. Note that the component of E which is perpendicular to
results only in an I t drift parallel to the surface.

For any object much larger than 13 cm, the escape .f %icondary electrons will be
strongly affected by this process. For example, moi lurfac*s on the Shuttle are
effectively "infinite planes" by this criterion. Or. caw othcr hand, the average
gyroradius of high-energy auroral electrons is comparable to Shuttle dimensions, so
the deposition of these electrons onto Shuttle surfaces is likely to be only moder-
ately inhibited.

For a larger object (size >) 8 m), deposition of auroral electrons will also
become strongly orientation-dependent, with both co~lection and escape of electrons
now 'being inhibited on surfaces nearly parallel to D. This suggests that
high-voltage charging of such surfaces may be more likely on objects of intermediate
size than on either larger or smaller ones. In the calculation of Parks and Katz1 ,
Katz and Parks 2 , the tendency toward high-voltage charging increased with spacecraft
size because in their model, ion collection increased less rapidly with spacecraft
size than did electron collection. To determine which of these two effects predomin-
ates will require more detailed calculations than have been done so far.

As already mentioned, strong ion flow effects also are generally present in low
orbitt thu ion speed ratios (flow speed/most probable ion thermal speed) for H+ at
1 keY, H+ at 0.1 eV, and 0÷ at 0.1 eV are 0.02, 1.8, and 7.3, respectively. Whenever
the latter is the predominant ion species, ion collection on downstream surfaces will
therefore be strongly inhibited. If a surface is simultaneously d*wnstream and nearly
parallel to 1, as is likely to be the case in the auroral sones, then the tendency
for high-voltage charging to occur on it will be greatly increased (Fig. 2).

To "straightforwardly" include B effects on secondary electron emission in a
large two or three dimensional simulation program would involve the numerical integr-
ation of very large numbers of secondary-electron orbits. The result•ng osouting costs
usualy would be formidabie, especially since these orbits would have relatively large
curvatures. A desirable alternative is to "parameterize" the situation by treating
in advance a simplified but still sufficiently realistic model problem. in order to
do this, we make the approximations described ii the next Section.

2. TH•ORY FOR I NORMAL TO SURFACE

we assume t~at th$ spacecraft surface is an infinite plane, and the electric and
magnetic fields 8 and a outside i• are uniform. in the work presented here, we also
assume that the electric force -3 on electrons is directed along the outward normal
to the surfacet here o is the magnitude of the elementary charge. This assumption is
to be relaxed in a later paper (J.G. Laframboise, to be published) in order to permit
variations of potential along the surface to be taken into account. We assume that
the secondary electrons are emitted with a Maxwellian distribution corresponding to a
temperature T. The ratio i 1 C/1 of escaping to emitted flux is then a function of
two parameters: the angle 6 between the surface normal and the direction of 6 (Fig.3),
and a parameter describing the strength of 3. A convenient choice for this parameter
is the difference in potential across a mean secondary-electron gyroradius r w(l/eB)
(wmkT/2)", divided by kT/e, where m is electron mass and k is Boltumann's constant.
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This quotient ist

(2.1)

where .aIII and, 181.

This quantity also b&6 an alternatiye, more useful interpretation, it is the
ratio of the magnitude IfxII/B2 of the •X drift speed, to one-half the mean
thermal apeed (kT/wOm) of the emitted electrons. It is useful to estimate the value
of c for a high-voltage spacecraft sheath in low-orbit conditions. To do this, we
use the sheath solution of Al'pert et al (Ref. 3, Table XXIV and Fig. 72). For a 1 kV
and a S kV sheath around a sphere of radius 3m in a collisionless plasma having an
ambient ion temperature of O.iV, number density of 3x 105 cm"3, and resultant (ion)
Deby. length of 0.43 cm, their results give, respectively, sheath thicknesses of 2.6
and 6.1 a, and surface electric fields 8-0.86 and 2.9 ky/m. Using )-4.4x 10-5 T and
T-3 eV for seuondary electrons, we then obtain t - 33.9 and 114.2. Both of these
are relatively large values, whose significance can be understood if we consider what
would happen if C were infinite.

in this limit, it is easy to show that secondary electrons would all escape
unles I were exactly parallel to the surface (6 were 900). This can be shown as
follows. Xn this limit, secondary electrons would have no 'thermal" motion. The
(yon) projection of their motion woiid _hmn be similar to that shown in Fig. 4. This
motion would be the sum uf: (i) an Ix.b drift in the y direction (ii) a uniform
acceleration along t, whose projection in the (y,z) plane would be upward (iii) just
enough gyromotion to produce a cycloidal path when combined with (i), so that in the
absence of (ii), the electron would (just) return to the surface at the end of each
gyroperiod. In the presence of (ii), these "ret~irn points" are displaced upward by
progressively in reasing amounts (Fig. 4), so the electron can never return to the
Ourfaae, unless I is exactly parallel to the surface, so that the upward component of
-a along t vanishes, A"

This result suggests that for large finite values of c (including the values
calculated above), electron escape is likely to be almost conplete except for 0 very
near 900, where it should drop to zero very steeply. The occurrence of high-voltage
charging in marginal circumstances may therefore depend very strongly on the precise
orientation of a surface.

The escaping secondary-electron flux is given by.

r-ffff(Vo)H(`v0 ,05 d3+o f
faj.ovxL dvoy fn ( m- exp( y H( voxvoytv zv dv (2.2)

where. V, is the initial velocity of an emitted electron, f(Vo) u dSn/d 0o is the
velocity distribution of emitted electrons, n is a reference number density, and
H(vo) is equal to I for escaping electrons and 0 for those which return to the
surface. The emitted flux ist

10 - n(kT/2wm) (2.3)

We also introduce the dimenmionless velocity.

u - (/2kT) (2.4)
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Equation (2.2) then becomest
_o-uO -U _u.

0 7 dudu e U0xUoyx du oZ oz 2Hu oxHu0 u 0  z
S k ax(Uox,Uoy) k+l 2Lox-- du eexp(.U. .-u 2) 2&oxUo)(uI ox oy ox oy ([lim,k OX,uoy

kalIL~~~~ ~ x(u~-max) i, j (k+l x(u 2  J
ita 0k01 -i If-in,k)
i j (2.5)

which is in a form suitable for numerical summation. The quantities U1 • U•,u. 2'
..0.#U i are the values of u~z for which H changes between 0 and'Im for &ch

Uox an .maXThese values must be found by numerically determining which particle
orbits reimpact the surface. Theme orbits can, however, be determined in analytic
form, with time as a parameter. To do this, we use the coordinate system shown in
Fig. 3, together with a y-axis (not nhown) directed into the plane of the Figure.
The equation of motion for an electron is:

• *+ +-+ +
V. (E+vxB). (2.6)

We solve this with the initial conditions y n y 0, v,, =VoV , vy-Voy, and v. on..
We introduce the dimensionless variables:

, "m

~~~ /'K et Ijk e

(2.7)
t (B/m) t.

In the present work, cx and t y are both zero, but for future use, we have
retained these quantities in the f6rmulas below. We obtain:

Uo0 Uox sine +u cz CosO6
uo -uox Co o 0 + u., min ,

1C r•2 + .. _ u T I

y Sin~ -4 crC (COS +2oysin+ Uo (cosT -1) +C c n,

n -Un+ € i sinT + L uy" c 1)(l-co )--CyTJ (2.8)

ua cos +? sine

Equations (2.8) can also be differentiated to find dz/dr. The numerical procedure
for finding the quantities ulimk in Eq. (2.5) then involves calculating 1 and di/dT
at a succession of points along an orbit (the electron will reimpact during the first
gyroperiod OT 1. 2w if at all, so this interval always suffices), and making the
appropriate tests on these quantities to find out whether the orbit reimpacts or
escapes. For each u and uo , this is done for a succession of values of Uoz.
These tests also yieY'6he localominimum of W(T) if one exists. Whenever a change
occurs between no escape and escape from one such value of uoz to the next, an
interpoiation using these minima can be used to provide the corresponding value of
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S u~im,k. In cases where they are unavailable, the arithmetic mean of the two succes-
"s ve Uoz values is used. This completes the definition of the procedure used.for cal-
culating the ratio I/1o of escaping to emitted flux.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Escaping secondary-electron current densities, computed as described in Sec. 2,
are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 5. Each value of i -I/I was calculated using 191808
orbits, evenly spaced in the intervals -4.5 1 Uox 1 4.3, -4.5 1 uov y 4.5, and O

1X - 4.5, with points on the orbits calculated at intervals Ahi /45. For 8 values
each of e and 8, the resulting calculation took 83 hr total on a Hewlett-Packard
100OF minicomputer with Vector Instruction Set. The results are accurate to within
about 0.5% or better. The result for em 0 is just the analytic result i -coso . To
see why this is so, we consider the electron orbit shown in Fig. 6, which has been
fictitiously extended so as to pass through the surface and re-emerge from it. In
the absence of an electric field (t - 0), this orbit has the same speed at the
re-emergence point C as at the emission point A. Since we have also assumed that the
emitted velocity distribution is isotropic, and therefore a function of speed only,
the real orbit, for which C is the emission point, must carry the same population as
would the fictitious re-emerged orbit. The flux crossing the reference surface DE,
which is.LA, is therefore the same as if such passagesand re-emergenc s actually
occurred, and is the same as if another reference surface FG, also -L, were emitting
electrons having the same velocity distributio . However, in reality, the electrons
come from the real surface HJ, which is not 10i, and all the electron-orbit guiding
centers which are inside any given magnetic-flux tube through DE will also be inside
the projection of the same flux tube onto HJ, and the ratio of the intersection areas
of this tube with HJ and DE is just sec 8. The ratio of escaping to emitted flux
must therefore be the reciprocal of this, or cosO , as stated above.

Also evident i±. Fig. 5 is the fact, mentioned in Sec. 2, that when c is large
enough, electron oscaea becomes essentially complete except when 8 is very nearly 900.
In a real situation, i would not be uniform, but would decrease with distance from
the surface, contrary to our assumptions. Our results can therefore be expected to
overestimate electron escape. This would probably not be a large effect, but this
presumption remains to be verified. An approximaite compensation for it can be madeby calculating V, using an electric field value which is averaged over the first mean V
gyroradius distance from the surface,

The results in Table 1 are approximated to within 2.5% of 10 by the empirical
formulai

a + 1~. 35cl, 139'4ex4O.083725{ýl + tanh[1. 9732 in

- 0.07825 in 11+ (c/8.5) J

b 0.o3803309.95892 ex4[2.09s88{I + tanh[1. 49 In E3IIJ

c In (900/8)t (3.1)

i - cos [900 exp(-ac-bc 2 )].

This formula also has the correct limiting behavior when v+0 or , or 8000 or 900.

An approximation formula for the emitted flux is also available [Eqs. (5) and



(6) of Laframboise et al, Ref. 4, and Laframboise and Kamitsuma, Ref. 5].

4. CALCULATION OF SECONDARY-ELECTRON DENSITIES

Once the secondary-electron escape fluxes are known (Sec. 3), a simple, inexpen-
sive, approximate calculation of their space-charge density distribution can be set
up. The proposed method is as follows: (1) ignore the gyromotion of the secondary
electrons once they have escaped. Their mot4o0 then involves: (a) an acceleration

lo~g magnetic field lines, of amount -(e/m)E*B/B (b) a drift motion of velocity
ExB/B 2 across magnetic field lines. (2) Integrate enough of the trajectories
defined by this motion (i.e. their guiding-center trajectories) to define trajectory
tubes whose cross-section at any point can be calculated with sufficient accuracyl
the method described by Laframboise et al (Ref. 6, Sec. 7), can be used to calculate
the area of a trajectory tube without reference to neighbouring trajectories. (3)
Calculate their space-charge density n(• at any point by (a) ignoring the "thermal"

spread of their velocities (b) then invoking the fact that their density k their
velocity [as given by the orbit integration mentioned in (2)], x the cross-sectional
area A(f) of the traJectory tube (which must be calculated in a plane 1. the traject-
ory) at the point r in question, w a constant (whose value is given by the initial
conditions at the point on the spacecraft where the trajectory originates) (c) find-
ing their velocity at the point in question by using energy conservation, together
with the values of electric potential 0(l) and *o at that point and the emission
point, and their assumed velocity vo at the emission point. The result is:

n~t novoA~[A (T) 4 T 2e/m) [0(0) - 0 (4.1)

where novo is the escaping flux calculated in Sec. 3. At most positions, n(l) will
be insensitive to the precise va ue assumed for vo2 ; assuming that vo- the
one-sided thermal speed (2kT/i1m)4 will suffice for most purposes.
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.1 99 .976 .892 .704 .39 .M7 .117 .017
10 99 .997 .971 .057 .14S .334 J96 .039

2.0 .119 1.080 999 .#OR .100 .417 .347, .070
1.00 .999 1.000 1.000 1.000 .991 J960 .723 .17~.

0010 .999 1.000 11.040 .999 IMO0 1.000 .971 .339
20-0 99 -1.00 i.000 .9p9 1.000 1.000 1.000 .410

TABLE 1

Values of the ratio i -1/1, of escaping to emitted flux, for various values of 0,
the angle (in degrees) between the surface normal and the magnetic field direction,
and e, the nondimenuional repelling electric field strength. These two quantities
appear in the table as THETIA 'and EPS, respectively. These results are accurate to
within about 0.5% or betterl thus the differences between .999 and 1.000 in the Table
are not significant. For 0- 00, 4- 1 for all values of P..

( S

Exe

Figure 1. Effect of surface orientation on escape of emitled electrons. In (n~), the
spacecraft surfac~e is perpendicular to the magnetic field 8, and the emitted electron-,
which experiencn an electric force -e1! directed away from the surface, all escape. In
(b), the spacecraft surface is nearly parallel to t, and almost all of the emitted
electrons return to the surface, even though they a~ ill experience an elIectric force
directed away from it. Note that the component of perpendicular to results only
in an t x drift parallel to the surface.
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Figure 2. Spacecraft simultaneously in a collisionless ion flow and a magnetic field ••
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Figure 3. Cooerinate system for calculating electron escape fluxes. The ym-coordinate

(not shown) is directed into the plane of the Figure.
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Figure 4. Example of an electron orbit having zero initial velocity. The magnetic
field o is parallel to the (x,z) plane, and makes ar angle p - 750 with the z axas.
Tei. Three gyroperiods of the orbit (0 0 . 67) are shown.
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ion of the angle e between the surfface normal and the magnetic field direction, fo[
various values of the repelling electric field strength parameter c- (E/B)q•m/2kT).

•; The result for € = 0 is given by i= cos 0.
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Figure 6. Electron orbit for c -0, fictitiously extended so as to pass through the
surface and re-emerge from it.
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SELF-CONSISTENT SIMULATION OF PLASMA INTERACTIONS WITH
SECONDARY-EMITTING INSULATORS

S. T. Brandon, R. L. Rusk, T. P. Armstrong, and J. Enoch
University of Kansas

Lawrence, Kansas 66045

A cylindrical particle-in-cell (PIC) plasma simulation code applicable
to lasama densities encountered in low earth orbit (LEO) is nearing
compietion. The simulated geometries include that of a plain disk and a
disk surrounded by a dielectric, Both configurations are mounted upon a
ground plate in contact with a plasma environment. Techniques allowing
simulation of dielectric charging using PIC time scales are discussed.
Current versus voltage characteristic curves are calculated and the results
are compared to experimental data,

INTRODUCTION

The plasma densities present in LEO (104 - 106 /cJ may cause the
collection of large plasma coupling currents for spacecraft operating at high
voltages. In particular, large high-voltage solar cell arrays exposed to the
LEO environment could collect enough parasitic current from the ambient
plasma to degrade their performance. Additionally, exposed dielectric
material can develop large differential potentials. Punctures in insulators
over conductors have been seen to collect currents much larger than would be
expected based on the area of the exposed conductor (ref. 1).

In this paper, a status report of the results of a continuing effort to
develop a self-consistent numerical simulation to explore more thoroughly the
interactions of an ambient plasma with a conducting disk, which may be
partially covered with a dielectric material, is presented. The disk
surrounded by dielectric material represents a hole in an insulator covering
a conductor. The background plasma parameters are chosen to resemble
conditions of LEO. Since all particle'trajectories are known, any process
which can be modeled statistically for a single plasma particle can be
included by the simulation code. Plasma interactions currently considered
include the effects of charge collection on the dielectric and secondary
electron emission. The simulation region includes a ground plate on which
the disk or disk and dielectric are mounted. The resulting configuration
closely matches the experiments (ref. 2).

This combination of geometry and plasma parameters incorporates the
basic physics of the interactions which would be present between a high
voltage solar cell array and the plasma environment. Yet, unlike the solar
array, the geometry is simple enough to be handled by a particle-pushing
code. Although a ratio of ion to electron mass of 1:1 is commonly used, mass
ratios of 100:1 or higher can be handled. This allows the simulation of
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negative voltages present upon the central conductor. Thus, information
gained from an analysis of the disk and dielectric configuration will be
directly applicable to the design of. large-scale, high-voltsge solar cell
arrays meant to be placed in low earth orbit.

REVIEW OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

The plasma simulation code is a further development of the 2-1/2
dimensional program described previously (refs. 3 to 6), The cylindrical
simulation region is divided into a numerical grid which is used to calculate
the potentials and fields of the problem. The calculational grid is shown in
figure 1. Each cell represents a ring of space due to rotational symmetry
about the Z-axis (boundary region 1). Boundary regions 2 and 3 represent the
outer boundaries of the calculation. The outer boundaries are assumed to be
removed far enough from the conducting disk so that potentials imposed upon
the disk do not affect the boundaries. Thus, the plasma is maxwellian at the
outer boundaries and the potential is set to zero. Particles are added to
the simulation along boundaries 3 and 4 according to the value of the random
thermal current. Particles are lost to the simulation whenever their orbits
cross one of these two boundaries. Boundary region 4 represents the ground
plate. The potential on boundary reaion 4 is set to zero and all particles
intersecting this boundary ere absorbed. The surface of the dielectric
covering part of the conductor is represented by boundary region 5 (may have
zero length). All particles striking boundary region 5 are absorbed.
Electrons striking the dielectric may emit secondaries with their number
distribution given by fits to experimental date presented by Haffner
(ref. 7). The potential on the surface of the dielectric is determined by
the folloving equation:

.[4. + (0)] +(

where 6 is the thickness of the dielectric, & is the dielectric constant, a
is the charge per unit area, and *(O) is the potential of the conducting
disk. This is just an infinite capacitor approximation which may not be
valid near the edges of the dielectric surface. Boundary region 6 represents
the exposed portion of the conducting disk which can bL set at a desired
potential with respect to the potential of the plasm exterior to the
simulation region (zero). Particles which enter boundary region 6 are
absorbed and form the current drawn by the conductor from the plasma.

The simulation code is based upon standard PIC simulation techniques
whenever possible. An overview of the program is shown in figure 2. The
initial particles are randomly added to the simulated space with velocitics
chosen from a maxwellian distribution. This represents a nonequilibrium
situation unless a potential of zero is specified on the conductor. The
equations of motion are integrated using a second-order leap-frog method. To
avoid the singularity present in the cylindrical equations of motion as r
approaches zero, cartesian coordinates are used to compute particle
movement. The coordinates are converted back into the cylindrical form when
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the move is completed. The particle mover advances particles through the
simulation in increments of the time step value. The time step value is set
such that 4e fastest particles move less than I grid cell per time step
(about 10 sec). Particles are added at the outer boundaries from the
surrounding undisturbed plasma (assumed to have a maxwellian velocity
distribution, usually of 10,000 deg K, about I eV). All particles present
which have entered any of the sink regions are discarded. The remaining
particle charges are spread over the grid using volume weighting over the
nearest grid cells. Successive over-relaxation with odd-even stepping is
used to solve Poisson's equation - yielding a self-consistent calculation of
the electrostatic potential. The electric field can then be calculated by
differentiating the potential.

The total number of time steps simulated may range from about 4000 time
steps for the plain disk configuration to 20,000 time steps for the disk and
dielectric configuration. The average age of particles within the simulations
for the 20x20 grid is about 100 time steps. This implies a complete cycling
of particles in the simulation space occurring about 200 times for a 20,000
time step simulation. Hence, plasma parameters such as temperature and
density are determined by the additions of particles on the outside
boundaries, not by the initial particle distribution. It is important to

* ensure that the program can maintain a constant density and temperature for a
free plasm over many time steps. Simulation of a free plasm is accomplished
by setting the radius of the conductor to zero (extending boundary region 4
over the entire lower boundary) and reflecting any particles which cross
boundary region 4. The potential on boundary region 4 is set to zero. A plot
of the total number of particles present in the simulation region versus time
step number is shown in figure 3. The initial number of particles (2000 per
species) remains constant within statistical fluctuations for the entire 8000
time steps computed using a 20x20 calculational grid size. The average
kinetic energy per particle remains constant as shown in figure 4. Thus the
simulation code has been shown to be able to simulate a free plasma for a
large number of time steps without undergoing any nonphysical instabilities.

This simulation program is applicable when the plasm Debye length is of
about the same order of magnitude as the disk radius. Large plasma densities
would cause large fluctuations in the collected current, since this '.'
calculation makes use of a small number of particles. The PIC assumptions
made also imply that the Debye length is larger then one grid cell. With
these restrictions and probe sizes ranging from 1.75 cm to 10.0 cm in radius
and with electron and ion temperatures of about 1 eV, plasma densities are
then about 10,000 particles per cubic centimeter. This corresponds to
environments encountered in the upper ionosphere or low earth orbit. The
Debye length under these conditions is about 5 cm.

PLAIN DISK CALCULATIONS

Approach to Equilibrium

The plain disk or electrostatic probe configuration is the simplest
configuration simulated. The rapid approach to equilibrium is demonstrated in
figure 5. Voltage versus current density curves drawn by the disk are shown
for simulation runs of various durations. The value for the current can be
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seen to achieve an equilibrium state after 2000 time steps of the simulation
have been completed. Since only two or three thousand time steps need be
taken, a large number of runs may be made for the disk only case using a
relatively small amount of computer time (1 minute on the CRAY I, and 36
minutes for the VAX 11/750 with a 4000 time step run). Thus the plain disk
simulations can be used to explore a wide range of plasma parameters and
establish areas of applicability for the more complex disk and dielectric
simulations.

Comparison with Experiment

The comparison with experiment (ref. 2) is displayed by figure 6. The
experimental current-voltiae curve is shown for a plasma density of 20,000
particles per cubic centimeter and a disk radius of 1.75 cm. The only
modification to the experimental curve has been the correction of -8 volts so
that voltages in both the simulation and the experiment will be referenced to
the plasm potential, and not to the vacuum chamber wall. In spite of
experimental uncertainties in the plasm parameters and statistical errors
present in the simulations, the experiment and calculated values of the
collected current versus voltage are in good agreement.

The calculated curve was constructed as a hybrid of three separate
series of computer runs. The voltage points between 20 and 200 volts were
obtained using a lOlO grid simulation running for 3200 time steps on a VAX
11/750 computer. The lower voltage points were also calculated with a lOxIO
grid simulation, but 16,000 time steps were necessary to reduce the
statistical fluctuations. The higher voltages were simulated with a 20x20
grid utilizsing the same spacial resolution as the other I0zI0 grid
calculations. Both the lower and higher voltage points were computed on a
CRAY I machine.

The negative voltage experimental curve can also be compared to the
positive voltage simulation results. The current collected by the positive
voltage simulations is scaled by the square root of the mass ratio (for a
nitrogen plasma the scale factor is 160) to produce the expected results of a
neSative voltage run. This comparison is shown in figure 7. The agreement
between simulation and experiment is not as good as for the positive
voltages. The simulation collects about 1/2 of the current of the experiment
throughout the voltage range. This is within the experimental uncertainties
and simulation statistical error. However, unlike the positive voltage case,
the mean values of the collected current do not agree. This indicates that
current scaling by the square root of the mass ratio for negative voltages
(large ion to electron mass ratios) is only approximate.

Simulation of Large Mass Ratios

For the disk only configuration, the current collected by the positive
voltage calculation can be scaled to the expected current that would be seen
in a negative voltage simulation. For the disk and dielectric configuration
the current scaling to negative voltages is inappropriate due to the presence
of a dielectric surface which will charge differently In the two voltage
ranges. The charging of the dielectric will also depend upon the ratio
between the ton and electron mass. With the normal 1:1 mass ratio, the
dielectric surface, when exposed to the plasma, will not charge, in spite of
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the fact that the increased mobility of the electrons should charge the
surface of the dielectric negatively. In order to be able to realistically
simulate dielectric charging effects and negative voltages for the disk and
dielectric configuration, it is necessary to relax the PIC requirement of 1:1
mass ratios.

The disk only configuration provides an excellent test of the methods
developed to handle larger mass ratios. This configuration is simple and
gives simulation results with a minimum of CPU time. The expected collected
current for each mass ratio can be found by simply scaling the positive
voltage result to the negative voltage simulation value. The diagnostics
furnished are excellent.

The usual way to handle larger mass ratios is to simply give the ions a
larger muss value -71is method has several disadvantages. Since the
simulation procedure i• 4 affected, it takes the same CPU time per time
step to simulate larger mas ratios as it would to simulate a 1:1 mass
ratio. The distance each ion would move per time step decreases with the
increasing value of the mass ratio. Thus, for reasonable mass ratios
(hydrogen plasma, 1836:1), the simulation would have to be run many times
longer (at the same relative speed) to come to equilibrium. Also the ion
motion per time step might become so small as to be dominated by roundoff
error, This generally limits PIC simulations to various email values of the
mass ratio. From these results, speculations are made as to the effect of
realistic mass ratios.

Another method to simulate large mass ratios can be developed. The
relatively slow movement of the ions per time step indicates that it is a
wasted effort to move them every time step. Instead, ions can be moved once
every n time steps. In this case n is chosen to be large enough so the ions
move about the same average distances every n time steps as they would in a
simulation run with a mass ratio of 1:1 for each time step. Thus ion and
electron particle movement are restored to a relative parity at the expense
of the additional assumption that the electric fields remain constant (at
least in the sverage) for n time steps. The constant electric field
assumption is clearly invalid at the beginning of a run. However, once a
simulation reaches an equilibrium state, the assumption of a constant
electric field should be justified. Once a&a&a it is postulated that if the
simulation is run until an equilibrium state is reached, details about tbi
approach to the equilibrium are lost - implying the equilibrium state is
unique.

The remaining problem is to determine n for a given mass ratio in such a
manner that the least amount of extra computing is required. The particle'•
energy should remain constant as the mass ratio is varied. Therefore, the ion
velocity is proportional to the square root of the inverse of its mess
ratio. The time period over which the ions are moved then is just
proportional to the square root of their mass ratio. The simulated mass ratio
should be chosen such that its square root is an integer.

The abcove algorithm can be implemented with the PIC code by the
following simple procedure. The form of the equations of motion describing
the R coordinate which are solved by the particle mover are;
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m(Vr,new - Vr,old) 0 At(_r + qEr) (2)

rnew - rold + AtVr, new (3)

Since the inergies of particles with differing mass ratios fre Sonstant at
each point along the trajectory, the angular momentum term, 1 /mr , remains
constant under eariations of the ion mass ratio. The combined effects of
substituting m'=n m and At'nnAt just cancel in the equations of motion. A
similar behavior in found for &he equations of motion describing the Z
coordinate. Thus, mass ratios of n :1 can be simulated simply by moving the
ions only once every n time steps.

Results obtained by using the direct and indirect methods to simulate
la:ge mass ratios have no effect on the current collected by the disk for
positive voltages. The collected current is dominated by electrons; any
difference in the ion mass is not seen, The best test of the larger mass
ratio simulation methods is the simulation of negative voltages on the
conductor. In this case the ions dominate the current and the electrons are
excluded from the conductor. Results of simulations using several different
mass ratios by both methods are shown in figure 8. The expected current which
would be collected by the conductor decreases with increasing mass ratios.
The general shape of the current-voltage curve remains intact for both
apprtximations down to mass ratios of 4:1. For mass ratios of 100:1, the
straightforward method of computing mass ratio effects using a larger mass
value begins to collect more current than the simulations which move the
ions once per every 10 time steps. When a mass ratio of 1849:1 is attempted,
by moving the ions once per 43 time steps, the current-voltage curve begins
to bend over. This could be caused by a lack of statistics (30,000 time steps
result in only 700 ion movements) or possibly the assumption of constant
electric fields over the 100 time step interval is beginning to break down.

THE DISK AND DIELECTRIC CONFIGURATION

The Approach to Equilibrium

The final equilibrium situation of the disk and dielectric is much
harder to identify than that of the plain disk. The capacitance inherent in
the dielectric causes the response time for charging to be large compared
with the plasma frequency. Typically the dielectric may slowly charge or
discharge during the simulation run, imitating an equilibrium situation in
the steadiness of the current values obtained. It is important to take a
detailed look at the available history information to determine whether a
run reached an equilibrium state. For quick inspections, the value of the
total charge collected by the dielectric is usually the most sensitive
'Adicator of equilibrium. In practice it has been difficulL to run
current-voltage points long enough to arrive at an equilibrium value. A
Techniques have been developed to make the calculation come into an
equilibrium state in a reasonable number of time steps.
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I; One way to reach equilibrium is simply to run the simulation long enough
(many plasma periods) until the equilibrium state is found. This method was
tried for the l0xlO grid with 500 particles per species. A time history plot
of the total charge on the dielectric obtained from a 20,000 time step run
made at 10 volts is shown in figure 9. Beginning with an uncharged
dielectric, charge accumulates rapidly for about the first 15,000 time steps.
Due to the uhiformly decreasing value of the slope of the curve, it is
difficult to determine the onset of the equilibrium situation.

The first method implemented to speed the approach to equilibrium is
N"j based upon the observation that the dielectric generally charges until its

potential decreases to zero (the voltage is lower than the first crossover
point for secondary emission). If most of the charge needed to reach zero
potential is added during the initialization, less time viii be spent
collecting charge during the run. Effects of loading the dielectric with
different amounts of charge are also shown in figure 9. All runs come to the
same equilibrium, which suggests that the equilibrium is unique. This method
of decreasing the time to reach equilibrium proves to be ineffective at
higher voltages. The dielectric must collect more particles to charge to an
equilibrium value than are added at the boundaries during the 20,000 time
steps of the calculation.

The relationship which causes the simulation to approach equilibrium
slowly is contained in the boundary condition imposed upon the dielectric
(equation 1). The leading factor of the thickness of the dielectric over the
dielectric constant is usually small (in the previous runs we have used a
value of 1/28 as opposed to the experimental value of 1/280 in order to keep
this ratio large enough to be somewhat manageable). The small value of 8/e
means that a large amount of simulation time will be used to accumulate this
charge. The second method implemented to speed up the approach to equilibrium
was the introduction of artificially high values for 6/6. The physical
effects of increasing 6/t can be thought of in one of several ways:

1. a decrease in the c'nacitance associated with the dielectric
2. an introduction of an artificial dielectric thickness
3. artificially increasing the charge collected by the dielectric

The result of a 10 volt run with a lOxlO grid of 500 particles per species is
shown in figure 10. The time history graph of the total charge collected by
the dielectric shows that equilibrium is reached after about 500 time steps
for a value of (8/c) set to 1.

*P

The artificial value of (8/0)* must be chosen with care, If the value is
too small, equilibrium still will not be reached. If the value is too large,
the potential on the dielectric will vary dramatically with the collection of
only small numbers of particles (one). Assuming a constant charging rate
proportional to the thermal current leads to the following expression:

* - V(4)(at)(ln)(T)11Z

where V is the voltage on the conductor, At is the time step value, n is the
electron density, T is the electron temperature, and C is the proportionality
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constant. Substituting values of the other variables for the above 10 volt
run determines C (.4824).

The artificial value of (6/8) computed with the above equation assumes
the number of particles present is large enough so thot non physical effects
associated with the granularity of chaage collected on the dielectric do not
occur. In practice, the value of (8/e) must be kept small enough that the
change in the potential on the dielectric surface per particle impact is only
a small fraction of the potgntial applied to the conductor (1%). The upper
limit of the value of (610) is then liven as follows:

()• 0.0075(dr)V, (5)

where dr is the length of a grid cell and q is the charge per macroparticle.

Comparison with Experiment

The resulting current-voltage curves for the disk and dielectric
configuration are shown in figure 11 for a disk radius of 1.75 cm and a
dielectric radius of 8.75 cm. The simulation with a mass ratio of 1:1
collects the same amount of current as the plain disk (the size of the
exposed conductor is the same) for low voltages. As the voltage on the
conductor is raised, a point is reached where the current collected by the
disk surrounded with dielectric material increases compared to that of the
plain disk. This increare in collected current is due to the presence of the
dielectric and occurs when the dielectric begins to come to an equilibrium
with positive potentials near the conducting disk. The dielectric will charge
to positive values when the average number of secondaries released by the
impacting primary electrons is greater than one. The point at which this
occurs is determined by details of the secondary emission yield curve for the
dielectric and by the energy spectrum of the primary particles. The
calculated current-voltage characteristic curve shows a current enhancement
beginning at a lower voltage than that found in the experiment.

Also shown in figure 11 are calculated current-voltage curves for mass
ratios of 4:1 and 100:1. The larger mass ratios allow the surface to charge
negatively for low voltages. The negative voltages present on the dielectric
reduce the collection of electrons by the conductor for low voltages. As the
voltage on the conductor is increased, the surface of the dielectric begins
to become positive, as in the 1:1 mass ratio case. From this point on, the
current remains almost unaffected by the ion mass ratio. These
current-voltage curves show qualitatively correct behavior using the correct
boundary conditions.

Variations of the Secondary Electron Emission Yield Parameter

The effect of variations in oa, the maximum number of electrons
scattered from the dielectric surfacesper incoming primary electron, upon the
current voltage curves is shown in figure 12. The voltage of the onset of
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the increase in collected current with reference to the plain disk decreases
with increasing a . The increase in a lowers the energy of the first
crossover for sicondary emission. Alto, the number of secondaries released
for energies larger ttn the first crossover point increases. Both effects
create more secondary emission at lower voltages than would normally be
found. The sensitivity of the calculation to the secondary electron
production might be sufficient to allow the measurement of the yield curve
parameters for low voltages by fitting the response to experimental data.

A detailed examination of the potential present along the top of the
dielectric during a simulation run which collected more current than that of
the plain disk reveals what is happening. The initial condition shown in
figure 13 for time step zero is a fully charged dielectric; the potential on
the dielectric surface is zero. This would be realistic if the voltage on
the conductor were increased slowly from a value low enough that the
dielectric surface became fully charged. As the simulation proceeds) the
potential upon the dielectric remains unstable, but positive for the first
6,000 time steps. After the equilibrium situation is reached, the potential
remains constant to the termination of the run after 20,000 time steps. The
equilibrium potential over the dielectric is uniformly positive and
decreasing in value from the voltage on the exposed conductor to near zero at
the outside edge of the dielectric. The potentials behave as if they have
"snapped over" from their normal near zero level. This resembles the
snapover phenomenon observed in experiments with solar cell arrays (ref. 2).
The potential upon the cover slips for the array increased from values near
zero below 100 volts to values about 50 volts less then that of the
interconnects for voltages greater than about 200 volts.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A cylindrical particle-in-cell plasma simulation code applicable to
plasma densities encountered in low earth orbit is nearing completion.
Results of the calculation of plasma coupling current for the plain disk are
in agreement with experiment for positive voltages. Any deficiencies in the
simulation of the disk and dielectric configuration are due solely to the
interactions of the dielectric. Techniques have been developed which allow
dielectric charging to occur at PIC time scales. The current-voltage
characteristic curves are in qualitative agreement with experiment,
indicating that for these voltage ranges charge sticking and secondary
emission probably adequately describe the dielectric interactions with the
ambient plasma. The amount of secondary emission from the dielectric at low
voltages during the simulations needs to be reduced to match the experimental.
current-voltage characteristic curve. Calculations using large ion to
electron mass ratios are made possible by restricting both the grid size and
particle number and simulating the mass ratio effects by moving the ions once
for every n time steps. The square root of the desired ion to electron mass
ratio determines the value of n. Further computational effort is required to
extend the range of the disk and dielectric simulations to higher voltages
and larger mass ratios.
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SURFACE INTERACTIONS AMN HIGH-VOLTAE CURENT COLLECTION*

N. J. Nandell and I. Katz
S-CUBEo

La Jolla, California 92036

Spacecraft of the future will be larger and have higher power
requirements than any flown to date. For several reasons, it is desir-
able to operate a high-power system at high voltage. While the optimal
voltages for many future missions are in the ranse 500-5000 volts, the
highest voltage yet flown is N100 volts. (For a proposed solar power
satellite, voltages as high as 40 kV have been mentioned.)

S-CUIED, under contract to NASA/Lewis Research Center, is develop-
I the NASCAP/LEO (ref. 1) code to embody the phenomenology needed to91ol the environmental interactions of high vo ago spacecraft. In
this paper we will discuss some aspects of the Interaction between a
high voltage spacecraft and its plasma environment. We will also
describe the treatmt of the surface conductivity associated with
emitted electrons. Finally, we will excerpt some simulations by
NASCAP/LEO of ground-based high-voltage interaction experiments.

PLASMA INTERACTIONS

Table 1 shows two representative low-orbit environments compared
with a typical &eosynchronous plasma. The low orbit plasma is far
colder and denser, resulting in a short (N1 ca) Debye length. The
short Deby. length is deceptive, however, as a high voltage spacecraft
will expel plasm from its vicinity. A better estimate (refs. 2-4) of
the collection distance is provided by the Child-Langmuir length

DCL - (4go/9)1/2 (491.0)1/4 n- 1 /2 loll A

where 6 is the plasma t" rature (cY), * the surface potential, and
n the plasma density. This expression is derived by equating the
plasm thermal electron current to the current collected by a space-
charge-limited planar diode operating at the surface voltage, and
solving for the plate separation. As shown in Table 1, this distance
can easily be many meters for a kilovolt bias. It follows that the
"sheath surface", which divides the high voltage region from relatively
unperturbed plasma, will not be within a few Debye lengths of the

w~iaiT supported by NASA/Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, OH,
under Contract NAS3-23058.
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spacecraft surface (thin sheath approximation), nor will it be far
distant from the spacecraft (orbit-limited approdimation), but it will
be in an intermediate regime such that the full spacecraft geometry
must h taken into account.

TABLE 1.-TYPICAL PLASMA PARAMETERS FOR LEO AND CEO

CEO LEO LEO
(Typical) (Low Density) (High Density)

Density (8-3) 106 1010 1012
Temperature (eV) 103 0.3 0.1
Debye Length (uv) 235 0.04 0.002
Electroi Thermal Current 106 10-4 10-2

(Ai )
Ram Ion Current (A/m2 ) SxlO1 0  10-5 10-3
Ion (0+) Mach Number 0.04 6.0 10.0
Current Collection Orbit Space-Charge Space-Charge

DCL Limited Limited Limited
22 m at 1 kV 3 I at 1 kV

ureCurrents to a large spacecraft are indicated schematically in fig-ore 1. The primary current to the negativo surfaces consists of ram

ions, while the positive surfaces collect thermal electrons. As the
ram ion current is only about one-tenth the electron thermal current,
the spacecraft will float about 90 percent negative. However, for high
bias the ion current will be enhanced by ion-generated secondary elec-
trons. An additional source current to negative surfaces is charge
blowoff from arc discharges. As discussed elsewhere in thia volume
(refs. 5-7), discharges on solar arrays have been observed for negative
biases as low as 1250 V.

INCIDENT IONS PIESHIEAT REGION

Figure 1. A high-voltage spacecraft collects ions
and electrons from a plasma.
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Positive surfaces attract plasma electrons, and the resultant
secondary electrons form a conductive layer over the surface, as dis-
cussed below. Due to smoothing of voltage gradient@ provided by this
effect, positively biased array surfaces are much less likely to arc
than negatively biased surfaces.

The plasma current@ collected by array surfaces constitute a par*-
attic current through the array. The effects of this parasitic current
on array operation were discussed at the 1978 Spacecraft Charging Tech-
nology Conference by Domitz and Kolecki (ref. 8). As shown in figure
2a, solar cells maintain a nearly constant voltage up to a maximum
current. When this current is exceeded the voltage drops sharply to
zero. Clearly, it is advantageous to operate as closely so possible to
the solar cell's power peak (figure 2b). Figure 3a illustrates that
plasma current is collected in a distributed fashion over the array.
The parasitic current at any point of the array is the integral of the
plasma current density. Figure 3b shows a case in which a relatively
small parasitic current, when added to the load current, shorts out the
central portion of the A,.ray.

THE NASCAP/LEO CODE

NASCAP/LEO Is being developed to predict self-consistently surface
potentials, collected currents, and spatial electric fields for high
voltage spacecraft In dense plasmas. While much of the code's alto-
rithmic structure in adapted from the widely used NASCAP code (re .9),
NASCAP/LEO also contains several noteworthy features necessary for
modeling the intended physical regimes.

NASCAP/LEO has NASCAP-like object definition routines. Like
NASCAP, the object is contained in a primary grid (figure 4), which
may be surrounded by one or more outer grids with successively doubled
mesh spacing. Enhancements include the ability to put mirror planes
coincident with one or more of the inner grid boundary planes, and to
include subdivided regions in the primary grid in order to resolve ,**

small but important object features.

Space charge, which is typically ignored in NASCAP, is treated by
NASCAP/LEO as a local, nonlinear function of potential. Presently the
function is taken to be

S- -(0o'/D) 2 11 + V 0/ 03 (/)3 1

A particularly important enhancement in .ASCAP/LEO it the ability
to apply either potential or normal-electric-field boundary conditions
to each surface cell. The field condition is used for cells whose
potential is governed by emission of low energy electrons (see below).

To calculate plasma currents, NASCAP/LEO defines the sheath cur-
face as a specified equipotential, and tracks representative particles
inward. The current represented by each particle is determined taking
into account ram effects as well as the local plasma density and tem-
perature. Care is taken not to generate cheath particles in region@
from which plasma is excluded by high fields or by nearby object our-
faces. Thus NASCAP/LEO determines the ion and electron currents to an
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Figure 2a. Solar cell voltage versus current, according to
Domitz and Ko-leck (ref. 8).
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SFlure 2b. Solar cell power delivered to load versus
current, according to Domitz and Kolecki (ref. 8).
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f(V)

• Vt Vo + Vmt
~min 0. mi

Figure 3U. Plasma current density, f(V), to a
solar array (schematic),

Vo/RL ,-.I I

ISI

I I
I I

I I
I I

Vmin VI V2 Vo + VMin

Figure 3b. Total array ctirrent as a function of voltage
(solid line; schematic), consists of load cur-
rent, Vo/RL, plus parasitic current. For this
case, a substantial part of the array will be
shov'ted out.
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Figure 4. NASCAP/LEO grid structure, showing primary grid (shaded),

outer grid, and locally subdivided regions.

ELECTRIC FIELD BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

For electron attracting insulating surfaces dominated by secondary
electron emission, NASCAP/LEO sets an electric field boundary condition
such that the incident electron current is balanced by a net outflow of
secondaries to neighboring surfaces. The derivation of electron hop-
ping conductivity has been presented elsewhere (refs. 10-li), but we
repeat it here for completeness, then proceed to derive the electric
field boundary condition.

Assume a surface has an electron-attracting (positive) surface-
normal component of ilectric field, Ei, and emits a low energy elec-
tron current -Je(A/mZ). These electrons travel in parabolic orbits,
with "flight time", T, given by

T - 2 [2m<c>/e E211/2

where m is the electron mass and <0> is the (appropriately avergged)
electron energy, These electrons form a charge density (coul/Mr)
given by -J@T. This surface charge layer will be accelerated by any
transverse electric field, El,, to a mean velocity of -e E,1 T/2m, and thus
constitutes a surface current, K (A/m) given by

K a (-JeT 2 /2)(-e El,/m) - 4 Je Eg,<c>/E2 - alEll

The last relation defines the transverse conductivity, al (ohms-l

To derive the electric field boundary condition, we further
assume that the emitted current is proportional to the incident cur-
rent, Jin:

Je = "¥ in,
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Current balance requires that

J V.(ao E11)i,.in

Since the previous derivation assumed uniform fields, it is no further
approximation to remove all from the divergence, giving

; ( ~Ji" [4(-Y Jim <c>/E2] (V.EI..
Jin-I

The incident current cancels from the above equation, which may then
"be solved for the desired condition:

E, - [-4 Y<0> (7.E,)]

ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS

To illustrate the type of information obtainable from the NASCAP/
LEO code we present results from three previously published simulations
of laboratory experiments. For more details we refer the reader to the
original publications (refs. 1, 2, 12).

Early NASCAP/LEO calculations were restricted to potentials about,
and current collection by, surfaces of known potential. McCoy and

Konradi (ref. 3) reported at the 1978 Spacecraft Charging Technology
Conference experiments on a biasable metal strip, about 10 meters long,
mounted on insulating plastic. Figure 5 shows sheath trajectories for
cases in which the metal strip was linearly biased. The four cases are
0-600 V., 0-1200 V, 0-2400 V, and 0-4800 V. The shape of the sheath, as
Indicated by the plotted trajectories, is in agreement with observations
by low-light-level television. Also, the calculated and m3asured cur- ..
rents are in good agreement.

NASCAP/LEO was later improved to predict the spread of ighh
voltages onto insulating surfaces. N. John Stevens (ref. 13) reported
experiments in which a 3.5 ca, diameter biased metal disk (figure 6)
was surrounded by either grounded metal or by kapton, and the collected
"current was measured. For the "plain disk" case (figure 7) agreement
was excellent. The Disk-on..Kapton case (figure 8) is far more diffi-
cult, as the kapton enhances collectee current at high bias voltage,
and suppresses it at low voltage. While the simulation results were
in fair agreement at high bias, both for collected current and insula-
tor surface ,voltage (figure 9) they did not predict the low voltage
current suppression. This was because the charging algorithm at the
time was unable to predict negative charging of the kapton surfaces.

A similar experiment was reported by S. Gabriel et al. (ref. 15),
who used an emissive probe to measure the electrostatic potential in
the plasma over a biased "pinhole". The computer model (figure 10)
made use of the NASCAP/LEO subdivision capability to get good'spatial
resolution in the neighborhood of the pinhole. For negative bias
(figure 11) agreement was excellent. Fairly good agreement was also
obtained for positive bias (figure 12), although the experiment showed
more distinction between two different plasmas than the calculations
predicted. Good agreement was achieved as well for the collected
currents. This latter calculation showed the utility of the
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Figure 5. Sheath particle trajectories for an array linearly biased
0-600 volts (upper left; twice scale); 0-1200 volt. (upper
right); 0-2400 volts (lower left); and 0--4800 volts (lower
right).
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Figure 6. Plain disk experiment - tests treatment ot external poten-
tials and currents; disk-on-kapton experiment - tests treat-
ment of insulator charging (from ref. 13).
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Figure 7. Current collected by a biased disk surrounded by grounded
metal. The dashed curve is a prediction by a two-dimensional
particle-in-cell code (ref. 14
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0 is k-on-Kapton Experiment

* NASCAP/LEO

No Secondary Electron
0 0,00" Conduction

10 -"Plain Disk Experiment

NASCAP/LEO

Kato at .8r

Figure 8. Cretcollected by a biased disk surrounded by kepton.
Forighbias, NASCAP/LEO correctlyapredicts current en-

(reltive to the plain di,.). or low bias
Is suppressed due to accumulation of negative
c e the k-pton. At the time of the calculation tha

bASCAP/LEO charging algorithm did not predict negative
floating potential for insulators.
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Figure 9. For high bias, NASCAP/LEO is in good agreement with
experiment (inset) concerning the spread of high
voltage onto the insulator.
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Figure 10. NASCAP model of biased pinhole experiment, shoving sub-
grid resolution of InSulator surrounding 1.27 cm pinhole
(central black ares). The major arid resolution is
1.46 em, and the subdivided region resolution is 0.29 om.
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Figure 11. Potentials on axis for 0.64 cm diameter pinhole at
-452 V. Solid line: Calculated with kapton at 0 volts;
Points: Experiment.
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Figure 12. Potentials for 1.27 am diameter pinhole.
Solid curves: Calculationo
Dashed curves: Experiment.
Upper curves: no - 2.5 x 10~ cm:3, 8 - 5.3 eV.
Lover curves: no - 5.8 x 102 cm 3 , 8 - 4.0 eV.

subdivision capability, and validated our electric field boundary con-
dition model for th. secondary electron layer.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

We plan to develop NASCAP/LEO for use as a reliable design tool.
Among the planned Improvements are prediction of spacecraft ooating
potential, treatment of sheath Ionization, improved ram-wake model,
Aeneralization to full HASCAP geometry, and self-consistent p ower Sys-
tern representation. Validation/improvement cycles will continue at
each stage, eided by both ground-based and apace-based experiments.
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THE PIX-I EXPERIMENT: AN OVERVIEW

Carolyn K. Purvis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

The second Plasm Interactions Experiment (PIX-Il) was launched In Janu-
ary 1983 as a piggyback on the second stage of the Delta launch vehicle that
carried IRAS into orbit. Placed in a 870-km circular polar orbit, it returned
18 hr of data on the plasma current collection and arcing behavior of solar
array segments biased to *1000 V in steps. The four 500-cm2 solar array
segments were biased singly and in combinations. ;n addition to the array
segments PIX-1I carried a sun sensor, a Langmuir probe to measure electron
currevts, and a hot-wire filament electron emitter to control vehicle poten-
tial during positive array bias sequences. Like its predecessor, PIX-I,
PIX-I was designed, built, and tested at the NASA Lewis Research Center.
This paper provides an overview of the PIX-I experiment from program and
operational perspectives.

INTRODUCTION

Most U.S. spacecraft to date have used low-voltage solar arrays, generat-
ing power at -30 V. The highest voltage array flown by NASA was on Skylab,
which had an array voltage of 70 to 115 V and generated 16 kW of power. Space
stations and other large future systems will require increasing power genera-
tion capability. As power levels increase, the weight and 12R power loss
penalties for maintaining low solar array voltages increase dramatically
(refs. 1 to 3). Power systems generating hundreds of kilowatts are required
for such missions as the space station. At these power levels, voltages of at
least a few hundred volts are required to reduce internal resistive losses
within the array and to reduce the wiring harness mass required to transport
the power. This need to operate at higher voltages has spurred evaluation of
high-voltage solar array operation in space.

Solar array systems consist of strings of solar cells with metallic inter-
connects between them. These interconnects are at voltages that depend on
their positions in the array circuit and are usually exposed to the environ-
ment. When these systems are placed in orbit, they will interact with the
naturally occurring space plasma. Two types of potentially hazardous inter-
actions to an isolated solar array in orbit are presently recognized: power
loss from parasitic currents through the plasma, and arcing. Both of these
interactions are plasma density dependent and present greater hazards at
higher 4ensities. 'The low tvmperature ionospheric plasma has a peak density
(of -100 particles/cm3 ) at about 300-km altitude (ref. 4). High-voltage
system - plasma interactions will therefore be most severe in low Earth orbits.

The PIX-I experiment was conducted to provide flight data on high-voltage
solar array - plasma interactions. These data are being analyzed to calibrate
ground simulation results and to guide and validate modeling efforts. This
paper presents the background, describes the experiment, and sunmmarizes the
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operational sequences that characterize the data set. The following papers
"escribe some results at the data analysis.

BACKGROUND

Investigation of interactions between high-voltage systems and thermal
plasmas was begun in the late 1960's. Experimental work using small segments
of solar arrays and insulated electrodes with pinholes indicated that the
presence of the insulators caused plasma current collection phenomena that
departed dramatically from the predictions of Langmuir probe theory. Experi-
ments indicated greatly enhanced electron collection at voltages in excess of
about #150 V and arcing on solar array segments biased several hundred volts
negative with respect to plasma ground. Concern for the implications of these
results for high-voltage systems in orbit prompted the development of the
SPHINX (Space Plasma High Voltage Interactions Experiment) satellite (ref. 5).
SPHINX was launched in early 1974 but failed to attain orbit due to a launch
vehicle malfunction.

After the loss of SPHINX, the attention of the environmental interactions
community was for several years focused on investigating spacecraft charging,
an interaction that had been found to be hazardous for geosynchronous space-
craft and was intensively studied by NASA and the Air Force. In the late
1970's, interest in high-voltage interactions again intensified, and their
study was resumed under the auspices of the joint NASA/USAF Environmental
Interactions Technology Investigation (ref, 6). The ground technology program•" utilizes the experimental facilities at NASA and USAF centers and builds on

the modeling capabilities developed during the spacecraft charging investiga-
"tion, as well as using the earlier high-voltage-study results (refs. 7 to 12).
The goal is to develop guidelines and analytical tools to guide the design of
large high-voltage systems in Earth orbit. The approach is to perform experl-
ments and develop models in an interactive program in which experimental
results are used both to guide and validate the models.

The ground technology programs require complementary flight experiment
data to calibrate the ground-based testing, to guide and validate the models,
and to investigate experimental conditions not obtainable in ground facilities.
The first such data were obtained by the Ilasma Interaction eoperiment-I
(PIX-1) which flew in March 1978 as a piggyback on a second-stage Delta launch
vehicle. It remained with the Delta stage, operating in a 900-km circular
near.polar orbit for 4 hr. About 2 hr of data were returned by real-time
telemetry. The mission time was limited by the lifetime of the second-stage
Delta's telemetry battery; data return was limited by the real-time recovery
requirement. The PIX-I results verified that the electron collection enhance-
ment and arcing phenomena observed in ground tests also occur in space
(ref. 13),

THE PIX..II FXPERIMENJ

Objectives and Approach

The basic objectives of the PIX.-I experiment were to acquire flight data
for use in calibrating the ground simulation facilities and in developing and
validating models. Because the orbital environment cannot he duplicated on
the ground, flight data are required to evaluate the effect of simulation
inadequacies on the plasma collection and arcing response of solar arrays. Of
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particular concern for PIX-1l were the current collection and arc threshold
behavior of array segments in proximity to one another.

The approach chosen was to divide the experimental array into four inde-
pendently biasable segments, each of area about 500 cm2 . These were biased
in a preprogrammed sequence in various combinations, in voltage steps to
01000 V. Currents collected by each of the array segments were measured by
electrometers. A hot wire filaiaent electron emitter was included to avoid
large negative potential excursions of the vehicle during high positive bias
conditions on the arrays. A spherical Langmuir probe and a sun sensor were
included to provide plasma diagnostic and orientation information. The package
was designed as a piggyback experiment to remain with the second stage of a
Delta launch vehicle.

Experiment System

The PIX-1I experiment was designed and built at Lewis. The design was
based on that of PKX-1, with a number of changes incorporated to improve the
quality and quantity of data obtained.

PIX-11 consisted of two major subassemblies: the electronics enclosure
box and the experiment plate. These were located 1800 from each other around
the Delta's circumference (fig. 1).

The experiment plate (fig. 2) was 91.4 cm (36 in) in diameter, truncated
to 81.3 cm (32 in) at the top to fit the launch vehicle. The four-segment
solar array, 48.3 by 40.6 cm (19 by 16 in), was located on the front center of
the plate. The 1340 acceptance angle sun sensor was located 5.7 cm (2.25 in)
above thm solar array and 7.0 cm (2.75 in) to the left of center. j ,

For thermal control the space-facing side of the expeoiment plate, except
for the arrays, was covered with a single layer of 2.5x00-" cm (1 mil) alu-
minized Kapton coated with a black conductive paint (Sholdahl G113600), black
side out. This sheet waý attached to the plate with Kapton tape and stainless
steel screws, the latter providing electrical grounding for the black coating.

The solar cells used on the PIX-I! program were flight-qualified cells
identical to those used on other flight programs. The cells were 2- by 2.cm
silicon solar cells 0.03 cm (0,012 in) thick with a bulk resistivity of
10 ohm-cm. The coverslides were type 7940 silica 0,.0 cm (0.020 in) thick.
The cells were configured in segments, each consisting of 19 series-connected
submodules, Each submodule consisted of six parallel-connected solar cells.
There were 114 solar cells per segment, so the the total number of cells flown
was 456. for comparison, 24 cells were flown on P1X-I. The peak power capa-
bility of the solar panel was 25 W, but no power was drawn from the cells
since each segment was shorted from one end to the other.

Each segment was mounted on a fiberglass sheet. All four segments were
bonded with polyurethane adhesive to a 0.013-cm (5-mil) thick, 40.6- by
53.3-cm (16- by 21-in) Kapton sheet to achieve good electrical isolation. The
Kapton sheet was bonded with polyurethane adhesive to a 0.95-cm (0.375-in)
thick aluminum substrate of the same dimensions as the sheet. This assembly
was bolted to the experiment plate.
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The sun sensor, used to indicate the test array orientation relative to
the sun was a vertical multijunction solar cell. It worked into a fixed
resistor to provide a 0- to 4-V signal whenever the Sun was within its 1340
field of view. Its location on the experiment plate is shown in figure 2.

1he electronics enclosure box (fig. 3) was a rectangular structure 58.4
by 54.6 by 30.5 cm (23 by 21.5 by 12 in). It housed the experiment electron-
ics and battery and supported the deployable Langmuir probe and the hot-wire
filament electron emitter probe. The outside surfaces of the box were covered
with a multilayer insulation (MLI) blanket of 0.00254 cm (1 mil) aluminized
Kapton. The outer-facing layer was 0.00254-cm (1-mil) aluminized Kapton cov-
ered with an electrically conductive black coating of Sheldahl G113600, black
side out. The MNl blanket and black coating were electrically grounded with
straps connected to the structure.

The interior of the enclosure box consisted of three stiffened trays of
shelves to which the various electronics boxes and the experiment battery were
attached,

The high-voltage power supply provided a programmable voltage to the
PIX-11 solar array experiments via the electrometer package. It was program-
mable to provide 32 voltage steps from 0 to 1 kV. It accepted 24 to 32 V dc
input to a maximum power of 110 W and outputted 0- to l-kV positive voltages
at 80-mA maximum current and 0- to 1-kV negative voltages at 4-mA maximum
current,

The PIX-I! electrometer provided four independent channels, one for each
array segment. The electrometer floated at the high-voltage supply potential
and measured electron currents in the range 1 pA to 80 mA (positive voltages)
and ion currents of 0.01 pA to 1.0 mA (negative voltages). In addition to
measuring collected plasma currents, the electrometer box incorporated the
high-voltage-array switching function.

The experiment command sequencer and data multiplexer unit (SEQ/MUL1)
controlled the operational configuration of the experiment while collecting
and compiling data from the remaining electronics subsystems. The command
sequencer was a read.only-memory-based controller that was preprogrammed to
the desired flight sequence before launch. After executing the preprogra"Fied
sequence (8 hr, 53 min, 2U s after turnon), the sequencer cycled to the start
and repeated it. The data multiplexer collected and compiled experiment infor-
mation and formatted it into a serial stream for use by the Delta transmitter.
The SEQ/MULT box also housed the data storage unit, a solid-state memory that
was included to ensure full-orbit data coverage,

The power control unit (PCU) provided power conditioning, control, and
distribution for PIX-I1 and interfaced to the Delta. it served as the single-
point ground reference for the experiment and provided power returns to each
component. The PCU box also housed the electronics associated with the hot-
filament emitter,

The battery provided power to the ertire flight experiment. It contained
18 silver-zinc cells rated at 15-Ah capacity in a sealed case.

The Langmuir electronics unit operated the Langmuir probe to provide a

measurement of plasma density. The probe voltage could vary fiom .20 to
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+110 V in steps, aiod currents in the range 10-8 to 10-4 A could be recorded.
The probe voltage stepped through its range (in 5- and 10-V steps) during
probe sweeps. When innt sweeping, the probe voltage was held at +50 Y. The
Langmuir probe was located on one side of the electronics enclosure box
(figs. and 3). It was stowed during launch anl deployed 903 to the side of
the box after the Delta's depletion burn. Overall length of the assembly was
71.1 cm (28 in). The probe itself wis a 1.9-cm (3/4-in) diameter aluminum
sphere.

Like the Langmuir probe the hot-filament emitter was attached to the
electronics box and deployable by using an identica) release mechanism. It

,,t deployed 900 from the face of the electronics box (approximately radially out-
ward from the Delta vehicle). The filament's purpose was to emit electrons to
neutralize the charge collected when the ;olar arrays were at high positive
bias in order to minimize chareing of the Delta vehicle under these conditions.

The flight hardware underwent thermal-vacuum, vibration, shock, alid olasma
testing and a functional electrical checkout before launch.

The Flight

PIX-11 was launched with IRA5 on Delta launch 166 on January 25, 1983, at
9:17 p.m. e.s.t. (01-26-83, 03:17 G.m.t.). PIX-1I was activated at 03:MZ:20
G.im.t. on January 26, after release of IRAS. Its orbit was 870 km circular,
1000 inclination. PIX-II was near the terminator and experienced eclipse con..
dittons for about 8 min per 103-mtn orbit, near the north pole. Experiment
duration was limited by the lifetime if the Delta telemetry battery and the
experiment battery. Design life was 10 hr. In fact, PIX-II returned about
18 hr of data as both real-time data and memory dumps. The experiment oper-
ated nominally except that full deployment of the Langmuir probe was uncertain.
ihe probe was released from its stcwed position, but the signal indicating
latching in-to the fully deployed position was not received, The attitude of
the Delta vehicle was variable since there was no active attitude control.

Data Obtained

Figure 4 summarizes the PIX-II experimental arrangement from the "sciencc"
point of view. The four array segments were biased independently in various
combinations to ±1 kV in steps and the collected currents measured in a pre-
programmed sequence. Langmuir probe sweeps were done periodically as part of
the sequence. The emitter was activated during most positive-voltage scans,
although some were done with the emitLer off to evaluate its
effectiveness, Electron currents of 10-7 to 10-2 A (positive voltages) and
ion currents of 10-8 to 10-3 A (negative voltages) were recorded.

The voltage bias levels used were 0, ±30, ±60, M95, ±125, ±190, t250,
±350, 1500, ±700, and ±1000 V. These were stepped through sequentially (e.g.,
0, +30, +60, etc.). Each voltage was held for 16 s for most voltage scans,
although a few used 32.s steps. Currents in each electrometer were read at
2-s intervals.

Table I summarizes the array bias scans and Langmuir probe operations
conducted during one full program sequence, over a period of 8 hr 53 mmn 20 s.
Two full program sequences and one partial sequence were completed during the
flight. For clarity of presentation the array segments have beene numbered 1
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to 4, from left to right in the view depicted in figure 2. The first column
identifies which segments were being biased. Segments not biased in a given
scan were electrically floating. Thus an entry of "1" signifies array segment
1 biased and segments 2, 3, and 4 floating; an entry of "I + 40 signifies seg-
ments 1 and 4 biased and segments 2 and 3 floating, and so forth. The entry
"Uradient" refers to a snecial mode in which a constant 100.V bias difference
was maintained between adjacent array segments during a scan. In this case
V1 > V2 > V3 > V4 and V1 - V 100 V, (1,j) - (1,2) or (2,3) ur (3,4), where
the subscripts refer to segmint numbers. All four arrays were biased in the
gradient mode. The number of scans during which the hot-wire-filament emitter
was activated is a subset of the total number of positive scans, so a table
entry of 012 '10)0 signifies 12 positive bias scans of which 10 were done with
the emitter on.

Langmuir probe scans were done during the sequence at 1/2- and 1-hr inter-
vals. for a total of 11 scans in the full sequence. During scans the voltage
was stepped from -20 V to +20 V in 5-V increments and ther, from +20 V to +110 V
in 10-V increments. Each voltage up to 50 V was held for 4 s; the 60-V level
was held for 1 s; and the remaining voltages for 2 s edch. Current was meas-
ured at 1-s intervals. The array segments were held at 0 V during most probe
scans, and at 30 V for a few. When the probe was not scanning, it was held at
+50 V and its current was monitored at 2-s intervals.

At high negative voltages arcing of the array segments was anticipated.
In view of this the high-voltage power supply was shut off when an "overload"
current of 1 mA of ions was reached. The original design intended the power
supply to recycle back to voltage in 2 s. Last-minute addition of a capacitor
resulted in the system's being unable 'ho recycle properly at high negative
voltages. Thus, when an arc resulted in shutdown of the power supply, the
supply generally could not recycle until the beginning of the next voltage
scan. For example, if an arc resulted in shutdown at -500 V in a given scan,
no data were obtained at -700 or -1000 V for that scan. This has resulted in
some loss of data for the negative-voltage scans.

Data Analysis

Results of data analysis activities to date are summarized in papers by
Grier (ref. 14), Ferguson (ref. 15), and Roche and Mandell (ref. 16). Inter-
pretatlon of the data has been complicated by the variable and uncertain Delta
attitude, and by ram/wake effects, which make it difficult to assess local
plasma conditions or the array.

Data analysis efforts to date have focused on laboratory-flight compari..
sons (ret. 14) and ram/wake effects (ref. 15). Findings include evidence for
a tank wall effect in ground testing; less effect from emitter operation in
space than on the ground; lower than expected arc threshold voltages; confir-
mation that arc threshold depends on plasma density; and the strong influence
of ram/wake effects.

Comparing the flight data with predictions of the NASCAP/LEO code
(ref. 16) indicated a need for code refinements. Efforts to analyze and
interpret the PIX-II data and to compare them with ground test results and
model predictions are continuing.
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SUMMARY

The PIX-I1 experiment was conducted to provide flight data on the inter-
actions between high-voltage solar arrays and space plasmas. Understanding
these interactions is critical to the design of high-voltage photovoltaic
power systems for low-Earth-orbit applications. Flight data are required to
calibrate ground simulations and to guide and validate interaction modeling
efforts. The PIX-I experiment flown in 1978 returned data that established
that the current collection and arcing phenomena observed in ground tests do
occur in orbit. Like its predecessor, PIX-Il was designed, built, end tested
at the NASA Lewis Research Center and flown as a piggyback on a second-stage
Delta. The data set recovered is far more extensive than that from PIX-I
(18 hr of data with full orbit coverage as compared with 1 hr of real-time
data) and focused on the crucial solar array interactions. Analysis and
interpretation of the data have been complicated by the lack of well-defined
attitude information and the influence of ram/wake effects. Several signifi-
cant results have been obtained. These include evidence for lower arc thre.h-
olds in space than are observed on the ground; confirmation of the arc thresh-
old voltage dependence on plasma density; and evidence for tank wall effects
at high positive voltages, Much remains to be done to evaluate fully the
information contained in the data base that PIX-Il's successful flight has
provided. Data analysis and interpretation are continuing along several lines.
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TABLE I. - PIX-ll EXPERIMENT

[One full program sequence.]

(a) Array bias scans (0 to 01000 V)

Segment Number of Number of
positive negative

voltage scansa voltage scans

1 12 (10) 8
2 9
2+3 8
1.4 2
1+2+3 j
1+2+3+4 10
Gradient 3 (3) 3

(b) Langmuir probe scans

e -20 to ÷110 V (11 per sequence)
- Held at +50 V when not scanning

aNumber in parentheses denotes
number of scans during which
hot-wire-filament emitter was
activated.
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PLASMA INTERACTION EXPERIMENT II (P1X 11): LABORATORY AND FLIGHT RESULTS

Norman f. Grier
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

The Plasma Interaction Experiments I and II (PIX I and II) were designed
as first steps toward understanding interactions between high-voltage solar
arrays ind the surrounding plasma. PIX 11 consisted of an approximately
2000-cmd array divided into four equal segments. Each of the segments could
be biased independently and the current measured separately. P1X II was tested
in the laboratory and in space.

PIX 1I was launched on January 25, 1983, into a nearly circular polar
orbit and attained an altitude of approximately 900 km. It was launched as a
piggyback experiment on the IRAS spacecraft launch, It remained with the Delta
rocket second stage and used the Delta's telemetry system. Approximately 18
hr of data were received: this was the life of the Delta's telemetry battery,

In addition to the solar array segments, PIX 11 had a hot-wire-filament
electron emitter and a spherical Langmuir probe. The emitter was operated when

the array segments were biased positively above 125 V. Thermal electrons from
the emitter aided in balancing the electron currents collected by the array.

lhis paper presents laboratory and flight results of PIX II. At high
positive voltages on the solar array segments, the flight currents were approx-
imately an order of magnitude larger than the ground test currents. This is
attributed to the tank walls in the laboratory interfering with the electron
currents to the array segments. From previous tests it is known that the tank
walls limit the electron currents at high voltages. This was the first verifi- V
cation of the extent of the laboratory "tank effect" on the plasma coupling
current.

INTRODUC1TION

The Plasma Interaction Experiments (PIX I and 11) are part of a broad
investigation by the Lewis Research Center to develop design guidelines, mate-
rials, devices, and test methods for controlling detrimental interactions
between high-voltage systems and the space environment. Systems of interest
include solar arrays, power systems, conductors and insulators, and other
exposed components. Surface-plasma interactions include current drains, charge
buildup on insulators, and discharges to or through the space plasma.

Future satellites, including space stations, will require operating power
from tens of kilowatts to megawatts. In the near future most, if not all, of
this power will be generated by arrays of solar cells. To keep the weight of
the power distribution and conditioning components to a minimum, the arrays
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will have to operate at much higher voltages than the 100 V or less of present
arrays. Previous investigations (refs. 1 to 7) have shown that solar arrays
biased at voltages greater than approximately 150 V positive and operating in
a plasm like that of the lower ionosphere attract large currents of electrons
from the plasma environment. That is, the electron currents are enhanced at
these voltages. These electron currents are balanced by ion currents attracted
to other portions of the spacecraft that are negative with respect to space
potential. Thus circuits are created through the plasma for parasitic cur-
rents. Because these parasitic currents are in parallel with the load current,
they represent power losses.

On a spacecraft operating with a negative-grounded, high-voltage solar
array, large portions of the spacecraft surface will be negative with respect
to space plasma potential. This is caused by the difference in the electron
and ion mobilities and the requirement that electron currents to the spacecraft
be balanced with ion currents (i.e., the net current to the spacecraft •ust be
zero). Even though there will be surfaces at relatively high negative volt-
ages, the ion current to these surfaces will be low and therefore will not be a
problem. However, there are other adverse effects. On laboratory test arrays
biased negatively more than approximately -250 V, blowoff arcing discharges
have been observed. PIX I (ref. 1), which was launched in March 1978, verified
that both the current enhancement for positive bias and the arcing for negative
bias occur in flight. The present paper presents results from the second
plasma interaction experiment (PIX I1).

The objective of the PIX 11 flight experiment was to obtain flight data on
plasma - solar array interaction phenomena by gsing a much larger solar array
(2000 cm2 ) than the one flown on PIX I (100 cm ). These interactions include
plasma coupling currents and negative bias arcing. The data obtained can also
be used to calibrate ground test facilitIes. The experimnt consisted of four
identical array segments of about 500 cm' each. Various combinations of these
segments were biased over a range of voltages from -1 to 1 kV. A spherical
Langmuir probe was used to measure local plasma densities. As expected, a
range of densities was encountered during each orbit. An emitter was activated
at high positive voltages to prevent the whole spacecraft from being driven
greatly negative by the large electron currents collected at such voltages. AI
The solar arrays were voltage biased in a preprogrammed step sequence.

The PIX 11 flight package consisted of the 2000-cm2 solar array panel
mounted on a 91.4-cm-diameter plate that was truncated -to 81.3 cm on one side,
an electronics enclosure box housing all of the electronics hardware, the emit-
ter, and the spherical Langmuir probe. On the Delta, the electronics enclosure
box was mounted 160' around the perimeter from the solar array panel.

EXPERIMENT AND PROCEDURE

The experimental setup is shown in figure 1. Fgr positive bias each
electrometer ould meisure currents from 10I' to 10-' A; for negative bias the
range was 10-8 to 10- A. Tht power supply was capable of an output of 80 mA
at 1000 V and was programmed for output voltages of 0, 030, *60, t95, t125,
t190, ±250, *350, *500, 70O0, and 11000 V. Even though the solar array seg-
ments were operated individually and in combinations, the current to each seg-
ment was always measured individually.
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The P1X i1 telemetry systems operated in real time, However, full real-
time telemetry ground coverage was not possible with the limited number of
ground receiving stations available. So PIX 1I was given the capability of
storing data for 68 min. After 68 min from P1X 11 turnon, the old data were
overwritten continuously at a rate of 64 bits/sec. The stored data were also
read continuously at a rate of 512 bits/sec. Both the stored and the real-time
data were transmitted continuously. With this system, almost full orbit cover-
age of PIX I data was possible. As a precaution against a failure of the
data storage unit, the sequence was preprogrammed to sweep each of the solar
array segments at least once positive and once negative in view of a ground
telemetry-receiving station.

The emitter was a loop of 0.025-cm-diameter tungsten wire connected at one
end to spacecraft ground. It was activated for positively biased solar array
voltages greater than 125 V. To see the effect of the emitter on the results,
some voltage cycles were operated with the emitter off, The emitter was mount-
ed such that, when deployed, it extended 71 cm on a boom fastened along an
edge and perpendicular to the face of the electronics enclosure box (fig. 2).
The emitter operated with no accelerating grid as a passive thermonic ntitter
of electrons, The positive potential of the plasma relative to the spacecraft
served to draw the electrons from the spacecraft.

The Langmt•ir probe was used to determine ambient plasma densities. The
probe, a 1.9-cm-diameter aluminum sphere, was deployed on a 71-cm boom. It
was mounted on an edge of the enclosure box such that when deployed it was
tangent to the Delta (fig. 2). (The emitter extended radially outward from the
Delta from an edge of the enclosure box far from the Langmuir probe,) During
a Langmuir scan the probe's voltage was stepped from -20 to 110 V. The voltage
was stepped in 5-V increments from -20 to 20 V and in 10-V increments from 20
to 110 V. When not being scanned, the Langmuir probe was held at 50 V and its
collection current monitored.

GROUND TESTS

The complete flight package was ground tested in a plasma environment
before the flight (fig. 3). The tests were performed in a 9-m-long by 4-m- F
diameter vacuum chamber. The solar panel and the electronics enclowut box
were mounted back to back in the center of the chamber perpendicular to its

centerline, Tho solar panel faced opposite to the deployed emitter probe.
The plasma was generated by four plasma sources: two mounted at least 2,M m
wrom the solar array and two mounted at least 2.3 m from the electronics
enclosure box,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All activities on P1X 11 were preprogramned to occur at particulAr program
counts in a sequence. Each program count was held for 16 sec. The program
count timer was activated at PIX It turnon. After program count 2047 (9 hr,
5 min, 52 sec) the sequenue returned or "rolled over' to program count 0 and
the sequence was repeated. Data were obtained on PIX II until program count
248 after the second rollover. Therv were some gaps in the data after the
first rollover because of less ground coverage than earlier orbit passes.
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Langmuir Probe

Typical Langmuir probe current-voltage curves are shown in figure 4. The
program counts shown on the tigure are for the beginning of each sweep. Each
voltage step between .20 and 50 V was held for 4 sec, the 60-V level was held
for 1 sec, and all others were held for 2 sec each. The maximum current the
Langmuir electrometer could measure was 4x10- 4 A. This limit caused the
leveling off of the current shown for program count 1343 in figure 4.

SThe electron plasma densities were determined from the electron saturation
region of the curve (fig. 5). As expected, the current varied quite linearly
with voltage above 30 V. This behavior was typical of all of the Langmuir
sweeps.

In the saturation region of the spherical Langmuir probe characteristic,
the equation for the current (ref. 8) is

IIT\/2I a neA 2 m 1 +1 1

where V is the voltage measured with respect to the plasma potential, e the
electronic charge, k Boltzmanns's constant, m the mass of the electron, T
the temperature, and A the area of the probe. Taking the derivative with
respect to voltage allows the density to be written in terms of the slope as

1/2
na(2gMkTI __ 11 (2)

Ae2  0

* -where dI/dV is the slope. The electron saturation region data for each scan
of the PIX 11 probe were plotted as in figure 5 and the slopes determined

* graphically. Twenty-three L.angmuir scans were made duritg the life of PIX 11.

To find the density at times when the Langmuir probe was not being scan-
ned, the Langmuir probe current at a voltage of 50 V and the density at program
count 878 were used as references. It was assumed that the Langmuir probe
evrrent at 60 V varied in proportion to the density. The density at any pro-
gram count was found from

n I (n/I)PC878;suv

where n and I are the density and Langmuir probe current at 50 V, respec-
tiveiy. In using this equation, care was exercised that the spacecraft ground
voltage remained constant. This was achieved by limiting the use of this
equation to program counts whore the applied voltage to the solar array was
less than 60 V. It was felt that voltages in this range were low enough that
the currents collected by all of the exposed grounded metallic surfaces on the
Delta would be enough to bolance the currents collected by the solar array
without driving the Delta's ground potential negative. This method was used
to estimate the ambient plasma densities for the flight results presented
herein.
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Plasma densit varied as much as two orders of magnitude durnn an orbit
(fig. 6). Revolutn 8 (fig. 6(b)) had the most uniform density. ven here
the variation was more than an order of magnitude. Although large variations
over the poles were expected, the density elsewhere was expected to be more
uniform. Some of the nonuniformity was caused by the Langmuir probt being in
the ram or wake of the Delta, as shown in reference 9.

Emitter Operation

The emitter was operated for positive biases of 125 V and higher on the
solar array segments, Since there were no accelerating grids on the emitter,
it emitted elect, 'is only when the spacecraft ground potential became negative
with respect to pasma potential.

The emitter operation was first tested in the laboratory. The PIX 11
flight package was mounted so as to float electrically in the vacuum chamber,
As in flight the PIX I1 was operated in a plasma environment. The emitter-on
currents (fig. 7(a)) were approximately an order of magnitude larger Ulan those
for emitter-off operation. The results shown for the emitter-on operations
compare very closely to those obtained when the PIX 11 structure was grounded
to the tank walls. From this it was concluded that the emitter kept the PIX It
flight package near tank ground potential.

In flight (fig, 7(b)) the emitter-on current was approximately five to
six times larger than the emitter-off current, This difference is smaller
than that observed in laboratory tests, In flight the solar array segments
were operated at different times in different locations. Thus the smaller
effect observed in flight as compared with ground tests may have been caused
by the difference in the densities during operation of the segments.

The Langmuir probe current was very sensitive to emitter operation both
in the laboratory and in flight (fit. 8). The voltage on the Langmuir probe
was 50 V. With the emitter off, the Langmuir probe collected ions with a bias
of 200 V or greater on the solar array in the laboratory tests and 350 V or
greater in flight. This implies that the'spacecraft floated at least 50 V
negative in this voltage range. Even with the emitter on, the Langmuir probe
dropped about an order of magnitude when the voltage on the array was increased
to 1000 V.

For the emitter to operate properly, the spacecraft must float negatively
with respect to plasma ground. The floating potential (fig. 9) was found from
the following procedure:

(1) The Langmuir probe current-voltage characteristic curve was deter-
mined with the solar array segments at zero voltage.

(2) The corresponding voltage was found by using the Langmuir probe
current reading when the solar array segments were at the applied voltage and
the Langmuir probe current-voltage characteristic curve from step 1.

(3) This voltage minus 50 V was assumed to be the floating potential.
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The floatinq potential is a function of the ambient density and the
applied voltage to the solar array segments. Since each set of segments was
operated in different parts of the flight, each had a different density envi-
ronment. The sets of segments therefore could not be compared directly. How-
ever, the trend is obvious from figure 9, namely, higher positive solar array
voltages produce higher negative floating potentials on the spacecraft. In
general, the floating potential increased almost linearly with applied solar
array voltage after snapover.

Solar Array Positively Biased

Since the laboratory and flight plasmas for solar array segments posi-
tively biased to 1000 V had different densities and temperatures, corrections
were made to the flight results for direct comparison with the laboratory
results (fig. 10). If we assume that the currents to the solar array segments
vary linearly with V, eV/kT >> 1, and if IO, T0 , and no are known current,
electron temperature, and density, respectively, at one plasma condition, the
current I at any other temperature T and dunsity n can be found by using
the spherical probe equation (1).

In - 1 (4)

Equation (4) was used to compute the flight values in figure 10 by using the
laboratory val js of kT - 1.8 eV, n - 3.4x10 3 cm- 3 , and flight values of
no - 30x103 iYr" for solar array segments 2 and 3 and no - 5.5x10 3  kTo
for solar array segments 1 to 4. The no is the flight result determ ned from
the Langmuir probe readings. So the two flight curves in figure 10 are the
values the flight data would have had if the flight ratio n/./!T had had its
laboratory value.

In figure 10 it appears that the laboratory currents are truncated above
200 V. This is caused by the tank wall interfering with the current collec-
tion. The calculated sheath at a voltage of 200 V at these plasma conditions
extends dpproximately 1.6 m from the solar array. This is beyond the tank
wall. Thus this verifies the hypothesis that sheath-wall interactions occur
during laboratory tests at high voltages and limit the current collection.

The flight datd for solar array segments 2 and 3 (fig. 10) show that
current increased slightly less than linearly with voltage for voltages greater
than approximately 350 V. This was as expected since for an infinite flat
plate the current would be a constant and for a plane small compared with the
Oebye length it would vary linearly. This array was between these sizes. Th•*.
current for all four segments varied even more slowly. This is also in agree-
ment with rough expectations.

Another set of curves for the total current collected by one, two, and
four array segments (fig. 11) also shows that the current increased almost
linearly with voltage above about 350 V. It is tempting to compute an area
effect from this figure. However, it is not known whether the array was in
the ram, the wake, or neither when each of these sets of array segments was
activated. Als. it is not known whether the ambient densities were the same
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during these times. The density can vary by over two orders of magnitude over
an orbit (fig. 6). These facts prevent a definite determination of the area
effect.

Solar Arrdv Negatively Biased

rhe maximum total steady current measured for negative biases on any of
the set7 of array segments was approximately 5 yA. This level of current does
nnt pose a problem for operation of high-voltage solar arrays in space. The
problem associated with negative bias is thp probability of arcing. During
arcing, there are high surges of current through the array. These surges reach
levels of milliamperes and higher. In both ,round and flight tests, once
arcing begins, it continues through the higher (more negative) voltage levels.
In fact, the arcing btocomes more frequent and intense at the higher voltage
levels.

Most of the arcs were initiated between -500 and -1000 V (table I). There
was one initiation at -255 V. On closely examining the data, it was noticed
that the arcing irceptinr voltage tended to increase with time. That is, fewer
arcs occurred at -350 and -500 V near the end of PIX 11 life. Out of the 106
times the segments were activated negatively, the solar array segments reached
-1000 V, without arcing, 12 times.

SUMMARY

PIX II consisted of four 500-cm2 solar array segments, a spherical
Langmuir probe, an emitter, and associated olsctronics. The Langmuir probe
data indicated densities that varied over two orders of magnitude over an orbit
and large differences from orbit to orbit. Some of these density variations
are thought to be attributable to the Langmuir probe being in the ram or wake
of the spacecraft. Since the attitude of the spacecraft was not known, separa-
tion of the ram/wake effect from the ambient density variation is very complex
and has not been attempted in this work.

Spherical probe theory fitted the Langmuir probe data very well. This
suggests that the densities determined from the Langmuir probe were the actual
densities surrounding the probe. However, the solar array segments were
mounted on the opposite side of the Delta from the Langmuir probe. So the
densities surrounding the solar array were not necessarily those of the probe.

Different combinations of ýhe solar array segments were activated by using
a preprogrammed sequence throughout the life of PIX 11. The sequence was
chosen to maximize the information received by the limited real-time ground
coverage in case the data storage/playback unit failed to operate. As it
turned out, all units on PIX II operated as designed and data were obtained
through program count 247 after two rollovers of the sequencer (two full and
one partial sequence, approximately 19 hr).

For positive bias on the solar array segments, the data showed current
enhancement for voltages greater than approximately 200 V. This current
enhancement was larger than thdt predicted by ground tests. The difference is
attributed to suppression in the ground test currents by the interaction of the
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sheath with the wall3 of the vacuum chamber. Suppression in the ground test
currents was observed for all of the solar array jegments whether run singly
or in combinations. This implies that only relatively small solar arrays can
be completely plasma tested in present ground facilities.

For negative bias on the solar array segments, arcing oc;,urred. In both
ground and flight tests the current sometimes increased frc•n microamperes to
milliamperes and higher during arcing. In flight, arcing was observed for
voltages as low as -255 V. The arcing inception voltages tended to increase
negatively with time. There were fewer arcs observed at -500 V and lower near
the end of PIX II life than in the beginning. This suggests that precondition-
ing high-voltage solar arrays by operating them at high negative voltages in a
plasma environment on the ground may help to drive the arc inception voltage in
flight more negative.

The emitter was a passive hot-wire filamant and was activated for positive
biases on the solar arrays of 125 V or greater during part of the experiment
sequence. This was necessary since the second stage of the Delta had very
little exposed bare metal surface to collect ions for balancing the electrons
collected by the array. The largest negative potential observed on PIX I1
with the emitter operating was approximately -50 V, as compared with voltages
greater than -200 V withoum the emitter. Thus the emitter was able to keep
the spacecraft within reasonable proximity of the space plasma ground.

"CONCLUSIONS

Four 500-cm2 solar array panel segments were biased positively and nega....
tively in steps to ±1000 V on a spacecraft in a polar orbit at an altitude of
approximately 900 km. Various combinations of the four array segments were
activated during the flight. At each voltage level the current collected by
each solar array segment was measured. When the array was biased positively to
126 V or higher, an electron emitter was activated to aid in keeping the spdce-
craft neer plasma potential. A spherical Langmuir probe was used to determine
the plasma density throughout the flight.

The following conclusions were drawn from the data for posItive bias on
the array segments:

1. Even the large laboratory plasma simulation facilitiet at Lewis are
* too small to correctly estimate the plasma coupling current at high positive

voltages to solar arrays that are 2000 cm2 or larger in area.

2. If the negative terminal of a spacecraft array is connected to space-
craft ground, the spacecraft will float far negatively with respect to space
plasma potential if large bare metallic areas are not provided for ion current
collection, which is necessary to balance the electron current collected by
the solar array.

3. The plasma coupling current may vary over an order of magnitude
between ram and wake conditions.
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The following conclusions were drawn for negative bias on the array

segments:

1. Arcing is the most serious detrimental effect.

2. The arcing inception voltage may be as low as -255 V on convention-
ally constructed solar arrays.

3. Arcing may occur at densities as low as 103 electrons/cm5.

TAILE 1. - PIX I ARCING INCIDENCE RESULTS FOR NEGATIVE BIAS

(Arcing occurred at -350 V with densities of 103 /cm3. Arcing inception
voltage tended to increase with time.)

Array segments Applied voltage for arc Number Total
active initiation. V of

- - -- arc%&
-251 .310 .500 -700 -1000

1 .... V 2 5 6 1 16
2 ... 1 3 5 5 5 i19
2,1 1 3 3 5 3 15 I
1,4 ... ...... 9 5 4 ..... 1
1,2,3 ... 1 4 6 3 1 15
1,2,3,4 1 1 7 2 2

Total observations 5 271 30 30 12 106

Incidence, percent of total 0.9 5.1 21.182.3 28.3 11.3
Cumulative incidence, percent O.g 5.5 32.1 0.4 8.7 100 ..

dCombined total of arcs initiated after being at voltage level a few
seconds plus arcs that occurred on first reaching this level from the
previous nonarcting on*,
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RAN/WAKE EFFECTS ON PLASMA CURRENT COLLECTION OF THE PIX I1 LANONUIR PROBE

Dale C. Ferguson
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Data returned from the NASA PIX 11 flight of January 1983 were analyzed
and the results are presented herein. The PIX I1 experiment carried a Langmuir
probe, an electron mitter, biasable solar array seCinents, a Sun sensor, tom.-
perature sensors, and other instruments. Its approximately 900-km polar orbit
allowed measurements of the currents collected from the magnetospheric plasma
in polar and equatorial regions.

P1X 11 Langmuir probe readings of the same polar magnetospheric regions
taken on consecutive orbits showed occasional apparent densities as much as 10
times lower than the average, although each pass clearly showed density struc-
tures related to the day/night boundary. At other points in the orbit,
Langmuir probe currents varied by as much as a factor of 20 on a time scale of
minutes.

The hypothesis is advanced that these apparent inconsistencies in Langmuir
probe current are the results of the probe's orientation relative to the body
of the spacecraft and the velocity vector. Theoretical studies predict a pos-
sible depletion in collected electron current by a factor of 100 in the wake of
an orbiting spacecraft of the velocity and dimensions of the PIX I1 Delta upper
stage. Experimental results from other spacecraft indicate that a wake elec-
tron depletion by a factor of 10 or so is realistic. This amount of depletion
is consistent with the PIX It data if the spacecraft was rotating. Both the
Sun sensor and temperature sensor data on P[X 11 show a complex variation cnn-
sistent with rotation of the Langmuir probe into and out of the spacecraft
wake on a time scale of minutes. Furthermore, Langmuir probe data taken when -
the Sun sensor indicated that the probe was rtot in the spacecraft wake are
consistent from orbit to orbit. This supports the interpretation that ram/wake
effects may be the source of apparent discrepancies at other orientations.

Analyses of variations in the Sun sensor and temperature sensor data are
in progress that in combination with limited information obtainable about the
spacecraft orientation may allow the attitude to be modeled to determine the
ram/wake orientation at any time. Empirical corrections can then be made to
the Langmuir probe data and to the solar array plasma current collection data.
The amount of the corrections and the corrected data themselves contribute to
our knowledge of the electrical interaction of spacecraft with tho orbital
environment,

IN1ROOUCTION

7he P1X 11 satellite was launched into a polar orbit on January 25, 1983,
to investigate interactions between high-voltage solar arrays and the orbital
plasma environment. During analysis of the P1X 11 data it has become evident
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that the plasma density as indicated by currents collected by the PIX I1
Langmuir probe varied in a way inconsistent with real ambient plasma density
variations. In this paper the nature of the problem is discussed, and the hy-
pothesis is presented that the currents measured while the Langmuir probe was
in the spacecraft wake were much smaller than would be measured by a probe out-
side the wake. The amount and kind of corrections that must be applied to the
readings to derive true plasma densities from straightforward probe theory pro-
vide information about large spacecraft wakes,

THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

The current collected by a spherical probe of radius r and positive
voltage V in a plasma of electron number density ne and temperature T
is, according to probe theory (ref. 1),

al " 4wr 2n 4

I.

for a probe whose radius is small compared with the plasma sheath, Here k
is Boltzmann's constant, e is the electron charge, and m is the electron
mass, The Langmuir probe on the PIX 1I satellite was about 1 cm in radius and
nominally extended about 0.6 hi from the spacecraft on a boom. At the nominal
900-km PIX 11 orbital altitude ahd SO-V applied potential, the Langmuir probe
was in the thick sheath limit and Ve >>kT, so that

I n

if the influence of the spacecraft can be neglected.

There are indications that for the PIX II Langmuir probe, the influence
of the spacecraft cannot be neglected. Being in a polar orbit, PIX II tra-
versed regions near the north and south poles where consecutive orbital paths
intersected as seen from the rotating Earth, Figure 1 shows the orbital paths
near the north geomagnetic pole for several orbits. The convention used here
for orbit numbering is that orbit 1 begins at the first south polar passage
after launch, Thus orbit 2 begins at approximately program count 267. Each
orbit is about 384 16-sec program counts long. In the conference paper by
N. 1, Grier the start of revolution 1 coincides with the Langmuir probe deploy-
ment at program count 116. Thus orbit 1 here starts 233 program counts before
revolution 1 of Gvier, Figure 2 shows the PIX II Langmuir probe current read-
ings for the two consecutive orbits near the north pole labeled orbits 2 and 3
in figure 1. Although the behaviors of the current with time before and after
the night/day crossing were similar for the two orbits, the absolute levels
differed by about 1 on the log0 scale, or about a factor of 10. Quantita-
tively, the correlation coefficient between the logs of the currents for these
passes with the times of the night/day crossing all gned is 0.78 (for a confid-
ence level of greater than 99 per:ent), but the difference in <log> is 0.939,
Similar effects are shown for other orbits. Unless the magnetospheric electron
densities or temperatures can vary uniformly over the polar cap by a factor of
10 in less than 100 min, we must infer that the Langmuir probe currents are
sometimes much hiqher or lower than the electron densities would necessitate in
naive probe theory.
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Another indicator of the reliability of the Langmuir probe currents as
density and temperature indicators can be obtained by comparing them with read-
ings from other satellites. Fortunately, the Defense Meteorological Satellito
Program satellite DMSP/F6 was simultaneously taking data in an orbit nearly
identical in inclination to the PIX 11 orbit at an altitude of 833 km (not too
different from the -890-km PIX 11 altitude). The data obtained by this satel-
lite (and kindly supplied by Frederick Rich of the Air Force Geophysics Labora-
tory) were compared with the PIX II data for orbits corresponding most closely
in day/night orientation and geomagnetic longitude and latitude. The calcu-
lated DMSP ion densities (to be used because there was a negative bias on the
DMSP satellite) were compared with the PIX 1I Langmuir probe electron collec.
tion currents for consecutive equatorial passes of the two satellites (fig. 3).
The qualitative behaviors were quite similar and the correlation coefficients
were quite high for these data, an indication that changes in electron/ion
density were followed by both satellites. However, again the multiplicative
factor relating the two measured currents was quite different from orbit to
orbit, varying by as much as a factor of 6.5 from orbit 2 to orbit 3. Again,
the PIX II currents seemed to be uniformly lower in orbit 3 by a large factor
for the same regions of the magnetosphere as measured by DMSP/F6. Note that
all of the PIX II Langmuir probe currents used in this analysis were made with
the solar panels biased at voltages more negative than 30 V to eliminate any
effects of vehicle charging,

A logarithmic plot (fig. 4) was made of the PIX I Langmuir probe current

versus the DMSP/F6 ion density for a large sample of closely corresponding
magnetospheric data points. Here, points where the DNSP/F6 ion density was a
rapidly varying function of time or geomagnetic latitude have been thrown out.
Although the correlation is high (0.78) and significant (at the >>99 percent
level), the 50 data points seem to show a well-defined narrow upper range,
with a downward trail of a few Langmuir probe currents to a factor of about 10
lower than the upper limit. It is significant, and conristent with the picture
obtained in figures 2 and 3, that the Langmuir probe current on PIX 11 was
occasionally depressed by as much as a factor of 10 from that expected from the
true electron density and simple probe theory.

Although the PIX It Langmuir probe current was highly correlated with that
of the DMSP/F6 sensors, neither was well correlated wi th a calculated model
ionosphere supplied by H. B. Garrett of JPL. Evidently the Langmuir probe on
PIX 11 and the ion sensor on DMSP/F6 both measured highly correlated physical
quantities, but occasionally the Langmuir probe's readings were abnormally
low. It is desirable to understand the discrepancy fully.

THE RAM/WAKE HYPOTHESIS

A rapidly moving body traveling through a plasma will leave a wake dis-
turbance. This is easily seen to be true for ions when the velocity of the
body exceeds the ion thermal velocity. It is also tru, that the electrons
will feel a wake influence because of the predominantly negative space charge
built up in the wake by the partial ion evacuation there. The shape of the
wake region for a moving sphere is a trailing cone with a half-angle 0
given by (ref. 1)
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A tan 0 (1)
S~V

where mi and Ti are the ion mass and temperature and v is the velocity
of the moving body. The potential In the wake cone may be more negative than
that of the body by an amount (ref. 1)

- 2kT R (2)V_ e In ok(2)e
en..7e

where co 1' the permittivity of free space, ni is the ion density, and R
is the body radius. For a neutral body ttis limits the thermal electrons that
might collect on the trailing edge of the body to those able to surmount this
negative potential barrier. Calling the density of such electrons nb, one has

nb e-21n R/;cokT/n1 e2  (0 kT
n e2R22

Taking e raoius of the PIX II Delta upper stage (R 0.76 m) and putting in
nim anW T - 2900 K (extrema from Garrett's model) yield

SV- 1.5 V

n- < 2.4x10-3n -

for PIX 1I. If it is further assumed that only these electrons could be at-
tracted by a positively charged Langmuir probe in the vehicle wake, the collec-
tion current of the Langmuir probe could go down by a factor of 400 in the wake
of a neutral spherical 5ody with the Delta's radius.

The extent of the Delta wake can be estimated from equation (1). The dis-
tence d of the tip of the wake cone from the surface of the Delta upper stage
is

d - R In I R (a +) (4)

which, assuming equation (1) and spherical geometry, is

d R + 2k-- -T 1 (5)

Since the spacecraft environment contains ions of different species, which is
indicated in parentheses after d, each ion will have a wake region of differ-
ent extent. Putting in v 7.4 km/swc, T 2000 K, and R - 0.76 m results in
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d(O) - 3.23 m

d(H4 ) . 0.48 m

d(He4 ) 1.34 m

The boom on the Delta on which the Langmuir probe is deployed extends it to
about 0.6 m from the Delta surface. Thus the Langmuir probe is never in the
hydrogen ion wake but can be in the oxygen and helium ion wakes. From the
model data of Garrett the lowest percentage by number of hydrogen ions is about
36 percent. If the wake potential barrier is then lessened by the presence of
H+ ions at the Langmuir probe location, the total reduction in collection
current is expected to be substantially less than calculated earlier.

More realistic estimates of the wake effect on electron current collection
can be obtained by examining data from other satellites. Figure 2 of Samir and
Stone (ref. 3) shows that the Ariel I, Explorer 3, and AE satellite data are
consistent with a maximum reduction of wake electron collection current by a
factor of about 10 at a 900-km altitude. Thus the occasional factor-of-lO
reduction in PIX 11 Langmuir probe current is consistent with the hypothesis
that the probe is in the 0+ and He4 wake when the reduction occurs.

There is evidence that during the flight the PiX II satellite was in a
complex rotation that allowed the Langmuir probe to be carried into the space-
craft wake. Both the Sun sensor (a photocell mounted on th(. solar array panel)
and the array temperature sensor showed readings that varied in a manner con-
sistent with rotation or precession with respect to the Sun. In addition,
data returned by Delta launch telemetry and kindly provided by Elizabeth Boyer
of Goddard Space Flight Center (private communication) indicate that in the
early stages of the flight the Delta upper stage was precessing and rotating
with at least one period near 100 min. Unfortunately, the time span over which
the data were taken was too short to allow an adequate determination of the
geometry and frequency of rotation and precession.

Further analysis of all available Sun sensor, temperature, and telemetry
data is rneeded with the goal of modeling the PIX 11 attitude to allow determi- .
nation of the ram/wake orientation at all times in the flight.

EVIUENCE FOR THE RAM/WAKE HYPOTHESIS

Although the absolute orientation of the P1X 1I satellite at all times in
the flight has not been determined, there are some rough indications of the
attitude at certain times. For instance, the Sun sensor can indicate times
when the Sun is high on the solar array. Since the Sun was at a very high
angle to the orbital plane and the array was roughly opposite the Langmuir
probe on P1X 11, a condition of high Sun on the array implied that the Langmuir
probe was probably not in the vehicle wake. A map constructed of Langmuir
probe currents for the high-Sun condition showed no discrepancies between
adjacent orbits of more than a factor of 3, consistent with most points in
figure 4 (presumed not to be in the wake).
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Perhaps the bpst test of whether the Langmuir probe currents were at times
not indicative of the true plasma density is to show that a real physical
effect follows not the Langmuir probe current but another indicator of the
plasma density. N. J. Stevens (ref. 4) has shown that for solar arrays in the
laboratory, the negative breakdown voltage decreases with increasing plasma
density. Such an effect should also be seen in orbit if the Indicator of plas-
ma density used is reliable and the biased array is not in the vehicle wake.
To insure this, the PIX II data were searched for breakdowns that occurred
when the Langmuir probe (LP) current was much lower than the DMSP/F6 satellite
current. Such an occurrence was taken to mean that thh Langmuir probe was in
the vehicle wake, so that the solar array opposite was not in the vehicle wake.
The voltage at which the solar arrays arced versus the corresponding DMSP/F6
ion density was plotted (fig. 5) for all breakdowns occurring when

log10 (LP current) I log10 (DMSP ion density) 9.90

For these points there is a relation between breakdown voltage and ion density
in the same sense as Stevens found. Quantitatively, lo910 Varc is correlated
with log10 (DISP ion density) with a correlation coefficient of -0.73, signifi-
cant at more than the 99.9 percent level for these 20 data points.

109 10 Varc - -0.34 log91 (DOSP ion density) . 4.26

The same breakdown voltage was plotted versus the Langmuir probe current
presumed to have been read in the spacecraft wAke (fig. 6). This diagram has a
correlation coefficient of -0.68, which is lower than the correlation with the
density found by another satellite. Also, most of the correlation was due to
one data point of very low current. The least-squares fit here is

10910 Varc - -0.20 log10  (LP current) ý 1.59

Thus for these data the LP current is a worse indicator of the PIX 11 plasma
density than the readings of the DMSP/F6 sdtellite. Furthermore, although
these data were selected in a way that should have produced a correlation
between 109 10 (LP current) and log1, (DMSP 'o, density) even for originally
uncorrelated data, the rorrelation or these points was only 0.27, not signifi-
cant at the 80 percent confidence level and consistent with a large degree of
randomness. It may be concluded that when the Langmuir probe currents were
abnormally low they were no longer a valid indicator of the plasma density at
the solar array.

The Iangmuir probe currents (fig. 4) con sometimes be as much as 10 times
lower than normal, so that a maximum correction factor of 10 may be appropriate
for plasma densities derived from LP currents when the probe is deepest in the
vehicle wake.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The ram/wake hypothesis seems to satisfactorily explain the variations in
Langmuir probe current from orbit to orbit on the PIXl 1 satellite. The time
scale for vehicle rotation or precession may be short enough to place the
Langmuir• probe in the vehicle wake in one orbit and outside the wake on the
succeeding orbit, Theoretical considerations make the amount of the variation
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plausible, and comparisons with ion densities found by a satellite in a similar
orbit show the same range of discrepancy. Furthermore, when the probe might
have been in the wake, probe currents were poorly correlated with the array
breakdown voltage, as compared with the correlation of other plasma density
indicators.

The importance of these results can be summarized tn the following way:

first, the P1X II Langmuir probe data must be used with caution if simpie probe

theory is used to infer plasma densities. Second, when the probe is in the
wake, correction factors of up to 10, depending on the geometrical circum-

* stances, noust be applied to the LAngmuir probe currents to derive plasma densi-
ties simply. Third, wake effACtS Oan be significant for collection currents
on large spacecraft and my be a consideration in the geometrical design Mf
large sol.r arrays. Whenever possible, for instance, an array should perhaps
be fitted with "blinders" on each side %r other devices to put the array in a
plasma wake and to minimize leakage currents while maximizing breakdown volt-
ages. Finally, the amount of dimi;iution of the PIX 11 Langmuir probe current
when the probe is in the vehicle wake may be important to understanding
vehicle/plasma interactions.

The PIX II data analysis should be continued in order to model the vehicle
orientation. It may be possible to find the correction factor necessary for
any angle of attack with respect to the vehicle velocity vector. This would
make PIX II a laboratory for studying not only collection currents and break-
downs but also the dynamic interaction between a large space vehicle and its
ýtationary plasma environrment.
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NASCAP SIMULATION OF PIX II EXPERIMENTS

James C. Roche
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

and

Myron 3. Mandell
S-CUBED

San Diego, California 92121

The second Plasma Interaction Experiment (PIX II) consisted of a set of
four short-circuited solar array modules mounted on the side of a Delta launch
vehicle. The modules were independently biased over a range of positive and
negative voltages relative to the Delta ground structure. The experiment was
launched into low Earth orbit on 25 January 1983, and data were gathered for
18 hr on the currents collected by the modules from the space plasma. In this
presentation the latest version of the NASCAP/LEO digital computer code was
used to simulate the PIX II experiment. NASCAP is a finite-element code and
previouu versions have been restricted to a single fixed mesh size. As a
consequence the resolution was dictated by the largest physical dimension to
be modeled. The latest version of NASCAP/LEO can subdivide selected regions.
This permitted the modeling of the overall Delta launch vehicle in the primary
computational grid at a coarse resolution, with subdivided regions at finer
resolution being used to pick up the details of the experiment module configu-
ration. Langmuir probe data from the flight were used to estimate the space
plasma density and temperature and the Delta ground potential relative to the o
space plasma. This information is needed for input to NASCAP. Because of the
uncertainty or variability in the values of these parameters, it was necessary
to explore a range around the nominal value in order to determine the variation
in current collection. The flight data from PIX II were also compared with the
results of the NASCAP simulation.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF ARC DISCHARGING ON NEGATIVELY BIASED DIELECTRIC-

CONDUCTOR SAMPLES IN A PLASMA*

William L. Miller
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Proposals are now being developed for the construction of high-power
photovoltaic systems forV oration in low Earth orbit, where the plasma number
density is about 101 to 109 per cm3. Existing data indicate that inter-
actions between the plasma and high-voltage surfaces of an orbiting power
system will occur. In ground tests, where the applied voltage is increased
negatively from ground, the array current collection shows an approximately
linear rise until it terminates in arcing at greater than several hundred volts
negative. This arcing may reduce the power generation efficiency and could
possibly affect the low-level logic circuits of the spacecraft. Therefore it
is important that the arcing phenomenon be well understood. This study is a
survey of the behavior of different dielectric-conductor samples, including a
solar cell module, that were biased negatively in a low-density plasma environ-
ment with the intent of defining arc discharge conditions and characteristics.
Procedures and results are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Recent proposals for the construction of large spacecraft to operate in
low Earth orbit envision much greater power requirements than those of pros-
ently operating spacecraft. The employment of very large solar arrays has
been suggested as a means of generating such power. These arrays may operate
at higher voltages than have been previously used in order to reduce the mass
of conductive materials.

Conventional solar array design exposes cell interconnicts to jhe plasma
environment of low Earth orbit, which can be as dense as 100 per cm . Ground
and flight tests have shown the existence of interactions between array sur-
faces at high voltage and the surrounding plasma. For positive applied bias
voltage a nonlinear current collection phenomenon known as "snapoverN has been
documented (ref. 1). For negative applied bla: voltage, to be considered here-
in, recorded observations of solar arrays (e.g., ref. 2) include current tran-
sients and visible flashes of light, both referred to as "arcing." Although no
effort to characterize these arcs in detail appears in the literature to date,
there is agreement that arcs seem to occur on or near exposed metal surfaces of
a solar cell array at bias voltages of -300 V or more (in this paper, "more*
implies an increasing magnitude of negative voltage). If violent enough, these

*Also in Spacecraft Environmental Interactions Technology - 1983, NASA
(:P-2336, 1984.
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arcs could conceivably disrupt efficient power generation and low-level elec-
tronic circuit operation, as well as cause physical damage to the solar cells
of an orbiting system. Therefore a thorough understanding of the arc phenom-
enon is vital for the successful design of large-scale photovoltaic power-
generating systems.

In this investigation, dielectric-conductor samples of various configura-
tions, including a solar cell module, were biased negatively in a plasma of
known density. The test facility was a small vacuum chamber, equipped with an
argon plasma source. Arcing behavior and its dependence on sample configura-
tion, bias voltage, and plasma density were studied.

TEST FACILITY

Figure 1 shows the electrical circuit and a typical experiment configura-
tion. The test chamber was a 46-cm-diameter by 81-cm-high steel bell jar
evacuated with mechanical and oil diffusion pumps. Plasma was obtained by
flowing argon gas past a hot tungsten-filament cathode located in an anode
cylinder immersed in a magentic field. The source was mounted about 40 cm
above the test samples and produced densities of 103 to lO5 per cm3 . A 1.3-cm
baffle at the exit aperture of the source diffused the emerging particles and
prevented filament electrons and other particles in the source chamber from
striking the samples directly. With the plasma source on, chamber pressures
during testing ranged from 5x10- 6 to 3x0- 5 torr.

The test samples were mounted on electrically insulating rods. They were
biased using two external, continuously variable voltage sources connected in
series, giving an output of zero to -1000 V. Plasma characteristics data were
obtained with a 1.91-cm-diameter spherical Langmuir probe connected to an auto-
mated data system. Surface potential profiles were made by using a noncontact-
ing electrostatic potential probe. This probe senses a voltage by nulling the
electric field between itself and a small area of test sample surface. The
probe was mounted on a movable arm and its sensing surface was swept in a plane
2 to 5 mm above the test sample surfaces.

In the high-voltage electrical line from the voltage source, 21.1-ft
series resistance was shunted by 0T0117-uF capacitance. Although some tests
were run without the series resistance, it served to isolate the discharge
process from the characteristics of the voltage source, as well as limit the
current flow from the voltage source during arcing to protect the equipment.
Collection current was monitored with a digital electrometer and an analog
panel ammeter. A current pulse transformer detected transients in the high-
voltage line between the capacitors and the sample. The transformer's output
was fed to a waveform recorder, connected in turn to an oscilloscope, where
the traces were photographed. Surface voltage profiles, test-sample applied
bias voltage, and Langmuir probe current were recorded on a strip chart.

PROCEDURE

After the plasma source was allowed to stabilize and the plasma data were
obtained, voltage was applied to a sample in 50- to 100-V Increments, with a 3-
to 10-mmn waiting period at each voltage. One to 2 min were generally required
for collection current stabilization, although completely stable conditions
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were not reached in some solar cell array tests. Tests were also conducted by
setting the bias voltage at a fixed value for an extended period of time. The
longest test duration at a constant applied bias voltage with constant testconditions was 8 hr.

TEST SAMPLES

The samples tested are illustrated in figure 2. The disk/pinhole sample
(fig. 2(a)) was a 10-cm-diameter fiberglass disk with a centered 5-cm-diameter
electrode. The disk and electrode were completely covered with 0.0127-mwmthick
Kapton insulation, except for a 0.8-mr-diameter Opinholee in the center expos-
ing the electrode. Tests were also conducted with wire strands inserted be-
tween the Kapton and the electrode and extending 5 to 10 mm beyond the disk's
surface.

A four-solar-cell module (fig. 2(b)) of 2-cm by 4-cm cells was tested with
the array output leads shorted together. Two separate tests were conducted
with Kapton tape masking all but a small section of the cells and exposed
interconnects.

Also examined was a 0.4-mr-base-diameter tapered tungsten pin protruding
'.rom a 10-cm-diameter fiberglass disk (fig. 2(c)). The disk covered a S-cm-
diameter, centered, concave electrode. The pin, attached to the electrode,
extended through a 0.7-mm-diameter hole in the fiberglass to about 0.8 mm above
the disk's surface. Thus metal touched dielectric only on the underside of
the fiberglass at the edges of the concave electrode. The back side of thesamle was covered with Kapton tape to prevent current collection on the rear
surface. The same sample was also tested with a 3-cm by 2-cm piece of Kapton
tape on the fiberglass surface. The tape was pierced by the pin so that the
pin was in contact with the tape.

finally, a 5-m-diameter coaxial cable (RB s58/U) was cut (fig. 2(d)) with
the ground shielding stripped 1.5 cm away from the exposed surface to expose
the copper center-conductor and surrounding insulation.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS FOR INDIVIDUAL SAMPLES

Disk/Pinhole

Current collection rose linearly with voltage but rarely terminated in
arcinv for the plain pinhole sample. The few arcs that did occur were attrib-
uted to dust particles inside the hole. With the wire strands in place, arcs
occurred regularly at an applied bias of about -500 V or more and were seen
near or in the pinhole but not at the strand tips. The observations might
suggest that sharp or discontinuous surfaces and close proximity of dielectric
are requirements for arc discharging.

Solar Cell Array

In tests of the fully exposed (unmasked) solar array, arcing occurred at
-300 V or more, and arcs were seen on all interconnects, although they tendedto occur more frequently toward the outer edges of the array. The exposed

area of the second masking test, located on an edge of the array, arced more
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often than the first, although the exposed metal area was roughly the same

(fig. 2(b)).

During long constant-applied-bias-voltage tests, the discharge rate of
the fully exposed array segment decreased with time (fig. 3). Perhaps arcs
were blunting metal edges, rendering them less likely sites for future arcing.
The arc rate appeared to r'ach some nonzero equilibrium value. However, longer
tests are needed to determine this conclusively. The rapid decrease and sub-
sequent rise in arc rate from about 20 to 75 min (fig. 3) may be the result of
varying plasma characteristics early in the test.

Visible damage to the solar cell array as a result of arcing (fig. 4)
appeared to be limited to a roughening of interconnect surfaces, mostly con-
centrated in spots near interconnect edges and protrusions. In addition,
coloration of the interconnect surfaces occurred along the length of several
interconnects. The coloration may be the result of vacuum pump oil contamina-
tion, although this is not certain. It is not known to what extent a film of
oil might affect the test results.

With the 21.1-Mg current-limiting series resistance removed, arcs were
much brighter, exhibited larger peak currents, and were longer in duration.
Damage to the interconnect surfaces was much more extensive and included
regions where metal appeared to have melted and then resolidified (fig. 5).
Coloration occurred and was also more pronounced and extensive than after tests
with the large resistance in place.

Tungsten Pin/Disk

No arcing was observed with the plain pin/disk sample. However, with the
Kapton in place, energetic discharges occurred at applied bias of -800 V or
more. The difference in behavior with and without the Kapton (arcing versus no
arcing) could be due to the differing dielectric properties of fiberglass and
Kapton. Yet, based on aforementioned observations of the disk/pinhole sample,
it is more likely that the dielectric must be very close to or actually touch-
ing an exposed conductor for arcing to occur. The intensity of the arcs and
the high threshold voltage for the pin/disk, relative to those of the other
samples tested, suggest that the sample configuration and the type of conduc-
tive material used play some role in the discharge mechanism.

Cable End

The cable end arced at applied bias of -400 V or more. Since the total
insulation area was much less on this sample than on others, it can be deduced
that a large dielectric area is not a requirement for arc discharging. Further
exploration is needed to determine the nature of dielectric area dependence.

GENERAL ARC CHARACTERISTICS

Some general statements can be made concerning the discharge phenomena
observed on all of the samples that arced when tested.
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Arc Events

The observed discharges appeared to be blue point flashes that seemed to
occur individually, The time between arc events was measured to be as short
as 1 sec or less. Often, current collection appeared to be stable right up to
the point of discharge, with stable collection resuming shortly afterward.
This was excepted in certain cases of a high arcing rate (of the order of 1
arc/sec) when the steady-state collection current was not well defined.

There was an approximately linear increase in collection current as the
bias voltage was increased negatively, and discharges began to occur at some
definite threshold voltage. As shown in figure 6, steady-state collection was
measurable and continued to rise linearly at applied bias voltages greater
than or equal to the arcing threshold voltage. The difference in the slopes
of the masked solar cell array and pin/disk curves represents the difference
in available collection area (exposed metal area) of the two samples.

Threshold Voltage

Each sample that arced did so at a slightly different initial threshold
voltage, ranging from -300 V for the fully exposed solar cell array to -800 V
for the tungsten pin/disk sample. In all cases the threshold voltage became
more negative as the total arcing experience accumulated. For example, a
sample with an initial threshold for arcing of -500-V applied bias, which was
biased at -800 V for some time, would later exhibit arcs rarely, if at all, at
-500 V. The data were not conclusive as to the effect of plasma density on
threshold voltage, in part because of this variance in threshold voltage with
accumulation of arcing.

Duration and Peak Current

Oscilloscope traces of current pulses were recorded during arc events on
various samples. The traces (fig. 7) represent negative charge leaving the
capacitors in the electrical system during an arc event. The arc duration was
about 10 to 30 usec with the 21,1-40a resistance in series, and greater than
1 msec without the resistance. Arc peak current was generally 0.5 to 2 A with
the resistance, and about 40 A or more without it. The fact that arc peak
current decreased with series resistance may indicate a cutoff point at which
the available current would not be enough to sustain arcing.

Arc Rate

The arc rate increased with applied voltage and plasma density for the
fully exposed solar array (fig. 8). This behavior was characteristic of all of
the samples that arced. The arc rate decreased with time during long tests of
the fully exposed solar cell module (fig. 3). This trend was also indicated
during shorter tests of other samples. As stated earlier, longer tests are
needed to determine conclusively whether the arc rate does indeed reach some
nonzero equilibrium value.
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Surface Voltage Profiles

Strip-chart records of typical surface potential profiles were obtained by
sweeping the electrostatic probe (fig. 9). Characteristics of these profiles
include large voltage readings over exposed metal regions and lower potential
readings over dielectric areas. During the electrostatic probe's sweep, dis-
charges would often occur as the probe moved over an exposed metal region.
This behavior suggests that the prooe could have induced some discharges. It
is thought that localized solar cell arcs affect the surface potentials of the
rest of an array (ref. 3). The potential profiles made in this investigation
indicate that the test-sample response time to an arc event was probably
shorter than the response times of the electrostatic probe and the strip chart.

In addition, the results show that arck rAn occur not only on solar cell
arrays, but also on other surfaces with exposp..i metal that are biased at high
voltages in a plasma.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

More data are needed to clarify the relationships of arc rate and thres-
hold voltage to bias voltage and plasma density. Surface potentials and plasma
behavior should be examined more closely. It must be discovered to what extent
arcs physically affect the dielectric-conductor surfaces and current-voltage
characteristics of a given test sample. A metal plate placed some distance
above a test sample surface might show if and how much metal or dielectric is
vaporized. Finally, since arcing is an optical as well as electrical phenome-
non, spectral analysis of the discharges could provide valuable insights into
arc mechanism and composition.

Of major concern is the comparative validity of results obtained by using
a test rig containing shorted solar cell arrays that are biased with an exter-
nal power supply rather than by using self-generated voltages. The difficul-
ties that arise here are the introduction of the effects of the external
supply's characteristics and the lack of the ability to examine the actual
electronic behavior of the solar cells during arcing, Also, the test chamber's
limited size (and tite subsequent introduction of boundaries) probably affects
the plasma behavior (e.g., wave propagation). However, this test setup does
allow for visual and spectroscopic observation of arcs, which would probably
not be possible during a simulated sunlight test because nf the great intensity
of ambient light in the test chamber.

CONCLUMIONS

This study confirms the results of previous studies that found that vis-
ible arcs occur on, or very near, the interconnects of solar cell arrays biased
several hundred volts negative. The results show that arcing is not solely a
solar array phenomenon, but that arcs can occur on other dielectric-conductor
configurations as well. There are indications of geometrical, material,
plasma density, and applied bias voltage dependence of the discharges. In
addition, the arc behavior of a sample can be categorized by parameters that
include arc rate, threshold voltage, duration, arc current, and optical inten-
sity. Moreover, further study is required before the arc phenomenon will be
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adequately understood, and hence, before the limiting factors of arcing in the

design of large high-power photovoltaic systems can be thoroughly assessed.
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DISCHARGES ON A NEGATIVELY BIASED SOLAR CELL ARRAY

IN A CHARGED-PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT

David B. Snyder
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

The charging behavior of a negatively biased solar cell array when sub-
Jected to a charged-pirticle environment was studied in the ion density range
200 to 12 000 ions/cma with the applied bias range -500 to -1400 V. The
profile of the surface potentials across the array was related to the presence
of discharges.

At the low end of the ion density range the solar cell coverslides charged
to 0 to 5 V independent of the applied voltage. No discharges were seen at
bias voltages as large as -1400 V. At the higher ion densities the coverslide
potential began to fluctuate and became significantly negative. Under these
conditions discharges can occur. The threshold bias voltage for discharges
decreased with increasing ion density. A condition for discharges emerging
from the experimental observations was that the average coverslide potential
must be more negative than'-4 V. The observations presented suggest that the
plasm potential near the array becomes negative before a discharge occurs. :7 "4 '

This suggests that discharges are driven by an instability in the plasma.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that if an unilluminated, shorted solar cell array is
biased sufficiently negative in the presence of a plasma, it will exhibit arc
discharges (refs. 1 to 3). The trigger mechanism for these discharges is not
yet understood. This work studied this effect. The current working hypothesis
(ref. 3) is that when the electrical field strength between the solar cell
coverslides and the interconnects becomes too great, a discharge can occur.
The electric fields will be roughly proportional to the potential difference
between the interconnects and adjacent coverslides and the distance over which
most of the change in potential occurs,

As an alternative hypothesis, I assumed that the gradient of the potential
causes the attracted positive ions to be focused on the interconnects and that
the size of the region over which the potential changes can vary, changing the
efficiency with which ions are collected at the interconnects. Eventually,
over microseconds, this current might become great enough to overload the power
supply and result in an apparent discharge.

In this study, both of these hypotheses were examined, taking into account
the potentials observed on the biased solar array. A shorted, biased solar
array was subjected to a plasma where the ion density was low enough that the
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profile of the potential along the surface of the array changed on a time scale
of seconds to mAnutes. The profile of the potential along a portion of the
array was monitored by sweoping an electrostatic voltage probe across the array
at "-mn intervals. Discharges were detected by a probe that was capacitively
coupled to the back of the array. With this apparatus the conditions under
which discharges do and do not occur was investigated. The charging behavior
of the coverslides is discussed with respect to these discharges.

The observations reported herein do not support either of the preliminary
hypotheses, which assume that a discharge arises from the electric fields on
the array. Instead the plasm itself may be responsible for the discharge.

EXPERIMENT

This work was undertaken to measure the profile of the potential across a
biased solar array and to determine its response to a plasm environment. Of
special interest is the behavior under conditions where discharges occur. Th
experimental apparatus (fig. 1) consisted essentially of a plasma source
solar array, plates to monitor the environment, and an electrostatj Yp1Obe to
read the potential along the surface of the array. The vacuuqg&efi:mber was 1 m
in diameter by 2 m log. It used ion pumps and a turbop mrto reach a base
pressure of under 10-' torr. During thgse expetimtntg, with the plasma source
on, the pressure was in the range 4x10-0 to 10x10-' torr, the lower pressure
corresponding to lower ion densities.

An electron bombardment ionizer was the plasma source. It used a hot
* filament to generate electrons. The electrons were accelerated to about 50 V

to ionize nitrogentgat as it flowed into the vacuum system. Current through a
coil concentrieWith the ionization chamber generated a magnetic field to in-
crease theeffective path length of the electrons in the gas and thus increase
the plasm density.

Limited plasm measurements were obtained during the experiments. To
improve confidence, plasma characleristics under similar conditions were
obtained later by using a 1200-cmc plate as a Langmuir probe. The electron
temperatures were about 1 eV; the plasma potentials were about 10 V; and tho
ion densities ranged from 200 to 12 000 cm-4. These parameters should be
regarded as order-of-magnitude estimates.

The array segment (fig. 2) used in this work was originally constructed
for the SPHINX satellite. It has been used for studies of electron-beam-
stimulated discharges (refs. 4 and 5). It was constructed from twenty-four
2-cm by 2-cm solar cells connected in series and forming a 6x4 array. The
interconnects were 1-m-wide silver strips running along the edge of each cell
and had four flat wires forming the connections to the following cell. The
gaps between cells for these connections were 0.2 to 0.5 mm wide. The surfaces
of the cells were protected by fused silica coverslides, 0.15 to 0.25 m thick.
The coverslides did not extend over the main metal strip. The base for the
array was a fiberglass printed circuit board. A sheet of Kapton separated the
array and base. On the back of the base, a 2.5-cm-radius copper disk had boen
etched and covered with Kapton. This back plate served as a probe capacitively
coupled to the array and measured changes in the array's potential. The bias
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voltage was applied to the interconnects with a Spellman RHR-?OPN60/RVC power
supply. This power supply can provide voltages to 20 kV and current to 3.3 mA
(ref. 6).

During a typical run data were taken for 1920 sec and stored at 0.5-sec
intervals by a HINC-23 computer with an analog/digital Converter. At 300-sec
intervals the noncontacting Trek electrostatic voltage probe was swept across
the array. This probe reads a voltage by nulling the electric field between
itself and area being investigated. It was close enough to the array, about
0.75 mm. to average the potential over an area of about 1.6 :m$. The probe
took 120 sec to sweep down the array, during which time its position and volt-
age were recorded. During the following 160 sec, until the next probe sweep,
the pressure was monitored. The electrostatic probe returned to its base
position over a ground reference plate during the first 60 sec of this period.

Discharge transients were detected by using the back-plate probe. The

capacitance of the back plate to the solar array was 65 pr. and to ground it
was 616 pr. A fast test pulse was used to determine the characteristics of the
system. This caused the cable to ring at 15 to 20 MHz, consistent with the
4.4-m ctble length from back plate to a Biomation 6108 transient recorder. But
the transient recorder had an internal high-frequency limit of 2.5 MHz. The
50-ohm cable was terminated with 50 ohms at the transient recorder but was open
at the back plate. This arrangement measured rate of change of the average
voltage on the array. During discharges the arc current exceeded the current
Slimt of the power supply, and the power supply did not succeed in maintaining
the bias voltage at the discharge site *n the solar array. The signal shown
In figure 3 is characteristic of oischarges that appear as arcs on the array.
The time of appearance of this signal was used as the time of discharging. The
discharge times were recorded and the waveforms of the discharges (ioe., the 4
current to the back plate) were recorded by the transient recorder. f$I

RESULTS

1hree sets of data were obtained: ose for low ion density (pressure of .4T
4x10"- 3rr; ion density of about 200 cm-), gne for a medium density (pressure
of 6xl0- torr; ioD density of about 8000 cm-'), and one •or a high ion density
(pressure of 8x10- torr; ion density of about 12 000 cm-=). The data obtained
are summarized in table 1.

At low ion densities, bias voltages of -600 to -1400 V were applied. No
discharges occurred. A typical electrostatic voltage profile across the array
is shown in figure 4. rigure 4(a) illustrates the profile across the array at
various times; figure 4(b) shows the behavior of two particular cells. When
the biasing voltage was first applied, both the interconnects and the cover-
slides went to the applied potential (i.e., the coverslides had no net charge).
The coverslides then slowly accumulated positive charge and approached a
slightly positive potential. The potential of the surrounding Kapton changed
relatively rapidly because of its lower capacitance to the interconnects. On
the array itself the central coverslides charged rapidly, with those cover-
slides closest to the plasm source charging most rapidly. This effect was
probably related to the array's vertical orientation in the tank. When the
array was vertical, the door of the tank was about 1 m in front of it and the
center charged most rapidly. In a horizontal orientation, the edges of the
array charged most rapidly, with the wall of the tank being about 0.4 to 0.5 m
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above the array. This behavior was apparently a consequence of the relevant
characteristic lengths of the plasm being of the same order of magnitude as
the dimensions of the tank. This particular charging feature is not expectedin space.

The coverslides tended to charge to a slightly positive potential, 4 to
10 V. They simply-charged to the plasm potential. At high bias voltages
fluctuations in potential across the array appeared and tended to get more
pronounced at higher biases, as shown in table I. These fluctuations suggest
that the local plasma potentials near the array are becoming nonuniform.

At higher ion densities the behavior of the coverslide potential was sub-
stantially different (fig. 5). Initially the coverslides charged rapidly to a
slightly positive potential (the plasm potential). but the coverslides then
slowly became negative, and the potential across the array began to fluctuate.
At higher negative biases and higher ion densities, the average coverslide
potential was more negative, and the fluctuations became more substantial,
This is demonstrated in table I,.where the high standard deviations indicate
significant variations in potential across the array. Under these conditions
discharges can occur.

The fluctuations in potential across the array can be used to identify
sites associated with discharges. The potentials of the two coverslides at 1
and 3 cm (fig. 5(a)) became increasingly negative between 300 and 900 sec.
After a discharge at 1109 sec this feature disappeared, an indication that the
discharge occurred near this region of the array.

In several cases discharges occurred while the electrostatic probe was
measuring the surface potential. From these cases (fig. 6) it is apparent
that the coverslides attained nearly the interconnect potential at the'time of
the discharge and then recharged to ground. Since not all of the features in 4
the potential profile were changed, the discharge was apparently a local
effect. 'V

DISCUSSION

The shapes of the potential profile near an interconnect are shown under
conditions that do not (fig. 7) and do (fig. 8) cause discharges. Figure 7
shows the measured voltage profile at an interconnect at low ion density for
biases of both -800 and -1400 V (i.e., conditions where no discharges were
detected). The spatial resolution of the electrostatic probe is poor compared
with the size of an interconnect, and the distances between positions where the
potentials are read were long compared with the width of the interconnects.
However, data from separate probe sweeps were consistent with each other.
Data from separate sweeps could be aligned by calculating the position of the
negative peak from the curvature at the three most negative points. When
aligned in this way, the data constructed a consistent view of the potential
in the region of the interconnect. In fact, there ware no measurable differ-
ences between the two profiles when the -800-V profile was normalized to the
-1400-V profile by using an appropriate scaling factor of 14/8.

rigure 8(a) shows the profile at an interconnect biased to -1000 V under
conditions where discharges were detected. The primary difference between
profiles obtained at different times was that the average potential of the
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coversildes shifted. In figure 8(b) the data points for this case are super-
imposed on and compared with the profile when no discharges were seen (-900 V).
The difference between these two sets of data was primarily due to the cover-
slide potentials.

The hypothesis proposed by Stevens et al. (ref. 4) that discharges are
related to the potential gradient between the coverslides and the Interconnects
is not supported by this work. At low ion densities no discharges were seen
even though the coverslide potentials reached ground and the bias was very neg-
ative. In contrast, under discharge-prone conditions, discharges were more
likely to occur when the coverslides were at a substantially negative potential
rather than when their potentials were near ground or slightly positive. The
electric fields did not appear to change significantly. The spatial resolution
of the measurement was millimeters, so this observation was not conclysive.
In fact, these measurements show that the electric field was above 10' V/m.
but because the coverslides were more negative, and the change in voltage less
under conditions where discharges occurred than when they did not, the hypoth-
esis was not supported.

Similar conclusions were drawn with respect to the other hypothesis ad-
vanced here, that focusing of the attracted ions near the interconnect is im-
portent to the discharge mechanism. Changes in the surface potentials near
the interconnects would permit the ion-focusing characteristics of the inter-
connect to change. At low ion densities the profile of the potential near the
interconnects did not change with bias voltage, within the resolution of thee~periment.,•

in cases where discharges occurred (fig. 8), the behavior was less con-
clusive. The shape obviously changed, yet the variations were primarily due
to shifts in the coverslide potential. The width of the interconnect region
did not change significantly. If the potential profile did change, it was
only over distances as small as, or smaller than, the interconnect width.
Therefore the size of the region over which focusing could change was smell.
This work produced no evidence that ion focusing near an interconnect is im-
portent to discharging.

rhese data do indicate that discharges occurred when the average cover-
slide potential was more negative than -4 V, regardless of bias voltage.
rigure 9 shows the average coverslide potential as well as its standard devia-
tion at various Interconnect biases, for different plasma conditions. In
addition the number of discharges in a half-hour run is shown for those cases
where discharges occurred. This average was determined by the ion density and
the bias voltage. Except for the single case of a discharge at -600 V, all
discharges occurred when some coverslides were negative.

The charged-particle environment near the array became negative under con.
ditions where discharges can occur. The current to the grounded sensor became
negative, and the coverslide potential became negative by several tens of volts
locally. Two reasons are suggested for this behavior: the increase in nega-
tive charge density could be due to secondary electron emission from ion colli-
sions with the Array, or it could indicate that interconnects at high negative
biases have more of an influence on the shape of the sheath near the array at
high densities that at low densities and that the shape of the sheath has an
important role in the occurrence of discharges.
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treThe second suggestion seems to be the more likely of the two. The elec-
toemission could not be from the coverslidos, since they approached a

roughly equilibrium potential. This emission could occur only near the inter-
connects, and '4.his would limit the amount of emission available for a dis-
charge. Also since the secondary electron yields for ions on metals are low,
ion collection should not induce significant electron emssion. An instability
in the plasm, however, might be able to access the large amounts of charge
from the plasm used in a discharge.

CONCLUSIONS

The data collected in this work have been examined in an effort to iden-
tify the mechanism initiating discharges on biased solar arrays in a plasm.
The evidence submitted does not support either of the two hypotheses examined.
The potential gradient near an interconnect was not directly responiible for
the discharges. At very low-plasma densities, biases as large as -1400 V did
not result in discharges even though, the coverslides charged slightly positive.
With a resolution of the order of millimeters, the distance over which the
potential changed with no discharges resulting was no different than the dis-
tance for cases that resulted in discharges. In addition, the electric field
near the interconnects was greater when no discharges were seen than when they
were seen.

rocusing of attracted ions probably does not play an important role in
the initiation of discharges. Again, the shape of the potential profile near
the interconnect did not change appreciably, on a scale of millimiters, between
conditions that produced discharges and those that did not. o

theoth the plasm& and dielectric surfaces seemed to play important roles in,
teinitiation of discharges. before discharges occurred, the coverslides on2"

the array became negative. This indicated that changes in the plasm& sheath
were taking place, which in turn suggested that the plasm itself was playing
an important role in the appearance of discharges on high-voltage arrays. The
plasm was not simply supplying charge to the process but might have been
driving the discharges.

rurther work needs to be done to verify these observations. rirst, the
work should be carried out under better controlled and monitored conditions.
The fluctuations in the coverslide potentials should be observable at lower
bias voltages at higher plasn densities. In addition, theoretical work thould
be done to discover if plasm instaDilities can exist under these conditions.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSING AND CONTROLLING SPACECRAFT CHARGING EFFECTS

Carolyn K. Purvis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

H. B. Garrett and A. Whittlesey
California Institute of Technology

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California 91109

N. John Stevens
Hughes Aircraft Company
El Segundo, California

Experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria, or guidelines, to
be used in all phases of spacecraft design. Accor"ingly, guidelines have been
developed for the control of absolute and differential charging of spacecraft
surfaces by the lower energy (less than approximately 50 keV) space charged-
particle environment. Interior charging due to higher energy particles was
not considered. The guidelines have beeh compiled into a NASA Technical Paper
entitled "Design Guidelines for Assessing and Controlling Spacecraft Charging
Effects," NASA TP-2361.

The document is divided into five sections: (1) spacecraft charging con-
cepts of importance to the designer, (2) the modeling techniques to be used to
assess whether the design is adequate for environmental immunity, (3) specific
guidelines for protecting systems and subsystems, (4) test procedures for dem-
onstrating system immunity, and (5) active charge control and monitoring tech-
niques. Appendixes present illustrative examples and the bibliography lists
other documents for those desiring further information on specific topics.

The design guidelines document is to be regarded as a guide to good prac-
tices for assessing and controlling charging effects. It is not a NASA or Air
Force mandatory requirement unless specifically included in project specifica-
tions. It is expected, however, that this document, revised as experience may
indicate, will provide uniform design practices for all space vehicles. Copies
can be obtained by contacting Carolyn K. Purvis.
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AEROSPACE SPACECRAFT-CHARGING GUIDELINES DOCUMENT

J. F. Fennell, D. F. Hall, H. C. Koons,
P. F. Mizera, and A. L. Vampola

The Aerospace Corporation
Los Angeles, California 90009

A short summary document on spacecraft charging has been prepared for use by
engineers in the various Aerospace Corporation program offices that support Air
Force Space Division programs. The document outlines the magnetospheric charg-
ing environment at near-geosynchronous altitudes, discusses the mechanisms of
charging and discharging, and presents statistical results from the P78-2
(SCATHA) satellite engineering experiments. The document is intended to be a
layman's source for charging information and for design guidance and criteria.
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EMI CHARACTERISTICS OF A POTENTIAL CONTROL .SYSTEN*

0. E. Donatelli
Boston College

Chestnut Hill, Nassachusetts 02167

H. A. Cohen and W. 3. Burke
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

H. C. Koons
The Aerospace Corporation

Los Angeles, California 90009

With the development and use of charged particle sources for controlling space-
craft potentials there is a need to better understand the effects of these systems
on spacecraft operations. The emission of charged particles perturbs the spacecraft
environment and signals are generated which may Interfere with other vehicle functions.
In particular, the generated signals are apt to interfere with detectors for observing

waves that exist naturally in the space environment. Examples of this type of inter-
ference are presented from the SCATHA satellite during a period when the vehicle was
highly charged. A plasma source on board the spacecraft succeeded in discharging
the vehicle with each of four different operating modes. The VLF broadband receiver
on SCATHA detected Interference over the entire 0-5 kHz range of both the electric
and magnetic field detectors ouring these charged particle emissions. This frequency
range includes the 2 kHz electron gyrofrequency but Is below the 9 kHx electron plasma
frequency. The observations suggest that interference occurs through Introduction
of anomalous signals, and through suppression of background field measurements.

INTRODUCTION

The development of active means for controlling spacecraft potentials is moti-
vated from both engineering and scientific considerations. Large spacecraft potentials
may be responsible for operational anomalies (ref. 1 and references therein) and may
interfere with measurements of the characteristics of the cold plasma embedded in
the plasma sheet. The cold plasma plays a significant role in providing neutralizing
currents to spacecraft (ref. 1). It also acts as a catalyst for the generation of
wave turbulence in the plasma sheet (eef. 2 and 3). The waves cause energetic
electrons to diffuse in pitch angle (ref.4 and 5). The lifetime of the charging
environment should then be controlled by the diffusion rate of these electrons.
Thus, exact measurements of the low density, cold plasma component in the plasma
sheet is required both for specifying severe charging environments and for modelling
their dynamics. Unfortunately, the densities and temperatures of the cold electron
and ipn populations can only be measured if the satellite potential is maintained at
low values relative to the plasma.

*This work was supported in part by Air Force Contract F19628-81-K-O011.
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Charge ejection systems have been proposed for satellite missions to facilitate
measurement of cold plasma fluxes by actively maintaining the entire satellite close
to plasma potential. Purvis and Bartlett (ref. 6) have pointed out that during a
92-hour period of continuous charged particle ejection by ATS-6, no spacecraft charging
events were detected, although several plasma injection events were encountered.
Experience with simillar injection events suggests that if the charge ejection system
had not been operating, severe charging would have occurred.

Electron beam and plasma beam systems were put on the SCATHA satellite to study
the discharging of satellites near geostationary orbit. During the satellite-eclipse
period of 24 April 1(79, SCATHA encountered such an environment and satellite potentials
as low as -8 kV were measured (ref. 7). Attempts were made to discharge the vehicle
using both beam systems. The electron beam system was able to raise the vehicle
potential to -1 kV, but not bring about complete discharge. During periods of plasma-
beam emissions the vehicle was completely discharged.

Few, if any, direct measurements of electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated
during plasma beam operations have been published in the technical literature. The
purpose of this report is to consider the impact of EMI generated by the emitted
plasma on the operation of wave experiments. Since SCATHA is equipped with a plasma
beam system and a VLF experiment capable of monitoring beam-induced waves, it provides
a unique set of measurements for an EMI impact assessment. Even though there are
major differences between the plasma-beam system flown on SCATHA and the charge
ejection systems proposed for vehicle potential control, these measurements should
have relevance for a satellite that will spend a significant fraction of its life in
plasma sheet environments similiar to those encountered by SCATHA.

In the fo'lowing section the plasma beam and VLF Instruments on SCATHA are
described. The observations soction examines VLF measurements taken during the eclipse
period of 24 April (day 114) 1979. In a fifteen-minute period of intermittent plasma-beai.,
emissions, four different modes of plasma emissions successfully discharged the
vehicle.

INSTRUMENTATION

SCATHA was launched in January, 1979, into a near-geosynchronous (23 hour, 35-
minute), near equatorial orbit with a 7.9 degree inclination. The satellite is
cylindrical in shape, spin-stabilized, with a period of rotation of about 58 seconds.
The spin axis is in the orbital plane and is maintained normal to the earth-sun line
within + 5 degrees. The satellite orbit has apogee of 7.8 RE (earth radii) and
perigee-of 5.3 RE. During the spring and fall the satellite enters an eclipse
season, a period in which a portion of each orbit intersects the earth's shadow. The
maximum eclipse duration per orbit is 71 minutes.

The SC4-2 instrument on the SCATHA satellite was developed to eject currents
of positive and negative charge either separately or together. The major elements
of the system are a xenon gas storage reservoir, a feed line from the reservoir to
a hollow cathode, a discharge chamber, ion optics, a filament neutralizer, and support-
Ing electronics. A functional block diagram of the SC4-2 payload is shown in Figure 1.
On command, gas from the reservoir is fed through the hollow cathode and into the
discharge chamber. Ions are produced in the discharge chamber by the impact of
electrons from the heated cathode with neutral xenon atoms. The ion energy is deter-
mined by both the anode-cathode potential difference and the chamber (screen) potential
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relative to spacecraft ground. The ions could be ejected from the SC4-2 with low
(eV), as well as high (keV), energies. The neutralizer could be independently comuanded
to be heated, biased with respect to spacecraft ground, or both. Wide dynamic-range
electrometers permit measurements of the ion current from the beam power supply, the
electron current from the neutralizer eintssion, and the net emitted current.

The SC1 instrument on SCATHA includes a very-low-frequency (VLF) wave analyzer
capable of taking broadband measurements of electrostatic and electromagnetic emissions.
from 0-6 kHz. A 100 meter tip-to-tip dipole antenna (SCIO) detects the electric
field comlponent (E), and an air-core loop detects the magnetic field component (B)
of the waves. The SCIO antenna consists of two 50 meter, 1/4 inch diameter antennas
extending from ýhe spacecraft. The sensitivity of the electric field receiver is 5
x 10-7 V/m Hzll/ at 1.3 kHz. The gir-core loop is electrostatically shielded
and has an effective area of 575 W. at 1.3 kHz. It is constructed of 1630 turns
of 36 AWG copper wire on a form 50 cm in diameter. The antenna is boom-mounted two
meters from the central portion of the spacecraft. The sensitivity of the magnetic
field receiver is 3 x 10-6 y/Hzt/2 at 1.3 kHz. Prior to flight laboratory
tests were conducted to insL.re that the instruments were shielded so there would be
no internally generated signals detected by the E and B antennas. D)jring periods of
SCI operations presented here the wave environment was sampled alternately for periods
of 16 seconds duration with the E and B antennas. Data are presented in a frequency
versus time format. A grey scale Indicates relative intensities at a given time.
The maximum amplitude Is measured by the detector's automatic gain control (AGC)
system four times per second in unequal intervals. The AGC measurements, plotted in
field strength versus time, are given with each data sample. In the frequency-time
spectrograms information about wave fields more than 20 db below the frequency of
maximum amplitude is supressed.

OBSERVAT IONS

Diring the period between 0747:34 and 0801:45 UT on 24 April 1979 the SC4-2
system on SCATHA operated intermittently in the plasma-beam mode. Throughout this
period the satellite was at an altitude of ~-6.7 RE in the plasma sheet and in the
earth's shadow. Figure 2 contains plots of the em tted ion current (top panel) and
the satellite frame poteiitial (bottom panel) for the twelve minutes following 0750:10UT. Mote that when the plasma-beam was not operating the satellite potential ranged All
between -2 and -3 kV. This potential was discharged during four distinct plasma-beam
operating modes. The ion and electron current and energy levels connected with thefour plasma beam modes are listed in Table 1. Also listed in Table I is the range
of maximum amplitudes measured by the electric and magnetic antennas during bothbackground and bean operation intervals. These ranges were determined from the gain
states of the AGC. Throughout this paper the word "1background" denotes waves detected
while the discharge system was not operating.

To help distinguish beam-induced EMI effects from background emissions
it is useful to consider VLF measurements from the E and B antennas prior
to beam turn-on. The bottom portions of Figures 3a and 3b provide examples
of the E and B background measurements, respectively. The curves in the top
panels of these figures give the AGC levels of maximum signal Intensities.
These measurements correspond to the darkest portions of the 0-6 kHz
spectrograms. They are given in db V and Wl/m for Emax and db y and mn
for Bina The background signals consist of narrow bands, approximately
200 Hzn width centered near 0.6 and 1.2 kHz. The signal near 1.2 kHz is
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the most intense. The harmonic bands near 1.7 and 2.2 kHz are believed
to be artifacts of ground station instrumentation.

Examples of VLF signals as well as Emax and Bmax as measured during each of
the four modes of plasma beam emissions, are presented in Figures 4-7. For ease in
comparing intensities of fields measured during beam operations with background
measurements Emax and Bmax from Figure 3 are plotted, represented by the symbol 0,
with the appropriate beam mode (1, 2, 3, 4). Note that AGC measurements taken
immediately after the receiver switches to the electric antenna do not provide reliable
values of the electric fields. During these intervals the AGC is searching for the
appropriate gain state. Often the appropriatG state is considerably lower for the
elecric than the magnetic antenna. This is because the reference voltage is 1.0 V
for the electric receiver and only 300 W for the magnetic receiver. The system is
designed such that the receivers center on chorus emissions and permit the detection
of waves within + 30 db of chorus fields.

The mode ý beam emissions, from 0753:12 to 0754:08 and from 0800:07 to 0801:45,
generated the largest amounts of EMI. In this mode ions were emitted with energies
of 1 keV and currents between 1.1 and 1.7 nm. Electrons were emitted from a heated
filament biased at -lOV with respect to the satellite. Figures 4a and 4b contain
examples of B and E signals as well as Pia and Emax measured during mode 1
operations. The magnetic signal consists of a band extending from 0.5 to 5.0 kHz
that has maximum intensities near 1.3 and 3.5 kHz. Since the antenna response maximizes
at 1.3 kHz, the greater intensity of that signal band near that frequency is partly
an artifact of of the system. However, the null in the noise band near 3 kHz implies
that the double-banded structure is real. Values of Bax range froa 40 to 100
my and are consistantly stronger than the background emissions. The electric
signal contains narrow bands centered near 1, 2 and 3 kHz with Emax in the 20 to
100 IY/m range. The bands that appear between seconds 6 through 8 of Figure 4
are harmonics of the background, double band spectrum. In other mode 1 measurements
(not shown) even small-scale rising tone features are exactly replicated in each of
the bands. These niultiple bands sometimes span the entire 0-6 kHz bandwidth of the
detector. The values of Emax for the multiple bands lie between 100 and 400 P V/m.
Although Emax approaches background values during these periods it is, in general,
less than the background Emaxo

In the second plasma-beam mode (0754:08 - 0756:19 UT) icois were again emitted
with 1 key energy but at current strengths that varied between 0.75 and 0.9 nA.
Electrons were emitted with the same filament bias of -10 V with currents slightly
more than 1.0 ffA. Magnetic and electric signals characteristic of mode 2 operations
are shown in Figures 5a and c, and 5b and d, respectively. Again the magnetic signal
covers the entire 0.5 to 5 kHz band. However, Bmax which ranges from 10 to 100
my may be either less than or greater than hackground values. Note that the noise
level is reduced and the background signal intensified in the second sample, Figure
5c, compared to the first which is taken at the beginning of the mod3. The electric
signal is consistently weaker than the background level. The stronger values of
Emax (40 - 200 01/m) occur when background frequency signals are visible in
the spectrogram. The weaker values of Emax occur during periods of 0-1 kHz broadband
noise. Note the stronger signals in the second sample, Figure 5d, which is taken in
the latter portion of the mode operation. The significance of these changes will be
discussed below.

The third plasma-beam mode (0756:19 - 0758:09 UT) was characterized by ion
currents of 0.04 mA at energies less than 40 eV. The electron current was 0.45 mA
with the filament biased at -10 V. VLF data representative of this beam mode are
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presented in Figure 6. The magnetic signal appears as a band, decreasing in intensity
with increasing frequency, covering the 0.5 to 4 kHz range. The most intense signal
is near 1.2 kHz with Bmax between 10 and 20 my . This is lower in intensity
than the background signals of Figure 3. Some narrow band signals are barely discernible
near 2.8, 3 and 5 kHz between seconds 0 to 2 and 8 to 13. The electric signal is
more complex. It includes a persistent narrow band at the background frequency of
1.2 kHz and Intermittent signals at 0.6, 2.2 and 5 kHz. Note also the presence of a
multiple band near 3 kHz. The portion of this spectrogram between 4 and 6 seconds
and 9 and 11 seconds shows that the signal near 2.8 kHz can exceed the 1.2 kHz signal
in intensity. These periods are also marked by the presence of narrow bands near
0.1 kHz. Throughout this plasma-beam operation Emax was between 40 and 200 UV/m,
again less than the intensity of background signals.

The fourth bean mode started at 0759:10 UT as a discharge in the ion source
chamber that lasted until 0800:07 UT. The current electrometer measured a net positive
current of 0.01 iA. The energy of the ejected positive charge was 4 40 eV. During
this interval the satellite frame discharged from -2.7 kV to within 100 V of plasma
potential. Corresponding B and E signals are presented in Figure 7. fhe magnetic
signal appears as a band of variable intensity, from 0.5 to 5 kHz, with Eax in
the 10-30 my range near 1.2 kHz. This is similiar to but stronger in intensity
than signals detected during mode 3 operations. A comparison of AGC levels with the
spectrogram shows that in mode 4 Bmax is usually less than the background level.Narrow-band signals near 5 kHz are visible when Bax is weakest. The electric
signals also have characteristics similiar to those of mode 3 operations. The mode
4 electric signals, however, contain numerous bursts that cross the entire band.
Emax varies betwen 40 and 200 p V/m. The background signal at 1.2 kHz was
doninant during periods of strongest signals. During periods of weaker signals
(seconds 5 to 7 and 12.5 to 14.5) the 0.6 kHz band and 0 to .5 kHz noise was dominant.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

To provide a context for interpreting the VLF measurements presented above itis useful to summarize the plasma and magnetic field environment of SCATHA. During
the period of interest the SCATHA dc magnetometer measured magnetic fields in the
75-80 nT range. Thus, the electron gyrofrequency, fe, was - 2 kHz. There were nomeasurements of the cold plasma (< 10 eV) by SCATHA Instruments. The Rapid ScanParticle Detector (SC5) neasurements of electrons and ions with energies between 50
eV and I MeV have been discussed in reference 7. During the period of spacecraft
charging the density of plasma sheet electrons in the energy range of detectability
was between 0.5 and 1 cm- 3 . Corresponding plasma frequencies and upper hybrid
frequencies, which lie in the 6.3 to 10 kHz range, cannot be detected by the SCATHA
VLF receiver. It is interesting to note that the charging period corresponded to an
injection of high energy (30 - 335 keV) electrons whose combined fluxes strongly
correlated with the satellite potential. Electrons in this energy range were highly
anisotropic W;ýIi MaAeIMU fluxes perpendicular to the magnetic field.

The background signals shown in Figure 3 consist of a double band that appears
in both the electric and magnetic field spectrograms. Thus, they are electromagnetic
rather than electrostatic phenomena. The frequencies are centered at 0.6 and 1.1kHz with a null near 0.5 re, There is a weaker double band with a similar structurewith frequencies centered at 1.7 and 2.2 kHz and a null near fe that is considered
to he an artifact of the ground station instrumentation.
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"The double-banded electromagnetic emissions with a null near 0.5 fe are a form
of magnetospheric chorus that has been discussed extensively in the literature (rofs.
8.14). There is general agreement that chorus emissions result from a Doppler-shifted,.
cyclotron resonance between anisotropically distributed, energetic electrons and
generally present background, electromagnetic noise. The energy of resonant electrons,
derived in reference 4, is:

ER (

With the observed magnetic field 76-80 nT and electron densities 0.5 - 1.0 cm" 3

the magnetic energy density per particle lies between 14 and 32 keV. Setting f a .5 f@
we estimate a band of resonant energies extending from 3.5 to 8 keV. Electron measure-
ments from this period reported in reference 7, show that anisotropic electrons in
this energy range were present in abundance. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no generally accepted explanation for the missing emission band near 0.5 fe.

Examples of the effects of plasma beam emissions on the detection of electric and
magnetic signals at VLF frequencies have been presented in Figures 4-7. Before the
plasma beams were ejected, between beaon emissions and after beam turn-off, the vehicle
was charged several kilovolts and discrete, narrow-band emissions were detected by
the electric and magnetic receivers. As shown in Table 1 the values of Emax and
8maxo with no beam emissions were in the ranges 200-600 0//m and 20-60 my
respectively. To varying degrees the detection of background electric and magnetic
VLF signals was compromised during four distinct modes of plasma-beam operations
that discharged the satellites During beam operations magnetic spectrograms were
characterized by broad bands extending from 0.5 to 6 kHz that make visual Identifi-
cation of background signals difficult. The intensity of B varied with the
strength and duration of the emitted current. The electric $leld spectrograms more
readily provide information about background signals. The narrowband, background
signal near 1,2 kHz is nearly always present. However, there are electric field
signals at other than "background" frequencies. The AGC measurements, summarized in
Table 1 show that E ax was consistently lower with the beam on than
during beam-off periods.

Before considering the wave measurements during beam operations, it is useful
to attempt a description of the zero-order effects of the plasma beam in the
Immediate vicinity of the satellite and the VLF sensors. There is evidence from
the active potential control experiments on ATS-5, ATS-6 and SCATHA that plasma
beams are successful in discharging differentially charged surfaces as well as the
conducting frame of the satellite (refs. 6 and 15). From an analysis of SCATHA
experimental data, in reference 15 it is shown that diffarent physical processes
must be responsible in each case. To begin with, the plasma beam must be dispersed
such that a cloud eventually envelopes the whole satellite. To discharge the
negatively charged satellite frame most beam electrons must escape to infinity.
The discharge of dielectric surfaces requires that positive ions from the emitted
beam impact these surfaces in sufficient numbers to neutralize negative charges
deposited from the magnetospheric plasma. Secondary electrons from the impacting
beam inns and magnetospheric electrons probably play crucial roles in this
discharging procedure. Whatever the details of the discharging process may be, two
things are clearly required. First, the sheath in the immediate vicinity of the
satellite is transformed from a depleted plasma to an enhanced plasma. The extent
of the enhancement sheath is not known. Second, the near satellite enhancement
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region is characterized by multiple, complex current loops that couple dielectri:
surfaces with the magnetospheric plasma and the satellite frame. Recall that the

* air core loop Is located 2 m from the satellite while the active element of the
electric field antenna extends from 20 to 60 m from the satellite. If the scale
size of the plasma-enhanced region is less than 50 m very different effects on the
two systems may be anticipated.

The magnetic spectrograms are dominated by wide bands that extend from 0.5 to
5 kHz. The apparent low frequency cut off is an Instrumental effect. At frequencies
less than I kHz the frequency response of the magnetic VLF receiver decreases rapidly
with decreasing frequency (cf Figure 2 of ref. 14). The presence of an enhanced
plasma In the immeditate vicinity of the satellite should of itself, have no effect
on the performance of the low impedance loop antenna (ref. 16). Wather, the date
suggest that the air core loop is embedded in a dense region of fluctuating currents
inherent to the satellite discharge process. These bands may have harmonic structure
(figures 4a and Sa) with intensity exceeding that of the background siqnals. The
signal strength intensifies just below the first and second harmonics of the electron
gyrofrequency; i.e., 2 kHz and 4 kHz, respectively. Une possible explanation comes
from Ohnuma, et al., (ref. 17). They have shown that in a high density, hot plasma,
electfromagntic waves may be generated at these harmonics. These waves are back-
scattered at some critical low density which Implies they would be confined to the
enhanced sheath region around the satellite.

Structured emissions are detectable, to varying degrees during all beam operations
but are more easily perceived in the electric field spectrograms. These emissions
have five different kinds of signatures: (1) chorus emissions centered at .6, and
1.2 kHz. (2) chorus harmonic ban6s,(3) narrow bands near 3 and 5 kHz, (4) multiple
bands near 3 kHz, and (5) 0 to .5 kHz ELF bands. The background chorus signals
centered at 1.1 kHz were present a large fraction of the time while those at 0.6 kHz
were less frequently detectable. Intensities of chorus signals were usually weli
below those measured when the beam system was off. The diminished and sometimes
totally suppressed chorus seems to be related to the beam emission process rather
than to variations in the emitting plasma. This is evidenced by the relative constancy
of (l) Em x and Imax when the beam was off and (2) the flux levels and pitch
angle distributions of electrons in the resonant energy range of 6 to 10 keV. A
possible mechanism for reducing chorus intensity measurements is discussed below.

Multiple harmonics of chorus emissions are occasionally detected during mode 1
operations, and are most visible on the electric field spectrograms (figure 4b).
The fact that multiple harmonics only appear during a specific mode of operation and
have never been detected outside beam operations suggests that they are artifacts of
the beam emission process. How they are produced is not understood at this time.
It may be that the beam emission which is highly anisotropic occurring at pitch
angles of 700-1400, or the vehicle discharging process, create sufficiently energetic,
anisotropic electrons to produce cyclotron hammonic resonances as discussed in refer-
ences 4 and 18, which in turn may produce harmonics of chorus emissions. In the
near vicinity of the satellite, the high current emissions ore shown to intensify
the 1.2 kHz signal (figures 4a and Sa).

At sometime during all four modes of plasm-beam operations narrow bands near
3 kHz are visible in the spectrograms. A similar band at 5 kHz is detectable
intermittantly during modes 3 and 4. These signals are present in both the
electric and magnetic spectrograms. They appear to he electron cyclotron harmonic
(ECH) waves. Wave inodes of these types propagate nearly perpendicular to the
magnetic field between harmonics of the electron gyrofrequency and may be associated
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with positive slopes in the electron distribution function ( af/av, > 0).
However, the responsible electrons have energies considerably lower than those responsible
for chorus waves (ref. 2). We note that on several occasions the appearance
of ECH waves coincided with the complete suppression of the 1.2 kHz chorus band.

The observation of a magnetic component is contrary to other observations in
space (ref. 3) and is not yet understood. The ECH waves are assumed to have
long wavelengths, much greater th.n the 50 cm diameter of the magnetic loop antenna.
Therefore, there should be no coupling of the wave electric fields to this antenna.
It my be, however, that these waves generate local current oscillations in the
satellite sheath in which the magnetic antenna is imbedded. These oscillations
would occur at the same frequency as those of the naturally occurring ECH waves.

turing the entire mode 3 and seconds 11 to 16 of mode 4, multiple bands are
detected near 3/2 fg. Similar multiple bands have been reported by Koons and
Fennell, (ref. 20). They are usually associated with electrons at energies of a

-e-w ItV whose distribution functions have relative minfina at pitch angles of 900.
We have examined particle measurements and found that at the times of modes 3 and
4, electrons with energies of - I keV had trapped pitch angle distributions but
with a local minimum at 900. Electrons in all other energy channels have normally
trapped distributions.

Sporadic emissions of signals in the 0 to .5 kHz range were detected during
all four beam modes on the electric field spectrograms. Similar EI.F bursts have
been detected (ref. private communication, 1982) during beam-off periods. Again we
note that several of these bursts (Figures 5 and 7) coincide with periods In which
the 1.2 kHz signal is completely suppressed.

Since the ECH and ELF emissions naturally occur in plasma sheet environments
this Is probably true in the present case as well. Their appearances durinq beam
operations frequently coincide with low amplitudes or absences in the chorus bands.
This suggests that when the beam system is not operating the ECH and ELF waves are
more than 20 db below background chorus intensities. (Jnly when the level of detected
chorus signals Is diminished or supressed does the AGC react to the presence of
these waves. The question of beam related EM! thus becomes, how does the beam emission
process lead to diminished chorus measurements by the antenna systems. Two possible
mechanisms come to mind: (1) diminshed antenna coupling between the antenna and the
medium, and (2) interactions between the chorus and the plasma cloud around the
satellite.

The first alternative, diminished antenna coupling with the medium applies only
to the electric antenna and does not seem to be correct for two reasons. First,
during beam emission periods the density of particles in the sheath around the antenna
should be increased. This leads to a decreased sheath impedance (ref. 16) and
better coupling to the medium (ref. 21). Second, there is no reason for the antenna
to be coupled efficiently to the medium at 0.0 to U.5 kHz and at 3 kHz and inefficiently
coupled at 1.2 kHz.

The vehicle discharging process results in the emissinn of secondary electrons
from dielectric surfaces. In reference 15 it is shown that these surfaces discharge
at different rates based on surface material and location. Independent of material,
a surface which was readily accessible to beam Ions would discharge mnore rapidly
thin one that was in a less accessible location on the satellite. The discharging
"of the satellite frame was almost instantaneous whereas the rate for each sample
varied such that discharging occurred over a period on the order of minutes. This
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indicates that secondary electrons are emitted over this entire period with varied
and decreasing energies depending on the particular surface from which they were
emitted, its location and rate of discharge. These electrons would produce a cloud
of varied length and diameter that decreased in time. This is indicated by comparing
the two samples of mode 2. The first sample shows considerable suppression of the
background signal on the E and B spectroqrains even with a reduced noise level on the
B spectrogram. The second sample indicates a greater variability in the plasma
cloud permnitting more of Vtt I)ackijround signal to penetrate on the E spectrogram and
intensification of the 1.2 kHz signal on the B spect.rograin.

The direction of wave propagation for chorus and E[H waves combined with an
assymetry of the local plasma could could lead to a selective diminution of
chorus. Chorus waves usually propagate in directions close to that of the magnetic
field while E0c waves propagate mostly normal to the magnetic field. Because
particles in the plasma cloud emitted during beam operations are relatively free to
move along but not across the magnetic field the cloud could have a relatively
large extent along the magnetic field. Waves propagating along the magnetic field
could see an "optically thick" medium while those propagating across the magnetic
field an "optically thin" medium.

Chorus waves amplify due to the presence of free energy contained in the
anisotropic pitch angle distributions of resonant, energetic electrons. They are
also subject to Landau damping processes. Waves grow In regions where the free
enery available exceeds the rate at which Landau heating of the plasma occurs.
The introduction of large quantities of low-energy electrons in the plasina cloud
greatly increases the negative slope of the total electron distribution function
and consequently the rate of Landau damping. The length and diameter of the plasma
cloud along the magnetic field would then modulate the admittance of chorus waves
to the satellite. The diameter of the cloud should be limited to a few electron
gyroradi1. For emitted 10 eV electrons this is of the order of a few hundred
meters; for 2-3 keV secondary electrons this is of the order of kilometers. Since
the hobye length in the plasma sheet is several kilometers such a cloud should have
little effect on perpendicularly propagating waves.

CONCLUSIONS

The combination of plasma beam emissions and the discharging process has been
shown to have three distinct affects on the detection of VLF waves. First, the
magnetic loop antenna detects Intense signals during high current emissions, modes 1
and 2, that are apparently localized to the near vicinity of the satellite. They
are assumed to be generated and/or atoplified within the plasma that envelopes the
satellite upon beam emission. These signals span the 0.5 to 5 kHz band, may be
double-banded, and often saturate the magnetic receiver, thus obscuring the detection
of signals that do not lie within 20 dB of this signal amplitude. Second, on the
electric antenna during mode 1, the highest current emitting mode, occasionally
multiple bands of chorus emissions are detected. These are assumed to be generated
by the large anisotropic fluxes of beam electrons. Third, the fields of the chorus
emissions are often suppressed. This suppression permits observations of much weaker
wave fields. It is suggested that electrons emitted by the beam and during the
discharge process create an Irregular plasma cloud along the field lines which becomes
an optically thick screen for parallel propagating waves.
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TABLE 1. -CONDITIONS DURING PLASMA BEAM MODES

III ame Ion Ion El ectron Electron Maximum Field Strength
Mode Curren t Energ, Current Energ~ Electric Magneti C

Wi V/r (m (k *V1 u )

0 a 0 0 0 200.600 20-60

1 1.1 -1.7 1.0 2.1 - 2.4 0.01 20.400 40-100

* *2 0.75 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.01 10.200 20.1001

3 0.0' 0.04 0.45 0.01 40-ZOO 10-20

4 0.01 0.04 0.0 0.0 40-200 10.30

Ib d+a g...~ ANODE

DECELERATOR

DISCHARGE CATHODE 1bI:BA

( ELECTRON

99MACCELERATOR NEUTRALIZER

Is SIAS

CURRENTS SHOWN
FOR IONS SPACECRAFT POWER PROCESSORFRAME COMMON

Figure 1. -Functional block diagram of ion source and power processor for
SC-4.
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ANiONALOUSLY HIGH POTENTIALS OBSERVED ON ISEE*

E. C. Whipple, I. S. Krinsky, and R. B. Torbert
University of California at San Diego

La Jolla, California 92093

A. C. Olsen
University of Alabam

Huntsville, AlabaMN 3S899

Data from the two electric field experiments and from the plasma composition
experiment on ISE-I show that the spacecraft charged to close to -70 V in sunlight
at about 0700 UT on larch 17, 1978. Data from the electron spectrometer experimait
show that there was a potential barrier of some -10 to -20 V about the spacecraft
during this event. The potential barrier was effective in turning back emitted
photoelectrons to the spacecraft. Potential barriers can be formed because of
differential charging on the spacecraft or because of the presence of apace charge.
The stringent electrostatic cleanliness specifications imposed on I83 make the
presence of differential chginga unlikely, if these precautions were effective.
Nodeling of this event is required to determine if the barrier was produced by the
presence of space charge.

INTRODUCTION

The International Sun Earth Eplorer (1821) project involves three spacecraft
which were designed to study the magnetospheric plasma under the auspices of the
International kagnetoopheric Study program. IS19-1 and 1811-2 were launched on
October 22, 1977, into almost identical orbits but with a variable separation
distance in order to be able to separate temporal and spatial variations of the
environment. Their apoage wae at 23 earth radii, and their period woe apsroximately
57 h. ISE-3 was launched into a "halo orbit" about the libration point at about
240 earth radii towards the sun from the earth. Further information on the ISlE
sission can be found in References 1 through 3.

The ISlE spacecraft wore built according to a set of electrostatic cleanliness
specifications which were intended to make the exteriors uf the spacecraft be
equipotential surfaces and to prevent the buildup of asymmetric potentials which
could interfere with low energy particle and electric field measurements. The
specifications required that no exposed spacecraft component (with some exceptions)
charge to potentials in excess of I volt with respect to the spacecraft potential.
This requirement demanded that all spacecraft components that wore exposed to the
plasma environment be "sufficiently conducting," and be connected to the spacecraft
ground through low impedance paths. These specifications which were also used in
the construction of the GOS spacecraft, appear to have been relatively effective;
the most negative potential reached by GRO8 2 was -1500 volts in eclipse which is

*This work was supported by NASA Levis Research Center under grant NAG-320.
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much les than potentials reached by other eusnetospharic spacecraft such as ATS-5,
ATB-6 and SCATRA (Ieferences 4 through 6).

In spite of these electrostatic cleasqAneus requirements, there have been
indications of significant chargiNg events on 1819-1s, with the spacecraft going at
times to a negative potential on the order of -100 volts in sualight. These
indications came frcm ton data obtained by the plasn composition experiment (Rsf.
7) which showed that low energy (thermal) ions had been accelerated to kinetic
energies on the order of 100 eV before they were detected by the instrument. It is
important to understand such charging events, if they are indeed real, in order to
be able to evaluate the effectiveness of the electrostatic cleanliness
specifications. Por example, the charging of electrostatically "dirty" spacecraft
such as ATe-5, ATe-6 end SCATRA has boen shown to be very dependent on differential
charging effects (Ret. 8 and 9). Differential charging on a spacecraft can produce
a potential barrier which prevents low energy photoelectrons from escaping, and can
thus lead to much larger negative potentials In sunlight than would otherwise be
expected. The purpose of this paper is to examine In detail such a sunlight charging
event on tiS-1.

DATA THAT INDICATE; CHARGING

Several experiments on ISit-1 are capable of giving information on the potential
of the spacecraft. In this section we present evidence from the two electric field
experiments and from the plama composition experiment which indicate that between
0600 and 0800 UT on March 17, 1978 (Day 76), the 18lE-i spacecraft charged to about
-70 volts In sunlight. At that time the vehicle was near synchronous orbit, at 7.7
earth radli, and at 0300 local time. In addition, we present data from a
synchronous altitude spacec.raft, ATS-5, on the same date but at about 0400 UT and at
midnight local time, which show that ATe-5 charged to about -6 kV in eclipse* Thus "'.

the plains environment during this period of time wes sufficiently hot to provide
significant chargint.

The spherical double probe electric field experiment on I1EE-I (eaf. 10)
measures the potential difference between the probes, which are two 4 cm radius
spheres at the ends of wire booms separated by 73.5 m in the spin plane of the
spacecraft.* T addition, the experiment monitors the potential difference between
each of the probes ad the spacecraft. The potential of the spheres with respect to
the plasna is adjusted to be near sero by Introducing bias currents to the spheres
based on current/voltage sweeps which are made during a quarter-second interval
every 128 sec.

ligure 1 shoue the quantity V28 which Is the potential difference between sphere
02 and the spacecraft during the interval from 0500 to 0800 UT on March 17, 1978.
The spacecraft potential with respect to the sphere (which was near ambient plase
potential) is the negative of V28. The figure shows that the spacecraft woe near
sera volts at 0600 and that it gradually charged to a more negative potential, going
off-scale at -50 volts at about 0715 UT. The potential came back on scale briefly
at 0745. During the period from 0700 to 0800 the vehicle potential was close to or
more negative than -50 volta. Since the sphere bias current Is negative at this
time (i.e., electrons are being pushed onto the sphere), the fact that the
spacecraft is more negative than the sphere implies that the sphere and the
spacecraft are responding differently to the environment. For example, there may be
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more secondary electrons emitted from the sphere, or there may be potential barrier
effects around the spacecraft that are not around the sphere.

S" 0V V- ... ... ... ... ... ..

5:00 6:00 7:00 6100
TIME OF DAY 76,1978

Figure 1. Probe data from Wper's electric field
experiment ehoving the probe-to-spacearaft
potential. (V28) from 0500 to 0800 UT on
Hatch 17, 1976.

Figure 2 shows similar data from the Goddard electric field experiment on 1SlE-I
(Ref. 11), The active probes in this experiment are 36 m uninsulated tip sections
of two vires i•,dependently deployed to lengths of 106.7 a. This gives an eftective
baseline between the two active elements of 179 m. The figure shown the potential
difference between one of these _

elements and the spacecraft
during two periods of time: at O6HOOM
0600 and at 0645 UT. The 06HOM
potentials of the active elements 30
in this experiment are floating
with respect to the ambient t "% * o .* 0' . so. o,% go 0. o,*
plasma. That is, the potential o, 0 o", 1.s
of the elements is determined by 0 ' """.* . .

a current balance between 0'
collected plasma ions and ,. : ;
electrons and emitted secondary '" '
electrons and photoelectrons.
The floatin& potential Is -300 5 tIoN 15 20
modulated by the spin of the SECN DS
spacecraft. The potential is ,ECO-,S
most positive when the wire
elements are perpendicular to the 06H45M
direction of the sun since this 30 t0. 4". * .". 0"0 .**. ,**. ,0,
is the orient.ation where the , * * * 0 • , "
photoemission current is a

The floating potential of the 0
active wire elements with respect *0*
to the local plasma is not
directly measured in this
experiment, but it is expected to ..
he on the order of a few volts 10'50 15 20
positive when the wires are SECONDS
perpendicular to the sun
direction. The two spherical Figure 2. Probe data from Heppner'e electric
probes in the other electric field experiment showing the probe-to-spacecraft
field experiment floated at potential at 0600 and 0645 UT on March 17, 1978.
approximately +5 V during 'this
period of time, as determined from current/voltage sweeps when the bias current was
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zero. If the wire element is also floating at about +5 vo'ts during this time, then
the spacecraft potential has changed from near zero to about -25 V between 0600 and
0645. Theme values are In reasonable agreement with the di~ta ahown in Figure 1.

The plasma composition experiment to described in Isf. 7. It consists of two
Identical mass spectrometers which can be operated independently* The io&as enter a
collimator aid then go through a three-grid retarding potential analyzer (PPA). The
retarding grid is programmable between 60 mV and 100 V in 32 *LePiS with approxi-
mately equal logarithmic intervals. After pavoing through the third grid, the ions
are accelerated through a potential difference of approximately -2950 V before they
pass through a cylindrical electrostatic analyzer. Due to the pro-acceleration, the
lowest energy step of the electrostatic analyzer passes all ions with external
eneorgies between tero (ie,.., those cold ions w~iich can reach the spacecraft) and
approximately 100 eV.

Figure 3 shows results from the plasma composition experiment between 0600 and
0800 UT on March 17, 1978. The four panels show ion counts during the four
half-hour intervals, where the
data has been accaumuated as a DAY 76,91978
function of spacecraft spin .... 0-600.06130 06,30-07,00
angle and RPA retarding
potentials* The cou.nt rat~e is 1i niwIIljj i
Indicated by the gray scale, * iiiI'1  riT
with dark signifying high countI I
rates, and light signifying low j 1J!.
count rates. The retarding
potential at which the count illrates are sharply reduced is a
measure of the (negative) * jI 1 t1 HUI
spacecraft potential. in thisn '

i mode of operation, the
Instrument is passing all 07100-07,30 07130-08:00
species of ions, but it is
known from the other modes uf-
operation that the ions are CL
predominantly hydrogen but with
a significant oxygen componanto
It can be seen that this
cut-off potential increases
during this period of time from
about 10 V at the beginning to
somewhat under 100 V at the ____________

end. ib11. 1000-1 1.0 10 100

Individual RPA scans were E E G eV
examined during part of this Fig ure 3. ion data from the plasma composition
period of time, and the experiment from 0600 to 0800 UT on March 17,
spacecraft potential was 1978. Dark indic-%tes high ion counting rates and
estimated for scans when the light indicates low rates. The energy at which

expeimet wa mot nerly the counting rate decrease. abruptly in an
experimng t wans cmost -nearly indication of the spacecraft potential.

ram directions Individual
rcans were obtained approximately every three mkiutes, although there were some gaps
in the data. The rosult, are shown in Figure 4. Again , the data show that the
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potential of the spacecraft increased in the negative direction from near -5 V at
about 0630 VT to a value more negative than -60 V after 0710 UT.

I I

".60 X

XX X

-40

SXXXK

x

6:40 6,50 7?00 ?'10 7?20
TIME OF DAY 76, 1978

Figure 4. ISEE spacecraft potentials on Harch
17, 1978, inferred from the plasma composition
experiment.

Figure 5 shows a spectrogram from the UCSD particle detector on the ATS-S
satellite between 0410 and 0510 UT on the lame day. Data is only available during
the time when the spacecraft was
entering and within the earth's " . "" ". . "'..

shadow. This was a period when ,*

special operations of the ATS-5
ion engine and neutrallier were
being carried out to test the
capability of these devices to
discharge the spacecraft (Ref. "I ,'"

12). The spacecraft enterod ,
eclipse at 04111 the neutralizer
was turned on at 0418 and off at ,

0433. The neutralizer consisted .. "'"

merely of a heated filament i'
which could emit electrons *e
independently of operation of ,
the ion engine. During the
neutralizer operation, the :,,

spacecraft potential was held to ',
about -2 kV but when it was

turned off the potential went to
about -6 kV. The ion spectrum NIX
during thin period of time as U
measured by the JCSD detector is W' ?A # too

in good agreement with the ion Figure 5. A spectrogram from the UCSD particle
spectrum obtained by the LEPEDEA detector on the AT1'-5 spacecraft shoving charging
experiment (sf .13) on ISEE-1 at
0xp00imet Tu ) it appears that to about -6 kV in eclipse on March 17, 1978. The0700 UT. Thus it appears that dark regions t-dicate low count rates.

the plasma near geosynchronous
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orbit during the morning of March 17, 1978, was sufficient.ly hot to charge "dirty"
spacecraft such as ATS-5 to several kilovolts negatIve in shadow, and "clean"
spacecraft such as ISEE-1 to approximately -100 V in sunlIght.

EVIDENCE FOR A POTENTIAL BARRIER

Figures 6 and 7 show electron data from the Electron Spectrometer experiment on
ISEE-1 (Ref. 14). The electron distribution function on a logarithmic scale is
shown against electron energy at 0600 Ur (Fig. 6) and at 0700 UT (Fig. 7). At 0600
the spacecraft potential was near zero whereas at 0700 the potential was on the
order of -40 V, as we showed in Section 2 (See Figure 4). At low onergios, both
Figures 6 and 7 show a steepening of the electron apectrum characteristic of
photoelectrons ard/or secondary electrons.

The straight line in Figure 6 which goso through the lower energy elictrons
indicates that these electrons are characterized by a density of about 20 cm and a
temperature near 2 eV. These values are very reasonable for photoelectrons emitted
from typical spacecraft surfaces at the earth's distance from the sun. The actual
value of the photoelectron density would of course depend on the material and on the
orientation of the emitting surface with respect to the solar direction. The fact
that photoelectrons with energies as high as 20 eV are seen returning to the
spacecraft indicates that there must be a significant eleet.ic field which turns
back the ewitted photoelectrons. In other words, tLere must be a potential barrier
around the spacecraft. This behavior of the electron spectrum won seen at all
orientations of the spacecraft during its spin, although the magnitude of the
inferred photoelectron density was somewhat modulated by the spin.

06,00 DAY 76, 19786 #S 91 OV

-24

T :1.82 eV

- n 2204M-3

"" 0.24 T0"3

"00 '..25 50' 75 . ... .. 00 --- '-125

ENERGY We)
Figsure 6. •.lectron distribution function from
the ISEE electron bpectrcmeter at, 0600 UT on
M~rch 17, 1978#
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The behavior of the electron spectrum in Figure 7 is similar to that in Figure
6. The low energy port of the spectrum is fitted veil by a _.xwellian distribution
with a temperature of 3.4 eV and 4 density of about 9 cm if these low energy
"electrons are photoele-ctrons coming from the spacecraft. If these low energy
elections were ambient pltma electrons reaching a negatigely 5harged spacecraft at
-40 V, they woul.d have to have a denbity of almost 10 cm- in the undisturbed
plasma. This is completely unreasonable for the plasma at this location near
geosynchronous orbit in the earth's magnetosphere. We conclude, therefore, that
there must still be a potential barrier around the spacecraft at 0700 UT in spite of
the negative spacecraft potential.

The higher energy parts of the distributions in both Figures 6 and 7 give
reasonable values for the plasma electron temperatures and densities for this
location in the magnetosphere. Measurements of the electron spectrum, at higher
energies by this instrument and also by the quadrispherical LEPEDRA instrument (Ref.
13) show a significant increase of energetic (keV) electrons over this time period
(not shown). The ISEE-1 plasma wave experiment and radio propagation experiment
(Ref. 15 and 16) both .Vdicate that the plasma electron density during this period
of time was about I cm

The existence of a negative potential barrier when the spacecraft is either
uncharged or at a negative potential requires a mechanism for its formation. There
are two possibilit.±es for a mechanism:. one is that there is differential charging
of the spacecraft surfaces. This can lead to a potential distribution which has a
potential barrier more negative than the spacecraft body if there were some isolated

07100 DAY 76, 1978t Os Z -40V

-24 -
1 T 3.44 eV

Xn =8.8%•O5cm- If ambimnl electrons

T, 38eV
S-28 n a 0.48cm"

0 25 50 75 100 125
ENERGY 

(eV)

Figure 7. Electron distribution function from
the ISEE electron spectrometer at 0700 UT on

March 17, 1978.

surface such as a dielectric also, at a more negative potential than the main body.

The second possibility is that there is sufficient negative space charge in the
vicinity of the spacecraft, produced by the emitted photoelectrons and by the

ambient plasma, that a negative potential barrier is formed (Ref. 17 and 18).
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The situation here on ISEE is somewhat similar to that on ATS-6 where

photoelectrons and secondary electrons were observed to be reflected from a
potential barrier about the spacecraft when the spacecraft was charged to a negative
potential (Ref. 19). In the case of ATS-6, it was shown that the observed potential
barriers were too large to be attributed to the effects of space charge (P.f. 20).
It was inferred that the barriers must be caused by differential charging. This was
later confirmed by detailed calculations (Ref. 8).

It appears umlikely that differential charging can be the mechanism responsible
for the creation of the potential barrier around the ISEE spacecraft. The stringent
cleanliness specifications that were imposed should have prevented potential
differences of more than 1 V between portions of the spacecraft surfaces. The
precise magnitude of the potential barrier about ISEE during this event is not
known, since the returning photoelectrons were observed at oblique rather than
normal angles to the spacecraft surface. However, since photoelectrons were
observed to return at energies up to abut 20 eV, it is likely that the magnitude of
the potential barrier was at least 10 V. This is too large to be attributed to
differential charging 'if the cleanliness specifications were effective in keeping
differential potentials to less than I V. Hence we conclude that the most likely
mechanism causing the forma'tion of the potential barrier is the presence of space
charge.

In the solar wind and in the quiet magnetosphere, the spacecraft potential is
usually positive so that low energy photoelectrons would return to the spacecraft
anyway, without the necessity for the creation of a potential barrier. The fact
that the electric field probes are floating at about +5 V while the spacecraft is at
about -70 V during this period does not necessarily imply an inconsistency. If the
current balance is between collected plasma electrons and escaping photoelectrons,
and secondary electrons, thea it is possible to have more than one potential at
which the net current vanishes (Ref. 21). If the potential barrier has been formed
because of the presence of space charge, it is not surNrising that barriers have nnt
been formed around the electric field probes which are quite small compared to
either the photoelectron or ambient plasma Debye lengths (a few meters and a few
tens of meters respectively).

CONCLUS ION S

(1) We have shown that on Harch 17, 1978, the ISEE-1 spacecraft charged to a

negative potential on the order of -70 V in sunlight. Evidence for the charging were
presented from the two electric field experiments on the spacecraft and from the
plasma composition experiment. In addition, we showed that the ATS-5 spacecraft
charged to a potential of about -6 kV in eclipse about three hours earlier on the
same day but in what appeared to be the same plasma environment.

(2) We have shown from the electron spectrometer experiment on ISEE-1 that
there appeared to be a potential barrier about the spacecraft during this event.
The potential barrier was on the order of 10 to 20 V negative with respect to the
spacecraft body, and was effective in returning emitted photoelectrons to the
spacecraft.

(3) It is likely that the potential barrier was produced by the effects of
space charge rather than by differential charging of the spacecraft surfaces if the
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electrostatic cleanliness precautions were indeed effective. Verification of the
mechanism responsible for the creation of the potential barrier requires detailed
modeling of this event. The modeling should use photoemission and secondary
electron yields appropriate for the ISEE-1 surface materials.

We thank a number of ISEE experimenters whio have helped us by making their
data available and assisting with its interpretation; F. S. Mozer and A. Pedersen
with the spherical double probo electric field experiment, J. P. Heppner and N. C.
Maynard with the long-wire electric field experiment, L. A. Frank and T. E. Eastman
with the LEPEDEA, 1. G. Shelley and R. Do Sharp with the plasma composition
experiment, K. W. Ogilvie and J. D. Scudder with the electron spectrometer
experiment, C. C. Harvey with the wave propagation experiment, and D. A. Gurnett
and R. R. Anderson with the plasma wave experiment.
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GALILEO INTERNAL ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE PROGRAM*

Philip L. Leung, Gregory H. Plamp, and Paul A. Robinson, Jr.
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California 91109

The Galileo spacecraft which will orbit Jupiter in 1988 will encounter a very
harsh environment of energetic electrons. These electrons will have sufficient

Senergy to penetrate the spacecraft shielding, consequently depositing charges in the

I dielectric insulating materials or ungrounded conductors. The resulting electric
field could exceed the breakdown strength of the insulating materials, producing
discharges. The transiento produced from these Internal Electrostatic Discharges
(IESD) could, depending on their relative location, be coupled to nearby cables and

! circuits. These transients could change the state of logic circuits or degrade or
even damage spacecraft components, consequently disrupting the operation of sub-
s ystems and systems of the Galileo spacecraft during its expected mission life. An
extensive testing program was initiated for the purpose of understanding the poten-
tial threats associated with these IESD events. Data obtained from these tests were

! used to define design guidelines.

t

INTRODUCTION

The Galileo spacecraft will be launched in late 1986. Galileo is to perform a
far more intensive and comprehensive investigation of the Jupiter system than was
possible with Voyager. Its design has benefited from the experience of the Voyager
spacecrafts. The Voyager 1 spacecraft, as it entered Jupiter's magnetosphere,
experienced a number of Power on Resets (POR). An extensive study was carried out
to determine the cause of PORs. A study of the environment was performed. The
environment consists of low energy (<100 keV) plasma and intense high energy (>100
keV) electrons. Our investigation showed that the time for the occurrence of PORs
did not correlate with the severity of the plasma environment. The plasma
instrument onboard the rpacecraft also confirmed that significant surface cb-rging
did not occur. An investigation of the radiation electron environment indicaced
that the PORs occurred during the time that the flux of radiation electrons was at
its peak. Consequently, internal discharges induced by the penetrating electrons
were proposed as a possible cause of PORs (Ref.1).

In order to prevent the occurrence of PORs during the Galileo mission, a test
program was initiated to investigate the effect of penetrating electrons on

*The work described in this paper was performed for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
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electronic circuits. The program consists of two phases. In the initial phase, the
phenomena of IESD were investigated through analysis and testin8. This was done
with contractor support from General Electric and JAYCOR. Analysis and tests during
this phase demonstrated that some of the dielectric insulation of spacecraft com-
ponents did discharge when they were irradiated by an electron beam with a flux level
corresponding to the levels they would experience in the Jovian environment. To
ensure that IESD related anomalies will not occur during Galileo's encounter with
Jupiter, the second phase of this program was to acquire the necessary data to gone-
rate the required design guidelines for the Galileo spacecraft. The design guide-
lines are on the material selection, grounding criterion, transient characteristics
and coupling of discharge energy into circuits.

This paper discusses the test configuration, the test results, and the applica-
tion of test results for design guideline generation.

GENiRAL TEST PROGRAM

The tests were performed in the dynamltron facility of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. The dynamitron is capable of delivering an electron beam in the energy
range of 08*-2,5 Nev. To simulate the environment that the dielectrics would
experience In space, it was decided that a high vacuum system would be required,
This system use# a standard diffusion pump with a cold trap provided to control oil
contamination (Figure 1)# The dynauitron electron beam enters the test chamber
through a 75 to stainless steel diaphragm. The sample holder is located inside
the vacuum chamber and Is situated porpendic.lar to the electron beauo A Faraday
cup is mounted in the plans of the sample specimen so that the flux levels at thLtest sample could be accurately monitored, Pressures of 2410-5 tort or less are .
required before initiating the test.

The occurrence of discharges are monitored by current ýransformers placed along
the possible paths of discharge currents, Another diagnostic for the discharge is a
plasm current detector, which is a thin sheet (50 we thick) of aluminium with a
diameter slightly smaller that of the chamber. This plaspe current detector is
placed right in front of the test sample and hence it detects the presence of
charged Oarticles generated during discharses. In some of the tests, the test items
(such as cables and circuit traces) were used as detectors for the occurrence of
discharges. The transient signals induced on these detectors are transmitted
outside the vacuum chamber through coaxial cables* These signals are displayed on
storage rcopes or transient digitisers, The length of coaxial cable used in our
experiments are about 10 me The effect of long cables on the transient signals was
investigated by applying a pulse on one end of the cable and receiving the pulse at
the other and* No significant amplitude loss or waveefor distortion was observed.

The flux level used in our experiment was determined by the expected inflight
deposited flux levels at the samples* The expected inflight deposited flux level au
well as the dynomitron deposited flux levels were both determined by Monte Carlo
computer calculations, The test fluence for our test is usually chosen as Jupiter
Orbit Inoertion (JO!) plus 5 orbit fluence. This selection is based on the fact
that JOI+5 orbits are the minimum required for a successful mission. Due to the
constraint of time and cost, the flux level used to achieve this fluence was usually
at least a factor of three higher than the anticipated worst-case level.
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e The test items chosen for this test program were parts of the Galileo spacecraft.
They were either components with dielectric insulation or components with floating
conductors. The criteria for test sample selection are based on: (1) the intensity
of the expected deposited flux level, and (2) the proximity of the components to
sensitive circuits. Initial tests were performed to determine if breakdown was
possible. If breakdown did occur, then tests were performed to determine the
transient parameters. The transient parameters of importance are rise time, pulse
width, and peak voltage. The electron beam had previously been charted inside the
chamber to determine its uniformity. The results indicated that the beam was uni-
form over the surface of the sample holder (36-cm diameter), Before any radiation
tests were initiated in the chamber, a dry run was performed at a very high flux
level. This was done in order to determine If there existed any dielectric in the
chamber that night break down producing unwanted data. The results of the tests
were negative.

Table I presents the test samples and the results of radiation tests performed on
these Items. This table does not include the results on circuit boards and cableel
the results on these two Items are presented In more detail In the next section.
This table provides information on the electron beam energy and the flux level. If
discharges occurred, the associated worst-case hIND parameters are also presented.
Note that the flux levels used in testing the connectors were far greater than the
anticipated environment. We were interested In acquiring as much information on the
transient parameters and, therefore, It was decided to greatly increase the flux
level.

DESIGN GUIDELINE TEST

It was determined that the greatest hasard existing to the subsystems and
systems of Galileo originated from the circuit boards (lef. 2) and flight cabling.
Extensive testing was performed on these items to determine the effects of discharge
on nearby circuitry.

Different circuit board designs were fabricated to determine the effects of
electron radiation on floating circuit traces of various area, spacing, and length.
The boards were fabricated out of I14 material. Circuit board A (Figs. 2a) was de-
signed to determine the effects of the floating tr ce area on the characteristics of
discharges. The areas varied from 5 x 5 cm (25 cm ) to a plated-through hole
(elements I to 5). In addition, the effects of spacing between the nearest grounded
conductor was investigated using elements 6, 7, and 8 on board A. Board I (Fig. 2b)
was designed to determine the effects of spacing and length variation on IESD events.

During each test, only one element of a circuit was left floating while the
other elements were connected to strips which were grounded through 50-ohm resistors.
Two grounded strips an each board were monitored for signs of an lESD event. The
discharge current collector was used to monitor the blowoff electrons resulting from
discharges. The boards above were tested under two different configurations. In
the first configuration the board was bares, and in the second configuration It was
costed with Solithane (a conformal coating).
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Tests were also designed Lo characterize the transient signals generated by
discharge of the cables. The cablin; employed on Galileo uses two different types
of insulation, Kapton and Teflon. Previous results obtained from the irradiation of
Kapton (Refs. 3, 4, and 6) and Teflon (Refs. 4 and 5) materials indicate that they
will break down under Jupiter's anLicipated flux level. The concern raised was the
voltage and energy levels aesociated with the transient induced on the center
conductors. Typical flight-like cabling of both Kapton and Teflon materiaL were
obtained for testing. The length of the Kapton and Teflon cables varied from 15 to
300 cm. The center conductors were terminasld with an impedance of 50 ohms, and
they were also used as discharge detectors.

In some of the cables that we have 1ested, some conductors were accidentally
left floating. The transient characteristics generated by cables with floating
conductors were found to be vastly different from cables with all conductors
grounded. The cables with floating conductors included cables inside a Teflon
bundle cable and cables from the Data Management Subsystim (DS8) of the Galileo
spacecraft. The wires associated with the DM5 cable were nonshielded single
conductors, The length of the w1res tested were approximately 30 ca.

The electron beam employed In testing the circuiý boards ranjed jrom 0.85 to
1.753 eV. The current density of the bean varied from 4 to 26 pA/ems. The
position of the circuit traces was perpendicular to the incoming beam. The Faraday
cup was positioned at the sample level of the circuit board such that the
appropriate current density could be maintained.

The Kapton and Teflon cables were coiled on the wurface of the sample holder
around the Faraday cup. In this way the cable surface was perpendicular to the
incoming electrons. The DM8 cable, due to its limited length, was positioned along
the length of the sample holder. The beam energy used in testing the cables ranged
from 1.45 to 1.63 4eV. The current density of the electron beam varied from 160 to
320 PA/cmo for the Kapton and Teflon Acgble bundles. The current density used in
the case of the DM9 cable was 16 pA/cm .

DESIGN GUIDELINE TRST RESULTS

Several types of discharges were observed in the circuit board tests. Small dis-
charges were usually observed at the beginning of itradiation of a "fresh" circuit
board. This could have been due to the occurrence of discharges within the
imperfections of the circuit board. The transient voltage coupled to the nearby
grounded conductor was usually very small (01 V) and was of narrow pulse width
((20 ns). Large amplitude (>5 V) signals were usually not observed until the
circuit board had been irradiated for a period of 2-4 hours. Therefore, the
magnitude of transients depends on the time history of the irradiation.
Consequently, there was a great deal of variation in the transient characterJstics
associated with the discharges of each circuit trace. Table 2 displays the
worst-case transient parameters observed during the irradiation of the A board. In
the case of element A4 (Table 2), the small voltage of 0.8 V was observed at the
beginning of the electron beam irradiation; if we had rerun the test again at a
later period we would expect the observed voltsge to be much higher than 0.8 V. The
average rise time of the pulses observed ranged from 5-10 na.
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The signals coupled to nearby grounded conductors during big discharges indicated
that there were two different discharge processes. In one process, a negative spike
with a narrow pulse width (40 ns) was induced on a nearby grounded conductor (Fig.
3). The negative signal was probabl) due to the flow of electrons from the floating
trace to the grounded trace. In another process, the transient signal coupled to a
nearby conductor consisted of two distinct parts. The first part was the negative
narrow pulse width signal (Fig. 4&) with characteristics similar to the previously
mentioned signal. The second pert of the signal consists of a positive signal with
a wide pulse width (400 ns). The negative portion of this signal was again due to
the floating circuit trace discharge. However, this discharge also caused the
expulsion of electrons stored in the circuit board material. These blowoff elec-
trons, which were many times greater in number than the electrons stored in the
floating circuit trace, were collected by the plasma detector. This process was
confirmed by the negative wide pulse width signal on the plasma current collector
(Fit. 4b). The positive signal detected by the grounded trace was due to the return
current of the electrons stored in the circuit board,

Experiments with conformal coated circuit board A Indicated the maximum energy
and voltage of the transient was reduce by a factor of 2 or more. The reduction is
due to the fact that the conformal coating reduces the efficiency of coupling by
eliminating the direct couple path.

After performing a variety of tests on Kapton and Teflon flight cabling, it
became obvious that the danger lay not in the dielectrics of the cabling but the
problems associated with floating conductors that may exist in the cabling. Induced
transients with voltages of 4-6 V were observed when the dielectric insulation of
the cable discharged. Howeve-i, due to engineering changes or undetermined plans,
wires within the cable bundle may end up not being used. These wires would exist as
floating conductors Inside the bundle during the Galileo mission. Once in the
Jovian environment the bundle would be exposed to penetrating radiation. The wires
could then be charged to high enough potentials to breakdown the insulation of the
wires or the connectors. Typical discharge signals associated with grounded and
floating conductors inside cable bundles are shown in Figs. Sa and 5b. This signal
was detected by a grounded (through 5) ohm) conductor in the cable bundle. Notice
the difference in magnitudes of transient signals between the two cases.

It was found that when one varied the impedance of the monitored wire the effect
was to alte, the pulse width of the induced transient. The amplitude of the
transient remained at basically the same level. This seems to indicate that the
governing impedance of the detection system actually depends on the source impedance
of the discharge itself.

DESIGN GUIDELINE DISCUSSION

From the measured waveforms, the energy that can be coupled to a load of
impedance R is given by the following equation:

V 2
3. T
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Where Vp3 is the peak voltage, R Is the impedance, and T is the pulse width. Since
most of the observed waveforms resemble a damped sine wave$ to add some conservatism
in the energy calculation T Is the e-folding pulse width. This method was applied
to calculate the energy of all transient pulses observed.

In the discharge of each circuit trace, pulses of different magnitudes were ob-
served. As an ensineering approach, only the pulses with the highest magnitude
(Table 2) were used for the correlation study. The energy and voltage data are
plotted in FJS*. 6a and 6b. In both plots, the data obtained from circuit trace
element #4 were ouitted. Figures 6a and 6b do indicate a trend, i.e. the voltage
and energy that can couple to a load increases with the area of the circuit traces.

The results obtained for element. 6-8 on the noncosted A circuit board did not
display any consistency in terms of floating trace spacing and the resulting
transient parameters. Tests performed on circuit board 3 indicated that the
transient parameters did not show any correlation with either the spacing or the
length of the circuit trace@. With additional statistics it may be possible to
determine some relationships.

As mentioned in the previous section, the cable tests indicated that the
breakdown of cable insulation would induce a 4-6 V transient on the conductors of
the cables. This low voltage level is acceptable to Galileo spacecraft subsystems
since all the circuits are designed to withstand a 10-V transient voltage. However,
the breakdown of cables with floating conductors can induce voltage In excess of 10 V
into circultryl therefore, a design requirement io needed for cables with floating
conductors. In order to derive this requirement, the results from the Teflon cable
bundle test and the DNS cable test were used. Figures 7a and 7b display the voltage
and energy that were coupled to a 50-ohm load, respectively. The upper data point
is for the Teflon cable bundle. There were several floating conductors in both the
Teflon and the DMS table bundles. Because of the wide pulse width of the observed
discharges, the discharges were most likley caused by more than one floating
conductor. The error bars in Figs. 7a and 7b indicate the uncertainties in the
total length of floating conductor involved in the observed discharges.

Steps were taken to define design guidelines based on the information derived
from the tests. The raw data provided a margin of one. However, for engineering
purposes a safety factor of two was incorporated into the design guidelines. These
design guidelines had their origin in the assumption that an IC would not be damaged
by a transient having a voltage of 20 V and au energy of 4 pJ. The two design
guidelines derived aret

(1) All individual wires exceeding 25 ca in length within subsystem wire
harnesses, Orbiter system wire harnesses, and assembly-ti-system interface
cabling shall have a conductile path to ground with 1410° ohm resistance
when measured in air or 1'c10" ohm resistance when measured in vacuum.

(2) All radiation shielIs, circuit traces, and conductor with a surface area
greater than 3.2 ca shall be electrically grounded unless one of the
following conditions can be verifled:

(a) The conductive element and circuit is identical to Voyager and is
approved by the Enviroumental Requirements Engineer and Orbiter
Manaser to be an acceptable risk.
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(h) The cgnductive element is verified by test or analysis to have
(l4lO ohm resistance to ground in air or 4x6O"12 ohm
resistance in vacuum.
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TABLE 1. - RESULTS OF ELECTRON IRRADIATION TESTS FOR VARIOUS GALILEO

SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS

ELECTRON WORST-CASE IISO TRANSIENT PARAMETERS
TEST IKAM F LUX 2 COMMiNTS
ITEM INIROY (pw/m') VOLTAGE RilE TIME PULSE WIDTH INIROY

(May) (V) nio) ii,) (J)
SIONAL -

AND TRANSIENT
TOROIDAL 2.30 it NOT
POWER O1EERVID
TRANSFORMIRS

TRANSIENT
SYNTACTIC 1.4 - 2.50 16- 0 N-O- -NTRNN

FOAMS OIT1RVID

TRANSIENTANTENNA 1,5 44 013 5 200 3.6 x 100 SIZE IA"E
MATER IAL DIFINDENT

TRANSINT
lOOM SIZE LINOTH
MATERIAL 1.4-2.10 33- 106 1,6 - 6000 3.0 x 10 AND ANG•L

OF INCIDINT

COAX MIASURID
CASLI 1,00- 1.• 30- 160 1 10 1000 3,2 10=7  ACRCS
(Ro 14"/U) son

STANDARD M1ASUR1D
DINSITY 1.60 - 30 60 111 30 1.4 i1"9 ACROSS
CONNICTOR 00A
DI 313-21145 0

HIO DINSITY MEASURID •
CONNICTOR I0 -02.50 40 5.3 5 30 4,. x 1079 ACROSS
st-11949-12-33 50a

FLIX PRINT MEASURED
CONNECTOR 1.60-2.110 160- 640 21 10 70 2,7 " 10" ACRKAS
ST-11493-30 so 62
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TABLE 2. - TRANSIENT PARAMETERS OBSERVED DURING DISCHARGE OF ELEMENTS OF
NONCOATED BOARD A

EMINT WONST-4ASE IISD TRANSIINT PARAMTER5S
No, VOLTAGE (N) PJUL WIDTH (n) IINERY 0)

O6 1 10 "

4 08 10 3.,1 -11
4 0,3 I0 $,* M O'•

1 6 52

TO STORAGE SCOPE

STRANSIENT DIGITIZER

FlAPPER' SPLt TO DIFFUSION

SAMPLES PUMP AND COLD
7 1 TRAPELECR~rON KAM I "---

tC.,-MFARADAY
SI€ cup

{ -"PLA SMA

PCOLLECTOR
TO STOW wn

TOW: is$COK O

TRANSIENT TO STORAGE SUOPEDIGITIZER OR
TRANSINT DIGITIZER

Figure 1. larget chamber and fixtures.
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Figure 2. - Trace length and spac.Ing variation.
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Figure 3. -An intermiediate discharge pulse observed during electron beam irra-
diation of circuit boards with floating circuit trace. Detector is a nearby
grounded trace.,

NEARBY CIRCUIT TRACE PLASMA CURRENr COLLECTOr.
151
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(a) Detector, nearby grounded trace. (b) Detector, plasm6 current detector.

Figure 4. - Large discharge pulse observed during electron beam Irradiation of
circuit board with floating traces.
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(a) G;rounded conductors. ',",

2"0

(b) Floating conductors.

Figure 5. -Discharge pulses observed during electron beam irradiation of
Teflon cable bundle. Detector in both cases was a grounded conductor within
cable bundle.
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(a) Voltage versus area. (b) Energy versus area.

Figure 6. - Dependence of transient parameters on circuit trace area.
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(a) Voltage versus length. (b) Energy versus length.

Figure 7. -Dependence of transient parameters on floating conductor length.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF ENI GENERATED BY NEGATIVE METAL/POSITIVE DIELECTRIC

VOLTAGE STRESSES DUE TO SPACECRAFT CHARGING

R. C. Chaky and G. T. Inouye
TRW Space and Technology Group

Redondo Beach, California g0278

Charging of spacecraft surfaces by the environmental plasma can result in
differential potentials between metallic structure and adjacent dielectric
surfaces in which the relative polarity of the voltage stress is either
negative dieleotrio/positive metal or negative metal/positive dieleotric. The
first stress polarity, negative dieleotrio/positive metal,.has boon studied
extensively in prior work in which dieleotric targets were bombarded with
electrons. The second polarity, negative metal/positive dieleotrio, has not
had much research attention, although this stress condition may arise if
relatively large areas of spacecraft surface metals are shadowed from solar UV
and/or if the UV intensity is reduced as in the situation In which the
spacecraft is entering into or leaving eclipse. In this paper we present
results of experimental studies of negative metal/positive dielectric system. 2

NASCAP charging analyses and SCATHA data have shown that differential
stresses greater than 3-6 kV of either polarity are not easily generated on
spacecraft exposed to the geosynchronous orbit environment. Measurements by
many workers have shown that negative dieleotrio/positive metal electrostatic
discharge (ESD) thresholds are in the 10-20 WY range. Negative metal/positive
dielectric discharge thresholds are in the 1-3 WV range, and are therefore
much more likely to be the source of in-orbit eleotromagnetio interference
(EDI). Prior studies (1, 2, 3) have Identified this more viable arc disoharge
mode in a qualitative sense. Figure 1 illustrates some of the features of the
phenomena associated with the negative metal/positive dielectric
configuration. Figure 1 is a strip chart record obtained with a solar cell
test sample biased negatively by a power supply through a 10 kilomegohn series
resistor. The positive dielectric (cover glass) potential is generated by
photoemission induced by UV irradiation. The setup is shown in Figure 2. The
voltage-divided substrate voltage, V, provides the input for the strip chart
recorder. With the bias voltage applied, turning on the UV reduces the
substrate voltage by the normal phoLoemission current IR drop, i.e., the
sample voltage Vg drops from 7.1 kilovolts to 6.9 kilovolts. Shortly after
the lamps are turned on aro discharges, blowoff of electron., are seen as
momentary pulses raising the substrate voltage towards sero volts. About a
minute later the substrate voltage settles below -1 kV, a steady-state
condition of enhanced electron emission. The noisiness of the enhanced
emission ourrent should be noted. At 7.32 minutes the UV lamps are turned
off, but the enhanced electron emission (e 3 ) continues. This condition may
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17
continue for tens of minutes or may abruptly or gradually "wear out* and
return to a normal photoomission level with the UV lamps on, and only arc
disohargep, or may revert to tthe *3 state. The phenomena associated with the
negative metal/positive dielectric configuration are summarized belowt

o Arc discharges at low voltages (1-3 Wc)

o Knohanoed electron emission (e3)

o Corona-like noise associated with e3

Figure 3 shows the surface and structure potentials relative to the far
plasm calculated as a function of the solar UV intensity for a three-axis
stabilized spacecraft. In full sunliaht, sunlit dielectric surfaces as well
as structure are a few volts positive, mainly because of the predominance of
photoemission currents over the incident negative currents due to the substorm
electrons, Dark dielectric surfaces, surfaces shadowed by other parts of the
spacecraft, are 2-3 kV negative because these surfaces are not
photoemitting. As the UV intensity is decreased, the structure potential
drops towards -3 kV first because its exposed surfaces are both sunlit and
shadowed. The sunlit dielectric surfaces eventually also drop to -3 kV at
about 20% of full sunlight. At maero U inteonsity, complete eclipse, alL , -,

potentials are nearly equal at about -3 kW.

figure 4 shows the differential voltages relative to structure computed
from the data for Figure 3. The positive dielectric voltages, the sunlit
surfaaeo, peak at' about plus 2.8 kV at about 20% of full sunlight, a
photoemission current density, Juv, of above 0.5 na/c'. This, then, is the
regime in which the low voltage reversed polarity arc discharges may be
expected to ooour most readily. ftigur 5, from the paper by H. Co Koons (),,
shoh aro dtooharges observed on the P78"2 (SCATHA) satellite as it goes into
and out of eclipse during a substorm.

Arc disoharge blovoff current magnitudes and those pf the assoaiated
replacement currents depend on the capacitance of the spacecraft to spoe.
This oapaoitanoe to space is directly proportional to the linear dimensions of
the spaoecraft, and hence the hazard due to blowoff will increase as
spacecraft beoome larger in future designs, S1truotural replacement currents
are onlleoted over all spacecraft surfaces and flow back towards the arcing
source. They become more and more ooncentrated near the souroe, but the
possibility exists for coupling unwanted I41 into victim oirouits remote from
the source. The flashover component of a positive dielectric disoharge
increases with the source dimension# but its effects are confined to looalised
electrostatio and manqetio coupling. The peak voltage associated with these
disoharges was found to be that of the negative metal potential pvi'or to the
discharge, a positive-going step in 0.5 to 1.5 microseconds. The recovery
time to re-adjumt to the original negative potential was the RC reoharge time
oonstant, on the order of a fraction of a millisecond.

Another facet of the 241 generated by the negative motal/positive
dielectric oonfiguration arises if it results in the enhanced steady-state
corona-like electron eaission condition. The emission currents exhibit an
impulsive noise characteristic which increases in amplitude and frequency of
oourrono with the level of emission current. We Interpret this noise
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•1A characteristic an beirg due to the burn-up of localized sharply pointed high
field emission sources * Peak noise voltages of 1.S kVY and currents of
,4 microampo have been observed on a strip chart recorder (0-10 Hs
bandvidth)s On a wide band oscillscope the amplitude and rusotlies may
approach those of the Individual discharges discussed earlier.

TEST CONFIGURATION

Telt were performed in a 2 x 41' vacuum chamber at pressures between 10-
and 10V Tort. Negative sample substrate potentials were obtaized with a high
voltage power supply, and the more positive but still negative dielectric
surface potentials were obtained by irradiation with mercury UV lamps. The
test setup top WX ohareaterisation is shown in Figure 6. Earlier tests by
Inouye and Sellen (1) applied the negative bias with an electron bean from a
gun located at the opposite end of the vacuum chamber to more nearly simulate
the in.orbit situation. The adjustable (0 to 20 WV) power supply with
selectable series resistor, R11 (00 Keg to 10 Id4eg), provides a more easily
controlled and defined source of negative bias.

The 25 Mteg - 1 Hog reslstive divider tied to the point between R, and
the sample performs two important functions, First, It provides a convenient 'W'( ,
messure of sample voltapp and because of the JR1 voltage drop, the sample
emission current . The strip chart record of Figure 1 was obtained at this
test point. Even nore important, the 25 dWeg, In parallel with R1# isolates......
the sample from the vacuum system ground and allows the sample potential to
more nearly simulate equilibration as It would occur in orbits Short duration
aro discharge voltage swings and associated currents will also be more closely Air.
simulated than In test configurations In which low Impedance (power supply
output iLpedances, 50 ohm cable terminations) were used.

The strip chart record provides a low frequency (0-10 Hs) measure of the
sample voltage and current which Uo fine as an indication of equilibration
currentos but Is only a qualitative measure of the total eleotromapottio
interference (NMI) situation. The additional circuitry shown In Figure 6
provides the necessary diagnostics to define the higher frequency D91
components. The test samplo ts further Isolated with a 15 Heg resistort and
C1/C2 is a capacitive voltage divider, just outside the vacuum nhamber, which
provides a measure of sample volta$*, The I ohm resistor at the bottom of C2
provides a direct measure of the sample current. C1 , 25 pf to 0.1 af,
represents the spacecraft capacitance to space. These two capacitance values,
"for a spherical spocecraft, represent spacecraft radii of 0.5 m and 1 kn
respectively, and will be demonstrated that the spacecraft dimension has a
oritical effeot (n the character of aro discharges.

The sample voltages and currents measured by (C, C2 and the 1 ohm
resistor and the strip chart record provide a measure only of emitted or
blowout currents. Another component, the flashover currents which flow from
the front of the dielectric directly to the substrate, cannot be detected at
the 1 ohm resistor. That ýhls component exists and that a uniform wipeoff of
the initial charge occurs has been demonstrated by scanning the dielectric
"surface potential with an electrostatic voltage probe (not shown In Figure 6)
before and after a discharge. A loop antenna with Its axis parallel to the
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plane of the dlelootric haa boon installed to attempt to obtain a measure of
the flashover ourronts. Since the direction of surface ourtrent flow is
random, only a qualitative Indication it to be oxpeoted. The blowout
component way also couple msanotic flux into this horisontal loop. Its time
history, howevert is Ikown from the 1 ohm resistor, and therefore the loop may
provide data on the flashover component.

Two stainless steel wire meshes are located in front of the test sample
between the sample and the UV lamps. They have a transparency of 80 to 90
percent and hene do not uterially affect the IV intensity at the sample.
Those mshes were Installed to detect asparately the electrons and the
positive Ion aomponents of the blowoff ourrent. The first grid to grounded
through 50 ohms, and the soeond Is biased nogativelyp, after filtering, froa
the power supply. The first grid at ground potential is necessary to permit
photoeleatrons to leaVe the dielectric surface, thus biaming that surface
positively relative to the metallic substrate.

TEST RISULTS

The majority of test samples In the tests reported here were solar cells
mounted In the configuration shown In Figure 7. Table 1 lists the eight
various combinations of coverglass material, Interconnect type and insulation
(or not) from the aluminum substrate. Samples 9 and 10 were duplicates of
ftmple I and a. One objective of the tests was to determine which typo of
ample exhibited enamood electron emission and which did not. Only a few
samples exhibitedoma and not all aro discharged. Table 2 sumarimes the
results.

The following results on detailed N4M characteristics were obtained on a
solr aell samplo with the normal interconnects, fumed silica ooverslam and
Katpboneliulationo Smple No., 1 on Table 1. Figure I Is a plot of the steady-state e ouet, versus sample voltage. It shows ,phat e3 currents bosoms ,

significant above 200 volts and Increase monotonloally with increasing sample
voelgese. Figure 9 Is a plot of peak noise curront se es oon on the strip chart
record (0-40 NO) as a function of the do 3 omarten. Peak noise voltages of
1.5 kV and I•l niroamperes in amplitude have been observed. On a wideband
oscilloscope these peaks can be as high as the Individual arc disohqrges which
are discussed next. The main point here is that the steady-otate •3 condition
is be•t described as being porona-like and Is very noisy. One other important
aspect of enhanced electron emission is its very localized nature. By
covering successively smaller halves of the test sample surface with 5 mil
lapton, nearly the entire eaisson current was found to be emitted from less
than 1/128 of the total sample area. This small 1xposed ares, of ooursep
included @me metal and ss dielectric. Thums •o currents are emitted from a
extremely localisod source, and should not be considered as a per unit area
phenomenon such as the charging process.

Aro discharges due to negative metal-positive dielectric charges were
investigated at the diagnostic points shown in Figure 6 using a wideband
oscilloscope and Polaroid eameras* Most of the oscilloscope waveform records
were taken with CI equal to 100 pf (a 1 motor radius spaoeoraft), and C2 equal
to .05 pf, a 500ti voltage division ratio. Figure 10a Is the substrate
voltage wavefors showing a rise from the predisoharge potential (-3 kV) to
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zero volts in about 1.2 ps. The voltage falls back to the predischarge level
in about 5 ps, a time defined by the spacecraft capacitance and the chargeup
current defined by the series resistor, R1 , in our test setup. Figure 10b is
the rate-of-change of current as measured by the loop antenna. Figure lOc is
the substrate voltage when C1 is made to be 0.1 Pf and C2 is replaced with a
50 ohm resistor. The voltage risetime is 6 Vs, and the total pulsewidth is
about 20 ps. Figure 10d is the voltage waveform at the first grid or mesh in
front of the test sample, with CI equal to 100 pf. 5The mesh is collecting
blowoff electrons most of the time except for a positive pip at the end due to
ions. Figure loe is the same mesh current when C1 is 25 pf. The collected
current is ionic for most of the time except for a short electronic pip at the
beginning. For values of CI greater than 100 pf, the waveform is always
negative. Figure lOf is the waveform at the second grid when it is biased
negatively. Positive ions are collected after the first microsecond with a
risetime of about 6 ps. The ionic current pulse lasts for about 6 Ms. These
waveforms demonstrate that the discharges are not purely electronic, but that
ions are intimately involved in the discharge process.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The test results c:,ported here characterizing the EMI generated by
negative metal/positive dielectric voltage stresses are not all-encompassing
nor complete. However, important data has been obtained:

"o Enchanced electron emission I-V curves

"o e 3 corona noise vs e 3 steady-state current

"o Localized nature of e 3 and negative metal arc discharge currents

"o Negative metal arc discharges at stress thresholds below
1 kilovolt

"o Negative metal arc discharge characteristics

"o Dependence of blowoff arc discharge current on spacecraft capacitance
to space (linear dimension)

"o Damage to second surface mirrors due to negative metal arcs

Among the arc discharge parameters of interest are the relatively slow
risetiraes on the order of 1 ps for approximately 200 cm2 sample sizes. A
quick-look analysis of the phenomenology of a negative metal discharge as
compared to that of a brushfire model developed for the opposite stress
polarity, positive metal/negative dielectric, leads to many dissimilarities in
the physical situations. For example, field emission of electrons is possible
from a negative metal but not from a positive metal. The empirical data shows
that risetimes are too slow for purely electronic processes, and the detection
of an ionic component in the blowoff current indicates that many aspects of
the brushfire model may yet be applicable. The slow '-Le'ime as compared to
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discharges of the opposite polarity may have to do with the reduoed breakdown
voltage threshold rather than any fundamental ditferenoe in the on-going
physical processes.

A signifioant aspect of the blovoff current is that it Increases in
magnitude as the spacecraft capacitance to space, C1 in our test, Increases.
Figure 11 shows the linear rise of peak discharge current vs C, obtained in
our tests. Our text data also Indioate that, unlike the prediction of the

"Sr brushfire theory for discharges of the opposite polarity, the blowoff current
source Is localised rather than moving over the surface at the head of the
brushfire vavefront. The cracking of second surface mirrors, not observed
with the positive metal polarity, is a further Indication of this aspect of

*,' negative metal disohargs.

Much more work needs to be done in understanding the phenomenology of
negative metal/positive dielectrics disahargea, and in oharaotarizing the
various associated I4! parameters. For example, the dependence of discharge
characteristics on sample area, sample thickness and sample material have not
been determined, and a basic phenomenological model has not been developed
which is completely oonsistent with our physical intuition and the
observational data. The authors acknowledge the skillful assistance of
J. R. Vallee in obtaining the laboratory test data.
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TABLE 1. - CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL SOLAR CELL SAMPLES. (Samples 1, 2,

9, and 10 are most nearly flight-like.)

KAPTON
SAMPLI COVIA GLASS INTONEgTS UID AS

NUM*IN MATIRIAL UAS INSUNOANION

S PUSIID .ILICA STANDARD YES
I CUMIA GLASS STANDARD Yes
3 FUND 81610A IN.PLANI yes
4 C|RIA G LASSI IN-PLANK yesi
I PISUID SILICA NON& YIs
I CIRIA CLAIMI NONI ylet
7 I8UII SiILIC•A NONIF NO
I CIRIA GL.ASS NONK NO
0 iPUSiiD 1161CA ITANDAAD Yll

10 CIRIA CLASS STANDARD yes'

,9 4. ,a. •

TABLE 2. - SOLAR CELL TEST SUMMARY

SAMPLIE PI4OTOEMISSION INHANCID IIECTRON
NuMviR CURRENT INA) ARCING IMINION

! 4,0 YES YE1 6'9
2 4.1 Yes NO*
3 4.0 Yes NO
4 3,4 YVo NO

1 0.7 YEl NO
S 0,042 YES NO
7 9.0 Yer YEI

1 20.6 YES NO'
0 319 YES NO,

10 6.5 NO NO

*W ... .. . . ... ININ I I3 pIO 0

*WE HAVE OSIRVED 13 PRIVIOUSLY PCR THIS CONPIGURATION, OUT NOT
THIS SAMPLI
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Figure 1. - Strip chart record of voltage variation In time, for solar cell
sample. (This illustrates noisy voltage characteristic of enhanced electron
emission.)
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Figure 2. -Schematic of test setup using negative applied voltage and UJV
lamps.
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Figure :3. -Spacecraft surface potentials, for NASA severe environment as func-
tion of photoemisslori current density, computed using TSCAT (TRW spacecraft
charging technique).
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Figure 6. Test setup to characterize negative metal EMI characteristics.
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(a) Substrate voltage: C1 a 100 pF; (b) Substrate replacement current:
voltage from -3 kV to ground in p 100 pF; peak - 0.5 A rise-
0.8 Psec. t.4 0 sec; width * 1.5 Psec.

* (c) Substrate voltage: Ci 0. F; (d) First grid blowoff current: C-
R 6 0 a; risetime sec width *100 pF; 1 usec to negative peak
20 psec. (electrons).

.. ... . .... ...

- ,I-- -r ---

(e) First grid blowoff current: C1  (f) Second grid blowoff current: Shows
25 pF; 1 0sec to positive peak (ions), ion collection; risetime 6 usec.

Figure 10. -Negative metal arc discharge waveforms.
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Figure 11. - Peak discharge current versus spacecraft capacitance.
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LABORATORY STUDIES OF SPACECRAFT RESPONSE TO TRANSIENT DISCHARGE PULSES*

J. E. Nanevicz and R. C. Adamo
SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

A set of preliminary laboratory experiments was conducted to Investigate
several basic issues in connection with the In-orbit measurement of spacecraft
discharge properties. These Include desisn and fabrication of appropriate sensors
and effects of spacecraft electromagnetic responses on the interpretation of the
discharge data. Electric field sensors especially designed to respond to high-speed
transient signals were Installed on a mock-up of a satellite-. The simple mock-up
yes basically a sheet of aluminum rolled to form a cylinders A movable spark-dis- .~

charge noise source designed to be electromagnetically Isolated from Its power
supply system was used to induce transient signale at various locations on the
"spacecraft's" outer surface. These measurements and their results and lIplications
are described herein. It Is concluded that practical orbital measurements to deflne
discharge noese source properties should be possible, and that simple mock-ups of
the type described below are useful in sensor system design and data Interpretation.

INTRODUCTION

it wig recognized about ten years ago that spacecraft charging occurs
(ref. 1) and constitutes a potential electromagnetic hasard to operational
satellites (ref. 2). In spite of this awareness, surprisingly little orbital
Information has been generated to date regarding the electromagnetic properties of
specification, design, and ground testing of satellites.

In designing an Instrumentation system for the in-orbit measurement of
discharge properties, It ti necessary to recognise and take Into account the effects
of both the sensor and spacecraft In modifying the signal radiated by the
discharge. In particular, since the sensor antennae and the spacecraft itself
exhibit slectroauagnatic resonances$ the received signal will not exactly

*The work described here vas conducted as part of SRI's Internal research and

development (IRAD) activity. The authors are grateful to SRI and, in particular, J.g. Chown, the director of the Slac~trosagnetic Sciencaes imoratory, for supportingand providing the funding for this york. The setup was assembled and the experi-

ments performed by W. C. Wadsworth. The sensors were designed and built by Go 1.
Hlilbers.

References are included at the end of this paper.
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duplicate the signal at the source. To Investigate the problems associated with
orbital measurements, a rudimentary laboratory mock-up of a spacecraft was assembled
and equipped with sensors and transient-measuring Instrumentation. This work
extended earlier laboratory measurements conducted to Investigate the
electromagnetic properties of discharges on spacecraft thermal-control materials
(refs, 2,5,6). Provisions were made to excite the mock-up with an isolated spark
source and to record the sensor responses to record simulated vacuum arc.

Tests on the mock-up indicate that, with proper sensor design and placement, it
is possible to minimise the effects of sensor and vehicle resonances In masking
important characteristics of the signals generated by the discharlev. Furthermore,
the tests indicate that the seame simple instrumentation can be ied in orbit to
define certain important characteristics of arc discharges and to infer where on the
spacecraft discharges are occurring,

SENSOR DESIGN

It is Important to recognite that a discharge caused by spacecraft charging is
a very brief transient phenomenon, and that excessive distortion of the measured
data by successive reflections from the ends of the sensing antenna (ringing) must
bn prevented. Two possible solutions to this problem are illustrated In figure I.

ivrst, the sensor element may be made long so that the interesting portion 6f the
1 I transient signal has been recorded before the reflection from the end of the sensor

returns (fig. I&)* To minimise reflections, the far end of the sensor may be made
lossy and terminated in its characteristic impedance. Alternatively, the dimtaslious
of the sensor may be made electrically small so that the first sensor resonance
occurs above the highest frequency of interest (fig. lb). In this design, either , ' _
the source spectrum does not contain appreciable energy at the ringing frequency or
the measuring system bandwidth is too narrow to permit the ringing to be recorded.
Although large antennas have been considered for the ground-based study of transient
signals, electrically small sensors are the only ones practical for In-flight
measurements.t

The electrically small field sensor provides an output proportional to the
electric or magnetic field or Its derivative at the sensor's location. Equivalent
circuits for the small electric dipole, evolved during the development of low-fre-
quency avionic system (refs. 7, 8) are shown in figure 2. The open-circuit voltage
of the electric dipole is directly proportional to the local electric field (fig,
2s) while the short-circuit current is proportional to the derivative of the
electric field (fig 2b). The short-circuit current can be measured using a broad-
band current transformer. With modern high-impedence FET-input amplifiers, it is
possible to measure the open-circult voltage over a wide range o• frequencies. The
experimenter is therefore free to choose between measuring I or l. In the
laboratory experiment of refs, 5 and 6, a small dipole with a built-in VET preamp-
lifier was used.

Equivalent circuits for the magnetic dipole are shown in figure 3. The open-
circuit voltage of the magnetic dipole is proportional to the derivative oC the
magnetic field (fig. 3a) and the short-circuit current is proportional to the m84e-
tic field (fig. 3b), To measure the short-circuit current, the measuring apparatus
must have an insertion impedance that is small compared with J,,., the inductive
reactance oZ the sensor, throughout the frequency range of interest. For a given
antenna Inductance, L, and system input impedance, 1, this implies that:
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> >-. (1)
Thust to measure I at low frequencles, the loop Inductance should be high. Unfor-
tunately, simply increasing the loop Inductance lovers the resonant frequency of the
loop and reduces the effective sensitivity of the dipole. A modern current

tranformer (such as the Tektronix CT-2) may have an Insertion Impedance of 0.04 Q In
parallel with 5 pH, thus allowing the design of loops responding directly to the
tangential magnetic field intensity, H, over a bandwidth ranging from several kilo-

"t, hertz through HF.

If the loop inductance Is reduced to extend the high-frequency response to VBiI
the inductive reactance becomes emall compared to the insertion Impedance of avail-
able current probes over such of the frequency range of interest. Therefore, with
magnetic field sensors Intended for high-frequency studzee, Ihe open circuit voltage
is usually measured, and so the response is proportional to I.

At •he surface of a good conductor, the magnitude of the surface current
density$ J, Is equal to the magnitude of the tangential magnetic field Intensity,
H. Thus, a skin current density sensor may be either a magnetic dipole (small half-
loop) or a current dipole (small slot). The loop antenna responds to the magnetic
field at the surface of the conducting plane based on the elementary flux linkage
concept (figure 4a). The loop may also be considered toi respond to the current Y
"induced In the plane by the magnetic field. In the dynamic field case, the current
in the ground pliae and the surface magnetic field ere inseparable. A slot
interrupts the uniform current density, JO that would normally flow on the surface,
forcing part of this current to flow through the short-circuited slot terminals
(fli. 4b). The slot current ist

I1 J HA' (2)

a a

where ta is the effective height of the antenna.

The impedance of the small slot is primarily inductive reactance. Hence, the
open-circuit voltage at the slot terminal lts

Vise ZL m di L di (13)

The short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage of a small loop antenna are,
respectively:

1 0 PA j and WAW(4L r

where A to the ares of the loops p - 4n x 107 H/imn J is the surface current
density, and L is the loop inductance.

Shielding is necessary to make the loop insensitive to the electric field.,
Conventional shielded loop design can be used for this purpose. Although loops are
more sensitive than slots of comparable eile, they protrude from the skin aud may
lead to mechanical Interfer'ence problems. lince slots are flush with the skin, they
may be installed anywhere a break in the skin can be allowed.
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As Indicated earlier, measuring the short-circuit current requ: the x ,%r-
Ina apparatus to have an insertion impudence that is small compared the
inductive reactance, JwL. throughout the frequency range of interest. .. cause i, is
small for a small half-loop and even smaller for a small slot, it is difficult to
measure the late-time, short-circuit current directly. Therefore, the open-circuit
voltage Is usually measured In transient electromagnetic studies. Measurement of
magnetic fields in the laboratory experiments of refs. 5 and 6 was implemented by
using a series of slot antennas installed in the ground plans of the test set up.

The problem of developing and optimising sensors for transient electromagnetic
field measurements has been of great concern to the E4P comunity. Techniques for
extending the performance of the basic sensors discussed above have been developed
by lai and others and have been published in the Sensor and Simulation Notes edited
and authored by Baum (ref. 9). Portions of this work applicable to lightning
measurement are contained in reference 10. Many of these sensors and sensor
concepts can be adapted for spacecraft applications.

In addition to electromagnetic field measurements, the spacecraft experimenter
is often Interested in the currents and voltages induced in internal wiring. A
variety of commercial current transformers are available covering the frequency
range of interest. These transformers are well shielded and desilned to minimise
response to electric fields. Thus& current measurements are simple and straightfor-
ward to instrument.

Voltage measurements--particularly differential voltage measurements--may be
more difficult to carry outs To measure the voltage between a particular wire and
the frame, the probe m=st have adequate bandwidth, impedance, and dynamic ranSe..
Measuring the differential voltage between a pair of wires is more difficult. Not
only must the probe be able to cover the dynamic range and bandvidth of interest, it
must function in the presence of common-mode signals substantially larger than the
desired signal. The present state of spacecraft charging research is such that
differential voltige measurements are probably best deferred to the future.

* SENSOR PLACEMENT (AIRFRAME EFFECTS)

An electromagnetic field sensor provides information about the electromagnetic
fields at its location; unless special precautions are taken, the vehicle itself
acts as an Integral part of the sensor. At frequencies corresponding to the vehicle
resonances, the antenna/spacecraft system can exhibit complex interactions. At VHF
and above, the antenna/spacecraft system has the characteristics of the antenna
element mounted on a large, complex ground plane. These problems have been studied
in substantial detail for aircraft and rockets In connection with antenna design and
investigation of IMP susceptibility (ref. 11). In particular, for the case of a
slender cylinder, it is possible to derive a formula for the time domain response to
a unit-step driving pulse. The results of such a calculation, shown in
Figure 5, demonstrate several interesting affects t the ringing of the system at a
frequency determined by the length of the cylinder is clearly evident. Also, it

A should be noted that the current is maximum at the center of the cylinder (u - 0)
and decreases as one moves toward the ends (u - 1/4). Thus, in the case of a slim
cylinder such as an aircraft or rocket, a substantial degree of decoupling from the
airfrme resonances can be achieved by locating the magnetic sensor at the end of a
structural member (es.g, at the nose -if the fuselage) whei'e the current is zero.
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Conversely, since the electric field Is maximum at the ends of a conductor, 8-field
sensors are most strongly affected at the extremities.

SATILLITE NOCK-UP EXPERIMRNTS

Althou • the time waveforms in Figure 3 Indicate that substantial rinsing can
occur when a body is excited by a transient impulse, it must be recognized that the
data in the figure are valid for a slender cylinder. In general, electromagnetic
theory indicates that, for fatter bodies, the rinsing dies out much more rapidly
(i.e., fat bodies have a lower Q). Thus, it was possible that the signals excited
on a satellite by a transient discharge might be much less complicated than one
would inter from figure 5. To investigate the eleotromagnetic properties of a body
resembling a satellite, and to lain Insight into the feasibility of discharge sourcecharacterization, the laboratory "satellite" mock-up shown in figures 6 and 7 was
assimbled* figure 6 shows the general sio and form of the mock-up, which is simply

a hollow uncapped cylinder made of sheet aluminum. It is approximately 1.8 m In
diameter and 1.2 a high and stands upright on a 0.75-m high non-conductive, large-
area wooden table. For the initial tests, two small electric-dipole sensors
(equipped with high input impedance preamplifiers so that they respond directly to
the local I field as was discussed earlier) were mounted 1800 apart on the outside
curved surface along the circumferential center line of the cylinder. The sensor
cables were routed to the inside of the cylinder through small holes neur the
sensors. The signals from the two sensors were recorded simultaneously using a 400-
No bandwidth dual-beam oscilloscope which was mounted Inside the conductive
cylinder where it was well shielded from external fields.

Transient electromagnetic fields were generated on the exterior of the mock-up
using a dc spark-gap formed by positioning a 10-cm-diameter hollow copper sphere on
an insulating support at a distance of approximately 3 =e from the outer cylinder
surface at selected simuated arc locations. To prevent measurement errors resulting
from transients radiated from, or field perturbations caused by the presence of the
hish-voltage cables, the copper sphere was connected to a 20-kV power supply located
4 m away, using special "electromagnetically-transparent," hIgh-resistance wire as
shown in figure 7. The required do return path between the cylinder and the high-
voltage supply was provided In this same way. Thus. electromagnetically, at RI the
spark source appeared to be a completely isolated sphere charged to a high
voltage. The spark source produces a unidirectional current pulse with an amplitude
ot roughly 400 A, and total duration of the order of 2 ne. It should be noted from
figure 6 that the mock-up experiments were conducted in the middle of a laboratory
ares with no effort to shield the setup from ambient noise.

Some of the results of the satellite mock-up experiments are shown In fig-
ure 8. For the experiments illustrated, the spark source was moved to various
positions along the equator of the "satellite" and the signals induced In the two
sensors were recorded. When the spark source is near sensor #1 (as in fig. 6a),
substantial signal is Induced in this sensor, and a barely perceptible response is
Induced in sensor #2.

It should be noted that the initial pulse in sensor 01 is clearly defined, and
that it Is uncontaminated by the reflected pulses arriving late in time. This
behavior is vastly different from the pronounced ringing illustrated in figure 5,
when a slender cylinder is excited by a transient. Thus, the laboratory experiments
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indicate that satellite electromagnetic characteristics are such that flight expert-
meats intended to characterize discharge noies source characteristics in orbit
should not be unduly plagued by satellite and sensor responses, provided the system
is properly designed and configured.

In figure 8b, the spark noise source was positioned roughly equidistant from
the two sensors, and signals of roughly equal amplitude are induced in the two
systems. Aain, it should be noted that the direct signal from the source to
clearly defined, and not contaminated by ringing and reflection@ from
discontinuities on the satellite.

In the course of these preliminary experiments, the satellite configuration was
changed to include a boom, and the sensors and noise source were moved to a number
of different positions. The resulting responses differed from those presented here,
but were all explainable by electromagnetic considerations.

CONCLUSIONS

By applying proper electromagnetic principles to sensor design, It 1i possible
to develop systems capable of responding to fast transients of the sort expected
from spacecraft charging. The form many of practical satellites is such that they
will not unduly contaminate the signals radiated by spark discharges. Accordingly,
it should be possible to design flight system for the study of spacecraft discharge
characteristics. Finally, a simple satellite mock-up such as that used in the
present experiments is easy to assemble, inexpensive, and adequate to provide impor-
tant guidance during system desiSn and for data Interpretation.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CONTINUOUS BROAD-ENERGY-SPECTRUM ELECTRON SOURCE*

R. C. Adamo and J. E. Nanevicz
SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

The primary accomplishment of the laboratory research program described herein
has been the development of a practical prototype, large-area, continuous-spectrum,
multienergy electron source to simulate the lower energy (-1 to 30 keV) portion of
the geosynchronous orbit electron environment. The results of future materials-
charging tests using this multienergy source should significantly improve our under-
standing of actual in-orbit charging processes and should help to resolve some of
the descrepancles between predicted and observed spacecraft materials performance.

BACKGROUND

Complex interactions bNetween a spacecraft and the surrounding space environment
can cause the deposition and redistribution of significant amounts of electrical
charge on the exterior of conducting and insulating surfaces and within exposed
dielectric materials (ref. 1).

This naturally occurring phenomenot', known as spacecraft charging, can ad-
versely affect normal system performance In a number of ways. For example, the
resulting local external static fields can interfere with the operation of electric-
field-sensitlve instruments and cause the reattraction and deposition of contami-
nants on critical thermal control, solar array, and other optical surfaces. More
serious effects can occur if the electric fields between adjacent surfaces or within
dielectric materials become large enough to produce electrical breakdowns (ref. 2).
The electric currents produced by these rapid changes in charge distribution can
cause local physical damage to external thermo-optical surfaces and radiate
electromagnetic signals of sufficient amplitude to upset or possibly damage onboard
electronic systems.

OvYer the past decade, a substantial effort has been made to increase the avail-
able knowledge relating to the causes and effects of spacecraft charging, and the
results of numerous theoretical studies, laboratory tests, computer simulations, and
limited in-orbit measurements have been published. Unfortunately, the combinat:ion
of interactions between actual operational spacecraft and tue real space environment
is too complex to predict accurately or explain many observed or suspected in-orbit
spacecraft responses, with confidence, using presently available techniques.

The work described here was sponsored by the Defense Nuclear Agency

under RDT&E RMSS Code B3230 81466 G37LAXYX 00020 H2590D, Contract
NAOO1-81-C-0267.
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To date, laboratory simulations of the charging and electrical-breakdown char-
acteristice of typical spacecraft materials have been perfoimed, by moot agencieso
using conventional monoenerletic, thermionic (hot-filamsent) electron sources to
simulate the lover-energy (less than 40 key), geosynchronous-orbit electron eonviron-
Maent

Although thermionic sources are Ideal for many appilcottona. In general they
exhibit several practical disadvantages for spacecraft ck~rging studios, Including:

0 Cathode contamination--Most thermionic cathodw, are readily contaminated by
outgassing products from realistic spacecraft .uiterial, toot samples.

* a Poor beam uniformity--Achieving a large diamete beam withi uniform current
density io difficult.

4p Limited beam diameter at close range--tzpanding thes beam from mast thermi-
onic sources to cover a large area sample at close range is also difficult.

9 Interdependent beam characteristids--In particular, In a simple system,
changing the beam current density or profile requires a complex ilectro-
static laen system and a readjustment of lens and grid voltages.

0 filament illumination--In sowe experiments, undesirable optical radiation from
the heated cathode can alter the responses of the toot-sample materials.

Several years ago, SRI International developed an alternative type of electron
source, based on the multipactor phenomenon, for use In spacecraft charging studies
(ref. 3,4). Although this basic source, shown schematically In Figure 1, also
produces a monoenergic electron beam, it eliminated many of the disadvantages of
conventional thermionic system*.

*Many Independent studies of the' charging and discharging properties of space-
craft materials have been performed using monoonergetic electron sources.- Although 1
the results of these Independent laboratory Lasto have agreed reasonably well$ a "

number of discrepancies appeared between the teot results and actual In-orbit obser-
vati6as of electrical charging and discharge occurrences; on operational spacecraft,
For example, 531I Internationwl discha~rge detection Instrumentation o~n a DSP eatel-
lit* and on the P78-2 (SCATHA) satellite (along with a full complement of otherviI
spacecraft-charging instruments), has indicated that electrical discharges (and, Lit
some cases, resulting spacecraft anomalies) occur at times when they would not be
expected according to the-results of laboratory. Itits. This Is not altogether

*surprising, however, since the theory of dielect, ic c~rging predicts that the exact
profiles of the Internal charge distributions and, the before, the magnitudes of the
Internal electric fields are determined by the details of the Incident electron
energy distribution (ref. 5).

Material charging tests performed using two separate monoemergetic electron
Sums at different energies have confirmed that, with just two discrete energies, the
test results differ significantly from those obtained using a singleeonergy sourad
(ref. 6,7).

The primary objective of the laboratory research program discuassed herein has
been to develop a practical prototype, continuous-spectrum, multienersy electron
source to simulate nore precisely a significant portion of the lower-energy In-orbit
electron environment. The results of this work are described below.
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NASIC ?IJLTINNERGY ELECTRON SOURCE CONCEPT

if a bem of electrons having an energy of a few tens of koV strikes a thickmetal target*- a portion of the beau (alO-20%) will be backscattered, The remaining

electrons will penetrate to various distances within the uateri.l before being
stopped. If instead, the target is a sufficiently thin foil, some of the electrons
will pass completely through the foil and emerge with reduced energies. This pheno-
menon has been used to modify the monoener etic multipactor electron sun to produce
a continuous multienergy beam.

Nany theoretical and experimental studies have been made of the transmission of
electrons through thin metal films (e.g., ref. 8-14). Figure 2 showe typical energy
distributions of electrons transmitted through various thicknesses of aluminum and
Sold film with an incident electron beam energy of approximately 20 keV. For the
illustrated range of film thicknesses, each of the transmitted electrons is likely to
have lost sow of its energy within the film through numerous scattering events. As
expected, for a given material, the total energy loss per electron, as well as the
percentage of incident electroes totally lost within the film, increases in thicker
films as a result of a statistically greater number of scattering events.

Results similar to those in Figure 2 were obtained in a series of tests at
MIU. In these tests, mall samples of 0.75-, I- and 2-gs thick aluminum films were
mounted across a 50-me-diameter aperture in a large aluminum plate which replaced
the outer accelerating grid of the monoenergetic maultipactor source. A simple
standard type of retarding potential analyzer consisting of three wire-mash grids
within a cylindrical Faraday cup was used to measure the electron energy spectra.

Figure 3 shows a few examples of 'typical" electron energy distributions
measured under varleos conditions in geosynchronous orbit (ref. 15). The top curve
in this figure is the expected maximum. In these examples, the in-orbit electron
current density decreases monotonically and quite rapidly with increasing energy.
In contrast, the electron currents of Figure 2, produced by scattering through foils
of uniform thickness, increase to a maximum at an energy somewhat below the incident
beam energy (I.) and then decrease more rapidly to an immeasureably low level at or
below EI.

Fortunately, this difference in spectral form can be overcome, to a large
extent, by using a specially prepared composite foil as illustrated in Figure 4s
The first composite foils of this type were prepared in steps by vapor deposition of
gold through appropriate masks onto commercially available aluminum film substrates.

The foil illustrated in Figure 4, though not drawn to scale, combined with the
spectra in Figure 2, can be ased to explain qualitatively the basic composite-foil
concept as follows. The portion of a 20-keV incident beam that passes through the
substrate alone will emerge with an energy distribution as shown in the 0.74-
IA spectrum in Figure 2a. The portion that pases throuSh only one gold layer will
enter the substrate with approximately the 0.28-tm spectrum in Figure 2b and will
eMerge with its electron energies further reduced, thus 'fillin-in" a lover energy
range in the total composite spectrum. Electrons passing through both gold layers
as well as the substrate will obviously emerge with even lower energies.

It is, in this way, possible to "tailor" the overall character of the output
energy spectrum through an appropriate choice of patterns and thicknesses of addi-
tional metal layers on the composite foil. Since the transmitted current density is
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significantly lover through the thicker metal layers, the production of a relatively
flat or monotonlcally decreasing output energy spectrum requires that the thicker
metalized layers cover a larger relative percentage of the total foil area.

A major advantage of the nultienersy beam production technique described above
is that the composite foil Is a totally passive device, and therefore, no major
modifications of the monoonergetic electron source, other than mounting the foil
accrosu the exit aperture, are required for multienergy operation. In addition, the
energy spectrum of the source can be readily changed by physically interchanging
foils, and, within a certain range, the energy of the overall spectrum can be
shifted up or down by changing the energy of the incident beam. The source can also
easily be converted for single-energy operation simply by replacing the composite
foil assembly with a standard wire-mesh accelerating grid.

The successful results obtained In initial, small-scale tests of the composite
foil concept formed a promising basis for the development, on this prosram, of a
more practical, larser-beam-area, multienergy electron Sun system. To accomplish
this effort, however, it was necessary to devise new techniques for fabricating and
mounting the composite foils.

For example, to produce a broad output energy spectrum, a significant fraction
of the input beam energy must be absorbed by the foil. Since metal films are rela-
tlvely'poor thermal radiators, the resulting heat is removed mainly by conduction to
the mounting plate at the foil edges.

In initial tests with a 20-keY incident beam energy, composite foils mounted
across a 50-r-diameter aperture performed satisfactorily with output current den-
sities of 10 nA/cm 2 but were readily damaged by excessive heating with current
densities 2 to 3 times higher. This problem was subsequently solved by mounting the
composite foils between pairs of 0.06-in.-thick perforated aluminum plates that act
as heat-meinks for the absorbed power. The holes in these plates are small enough
(0.19-in.-diameter) to allow sufficient heat conduction from the unsupported foil
areas, and numerous enough (0.25 in. between centers) to provide a 53 ,exposed foil
area when properly aligned. With this mounting arrangement, it became possible to
increase the overall transmitted current density by at least a factor of five, with
nO detectable foil damage. In addition, the protection and support provided by
these mounting plates makes handling and installation of the foils considerably
easier.

It was originally planned that larger area aluminum foils of this same thick-
noess (0.75 in) would be used as the basic composite foil substrate. However, upon
careful examination, each of the available unused 50- and 75-rn-square foils ws
found to contain a number of small pinholes. Subsequent discussions with the menu-
facturer of these foils, and with another foil supplier, indicated that it Is not
practical to produce such "large-area" foils of this thickness that are pinhole-
free. These pinholes, if not covered by the mounting plates, would allow some
uncontrollable, small portion of the incident beam to pass through the foil with
little or no redcction in current density or enersyt

As a result of this discovery, the electron transmission properties if several
alternative thin-film materials, known to be available in larger-area sheets, were
measured in an attempt to identify a more suitable pinhole-free substrate material.
These measurements vere made using a scaunning lecaron microscope (SIX) with incident
beam anertles ranging from 20 to 40 keY. With this instrument it was possible both
to measure total electron transmission ratios and to examine the material samples
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for pinholes. It was quickly determined that the available pure metal foils that
were thick enough to be pinhole-free were too thick to transmit the required elec-
tron currents. However, the materisls tested also included several thicknesses of
KUpton, Teflon, and Mylar films with thin aluminum, gold, or silver coatings on one or
both sides. Several of these materials, normally manufactured for use as thermal-
control surfaces on spacecraft, were found to transmit a reasonable fraction of the
incident beam current. In addition, these materials are available In large sheets
and are considerably less expensive and easier to handle than the previously em-
ployed thin metal foils.

The transmission measurements obtained with polymer samples having metalli--

zation on one side only were not as repeatable as those obtained with similar
samples metallized on both sides. This effect Is most probably due to variations in
the internal and external electric fields produced by the buildup of charge on and
within the exposed dielectric surface. Further tests were therefore confined to
polymer films with both sides metallized, since both of the outer metal layers can
then be electrically grounded to eliminate external electric fields. It is also
likely that the additional thermally conductive path provided by the second metal-
lied surface lcreases the foil's power-handling ability.

Of the materials tested, Teflon was found to be the most susceptible to thermal

damage. Mylar films performed somewhat better, with transmission efficiencies of up
to 702.in a 30-key incident beam, but suffered increasing thermal degradation during
relatively short periods of operation with input current densities of a few VA/cm2

The candidate substrate materials also included 7.5-pe- thick aluminum-coated
and 12.7-0m- thick gold-coated Kapton foils. The metal layer on eacih side of these
foils was approximately 100 nm thick In .& 31-key beanm these materials transmitted
502 and 252, respectively, of the 20-pA/cm2 incident beam current with no noticeable
damage.

Doubly aluminised 7.5-to Kapton film was selected as the most appropriate
composite-foil sobstrate material for the final tests on this program, due both to
Its higher electron transmission efficiency and because it is less expensive and
more readily available then gold-cosated Kapton film.

The final, composite-foil configuration developed on this program Is Illustrated 1,1.1'0.-
in Figure 5. This figure (not drawn to scale) shows the pair of polished aluminum
mounting plates that serve as a heat sink for the beam power absorbed by the foil.

The actual metallixation pattern, which differs from the pattern in Figure 5,
was formed by depositing pairs of almost completely overlapping 10-mm-wide, 0.2-A -
thick silver atripes on a 12-ca-equare aluminized Kapton substrate, with approxi-
mately 1-m Saps between each pair of overlapping stripes. This pattern results
in 0.4-pM and 0.2-ya silver layers covering approximately 752 and 172, respectively, .•
of the total foil area, thus leaving approximately 8% of the aluminized substrate
exposed.

The measured electron energy spectrum produced by this particular composite ,',
foil Is shown in Figure 6. A "typical" electron energy spectrum meadured during a
geomagnetic substorm by the ATS-5 spacecraft inlsynchronous orbit (ref. 16) is also
shown in this figure, for comparison. Since, vith an incident electron bean energy
of 33 keV, the overall transmission efficiency of this composite foil is approxi-
mately 4U, an input current density of 250 nA/cM2 is required to produce a total
output current denuity of 10 nA/cm2.
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The largest substrate foil size that could be conveniently processed in the
vapor deposition system available for use on this program was a 12-cu square. As a
result, the maximum exit diameter of the iultienergy beam was limited to approxi-
mately 10 cm. The aluminized Kapton film uced as the substrate, however, is rou-
tinely manufactured in 100-ft rolls, with widths of up-to-3 ft. For most practical
applications, the multienergy beam diameter is therefore limited mainly by the size
and total current capacity of the input current source
(35-cm diameter in the present system) and by the maximum usable dimensions of the
metal deposition system used to fabricate the composite foil. I

CONCLUSION

The simulation of the medium energy (-l to 40 koV) portion of the geosynchro-

nous orbit electron environment for material and spacecraft testing requires a
relatively large-area, uniform electron beam with a total current density, at the
test object, of i0 rA/cm2 or less and, if possible, a realistic distribution of
electron energies. This program has resulted in the design and construction of an
electron source that meets these requirements.

When operated in a monoenergetic mods, this source produces exit current densi-
ties of up to 20 IA/cm2 at beam energies up to 40 keV. A control grid permits
adjustment of the beam current density over a range from 20 uA/cm2 to less
than 0.1 hA/cm2

In comparison with other types of electron sources used for spacecraft charging
studies, the multipactor source is physically simple and easy to fabricate, produces
minimal external electric fields, and is less susceptible to cathode contamination.

In addition, the basic monoenergetic multipactor source produces a large-area -
electron beam directly, without complex electrostatic lenses, so that the beam
characteristics are relatively independent of accelerating voltage.

The major achievement of this program is the further development of the compos-
ite scattering foil technique for converting a monoenergetic electron beam to one
containing a continuous, broad range of electron energies.

The electron energy spectrum in Figure 6 is just one example of a wide range of
spectra that could be obtained using other foil configurations. The Illustrated
spectrum was produced with an incident 33-keV monoenergetic beam. For a given foil,
the overall output energy range can, to some extent, be shifted up or down by chang-
ing the input beam energy.

The total output beam current denaity (i.e., integrated over the entire energy
spectrum) is determined by the foil characteristics and by the energy and current
density of the input beam. Since a large percentage of the incident beam power is
absorbed by the foil, the maximum practical output current density is limited by the
ability of the foil and its mounting to dissipate heat. With the present foil-
mounting configuration, continuous operation for several hours with an output cur-
rent density of 40 nA/cm2 produced no noticeable foil damage.

The basic monoenergetic multipactor source is ideally suited for conversion to
multienergy operation, since the composite-foil assembly can be mounted directly
across the large-area exit aperture, thus forming a single compact unit. In prin-

.1
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ciple, however, the composite-foil technique could be used with a conventional
thermionic electron source by mounting the foil assembly at an appropriate distance
from the source in the diverging monoenergetic beam.

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT

The basic monoenergetic multipactor electron source can be used in place of a .0
conventional thermionic source in single-energy, material-charging studies and in
support of simplified analytical and modeling efforts. The large-area, collimated
electron beam produced at the exit aperture makes it possible to irradiate rela-
tively large targets at short range in a small vacuum chamber test facility.

Although the present source produces a beam of circular cross-section for
special applications, it is possible to change the shape of the output beam by
placing a mask over the exit aperture or by fabricating a similar system with a
noncylindrical geometry. Because of the overall mechanical and electrical simpli-
city of the msltipactor electron source concept, many design configurations are
possible and can be fabricated using readily available, basic shop materials.

Earlier experiments at SRI indicate that, with some simple modifications, it
should be possible to convert the basic multipactor system from an electron source
to an ion sources In these experiments, nitrogen gas was injected at a low rate
into the multipactor region between the cathode plates. The gas was thereby ionized
by multiple collisions with the oscillating electron cloud, and the resulting posi-
tive ions were extracted by reversing the polarity of the high-voltage accelerating
power supply. Although few quantitative measurements were made in these early
tests, it appears that, with soma further development, the basic multipactor system
could serve as a practical source of both ions and electrons. In addition to its
usefulness in spacecraft charging studieq, the multipactor electron or ion source
say have applicationp in a variety of material-processing applications.

The development of the continuous mulvienergy electron beam generation tech- ,-

nique is a major advance in our ability to simulate more realistically the lower-
energy, in-orbit electron environment. The results of future materials-charging
tests using this sultienergy source should significantly improve our understanding
of actual In-orbit charging processes and should resolve some of the discrepancies
between predicted and observed spacecraft materials performance.
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Figure 1. - Present multipactor electron source (schematic).
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Figure 2. Energy distrlbutinns of electrons transmitted through thin metal
films.
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AUTOMATIC CHANGE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SATELLITES

1. M. ShOen and H. A. Cohen
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hmnscom Air Force Sase, Massachusetts 01731

SCATnA as well as the AVS-5 and -6 s pacecraft have provided some answers and
insights to the problem of spacecraft charging at goosynchronous altitudes. In
particular they have indicated the approach to todtcing the levels Of both absolute
and differential charging -- namely, by the emission of low energy neutral plasma.
T• is now appropriate to cotiplete the tranaitton from experimental results to the
development of a system that will sense the state-of-chaage of a spacecraft, and,
when a predetermined threshold is reached, will respond automatically to reduce
It. The Air Force is embarking on such a development program, utilizing sensors
comparable to the proton electrostatic analyzer, the surface potential monitors
and the transient pulse monitor that flew in SCAVhA, and combining these output*
through a microprocessor controller to operate a rapid-start, low energy plasma
source. A flight-ready system should be available for spacecraft integration byIgo&

INTRODUCTION

This paper is by way of announcing the Air Force's intent to carry out the
technology transition from SCATHA to the next logical phase -- namely, the devel-
o-,,ent of an autonatic charge control system for spacecraft. The problem of
spacecraft charging as a potential hazard for Air Force satellites operating In
deep space has btent recognized now for Just over a decade. The buildup of space-
craft charge and Its subsequent discharge, particularly at geosynchronous orbit,
can limit the performance and operational lifetime of satellites, The arcs gen-
*rated in this fashion can couple into the command and data lines of the spacecraft
causing spurious signals, triggering erratic commands, and destroying solid-state
electr 1cs, The SCATH4A satellite, which was dedicated solely to this problem,
was launched to near geosynchronous orbit with a full range of sensors (ref. 1) to
determine the spacecraft stats-of-charge as well as the background conditions in
space when the charging occurred, Also on board were the AFGL active experiments,
the electron Jun and the SPIBS positive ion Sun, which could be used to swing the
potential of the sutellite either positive or negative on command. One of the
alternate operating nodes of the SPISS ion gun was as a neutral plasma source, and
that pioved to be the safest and most effective method of reducing both absolute
and differential chargng on the satellite (rof. 2). These SCATHA results, as well
as those from the NASA ATS-6 satellite using a cesium plasna bridge neutralizer
(ref.3), have shown that a charged spacecraft, and the dielectric surfaces on
it, could be safely discharged by emitting a very low energy (< 50 eV) neutral
plasma -- in effect "shorting" the spacecraft to the ambient plasma before dangerous
chorging levels could be reachad. This technique forms the basis for our flight
Miodel Discharge System (FNDS), which Is to be an active charge control system
for satellites that will operate autoratically in space.
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SYSTEN DESCRIIPTIOt4
Much of the development of the ?KDSO particularly with regard to the state-

otfcharge sensors, follows directly from the SCATRA technology. A block diagram
of the system is shown in figure Is The heart of the system is the low energy
plasma source. The major change from its SCATHA predecessor is that it must be
capable of a simple and rapid start-up -- responding within ten seconds* The
microprocessor controller will be the "brains" of the system, Interpreting the
three different charging sensor outputs, and "deciding" when to turn on the plasma
source* The electrostatic analyser (9SA) will detect incoming protons in different
energy channels to provide a measure of the absolute charging of, the apacecraft.
Since a negativoly charged satellite w1ll accelerate ambient protons up to its
potential, the lowest inergy channel at which sixeable fluxes of protons are
deticted would correspond to the absolute charging level of the spacecraft
(i.e. relative to the ambient plasma in Apace)* The surface potential monitor
will measure the differential spacecraft charging (i.e. the potential developed *

on Insulating surfaces relative to spacecraft frame ground). Useentially, the
back surface voltage of a dielectric sample (i.e. kapton, teflon, etc.) Is measured
with an electric field sensor, and that in turn is translated into a front surface
potential by means of a prior vacuum chamber calibration. The transient pulse
monitor vill detect arc discharges occurring on the external surfaces of the

ELECTROSTATIC DATA.

SAMS
TRANSIENT DATA PLSEM

I MONITMOR

MONITOR

EXTENAL

Figure- 1ELEMETRY

Figure 1. - Flight model discharge system.
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spacecraft by msesuring the radiated electomagnsettc noise pulses* The pulse
characteristics should provide the means of discriminating between arc discharges
and spacecraft-generated noise. The combination of these three different sensors
should provide a good indication of the state of spacecraft charging, but any
one alone (by exceeding a preset threshold level) will be able, via the controller,
to activate the plamn source and reduce the charging.

Considering each of the components in somewhat more detail, we cown back to
the plasm source. This will produce a low energy (<50 eV) neutral plasma where
the ions are derived from a. noble Sam. Xenon was chosen as the active source for
the StiB8 experiment on SCATHA, and would be a likely chotte here as well. The ion
current levels would be selectable by remote comuand-- 10 V A, 100 U A, or lmA.
On SCATA, SI•tS discharged the vehicle fromwa potential of -3kV using as little as
6 M A of current. The plasm source will be simpler than SPIS$ in that neither
multi-energettc positive ion beams nor electron beans will be required. However,
the activation process must be far simpler and quicker than for SPIOS since it wiil
be turned on automatically by the controller, acd must be capable of responding
within ton seconds. The plasm source will have the capability for 1200 hours of
operation in space, with at least 1000 on-off cycles. This is expected to be more
than enough to operate for three years, with a large safety factor besides. There
will be monitor outputs to telemetry for plasma current flow, remaining gas
supply, command status, and other diagnostics. Provisions will be made, as was. .
the case for SFr3s, for a vacuum enclosure around the plasma source to allow for
operation during spacecraft integration checks. The weight of the plasma source
wIll be les than 10 pounds, and the power required for operation will be less than
10 watts.

The proton electrostatic analyser will measure the incident proton spectra in
the energy range from lose than 100 eV to 20 KoV. It will be simpler then the ZSAs
used on SCATHA since it will require, as a minima, only eight incremental energy '

channels, with maximm channel energies (i.e. upper edge of full width at hall maxi-
mum VRIi]) nominally set at 100 o0, 200 eV, 500 eV, 1 XeV, 2 KeY, 5 V4V, 10 eV, WO•
and 20 K*V. The enarly channels will be adjacent, and with a minimum of overlap at •
FW)5 -- not more then 2% of the channel central energy. The algorithms developed by >

Spiegel (ref. 4) to allow for automated interpretation of the I9A data depend critti- 'I,
cally on the energy channels being sharply defined. The sweep period for the ESA
to sample all channels, which determines the time-ecale for the detection of space-
craft charging, will be selectable by external command -- I second, 5 seconds, or
10 seconds. The BSA will include a sun sensor to reduce electron multiplier gain
when the instrument looks toward the sun, and also a control grid to prevent the
low energy (< 30eV) ions from the on-board plasma source from being counted. There
will also be available, by external comand, the possibility of changing the bias
voltase of the electron multiplier detector in order to offset the effects of de-
gradation, and to extend its operating lifettes In space. The weight of the ESA
will be less than S pounds, and the power requirement will be less than 1 watt.

The surface potential monitor will measure the back surface voltage of a
dielectric sample as in the SCATRA SC-1 experiment. The surface potential and
polarity will be determined once per second, and will include the range 100 volts
to 20 kilovolts. The instrument will use two different dielectric samples in
flight. These will be chosen prior to flight from a previously-calibrated selectionr

.of at least six different samples of *typical satellite dielectric surfaces" such
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as aluminised kapton, silvered teflon, fused silica cover glass, etc. Weight and
power for the instrument should be less than 3 pounds and 2 watts, respectively.

The transient pulse monitor (TPM) will detect arc discharges occurring on
the external surfaces of the spacecraft by meaauring the radiated electromagnetic
noise pulses with an externally mounted dipole sensor.' Similarly to the SRI
instrument on SCATHA, it will record the number of pulses counted over each one-
second interval; also the maximum pulse amplitude (both positive and negative)
occurring over that interval, and the integral of the signal (both positive and
negative) over the interval. It will determine pulse width, with the capability
of detecting pulses from 10 nanoseconds to 10 microsecotds. It will also accomo-
data amplitudes of electric field strength from 10 kilovolts/meter down to 10
volts/meter. Multiple threshold levels, selectable by external command, will be
provided to detertsim, ýhe minimum signal level above which pulses will be record-
ede Multiple atten-&ta levels, to determine the overall gain of the system,
will also be selacta•ikt by external command. Protection will be provided against
ringing by incorporating a dead time that will limit pulse counts to once per
millisecond. One phase of the calibration of the transient pulse monitor will
include the detection of simulated spacec.aft arc discharges -- such as may be
induced in a vacuum chamber by bombarding a typical spacecraft thermal control
material with energetic electrons. The weight and power requirements for this
instrument should be less than 3 pounds and 3 watts, respectively.

The controller will be the nerve center and coordinator of autonomous
operation of the charge control systems It will accept inputs from the state-of-
charge sensors (i.e. the proton ESA, the surface potential monitor, and the
transient pulse monitor), interpret the sensor data based on previously stored
algorithms, determine when pre-established threshold levels of charging have been
met and'then activate the plama source, and finally, tu~rn off the plasma source
when the spacecraft has been discharged. Once activated by the controller, the
plasma source will remain operating for a fixed time period. That time period
will be selectable by remote command, and will include the nominal intervals of
59 10, 30, and 60 minutes. The threshold levels at which the plasma source will
be activated will also be selectable by external couisand, and will include at
least the (absolute and differential) potential levels 200, 500, 1000, and 2000
volts. Indications of spacecraft arcing, as determined by the TPM will also , -

cause the plasma source to be activated. The algorithm for determining the
occurrence of spacecraft arcing from the TPI data will have the capability of
being modified In-flight by external command so that it will not respond to the
normal 'iackground level of electromagnetic noise from the spacecraft itself. As
a ssfatýr measure, the controller will also incorporate the capability for external-
command override of the operation of the plasma source -- for turn-on, turn-off,
and current level settings. Finally, the controller will contain sufficient
excess capacity to accomodate an additional sensor input, if that should turn out
to be desirable at some future date. Allotting approximately 5 pounds and 3
watts for the controller brings the system totals for weight and operating power
(with the plasma source on) to 26 pounds fnd 19 watts. System power requirements
with the plasma source not operating will be 9 watts.

We expect the development, fabrication, and test of the charge control system
to take approximately four years, so that it would be available for spacecraft
Integration in 1988. Our present plan is to test-fly the system on a polar-
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orbiting Space Shuttle, along with other APGL-sponsored experiments. The ultimate
test of the system will require a flight at geosynchronous orbit, which to the
regime this system is primarily designed for and where it will be of most value.

.4t
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DISCHARGE PULSE PHENOMENOLOGY

Arthur R. Frederickson
Rome Air Development Center

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

A model is developed which places all of the published radiation induced discharge
pulse results into a unified conceptual framework. Only two phenomena are required
to interpret all space and laboratory results:

a) Radiation produces large electrostatic fields inside insulators via the
trapping of a net space charge density, and

b) The electrostatic fields initiate discharge streamer plasmas similar to
those investigated in high voltage electrical insv, ation materials; these
streamer plauras generate the pulsing phenomena which have been seen by
many workers.

The apparent variability and diversity of results seen to date in space and labor-
story expertrents is an inherent feature of the plasma streamer mechanism acting in
the electric fields which were created by irradiation of the dielectrics. The
implications of the model are extensive and lead to constraints over what can be done
about spacecraft plisulsing

INTRODUCTION

At first look one is struck by the diversity of pulsing results reported on
spacecraft and iround testing of irradiated dielectrics. A new vocabulary has been
developed in this community (blowoff, bulk pulsing, punchthrouph, surface discharge,
brushfire, bi-layer, charged-surface, floating-conductors, breakdown-potential)
which may be responsible for unnecessarily increasing the diversity of results.
Until recentlyo experimenters were hindered by the facts that the field of investiga-
tion was still young and that apparently new observables kept appearing. One experi-
menter would observe flashes of light, another would see a potential drop, another
measured pulses of current, still others observed microdamage after the irradiation
emission of Ions, emission of energetic electrons, area-charge scaling, lack oC
pulsing under certain spectre, cessation of pulsing under continued irradiation,
pulses of opposite sign, etc., etc.

For the past decade I have been correlating the occurrence of pulses with
radiation generated electric fields in the bulk of irradiated insulators. Electrical
insulation breakdown and prebreakdovn events are usually (ref 1,2) related to an
applied electric field strength. we find that irradiated polymers begin pulsing when
the estimated radiation induced electric field exceeds 100 kV/cm (ref 3). In the
process of reviewing (ref 4) the spacecraft charging Literature I concluded that
whenever pulses were observed, the irradiation had produced internal space charge
densities large enough to create fields in excess of 105 V/cm within the dielectric.
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Researchers in the field of electrical insulation have consistently divided
the phenomenon of breakdown into two parts: Prebreakdown and Breakdown (full permanent
failure). So far it appears to me that we see only the prebreakdown phenomena in our
space radiation situation. If one applies an electric field in excess of 105 V/cm
to a solid dielectric, then random and very small current pulses are observed which
are called prebreakdown events. These pulses are associated with flashes of light
and very small discharge streamers which last on the order of nanoseconds or less.
The insulator does not fail even after the occurrence of thousands of prebreakdown
pulse. Such pulses are sometimes thought to be due to the failure of very small
weak spots or the discharge of microvoids within the solid. I am not aware of one
complete reference to this phenomenon but there are many papers dealing with various
aspects of it in the electrical insulation literature. Reference 2, the IEEE
Transactions on Electrical Insulation, and the annual proceedings of the Conference
on Electrical, lnsulation and Dielectric Phenomena (IREF sponsored) are good starting
points. Prebreakdown phenomena is a rapidly growing research field which contains,
in my opinion, oame exciting solid state physics problems.

In this paper we show how all the spacecraft charging results, both ground and
space results, can be explained by the mechanism of electric field generated pre-
breakdown streamer channel formation. The electric fields are due to either applied
voltages in dielectrics, or to radiation generated space charge electric fields, or.
to a combination of the two. The streamer formation is a quantum mechanical many-
body process which is only recently being attacked with appropriate tools; its
existence is observed but not understood. These processes "explain" all spacecraft
effects including: area scaling, pulse height,.pulse width, pulsing frequency,
radiation spectrum dependmncies, microwave emission, surface discharging, bulk

pulse char~acteristics, fibrous material discharging, correlations (or lack of)
with surface potential, light flashes, edge effects, emission of ions and electrons,etc. L ,

RADIATION GENERATED E FIELDS ,

Estimates of radiation generated electric fields in dielectrics are available
(ref 3,5-8) but only a few good measurements have been made. The measurements are
difficult and actually measure charge density (ref 9,10) not electric field. The
electric fields are obtained from the charge density by use of Poisson's equation.
One excellent review (ref 11) is available which surveys most of the existing
charge density work and is a good introduction to the literature. The literature
on this topic is extensive but does not answer the critical engineering question
"Given a particular dielectric device under various broad radiation spectra what
electric fields ar& generated?" Most of the cases that have been discussea involve
monoenergetic electron beams and short total irradiation times (<108 reds total
dose). A few cases address the question of broad spectra but then simplify the
modeling to assume no electronic conduction occurs in the electric field.

Photon irradiations simulate the broad energy spectrum situation because
photon spectra themselves, as well as the excited electrons generated by each
monoenergetic portion of the photon spectrum, are often broadly distributed in
energy. Calculations indicate that photons from 10 KeV to 2 MeV produce electric
fields of nearly 106 V/cm, (ref 7,12) in most practical geometries. Only for the K'
case of slabs surrounded by very thick layers (>1 electron range) of identical atomic
number material do we find field strengths below 104 V/'m in photon irradiated
solid insulators. Photon beams produce a net charge deposition somewhere in irradi-
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ated solids by a number of processes depending on photon energy but one process
always occur*; the attenuation of the photon beam results in a concentration gradient
of highly excited electrons which then diffuse and "pile up" in the more weakly
irradiated cegions, and this process will generate 103 V/cm fields in most vood
solid Insulators. Other processes produce much larger fields in photon irradiated
solids.

It is possible to conceive of an irradiated solid which does not develop net
spatial charging. A radioactively doped insulator with uniform doping profile
would not charge. But such a device would not be practical in electrical application
since electrodes or surfaces remove the uniform doping constraint and create large
fields near the electrodes or near the surfaces. I have not encountered a practical
dielectric device which will not charge with strong F fields. The E fields are
usually strongest near electrodes or near surfaces and edges and are produced
partly by the divergence of the high energy electron currents (or by their flux
gradients) near the surfaces and electrodes.

In practical devices only conduction processes will prevent the accumulation
of excess charge to levels where V exceeds 105 V/CM. Rasically, all highly excited
o(•1 eV above conduction band) electrons are stopped in solids with more than 105

V/cm stopping power and in the absence of conduction, this process of stopping
electrons is the field limiting factor: if the electric field exceeds the stopping
power of the solid, then the excited electrons would be accelerated out of the
solid until the resulting field strength decreased to the stopping power. In
reality,'for the exposure rates expected in space (<103 roentgens/second) it is the
radiation induced conductivity and the dark conductivities which are the parameters
which most strongly control the electric field strengths.

One can make changes in the incident radiation spectrum until one is "blue in the
face" and only insignificant changes in peak E field will result. In the highly
insulating dielectrics (low conductivity) ons cannot prevent fields from exceeding
105 V/cm, however some faulty models have been invoked to predict such impossible
lower field cases by, for example, the use of so called "penetrating" radiations.

It turns out that for the best dielectrics and for nearly any radiation spectrum
and any geometry the field strength will exceed j05 V/cm somewhere in the solid and
in some special cases can reach 107 V/cm. To avoid this high field strength one
needs only to increase the conductivity. Based on ten years experience, I find that
equation 1 is a -good guide to the field strength dependence on conduction processes
at low dose rates (<103 reds/second). Geometry and spectrum changes will not
produce more than an order of magnitude correction to equation I predictions.

(E Peak) - 10 12 /k(1+a/kD) (1)

where: 10-12 has units of (sec.V)/(cm2.ohm.rad),
k is the coefficient of radiation induced
conductivity in units of (sec/ohm.cm-rad),
a is the dark conductivity in units (ohm.cm)" 1 ,

1 is the average dose rate in the volume of
interest in units of rads/sec.

For the best dielectrics k is typically 10-18 (seconds/ohm.cmerad) resulting
in peak fields of 106 V/cm. Of course k is dependent on many things including 1), so
one must evaluate k at the dose rate of interest, D, using eq 2.
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Radiation Induced Conductivity, (RIC) k D (2)

where RIC is empirically determined for the dielectric material in question.
References 3-8, 12 and 13 have examples of electric field strength profiles in
irradiated dielectrics. Reference 3 compares the occurrence of pulses with the
electric field strength in irradiated dielectrics.

ELECTRICAL INSULATION BREAKDOWN PHENOMENA

Background

While surveying the breakdown literature I learned that there are apparently many
failure modes for elucrical insulation. In most of the modes a very large current
flows tor long enough times to blow a fuse or kill a power supply. However, in
most of the spacecraft tests to date we only see rapid pulses without permanent
failure and without continued pulsing.

In the insulator industry this kind of pulsing is known as high voltage DC prebreak-
down phenomena. If oneý'applies an electric field of order 10 to 5 X 105 V/cm to a
good dielectric, small pulses may occur as depicted in figure 1 for a period of
an hour or so and may even reoccur for a short time again many days later but
usually the short pulses have stopped unless one changes polarity or increases the
field strength. These pulses are called prebreakdown events and usually do not
load to full breakdown. However, if one applies sufficient field strength a rapid
burst of prebreakdown pulses will be immediately followed by full breakdown of the
insulation.

In the case of space radiation it is urilikely that toeas breakdown occurs because
there is no "stiff" power source which can continue to prro-ide significant current
to the system*. ven though peak currents approaching 1W3 amperes have beear seen
during 'short pulses, the dielectric was not destroyed as an insulator by one pulse.
With maximum differential potentials of 104 volts and incident currents of 10-'
A/cm2 we find that space radiation cannot produce a d.c. power flux exceeding
10 p Watts/cm2 . It is unlikely that such low power flux will permanently change an '
insulator into a conductor. Thin oxide electronic device insulations, however, are
hurt by the transient pulses.

The most common dielectric experiment is shown in figure 2. A current is measured
between two electrodes while the dielectric is irradiated and/or biased. Any
currents or current pulses, including the motion of irradiation driven charged
particles (usually electrons), will register on the meter according to the equation
in figure 2. If one measures I throughout the irradiation and independently knows
the dose-depth and charge-depth distributions for the radiation vhen one can calc-
ulate the E fields internal to the dielectric (ref 3,7). Pulses will also show up
on the meter according to the equation. The experiment in figure 2 is the most
generally useful arrangement.

A common embodiment of figure 2 is to have most of the space-between X-O and X-A in
vacuum and thin layer of solid Aielectutc of thickness d from X-A-d to X-A. Again,
electric fields build-up in both the vacuum and the dielectric but space-charge
accumulates only in the dielectric. tScause space-charge cannot accummulate in the
vacuum, charge curreat flowing in the vacuum must be a constant across the .acuum
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Apace (in the quasi-static approximation which is valid for this spacecraft problem)
although iIt can vary in time.

Consider an Idealized current pulse of arbitrary magnitude J * Let dWA. Then if
Jp occurs in the vacuum region, it must be constant across t e vacuum and

A-dS1 p •dx -Jp
0 A

But if Jp is confined to the dielectric then

~A

Ip dx p (3)

A-d

To date, most experiments were designed such thatl.&u 5000.
-' d

Thus pulses confined to the dielectric will be detected much more weakly on the
ammeter I than similarly sized pulses in the vacuum will be detected. Therefore an
ammeter set to a scale to detict pulses in the vacuum will not detect similar
pulses in the dielectric.

The Basic Phenomenon

All of the observed pulsing phenomena reported by spacecraft charging investigators
can be explained at normal derivatives of the streamer phenomenon described in
reference 2 and reported extensively in the prebreakdown electrical insulation
community. It is found that solid dielectrics subjected to electrical stresses
greater than 105 V/cm (and in some instances as low as 104 V/cm) spontaneously
develop streamers of gas/plasma phase matter which start at a point but rapidly
expand along a line roughly parallel to the local electric field vector. The
streamers tend to form tubes whose diameters are in the range 0.1 to 10 microns
(typically 1 micron) but can become much larger where many streamers join together,
and appear to have no limit to their maximum length. Streamers continue to propagate
as long as sufficient E field exists at the tip of the streamer,,,

Figure 3 is a pictorial streamer. Stop action photographs indicate that streamers
are usually brightest at their tip but emit light.throughout their length* The
insulation industry reports a wide range of propagation velocities from 103 to 106
m/sec but for conditions of electron irradiation Dalmain et &I. report (ref 14)
velocities of 105 to I06 m/sec. In Balmein's case streamers propagate at or just
beneath the surface end surface effects may play a role in the propagation velocity
so it might be instructive to do similar tests for the deeper penetration case.,*
Under electron irradiation it appears that streamers originate at a surface (where
the field strength is maximum) and propagate to or a little beyond the average

j 1gotnote deeper penetration will not be obtained by raising the energy because

the surface potential rises to slow the incident electrons to roughly 2 keV incident
energy. Host of the irradiation in Balmaints experiments was by 2 keV electrons.
Instead, on's should ground the surface with UV photons or low energy protons
(ref 13).
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trapped electron depth whence they turn at right angles and spread out at this
depth; the right angle turn is made because the plasma filled streamer has almost
eliminated the potential difference between the tip of the streamer and the dielec-
tric surface so that the E field vector at the tip is now per-endicular to the

a, original field direction and pointing towards the centroid of the spacechargeS~ electron* (ref 15).

Streamers have been seen to occur in many materials (liquid, crystals, glasses,
polymers) used for insulating purposes. In all these materials streamers similar
to those reported by Balmain (ref 15), by Gross (ref 16), and by the many people
using irradiation to create lichtehiberg trees, are occuring in dielectrics which
arb under electrical bias stress alone.

It appears that the basic streamer forms as a highly ionized plasma tube. The
plasma is extremely dense and under high pressure so that when it approaches a
surface it "explodes" from the surface allowing plasma subsequently formed at the
streamer tip to escape through the tube. At the cessation of the discharge propaga-
tion one finds the remains of the discharge to be a tree or bush shaped network of
hollow tunnels. Reference 17 reports on measurements of this highly ionized plasma
debris which escapes the solid. In the c&se of applied electric bias experiments,
the plasma may be confined to the dielectric by the electrodes so that hollow
tunnels do not occur and the plasma resolidifies in place. However, if the plasma
tube propagates between electrodes entirely across the dielectric, it becomes a
conductive tunnel effectively shorting out the insulator for as long as the power
supply can maintain sufficient plasma arc power to continue the plasma between the
electrodes.

Although streamers have been seen to develop at 1n4 V/cm applied bias, they may '•
have actually occurred at localised high field regions due to space charge which was
developed by conduction process. I would quess that at least 105 V/cm is required
to initiate streamers but that once formed they can continue to propagate in lower
field regions, perhaps in regions of field strength as low as l V/cm or less.

The streamer obtains its energy from the electric field, not from the space charge• ~itself. For typic~al geometries the epaeecharge density developed under irradiation !...

is in the range 100 to 104 coulombs/meter 3. Thus a one micron diameter tunnel
intersects from 5 to 5 X 104 excess trapped charges (electrons, holes, ions) per
"entimeter of propagation. Assuming that a reasonable fraction of the atoms within
the tube are ionized by the streamer propagation/formation process there are of
order 1010 ions and free electrons per centimeter of 1 micron dismter tube. Thus the
excess spacecharge contributes very little to the plasma density.

I don't know of any physics which can predict the occurrence of these streamers.
Electric field strengths of 106 V/cm probably cannot accelerate an internal free
electron much beyond 10 eV kinetic energy because at higher kinetic energies the
astopping power on the free electron in, for example, polyethylene exceeds 106 V/cm
(ref 18). Thus one free electron cannot avalanche because it takes more than M0 eV
on average (probably from 20 to 30 eV) to create a secondary free electron. Perhaps,
in a region of high field, occasionally it happens that sufficient local random
ionization occurs to significantly alter the band structure and the dielectric
constants so that the stopping power is significantly reduced and free electrons
can accelerate to avalanche levels. Assume that 50 eV is necessary for free electron
avalanching: then at 106 V/cm E field we require a thickness of order 0.5 microns
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to generate this kinetic energy. A lower limit may exist on the thickness of
material required to Initiate a streamer and this effect is partly responsible for
the increased breakdown strength of very thin film insulators. In addition, the
statistics of streamer initiation arz such that rare atomic level events may be the
initiatia• mechanism; application 10' V/cu does not cause streamers automatically
everywhere, they happen rarely and far apart relative to thtir esie.

Empirical knowledge of the streamers allows us to explain the spacecraft charging
results even though we don't understand streamer physics. Streamer propagation
velocity, total streamer volume, streamer tube diameter, ionization density inside
the streamer and the empty tunnel which remains, along with electric field strength,
are sufficient parameters to explain the spacecraft charging phenomena. Using this
empirical data and applying standard electromagnetic analysis, the rest of the
paper explains the observed pulsing results. In addition, the modeling predicte
results which have yet to be investigated. However, this modeling has not been
tested and it would be wise to do so: for example, one should mask measurements of
the externally measured pulse current and relate it to the specific streamer tunnel
which produced the pulse.

Electric Fields and Streamers in Spacecraft Dielectrics

The most common spacecraft charging laboratory experiment has been irradiation of
thin polymer or glass sheets by approximately 20 keY electron beams in vacuum. The
irradiated side (front) of the sheet can float to any potential but the other side
(rear) of the sheet is attached to a grounded electrode. Experimenters have
monitored current to the electrode, discharge current to the electrode, discharge
current pulses to the electrode, potential of the front surface, light flashes,
discharges associated surface tsees, and electron, ion, and neutral particle
emission from the front surface. Figure 4 is an estimate of the electric fields
in a 1 millimeter thick mylar sample bombarded by 20 keV electrons (ref 13). These
electric fields are crucial to an understanding of tho results of. the experiments.

Referring to figure 4, at 36 seconds the front surface attained a potential of -18
kV and therefore it was being bombarded by 2 keV electrons. Because of secondary
electron emission the front surface will remain at this -18 kV potential as long as
it continues to be bombarded by 2'keY electrons. However, the internal fields
continue to evolve as shown in figure*4. The field profile at 1036 seconds is
essentially a final equilibrium value as change will occur only very slowly beyond
this time under continued irradiation. Reasonably similar curves would occur for
teflon or polystyrene or other highly insulating solid* Notice that the lo V/cm
electric field strength is sufficient to initiate streamers with either polarity.

Figure 5 shows the electric field calculation for a 25 micron mylar sheet where the
front surface is held at ground potential during the 20 key electron beam irradia-
tion. In this case even larser electric field strength occurs (exceeding 10' V/cm)
near thQ front surface. If one changes the sheet thickness to any value in excess
of 10 microns it turns out that only minor changes in the equilibrium electric field
would occur at the front surface for either fig. 4 or fig. 5 conditions. However,
the equilibrium field strength at the rear surface is roughly proportional to the
inverse thickness of the sheet.

The electric field profiles in figures 4 and 5 are crucial to understanding space-
craft charging phenomena to be described below. The field profiles between the
front surface and the charge controid (where E - 0) are key to understanding the
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phenomena because a discharging or pulsing sample under irradiation is, in the '4
sense, hopping between the two extreme cases shown in figs. 4 and 5.

In the case of an insulator with both surfaces grounded, pulses have ? )on correlated
with the theoretical electric field strength (ref 3). The. pulses occur only under
field strength exceeding 105 V/cm. Also, the pulses had the polarity consistani
with the polarity of the electric field which had exceeded the minimum field strength
required for pulses in the individual sample.

RXPnDINTAL U•CNARIOS

There are several specific experiments reported in the literature. PAch• experiment
can be explained by the streamer hypothesis as follows.

floating Front Surface Potential

Consider the experiment of figure 6 where a dielectric in vacuum is irradiated and
its irradiated surface is allowed to float to any potential. If. the dielectric is
thicker than the penetration depth of the monoenergetic electrons, then the front .
surface fields will be approximately as shown in figure 4 for any choice of heam
energy above one keV. As the irradiation progresses from its inception, the poten-
tial of the surface "rises" and slows the incoming electrons until the qusai-eoull-
ibrium occurs where the secondary electron current cancels tnqoming primary
bean current. The quasi-equilibrium will occur when the primary electrono bombard
the surface at the "secondary electron second cross-over shergy" (ref.19), typically -
from 1 to 3 keV. The continued irradiation by I to 3 key electrons produces further
field strength enhancement at the front surface# At long times the sample will
have lost the field contributed at early times by the deeply penetrating higher
energy electrons because of compensating conduction currents.

Assuming that: .

9o is the Initial electron kinetic energy in *V,

02 is the second crossover energy in eV
O e Is the quasi-equilibrium surface potential
S tois the electric field magnitude in moat of the bulk of

the dielectric
Ev is the electric field magnitude in the vocuum in front

of the dielectric
* is the dielectric thickness
a to the distance from the front surface to the ground

plane on the other- side of the vacuum;
I is the penetration rangs of initial to electron bean

then 1o -Os -0•2 typically 2 keV, (4)

and N -"e/l " Ho/a for 8o0>02, (5)

and Ed a 0e/l w Eo/Z for L>R, J
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but the F. field near the front surface will roeman to shown In figure 4 for any
choice of go, A# or I greater than Rs

J, If one monitors the potential of the front sourface during an Irradiation, the
S result is often as shown in figure 7. The front surface potential rises roughly to

the *second cross over* tovels After nome irradiation time (which is very variable)
a pulse occurs discharging the front surface. The second pulse may occur with a
shorter elapsed time and at a lower surface potential than the first pulse. Sub-
sequent pulses may occur at even lower surface potential and sointimnes at very
c loss time intervals. finally 41.jj8 cease and the surface reaches the

second cross over" level permanently

The experimental results such as shown in figure 7 can he explained in the following
way, Electric field strength& of 103 V/cm or greater (fig 4) cause a discharge
streamer to form near the frost surface and the resulting plasma erupts from the
surface. The negative plasma components then accelerate across the vacuum space to
the vacuum chamber walls effectivel~y "grounding out" the surface potential, The

posiivecomponents return to the surface of the dielectric spread out over moet of

the surface. The pilcsm particle@ actually sprsad out in the vacuum due to a
P combination of effects Including pressure waves, diffusion and electric forces and

then, from everywhere in the vacuum$ they flow to the appropriately biased surface.
The streamer channels resulting from this process are hollow, having ejected all
their mass into the vacuum and producing sufficient charged particle quantities to

'* discharge large areas; as much as IVm2 coulombs has been seen and a great deal mere
charge is probably available judging from the largest lichtenbetl tree. that 1've

The-polarity of the current pulse seen in the roar iolectrods current monitor is
r such that a net electron flow occurs from the dielec~tric through the vacuas to the

chamber walls., The surface is not discharged by streamers flowing through the
dielectric to the rear oiectrod'or a fundamental reason: if a streamer voet to
cross 'through the dielectric from the rear electrode to the the frost surfaces It.7
would make a shorting contact with only a small portion of the frost surface but
would than burst from the front surface at high pressure spilling plasma lot* the
vacuum. The maor discharge would than proceed in the vacuum region a" discussed
in the proceeding paragraph. However, for reasons to be published in the near
future, I believe that, due to radiaton alone, a streamer will not propagate entirely '

through a dielectric but will reach only one surface; in otherwords, for the expei-'
mental conditions published to dlate the so called "punchthrough" diachazrp is as
impossibility#

The surface potential discharge measurements are discussed In references 20 through
26. The return cuirreunt to the rear electrode is discussed in references 15, 20
through 26 The emission of particles into the vacuum is discussed in ref s 17 aOd
22 and elsiewher In this conference proceedings.

So far during the Irradiation we have described the first pulse which thee discharges
the surface. The discharged surface now changes the=*t d profile within the
dielectric Increasing the flqid strength imimediately below the surface. The incident .1.
suracevo g~o back to their ituttal value of energy, say 10 or 20 keY and begin khO

sraecharging process over again. %4t the electrons are, at least foe a whiles
penetrating more deeply within the dielectric and attempting to produce field

*profiles as described in figure 5. Larger V. fields are produced t* deeper depth.
than figure 4 shows, but only after the first pulse'occurs. It is these largr Ad
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deeper fieolds which then predme *Or* Pulsing in shorter tim increments. AD the
pulsing progresses, field streWgtti vary between the extremes shmw in figures 4
and 3 and the depth dependence varies between these extremes'. nusly,, in analogy to
the well knownm capacitor prebroakdown phenomena all the *mweak spots" between the
surf ace and full electron penetration depth or* ~pulsed" &ad further pulsing ceases
until the radiation, spoteetta eage significantly. Inset calculation of the field
profiles during a series of breakdowns has not been performed-so this deecriation
to only qualitative. it o. well known that the streamers create physical damage
but that this da~g does set Increase the probability for future streamer occurrence'
and that 'under does stress, pulsing usually ceases after 6 tmes -depending usually
on the f jeld strength.

An interesting result ts predicted bj the above phenomena. IMs field profile in
~, b1~.figure 4 is"-such that a surface pulse is 'not likely because the field strength at

the surface is not exceptional and Involves very little depth. Ths note to figure t'
4-indicates that the boaei concepts used to darift the figure are known to be
faulty in much a way that as times under irradiation continues, electron* will drift
deeper-and deeper into the dielectric so that the field profile will very slowly
move towards that show by figure So As this drift occurs, the probability that a
"weak spat"u sear the ourf ace' finds.itself in a high field repion slowly increases*
Once-'this weak spot is found by the drifting field front, a discharge occurs and
almost Instantly the field strength is significantly Increased in the dielectric to
deeper depths and perhape many new' vsek spots are found resulting In a flurry of

pulesoFinllyallthewea spts earthesuracearedischarged and pulsing
ceass. hiseffct as ot eenrepotejforall bu Retalsinhasindicated to .

m hate ntilpulse tksalong tiet cu neeto omexperiments
but once It happens the r*enming pulsinx happens relatively soon.

If oam evaluates eq. 6 for most of the published experiments it turns out that the
electric field In the bulk of the dielectric beyond the electron penetration ran*e
significantly exceeds 105 'I/cm. for examiple, many experiments were performed using
20 keY electrons on approximately 100 micron thick samples; this resulted In field
str'ength* of approximately 2 x 10 V/cm. Reference 13 has calculations of electric
fields in thin polymstlo You are, I hope$ wondering why I hae" neglected this large'
electrIc field which occurs in most of the dielectric. I neglect this big bulk
field becamse It produces only very small electrical pulses (though It producesum~pulses) wtiizh can not be wmontored ia this arrangement. The bulk pulses are
similar to the pulses discussed under the section 'Both Surfaces Orondod" below.

motor *Avratg 1, Floating frost Surface

The discharge pulse current I flowing In the meter (fig 2) depends on several
variables such as frost surface ,ootll surf ace area, and random fluctuations.
Not every pulse causes the front surface potential to go nearly to Xround
potential (ref.9 24). oZn general a t f Inds that,. (ref.s 15)1

a) discharge pulse time duration a (surface area)1/ 2

b) discharge palse current d (surface area)1/2

0) total discharge coulombe a surface area
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These rules are for the conceptually simple came where all other variables (other
than surface area) such as dielectric constant, Insulator thickness, and surface
volt""# are held constant h

What happens It we change the other prameters? hatto the physical process which
causes thes" effects? Again the sewers can be found to the streamer propagation
process and its resulting plasm. teference 05 argues that the scaling with the
l /'e result is due to a streamer propagation process because the streamers

which propagate at a reasonably constant velocity (ref. 14) have lengthe scaling
as the linear dimension of the insulator which necessarily scales as the fares.

In the addition, I argue that the total charge available is limiuted by the total
volume of the streamer tunnels; sad it every atom initially in the tunnel is singly
Ionized when it arrives in the vacuum space, there is a greet ieal of chare available
to "ground" the front surface. Injecting an excess of charge of both signs into
the vacuum space does not by Itself full ground the front surface because a geat
deal of the plasma charge to shlelde77Mam the electric fields by the plasma itself.
Instead, the injected plasma will spread out in the vacuum In a way which depends
on its initial temperature, poessure, velocity, density and vacuum I fields and
then scatter off the walls of the vacuum chamber, and the scattered components may
also contribute to the "grounding" of the front surface. Injecting an excess of ,•
charge however does cause the surface potential to drop with a simllar statistical
distribution for any surface area and this vill often happen because the tunnel
volume varies nearly linearly with the surface area (t'annels tend to spread out in
a fan shape under the entire surface which has been Irradiated).

If one were to vary the sample thickness the concepts proposed here might predict
the following relationships:

d) pulse tise duration a (sample thickness)'1/ 2

a) pulse current a (sample thickness)"1/ 2

f) total discharge coulombs -a (sample thicknoes)inl.

Varying the sutface voltage might cause these scaling laws:

s) pulse time duration a (surface voltage)1/2 f(v)

h) pulse current a (surface voltage)l/ 2/f(v)

i) total discharge coulombe a surface voltage.

And varying the dielectric constant might give us scaling laws likes

J) pulse time duration a C 1/2

k) pulse current a c 1/2

1) total pulse charge u *

The function f(V) is ~toserted to indicate that the separation of the positive and
negative components of the plasma in the vacuum is strongly dependent an the electric
field strength in the vacuum such that the rapidity of grounding of the serfaee is.
sensitive to this effect.
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Tba sectul motor suret*. I(&)* durfta the Pa. dep~om directly M the collapse
of tbe teems. electric 11eld8 eA-Mon by'sim eepwsrwue Of the plasm particels. to
tdoes inpeinstaas Ontershl. Volta" 9we to 6011699 it Is only the electrostatic
fields doent. treppud ases shsrge whieb lote owaftere to flewl therefaim the
surest lie, is purely a diepiacemst aeumt stows W eal charge, fimn throughea
COWSAtS 011ire 1%91@0 Only res to an eSOLepes the electric field
where the plasms rea thi W sewrs Witt the streiner tubus an In the vaeem
Space. Figurs 8 desevibe the ONtry.

Consider the eam dimensional sass whore plas.. In tOe form of waIf Or. shoots of
gospeler charge to isjested beeves. 1 two a remedeI elsecredoe plose e08 "tens
sport. VAt theve be oft Pestive sleset en ev isegative sheet each of thwe eeul
chare deseity, 0 oftemin/6s3 sad mi-e d mks" opart.

lbee the Impg charge density seduced Is either electrode by the charge *shets is
given by

Lw up ~a 43.(7)

Between the chsts the electric field created by the two *Mete to given by

and is sera ellsewroe.

1q.?7 t~he becouse

and the currest density requited to noesrate the iLaoe charge to

LI.- he (As dae) (0

Retuning to the problem of exams pleasme genesrated In a vacuum between biased
electrodes we cam apply sq. t0 by Goemesng that emay sheets are Injected throughout we
the vacum which cheUNe I ev~wety re io the V60000 Lsear superpositias of :,
electric fields holds in a vacum so we ame Seserallue eq. V) to'

EUi a 1(t) WIN -%do 011)

Moere I S (xzt) Is a ceetisusus famtissi ever spa"e and time.

tat as postulacs that the damiost effect is a discharging dielectric with o8e
surfe.. floating is the Isjestift of a net neutral plaiss into, the vacuum* Ths
pleum spreeds sut Is the vtee to weutralime the euisting vacuum electric fields
ad the motorcoeer Istois ives by's". I I US wieewdo Not kS thedynaemicsof
this piesms isjoatlea and spreeding we ee.t s-priori calculate 1(t), but weca
predict the itae"ra eer the pulse deratiseu
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O*r. A Is the surf ace or"a of trns dielectric$ it turns out that io most expartlwnts
Qwas nearly equal Is magmitude and eppeite in polarity to the "#a called" surfeee

cheqe residing an the Irradiated Insulator surface (actually residing In the bulk
typically Within 5 micros. of the surfOace) Mdhi 18 equivalent to the statement
that the plasma fully collapsed the electric field in the vacowm.,

The amounut of charge lojected by streamers will be discussed later-, this should be
a variable nuder depeuding on the total Irradiation fluence as well as on Igeo-
metrical festers6

Pulses is Dieteetwies with toth Sides Grounded

An externsive set of epperimots (vet 3) have been performed In the geometry of
figure 2 when dielectric fitlls the enatire sPac between the electrodes. in this
cosw only mall pulses weresesee sad negligible eherge was romoved from the dielec-
tric doring te psiag-proceses Tvionels are seen to such dielectrics after irradisa
ties and are =Pr~ ly eioilar to these described above. In this set of expertpents
thick~ a~e rer used (.dirca 5 me) ander high energy (circa 500 key) electron

ho~a~mt.UsuvefOrg thie' xupeuimsntal results can mill be explained by the *am*
stroem, phembenas as to the floating surface case*

Nhe tree *miob results froi the streamer connects to an eilectroda, at one point. and
breanches oat Itat the bulk of the dielectric. Again the basic principle-is that
the streamer At a des"p plasm which ans collapse the eleqstrtc field In the volumer ociupied by X~i plaws. RNmmerg the straeir follows tortuous pathe and the
asleulotipi of water currents 'is casplicated beyond the -simple concepts engendered
to eq1 7-129. There can be regions-in the dialecttic which initially have zero
electrostatic field strength Wut auto a streamer boa propagated saume distance It
can introduce significant space charge density into these originally tero field
strength regions. lit otbarwotds, a streamer must initiate In 4high field region .
buat onee it has traveled *cw distance It can create a high local field strength
near Its tip ton a region which initially had seft electric field. In fecto the

A. bulk of the "trse branches" in radiaticn induced trees occur In intiatly low field
regions of the dielectric. tn the proc~se of forming trees, streamers can produce
large currant flows io relation to the current which would be required to elipinaste
the electrostatic fields initially present in the'volums of material penetrated by
the streamor. Uquation 11 cannot be applied elon. to this problem.

Par the region of the streamer whi4h tuas parallel to the electrostatic fields sq.
11 to valid but one must remember that the cross secotional avea, A, In eq. 12 is
typically a equate micron so that the total charge 0 is very smell.

In the euperiments, typical fields were 105V/cm so that eq. 12 provides the following
estimate of charge pulse magnitude due to the portion of the equare micron streamer

1. parallel to Is

0 A fz(tOdt (A c/o) 10 J10 dg x't(1a
dt d 1a
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Assuming that the field F is fully collapsed in some short time T, assuming that R
is roughly constant and assuming the streamer passes nearly all the way through the
sample, we get:

Q=AsU
A - 10-12 meter 2
e - 10-11 farado/ooter
9 - 108 volts/meter

S- 10- 1 5 coulombs

For the region of streamer perpendicular to the initial 9 field the streamer propa-
gates most comeonly because of high charge density and effectively conducts this
charge to the electrode. The argument Lo essentially that the streamer forms the
path of a line integral over which every element has nearly zero R field, to:

U (1) 0 0 everywhere along path 1,

dt - 0 - pd-X

in analogy with Gauss' 1. This condition is met when there is no net charge in
the streamer tube (tvnnel) which implies that the streamer removed the net charge
originally along the streamer length.

The net charge injected by irradiation is in the range 100 to 104 coulombs/m 3

(refs 13,27) so that per cm of tunnel length the following charge ts removed: .

for io0 Coul/m 3, 0/cm 10-12 m2 * 10- 2 m/cm * Coul/m3

i 10-14 coul/cm
f or i� coul/m3 , Q/cm 10-10 coul/cm

Of course these estimates again assume a tunnel cross section of a square micron,

One more component of meter current flows in the streamers which are antiparallet 2
to the original static 9 fteld. This component is the collapse of the static R field "*i
across the streamer. Eqs 11 and 12 provide an estimate of this current contribution. :s

Assume a 0.1 mm thick sample with an E field strength of 105 V/cm in the streame•
regibn with I square micron streamer I cm long. In this case eq. 12 reduces to

S- A c E Ax - I0 -16 coulombs/cm tunnel
a

where A 10-6 X 10 -2 m2 ,a .0001 m, x a 10-6 m.

The net result of this modeling is that for the kinds of tunnels seen in low dose
rate tests (micron diameter, less than a meter total tunnel length) one would
expect integrated current pulses to be measured less than a nanocoulomb when shorted
electrodes are on both sides of the dielectric. This ts in contrast to the floating
front surface where the vacuam currents produce measured charge transfers exceeding
a microcoulomb. The numbers which result from both the model and the assumptions
are in agreement with the range of pulsing results seen in experiments.
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The pulsing rates (pulses per unit time or per unit fluence) seen in tho open front
surface experiments are in rough agreement with the rates seen in fully grounded
experiments (ref, 3, 28,29). This is further evidence that in both geometries the
pulses have a common origin.

Pulse Energy for floating Surface Case

Previous calculations have only estimated charge flow. For the radiated EM wave
problem one needs an estimate of maximum pulse energy because the collapse of the E
field radiates waves directly as well as causing image charge motions. Because the
dynamics of the field collapse are not known to me, I cannot address the directly
radiated EM wave intensity problem; it is certainly complex containing plasma
oscillation components as well as resonant cavity ringing phenomenea But we can
estimate the iaitial electrostatic energy available to be radiated.

Referring to figure 8 and assuming as usual that most of the trapped chares resides
near the floating surface we find that most of the electrostatic energy resides in
two fields. If Vo is the surface potential, then the energy stored per unit surface
area in the dielectric is given by

2/2a (13)

where a is the dielectric thickness, and the energy stored in the vacuum (per unit
area') is

Cv eV°2/2b (14)

where b is the distance through the vacuum to $round (or one debye length in the
space plasma). Assuming that the ample dielectric constant is similar t• vacuum,
that the vacuum spacing b is 0.5 m and that the sample thickness is 10 m we find
that

-k. -a 5 K 103 >>1. (15)

However, the electrostatic energy within the dielectric is not discharged by a
propagating streamer. Only the volume occupied by the streamer is discharged. If
we let O' be the discharged electrostatic energy, then in the vacuum the total

discharge energy is

Mv-e (Vacuum volume) Vo2 /2b2  (16)

and for the streamer the total discharge energy is

C-S (Streamer volume) o0
2 /2a 2  (17)

Assuming a sample surface area of 10-2 u 2 , a dielectric constant sim4,lar to vacuum,
a streamer length of I meter with one square micron cross section we find

4 X 10-3 << .(18)

Thus the discharge pulse energy is significantly smaller in the dielectric than in
the vacuum for the typical irradiation geometries reported to date. Yet it is the
plasma created in the dielectric which causes the relatively large energy dumps in
"the vacuum region of space.
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Real Spectra Effects, Surface Potential, and Enhanced Pulsing

It has been reported that the space shuttle tiles show no discharge pulses under
A' monoenerletic irradiation but do pulse when irradiated vith a broad spectrum (ref

30). This effect will also occur in space and, contrary to popular opinion of the
moment, the effect proves that testing with monoenergetic beams is not necessarily
a worst case testb

The cause for the effect has not been proven but I postulate the following cause,
Early in the irradiation, before pulses bagin,the surface comes to its eauilibrium

-' \ potential say 2 keV below the incident monoenergetic electron energy. Fisure 4
describes a typical result where surface potential equilibrium, occurred in 36 seconds
(ref 13). The electric field at the front surface which can produce streamers that

V (.eject plasma into the vacuum will not penetrate beyond 0.1 micron. The rest of the.
dielectric beyond 0.1 micron will produce streamers which connect to the rear
electrode, not to the vacuum. Balmain finds that he must wait lon$ times for
discharging to begin (ref. 29) even at his much higher dose rates. Such long times
probably invalidate fig 4 conclusions because of trapped charged diffusion effects
which'would bring the high fields near the surface to deeper depths. It may be
that 0.1 microns of material is unlikely to produce a streamer, it may require 1.0
microns or more of depth to allow a streamer to propagate, Thus in Balmains
experiments he waits until diffusion has moved the charge centroid (where 2 - 0) to 4
some depth perhaps I micron or more. At this point in time a streamer initiates
and pulsing begins. But with a broad spectrum one doesn't have to wait, the highenergy tail rapidly produces the deeper surface field penetration*'

Figure 9 describes the quantitative approach for estimating the importance of the'
tail. The dielectric surface comes to a potential 04 in space typically
between 0 and -10 kVM The surface has a backscattered plus secondary electron
yield curve (ref. 31) which, when folded with the space electron energy spectrum,
produces a specific energy Cg determined by

- 0-.)] dC-O (19)

where N( ) is the space electron energy distribution. This is equivalent to
saying that the net current to the sample by all electrons below le is sero.
c" ' will generally be >1 kV above the second crossover energy for most polymers
and at energies above IS the backemitted yield (figure 9) is roughly a constants
Typically in space the electron energy spectrum above 5L can be characterized by

-* a function like

N ( C > -t) . N0Sinn, O>l (20)

and we can solve directly for I

II N()[-(- )J dIC NJt( C 6l 8(C4eJ

a- I -8(let No / ) C1 (21)
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If we know the spectrum (such as eq. 20) we can determine Cg from eq 19 and by
measuring I we can then determine the total incident current above E1 because all
this current must go to the electrode. Nov if I > 10-12 A/cm2 it is in principle
capable of creating sufficient field strength over sufficient depth to produce
streamers at the surface because the tail beyond CI is depositing charge beyond 0.1micron depth in sufficient quantities. The above mechanism is postulated to explain
the shuttle tile results where monoenergetic electrons do not cause discharge but
broad spectra do. The extensive polymer results where monoenergatic electrons
cause pulsing but only after inordinate time delays is postulated to be due to slow
carrier drift (typically up to 5 microns as reported in the literature) before deep
trapping. The basic reason for the difference is, again, postulated to be due to a
streamer phenomena is: there is some minimum dielectric thickness, probably field
dependent, required for the generation of these (non thermal type) stisamers.

EXPERIMENTAL PREDICTIONS

Several now experimental results can be predicted from this modeling* These experi-
ments could be a check on the model.

Containment of Streamer

The streamers reported by flalmain at. al. are almost surface streamers. At first
look they appear similar to the bulk streamers which occur at deeper depths when
irradiated by higher energy (100 keV - 10 MeV) electrons in air. However, T think
both streamers are produced by electric fields as the driving force. If one were
to perform Balmain's irradiations with a very thin (say 500 A Al) front grounded
electrode then the streamers would occur mostly at 5 micron depth and be similar to
the tress generated by higher energy irradiations. The resulting tree would burst
through the 500 A electrode leaving a hole.

However, if one were to use a 2 mm thick electrode tightly clamped to the surface
and irradiate with say MeV electrons, I predict that streamers still form but do
not leave the sample. The streamer will re-solidify in its track. It might be
visible as a tree of larn crystallinity after the event. One could look at the
edge of the sample for the flash of light to be uure that a streamer occurred. In
my experiments with heavy electrodes, trees were never seen leaving the dielectric
at the electrode, they were only sein at a gap or at the edge of the electrode.

It it often presumed that trees only originste at gaps, edges, or flaws. I feel
they can originate elsewhere but of course prefer "high field" or "weak spot"
regions associated with gaps, edges, or flaws. The experiment &bove using 500 A Al
electrodes should demonstrate that streamers also propagate to (or start at) an
electrode interface and in this ciee will blow away the electrode at this point. I
have seen this effect with carbon paint electrodes which are mdmitedly not verysmooth and may have had a microcrack at the discharge site.

Experimental Proof of Vacuum Field Collapse Thesis

I propose irradiating a sample in the geometry of figure 8 while holding the trr-
adiated surface at ground potential (either using VUV light to photoemit electrons
from the surface or using a thin grounded metalisation). This will make all pulses
seen by moter I very small. Then one can simulate the floating surface field in
the vacuum by biasing the lower electrode in fig. 8 to +10 kV thrrough a very high
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impedance. This will cause the pulses to become the large type just as if th.
front surface had been charged to -10 kV.

In additi,>n I propose biasing the lower electrode with a very ltow impedance. This
will allow one to collect iuch more of the plasma charge which the streamer injects
into the vacuum. Or, at least, it allows more of the charge to be separated and to
register as a current on the meter. Thus, in this lo'i impedance case charge collec-
ted will not scale with surface area but will scale with streamer volume. In such
experiment one daust be sure to expose the upper electrode to the vacuum plasma in
order to collect .the positive plasma charge, otherwise the plasma will just clamp
the sutface potential to the lower electrode and the charge collected will, again,
scale with surface area,

"Streamer Volume/Plasma Charge Thesis

One can irradiate a sample in a chamber which also has two extra electrodes near
the front of the dielectcic, These electrodes can be biased at high voltage and
with low impedance so that a fraction of the nlasma charge will be collected on the
electrodes and appear as a current in a meter connecting the two electrodes (one
electrode is biased positive and one negative). The integrated current is then
proportional to the amount of plasma injected into the vacuum.

One irradiates until' the first pulse occurs and immediately turns off the beam.
The total-streamer volume is then measured (I'll let you figure out how) and compared
to the pulse charge measured. This is repeated using differing dose rates, beam
energies and sample sizes until a large distribution in pulse sizes is generated.
The streamer volume as measured by the remaining tree volume should Mcale with the
pulse charge. (of course this pressumes that the plasma charge collection efficiency
is a monotonic futiction of the streamer size.)

This experiment is also a measure of the limit to pulse size. The ultimate pulse
current magnitude is limited by the total free charge in the streamer plasma. In
the scaling experiments reported to date I think it is true that the streamer
injected free charge far exceeding the charge required to drop the insulator surfaceb'
to ground. In addition, experiments with radiation induced lichtenberg trees
indicate that they usually spread out to encompass most of the solid so that the
total streamer volume will scale roughly as the total irradiated surface area. It
will also scale with the static field strength just prior to streamer formation
because the trees are known to put on more branches when the discharge occurs at
higher field strength.

Coupling to Biased Spacecraft Elements

It is well known that electromagnetic coupling will occur to other elements on a
spacecraft when a discharge occurs. The plasma '_ajected into the vacuum creates
another coupling mechanism. Other elements with bias and near the discharge site
will interact directly with the plasma. This mechanism could he more important
than direct EM coupling. Experiments on this phenomenon are ob\ Lously specific to
the spacecraft application but they can be a-priori modeled since experiments B and
C above provide the basic information for modeling this phenomenon.
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Pulse Rate versus Dose Rate

'It is often thought that the pulse rate relates to the dose rate. In experimental
tests this is roughly true as long ar the sample continues pulsing. However, the
thought is contradicted by the fact that all pulsing stops after some time (for
"pure polymers only, fiber filled materials can pulse virtually forever, refs 3,
28, 30).

A better interpretation would be similar to the common high voltage capacitor
pre-breakdown pulse explanation. In this case, if one first applies Ins V/cm to a
dielectric small pulses are seen which eventually stop. Presumably the weakest spots
have been relieved. Raising the field to 2 X 10; V/cm introduced more pulsing
which also stops, presumably relieving more weak spots. In the case of radiation, a
higher dose rate simply causes the high field strengths to evolve more rapidly but
once equilibrium fields are attained pulsing will soon stop.

Pulses Caused by Changing Spectra

After an irradiation has progressed to electric field equilibrium and pulsing
appears to have stopped, further pulsing is only occasional. However, a change in
radiation energy spectrum will cause t relatively rapid redistribution of electric
field strength. This redistribution can cause new weak spots to find themselves in
a high field region and pulsing can begin again. Such an effect has been seen
(ref. 28).

Do Punchthrough Breakdowns Ocdur?

Whenever insulators are irradiated in air,(the air ions hold the surface at ground
potential) the resulting tree exits from only one surface; no punchthrough occurs.
This happens for good reason; the electric field distribution will not propagate a
streamer all the way through the insulator. The streamer stops propagating when
the field at its tip goes to nero (figs. 4 and 5). Given a constant spectrum it is
unlikely that conditions can be created to get a streamer all the way through the
insulator by normal streamer propagation mechanisms.

However, if one streamet has been formed and the spectrum changes then a new
streamer may occur and intersect the earlier streamer's hollow tunnels. The force
of high pressure then may drive the new streamer through the old tunnels and
seemingly penetrate through the sample. This occurrence appears to me to be very
infrequent.

On the other hand, if one looks at figure 4 it is possible for streamers to occur
at the rear electrode and propagate to within 0.1 micron of the front surface. In
this event it may be that the pressure in the confined streamer is enough to blow
off the 0.1 micron layer at some point and effectively propagate the streamer
through the entire insulator. Since I don't know the pressure developed in the
streamer nor do I know the dynamics of crater blowoff, I can't discuss the con-
straints on this process.
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FISure 1, Pictorial of current to the electrodes of a 4ielectric filled capacitor
under constant dc biog. The non-sero' background current Lt due to dark conduct-
"ivity In the dielectric. The pulses are called prebreakdovn events and usually
occur at fields of 05 V/cm or higher. Pulse sizes vary but are small, commonly
of order picocoulombe.
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Figure 2. The measured current In a vwre connecting two electrodes is the spatial
Integral of the currents in the space between the two electrodes. The distance
between the electrodeo Is "A" In this figue,
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Figure 3. Once a etremsier forst to the dielectric the stremiar tip propagem
parallel to the x field at 10 rn/seC. The stretemer probably starts at or near
the surface.
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Visors 4o Calculated electricfield strengths#ns rov depth from the asu•face of

myler irradiated by 10 keY electrons at 10" A/c•2.. 'Te irradiated front
surface of the I -m thick mylar is floating while the rear surface is grounded., ve
The Irradiation begins at 0 seconds, it to Important to note that these results
are obtained under the assumption that radiation generated charge carries do
not drift beyond 100 angestroms which Is known to be Incorrect. flovever, the
drift rate and the distance travelled before deep trapping Is not veil known '

but 5 micron drifts have been seen In toen minute experiments. Such effects
would cause these 3 fields to become larger while thr- depth at which 3-0 slowly
drifts to deeper depths, perhaps a few microne.
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Figure 5. Calculated electric field profile in 25 ineron thceb mylar vith both
surfaces grounded. The front surface (waro depth) to irradiated by 20 We
elecmne beginning at zero seconds. Increasing the thickosse of the mylar
would not change the results at depths between 0 and 5 microns.

"-•~igtiure 6. T•, 4,al Irradiation geometry. This simple structure is lIuIde a metallic

• • vacuum chambero The front surf ec can be left floatLig or it cam be mde

"•_?••'•,M' by applL'ication o~f a very t~hin c.onducti~ve coatitng.
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Figure 7. Floating froat surf... pstewtial as a function of time during irradiation
at described Is figire Go The precipitous drops In potential are duoe to dig-
charges. Shib is a typical (but. not a particular experiment) result but other
results have been observed almso, iselediug for eassmple so discharges.
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sours wev N though OF Wit to indeterminate.
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Figure 9. Measured rear electrode current at late times in a long Irradiation by a
broad energy spectrum. Oe Is the equilibrium front surface potential.
EX 13 the electron energy below which all incoming electrons produce no net
meter current due to back emitted electron effects. 6(c) is the back
emitted current for a current of Incident electr.s at initial energy c.
CZ is usually a few keV above Oe. This figure depicts why the simplified
solution in eq. 21 Is a good approximation since 6 is nearly constant above cj.
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DISCHARG.E CHARACTERISTICS OF DIELECTRIC MATERIALS EXAMINED IN MONO-, DUAL-A

AND SPECTRAL ENERGY ELECTRON CHARGING ENVIRONMENTS*

P. Coakley, M. Treadway, N. Wild, and 8. Kitterer
Jaycor

San Diego, California 92138

1. INTISUCTIOU

teIn Anl 0F9rt to explain the effects of mid-energy electrons (25 to 100 key) on
techorge and discharge characteristics of spacecraft dielectric materials and

expand the data base from which basic discharge models can be formulated, thin
dielectric materials were exposed to low- (1 to 25 koVW, mid- (25 to 100 key),
combineid low- and m~d-. and spectral- (I to 100) keV) energy electron environments.
This effort has produced three important results. First, it has determined electron
environments that leAd to dielectric discharges at potentials less negative than
-5 kV. Second, this effort ha% identified two types of discharges that appear to
dominate the kinds of discharges seen: those with peak currents, I >> 10 A and pul se
widths,, v > 300 nss, and those with I < 5 A and T < 20 ns. Third, this effort has
shown that, for the thin dielectric materials tested, the worst-cast discharges
observed in the various environments are simeilar.

Previous laboratory experiments have focused on the effects of monenergetic low-
energy electron charging and discharging of various spacecraft dielectric materials
(Rmf. 1). Th~se experiments showed that, f or samples with electrically-groanded
substrates, discharges occurred only when surface potentials exceeded -5 kV. The
dischav~ss Wlei off more than 30% of the stored charge (Ref. 2) and the pulse widths
of tho discharge cut"'ents scaled in size as the square root of the sadople area
(Ref. 3). 7?w discharges brought the sample's surface potential down gea~erally less
negative than 'S kV. For samples comparable in area and thickness to the samiples
that we tested, ths pulse amplitudes were muich groat~er than 10 A and the pulse widths r

equaled or t~x~ee4#vd 300 na. These laboratory data are In apparent disagreemevt with
satellite datA that Indicate for satellites in geosynchronous altitude environmonts,
discharges occur when surface potentlals are less than -2 kV (Refs. 4 and b).
Furthrnumore, data from ATS5 and iATS6 Indicate that discharges occur in bunches and
that as many at 80 discharge events hdve occurred In a single hour (Rat. 6). This
latter observation Impliei that discharges osi satellites mny not cleanse the entire
surface of stored charge and peehaps occur as smal localized events.

This paper discusses the results of our monenergetic, dual-energy ard spectrum-
energy electron tests performed on seven dielectric samples: Tef~lon, (Wticiil Solar
Reflector (OSR), Alphaquartz, Kapton, perforated Kapton, Mylar, and "a 4nudeo Space
Transportation System (STS) tile.* Section 2 describes the experimental apparatus and
electron simulation onvircwevaW, Section 3 discusses the general trends found in the
data, comparing the samples with each other with emphasis on the four electron
environments: m4ioonergetlc low-, monooenrgetic mid-, duhl-, and spectrum-energy
electrons. 'Finally~, in Section 4 we present conclusons.

*Work sponsored by the Air Force Weapons Laboratory and NASA Lewis Research Center
under Contract No. F29601-82-C-0QiS6.
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2. EXPERR•NTAL APARATUS AND ELECTRON SIMULATION ENVIROMIENT

The experiments were performed In a 1.3-m long, 1.3-m diameter vacLum chamber,
shown in Figure 1. Thirty-cm diameter test samples were positioned 20 cm off the
door at one end of the chamber, and two Kimball Physics monoenergetlc-electron guns
pointed toward the samp]les. Pressures in the test chamber during experimental tests
measured in the mid 10-' torr regime. The energy of one of the two guns ranged from
1 to 1.00 keV, whereas the range of the other gun went from 1 to 25 keY. The maximum
current output of the two guns measured 400 pA. For sample exposure tests the beami
current density mgasured in the plane of the test sample was generally held between
0.03 and 3 nA/cm'. For monoenergetic exposure tests the beam of each gun was
rastered over the entire sample end of the chamber using pairs of the Helmholtz coils
driven with alternating currents at frequer, cies of 60 Hz horizontal and 103 Hz
vertical. The restered beams produced a time-averaged flux across the sample,
uniform to within t15% for electrons from the low-energy gun and to within t7% for
electrons from the mid-energy gun.

2.1 SPCTRAL SURCE

Our electron spectral source used the two Kimball Physics electron guns and two
high-voltage biased disc-shaped scattering foils. Each scattering foil consisted of
several thicknesses of aluminum sheets, ranging in size from 0.04 mils to 2.0 mils
thick, and (onf~gured as wedges to a pie. Monoenergetic electrons incident on a thin
foil lose energy and intensity as they scatter through the foil, depending on the
relative thickness of each aluminum scatterer. The average scattered electron energy
<E > approximately equals the average energy lost, dE/dXIEo, times ¢ foil thickness,AX, and subtracted from the i ncident electron energy Eo0

<Es> w E - dE/dxlE • AX . (1)
The average scattered electron energy has nearly a linear dependence on foil

thickness and a wook functional dependence on average energy lost [i.e., dE/dX
depends weakly on E, (Ref. 7)]. The electron transmission intensity has a power
series dependence on the foil thickness or incident electron energy. The thinner the
foil or the higher the incident electron energy, then the greater the transmitted
electron intensity.

By adding a high-voltage bias, V, to the scattering foil, one then has for the
average scattered electron energy

<Es> (E0 + V) - (dE/dXlro+V) AX - V (2)

<Es> Eo - (dE/dXIEo+V) • AX . (3)

Any electrons incident on the scattering foil pick up an energy, V. when they hit the
foil. With a total energy of E, + V they scatter through the foil. They give up the
added potential energy V (the last term in Eq. 2) when they pass close to any
grounded surface, e.g., a test sample. Compared with the unbiased foil, the
scattered electron energy changes by a small amount since it deperds weakly on
dE/dXIE oV, whereas the scattered electron intensity becomes greatly enhanced.

0
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This high-voltage bias technique makes an impact when one tries to produce I- to
10-kay scattered electrons us-Ing an incident 16-keY electron beam and when, trying to
produco 12- to 30-keV scatterad electrons using an incident 85-keY elictron beam.
Without high-voltage bias, it becomes next to impossible to produce a. flux o"
scattered 1- to 5-keV electrons with an incident electronA beam of 10 keY or above'.
duo to the attenudtlon of the inciden~t beam In the foil.* We enhanced the flux by aný
order of magnitqdt when exposing a 0.22-n'il foil with 16-keY electrons (comparing
results with and without a 16-kY foil bias).

Figure 2 shows a graph of Spectrum "A, 42N/dE -,const.., that was produco3d using the
high-voltage biased foil technique~. The multipluo curves at the bottom'of the graph
area the scattered electron spectra produced from each given foil thl~kaess and5
area. There were 16-keY electrons incident on the 0,22-mil, 0.16-mil, 0.12-18l, and 1
0.06-mil folls (all with a +1654Y bias) . Ilie foil% formed wedget of a'pit through
which the beam recattared. The guns, generated 30 iiA of t6-keY elecýtrons and 40 OA of
85-keY eloctrons, and the foils scattered the electrons to a spectrum anergy olf I to
86 keV and a currevit of 3 pA. The rtsultant spljctrum was mensured using art
electromagnetic electron spectrometer and is indicated byj a dashed line on tie
graph. We generated Spectrum 2, dl'/dE a E-1, and Spectrum 3, dN/dE wE-2,uigts
tachinique with different foil combinations. uigti

Source, hlact~ron diagnostics consisted of an electromagnetic spoctroNeter and an
arrhy of Faraday CUP$. The Faraday CUPS MLas-ured 4 cm deep and had ani entrance
gaprture measuring 1 X cW - The FAraday cups wtre pos',t~oned at eilght points around
tth svmle. If viewed from the gun end of the chamber the cups were located at
12 o'clock, 3 o'clock. 6 o'clock, and 9 o'clock. At each of the four dialed
positions, one cup rested close to the, sample and another near the edge of the back
blowoff plate 1.ee cross.. secti on,'i view i6 Fig. 1.). The spectromenter was used to
measure the electron energy distribution during spectral tests. Ssople charge *

diagiiostics, included an electrostatic voltmueter (ESV; details oft whicli may be found
In Ref . 2). Discharge diagnostics coiwisted of a back blowoff plate,, situated Wbetween the samples and tH~ chamber door, a blow~off liner spaoning the distance ~~
between the samples and the electron guns, avid a substratin disc clamped to the
dielectric samples. Figure 1 shows a side view of the diagnostics and Figure 3 shows
a coniceptual view. The tn1owoff liner, back plate, Wan substrate were electrically
connected to ground using nuverous resistors connected in parallel to form a low-
inductance I.-A path to ground (twenty 20-z resistors for thp blowoff liyer, eighty-
two 82-nQ resistors for the hack blowoff piate and twelve L2-n reroistors for te
substrate). Electrons that blew off the saiple produced negative current signtals or.
the two blowoft diagnostics a,.d produced a positive signal on the substrate.

The signals produced on thee substrate and liners doirlilg a dischvrge event were
monitored using Tektronix 7903 oscilloscopes with MA9, 50-o impedance plitg-Ins.
Data channels were time-tied, All the scopes were triggered simultaneously using a
pulse sent from a fiducial generator and fan-out hox. The tiduci~il generator was
triggered only when discharge currents, as measured on the substrate, were greater'
than a preset value (generally selected between 0.02 and 0.5 A!. A sample of a tim ,e-
tied discharge event is shown In Figure 4. All graphs presented in this paper key on
the substrate current trace.

3. WNEkAL TRENDS INI THE DATA

This section discusses the charge and discharge properties that the dielectric
samples as a unit exhibited in the four types of electron tests - monoenergetic low,



monoenergetic mid, dual, and spectrum,, It compares the results obtained in each test
in terms of sample surface potential, discharge amplitude, and time rate of change of
a discharge. The samples consisted of 5 sheet dielectric samples - Teflon (5 mil);
OSR (8 mil), Kapton (2 mil), perforated Kapton (5 mill), and Mylar (2 mill); and
2 porous dielectric samples - Alphaquartz and a "nude" STS (Space Transportation
Systems) tile. The OSR sample was for'med from an array of 20 cells and constituted a
segmented dielectric sample and the perforated Kapton sample had a repeating hole
pattern in the form of squares spaced every 0.9 cm. The "nude" STS tile had no
thermal paint and since electrons of energy 100 keV or less cannot penetrate the
thermal paint that exists on actual shuttle tile, the results should not be
extrapolated to anticipated space shuttle environments.

3.1 LOW-ENERGY ELECTIRN TEST RESULTS

Several Interesting results were noted when exposing the seven sanples to low-
energy electrons. First, none of the samples discharged when exposed to electrons of
energy 8 key or less. Second, the nonporous samples exhibited two distinct types of
discharges: (1) small discharges with I < 5 A and TFWM < 20 ns accompanied by no
change In the sample sutface potential. and (2) large "discharges with I >> 10 A and
STWHM > 300 ns accompanied by a change in the samples's surface potential equal to or
exceeding half the initial potential. Third, the porous samples exhibited only small
discharges I < 5 A and rFWj < 50 ns. Fourth, the porous samples discharged with
surfat:e potentials at or'l ess than -1.1 kV and the nonporous samples had to reach
surface potentials exceeding -5.6 kV prior to discharge. Finally, all samples
displayed a discharge equal to their worst-case discharge current when exposed to 25-
keV electrons. Table 1 summarizes the worst-case discharge characteristics of the
seven samples. Except for the Kapton sample the worst-case discharge amplitudes
agree with results found in previous studies. The Kapton sample produced its few
discharges only when exposed to 25-keV electrons at 16 nA/cm4; otherwise, exposed to
an electron flux of 1 nA/cm2 the Kapton sample Produced small discharges I < 5 A.
All other samples coyld produce their worst-case discharges when exposed to electrons
at fluxes of 1 nA/cm' or less.

As noted in the table, the perforated Kapton sample produced a larger discharge
than the nonperforated Kapton sample. This result should be alarming; especially
since the rerforated Kapton sample was developed to ward off discharges better than
"the nonperforated Kapton sample. Moreover, Mu'enberg and Robinson noted this
discharge characteristic several years ago (Ref. 8). (These data reaffirm their
findings.)

The Kapton samples displayed a general lack of ability to discharge. Published
literature pertaining to Kapton testing in the laboratory misleads one into believing
that all Kapton samples discharge r.erdin 1980 (Ref. 9), Balmain 1980 (Ref. 10),
Balmain 1979 (Ref. 3), Adamo 198J (Ref. 11)]. Every article speaks of large
discharges observed on Kapton samples and only one article [Treadaway, et al ., 1977
(Ref. 2)] mentions any difficulty in making a sample discharge. Balmain (Ref. 12)
confirms the misrepresentation of the discharging ability of Kapton found in the
literature. Balmain has acquired several samples of Kapton that refuse to
discharge. Stevens (Ref. 13) has also come across numerous Kapton samples that will
not discharge. In fact, in a recent experiment performed by Leung and Plamp
(Ref. 14), after they failed to make their sample discharge by electron exposure
alone, Leung enlisted the help of Stevens who- in turn suggested that a hole be
punched through the sample to help it to produce discharges (Ref. 15). The
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experience of these researchers shows that there exist batches of Kapton that would
make excellent spacecraft insulators because of their ability to ward off discharges.

3.2 MID-ENERGY ELECTRON TEST RESULTS

The general response of the samples was fairly insensitive to the energy of
electrons, provided the electrons did not penetrate entirely through the sample(electrons greater than 80 key could penetrate the 2-mu Kapton a• 2-mol Mylar

samples). Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 summarize the discharge amplitude (two figures), I,
rate of rise of the pulse, dI/dt, and surface potential prior to discharge, Vt, all
as a function of incident-electron energy.

Pulse amplitudes on the OSR, Mylar, Alphaquartz, and STS tile show no dependence
on incident-electron energy. Despite the fact that 100-keV electrons (50 keV for
Mylar) bury themselves much deeper than 16-keV electrons, the samplos produced a
similar discharge at both extremes in energy. Even thOUg90 the perforated Kapton and
Teflon samples show a marked decrease in discharge amplitude at 80 keV and 100 keV,
they too show little effect on pulse amplitude or shape from 15 keV to 75 keY despite
the fact that for Kapton the practical 3range of 25-key electrons is 8 x 10"4 cm and
for 75-key electrons it is 5.4 x.10- cm (6 x 10-4 cm and 4.4 x 10-3 cm for
Teflon)(Ref. 7).

Figure 7 shows that the rate of rise of the pulse, dI/dt, Is certainly
independent of energy, and appears to be independent of sample. All samples except
the •lphaquartz sample had dI/dt - 5 x 10 A/s. The Alphaquartz sample had d1/dt - 5
x lot A/s. Large discharges and small discharges had similar dI/dt. Furthermore,
visual observations made of the discharges on Teflon indicate that a bright flash
from a localized spot can be associated with both types of discharges (where large
discharges have a dimmer and very broad flash that covers the entire sample together
with the bright localized arc). These observations may indicate that (1) a similar
discharge process initiates both small avid large discharges, and (2) the discharge
process may be the same sample by sample.

Figure 8 shows the sample surface potential prior to discharge. Note that the
predischarge surface potential remains the same or slightly increases for increasing
electron energy. One would think that if týe bul-kelectric field determines the
potential at breakdown, then the closer the charge is buried to a grounded substrate,
the lower the potential required to equal a given field and hence initiate a
discharge. The data disagree with this simple modl, Despite the difference between
the practical range of 16-ke• electrons (2.4 x 10-1 em) and 100-keV electrons (6.4
x 10 3 cm) on the 2.16 x 10" cm thick OSR sample, the ýgotetial at discharge went
from -6.5 kV for 16-keY exposure to -12 kV at 100-keV exposurd>{instead of something
less negative than -6.5 kW). As a further note, the sheet dielectric materials of
Mylar, Teflon, and Kapton had breakdown potentials close to 100 V/cm breakdown
threshold electric field times the sample's thickness. The perforated Kapton and OSR
sample produced discharges at potentials approximately one quarter of the bulk field
threshold times sample thickness. Finally, the porous samples displayed discharges
at very low potentials compared to their thickness and any supposed net threshold
field.

3.3 COMBINED LOW- AND HID-ENERGY ELECT•M TEST RESULTS

Figures 6, 7, and 8 also summarize data obtained foin combined energy electron
exposure tests (see left-hand portions of the graphs).
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The pulse amplitudes observed in the combined energy tests are smaller than the
pulses found in monoenergetic tests. in fact, the small discharges, I < 5 A,
observed in the monoenergetic tests appear identical to most discharges seen in the
combined energy tests. These discharges have I < 5 A and ¶PjWHM < 20 ns.

Despite the small pulse atplitude, Fl ~re 7 shows that d1/dt for the combined-
energy produced discharges remains near 100 A/s. Moreover, the discharges observed
in this electron environment occurred when the samples had a much reduced surface
potential compared to monoenergetic tests. The Teflon, perforated Kapton and STS
tile produced discharges in all combined-energy electron environments, even when
their surface potentials were as low as -1 kV (0 kV for the STS tile). The Mylar and
OSR samples produced discharges when surface potentials were less negative than
-5 kV, but required a structured potential surface with a variation of 1 kV or
greater across the plane of the sample. The Teflon and perforated Kapton samples did
not require any potential structuring in order to produce discharges. The Kapton and
Alphaquartz samples did not discharge in a combined-energy electron environment when
their surface potential was kept less negative than -5 kV.

A simple qualitative model can explain the reduced potentials at discharge for
combined low- and mid-energy electron exposures compared to the discharge potentials
with mid-energy electrons alone. Leung, et al. (Refs. 16 and 17) have demon'strated
experimentally that the surface potential of a dielectric sample can be varied over a
considerable range by irradiating with electrons of two energies. Moreover, they
showed that the surface potential is a strong function of thý secondary electron-
emission oroperties of the test dielectric due to the low-enargy incident
electrons. Where only mid-energy electrons are used, the charge is stopped at some
average depth, a fraction of its practical range, Ra ,beneath the surface of the
sample. An electric field, established between the'buried charge and the sample
substrate, increases as more charge is deposited. If the breakdown threshold
electric field is exceeded at a critical point in the sample (not necessarily the
bulk of 'the material), then a discharge will occur. The surface potential of the
sample at such an instance reflects the electric field integrated over a line path
from the substrate to the charge layer.

Whein low-energy electrons are combined with the mid-energy electrons, the
trajectories of the mid-energy electrons will not be affected significantly so they
will again be deposited at a depth Ri into the sample. However, as the surface
potential increases due to the trapped tlectrons, the low-energy electrons will reach
the second crossover for secondary electron emisslon from the surface. Thereafter,
the low-energy electrons will emit'more than one electron per incident electron and
the surface of the sample will become positively charged. The electric field inside
the dielectric will then consist of a positive field from the substrate to the
trapped mid-energy electrons and a negative field from those trapped electrons to the
sample surface. The surface potential will then be the line integral of these two
fields. A discharge could occur if either of the two fields exceeds the threshold
field at some critical point.

3.4 SPECTRAL-ENERGY TEST RESULTS

Figures 6, 7, and 8 also summarize spectral test discharge characteristics of the
-Ofour samples tested (Teflon, OSR, Alphaquartz, and Kapton), this time on the right-

hand side of the graph. Several important trends are noted in the figures.
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a. The worst-case discharges observed in the spectral tests, particularly the
dN/dE const. (Spectrum 11, equals the worst-case discharges seen in monnergetic
tests.

b. The OSR and Tefon smples produced predominantly two types of 4ischarges:
large discharges with I >> 10 A and TFWM > 300 ns, and small discharges with I < 5 A
and vFwH < 20 ins.

c. A rarely seen mid-size dtschamge was observed and after close scrutiny of the
monoenergetic test results we have concluded two things: (1) the mid-size discharges
appeared in monoenergetic tests as well, and (2) the mid-size discharge Is
accompanied by a structured surface potential before discharge. For the Teflon
sample, the mid-size discharge has a mid-size amplltude 5 A < I < 100 A and mid-size
pulse width 20 ns < 'F16Ml* 300 ns. Figurer 9 and 10 sumarize these data for the
Teflon sample. Note t oost discharges on Teflon are large or small, but that
there are only a few discharges with pulse amplitudes between 5 and 100 A.

It is also interesting to note that Balmain's discharge area scaling laws
'Ref. 18) may be applied here ijj, order to ,ltfer the area of a discharge site.
Balmain found three lavi. I - Allh, •FWHR - A"/-, and I/Fi a const. (where A was
the iiret of the sasple and in this case represents the am of the discha-ge site).
Assuming that the pulse duration is determined by se propagation time of an arc
across the sample, I.e., A - w(TY) 2 where V - ]-/•-tis the discharge propagation

x 100 A/s. Irom the dashed line in Figure 10, values for l/T are seen to span th1
range 7 x 10'to 7x 10° A/s. This yields an average propagation speed of 3.5x 10
cm/s. Thus, a 5-ns wide pulse would have an implied discharge site area of
0.1 cmT. The rarely observed mid-size discharges would have discharge areas covering
up to one half the sample's area, and the large discharge pulses, with TFWI
~ 300 ns, appear to cover nearly the entire surface area.

d. The substorm-like spectral tests, Spectrum 3 tests, produced discharges only
on the Teflon cample. However, it kept all samples from charging more negatively
than -5 kV. Thus, the effect of secondary electron emission is important in
determining the sample's potential.

e. The Alphaquartz and ('apton samples exhibited the charge and discharge
characteristics that they exhibited in all their monoenergetic tests. Both s4mples
charged to only a few kV when exposed to electrons at fluxes less than I nA/cu', and
both samples warded off any large discharges. If a material selection were based on
these tests alone, the Kapton and Alphaquartz samples would make excellent spacecraft
charge and discharge control materials.

4. C0M•LUSIOGS

a* For worst-case testing of satellite dielectrics, monoenevogetic 25-keY
- electron beams should be sufficient to bound the amplitude and puilse width of

significant over or understress.

b. Dual-energy and spectral-energy electron environments can generate sample
discharges while maintaining low surface potentials. Low-energy electrons can cause
enough secondary emission to keep the surface potential low while the mid-energy
electrons deposit enough charge to produce discharges. This result should help
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exlan why and how low surface poteials can be measud at the time of disar
on operational satellites.

c. TWo distinct types of discharges are noted: mall discharges with small
amplitude and lse width (I < 5 A and T < 2D ns), and large discharges with lare
pulse widths (I >> 10 A and r > 300 ns). The large discharges have been wall
characterized in previous studies. These discharges are accompanied with large
changes In surface potential and act to cleanse the sale of stored charge. The
small discharges have gone relatively unmentioned in previous work and appear to not
change the sample's surface potential nor release much of th stored charge •(ch
less than 0.1%). The small discharges my give way to the large discharges whe the
appropriate environmental conditions are met (namely surface potentials eceeding
negative 5 kV).

d. For the thin dielectric samples that were tested, the Alphaquartz aW
nonperforated Kapton samples appear to be best suited to ward off large discharges.
The samples produce4 only mall narrow discharges when exposed to realistic fluxes
(less then 0.3 nA/ ) A well documented data base found in the literature supports
our observation that Alphquartz does rot produce any charge-cleansing large
discharges. The open literature, however, reports that Kapton produces larg
discharges. Under reexamination. though, many researchers confirm that it ts .
sometimes impossible to produce large discharges on selected Kapton samples.
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N85-22511
MASS SPECTRA OF NEUTRAL PARTICLES RELEASED DURING ELECTRICAL

BREAKDOWN OF THIN POLYMER FILMS*

6. R. F. Kendall
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Little is known of the composition of the neutral particle flux released
during the electrical breakdown of polymer film. Mass spectrometric analysis
of the particles is unusually difficult because of the transient nature of the
event, the unpredictability of its exact position and timing, and the very large
amount of information generated in a period as short as one microsecond. A
special type of time-of-flight ases spectrometer triggered from the bveakdowu
event has been developed to study this problem. Charge is fed onto a metal-,
backed polymer surface by a movable smooth platinum contact. A slowly increasing
potential from a high-impedance source is applied to the contact until break-
down occurs. The breakdown characteristics can be made similar to those pro-
duced by an electron beam charging system operating at similar potentials. With
thin apparatus it has been shown that intense instantaneous fluxes of neutral
particles are released from the sites of breakdown events. For Teflon FKP film.s
of 50 and 75 microns thickness the material released consists almost entircly
of fluorocarbon fragments, some of them having masses greater than 350 amu
(atomic mass units), while the material released from a 50 micron Kapton film
consists mainly of light hydrocarbons with masses at or below 44 amu, with
additional carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The apparatus is being modified
to allow electron beam charging of the samples.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the scarcity of data on the composition of the aeutral and ion
fluxes f 'om dielectric breakdown events on spacecraft, mass spectrometrin anal-
yses of these fluxes are particularly important.

Mass analysis of particles from an electrical breakdown involves a partic-
ularly difficult eat of constraints. The event occurs essentially at a point
in space and at an instant in time. The exact lwsition and timing of the event
are not known in advance. The event prodikces a swarm of neutral molecules,
mo'ecular clusters and tons of different masses which radiate from the breakdown
sits over a wide range of speeds and directions. At a distance greater than
a few ca from the breakdown site the particle number density is likely to be
quite low and falling rapidly because of both speed variations and angular
dispersion. The expanding gas and ion burmt will pass any given point in a
time much shorter than the time taken for any conventional mass spectrometer
to scan once through its mass range*

*Supported by NASA GrAnt NOG-3301.
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The difficult experimental conditions listed above make it essential to use
a mass spectrometer in which a maximum amount of output data can be obtained in
the shortest possible time. This effectively limits the choice of spectrometer
types to those in which all of the ions leaving the ion source become part of a
recorded output signal. It was decided that a specially designed time-of-flight
mass spectrometer offered the most cost-effective solution.

MASS SPECTROMETER

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer and the vacuum chamber used for its
development are shown in Figure 1. The pulsed two-field ion source (ref. 1) is
on the left. In ,ming molecules are ionized by an electron beam inside the ion
source and the i julting ions are accelerated in approximately monoenergetic
bunches into the flight tube. The ions therefore reach the iou detector in
ascending order of mass, according to the formula

t..sm/2eV)1/',

where t is the flight time through the flight tube, s ia the length of the
flight tube, m is the ion mass, a is the ion charge, and V is the potential
difference through wh!ch the ions fall inside the source. With a 115cm flight
tube and 300V accelerating potential, the fliaht time of an ion of mass 100 amu
is approximately 47psec.

A segmented cylindrical lens focuses the ion beam and centers it on the in-put of the ion detector. The flight tube is operated at ground potential, rather

than at high potentials as in most time-of-flight mass spectrometers, in order
to ainiluize electrostatic interactions with the sample charging apparatus. An
electron multiplier ion detector is used for high sensitivity and fast response.

It follows from the equation for the flight time of an ion that the elec-
trical signals leaving the ion detector represent a series of complete mass
spectra, each one havin# the corresponding source pulse at its ti0 point. Any
number of succassive spectra can be displayed, from a single spectrum up to as
many as 100 spectra per millisecond. A typical mass spectrum of residual gases
in the vacuum chamber is shown in Figure 2. Special techniques are needed for
operation at repetition intervals taster than the ion flight times (ref. 2) and
for displaying the rapidly-changing spectra (refs. 3, 4).

This mass spectrometer was originally intendod for remote operation inside
a N.A.S.A. spuce simulation chamber which already contained the necessary elec-
tron beam charging and sample monitoring equipment. These plans had to be
changed when it was discovered that the operational lifetime of the sensitive
electton wultipliet ion detector was unacceptably short in this chamber, apparently
because of oil contamination traceable to the early history of its diffusion-
pumped vacuum system.

A partial redesign was made to allow electrical breakdown experiments to be
done in the turbo- molecular-pumped chamber which had been used for the original
development of the mass spectrometer (fig. 3). This solved the oil contamination
problem but imposed other difficulties because of the small volume and pumping
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capacity. The first experiments have been done with a simple contact device feed-
ing charge onto the insulating sutface. At the same time a miniaturized electron
beam charging system is being developed.

DIRECT-CONTACT EXPERIMENTS

Figure 4 shows the charging apparatus. Electrons are fed onto the insulating
surfaces from a smooth platinum contact. A slowly increasing negative potential
from a high-impedence, low-capacitance source is applied to the contact until
breakdown occurs. The saiple is held in place on a perforated, rotatable 9cm
disc by a circumferential retaining ring.

The discharge current waveforms, peak currents, and surface damage character-
istics obtained with this apparatus can be made similar to those produced by a
high-voltage electron beam charging system by choosing a suitable length (about
45 cm) of coaxial cable as an energy storage line. A useful feature is that, by
progressively rotating the sample beneath the contact, the observed gas bursts can
be correlated with actual discharge nites left behind on the sample, which can
then be removed and observed under an optical or electron microscope. Discharges
normally otcur within about 4mm of the contact. Few occur directly beneath the
contact. Breakdown voltages are similar to those obtained with a monoenergetic
electron beam charging system.

The samples tested in the direct-contact experiments were Teflon FEP and
Kapton H films of 50 and 75 micron thicknesses. They were metallized on one
side with silver overlaid by an Inconel protective coating. No adhesivc backing
was used.

The first tents with Teflon samples showed that an intense burst of neutral
fragments oas being released from each discharge. A large number of peaks repre-
senting:Teflon fragments of the form C F could be seen in each mass spectrum.

x y
The variation with time of the number density of these Teflon fragments wus

obtained by using the mass peak amplitude signals to intensify a cathode-ray
oscilloscope trace, producing an array of dots. By deflecting this display down-
wards, a semiquantitative indication of the various changes in number densities
was obtained. Such a display is shown in Figure 5 with the major peaks identi-
fiei. A background spectrum is included for comparison.

Close examination of these and other similar records showed that release of
neutral particles often began just before breakdown with production of hydrocarboiA,
followed by a burst of fluorocarbons during the actual breakdown. Hydrocarbons are
visible in the lower left photograph in Figure 5. Both hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon
concentrations then fall with a time constant of about 120 msec, determined by the
volume and pumping speed of the vacutu system, The hydrocarbon peaks are probably
cauevid by adsorbed surface impurities. Further work is required to establish their
origins.

£he moit intense fluorocarbon peak corresponds to C 3 but ions up to and
beyond C5 F. ore present. Switching off the ionizing electron beam in the ma-
spectrometer ioa source causes these peaks to disappear, showing that they are
ionizatian products of even larger neutral fragments and not ions released directly
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from the discharge. Far more of these heavy ions were observed than are present
in the mass spectrum of the heaviest fluorocarbons for which published data are
available (C F1 4 ), suggesting that very la:ge neutral fragments, of mass much
greater than §56 amu, werý leaving the Teflon surface during the discharge.

SIAfter completion of the Teflon tests, a 50 micron Kapton film with metal

backing was installed in the apparatus and a new series of breakdown measurements
was begun. Results were very different. The Kapton produced only light frag-
ments, giving rise to mnss spectra contaJning mainly masses 44,28, and 15, as
shown in the intensity-modulated spectrum of F*gure 6. It appears that the mass
44 peak represents CO" and C., R% mass 28 is CO and CH , and mass 15 is CR

It should be noted that Kapt~n contains a substantial amount of oxygen.

In general breakdown voltages were higher for a given thickness of Kapton
than with Teflon.

Figure 7 shows the chemical structure of Teflon and Kapton. The origins of
many of the observed fragment ions (formed in the mass spectrometer ion source
by electron bombardment of even larger polymer fragments released by the dis-
charge) are obvious.

HIGH SPEED RECORDING

Z" ,-resolution mass spectra are generated at such a rate in this experiment
(up to 10 ./see.) that even modern digital recorders are barely adequate for
following complex events. Photographic techniques have been used almost exclu-
sively to date. Examples are the intensity-modulated displays of Figures 5 and
6. When quantitative measurements of pcak heights are desired an offset raster
display is used as in Figures 8 and 9. Here successive conventional mass spectra
(in this case 16 per group) are superimposed upon one another, after which the
oscilloscope trace moves upwards and to the right for display of the next group.
Figur, 8 shows the background gases in the absence of breakdown, and Figure 9
shows the burst of light gases and polymer fragments from the breakdown of a 50
micron Kapton film.

ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Items (1) - (3) of Figure 10 summarize the results of the experiments
described above. The figure also shows five additional phenomena which have been
identified and studied.

Secondary discharges were seen on several occasions. Electrical breakdowns
were triggered at distances up to 15cm from the site of a Teflon film breakdown.
In some cases the metallic electrodes between which the secondary discharge
occurred were operating at less than 65% of their normal breakdown potential
difference. Triggering is presumably caused by the burst of neutral and ionized
material from the polymer breakdown site. The effect probably occurs also with
Kapton, but this has not been checked. This phenomenon has been seen with both
electron beam and direct charging of the sample.
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Direct transfer oi Teflo., fragments is obviously likely because of the
* "' .• large fragments observed in the mass spectrum. It Las been confirmed by the

"foruatton of insulating layers near the breakdown site and by instantaneous
changes in the secondary electron emission coefficient of surfaces up to 100cm
away. Partial recovery occurs over a period of several days. The effect does
not appear to occur with Kapton, but this point needs further study.

Indirect transfer of Teflon has similar effects. It appears to be the result
of Teflon fiagments striking an intervening surface and then being almost instan-
taneously re-emitted into areas which are not on a direct line of sight from the
discharge.

Removal of metal from the backing film was detected with Kapton samples. In
some cases the Kapton film remained intact above the damage site. The effect is
originally observablo only under magnification but after several months in air
the holes are easily visible with the naked eye because of local discoloration of
the Kapton.

Photon-induced desorption and electron-induced desorption of adsorbed gases
from surfaces near discharge sites are to be expected and have been observed. The
effect is not directly linked with the presence of a polymer film, since any spark
could supply the necessary photons and electrons. The effect is about one order

- of magnitude smaller than the direct gas evolution from polymer film breakdowns.

CONCLUSIONS

Many of the phenomena listed in Figure 10 could have significant effects on
spacecraft surfaces. Jets of heavy polymer fragments from Teflon discharge sites
could form insulating layers on adjacent electrodes, could act as triggers for
gas discharges, and could change the secondary electron emission properties of
distant surfaces. ,The much lighter fragments from Kapton may also be capable of
triggering remote discharges. The ejection of material from the conducting back-
ing of polymer films may result in metallic contamination of nearby insulation.
Photon-induced and electroo-induced desorption of gas from surfaces adjacent to a
discharge'site also occurs and adds to the intensity of the observed neutral-
particle pulses.
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ELECTRON YIELDS FRON SPACECRAFT MATERIALS*

K. Yang, W. L. Gordon, and R. W. Hoffman
Case W*stern Reserve University

Cleveland, Ohio 44106

Photoylelds and secondary electron emission (SEE) characteristics have bean
determined under UlV conditions for a group of insulating materials used in space-
craft applications. The SEE studies were carried out with a pulsed primary beam
whtle photoylelds were obtained with a chopped photon beam from a Kr resonance source
with major emission at 123.6 nm. This provides a photon flux close to that of the
Lyman a in the space environment. Yields per incident photon are obtained relative
to those from a freshly evaporated and air oxidized Al surface. Samson's value of
""2.4% is taken for the Al yield. Results are presented for Kapton, FEP Teflon, the

borosilicate glass covering of a shuttle tile. and spacesuit outer fabric.

INTRODUCTION

In the use of NASCAP (ref. 1), a computer code which simulates charging of a
three-dimensional object in space, it is ilmportant to have data on electron yields
from the various materials comprising the spacecraft surface. In an on-going program.
(ref. 2) pulsed primary electron beam methods have been developed to avoid charging
effects in yield measurements from insulating surfaces. These studies are carried
out in an ultra high vacuum system employing a commercial double pass CMA which per-
mits sequential Auger analysis of the surface and target current measurements of
electron yield data as a function of the primary energy, EP. This pulsed beam tech-
nique has been extended to permit vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) photoyield measurements of
these insulating surfaces: Kapton, Teflon, the borosilicbte glass surface of shuttle
tile, and the outer fabric of spacesuit material.

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Target current measurements of secondary yield by pulsed electron beam methods,
introduced in a study of insulating materials, have already been discussed in refer-
ence 2. We describe here the adaptation of this approach to obtain photoyields. The
spectral range of interest is restricted to the VUV becau3e of the photoemission
threshold of most materials. We have chosen to carry out these preliminary experi-
ments with an Opthos VUV krypton source powered by a Kiva Model MPG 4 microwave
generator producing resonance lines at 116.6 and 123.6 nm with a relative intensity
of approximately 1 to 7 respectively (or I to 15 after transmission through the MgF 2
windows). This provides a reasonable approximation to the relevant portion of the
solar spectrum with its intense Lyman H( line.

WoJ(k performed under NASA Grant No. NSG-3197
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As illustrated in figuro 1, the Kr source is mounted on the end of a cylindrical
housing containing a camera shutter to permit chopping of the light beam, The beam
travels in an argon atmosphere to avoid air absorption and enters the UHV system
through a MgF 2 window. The incident beam intensity is determined by irradiating a
freshly evaporated and air oxidized Al film of N 150 nm thickness deposited on a
glass substrate and using Samson's value (ref. 3) of 2.4% yield per incident photon
at the Lyman %. The yield from freshly evaporated samples is typically 50% greater
than that from samples exposed to air for about 10 minutes, which corresponds to an
essentially saturated value. It is this result which we assume corresponds to Sam-
son's yield but have not placed this on an absolute basis as yet. Samples to be
studied and the Al detector are mounted on the faces of the six-sided rotatable
carousel.

A cylindrical cup collector electrode was mounted facing and surrounding the
sample on the target as shown in figure 1. The collimated UV beam irradiates the
sample by passing through an aperture on the axis of the collector. Our usual pro-
cedure was to measure collector current with the collector biased + 22.5 V relative
to the grounded target. Typical currents ranged from 0.5 nA for relatively high
yield materials down to 5 to 10 pA for the lowest yields. Although the shutter is
capable of 1 millisecond pulse lengths, we have been able to avoid charging with
pulses as Ion as 1 second This has permitted use of a fast response chart recorder
to obtain a plateau value for the collector current during each pulse.

MATERIALS

Only insulating materials were studied in this investigation and all samples
were obtained from N/Vl ',%RC. Table I summarizes the materials studied and includes
the preparation of rear surfaces since good electrical contact to the target is
important. Approximately 2 cm x 2 cm samples were used in the photoyield studies
with approximately 1 cm x I cm sizes employed in electron yield work. Dust particles
were removed by blowing dry nitrogen across the surface but no other cleaning steps
were used.

Square samples were cut from the %, .5 mm thick borosilicate glass surface coat-
ing of the shuttle tile with a thin rotating disk. The silica fiber backing material
was brushed away to permit good contact with indium foil in which the sample was
embedded. An Al backing was evaporated on the rear surface of the outer fabric of
the spacesuit later to provide better electrical contact with the target. As dis-
cussed later, this fabric and to a lesser extent the shuttle tile surface material,
exhibited qualitatively stronger charging effects than did the Kapton and Teflon
sheet. The greater average "thickness" of the cloth (N 1 mm) means a reduced capaci-
tance and thus an increased charging rate, per current pulse.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Photoylvids

Results, expressed as yields per incident photon, are summarized in table II
with uncertainties based on the scatter of repeated measurements. Systematic uncer-
tainties, such as the assumption that Samson's value of 2.4% yield applies to a
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freshly evaporated and air oxidized Al su•face or the effects of surface contamina-
tion, if present, are not Included. Light pulses used in obtaining these results
were generally 1 sevond in duration. A testlor charge accumulation was done by
repeated irradiation in the same location on the sample. Here we discovered that for
the intensities emiployed, several (up to 10) pulses could be delivered to Kapton
before th4 yield would begin to drop - ruch a drop is taken as our operational defi-
nition of charging. For the white shuttle tile, however, charging began after only
one or two pulses and for the spacesuit fabric on the first pulse.

We experienced some difficulties in measuring the highly insulating materials
having relatively low photoyields. 'This is due, 'n part, to low current values cor-
responding to the small yields suc.h that the values are comparable to the noise. In
the low yield insulating materials we also found a ttrekd towards even lower values
whon we chose a modificatton of figure 1 consisting of grounding the collector, Dias-
ing the target - 22.5 V relative to ground and measuring the target current. This
effect has not been explored in any detail as yet and may be spurious since it did
not appear for the higher yield materials. We conclude that the results for both
Teflon and the spacesuit fabric are preliminary and will require further study.

Secondary Electron Yields

Results, using target current measurements with pulse beam methods ss described
in reference 2, were obtained for the materials in tabla I and are presented in
figures 2 through 8 where only.'the total SEE coefficient, y, is displayed. The pri-
mary electron beam was slightly defocussed to ,. 2 imn diameter and was noved to
various locations on the sample during a series of measurements to reduce surface
charging effects. Kapton and Teflon are displayed in figures 2 and 3 respectively.
In figure 4, figures 2 and 3 are compared using a normalized scale on which a/c is
plotted vs. EP/EP and it Is clear that they are in clooe agreenent. This is Tn
contrast with them1irly work of Willis and Skinner (ref. 4) in which the Teflon data
are well above the Kapton results on a similar normalized plot. Since very different
samples were measured in these two investigations and different surface cleaning
techniques were employed, we merely note these differences. Figures 5 and 6 present
the SEE coef'ficients for the borosilicate glass shuttle tile surfaces in both as-
received and sputtered condition. Some difficulties were experienced with charging
of these samples because of their thickness (,ý 0.5 mm) but we feel the results,
while preliminary, are representative for reasons discussed later. Results from a
sample of microscope cover glass are also included for comparison in figure 7. In
each of these cases, sputtering sufficient to remove the nominal surface contamina-
tion has reduced the SEE coefficients substaittlally.

Figure 8 contains preliminary results for the outer fabric of the space suit.
As noted earlier, the large sample thickness increased the tendency to charge. SEE
results for all materials reported here are summarized in table III to provide a
general comparison. EPI and EPI are the primary beam energies for which the total

EE coefficient is unity.

It is important to note that our usual method of obtaining SEE data for insulat-
ing matericls appears to reduce charging problems. In biasing the target negatively
theng positively to obtain both the SEE coefficent, o and 3, at a givet primary enery
EP, the surface charge is reduced in the positive biased situation by electrons
attracted back to the surface. This is illustrated by the record of multiple pulses
(at EP w 500 eV) delivered to the same location in the sample in figure 9. Here, the
series of dots, although they show substantial scatter, tend to drop away much less
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from the initial a value than do the series of + points for which the target remained
negatively biased. The latter points approach a unity value much more closely, Indi-
cating that charging has brought the surface potential close to the EPII, the second
cross-over value. The ituediate effect of low energy electrons from a flood gun is
also illustrated and appear somewhat more clearly in the highly charged case than in
the alternating bias mode. One can conclude from these results that, though the data
show substantial scatter, alternating the target bias helps to reduce surface charg-
ing effects.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated reasonable results for both electron and photoylelds from
highly insulating materials where such data are not usually available. Pulsed ir,.
radiation methods were used to minimize charging effects.
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TABLE I - MATERIALS STUDIES

Material Back Surface

Thermal Blanket
Kapton, 2 mil Al
FEP Teflon 2 mil Ag/Inconel

Shuttle Tile *

White borosilicate glass outer coating In Foil*
Black borosilicate glass outer coating In foil

Space Suit Components
Outer fabric Evaporated Al
(STl1 G041-01) layer

Embedded In 0.5 mm In foil without covering sample surface.
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TABLE II - PHGiOYIELDS

Material Photoyield (%)

Kapton 0.65 + 0.03
FEP Teflon 0.04 + 0.03
White Shuttle Tile surface 0.2 ,0.03
Black Shi~ttle Tile surface 0.3 T 0.03
Outer fabric of space suit 0.06 T 0.03

TABLE III - SUMMARY OF SEE RESULTS

Saple Umax EPmax(K V) El(KeV) E2 (KeV)

Kapton 1.8 0.2 0.05 0.7
FEP Teflon 2.4 0.3 0.05 1.9
Black Space Shuttle Tile 2.3 0.5 0.06 2.7
"White Space Shuttle Tile 2.3 0.5 0.06 3.5
Microscope Cover Glass 3.8 0.5 0.05 5.0
ST11 G041-01 2.3 0.3 0.08 3.2

U11V SYSTEM

CYLINDRtICAL COLLECTOR

MICR•OWAVE TARE

GENERATOR

240• HI1Z
UV LIGHTl SOUII4 H&CHANICAL,

KPG-.4 + 22.5 V |PICOAMMEYER

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of tie ,,rrangement for measuring photoyields.
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KAPTON CHARGING CHARACTERISTICS: EFFECTS OF MATERIAL THICKNESS

AND ELECTRON-ENERGY DISTRIBUTION

W. S. Williamson, C. R. Dulgeroff, atid J. Hymann
Hughes Research Laboratories
NalibU, California 90265

R. Viswanathan
Hughes Space and Communications Group

Los Angeles, California 90009

We report charging characteristics of polyimide (Kapton) of
varying thicknesses under irradiation by a
very-low-current-density electron beam, with the back surface of
the sample grounded. These charging characteristics are in good
agreement with a simple analytical model which predicts that in
thin samples at low current density, sample surface potential is
limited by conduction leakage through the bulk material.

In a second investigation, we measured the charging of
Kapton in a low-current-density (3 VAm- 2 ) electron beam in which
the beam energy was modulated to simulate Maxw~llian and
biMaxwellLan distribution Cunctions. ,:.A .

INTRODUCTION

The charging characteristics of dielectric thermal-blanket
materials in the geosynchronous-earth-orbit (GEO) plasma
environment is a subject of considerable importance in
spacecraft-charging studies. Polyimide (Kapton) is one of the
most commonly used materials in large-area thermal blankets, and
this material has beon the subject of numerous previous
experimental investigations. Many previous studies, however, have
employed electoron-beam current densities substantially higher
than the 3 IA'A value which we believe represents a reasonable
upper bound in the G20 environment.

A second area of concern over ground simulations is that the
electron beams that are used are generally monoenergetic, and the
charging characteristics that would result in the
distributed-energy G30 environment must be inferred from
monoenergetic charging data analytically. A model for
accomplishing this infecence is imbedded in the. NASCAP (NASA
Charging Analyser Procam) computer code, for example. Since
NASCAP in currently being used by spacecraft designers to predict
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the spacecraft-charging consequences of their designs,
experimental verification of the NASChP modelling is very timely.
A credible distributed-energy electron source is needed to
perform these experiments, and we describe a simple means for
devising such a source below.

SUNKO" UBXD

IB electron-beam current density
(no sample in place)

Ip electron-beam current density
(incident on charged sample)

G;R Electron reflux coefficient
(including backscatter + secondaries)
bulk conductivity of sample

A sample area
d sample thickness
V sample surface potential
ae#B electron-beam energy
I current of retfluxed electrons (weRlp)
ka R dJY- ,

JB electron beam current density

f1 (Vs) electron current distribution function
Only SI units are used in thij paper.

KAPfCIGM AIM NG IAMACUSISTXCS
N IN •UN3TIC rL-CTi BRAIS.

In this section we describe the experimental apparatus and
measurements and then present a simple analytical model for A,
comparison with the experimental results.

m2!umental APoaratus and Measurements
The experiments were conducted 'n a 0.6-m-diameter vacuum

chamber, which is shown in Figure 1. A divergent-beam electron
flood gun, shown in Figure 2, is used to irradiate the sample.
This electron gun is built to a design developed at NASA Lewis
Research Center. It produces a broad uniform-current-density beam
and exhibits excellent stability over a wide range of current
densities. The sample is housed in a separate antechambev which
can be isolated from the main chamber by a vacuum gate valve. The
geometry of the sample and sample holder is shown in Figure 3.

We have measured the charging characteristics of Kapton
under conditions which differ significantly from previous
pracices we employed an electron-beam current density of 3
VAm •, and we mounted the sample by wrapping it around the edges
of the metal sample-holder and clamping it at the rear. These two
innovations are more representative of the eloctron current
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density which exists at GBO, and of the geometry with which
thermal-blanket materials are exposed to electron bombardment on
GZO spacecraft. We exposed Kapton samples of two thicknesses (25
Um and 127 Vm) to irradiation by monoenergetic electron beams
with energiss up to 14 keY. A typical charging characteristic is
shown in Figure 4, where the surface potential of 127-pa-thick
Kapton is shown as a function of time, during continuous
bombardment by 14-keV electrons. This plot reveals the relatively
long time constant involved in charging at these low current
densities.

Figure 5 shows the equilibrium surface potential of
127-pa-thick Kapton as a function of incident beam-current energy
from 2 keV to 14 keV. The straight-line characteristic intercepts
the beam-energy axis ah an energy of ahout 1.6 keV! this energy
corresponds to the Osecond-crossing" energy, i.e., the energy at
which the secondary-electron yield of the material is unity.
Figure 6 shows the corresponding characteristic of 25-um-thick
Kapton, under the same test conditions. In this curve, the
second-crossing intercept is the same, but the surface potential
saturates at much lower values than were observed in the
127-lim-thick material. This saturation effect is produced by
conduction losses through the bulk Kapt~on, as evidenced by the
fact that the saturation effect disappears when the ground
connection on the rear of the sample is removedo the
characteristic then remains linear within the limits of our
beam-energy capability. We have developed a simple analytical
model which successfully predicts the surface potential at which
the saturation effect occurs. This model is similar to previous
models due to Purvis, et. al, (Reference 1) and Reeves and
Balmain (Reference 2), except that it conforms to the specific
geometry of the test environment that we used. This model
predicts that the saturttion surface potential of Kapton depends
on the parameter k-dJo # where d is the sample `thickness, J is
the electron-beam current density, and a ts the material
conductivity, Material testing with thick (large-d) samples and
high current densities (large J) raise the saturation potential
beyond usual test limits. This explains why the sattiration effect
shown in Figure 6 is not often seen in published
dielectric-charging results; the saturation is produced by the
use of thinner materials and lower electron-beam current
densities than are commonly used in material-charging tests.

jnalnlcal Chargin Nodel

In this section we present the simple model of sample
charging which we will evaluate by comparison with experimental
data. This model is highly simplified and a pplies to an
equilibrium-charge condition (@e.# a condition in which

Sdisplacement currents and stored charge can be neglected). It

also assumes that cylindrical Langmuir-probe theory correctly
calculates the reduction in current that is collected by the
sample as it charges more and more negative.
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In equilibrium, the current that is incident on a chargedsample is given by

*0 -fI+~V 'A (1)
p , -i IR + 3- v ,S

where the first term corresponds to refluxed electrons that are
ejected from the surface by backacatter or secondary-electron
emission, and the second tets corresponds to conduction loss of
electrons through the sample to the grounded rear surface.
According to cylindrical Langmuir probe theory (Reference 3),F the
current that is collected by a charged sample is related to the
incident current (i.e., current that would be collected by an
uncharged sample) by

S B S (2)

The foregoing expressions can be combined to yield the surface

voltage an a function of beam voltages

BVk (i'R) (3)

V$- _Vek(1WcR7

Of course, the reflux coefficient cR is a function of the impact
energy of electrons which strike the surface, e(V -V )I this
function, along with the constants contained withit k, are in
general known only numerically. Equation (3) does not represent a -o
solution for V p it can, however, be solved for VS numerically by
a simple iterative procedure.

We have solved Equation (3) numerically, using the Kapton
reflux-coefficient and conductivity data that is contained within
MASCAP, and values of material thickness and beam current density
that are appropriate to our experimental conditions. The results
are shown in Figure 7, where we compare the actual eqpilibrium
charging voltages with the values predicted by the model, for
se-veral thicknesses of Kapton. The model predictions provide
reasonably accurate descriptions of the shape of the charging
characteristics and the location of the beam energy at which
conduction-induced saturation of the charging voltage begins.

Figure 8 shows the solution,, to Squation (3) plotted -in a
different manners here the parameter k is used as the independent
variable, and electron-beam energy is a parameter. Notice that
the curves are spaced evenly in surface voltage V for lar e
values of k (i.e., large current density and/or low colductancey,
and that the surface potential is independent of k in this
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region. This case corresponds to the situation in which the
impacting electron current ic balanced totally by electron
reflux. For low values of k, conduction losses become
significant, causing the curves to pack together at higher values
Of V,. Pigurr 8 is a convenient tool for estimating Xapton
chargingj it could be easily reproduced for other dielectrics for
which CR is known by solving Equation (3).

KAP1TU CARRUNG =MNR
DZISTUIBO1fD- YGT 3IhCfTNP-BI IUND1A4TII

hs described in the Introduction, realistic simulation of
spacecraft charging should include the use of a
distributed-energy electron source. In principle, of course,
multiple experiments can be performed using monoenergetic beams
and calculating the' expected surface potential using a model such
as that given above. This calculation entails solving Equation
(3) as before, but using an effective reflux coefficient such as

<CR>(Vs.) V d (4)-S •-va )(VB)dVB

Instead of the monoenergotic CR used above, This approach is
hazar4ous because the effective C may differ frcu that given by
Equation (4)1 that is, the eloctrin reflux which results from the
simultaneous presence of two electron-energy species may differ ,.
from the sam of the refluxes that would result from each energy F
species being separat.ely present. Such nonlinearities are well
known in the case of sputtering of solids by ion bombardment, bat
we are unaware of electron-reflux data which would either
validate Equation (4) or provide a useful alternative..

In order to provide an empirical foundation for these
distribsteod-eneroy electron distribution considerations, we have
developed a simple and novel means of simulating the broad
distribution of electron energies which simultaneously bombard a
apacocraft in G9O. We have used this tool to study the charging
of 25-um- and 127- um-thick Kapton. We find that the thinner
inateial, which is in the conduction-dominated (saturated
surface-potential) regime charges to essentially the same surface
potential regardless of the electron distribution function. The
thicker material, however, experiences more severe charging when
exposed to electrons which are distributed in energy
corrospondiAg to "moderate" and "severe" charging conditions than
it does when exposed to a *quiescent" distribution of electron
energies.

Pigure 9 illustrates the arrangement of our
distributed-energy electron source. The electron source, shown in
Figure 2, is a simple hot-cathode source with multiple wire-mosh
grids to extract a broad, spatially uniform electron beam. The
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e-gun is powered by a programmable high-voltage power supply
which operates over the range of 0 to 30 kM. The power supply is
programmed by a microcomputerl the microcomputer causes the power
supply to generate a repetitive sequence of electron-bean
voltages. This repetitive 3equence, which is defined in the
microcomputer firmware in arranged Li such a manner that the
time-averaged current produced by the e-gun at a given energy is
equal to that which exists in the GEO environment. That is, the
system selects an electron-beam energy and causes the power
supply to output the corresponding voltage for a time duration
that is proportional to the value of the desired current
distribution function at that energy. The energies are output in
an ascending-energy sequence, but we have found that the same
sample charging is produced for descending- or random-energy
sequences,

This simulation is reasonable if the time scale within which
the.electron-beam energy is varied is short. compared to the
saimle charging time. This condition is satisfied in our tests,
because the electron-beam energy is varied over a 5-s time
period, while the sample typically requires an hour or more to
reach equilibrium potential (in cases in which the sample is not
grounded at the rear ourface, equilibration still requires
several minutes). The microcomputer is programmed to generate any
of three electron-energy distribution functions (which it selects
by reading the position of a front-panel switch)l the programs
are written in a commercially available integer BASIC and are
stored in RONl for convenience.

The three distribution functions we use are a biMaxwellian
distribution characteristic of quiescent conditions (Reference 4)
and two single-maxwellian distributions recommended by Stevens
(Reference 5) to simulate the moderate and solar-substorm GEO
environments. The three distribution functions have identical
total currents. These distributions are plotted in Figure 10..

Figure 11 shows the response of both 25-pm- and 127-pm-thick
Kapton under irradiation by the multienergetic-beam apparatus.
The thicker Kapton charges to substantially higher voltages and
evidences a larger difference between the three distribution
functions than does the thinner material. It is clear that the
single-Maxwellian distribution that simulates "moderate" charging
conditions is significantly more severe than the biMaxwellian
"quiescent" condition.
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Figure 1. -Hughes spacecraft-charging-simulation facility: overview.
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Figure 4. - Surface potential of 127-,m-thick Kapton under irradiation by a
14-keV. 3-,Am"- electron beam.
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ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION IN POLYMER DIELECTRICS*

David B. Cotts
SRI International

Menlo Park, California 94025

The use of polymer dielectrics with moderate resistivities could reduce
or eliminate problem associated with spaeoraft charging. The processes
responsible for conduction and the properties of electroactive polymers are
reviewed, and correlations drawn between molecular structure and electrical
conductivity. These structure-property relationships have led to the
development of several new electroactive polymer compositions and the
Identification of several systems that have the requisite thermal, mechanical,
environmental and electrical properties for use in spacecraft.

I.NTRODUCTION

One approach to controlling the spacecraft charging phenomena that are
the subject of this symposium is the use of moderately conducting dielectrics
that would bleed-oft sooumulated charge before a breakdown or discharge could
occur (ref. 1). Despite extensive study, s~marized In reference 2, an th
recent development of several organic polymers with metallic (>100 ohm 'am-)
conductivities our understanding of this process remains unclear. For example
there is considerable debateabout the mechanim(s) responsible for charge
transport in organic polymers and no mans to relate molecular structure to
conduction mechanism or to the absolute level of conductivity.

As part of a material-based solution we have reviewed (ref. 3) the
electrical and mechanical properties of nearly 250 polymers that are believed
to have either the electrical, mechanical, thermal, environmental resistance,

or other properties necessary for spacecraft use. Our principle conclusionm
are two-fold. Firnt there exist materials that could be utilized in near-
intermediate-, and long-tem experimental tests of the proposed materials-
based solution. Second, based on the wide range of propertios, conduction
mechanisms, and chemical structures encountered in the study a general theory
of electrical conductivity in polymers has been formulated. The model
succeeds both in explaining the wide range of known properties and structures,
and in identifying now polymer compositions that possess unusually high
electrical conductivities.

The reminder of this paper is divided into four sections. First the
observable, characteristic properties associated with various conduction
models are reviewed. Second, the electrical properties of several

Work performed under Contract No. ?1962S-81-C-0076 for the USAF,
Deputy for Bleotronic Technology, RADC/I3R, Hanscom AFB, KA 01731.
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semloonduoting and conducting polymers are'examined. By comparing these
properties the relative lIportanoe of various models can be assessed and
inoonsistent phenomena identified. Third, the molecular structure of the
conducting polymers and their derivatives are considered to illustrate how
structure and morphology influenoc conductivity. Finally, in the fourth
seotion this information Is used to identify candidate materials for use in
reduoing spacecraft charging phenomena. Included are both contemporary
materials and new materials, identified on the basis of mechanism and
structure-property relattoiuships In seotions two and three, that have been
found to possess relatively high electrical conductivities.

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF CONDUCTION MECHANIBMS FOR ORGANIC POLYMERS

Electrical conduction in polymers is most frequently interpreted
according to band Sep conduction models as discussed in reference 4. The
position of various energy bands is determined by the Interaction of atomic
and molecular orbitals that are assumed to form long-range periodic arrays.
This picture is analogous to taking the repeat unit structure of a polymer and
repeating it at regularly spaced intervals In three dimensions Indefinitely as
if it were the unit cell of a single crystal. With the possible exception of
two polymers that are polymerized as single crystals, the validity of this ',

approach is diffioult to understard since organlao polymers are highly
disordered and the crystalline order that Is preseant extends over relativwly
short distances. In addition, on an absolute scale the length of a polymer
molecule is extremely short and morosoopic transport of necessity must be
limited by intermolecular charge transport whioh is not treated by this model.

Experimentally a metalliq band gap material can be characterized as
having an inverse (log a T T) temperature dependence due to increased
electron scattering at elevated temperature. Since the number of carriers is ,, ' ,
relatively insensitive to temperature the overall cgnduotivity is determined
carrier mobility, which should be in excess of 1 oas/V mso for materials to
adequately fit a band gap mechanism (ref. 5). Conduction in band Sap
semicoonductors is not mobility limited by soattering but rather by the number
of carriers that have been thermally exoite4 into the conduction band.
Consequently these systems display a strong thermally activated conductivity
(ref. 5).

feoause of the inherent high degree of disorder in polymers it is
necessary to consider so-called mobility gap mechanism that successfully
describe the electronic properties of amorphous inorganic semiaonductore
including amorphous silicon and the ohaloogenide glasses (ref. 6). In the
theoretical description of these materials the band energies are diffuse,
sometimes overlapping, and charge transport is mobility limited. Structurally
the oharg carriers are spatially looalized at disordered sites and undergo a
variable-range b~opping transp~T. In oontrAst the mobility gap materials
display a weak (log a a To/T /') temperature dependence and mobilities that
seldom exceed I lty/V seo, above cryogenic temperatures. The optical
propeties are complex and their interpretation is more complicated than that
for a simple band edge absorption.

When the mean free path of a charge carrier becomes very low due to
extremely tight binding or deep trapping, a nearest neighbor hopping mechanism
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obaraoteriusd by a positive thermally iotivated process is encountered as
disoussed in reference 7. In essenoe carriers are thermally or photolytioally
pried out of their moleoular orbitals into the oontinum where they undergo an
eleotrio field modif~ied transport or recombination. The details of this
proness can be very oomplioated but this general type of mechanism is
responsible for charge Lranaport in most insulating polymers exposed to
ioinizing radiation or injeotsd charge.

i intermediate temperature depandence of the conductivity (log a c
To/T") in observed for polycrystalline materials composed of conducting
regions separated by very thin nonconducting barriers (ref. 8). This could be
of particular interest for orystalline .polymerLo materials since the
orystalline regions are extremely mall and often distinguised by only a
slight shift in molecular orientation.

Finally there exists to por-A'lity of ionic conduction that involves
the aotual mass transport at' . through the material (ref. 5). These charge
oarriers may be ionizable pen4sknt groUp6p inadvertent impurities, or ionized
water whioh is present In mall quantities in almost all polymers unless
specifically excluded. heouase these chargi carriers maut aotually diffuse
through and between the polymer molecules ionio conductivity depends strongly
on the physioal state of the material. Consequently ionic conductivity is
inversely dependent on pressure and the temperature dependence can be
complicated due to thermal transitions and relaxations in the polymer.

In the following section the properties of sam electrically conducting
polymers are reviewed in an attempt to understand which conduction mechanisms
are involved. Of specific interest is the temperature dependence of the
conductivity, in part because only this data in generally available in the
literature. While's thorough description requires knowledge about carrier
density, mobility, optical properties, eta., these are uch less available in
the literature and more difficult to measure for polymers.

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF CONDUCTING POLYMERS

In reooht years a number of highly conducting polymere have been
developed that have stimulated considerable interest oonerning the
meohanism(s) of conduction and potential applications. The existanae of
relatively highly conducting materials has facilitated experimental
measurements, so there is a large quantity of data in the literature obtained
on materials with diverse chemical structures from which general conclusions
about polymer conductivity can be drawn.

The most striking example is polythiasyl (SN ). Needle-like single
crystals of polythiasyl o m be polymerized direotly from single crystals of
the cyclic 320 2 monomer " O.f 9). leoctrioal oonduotivities,, whioh depend
strongly on crystal peri .. otion, of from 250 to 1200 (ohm on)-' have been
reported. In single crystalline materials the metallic oonductivity shows an
inverse temperature dependenoe oharacteristic of a band gap mechanism as would
be expeoted from a material with an extremely high degree of long-range
order. In even this highly ordered material the importance of intermolecular
charge transport is illastrated. It in unlikely that single molecules stretch
the entire distance from end to end of a macroscopic single crystal. Even so,
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above oryogenio temperatures the intrinsic conductivity parallel to the chain
axis is only about ten-times that normal to the chain axis indicating 4
extensive charge transport between chains (ref. 10).

A similar high degree of structural order is found in single crystalline
polydiaoetylenes. These also are prepared through the radical initiated
polymerization of single crystals grown from the corresponding monomer.
Amorphous film can also be obtained by casting solutions of the polymer in
organic solvents. Although the optical properties discussed in reference 11
are characteristic of the long range delocalized r electroi) orbitals

resionsible for band imp conduction the extremely low (10-10 to W01 2 ohm-1
eCm) conductivity and six-fold conduction anisotropy parrallel- and normal-to
the chain axis indioate that carrier mobility is strongly limited by the rnte
of intermolecular charge transport (ref. 12). The absorption of as little as
one mole percent of iodine raises the electronic conductivity by several
orders of mWgnitude. Mechanistically the role of iodine 1is unclear but both
pristine and doped materials in reference 13 display T 1 conductivities.
Since Iodine is present as I - it is believed that it locally oxidizes the
polymer w electron backbone Ind may serve as an electronic bridge between
molecules.

Unlike most of the conducting polymers studied the polydiaoetylenes are
soluble organic solvents so their leoular weight can be determined as
reported in reference l4. At a fix d dopant level the conductivity increases
exponentially with molecular weight and the activation energy decreases
linearly to an infinite molecular weight value of 0.4 ev. This illustrates
rather clearly that even in the presence of ocmplete electron delocalisation
along a chain backbone the rate limiting process for carrier transport is
intermolecular.

Considerable attention has been focused on polyacetylene because of its
potential application to light weight, high power-densaity batteries.
Polyacetylene can be prepared in thin films or as coatings that appear to the
eye to be lWe alwalinu foil but microscopically more closely resemble the
fibrillar s&ruottur of steel wool (ref. 15). The pristine material hqs a jow
(10-12 ohm'om 1) conductivity but this value increases rapidly to 10 ohm
om"' when it is doped to about 10 mole percent with strong oxidizing agents
like I•or AsFi (ref. 16). Although frequently modeled as an ideal one-
dimensional deLo alized w electron backbone there is a c oderable amount of
evidence in reference 17 for structural disorder and a T dependence of the
conductivity on temperature characteriatio of variable range hopping in
amorphous materials,. - et high (N60 on/V see) mobilities are observed and
optical studies (ref. 18) indicate that the transition to a metallic
conductivity state is not simply a concentration dependent percolation
transition of metallic conducting regions.

Similar observations may be made about, the doping and electrical
conductivity of polypyrrole. It too is prepared as a thin film or ooating,
be ea conduoting at a dopant level of about 25 mole percent, and displays a
T-19" conductivity dependence (ref. 19). Polyphenylene sulfido and
polyparaphenylene also beome oonlq ting when doped to high (1:1) repeat unit
to dopant ratios and possess a T"" temperature dependence of the electrical

conductivity (06f. 20).
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The vast majority of the remaining eleotroactive polymers show clear
thermally activated oonduotion meoha"1ms and many ixamiles could be sited
with conduotivities ranging from 10-'1 to 10" ohm aom- (refs. 2-5, 7, 21-1 ~22),

Can general conclusions be drawn about the conduction mechanisms
operating in organic polymers? The temperature dependence of the conduotivity
is about the only property that has been determined for enough materials to
allow comparisons. More in depth studies have been made on specific
materials, but details are frequently regarded as indications of unique
material properties, fragbenting an already confused subject.

The long-range periodic order and inverse tesperoature dependent
conductivity characteristic of metallic band Sap conduction are only-found in
polythiazyl. The temperature dependence of the remaining systems clearly
indicates hopping transport between inherently localized states. The hop
length anid the energy barrier to transport will vary according to
morphological structure and chemical ooaposition but the inherent rate
* limiting process is intermolecular charge transport.

The principle objection to this mechanistic interpretation of polymer
conductivity is that it does not provide a good explaination for the high
mobilities observed in materials like doped polyaoetylene. One way around
this objection is to postulatea p roolation-type transition at whith
individual localized states begin to interact facilitating l•rig-range
transport witlhin a olustor. The tat@ li~itirng step to charge transport ls

*istill hopping between localized states but fast long range tramsport occurs
within clusters of' lc~oalized states. With this gener'E t model of the
conduction process iý, is possible to relate chemical oomposation and moleoulat'
structure t0 oonduotivity in organiu polymers.

THE YNFLUENCE OF MOLECULAR STRUCTURE ON1 CONDUCTIVITY

The prooess of designing a new polymer, or seledting a known material,
for use in a specific application with specific performance roquirementb
relies on some set of relationships between molecular structure and Oiysioal
nroperties. Some formll relationships exist for polymers but the intelligent
Aaijpi of nwterials for specific thermal, mechanical, and electrical
,)perties is largely heuristic

The predominance of hopping transport mechanisms indicates that the
design of a conducting polymer must tnclude a molecular structure that can
exist as a stable radical ion. The less stable the radical ion the more
oenirgy will be required to form the ion and the greater the likelihood of'
trapping or an irreversible chemical degradation. The later is a serious
probl,., with conducting polyacetylene, polypyrrole, and polyphenylene sulfide,
whiah a ist be protected from atmoapheric oxygen and water vapor.

Beoause the rttc limiting step appears to be intermolecular charge
transport, not an intrmmoleouls phenomena, it iL not necessary for the
polymer ri possess a delocalimed w electron molecular orbital along its entire
backbone. The molecular structure of polyphenylene sulfide illustrates this
point: its conformation is coil-like and its v electron orbitals are
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localized at each individual phenylene sulfide repeat unit.

The optimum size of this localized charge state remains unclear. The
molecular weight dependence of the conductivity in the polydiaoetylenes, which
possess complete 7r electron delocalization along their rodlike backbone, is
only linear, while the addition of a few mole percent of a dopant causes a 10-
12 order of magnitude increase in the conductivity at the percolation
threshold. Extrapolation of the activation energy for charge transport to
infinite molecular weight yields a minimum value of 0.4 eV only one-third the
value for an oligomer of 20,000 daltons.

Intermediate between these two extremes of highly extended w orbitals and
charge states localized on a single repeat unit lie polyaoetylene and
polypyrrole. In these system the localized charge state involves
approximately ten and four repeat units, respectively. Whether or not these
repeat units are part of the sae polymer backbone, or comprise an ordered
intermolecular aggregate involving a single dopant, is unknown.

The issue of intermolecular order is an important one since, in tlie final
analysis, it is the intermolecular process that is responsible for macroscopic
charge transport. While difficult to quantify, proximity and registry between
adjacent localized states is advantageous as is the ability to intercalate
oxidizing (or reducing) dopants. Consequently crystallinity, short-range
chain stiffness, stereoregularity, and minimal pendant group substitution are
belieVwd to be desirable.

These oriterit are amply demonstrated in comparisons of the electricalconductivity of iolyaoetylene or polypyrrole and their derivatives. The
addition of pendant groups or copolymerization, which doesn't alter the
electronic struoture of the backbone appreciably, causes a consistent and 4
often dramatic decrears in conductivity. In other systems containing large
fused rings, for example the polyphthalocyanines, pyrolyzed Kapton and
polyacrylonitrile, polyvinyloarbazole, and polyacene quinones the influtnon of
intermolecular order "etween stable charge carriers on conductivity can be

In summary there are a finite set of molecular structural parameters that
are responsible for the different degrees of electrical conductivity in
organic polymers. They include the electronic structure of the charge bearing
state, its size, and the local intermolecular order between states that
promotes efficient intermolecular transport. Significantly this model
indioates that corrosive dopants (SbF 6 , AsP5 , etc.) are not necessary and that
prooessable electrically conducting polymers, unlike the intractable materials
currently under study, can be prepared.

A MATERIALS-BASND APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM OF SPACECRAFT CHAROINO
-I

A successful theory or model should lead to the identification of new
materials or phenomena as well as to explain the properties of known materials
or previously observed phenomena. The molecular principles discussed above
have in fact identified new polymer compositions that are soluble in grpani
Solyonts, stable towards atmospheric exposure and are moderately (10" ohm "
c -m) conductivity. The remainder of this section however describes how these
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principles gan. be used to identify or dcsign materials with semiconducting
(10-12 ohm- Im-') electrical properties and the requisite properties for
space-based use.

An application Uike space-based radar requires many square kilometers of
a strong polymer film. The material must be stable towards ionizing radiation
and temperature extremes for mission lengths of up to five years. These
general principles have led to the conclusion that there exist short-,
intermediate- and long-term approaches towards identifying the optimum
materials.

The short-term approach requires the use of commercially a-sailable
materials without reformulation or extensive modification. The most promising
approach involves the use of a lightly pyrolyrcl pNlymime film. Whon
commercial aromatic polyimide films are heated under vacuum at tempe.atures of
from 4000 to 7000C the polymer molecules condense to form extended, tused-Vng
struqtures (ref. 23,24). The conductivity of the films is raised from 10
ohm 'cm- to a value, dependent of the pyrolysis temperature, of up to 102
ohm'Icm1 . While extensive pyrolysis will embrittle the matIrial only slight
changes are necessary to arrive at a value of 10-'4 ohm'cm ". Since the
level of conductivity is variable, the same basic feedstock can be tailored,
by control of the processing conditions, to fit specific applications.

The major questions that must be answered in evaluating this approach
include how does pyrolysis affect the mechanical properties of the polyimide
film and is the partially pyrolyzed product stable in a spacecraft
environment. Experimental charging data in reference 25 for Kapton samples on
the SCATHA mission indicate an exponential decreace In conductivity of nearly
two orders of magnitude over a year's time. The resistivity of Kapton can
drop by ten orders of magnitude or more in pyrolysis, so if the change in
electrical properties observed or SCATHA are due to the moeloular
rearrangements observed in pyrolysis the material wil have to be stabilized if
a narrow tolerance for electrical propeties is to be maintained.

Polyacrylonitrile undergoes similar electrical changes on pyrolysis
described in reference 26. The molecular changes are complex and not well
understood, but providential, since the strength retention of elevated
temperatures is improved and some intermolecular crosslinking probably
occurs. Potential difficulties inherent in the use of pyrolyzed
polyacrylonitrile include elevated temperature properties, embrittlement, and
stability. Both of these examples are off-the-shelf materials and
experimental investigation of the pyrolyzed materials, their electrical and
structilral properties, could begin immediately.

There exist a wide range of intermediate-term solutions that involve the
modification or further investigation of materiala that are known, bu.t not
commercially available. The object hare is to improve the high temperature
performance of materials that otherwise have desirable electrical properties
or to provide the necessary conductivity to polymers with inherent tharmal and
mechanical properties.

For example, materials like polyvinyloarbazole (ref. 27) or
polyvinylpyridine (ref. 28) possess the necessary electrical conductivity for
this application but mechanically can not withstand elevated temperatures.
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The introduction of a few pendant ionic groups would convert these polymers
into ionomers that contain ionic orosslinks. The conversion of polyethylene
into an ionomer raises its softening temperature by 500 to 100 0 C (ref. 29)
which would be sufficient to make these two materials candidates for space-
based use.

One approach to the problem of long-term stability in pyrolyzed polyimide
is the use of blends or molecular composites (ref. 30). The polyimide could
be blended, either as a physical mixture or as a copolymer, with one of the
high strength/thermally stable organic polymers that havy been developed in
recent years. The structural component would provide the mechanical integrity
while the polyimide pyrolysis product would support charge transport.

Finally, some of the derivatives of polyaoetylene (ref. 31) and
polypyrrole (ref. 19) could be reinvestigated. Many have the requisite
electrical properties but have not been thoroughly characterized with regard
to strength, thermal stability, and radiation resistance. Almost all could be
reformulated as crosslinkable resins that would possess the requisite strength
and thermnal stability.

A long-term approach to the development of materials for the reduction of
spacecraft charging would require the chemist to go "back to the drawing
board" and combine the molecular principles already discussed with those for
producing high strength, thermally stable, radiation resistant polymers. The
principles for molecular design of conducting polymers are just beginning to
evolve. They are about at the point where the design of high strength
polymers was ten years ago and there is every reason to believe that, with the
proper support, they can evolve into successful commercial technologies.

CONCLUSIONS

Comparison of the limited data available in the literature concerning
electrically oonducting polymers indiuates that hopping transport between
localized states is the predominant conduction mechanism. Comparison of the ..
various chemical compositions and morphological structures has allowed the
development of a general model for conductivity. The three important material
characteristics include the electronic structure of the localized state, its
size, and the degree of intermolecular order present. This model has led to
the development of new conducting polymers as well as providing a rational
explanation for existing materials. Specific materials or modifications have
been proposed that would produce polymer dielectrics with the level of
conductivity believed necessary to reduce spacecraft charging phenomena and
have the requisite thermal, mechanical and environmental properties.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF RADIATION-INDUCED AND CARRIER-ENHIANCED CONDUCTIVITY*

A. Meulenberg, Jr."
COMSAT Laboratories

Clarksburg, Maryland 20734

L. W. Parker
Lee W. Parker Inc.

Concord, Massachusetts 01742

E. J. Yadlowski and R. C. Hazelton
H-Y Tek Corporation

Radford, Virginia 24143

A steady-state carrier computer code, PECK (Parker Enhanced Carrier Kinetics),
that predicts the radiation-induced conductivity (RIC) produced in a dielectric by an
electron beam was developed. The model, which assumes instantly-trapped holes, t.e
then applied to experimental measurements on thin Kapton samples penetrated by an
electron beam. ieasurements at high bias were matched in the model by an appropriate
choice for the trap-modulated electron mobility (I' a 7 x 10"15 n2 /V-g). A frac-
tional split between front and rear currents measured at zero bias is explained on
the basis of bems-scattering.

The effects of carrier-enhanced conductivity (CW) on data obtained for thiok,
free-surface Kapton samples is described by using an analytical model that incorpo-
rates field injection of carriers from the RC.-region. The oomputer code, LICuBnDIG,
modified for carrier transport, is also used to predict partial penetration effects
associated with cn in the unirradiated region. Experimental currents and surface
voltages, when incorporated in the appropriate models, provide a value for the trap-
modulated mobility (u, = 3-7 x 10-15 m2/V-S) that is in essential agreement with the
RIC results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical studies rep)rted here were undertaken to establish carrier
models for the proper interpretation of experimental data. These studies provide
conductivity formulae for thin (ref. 1) and thick Kapton (rof. 1,2) samples in
electron beams. ("Thinu here refers to sample thickness smaller than or comparable
to the electron range, "thick" refers to sample thickness larger than the electron
range.)

The thin-Kapton experiments were designed to evaluate the RIC by subjecting a
biased sample with metallised surfaces to a penetrating electron beam and measuring
the currents from the front surface (beam side) and rear surface (substrate side)*
in tim thick-Kapts• experiments, the front surface was not metallised but was free to
float at a surface potential determined by the balance of inaident, baakecatter,

*This paper is based on work performed under the sponsorship and technical direction
of the International Telecommunications Satellite organization (ZIt11W&T). views
expressed are not necessarily those of INTWAKAT.
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seooadary.• d conduc0inm currents. be *2ick-rapton experiments were designed to
me*ure secoandary yields from the Ofree' surface and enhanced bulk onduotivity, the
lattor characterising the nonpenetrated region (comprising rost of the mple thick-
ness). Ibe enhanement results from the presence of additional carriers supplied
from the irradiated region. The modeling of the CE and of the RIC is the goal of
the present study.

-1. pADI&TZOu-INDUm COUDUCUVITY

Blectron-hole pairs peoduced by energetic electrons penetrating a dielectric
sample sandwidhed between metal plates can recombine or separate to become negattve
and positive free carriers** 2bess carriers undergo one of three ultimate gatess

a. While free, they can exit the sample by "drifting" under the influence of an
electric field (applied plus space charge) or by "diffusing" (random walk) to one of
the plates.

b. They can 'fall into" (be captured by) a deep trap (localised state) with
energy, well below the free *electron level. This process effectively immobilizes
thou, but their presence contributes to the space charge.

0. "m~y can vanish by recombining with an already captured immobile carrier of
the opposite sign, also eliminating the trapped carrier.

Mate (b) can be modified by the thermal release (Odetrapping') of the trapped
carrier. So probability of detrapping depends on temperature, electric field, and
trap energy, A free carrier can undergo a series of trapping and detrapping events
(*ore probable with shallow traps than with deep traps) until it is eliminated by
fate (a) or fate (b) above. rate (a) can also include recombination with a free car-
riot of the opposite sign, but this option is much loss probable than recombination
with the much more numerous trapped carriers. The notation used in this study is
defined as follows,

p, n a concentrations of free holes and free electrons
PI' naT - conentrations of trapped holes and electrons
Dp, Dn a diffusion coefficient. for free holes and electrons

H, 0 - mobilities for free holes and oloctrons
R•i 12 * recombination coefficient. (cm 3 /s) for free holes with trapped

electrons and free electrons with trapped holes
PT# *it c oncentrations of neutral hole traps and neutral electron traps

2 - electric field intensity
* electric potential

Sam magnitude of electron or hole oharg4
O a production rate of electron-hole pairs (par unit volume) associated

with ionisation dose rate (0')
H - deposition rate of injected carriers (excess charge assumed her* to

be electrons only)
C - dielectric permittivity

TW'terms "hole" or "positive free carrier" used here do not necessarily convey the
sam meaning as in semiconduotor theory. "boy denote temporally stable positive
charge mites; in some dielectrics, this uncompensated positive charge is ora likely
than a negative charge site to migrate.
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Tp, tn - sman lifetime* of free holes and electrons in the conduction band
(i.e., time interval between introduction and trapping or "trapping
times*)

÷, I-.- swan lifetimes of trapped holes and elactrons (i.e., time between
trapping and release or "detrapping times")

Pp, 1n w fluxes of holes and electrons
Jp, On - current densities of holes and electrons (J - OF).

The transport auid Poisson eqxations are set up in standard fashion (ref. 3-6)
with appropriate boundary conditions and approximations made to help solve the system
of differential equations. The complete formulation is given in reference 7.

In our preliminary work on Xapton, we made the following simplifications to more
easily understand the carrier kinetics. One simplification is the use of a steady-
state solution. We also assume that the holes are instantly trapped (and not re-
leased) and that the electrons are not deeply trapped (at most, shallowly trapped and
detrapped). Thus, the electrons may be considered quasi-free, but the trapping/
detrapping effects inhibit their motion, which is described by replacing the true
mobility p by a much smaller "trap-modulaOsd" effective mobility p'. This leads to
the following system of equations (ref. 7)t

p - nT * 0 (no holes or deeply trapped electrons) (1)

"afp
- - 0 (no hole migration) (2)

Dx

G
PT * - (trapped hole profile) (3)

nR2

-- - H (electron flux gradient) (4)

ax

d2 V e
- - - (n - pT) (5)

dx 2  C

We define E - -dV/dx and arrive at the expression

AT --- E - Pe - + + - - - 0 (6)
a dx 2  dx C '2

The first term is associated with electron diffusion, the second with electron drift,
the third with electron deposition, and the fourth with space charge. These equa-
tions may be solved by numerical integration, subject to boundary conditionst

n - 0 at x - 0 and L (diffusion boundary condition)
V - 0 at x - L (grounded substrate)
V - VA at x - 0 (applied bias voltage)
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If injection occurs, one of the latter two conditions above is replaced by a pre-
scribed value of dV/dx at the injection contact.

The method of solving differential equations (5) and (6) used here employs an
iterative process. Enforcement of the above boundary conditions is accomplished by
starting at x - 0 with initial values n - 0 and V = VA, and with estimated values of
dn/dx and dV/dx. The differential equations are then stepped to x - L with the in-
tention of hitting n - 0 and V = 0 there as the "target" values. If these targets
are not hit, we start again at x - 0 with readjusted values for dn/dx and dV/dx. If
injection occurs, the initial or target conditions are suitably modified. This pro-
cedure is implemented in the computer code PECK. Under most conditions, the task of
cchieving the "converged" solution is not trivial, since there are two free starting
variables. The solutions obtained, however, provide insight into the excess charge
and electric fields in an irradiated dielectric.

III* APPLICATION OF THE RIC NVDEL TO THE THIN-KAPTON EXPERIMENT

This section presents an implementation of the trapped-hole RIC model, sample
solutions, and a comparison of the model with experimental results.

The collected currents in the RIC experiment described below (and in ref. 1)
were not symmetric with respect to applied bias. Therefore, the conductivity in-
ferred from these data was found to be polarity dependent. Moreover, at zero bias,
the rear current was observed to be larger than the front current. (This possibility
had been predicte. theoretically for sufficiently high-beam energies by Oliveira and
Gross (ref. 8), and was seen in experiments on mica by Spear (ref. 9). Oliveira and
Gross predicted total current collection at the rear contact when the beam voltage
exceeded 35 keV. Aris et al. (ref. 10) considered the Oliveira and Gross theory as
well as the Spear experiments, but they did not address the question of why they dif-
fer on the %,-.7r-front current split. The question is resolved in this study: the
current split is associated with the degree of beam-scattering in the sample. The
polarity dependence found in the RIC experiment is also explained here, by consider-
ing carrier injection, internal fields, and spatially varying conductivities.

A. Experimental Data for Thin Kapton Samples (6.4 n)

Figures 1 and 2 show variations in the front and rear current densities, J' and
J2, with varying net incident beam currents for fixed biases (±196 V and ±45 V)
applied to the front surface. Here, 4 denotes the beam current density, less the

•backscatter and secondary emission from the front surface. This can also be con-
sidered the net beam current entering the sample. The beam energy is 28 keV. Elec-
trons moving toward the right are considered positive current. The superscript
denotes the sign of the bias that has been applied to the front contact (number 1).
Since J 1 and J 2 can exceed JB, a source of electrons other than the beam must be
invoked.

B. Primary Current and Deposition Curves from
Theoretical Transport Model

By the uroe of a Monte Carlo transport code, tabulations were made of the parti-
cle and energy fluxes, which were then fitted as analytic functions of depth and net
incident energy (ref. 1). The curve shown `n figure 3 is the percentage of incident
flux F vs depth x. This percentage is normalized to represent the fraction of a
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SnhA/orm2 28-koV incident beau that has penetrated to depth x in the sample. At the

surface (x - 0), the value is 0.934, the fraction o.o66 having been lost to back-
scatter. (The secondary emission has been ignored here since it is negligible for a

high-energy beau.) The primary flux falls off monotonically to 0.023 at 6.4 is.

Figure 4 shows the dose rate (W') in reds vs depth# obtained from the derivative

of the energy flux an a function of x (not shown), and the excess-charge deposition

rate (H) obtained from the derivative of the primary flux shown in figure 3. These

two functions are similar to those plotted by Natsuoka at al. (raf. 11) in normalised

form. The average and peak values of G' are 2,900 and 3,700 rad/s, respectively.

The average and peak valuo* of H are 0 14 and 0.21 nA/wm, respectively. (Here, G'

denotes dome rate, while G denotes pair production or generation rate.)

C. Parameters of the Model

In t•w preliminary solutions of equations (5) and (6) that follow, for sim-

plicity, ognstant values of 0' and H, 2,900 rad/s and 0.16 nA/Mm, respectively, have

been assumed, The assumed constant deposition function H corresponds to a pene-

trating flux that decreases linearly wi.th depth (extreme scattering), which helps in

"making analytical approximations. The following poramoters were also used to model

the experiment in the PICK code:

L - thickness w 6.4 x 10-6 a - 6.4 V"
kT/e at room temperature o 25 mV 'W
JS - nominal beam current - 10-5 A/m2 0 1 nA/m2

(FB f flux - 6.25 x 1013 eleoctrons/m 2 8s)

c - permittivity a 3.4¢0 w 3.4 x 0.8G4 x 10-11
S3.0 x 10-11 /m"n rate 3 x 1/0711/013-4

pair generation rate - 3 x 10 1 /m 3 -s

-3 x 101 5 /cm3 -s
R2 recombination coefficient for free electrons

with trapped holes a 10-13 m3/0 - 10-7 Om 3 /s

mobility - variable (in e2 /V-s).

The generation rate is based on our own transport calculations and on values

found in the literature. for a 28-keV bea" of current density, I nA/cm2 , a ,ean dome

rate of 2 900 rad/s in the 6.4-Mm Kapton ample was calculated. For a density of

1.43 g/mS3, this dose rate translates to 2.6 x 1017 eV/cm3-U. Now, choosing the

energy per hole-electron pair (ref. 12) to be 100 eV yields a - 2.6 x 1015 pairs/am
3-

s. Rounding this to 3 x 1015 pairo/cm3-s yields the value also used by Hughes for a

s1e 2 photooonduCtion problem (ref. 4,5). The recombination coefficient is taken to

be R2 - 70- CN3/so hence, p/R 2 - 3.0 x 102 2/oa 6 - 3.0 x 1034 /m6.

IV. PRILZIINARY SOLUTIO8 W30K TH RAPP2D-HOLu RIC NWRL

A. Zero Bias and Excess (Marge Deposition

To gain experience and test the results, the computer model was tested for the

simplest cases first, The first set of conditions included the use of oonstant a

and N, no carrier injection from the contacts, and sero bias. Figure 5 illustrates

the results under these conditions. The average excess electron concentration, n,

exceeds the trapped hole concentration, and a negative potential, V, results inside

the dielectric. The symmetry seen in fig. 5 is to be expected with the above

condi tionis.
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A series of runs was carried out, varying the value of mobility. p, For

U > 0686 x 10-8 mO/V-s, the excess electron population drains until a positive poten-
tial within the dieleotric establishes equilibrium with the incident electron beam.
For , < 0.o8 x 10-8 a!2 V-s, a negative internal potential (fig. 5) develeype to posh
out enough electrons to establish equilibrium with the boas-deposited electrons. As
will be seen later, values of 1 are much less than 10-8 m2 /V-s, so that a significant
negative potential is expected within the bulk of a dielectric in an electron beam.
This negative internal peitential would prevent injection of electrons *,-om the con-
tact* into the dielectric. Our assumption of immobile hole@ prevents hole injection.

The electron fluxes, P for the primary flux from the beam, FPD for the diffusion
+ drift fluX, and FF P + FDD) provide a 50-SO split in the front and back con-
tact currents 2ill ' " - No change in-beam current density .J or in carrier
mobility will alter this balance. However, a change in the shape of a and/or H will
affect it. If R shifts, depositing more charge in the rear of the film, the back .
current, J2, will increase. If 0 shifts so that deposited energy, ionization, and
conductivity is increased in the front half of the film, the front current, J 1 , will
increase. Both shifts are necessary to bring the model into closer agreement with
the experimental conditions (depicted in fig. 4). Since the results of these shifts
are in opposition, the relative importance of 0 and H are indicated by the experi-
mental data showing IJ21 > IJ1I1. If a nonlinear (cubic) form for H is used to better
approximate the actual value from the 28-key beam, the resultant distributions
(charge, potential, and so on) will be similar in shape and maqnitude to the linear
case. Hownver, an asymmetry sufficient to cause a 66/34-percent split botween the
back/front contact currents occurs. (The no-scattering approximation, which assizAes
no charge deposition except at the end of range, provides for total uurront collos-
tivoa at the back contact with sufficiently hiqh-beam energies, as described in
ref. 8.)

In the sero-bias case, the internal potential established by H is more important
than the conductivity created by a, but as bias is applied, the situation changes.
The field 691 an applied bias can exceed that generated by the trapped charge Lxsult-
ing from H. hs the externally applied field gets larger, the conductivity provided
by 0 has thQ greatest effect on the internal potential profiles and, therefore, on
the current distribution.

The ret current out of a film (JII"+ I2I) must equal the total current tnto
the film (4;) if no bias is applied. The shapes of 0 and H will alter the relative
currents to the two contacts (U1 and vi . Only if a bias is applied and injection of
carriers from one or both contacts ocC;rS can either J1 or J2 exceed J•.

Be20- Bias and ExcesseChar" Dguition

Eperimental results of the penetrating electron bams on a thin Kapton In with
a bias voltage (2196 V) applied (fig. 1) showed that all currents exceeded the beam
current Yi, awd therefore that injection of am form or another must be invoked, A
ooqmIter fit ws made to the experimental data with our simplified sodel (H and
R3 cOstant), with high carrier injection from the contacts assumed, and with a +200 V
bias applied to the front surface. The beam current deposited into the film was
I3' w 1 nA/om2 ; from Figure 1, J! and J2 are -4.4 and 3.4 nhA/c 2 , respectively.,

""he resualts of the fit are shown in figure 6. The high electron concentration
adjacent to the negative contact extends into the bulk of the film and dominates the
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beam-deposited charge through much of the dielectric. The effective nobility neoes-
4.. Mary to fit the model results to experimental results was y' a 7 x 10-15 *2/V-a.

This value must be considered crude because the model did not match the experimental
conditions walli some constants [R 2 and G from eq. (5)] are values for Si021 and the
injection represented is an extreme. Despite simplification of the model, some use-
ful predictions can be "ade. The curvatur3 of the potential within the film reflects
the shape seen in figure 5 for the zero-bias case. At some positive bias, the slope
"of this curve is zero (dV/dx - 0) at the back contactl at some negative bias,
dV/dx - 0 at the front contact. As the bias is varied through these critical points,
the potential gradient reverses as does the current at that contact. The symmetry of
the simplifying assumptions predicts a symetry in the forward and reverse bias re-
sults of the model. However, the experimental results indicate more current flows
when negative bias is applied to the front surface than when a positive bias is
applied. The shape of a and H must therefore be important. The deposited charge and
ionization-induced conductivity are significant relative to the bias-injected charge
under the test conditions. If this is the case, when the bias voltage is reduced,
the effect$ of G and H, relative to the effects of bias magnitude and polarity,
should increase.

Co ±45-V Bias and ,xcess Charge Deposition

Experimental data are available for the lover bias situation (fig. 2). When
uompared with figur I, it is seen that at the higher beam currents, one of the
contact currents (Jj) reverses and crosses the J = 0 axis, as predicted by the model
(see above). At even lower bias voltages, .J would also be expected to cross over
the J - 0 axis. Tris crossover results from a deposited charge that establishes
fields which oppose and exceed the field created by the applied bias. Since values
of conductivity are experimentally determined from the measured currents and applied
voltages, care must be taken in dielectrics where internal fields can be reversed
(and maintained) by thn presence of excess (or trapped) charge. Assumptions about
uniform fields and conductivities in electron-beam irradiated dielectrics are only
valid under special conditions (e.go, if the been intensity is low enough, the de-
posited charge will not greatly alter the potential profile oomlEred to the effect of
the bias). In figure 2, the beam current density of 0.65 nA/can is adequate to
create a field at the back contact equal to that created by the +45-V bias on the
6.4-pu sample (hence, no current flows in this region). If no current is detected
(02 - 0) and if uniform fields are assumed, it could appear that the conductivity is
sero. Thii, is obviouwly not the case. Similarly, under different conditions, inter-
pretation c€ other effects (such as field and dose dependence) can be incorrect.

This study concludes that measurements of RIC, field-enhanced conductivity, and
dose-dependent effects are une eliable in electron beam experiments without a proper
model that reveas the internal potential profiles. Nvan irradiation with gama-rays
is a problem because of the effects of knock-on and back-scattered
e.lectrons (refs 13).

D. Discussion of RIC Results

Several important facts emerged from the interpretation and modeling of the RIC
experiment. First, injection of carriers from the contacts must be considered, at
least in Kapton with gold contacte (some materials and some contacts might not permit
injection)o Second, with so many unknowns in the model, to determin* material param-
eters, it is necessary to have as many experiments that vary the independent vari-
ables as there are unknowns to be found. Simplified computer models are very useful
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in predicting the types of effectsl however, more realistic values for G and 1. must
be inserted to obtain realistic and quantitative values for Cie material parameters
sought.

A brief recapitulation of the important factors in the model and experiment
follows.

a. Assumptions ebout mobile negative charge and deeply txapped positive charge
seen to fit the data for Kapton.

b. Depositing negative charge (with low mobility after deposition) means tiia,.
a negative potential in created in the bulk of the dielsotric.

c. With applied bias, injection of negative charge from the negative contact
into the dielectric is required to fit the data,

d. The potential profiles in a film depend on the amount of charge deposited
from the beam, injection from the contacts, local conductivity, and external bias
(fig. 4-6)0 they are seldom linear.

e. Because of nonlinearities in charge dop~aition (H), carrier generation from
energy deposition (G, which affects conductivity), and intoznal potentials, V(x),
external currents may be dominated by small regions of the dielectric, material
parameters cannot be accurately determinied without accounting for these effects.

Two additional factors help explain the experimental data; these are described
here more fully.

V, i
t. Contact currents , 1 and J2 can be broken into components J1,2 and J1,2,

which axe composed of charge from the beam and charge injected from one contact or
the othev. Figure 7 contains tv- sets of current density components Lweam generated
and bias generated) for the sbmtlified model. in cases of no applied bias, the bear-
Oe~erated-contact currents !lJ,21 are equal, since G and H are uniform. in addition,

/'01 + I72l - J1, and no Injected component is p.rsent, With upplied bias V the.
beam-generated currtnts shift so that JilI 0 lij•I but they still add up to J, In,-
jictioV currents (3i,2 are the dotted lino) flow from the negative contact an43

Ji " J21 (The convention uhed here is that posltiv,1 currents are desiribed by eloo-
t:ons moving to the right in figure 1, therefore, injected currents have the same
sign and th. beam-generated currents have opp~si1te~signu. ~The t~tal contact cur-
rents are the sums of the componenta a - J1 + 3 I i2 -- J' + 2 . Figuire 7 shows
the results of no bias applied and negative nias applied to the front (number 1)
contact. Because of the fssumptions, 0he same positive bias applied to the front
contact would result in 7 - -P a~d 2- -I .

Figure 8 shows the aompo~ent culrent* for a soallor pos4v bias. The neqative
values of the current sums -J1 a -(J 1 + 31) and -"2 - -(J2 + 3J) arj displayed to
make comparison with figures 1 and 2 easier. The reason for the -J2 crossover may be
easily seen fro* the &ýmation of its components, Again, reversing the hias polarity
provides 4j " 42 and J2 - JT for this simplified model,

The condition I=Yl + ti.l " i' requires that IJI 21 < Ji. Figure 7 illustrates
the basis for defining bias-dominated and beam-dominaged regionsý At a giveni bias,
low-beam currents do not significantly alter the applied fields. However, with high-
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beam or-trents, the deposited charge generates fields greate-t than those from the
appl.ied bias, at which point, charges also flow toward the negative contact and the
dielectric becnmes beam dominu~ted (fig. 8). 1

The total current density curves in figures 7 and 3d are symmetric with positive
an6 negative applied bias. Experimental resultw in f'gures 1 and 2, however, do not
display this symmetry. The asymmetry seen in those figures is a result of nonuni form
ionization and charge deposition profiles (G awwd 1P in f67.* 4). Part of the effect
result* from the higher back~ cr~tact current (IS~I > clat zero bias), which will
make JJ_ > 41 and Jill > J21 However, differences ob~aerved in the experiment&'
data are too great to be explained by this e~ffct alone. An important additional
effect involves the field injection of ch.Arge into the vidgion of lowor ionizatiol
near the back contact, To account for the experimental results, more electronc must
flow from the irradiated bulk (uhder~ nelativo front bias) than L~om the metallic
conatact (under positive front biia). The dot& base Ao r.*t adequate to d~tormine if
the difiererice is dominated b~y different field strength* in Cis injejtion region

* ~(with bias reversal) or ht differant charg.-rtloase mechanisras (irradiatp'5 dielectric
vs me'. A' contact).

g.The arp~aent Me'turation of in~ ection curreant. (fig. 7 and t4) is attvibvi ad
primarily to a change from an n to an k11/2 depandence of conductivity with an in-'
ocrAsinq team curront (ref. 12).

With iacreasing cartier genoration, the principal loss mechaniuiu of alectrons
t1han~oo from shallow traps to recombilnation with trapped hcle. (rat, 12). Other
effects, which make an actual deteraiviation of conduct~tvity dependence-on-dose verb
difficult, are reduced carrie" generation near the rear cantiact (when the roal beam
profile is usedl mee fig. 4) and the injection olf carritrs into this tegjion from the
rear contact or from t~ho bulk of the ditlactric4, The fact the~t the observvd v'ol-
looted currents are hig~her when a negative voltage is applied to the frc...t contact.
than when a positive voltage is applied suggists the possibility that Lihjection from
an irradiated region of the dielectric to greater than that from a ma'dllic contact.

V. CARRIER-JENHtANCD COk4DUcTrlVITY STUDIES - PARTIAL PWHMAIONS

Corrier-enhanced covductivity (eCW) is almost a tautologio&1 jptrese, sr.nce all
conductivity requires carriers and any increase in carrier concentration will inhanve
conductivity. Ra~diation-induced conduictivity, field-enhanceid conductivity, and
thermally-stimulated conductivity are all forms of' increased conducti2vity resulting
from increasad carrier concentrations. However, we reserve the phrase "carrier-
enhanced conductivitzy" for specific cases In which extra carriern are introduced from
a conteat or from an adjacent irradiated (RIC) region* Because if space charge
limitations, we assume that the number of extra carriers injected from a metal con-
tact or from a RIC region is not large enough'to alter the carrier mobility or to
deviate from a shallow-trap controlled dependence (that is, recombination vith posi-
ti';e trappud charge can be neglected). The main reason that this small number of
carriers may be important is that in high field regions, conductivities may be very
low after enough time has elapsed to drain free or easily excited oarrioi.c frqm the

.7, dielectric. Unless external charge or ionizing radiation are introduced to provide
more carriers, the conductivity of a dielectric in a field can decrease by orders cof
magnitude in a few hours. in the previous section, wvs discugsed dielectric* with
varriers introduced nonuniformly by ioniuing radiation. The effects of charge in-
jection from contacts or isigration of charge from adjacent, heavily ionized region*
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were observed in the less heavily ionized regions. Such effects are probably even
more important in regions of low free-carrier concentrations (for example, nonirradi-
ated or high field regions).

TWo approaches were used to study the C3C problem affecting conduction in the
unirradiated region. In one approach, the LWPCHARGE computer program, capable of
treating fixed front-surface biases and carrier kinetics, was applied to partial
penetrations of thin-Kapton samples and compared with experimental results (ref. 7).
In the other approach, an analytical model with field injection from the RIC region
was used to determine mobility in the unirradiated region (ref. 14). Additional
results from both approaches are discussed below.

A. LWPCHARGE Code Rasults for Partial Penetrationo

Carrier kinetics were included in the code by assuming the conductivity to be
-)pJ, wher Di' is the mobility and p is the excess-charge density deposited by the
primaxy beam. 'lt.erefore, the drift contribution to the current is determined by
Aultiplying this c'-nduotivity by the electric field intensity. Diffusion was
neglected (as in ref. 3). The dose and excess charge deposition rates were computed
by using the Monte Carlo transport code (ref. 1) as in figure 4.

1M,.3 following partial penetration results were obtained for the 6.4-wm thin
Kapton, uting I nA/cm2 beams of energies 5, 10, 15, 20, and 28 keV, with zero bias on
tht sample. The mobility was assumed to be p' - 10"15 m2/V-g.

For each beam energy, table I shows th6 range, substrate current J2, potential
minimum V,. position X. of the minimum, and the approximate time scale foi the tran-
sient. We sea that the substrate current becomes significant when the range is
greater than about half the sample thickness. (This "threshold effect" is in accord
with the literature.) The potential minimum becomes deeper as deeper penetration
occurs but starts to weaken after the sample has been penetrated. Its position
progresses from zero to the midpoint of the sample with increasing beam energy. The
time scale for establishing equilibrium is longest for the low-energy beam (about
2,0000 O)p the time diminiphes as the beam energy (and depth of penetration)increases. "'•{-

Experimental results of electron beams on 6.4-wa Kapton (normalized to 1 nA/cm2

incident beam vurrents, assuming proportional scaling for small differences in beam
current) are shown in table 2. (Comparing these results with those of table 1 indi-
cates close agreement of J2 in the case of penetr:ating beam (28 keY) and poor agree-
ment in oases of the lover energy beams. However, the choice of u' - 10-15 m2/V-s in
the computer model is probably low bý a factor of three (as seen in the next sewtion)
to seven (as seen in Subsection IV 9). -" mobility is increased by a factor of
three, the current J2 collected ^t the back contac'.. in the 15-keV case should also
increase in magnitude, thereby coming into closer agreement with the experimental
valuA (-0.12 nA/c0 2 ). Ths time scales should be reduced by nearly a factor of
three (ref. 6), and the resulting -900- and 300-s theoretical values are in much
closer agroement witJi the 400- and 175-a eoxarimental values for 15- and 28-koV
beams, respectively. af the higher value of khibility (ul - 7 x 10-15 m2 /V-s) is
used, the calculated results are even closer to the experimental results.

The fact that the model (if p' - 3-7 x 10-15 m2 /V-s) is in such close agreement
with experimental results, even without a iffusion contribution of carriers to the
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IY
unirradiated region, indicates that (at least for low beam current densities) dif-
fusion may be unimportant compared to the field-assisted drift of charge from the
irradiated region. Befnre this statement can be confirmed, more comparison with
experimental data, a better modeling of the mobile carrier concentration in the RIC
reqion (to include ionization from the beam), and a successful incorporation of a
diffusion term into the model must be carried out. However, in contrast to semi-
conductors (for whioh diffusion is significant), the diffusion of carriers in di-
electrics should be small compared to the drift field injection, since free carrier
concentrations and mobility are extremely low in dielectrics. Since field injection
dominates diffusion and since diffusion could only have an effect in a charge-
depleted region %that is, in a strong field region where field injection is more
important), charge diffusion in dielectrics might reasonably be neglected.

B. Analysis of Thick Kapton Samples

In the thin Kapton samples analyzed above, the conduction processes are domin-
ated by radiation-induced conductivity, with space-charge effects playing a lesser
role. However, in beam irradiation experiments performed on 127-um Kapton sam-
ples (ref. 2) (which are thick compared to the range of 2 to 18 keV electrons--a few
microns), the RIC region is thin compared to the nonirradiated region. In these
samples, the properties of the nonirradiated region are expected to control the cur-
rant voltage characteristics of these materials.

adlowsky and Hazelton (ref. 14). have recently analyzed the experimental results
of Hazelton et al. (ref. 2) and Adamo et al. (ref. 15) in light of space-charge-
limited flow models, a field-enhanced conductivity model (Poole-Frenkel effect),
Sohottky barrier models, and a combination of Poole-Frenkel conduction and space-
charge-limited currents. The classical expression

g 29 V2 •

Js - -(7)
8 L3

for the space-charge-limited current through a dielectric sample appears to properly
represent the functional dependence observed by Adamo et al. (ref. 15) for current
flow between biased electrodes in an unirradiated sample. For an irradiated sample,
equation (7) can be made to fit the experimental current-voltage results only if an
order of magnitude variation in the value of the mobility is made (ref. 14).
Yadlowsky and Hazelton (ref. 14) also found that the current voltage dependence can
be represented by the other models mentioned above, but not satisfactorily. For
example, in each case, a nonphysical beam energy dependence for the dielectric per-
mittivity, e, had to be assumed to obtain a functional fit. In addition, the value
of the permittivity required to fit the data was five to six times the accepted value'
in some cases. These results led to the conclusion that these models are unsatis.
factory in their usual forms, However, satisfactory results were obtained using -.
modified version of the space-charge-limited current model (ref. 14).

In the usual form of this model, the field is assumed to be zero at the injec-
tion plane. The new model allow3 the field I*o have a finite value, E0 , at the
virtual injection electrode, which is taken to be the point at which the primary beam
current vanishes. Relatively good fits were obtained with a simplified version of
this model, emphasizing the Importance of including injection electrode effects in
the analysis. This model accounts for beam energy dependence effects in a natural
way and explains the difference between the Adamo et al. (ref. 15) biased electrode
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./..
measurements, for which injection occurs at the metal contact, and the irradiated
dielectric studies, for which injection occurs from an ionized region of the di-
electric. Measurements and analysis are required to deterimine whether space-charge
effects in the injection region or *4.eld-enhanced conductivity in the unirradiated
region dominate the charge transport process in the bulk of the dielectric.

Experimental results were used to determine values of the injection fields
E0 (ref. 14). These values, in turn, were used here to calculate values for the
trap-modulated mobility p'. Table 3 displays both sets of values for beam energies
of 8, 12, 16, and 18 keV. The values of M' in table 3 suggest computer input values
of p' in Subsection V B. For consistency, the computer model (with the new value of
u') should also predict the values of E0 deduced from the experiment results.

C. Discussion of CEC Results

To understand the experimental results of a nonpenetrating electron beam in-
cident on Kapton samples, it is necessary to invoke field-assisted injection of
carriers from the irradiated region into the nonirradiated region. An analytical
space-charge limited model, with a nonvanishing field at the injtction plane (the
edge of the irradiated region) has provided results consistent with both experimental
data and a preliminary computer carrier model. The conditions under which space-
charge limited flow occurs (for example, free carrier density inadequate to neutral-
ize injected carriers) must be investigated. A comparison of other experimental
results with the present computer model will provide better material parameters and
will indicate where modifications to the model and to the space-charqe limited cur-
rent theory are required. At early times in a charging experiment, free carriera3 in
the dielectric bulk may be too numerous for space-charge limitations to occur. On
the other hand, if field injection from an irradiated region (greater than from a
metal contact if our RIC results are valid) is high enough, the injected carriers may
dominate all other carrier sources.

Comparison of Kaptoui with different materials such as %eflon (in which field-
injected electrons would compete with the more mobile holes) or with ceria-doped-
miurosheet (in which the high concentration of free carriers resulting from the
cerium ions could prevent space-charge limiting) would be very useful in tostinq the
present theory and model.

VI. IMPLICATIONS OF THIS WORK

The use of penetrating beams on a thin, metallized dielectric establishes con-
ditions that are closely analogous to those in the RIC region of a nonpenetrated
dielectric. For instance: a I nA/cm2 beam of 28 keY electrons penetrating a 6.4-w.
dielectric film dsposits nearly 45 mW/cm3 throughout the sample. On the other hand,
a nonpenetrating 1-nA/cm2 beam inciient on a free surface dielectric will charge that
xurface to withik? approximately 2 keV of the beam energy (at which point secondary
emission bal.~uces the incident beam)* If most of the 2 keV per electron is deposited
in the first 0.2 Um, the deposited power density is 100 mVW/o3. The dose rate in,
and therefore the conductivity of the two regions will be vory similar. The de-
posited oxceas charge density will be greater in tho 0.2-M layer, but because the
distance the excess charge must travel before removal from the layer is less in the
thin layer than in the thin film (<0.2 pm vs <3.2 um), the current densities (and
perhaps the potuntial profiles) should also be similar.
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The electric field at the back contact of * thin dielectric with its front con-
tact biased to +45 V and J9 a 0.65 nA/cm2 in figure 2 is zero. This back contact
corresponds to the zero field region in 'the RIC volume near the nonirradiated portion
of a thick dielectric. This area of the RIC region, then, is equivalent to an elec-
trode in the RiC region. The positively biased front contact of a thin .ietallized
film corresponds to the carrier sink of an irradiated Kapton sample free surface, for
which sacondary emission removes surface electrons. Changing the bias on this front
contact ýfor a fixed beam current) varies the position of the zero field region.
This change permits the RIC region to be probed, allowing a more ar!urate determina-
tion of its material parameters. Other conditions may need to be established for
Teflon, in which holes are the majority carrier and for which the irradiated surface
(Nnen positive) is therefore an injecting electrode. Materials in which both holes
and electrons have comparable mobility or in which conditions are other than those
assumed here for Kapton, must be examined in a similar manner to determine the appro-
priate experiments for establishing material parameters.

Because of nonuniformities in fields and potentials in the RIC region, and be-
cause of their strong dependence on changes in beam current density and external
applied bias (corresponding to changes in the experimental conditions of a non-
penetrating beam experiment), incorrect values for material parameters and even for
functional dependence (in both irradiated and nonirradiated regions) are likely to be
inferred unless a computer model is used to unravel the problem. Many conclusion,
from past work are suspect for this reason, or, if correct, they may not pertain to
conditions that are applicable to dielectric discharges. Although the data may be
good, it must be reevaluated in many cases. Such problems account for many of the
deviations observed in experimentally determined parameters (such a. dome dependence
of conductivity, and so on). Future work must be carried out only after careful
study of the conditions to be simulated and after testing of a model to correctly
interpret the results.

Once appropriate models are tested and true irradiated material parameters are
evaluated, a more valid assessment of breakdown conditions and probability can be
made. Variation of material and beam parameters in the computer model can then be
used to determine the best means of preventing discharge conditions.

VII. SUMMARY

Although experimental measurements of RIC are available, it is still necessary
to use a theoretical mrndel to correctly interpret them. A model for RIC is described
here, based on steady-state solutions of general kinetic equations for electrons and
holes. An assumption i. mrde that the holes are instantaneously trapped into deep
tri ps, while thr electrons hop from shallow trap to shallow trap and are described as
quasi-free with a lowered 3'trap-modulated" effective mobility. This simplifies the
description of the system to the Poisson equation plus a single transport eq'ation
for the electrons. Parameters required by the model include mobility, pair genera-
tion rate, and excess-charge deposition rate.

Raw data on a 6.4-lm sample of Kapton, taken at *196-V and :45-V bias penetrated
by a 28-keY incident electron beam energy, are considered for interpretation, Of
prior concern was the approximately 60-40 split of the rear and front currents ob-
served at zero bias. Moreover, the experimental values inferred for the RIC are
polarity dependent. However, the present model can explain the 60-40 split at zero
bias, by appropriate choices of dose and excess charge deposition profiles, and by a
particular choice of mobility, can match thte experimental currents under bias.
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Injection at the cathode contact is required to allow matching of the experi-
mental currents. Under conditions of high injection, the shapes of the electron con-
centration and potential are monotonic and no strong fields are present (fig. 6).
The man value of the *1C turns out to be consistent with values in the literature.
The polarity dependence of the experimentally observed currents is explained in terms
of spatial variations in charge deposition, internal conductivities, and fields.

The problem of partial penetrations is also considered. The LSIPCHARGS code,
including carrier kinetics, was used to describe C=C effects. Transient solutions
were obtained for partial penetrations of the thin-Kapton sample with bean voltages
lese than 2 kW. Significant rear currents were predicted when the penetration depth
was half the thickness (threshold effects). For low bean voltage,, the transient time
is very long. As the bean voltage increases, the transient time decreases and the
(negative) potential minimum deepens, until full penetration is achieved. The aero-
bias, rear-front current split is calculated to be 63-37.

Field extraction of charge from the RIC region to assumed in a space-charge
limited current model to interpret experimental results obtained on thick (5-mil)
Kapton samples with a free front surfaoe. From our various models, an inferred value
of effective mobility (u' a 3-7 x 10" 1 S 02/V-$), which is consistent with the litera-
ture, has been obtained for both RZC and CIC regions.
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Table 1. Partial Penetrations at Zero inaen

.nergy Range J2 VN XM Time scale
(koV) (0) (,./,R2) (V) (10) (a)

5 0.4 -6 x 10-5 -2 0.4 2 x 104

10 1.4 -3 x 10-3 -11 1.2 3.400
1.1 2.0 -0.042 -30 2.2 2,500

20 4.4 -0.1 -45 2.8 700
28 1 6.4 -0.63 -31 3.0 700

Table 2. fzperimental Results for
1 nP/aM2 gZectron hams on

6.4 wm Kapton

mean Onergy J2 Tim
(keV) ("J/= 2 ) scoale

15 -0.12 400
26 -0.46 175

26 -0.61 175
A -I

Table 3. Blectrichal Parameters for
Thick Irradiated Kapton

(kev) (V/CM) (M2/V-s)

a 4.7 x 10 5  3.1 x 10"15
12 5.2 x 105 2.8 x 10-1S

16 3.7 x 105 4.3 x 10"15
16 2.8 x 105 1.9 x 10"15

Average 4.0 :k 1.2 x 105 3.1 k 1.2 x 10-15
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A SIMPLE MODEL OF ELECTRON BEAR INITIATED DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN*

B. L. Beer%, R. E. Daniell, and T. N. Delmer
Beers Associates. Inc.
Reston, Virginia 22090

We have developed a steady state model which describes the internal charge
distribution of a planar dielectric sample exposed to a uniform nlectron beam. The
model includes the effects of charge deposition and ionization of the beam, separate
trap-modulated mobilities for electrons and holes, electron-hole recombination, and
pair production by drifting thermal electrons. If the incident beam current is
greater than a certain critical value (which depends on sample thickness as well as
other sample properties), the steady state solution is non-physical. We interpret
this to mean that above the critical beam current, the sample breaks down.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a simple model of a beam charging experiment. The
motivation for the model is the need to understand low voltage breakdown such as
that which occurs in dielectric material exposed to the radiation environment of
space (ref, 1). Our approach to the problem is motivated by the work of O'Dwyer
(ref. 2) on high voltage breakdown.

The model configuration is shown in figure 1, and it As assumed to have reached
a steady state. A pair of infinite grounded plates are separated by an infinite,
homogeneous dielectric, and a spatially infinite electron beam is incident on the
arrangement normally, through one of the plates. The beam causes ionization at one
rate, I, and deposits electrons at a second rate, S. The fact that these rates are
constant forces the solution to the problem to have symmetry about the centerplane
between the plates. All variables are eithei symmetric ar anti-symmetric about this
plaue. The problem considered here is simple, but sign conventions must be handled
carefully to avoid confusion.

We take current to be positive when it is directed toward the right.
Consequently, an electron beam traveling to the right represents negative current
which we denotS by JB' Since the beam is losing electrons at the rate S
(electrons cm-as'-), the magnitude of JB is decreasing but

Sa eS > 0 (1)
dx

where e is the magnitude of the electronic charge. Because of the build up of
negative charge, the electric field (E) is positive (i.e., directed toward the

*Supported by USAF contract; F29601-82-C-(023
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right) in the left half of the dielectric (0 < x < L/2), vanushe.3 at the midplane,
and is negative in the right half of the dielectric. The electrons and holes
produced by the beam drift under the influence of the electric field. We denote the
resulting conduction current by JC. The total current io the sum of the beam
current and the conduction current. In steady state, conservation of charge
requires

d (JB + JC). 0 (2)
dx

Since JC has the same symmetry properties as E, the solution of equations (1)
and (2) is

Jc (I - 2x/L) eSL/2 (3)

For the geometry as we have defined it, this solution is independent of the
ionization rate I, the mobilities of the charged species, and all other parameters
except sample thickness and electron deposition rate.

ELECTRON AND HOLE BEHAVIOR

The conduction current is the sum of the electron and hole currents which are
defined in the usual manner:

Jn - ne vn - nepnE (4)

ip - pevp, m peppE()

where n and p are the electron and hole densities, vn and vp are the
electron and hole drift velocities, and pni and pp are the trap modulated
mobilities of electrons and holes. The electron and hole currents have the same
symmetry properties as JC and E. Because of the symmetry of the problem, we
will consider only the left helf of the dielectric (0 < x < L/2). In this case,
only JB, vn, and p (the net charge density) are negative. E, Jn,
jp, n, and p are all positive.

With the use of equations (1) - (5), one variable can be expressed in terms of
the others. Solving for p results in

p - Mnn/Pp + (1 - 2x/L)SL/(2Emp) > 0 (6)

Transport equations can be written for electrons and holes_
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_(nvn) vn + (I + S) -knp (7)
dx

L(pVp) =Yn + I - knp (8)
dx I

where k is the recombination rate and V is the collision ionization coefficient.
Because of equation (6) the equation for holes (eq. 8) is redundant. There is no
time derivative because of the assumption of steady state, so the gradient of the
electron flux is equal to the three source and sink terms on the right. Note that
each unsigned term on the right-hand side of equation (7) is positive: the first
term is the avalanche (i.e., collision ionization) term, the second is the beam
ionization and charge deposition, and the third is recombination.

The only other equation needed is that for the electric field:

dE/dx - t(p - n)e (9)

where t is the dielectric constant of the sample material. The symmetry forces E(x)
n in(X) - jp(x) - 0 at x - L,'2 which are the boundary conditions.

Using equations (4) - (7), we obtain the following equation for the behavior of
the electron current*

-dJn/dx - +vJn/(PiE) + (I + S)e

+ [Jn/(einE)] 2 ekPn/pp (10)

- (1 - 2x/L) kSLJn/(2 1nPpE 2 )

None of the variables in this equatioin are negative. Therefore, in the region under
consideration, all terms on the right-hand side have the sign explicit in front of
them. The last two terms in combination are negative as in equation (6). The
equation governing the electric field is equation (9). Equation (6) can again be
used to eliminate p and equation (4) to eliminate n with the result that

dE/dx -[-G( + lip/Mn) in/(ppE)
- (1 - 2x/L) eSL/(2ppE)I/ (11)

We have adopted the form of the collision ionization term given oy reference 3:

V O molnJEJ exp( ýo/IEI) (12)

where ao has units of inverse length.
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Equations (10) and (11) are a pair of coupled ordinary differential equations
for Jn and E. They may be cast .rnto dtmensionless form by the. use of the
dimensionless variables

u - 1 2x/L (13a)

- 2J 1,/eSL (13b)

'1 - E/aE0  (13c)

and the dimensionless constants

a2 a eSL2/(4eppEo2 (14a)
ai

b ck/ePn (14b)

11 'P/n (14c)

A L/2 (14d)

a - I/S (14e)

The two equations (10) and (11) become I

dt/du - Atexp(-1/ajlrjin/q + (1 + a) - b(u _O)/,2 (15) .

dn/du [(1 + 6)91 - u]/n (16)

The boundary conditions are f(O) - n(O) - 0.

PPOPERWIES OF THE SOLUTIONS

Note that (u - t)/q is the dimensionless hole density while t/q is the

dimensionless electron density. The requirement that these two densities be
non-negative places a constraint on _

0 < u < u, for 0 < u < 1 (17)
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Any solution vhich falls outside this range is not physically meaningful.

Le- us first consider the case for which there is no collision ionization
(A = 0). Then the two equations (15) and (16) havs the solution

ý(u) - cu

n(u) - gu

where c is the solution of

(1 + 6 - b) c 2 
- [(1 + b)(1 + a) + 1 - b] c + (0 + 0) 0 0 (19)

and g is defined by

9 (1 + 6) c - 1] (20) 4

If the solution is to be physically meaningful, then c maust be less than unity. For
many situations of interest, both 6 and b are very small so that c I 1 - & where A
is much less than unity. To second order in the small quantitices 6 and b

A s 6(1 -b - b/o) (21a)

g29 -, b/o (21b)

For purposes of illustration, however, it is preferable to use values of order ( ne.

In figure 2 we show the solution for 6 - 0.5 and b - a - 1.0. The solution is
independent of a, the dimensionless electron deposition rate. B(th the electric
field and the two currents (electron and hole) are linear. The electron and hole
densities are onstant. The quantity 41 is the dimensionless potential and is
definted as

U

*(u) - 2V(x)/(aEoL) - (u)du - o (22)

0

where Vxis the electrostatic potential with V(0) mV(L) 0 0, and 00, is the
dimensiotiless potential at u - 0 (x - L/2).

In the preceding example the dimensionless electron and hole currents
(( and u - (, respectively) as well as the dimensionless electric field (q) are
independent of the dimensionless electron deposition rate (a). (Of course, the
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dimensional quantities are strongly dependent on the electron deposition rate.)
However, when A is non-zero, the collision ionization term introduces an explicit
dependence on a. Because this term is always positive, its presence causes both
dj/du and t(u) to increase. We have solved equations (15) and (16) numerically for
the same values of b, b, and a as above, but with A - 0.01. As expected, the
solution is no longer independent of a. Solutions for three values of a are shown
in figure 3. Note that for a - 4.58 both the hole current and the hole density
vanish at the electrodes. If a is increased beyond 4.58, the solution predicts
negative hole densities near the electrode. Since negative hole densities are
"physically meaning1"s, this means that there is no steady state solution for
a > 4.58. We interpret this to mean that the dielectric will break down.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a simple model of the effects of an electron beam on a
dielectric sample. We have assumed that the sample is homogeneous and that the
incident beam is spatially uniform. We have also assumed that the beam deposits
electrons uniformly throughout the sample. We have found that if the incident beam
current (or electron deposition rate) becomes larger than a critical value, there
are no steady state solutions, which we interpret to be an indication of breakdown.

We have only begun to explore the properties of this model for realistic values
of the model parameters. We anticipate that the simplicity of the model will limit
the accuracy with which it represents a real dielectric charging problem. However,
we hope that the very simplicity of the model will make it possible to thoroughly
study and understand the physical processes leading to breakdown in this idealized
case. We feel that this is an important first step in the development oý more
realistic models which take into account material ikihomogeneities (e.g., localized
defects).
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Figure 1. - Model Geometry. Electrons moving to the right produce negative
current. The beam deposits electrons uniformly throughout the sample.
These electrons drift toward the two electrodes where they return to ground.
In steady state the total current flowing to ground is equal to the differ-
ence between the transmitted beam current and the incident beam current.
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Figure 2. - Solution for no collision ionization (1 . 0), 3 m 0.5, b - , 1.0.
Total conduction current is proportional to u. The electron current (C) and
the hole current (u - g) are constant fractions of the total contiuction
current. The electron and hole densities [t/n and (u - c)'ln are also
constant, n is the dimensionless electric field, and * is the dimension-
less potential.
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Figure 3. Solutions for x 1i, a.0.5, b w 1.0, and a 1, 3.5, and4.58. When the dimensionless electron deposition rate a 4.58, the solution
gives negotive hole densities [(u - )hJnear the-electrodes. This implies
that there is no physically meaningful steady state solution, i.e., thedielectric breaks down.
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.3 SPACECRAFT ENVIROMENYAL INTERACTIONS: A JOINT AIR FORCE

AND NASA RESEARCH AND TECANOLOGY PROGRAM
I,

Charles P. Pike
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Atr Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

Carolyn K. Purvis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Le•is Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Wayne R. Hudson
Office of Aerovautics and Space Technology

NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C. 20332

A joint Air Force/NASA comprehensive research and technology program on
spacecraft environmental interactions is being undertaken to develop technology
to control interactions between large spacecraft system and the charged-
particle environment of space. This technology will support NASA/Department of
Defense operations of the shuttle/KUS, shuttle/Centaur, and the force applica-
tion and, surveillance 4nd detection missions, planning for transatmospheric
vehicles and the NASA space station, and the AFSC military space system tech-,
nology model. The progrim consists of combined contractual and in-house
efforts aimed at understanding spacecraft enviromental interaction phenomena
and relating results of ground-bland tests to space conditions. A concerted
effort is being made to identify preject-related environmental interactions of
concern. The basic properties of materials are being investigated to develop
or modify the materials as needed. A ground simulation investigation is eval-
uating basic plasm interaction phenomena to provide inputs to the analytical
modeling investigation. Systems performance is beong evaluated by both ground-
based tests apd analysis. An environmental impact investigation to determine
the effect of future large spacecraft on the charged-particle environment is
planned. Finally, speceflight investigations will verify the results of this
technology investigation. The products of this research and teehnology program
are test standards and design guidelines that will suemerlze the technology,
specify test criteria, and provide techniques to minimize or eliminate syst0m
interactions with the chirged-particle enviroament, The investigation Is coor-
dinated by a Spacecraft Environmental Interaction Program steering committeo,
which will incorporate into this investition the requiremoets of both the
Air For•ce and NASA.

STEERING CONN1TTEE

The functions of this committee ate to coordinate all phasm of the t'hvs-
tigation, to review progress, and to direct changes, as required, to satisfy
the nleeds of the Air Force and NASA. The committee uill *Act annually to
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reviw the program, to resolve pending action items, to form working groups as

needed, and to issue required action items. The minutes of khese meetings will
be issued.

The comeittee will report to the NASA/Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology, Air Force Space Commnnd/DL, and AFSTC through the Science and Tech-
nology Interdependency Group.

The steering committee consists of the following members:

Co-Chairpersons: Charles P. Pike, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFOL); and
Carolyn K. Purvis, NASA Lewis Research Center

Nelhers: Wayne I. Wudson, NASA HQ; Henry B. Garrett, JPL; A. N. Fredrickson,
Rome Air Development Center; D. A. Guidice, AFGL; and Lt. N. Cull, Air Force
Weapons Ldboratory

The steering committee will form working groups as needed to review, plan,
and coordinate investigations in specific areas, to recomiend new directions
as required, and to make periodic progress reports to the steering committee. . *..

The working groups will function to keep the various organizations, both those
within the formal program and others, coordinated in their various activities.
The chairperson of each working group Is appointed by the steering comittee
and Is responsible for selecting members of the working group from the tech-
nical experis of the government, industrial, and university communities.

JUSTIFICATIONr

fissions using very large spacecraft are planned for the remainder of the
1980's and the space station is scheduled for operation In the 1990's. The
missions are planned to initially use equatorial and low-inclination orbits andthen move to polar and geosynchronous orbits. Typical missions are comunica-

tians platform and space-based radar. The Air Force/NASA Spacecraft Charging
Technology investigation showed that environmental charged-particle fluxes can
act on spacecraft surfaces and influence system performance. These new, larger
spacecraft can have potentially serious interactions at all altitudes and thee
interactions must bI evaluated. Because the proposed structures have dimon-
slons larger than characteristic plasm lengths, differential surface charging
is possible. The motion of such a large structure in the Earth's magnetic
field vill Induce electromagnetic forces on the structure. Since these struc-
tures are designed for low-density materials, electromagnetically induced
stress can affect the mechanical design.

There is also a trend toward high-power modules for space applications.
Plans have been established for 25-kM modules In the late 180's, expanding to
5O0-kM medules, possibly nuclear, in the late 1990';. At these pewer levels
the operating voltages will most likely be higher than the preseht range of 30
to 100 V for greater system efficiency. This elevation of operating voltages
means that interactions between the biased surfaces, including thermal radia-
tors for high-power systems, and the plasm environment are more probable.

Laboratory tests on smal solar array samples have indicated that possible
interactions include the establishment of parasitic current loops through the
"envirement (resulting in power losses), arcing at negative potentials, and
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disproeprtiomte current cellection through holes in insulation to biased sur-
faces underneth. These effects can adversely influence the operation of space
power modules and must be understood before building high-poer systems.

There is a growing concern for the influence that the very large struc-
tures proposed for future applications can have on the charged-particle envi-
roement. This Influene may significantly alter the interactions between the
structure and the environment.

Testing larer quantities and greater varieties of materials, including
prolonged exposure to the space environment, is needed to determine performance
reliability for extended-duration missions. As spacecraft become larger and
more expensive, the reliability of specialized materials might become the 14m-
iting parameter for missions. To imrove reliability, the space environment
must be well characterized and the material responses to that environment must
be determined.

0B3ECTIVES

The overall obJective of this investigation is to develop the technology
for controlling or mitigating spacecraft system interactions with the plasm,
particle, and field environment of space. The technology develope in this
investigation will support proposed Air Force/NASA space mission concepts into
the 1990's.

APPROACH

The initial emphasis in this investigation will be on law-Earth-orbit
(LEO) altitudes. The proposed missions X1 be cataloged, engineering speci-
fications for the charged-particle enviromenot established, and possible inter-
actions identifled. The ground technology investigation will concentrate on
determining and modeling plasm phenomena and then extrapolating these results
to system interactions and performance in space. Applicable techniques avail-
able to the participants will be used.

The envirunmtal interactions for large systems operating in altitudes
out to geosynchronous conditions will be evaluated after the LEO study. The
geosynchronous environmental investigation will use the LEO study results as
well as applicable tochniques frem the Air Force/NASA Spacecraft Charging Tech-
nology investigation. In both the LEO and geosynchronos environmental inter-
actions investigations, the effect of large system on the envirmamnt will be
evaluated as well as the effect of the environment on system performance.

Spaceflight experiments will be conducted to verify the results of the
ground-based technology investiqation of the environmental interactions. These
spce experiments will be coordinated with the ground-based study.

PROMUTS

The output of this investigation will be a series of test standrds and
design guidline documents. These will be issued In a preliminary form early
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In tM investigation and ugraded as the study coattnues. The major milestones.
for this investigation art shown n table I.

TASMS

for each element of this investigation, the approach is summarized and
the know tasks identified. The agency or agencies responsible for directing
and coordinating the work under each -Lask are give. Although the primary
responsibility is assigned to one agency, the expertise of other' agencies will
be used.

User Requirements

It is necessary to identify those wissiuii or proSects that coulQ benefit
from the technology that will be developed by this investigatioh and to incor.,
porate their requirements. This will be done by maintaining close liaison with
government funding sources and project offices. Potential 4pp!hcations of the
technology have been identified as

(1) Polar shuttle
(2) Space station
(3) Multiklowtt space power systems
(4) Large, high-pooer communications satellites
(5) Large surveillance satellites
(6) Scientilic spacecraft

The primary interactions to be evaluated have been tentatively identified as

(1) Large space system interactions. These interactions involve the •, •
possible effects due to the motion of a large body in the space environment
and due to mterial reactions to the charged-particle fluxes.

(2) Biasd..system/charged-particle interactions. These interactions
include spacecraft systems that generate or use high voltage exposed to space.
Communications satellites and spacecraft systems using high-voltage space power
modules fall into this category.

(3) Scientific instruments and sensor interactions. The effect of elec-
tric fields surrounding a spacecraft on the behavior of scientific instruments
and sensors will be evaluated.

(4) Large structure interactions on the environment. The presence of the
proposed large structures my affect the environment. Such effects must be
evaluated.

(5) Enhanced-particle environment interactions. These into'ractions
involve spacecraft sources of particles that can be ionized and increase the
charged-particle environment around the spacecraft. Close coordination will
be maintained with the existing Air Force/NASA Spacecraft Contamination
Investigation.

(S) High-energy particle interactions. Penetrating radiation effects
will be evaluated in this study only insofar as they can influence charging
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phe#omna (e.g., internal spacecraft charging and radiation-enhanced conductiv-
ity in materials). Close coordination will be maintained with other groups
conducting radiation damage evaluations.

(7) Charging response of spacecraft materials. This response depends on
seow basic material properties - conduction, prebreakdown streamer formation,
photoconduction, and polymer degradation. These and other pertinent material
properties will be studied in relation to space environmental interactions.

The specific tasks and responsible agencies are listed here.

Task 1: coordination and oyerv!t. - Coordinativg user needs and incor-
porating these needs into the investigation will be the responsibilities of
the steering committee.

Task 2: Air Force and NASA contacts. - Each agency will maintain a close
relationship with the projects it manages in order to determine user needs and
will report those needs to the steering committee for coordination and incor-
poration into this Investigation.

Environment Specifications

The natural environment will be investigated and engineering specifica-
lions generated or updated as appropriate. The effect of large spacecraft on
the rnvironmmnt will also be investigated and evaluated.

Tuk 1: Earth environment specification. - The available data for the
low-Earth-orbit plasma, particle, and field environment will be reviewed. An
engineering specification for this region will be generated and made available
to all parties concerned with environmental interactions. This work will be
the responsibility of AFGL and JPL.

ji k 2: iplantary environgmnt specification. - The available data for
planetary environments will be reviewed. An engineering specification for
these erivironments will be generated and made available to all parties con-
cerned with environmental interactions. This work will be directed by JPL.

Task 3: enhanced soacecraft environment soecgificaiogJ. - The available
data on possible outgassing or other sources, including arc discharges on the
plasma wake and sheath that can enhance the charged-particle environment, will
be reviewed. An engineering specification for this enhanced environment will
be generated and made available to all parties concerned with spacecraft envi-
ronmental interactions. Close coordination will be maintained with the Air
Force/NASA Spacecraft Contamination Investigation, which is principally con-
cerned with particulate contamination, and related programs to avoid duplica-
tion. This work will be the responsibility of JPL.

Task 4: &nvyr _jnintal, t. - Using the environmental specifications
and the proposed plans for large spacecraft, the possible alterations to the
natural environment duo to the presence of the spacecraft will be investigated

\and evaluated. This work is currently unfunded but is included as it is per-
ceived as a future area of concern to support environmental impacý assessments.
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Materials Investigation

The basic properties of typical spacecraft materials exposed to '-he space
environment will be determined, and new or modified materials will bn devel-
oped. The specific tasks and responsible agencies are listed here.

Task 1: mterial DroDry determftatlan. - The classical properties of
typical spacecraft materials will be determined as a function of the material
parameters and environmental fluxes. The properties to be deteemIned are those
that influence the surface potential of the material (e.g., secondary emis-
sions, backscatter, conduction, deposition, and photoomission). Electron,
proton, and photon fluxes as determined by tho environmental specifications are
to be considered. This work will be the responsibility of JPL, Lewis, and
RADC.

Task 2: new r mdified matertials develoomet. - Materials having selec-
tive properties will be developed as a means of controlling detrimental effects
of spacecraft environmmntal interactions. The required properties for these
materials, including advanced composite materials, will be defined from the
interactions studtes. .he materials will be developed and tested to show that
they will meet the requirements. This task will be the responsibility of
AFWAL.

Ground Simulation Investigation

Existing faclities will be used to simulate the space plasma environment,and the interactions will bt studied experim~entally. The specific tasks and
responsible agencies are listed here.

ahskJ I. !: basicteraction studies.-This task will be divided into
several subtasks each devoted to the study of a particular aspect of the inter-
action phenomena.

(1) Biased-system/charged-particle interactions will be investigated.
Here the emphasis is on identifying key parameters (voltage levels, material
properties, geometry, plasma temperature and density, and magnetic field
strength and direction) affectirig the interactions, which include collection
of currents from plasmas and arcing in the presence of plasmas. Interactions
to be investigated include those between systems and both the natural space
environment and the enhanced environment resulting from the presence of large
systems. This work wi•l be conducted by Lewts.

(2) Plasm sheath growth will be investigated. Interactions between
large structures moving through the environment will be investigated. Plasma
wake and ram effects and sheath growth will be evaluated. Responsibility for
this work will be assigned as resources become available.

(3) Discharges resulting f;'om environmental interactions will be charac-
terized. Both radiated and conducted characteristics will be determined.
This work will be coordinated by JPL.

(4) Penetrating radiation studies will be conducted to evaluatf
radiation-induced charging interactions. RADC will be the contact point for
this work.
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Task~ 2: studies of large. high-voltgage-ower sgstems. -In this task the
.. ~ basic interaction study results from sectio" 5.4 .1 (table 1) will be applied to

the design of large power systems for space applications. The interactions11 01, ýwill be scaled to the size of a typical large power system, the environmental
conditions will be 5caled from ground conditions to space, avid the effects of
the environment on system performance will be evaluated. Means of conli'rolling
detrimental interactions will be devised. Wherever possible, experiments will
be conducted to demonstrate that the interactions can be controlled. This work
will be conducted by Lewis for- NASA missions and by AFWAL for Air Force mis-
sions. AFWAL will also investigate the interaction of various weapons threat
scenarios with the space environment and solar cell power systems. After, these
initial studies component hardware will be doveloped, tested, and integrated
into a complete modular power system. Primary interactions are expected with
the solar cell array and the radiators - both high temperature (ý600 K) and
low temperature (300 K). Where necessary, spaceflight experiments will be
developed.

Tas -I_., W~t L_ tchn Cus.- The environmental interaction in large,
high-power spacecraft can be, mitigAted by techniques such as active charge
control devices. Techniques will be ftvalmated to determine the eottenk tn which
they will alleviate detrimental system performance. This work will be con-
ducted by AFGL.

Analytical Investigation

Models of physical processes and engineering design tools will be devel-
oped. Models of individual interactions will be developed to identify criti-
cal parameters. These will bt incorporated into a general engineering analyt-
ical tool (or-tools) to aid in designing systems to withstand detrimental
enviromoarntal interactions. The specific tasks and responsible agencies are
listed here.,

Task : basig ola;MA ohenomenoloalcgl mgodling, - The basic plasma phe-
nomena necessary to evaluate environmental interactions with spacecraft systems
will be modeled. These phtnL~mena will include ram/wake velocity effects,

plama heah ffets,~A magnetic field effocts. AFGL and Lewis will coor-
dinate tha respective en~orts.

fri~3:, 41schra rgq oing~. - Empirical models of discharge phenomena
will be developed, Radiofrequency characterization avid dischorge modeling as
a function of material and ambient plasma will be carried out. The work will
be coordinated by JPL.

Tjjk 3: lystem level 4nalyticjal modells, - Analytical models will be do-
voloped to support the design of mission spacecraft for the 1980's and 1990's.
These design tools will incorporate the interaction models developed in
section 5.5.1 (table 1) and will be capable of evaluating the effect of envi-
ronmental interactions and of assessing the mecnis of miniimizing detrimental
interactions. The following models will be developed:

(1) Large space structures, This modpl will evaluate the interactions
between large space structures, including the shuttle, and the space environ-
ment. It will be developed by AFGL.
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(2) Large, high-voltage power systems. This model will evaluate the

* interactions that result from the operation of high-voltage systems on space-
* craft. It will be developed by Lewis.

Task 4:_ charging modelin. Analytical models and empirical data will be
devolopod to detertuine the level of charging induced in spacecraft materials. A
The work will be coordinated by RADC.

SPACEFLIGHT EXPERINENT PLANNING AND EVALUATION

The results of the ground-based technology program must be verified in
the actual space environment. To accomplish this, spaceflight experimentsI
have boen conducted and are planned. Close liaison will be maintained with
the NASA Shuttle Project Office, the NASA Space Station Office, and the DOD
Space Test Program* Office to maintain cognizance of flight opportunities. At
this time it is not possible to completely specify the number and types of
oxperiments that will be required; they will be the logical outgrowth of this
technology investigation as it progresses. Space experiments funding is not
included in the agreemnent.

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND TEST STANDARDS

Design guidelines and test standards will be issued and updated as this
program develops. These documents will summuarize the state of tho art of the
viarious interactions being studied. Guidelines to be used in designing $S~'tems
for space applications and test criteria for verifying conformance will be
delineated. All participating agenc~es will submit their contributions for
corcpilation by the steering commnittee. Lewis arid AFGL will be responsible for
issuing the design guidelines and test standa~rds.

ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

StverinV committee:

(1) Overall planning, coordination, and reporting of the investigation
(2) Incorporation of user requirements into the investigation
(3) Coordination of basic plasma phenomena modeling
(4) Coordination of spaceflight experiment options
(5) Conduct of annual ireuting, issuance of minutes, and formation of

working groups

AFGL:

(1) Air Force point of contact
(2) coordination for Air Force
(3) Developmaent of test standards and militaty standards
(4) Natural environment engineering specifications and basic interaction

analytical studies: wake and ramr(5) Techniques for mitigating system-limitlng effects
(6) Analytical modeling of lar~e space structures
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AFWAL:

(1) Developwmnt of new or, modified materials

(2) Studies and development testing of hi~h-voltage, high-power systems

RAOC: Study of effects of penetratirg radiation and charging on materials

NASA HQ: Ensurance of envirGnmental interactions technology responsible to
NASA needs

Lewi s:

(1) NASA point of contact
(2) Coordination for NASA
(3) Determination of material properties
(4) Issuatice of design guidelines document
(5) Conduct of basic interaction experimental studies: biased-system -

charged-particle interactions
(6) Analytical roodeling of high-voltage system

JPL:

(1) Specification of Earth and planetary environments
(2) Determination of material properties
(3) Conduct of basic interaction experimental studies: discharges
(4) Conduct of analytical discharge studies
(5) Formulation of enhanced spacecraft environment specification
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TABLE 1. -SPACECRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS MILESTONE SCHEDULE

[Fiscal years 1983-91.]

0 L*~roRrT ~ - 3 114 85 116 87 98 89 90) 91

* ~~5.2. 1/AFGL /Earth Fnv SI~ * ,- . -

* 5.2. I /PL artih Env Smec

5.2 24/,P1'I4I'1i"natg# Env Spec - -____ - -

5.2.!/JIA,111~~iced Env SPOS 6 A

_______________Prop _Do A A AA

*5.3.1/Ltwin/Hat Prop Dikek A A A

3 -3. 2 MFWALM /lit A A A A A

5.is. 1/.ILowtIrtgr sItmadtae A - A~-

15,1.AAMA/clntqir Studjgo A A AA .

* 5,442LAWPvmAonr Sys Stmdv A

*.4.2AO it ato Te~ A A h

1:5.31AI'UL/Anskttutn Tools a A A-

.1 5.5.3&AFt./Agia ~yttc Tooilm ___ A A

I .bAV/S~l Fi ~t IYxp Plan Kvik'l A

___1vwý(o (gidellngem A A

- - - j111 A - - - A IIA A
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INTERACTIONS MEASUREMENT PAYLOAD FOR SHUTTLE

0. A. Guidice and C. P. Pike
Air Force Geophysics Laborntoqy

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

Thi purpose of the Interactions Measurement Payload for Shuttle (IMPS) is
to develop a payload of engIneering experiments to determine the effects of the
space environment on projected Air Force space systems. Meaaurementa by IMPS
on a late-1980 polar-orbit Shuttle flight will lead to detailed knowledge of
tl,& Interaction of the low-altitude polar-auroral environment on materials,
equipment and technologies to be used in future large, high-power space systems.
The results from the I)APS measurements will provide direct input to MIL-STD
deaign guidolines and test staiudards that properly account for space-environment
effects.

INTRODUCTION

The adverse effects of the space environment on space systems have
cib-sad many operating anomalies in communication and surveillance satellites.
These anomalies were mainly associated with energetic-partlcle radiation or
with spacecraft charging at geosynchronous altituiJes. For lar#er space systems
operatin4ý, in low-earth polar orbits, a new set of environzmnt-induced inter--
actions will affect the operation of various equipments and subsystem. These
adverae effects may limit the construction or mechanical performance of large
eLruo4:ures in space or limit the power levels available for solar-cell sources.
Before any new Air Force space systems are built and deployed, we must obtain
sufficient environment-interaction information to assure their continued effec-
tive opnration in space.

The effects of the space environment on large-structure, high-power space
systems are unknown. ('4 particular concern is operation in the polar-auroral
region at low to medium altitudes (200 to 2000 km). The physical processes of
this regime and the interactions of the environment with materialsp subsystems,
and technologies characteristic of Air Force space systems of the 1990s must be
quantified to assure the reliable operation of projected space systems. IMPS
will measure polar-auroral effects on solar-array panels, spacecraft materials,
structures, electronic subsystems, and astronaut EVA equipment, It emphasizes
application to large, high-power systems and is directed tjward technologi•s
Identified in the Military Space Systems Technology Model (HSSTN).

SPACE OPERATIONS AND POSSIBLE INTERACTIONS

The first step in deciding what instrumentation should be included in IMPS
is to define several Air Force space-operations objectives and determine how the
space environment will interact with the equipment or technologies needed to
carry out those operations. Sinet IMPS will fly In polar orbit, polar-auroral
environment interactione will be emaphasized. The purpose of the IMPS measurements
will be to quantify important environmental interactions -- those that will
restrict certain kinds of spa&,e operation, limit the performance of a particular
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"system, or prevent (or make impractical) the use of a certain technology.
After deciding what kinds of interaction are likely to have serious effects,
we must determine what interaction parameters can actually be measured on a
polar-orbiting Shuttle flight. In conjunction with the measurements of
effects on materials, equipments and technologies, we must characterize the
physical properties of the environment causing the interactions, The deter-
mination of th'e required interactions measurements will lead to a definition
of IMPS mission objectives.

Some generic Air Force space operations to be addressed by IMPS are:
a. Operation of optical systems
b. Operation of radar systems
c. System deployment or on-orbit repair necessitating astronaut extra-

vehicular activity (EVA).
Operation in the polar-auroral environment is to be stressed.

Possible space-environment effects on optical systems include:

(1) Effects associated with large heat dissipation resulting from the low
efficiency of lasers or cryogenic refrigerators (for cooled infrared detectors).

(2) Effects of contamination and material property changes on optical
surfaces.

(3) Limitations in power generation due to leakage or arc-discharge in
solar arrays.

(4) Plasma effects on solar-cell material.

(5) Differential charging of closely-packed small dielectric surfaces
(multi-element infrared detectors).

(6) Effects on large high-precision structures used to support and point
complex optical assemblies.

Figure I shows a possible configuration for a space-based radar system,
from which one can begin to perceive potential environmental interactions.
Some possible space-enivirotument effects on radar systems include:

(1) Limitations in power generation due to leakage or arc-discharge in

solar arrays.

(2) Plaima effects on solar-cell material.

(3) For power distribution utilizing high voltages: arc-discharges,
dielect ic breakdowns.

(4) For power distribution utilizing high currents; structural stresses
and torques due to large prime-power current loops and in-orbit varying
terrestrial magnetic field.
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(5) Electromagnetic interference (EMI) affecting radar receiver performance.

(6) Plasma effects (such as differential charging) on feed structure and
ref lector materials.

Figure 2 shows astronauts engaged in space-system deployment or in-orbit
repair activities requiring EVA, Somw possible space-environment effects on
this activity include:

(1) Differential charging between the astronaut and his spacecraft or the
spacecraft being repaired due to particular environmental condltions In the area.

(2) Interactive offocts on the electronics of future EVA-systems due to
electromagnetic interference or differential charging.

(3) Effects in the space-plasma environment due to thermal-control water

discharge in the astronaut's Life Support System (LSS).

IMPS CONCEPTS

The objective of the Interactions easurement Payload for Shuttle (DiPS)
program is to develop a payload of appropriate engineering experiments to
=&sure the effects of tie polar-auroral environment on materials, subsystems,
and technologies that will be used in future Air Force space systems. The
payload will consist oft

a. A complement of engineering experimenes to masure and quantify the
different kinds of interactive effects caused by the environment on various
parts of projected future space systems.

b. In support of the engineering experiments, a limited set of polar-
auroral environment sensors to charaterize the environment causing the dis-
ruptive interactive offecte.

Interactive effects to be investigated by the engineering experiments will
iitc lude:

(1) Interaction of the auroral plasma and current sheets on high-voltage
solar arrays, resulting in power leakage or arc-breakdown.

(2) Interaction of spacecraft electrical currents with polar magnetic
fields on large space struttures, causing torquea or structure deformation
(reducing the pointing accuracy of a large antennsa, for example).

(3) Interactions that increase electromagnetic interference, reducing the
effectiveness of space communications or surveillance systems.

(4) Interactions that degrade the properties or perfrmance of materials or
electronic circuitry, resulting in operational anomalies or subsystem failures.

(5) Interactions that pose a threat to the astronaut during polar-orbit EVA
(causing a malfunction in the astronaut's Manned Maneuvering Unit, for example".
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Figure 3 illustrates the concept of the Interactions Heasuremmnt Payload
being developed under Project 2822. The IMPS effort is one *Z three projects
in Program Element 63410F, Space System Environmental Interactions Technology.
PE 63410F is an integral part of the Agreement for NASA/OAST - USAF/AFSC Space
Interdependency on Spacecraft-Environment Interaction (May 1980). Under
PE 63410F, IMPS is responsible for polar-auroral interactions measurements.
IHPS will make substantial use of the space technologies and instrumentation
developed by NASA technology centers and Air Force organizations such as Air
Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories (AFWAL).

\ IPS PRELIMINARY WORK

Initial Payload Concept Study

In FY82, Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), under the directSon of Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL), carried out a basic shuttle payload concept study.
It was through this study that mauy of the basic concepts for IMPS were first
defined. In December 1981, JPL hosted a meeting attended by about 70 experts
in a number of key spacecraft Interaction areas. Experiment questionnaires
were distributed to the meeting's participants; ultimately about 70 were re-
turned. The information from these questionnaires was used by JPL to put
together an initial IMPS experiments list which was subsequently reviewed and
modified by AFCL. Additional reviews and meetings with AFGL, JPL, and AF
Space Division personnel lead to further refinements in the payload contept.
Eventually, three sequential payloads were defined, each of the latter payloads
adding to the experiments of the previous one.

Paylcad A consisted of engineering experiments and environmental sensors, .
but had no "active" engineering experiments (experiment, that contribute to the
environment causing the interactions). Payload B had, in addition to A's
experiments and sensors, two "active" engineering experiaents: a Charge Control
System (CCS) and a Plasma Interactions Expertment (PIX). Payload C added (to
Payload B) an experiment evaluating interactions with astronaut EVA systems.
Payload C is shown In Figure 4. AFGL has submitted a Space Flight Request (DD
Form 1721) for IMPS utilizing JPL'e Payload C to the Space Test Program (STP).
HIPS (AFGL-306) now ranks high on the pr:iority list for Shuttle flight under STP.

IMPS laseline rafinition

Before beginning the full-scale development of instrumentation for IMPS,
one must first develop a program baseline. For this purpose, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, under APGL's direction, recently began an IMPS baseline definition
effort to include:

a. Determination of what will be required of the IMPS mission to satisfy
Air Force space-operations objectives.

b. Preliminary and final recommendations for welection (by AFGL) of engi-
nearing experiments and environmental sensors for IMPS through the work of an
Engineering/Science Working Group (ESWG)%
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c. A recommended IMPS implementation plan to serve as a guide for the
large-scale future work to develop, test, integrate, and fly IMPS.

d. A cost estimate for the IMPS program (for later trade-off studies).

INPS FOLLOO-ON WORK

In oeneral, the engineering experiments for IMPS will be obtained through
the AF laboratories, NASA technology centers, and other science and engineering
organtiztions that will be developing hardware and technology for future space
itpplication. Because these organizations are looking forwmrd to the successful
usage or operation of their hardware/technology in space, they have shown a strong
interest in the IMPS prvogram as a means of finding out how their hardware/tach-
nology wil,1 be affected bj tht space environmerit. AFGI, will provide to these
organizations suppv-.rt from the IMPS program to put together engineering experimnts
iNvosuving their internally-developed materialL, equipment, or technologies. These
exreriimnts will be designed, fabricated, and1 tested under the direction of the
of the particular AF laboratory, NASA technology center, or other M4E orgallization.
In moat instances, the detailed uork will bo carried out through contracts with
universities, research organizationr, and Industrial companies.,

Experiment and .ensor Development -

Work on 1HPS instrument development will includet

a. Selection of required engineering experiments and environmental sensors
by AFCL.

b. Design of the Individual engineering experiments.

c. Development and fabric3tion of the exeriwmnts and sensors.

d. Testing of individual engineering experiments and environmental sensor
packages at the builder's facility to ensure that they fulfill IMPS requirements .

for making the various measurements. Testing to ensure that they conform to IMPS
gutdelines regarding command and power distribution, recording and telemetry, etc.
Testing to ensure the experiments and sensors meet Shuttle operations and safety
standards.

Integration and Shuttle Flight

AFGL will bring together the engineering experiments and environment sensors
obtained from the various organizations responsible for their development and
deliver them to the Space Test Program for integration. STP will then become
responsible for IMPS. Shuttle flight arrangements aitd scheduling will also be
handled by STP.

Date Analysis

During the Shuttle flight of IMPS, there will be a need for real-tim
monitoring of some of the instruments. Although IMPS operation will be made
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essentially automatic, careful monitoring will be required when an "active"
part of an experiment (a plasma souircr, for example) is turned on. It is also
important that during a significant event (an encounter with an attroral arc,
for example) the data collection rate be increased, so as to permit later high-
time-resolution analysis of important phenomena.

After the flight of IMPS aboard Shuttle, the Space Test Program will provide
AFGL with data for the various engineering experiments and environmental sensors.
Additionally, STP will provide orientation and geographic position of the Shuttle,
position and orientation of any packages moved out of the bay, Information on
thruster firings, *housekeeping" data, etc. Undez a data utilization plan
developed before the Shuttl* flight, AFGL will distribute the data for analysis.
The data will go not only to those responsible for the individual experiments
but also to organizations selected to do comprehensive analyses on various
interaction phenomena. Particular attention will be paid to correlating changes
in the physical properties of the environment with enhanced Interactions noted
on particular materials or equipmsnt.

Within the first year following a successful IHPS Shuttle flight, AFGL will
conduct a series of data workshops at which the IMPS data would be made avail'-
able so that experimenters can comps.re their results. Workshops would be con-
fined to key topics such as contamination & materials degradation, or charging
& arc-discharges, or EMI generation, etc. By keying on a particular topic, It
should be possible to generate an authoritative report ýon that subject as the ..- •
output of the workshop. These reports can then be directed toward Improving
relevant NIL-STD design guidelines and test standards by providing the proper
environmental interaction input.

CONCLUSIONS

The successful operation of the Interactions Keaouremsnt Payload on a late,-
1980. Shuttle flight will lead to detailed knowledge of the effects of the polar-
auroral environment on materials, equipment and technologies of future space
systems. The output from IMPS will, provide direct Input to the development of .. ,
?IL-,STD design guidelines and test standards for planned military space systems.
The data collected by IMPS can be used to validate computer-aided design (CAD)
tools that properly account for space-environment effects. The utilization of
the information gathered from the DIPS measurements will prevent operational
failures due to unanticipated environmental effects and minimize costly down-
streak redesign of expensive space systems. Risks to spacecraft and crews
will be greatly decreased by the elimination of uncertainties about the disrup-
tive effects of the polar-auroral environment.
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SPACE TEST PROOP-W JF HIGH-VOLTAGE SOLAR ARRAY/SPACE PLASMA INTERACTIONS

N. R. Carruth, Jr.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Harshall Space Flight Center
Huntsville, Alabama

Carolyn K. Purvis
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

Future spacecraft, notably the proposed Space Station, will
requiire power systems much larger than have previously been
flown. 8ffioienoy, cost, mass and array sins considerations
demand the solar array operate at a higher voltage than
previous spacecraft. It is recognised that at higher voltages,
aud at the relatively high plasma density present at low earth
orbital altitudes,. undesirable interactions between the high
voltage solar array and the space plasma will occur. These can
lead to parasitic power losa and/or arcing. Such interactions
are complex and cannot be understood, properly simulated or
evaluated by ground testing and modeling alone. Space
experiments on high voltage solar array space plasma
interactions in low earth orbit are an absolute requirement for
confident design of a higher voltage solar array. Experiments
are presently being identified to provide the necessary space
data for calibration of ground testing, validation of
analytical models, and development of design guidelines
required for confident design of high voltage solar arrays in
space. This paper summarizes one proposed flight experiment
program which is designed to obtain the requirod data.

INTRODUCTION

Tnteraotions between a spacecraft and its orbital particle and
field environment can have significant impact on the spacecraft
systems' oporstion and life. Radiation damage and aerodynamic
drag, for example, must be considered in designing any space
system. There are, however, a number of orbital environmental
interactions which become important design considerations only
for large and/or high power systems. Their impact must be
assesued to ensure successful design. In particular,
interactions between higher voltage solar arrays and the space
plasma are of critical concern in designing large orbital power
systems such as are required for a space station.
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Most U. S. spacecraft to date have used low voltage solar
arrays, generavin •,power near 30 volts. The highest voltage
array flown by NASA to date was on Skylab, which had a solar
array with a normal operating voltage of 70 volts and generated
16 kV of power. Futura large systems willrequire increasing.
power generation capability. For example, a solar array
providing 35-50 kW of power for a low inclination, low altitude I
(5O0 km) space system will need to generate about 100 kW of R
power when in sunlight. As power levels increase, the mass, 12R
power lose and power distribution system complexity
penaltiesfor maintaining low solar arruy voltages become
rohibitive, making higher v-'ltage array.Assigns mandatory

"Ref. 1). It is teus neoessary to thoroughly understand high
voltage solar array operation in the space plasma environment.
Unfertunately, no adequate simulation or mod)l calibration can
be achieved with ground based experiments alone.

Solar array systems consist of strings of solar cells with
metallic interconnects between them. These interconnects are
at voltages depending upon their positions in the array cir.cuit

-. . and are usually exposed to the space environment. When suoh
*: systems are placed in orbit, they will interact with the

naturally occurring space plasma. Two types of potentielly
hazardous interactions to a higher voltage solar array in orbit
are presently recognized: power loss from parasitic currents
through the plasma; and arcing. Both of these interactions are
plasma density dependent and present greater hazards at higher
densities. The low temperature ionospheric plasma has a peak
"density (of 106 particles/om3 ) at about 300 km altitude. High
voltage system-plasma interactions will therefore be most
severe in low earth orbits. The power levels envisioned for
s, ih spacecraft as the proposed Space Station drive tho design
tuward higher solar array operating voltages. When the
spacecraft exits eclipse, this voltage will be even higher
until the array warms up. Successful design of higher voltage
arrays relies on understanding the, limits imposed by plasma
interactions.

NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) is
pursuing the needed technology development in photovoltaics,
energy storage, and power management and distribution to
enhance, enable, and ensure the environmental compatibility of
high power systems. Technology programs are underway to
develop and demonstrate advanced planar and concentrator solar
cells and array designs. A Joint NASA/U.S. Air Force
Spacecraft Environmental Interactions Technology investigation is
also underway to evaluate the impact of the plasma and field
environmenqts on system performance (Ref. 2). These programs
are basically ground technology efforts involving ground
experiments and model. development. A complementary program of
space flight experiments is required for several reasons.
First, the ground test environment is n~cessarily an incomplete
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simulation of space conditions. The interactions are dependent
on the plasma and neutral background parameters around the
solar array. A space environment is therefore required.
Because some of thrý interaction phenomena may extend many
meters, there are concerns regarding the effect the chamber
walls may introduce in ground testing. Also, most testing has
involved applying a voltage bias on solar Array segments and
evaluating thj interaction of such segments with the plasma.
From these experiments, estimates of interactions impac'. on
solar array performance have been made. However, the system
level interactions can be very complex. Therefore, it is
necessary to obtain a direct. tmasure of the performance of a
large solar array generating its own voltage and operating in
the space environment, including the effects of parameters such
as ram/wake which cannot be simulated. Also, it is clear from
STS-3 data that the presence of a large body in orbit perturbs
the ambient environmenf in ways which are as yet not fally
understood, but which may have significant impact on system-
environment interactions. Finally, flight data is absolutely
critical to providr, "space truth" information for use in
calibrating ground simulations, demonstrating operating impacts
and validating system level models which must be used to
predict interactions impacts for proposed designs. This paper
summarizes the interaction concerns for higher voltage arrays
in orbit, the ongoing technology investigations, and describes
a proposed series of Shuttle experiments designed to obtain th.
required flight data.

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERACTIONS
BACKGROUND

The attention of the environmental interactions community was
for several years focused on the investigation of spacecraft
charging, an interaction which had been found to be hazardous
for geosynchvonous spacecraft and was intensively studied by
NASA and the Aie Force (Rel'. 3). In the late 1970's, interest
in high voltage interxictions again intensified, and their study
was resumed under the auspicec of the joint NASA/USAF Spacecraft
Environmental Interactions Technology investigation (ref. 2).
The ground-technology program uses the experimental facilities
at NASA and USAF centers, builds upon the modeling capabilities
developed during the spacecraft charging investigation, ani
Uges the earlier high-voltage study results (refs. 4 to 11).
Among the goals of the technology program is the development
of design guidelines and analytical tools for higher voltage
solar arrays for Earth orbital applications.

This requires flight data to ensure that the phenomena observed
in ground testing occur in orbit, to examino conditions not
obtainable in ground facilities and to validate the models. To
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date, two small scale Plasma Interactions Experiments (PIX-I
and P11-I1) have been designed, built and flown. Both wore
pi Sgy-baoks n second stage Delta vehicles and in approximately
900 km circular polar orbits. PIXIp which flow in Naroh 1978,
and returned two hours of data, demonstrated that the current
collection enhancement and arcing phenomena observed in ground
testing of planar array segments also occur in orbit (Rof. 4).
The 16 hours of planar array data returned by PIX-II, which
flow in January 1983, are still under analysis. Preliminary
results indicate that the minimum arcing onset voltage
decreases with increasing plasmi densi~ty and that tank wall
effects influence current collection behavior at high positive
voltages in ground tests.

No data is available on ram/wake effects, influence of the
presence in orbit of a large system, or the effect of
interactions on the operational characteristics of a large
higher voltage array. Understanding these effects is critical
to developing useful design guidelines for such solar arrays.

Solar Array Voltage Positive Relative to Plasma

Figure 1 represents experimental data for a solar array section
biased positive with respect to the plasma in which it is
immersed (Ref. 11). The left half of the figure illustrates
that at volLages greeter than 100-150 volts, the electron
current collected by the solar array increases dramatically.
The right half of the figure illustrates why. Even though the
solar array surfaoe is dielectrict the surfaces become highly
positive and collect current as though the whole surfacewere a
conductor. The explanation appears to be that as the plasma
sheath grows around exposed interconnects or pinholos, the
accelerated electrons strike the dielectric and low energy
secondary electrons are released which ure collected by the
exposed metal. This leaves the dielectric cover glass
positive, allowing the plasma sheath to grow over the solar
colls. Therefore, the solar array collects electron current as
though it were a conductor. As the voltage on the array
cegment and the effective collection area increases, the
current collected rises, as indicated in figure 1, This
current flow through the plasma is current which is not
available to the spacecraft and therefore represents a power
loss to this plasma shunt. Depending on the solar array
voltage the power lose can be substantial and can soriousll
impact array performance.

No direct measure of the power lose exists because essentially ","
all data consists of current collected by solar array segments
with a potential impressed on them by a power supply. The
power loss, which will be experienced in a solar array due to
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the collection of current from the plasma, has often been
estimated by multiplying the collected solar array segment
current by the voltage between the solar array segment and the
plasma and saumming over the segments. Such an estimation does
not consider the current flow in the solar array. A solar
array which is not in a plasma environment will have only tho
load current, It flowing in Its The current is the same
throughout the array and it can be operated at the maximum
power point. However, a high voltage solar array immersed in a
plasma will collect plasma ,current which will flow through the
array in sddiýion to .t~e load, current. The plasma current
oollected at a location on the array is a function of the
potential between that location on.the array and space. The
current flowing through a specific point in the"array is the
load current and the sum of electron currents collected at
points in the array at higher positive voltages. Thereforep
nonuniform currents will flow within the array. To operate at
the solar array maximum power point, eaoh individual cell will
operate off its individual maximum power point.

In ground tests, a voltage is impressed on test samples and the
current collected from the plasma is measureds Because the
voltage is applied, there ic no differential voltage between
the solar cells. However, for a solar array which is
Seonrating its own voltage by having solar cells placed in
series, there will be voltag'e gradients on the surface ol the
cells due to difference in voltage between cells. The
gradients may be quite high if the cells are strung such that
solar cells at ,oonsiderably different voltages lie next to each
other. T-e electric field structure in the plasma 6heath may
be complex due to solar cell layout. Because such voltage
gradients exist, thera is the possibility of currents between
cells due to field emissions, and/or secondary electron emisaion
and/or some other surface current mechanism not identified,
These more looalised currents may produce an additional
shunting of portions of-the solar array.

A discharge phenomena around the solar array has also been
observed In some ground tests (Hof. 13). In these cases a
bright glow appeared around the solar array and the electron
currents collected by the solar array from the plasma Increased
by orders of magnitude, Such an increase in collected current
will substantially affect tho power loss in the solar array.

Because of the complex nature of high voltage solar array/
plasma interactions, it i.s necessary to experimentally
determine the power curve of a solar array operating in a
plasma environment.
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Solar Array Voltage Negative Relative to Plasma

Figure 1 Illustrates the observed effects of a solar array
segment biased positive of the surrounding plasma. Different
effects are observed for a solar array segment biased to a
negative voltage relative to the plasma. Unlike the positive
voltage case., the solar cell cover glass voltage does not rise
to the interconnect voltage as the solar cell voltage becomes
more negative. A steep voltage gradient exists between the
interoonnect and other exposed metal parts of the solar cells
and the solar cell surface. For impressed voltages of several
hundred volts, arcing on the array in observed. Pictures of
such arcing events are shown in figure 2 (Rat. 10), The arcing
ocours at lower negative voltages for higher plasma densities.
Arcing has been observed at voltages of -250 v9lts on a sola
array segment in a plnsma with a density of 104 aleotrons/omc
(Ref. 1)3 Ambient pl asma densities of up to 10.' electrons/cm3

may be encountered in space. Such solar array arcing will
introduce large current and voltage transients which may tend
to collapse the array voltage. However, the effects of such
.arcing on the solar-array porformano. is presently uncertain.

Solar Array-Spaoeoraft-Space Plasma Potentials

A spacecraft in orbit and immersed in the space plasma will
come to a potential relative to the plasma such that no net fr
current is collected. The solar array provides an additional
complication since ambient charge particles can be collected.
There are two solar array voltages to consider. One is the
operating voltage generated by the solar cells in series. The
other is the potential of the solar array relative to the
surrounding space plasma. Some point on the array will be at
space potential and the portions of the solar array positive ofthis point will collect electrons from the plasma while the ,negative part collects ions. Because of their higher

temperatsire and mobility, electrons are much more easily
collected than ions. Therefore, to collect equal electron and
ion current, a much l'arger area at a negative potential
relative to the plasma is required. Por a spacecraft grounded
to the negative side of the solar array, the situation on the
right side of figure 3 ttill result. The spacecraft and
negative sid* of the array will be driven below space
potential. For an array of several hundred volts, solar array K',
arcing may rosult, and since the spacecraft structure will be
raveral hundred volts negative, it will experience a continuous
ion bombardment for the spacecraft lifetime which may alter
surface thermo-optioal properties. Another spacecraft without
such a solar array or an untethered astronaut will be near
space potential, The resulting potential difference between
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such a free flyer and the highly negative epaceoraft can pose
serious safety concerns. The highly negative spacecraft
potential will also interfere with some science, e.*., particle
and plasma data acquisition.

If an electron gun or plasma source is operated on the
spacecraft, electrons collected by the positive portion of the
solar array will be released back to space. Large negative
potentials will not result, and if electrons are freely
released, the situation on the left in figure 3 will result.

Plasma Perturbation

Many sounding rocket experiments have been flown which
investigated the magnetosphere by releasing electron beams
along the earth's magnetic field lines (Ref. 14). It was
anticipated that the rooket body would charge hundreds to
thousands of volts' p'ositive'due to the release of*a high energy
electron beams This was not observed to be the case. The
rocket potentials increased to only 30 to 100 volts positive,
Plaina diagtostic devices indicate that the plasma density and
temperature increased when the electron beas was reloased, and
that a local discharge is created around the rocket either by
electron bombardment ionisation or a beam-plasma discharge
(Ref. 14). The plasma is also observed to' be perturbed'at
large distances from the rocket. An analogouo situation can be
expected with a spacecraft powered by a high voltage solar
array. An electron gun or plasma source operation will raise
the spacecraft potential to near space potential and will
therefore Arive the high voltage solar array very positive of
the space plasma potential. As previously described, discharge
phenomena for positive solar arrays in a plasma has been
observed in ground tests (Ref. 13). The local discharge and
plasma perturbations observed during rocket experiments can
increase power loss due to parasitic currents and interfere
with science data acquisition.

PROPOSED FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS: VOLTAGE OPERATING LIMIT TESTS

Recently, QAST proposed a new flight-initiative, Voltage
Operating Limit Tests (VOLT). The VOLT project is a
comprehensive program oomposed of a series of four Shuttle
based flight experiments which will provide the data base
required to design successful higher voltage solar arrays for
low earth orbit ILEO) power systems. Two of the experiments,
VOLT-1 and VOLT-3 will utilize biased solar array segments of
planar and concentrator designs, respectively, to'soope the
nature of the basic interactions in LEO, determine ram/wake
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effects and identify intlueot$e Of the larga ~1TS vehicle on
interactions. Result@ will be used in designing the other two,
more comprehensive, experiments. VOLT-2 and VOLT-4 will teat
large area arrays of the planar and concentrator designs,
.respectively, to' evaluate the impacts of interactio *no on array
operation directly. VOLT-3 and VOLT-4 are similar in the
plasma interactions portion of these# experiments to VOLT-I and
VOLT-2 except that VOLT-3 and VOLT-4 both use ooncentrator

* solar arrays. Therefore, to prevent repetition, only a
detailed discussion of the VOLT-i and VOLT-2 plasma interaction

* experiments will b3 presented.

*The VOLT-1 experiment, shown mounted in the Shuttle bay in
figure 4, utilises the backup hardware from the PIX-11
experiment, withi minor modifications for Shuttle flight
compatibility. The objective of the VOLT-I experiment is to
evaluate plasma to solar array currents and arc thresholds for
planar solar array segments in the LEO environment. Such data
is like that collected in ground tests and will allow

* ~validation of basic inkteraotion model predictions for the
Shuttle LEO environment. Data will also be acquired in bo~th
ram and wake conditions. Because the experiment in hard
mounted in the bayl,the Shuttle astt~itude will provide ram and
wake conditions for the experiment6 The data acquired by
VOLT-I will allow better pr~diction of the interactions which
will be expected on VOI1T-20.

The VOLT-i experiment is comprised of an electronics enclosure
and at experiment plate, upon which is attached a 2000 ami solar -

array segment,, Th. electronics enc'losure houses theJ1
electrometers, power supply, sun and temperature sensorW
electronics, a Langmuir probe and associated eleotronios,
experiment sequence controller and tape-recorder. VOLT-i is

* envisioned as being nearly completely self-oontaineO and
*automatic, requiring only an electrical ground reference and

experiment initiate signals, During operation positive and
negative voltage biases will be impressed on the array in steps *

until potentials of +1000 volt. relative to ground are reaached.
Arcing onset and par-asitic currents will be measured for both
positive and negative biases.

A reflight of the Solar Array P'light Experiment (SAFE), with
necessary modifications, has been proposed as a high voltage
solar array/space plasma interactions experiment (Ref. 15).
The basic SAFE experiment is a space test of a 12.5 kW size,
lightweight solar array. It is primarily a demonstriotion of
the solar array's ability to deploy and retract successfully
and to obtain data on the dynamic response of such a.-large

* structure in space. A very small portion of the solar array
consists of active solar cells with the majority of the area .

covered by thin aluminum squares to simulate the solar cell
mass. The wing, shown in figure 5 in its fully deployed state,
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measures 4m by 32m. Also, a conceptual view of the experiment
deployed from the Shuttle bay is shown in figure 6.

The VOLT-2 plasma interactions experiment utilizes the SAFE
hardware with three primary modifications,. These are: (1)
that three solar cell panels, each consisting of two modules,
will replace three of the present SAFE panels and will
self-generate solar array operating voltages of from near 90 to
tn excess of 500 volts, (2) that electron release devices will
be added to control the solar array potential to space and, (3)
plasma diagnostic instruments will be added to determine the'
ambient and perturbed plasma conditions' a.round the solar array.

The VOLT-2 experiment with retracted solar array, is shown in
figure 7. This experiment will allow a direct measure of the
solar array's performance by obtaining .I-V curves as functions
of solar array voltage, solar array-to-space potential, type of
charge release device maintaining this potential and ram/wake
orientation. It will also determine floating potentials for
true distributed voltage solar array, arcing onset voltages and
impact of arcing on the solar array. Such data from a
functioning solar array will. allow validation of system level
model predictions of solar array performance.

The three active panels near-the end of the solar array wing
will provide about 14,500 cm2 of solar array. Each panel will
be composed of two modules. The modules will be placed in
various parallel and series configurations to allow testing at
solar array voltages from near 90 volts to in excessof 500
volts. Figure 8 indicates the change in module and maximum
array voltage as a function of orbital position. When the
eclar array is floating in the plasma, such that it is
collecting equal electron and ion current, 80-90% of it will
have to float negative. Tests will be conducted by switching
tho, floating solar array from lower to higher operating
voltages and arcing phenomena, floating potential nnd solar
array performance measurements will be obtained.

The high current hollow cathode and plasma source will be
operated for tests of the solar array positive relative to
space potential. These sources, with possibly the addition of
an electron gun generating an energetic electron beam, will,
independently, freely emit the solar array collected electrons
back to space and will control to solar array to apace
potential. The majority of the solar array will be positive of
the space potential allowing power lose evaluation as well as
investigation of local discharge phenomena expected in the
solar array vicinity. The array potential will be controlled
by the spacecraft automatio active discharge system (SAA.DS) of
which the chirge release devices are an int4gral part. Because
of their interest in the results of this experiment, the Air
Force Geophyoics Laboratory has offered to furnish this
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equipment to the VOLT-2 experiment. Some plasma diagnostics
associated with SAADS will be located on the Mission Peculiar
Ixperiment Support Structure (NPBSS). A

A minimum complement of three diagnostic instruments will be
mounted on the end of the solar arrao. Thene are presently
identified as a neutral density instrument a Langmuir probe
and a Differential Ion Flux Probe (Ref. 165. These instruments.
will allow determination of the ambient conditions in which the
plasma interaction experiment is conducted am well as
evaluation of perturbations to the plasma duo-to the high
voltage salar array operation.

Figure 9 .llustrates the anticipated orbital oonfiguration of
the VOLT-2,experiment. The. figure indicates that the solar
array and Shuttle tail will be point(d toward the sun. This
configuration is more advantageous for experiments involving
electron release by electron gun. The beam can be projected
along the magnotio field line and not strike the solar array.
The generated plasmas will also tend to, diffuse along magnetic
field lines and away from the solar array.

The orbital yelocitiee of spacecraft for LEO are much greater
thoa the thermal ion velocity but much loss than the thermal
electron velocity. The result is that as a spacecraft moves
through the plasma it sweeps out the ions, leaving much
decreased plasma density in its wake, which is occupied by an
excess of loetrons, relative to the ion population. As
observed in figure 10, there will be positions in the orbit .
where the wake is 9n the solar sell side or the backside of the
solar array and where no wake exists (when the spacecraft
velocity Veator and gun line are perpendicular). Data e. .

acquisition at these various positions will allow determination
of power loss, arcing and plasma perturbation over the range of
anticipated orbital plasma conditions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

For a number of years NASA and the USAF have planned space
missions utiliuing solar arrays which generate orders of
magnitude more power and operate at a much higher voltage than
has been flown previously. During this same time ground
technology programs have addressed the interaotions between
such a high voltage solar array and the ambient space plasma.
These programs have given us a basic understanding of what
interactions to anticipate and under what conditions. Ground
test informatiou has been augmented by flight tests which
verified that the effects observed on the ground are observed
in space. However, it has long been recognised that ground
tests are limited by facility miss, facility effects on plasma
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and electric field oconditions and the capability to accurately
simulate space plasma conditions. It is very important to teat
actual solar array performance with a large, solf-goneratod
voltage so that effects of large array area, surface voltage
gradients and varying currents in the solar array can be
evaluated. It is not possible to do this adequately in a
ground test chamber.

The spacie test program described in this paper is designed to
obtain critical information on solar array-plasma interactions
and their impact on array performanoce for planar and
ooncentrator arrays. Data will be obtained under conditions
and at array mises not obtainable in ground 'testing. These

data 'are critica.1 for. validating the'system level models Which
must be used .to evaluate candidate largo power system designs
and for developing design guidelines for higher voltage Arrays.
The data will be obtained with a matrix of variables so that
the maximum information on solar array interactions aud
performance in the LEO plasma environment will be collected.
Experiments will be conducted with various applied and
self-generated solar array voltages. These will be performe6 .
with the front at the solak array in plasma ram and wake
conditions and with sero plasma drift normal to the solar Cell

Without the crucial information this flight program viii
provide, designers of future spacecraft will be forced to be
conservative and operate solar arrays at presently acoepted 0. 01

voltages. This will seorously impact system efficiency and
manageability.
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PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF POWER-GENERATING TETHERS IN SPACE

AND OF PROPULSION FOR THEIR ORBIT MAINTENANCE

Robert E. Englishand Patrick N. Finnegan
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135

The concept of generating power in space by mans of a conducting tether
deployed from a spacecraft was studied. Using hydrogen and oxygen as the
rocket propellant to overcome the drag of such a power-generating tether would
yield more benefit than if used in a fuel cell. The mass consumption would be
25 percent less than the reactant consumption of fuel cells. Residual hydrogen
and oxygen in the external tank and in the orbiter could be used very effec-
tively for this purpose. Many other materials (such as waste from life
support) could be used as the propellant. Electric propulsion using tether-
generated power can compensate for the drag of a power-generating tether, half
the power going to the useful load and the rest for electric propulsion. In
addition, the spacecraft's orbital energy is a large energy reservoir that
permits load leveling and a ratio of peak to average power equal to 2. Criti-
cal technologies to be explored before a power-generating tether can be used
in space are delineated.

INTRODUCT ION

Tethered spacecraft are a topic of considerable and growing interest
(ref. 1). Ar/ong the features they offer is the possibility of power generation
from an electrically conducting tether trailed through the Earth's magnetic
field. Such a tether would be acted on by forces from the gravity gradient,
from aerodynamic drag, and from electrodynamic interaction with the Earth's
magnetic field; the tether would thus trail in a generally radial direction.
either up or down, rather than directly behind the spacecraft as the word
"trail" might indicate.

This paper describes a broad, general study of such power-generating
tethers that explored their potential value and their problems. The following
topics were studied: (1) the conditions of power generation, the drag imposed
on the spacecraft, and the resulting orbit decay; (2) the use of chemical pro-
pulsion to compensate for this drag; and (3) the use of some of the generated
power in electric propulsion to compensate for this drag. Finally, questions
of feasibility were considered. These topics define a technology program to
be completed before any application of such power-generating tethers in space.

THE POWER-GENERATING PROCESS

A spacecraft in low Earth orbit that trails an electric conductor that
is, say, 100 km long (fig. 1) will produce an electric potential in that
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conductor as a result of its motion through the Earth's magnetic field. The
voltage results from the familiar y x 1. For an orbital velocity of 7600 m/s,
the potential generated by such a tether might be 15 to 20 kV. For an electric
current to flow, electrons must be discharged at one end of the tether.
Figure 1 shows an electron gun for this purpose. Electrons,.being very mobile,are expected to provide the major flow of current.

For collection of the electrons at the tether's opposite end, an electron
collector of large surface area is required. Although figure 1 shows a sphere
for the collector, almost any surface would be suitable. Reference 2, for
example, suggests a plane surface aligned with the spacecraft's orbit path as
a way to decrease the aerodynamic drag from this large area.

Current through the conducting tether will impose a drag on the spacecraft
from the familiar I x A interaction. Aerodynamic drag on the tether will also
extract energy from the spacecraft. Rocket propulsion could compensate for
these draws and permit the spacecraft to maintain a stable flightpath,

The useful power output would, of course, be the product of the current
flow and the generated voltage. Inasmuch as generated voltages of tens of
kilovolts are somewhat of a problem in their own right, the lower voltages
produced by shorter tethers might at first appear attractive. For a given
power output, however, the voltage reduction must be compensated for by an
increase in current flow. At the higher current a larger surface is required
for collecting tho electrons.

Plasm Interactions will also impede electron flow. In a perfent vacuum,
the Voomagnetic field would force the electrons to move along paths that are
roughly helical, that surround given lines of the magnetic field, and that
would thereby generally prevent the emitted electrons from reaching the
electron-collecting surface. In an actual plasma, collisions of the electrons
with ions and neutral particles as well as with other electrons will randomize
the electron motions and permit their gradual diffusion toward the electron-
collecting surface. Both the plasma impedance from these collisions and the
space charge near the electron-collecting surface will restrict the flow of
electrons. The regions of space having the highest plasma density may permit
high currents of electrons, but these high densities may also impose severe
aerodynamic drag, Data to permit optimization Of altitude, these conflicting
requirements being considered, are not available. Thus the conservative
approach at this time requires the assumption of low current flow and, concom-
itantly, acceptance of the difficulties associated with the high voltages.
This will, in turn, require a tether of length sufficient to generate the volt-
age required. For that reason, the generated voltage in figure 2 was taken as
17.5 kM. The tabulated inputs, outputs, and losses resulted in a projected
generator efficiency of 0.73 for the conducting tether, with a useful power
output of 70 kW.

The total drag (aerodynamic and electromagnetic) imposed by the tether
power generator is about 13 N in this example, with a corresponding energy
decay from the tether of 96 kW. In the absence of propulsion to overcome this
drag, the orbit altitude would decrease about 20 km each day if the 96 kW were
extracted from the orbital energy of a 100-ton space station, Although such
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energy extraction would markedly shorten the life of a space station if con-
tinued for a long time, this power could be extracted for perhaps a week in anemergency. Spacecraft propulsion could, of course, compensate for this drag
and thereby sustain orbit altitude. Both chemical and electric propulsion arelikely candidates.

CHEMICAL PROPULSION FOR ORBIT MAINTENANCE

For 70 kU of useful power to be generated by a conducting tether, an
average thrust of about 13 N is required to overcome tether drag (fig. 2). In
principle, this thrust could be steady or in brief bursts of higher thrust.
For a specific impulse of 400 s (already exceeded by hydrogen-oxygen rockets),
propellant consumption would average 3 g/s, or 280 kg/day. In turn, propellant
consumption would be 0.17 kg/kWh of electric energy. To some in the space-
power field, this is a startingly low value of reactant consumption, for it is
only 43 percent of the reactant flow required by hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells.
In fact, it is also only 58 percent of the reactant consumption of an ideal
fuel cell, operating reversibly. How is this possible? The critical factor
is the large amount of kinetic energy possessed by the reactants by virtue of
their being in low Earth orbit, about 29 NJ/kg. In contrast, the Gibbs free
energy for combining hydrogen and oxygen into water is only 13 NJ/kg, the
theoretical limit on fuel-cell output per unit mass of hydrogen and oxygen
consumed.

What are tho various contributions to energy generation b% a chemically
propelled space station generating electric power via a conducting tether? A
rocket having a specific impulse of 400 s can supply 3923 N-s of impulse to the
space station for each kilogram of propellant expelled, corresponding to an ex-
haust velocity of 3923 m/s. For an orbital velocity of 7612 m/s, the rocket's
energy addition to the space station would be 29.86 MJ/kg of propellant. What
are the constituents of this energy addition? First, the kin~tic energy with
which the propellant would be discharged from the space station is 7.69 NJ/kg.
The propellant-discharge velocity of 3923 m/s relative to the space station
would reduce propellant velocity in Earth-centered coordinates from 7612 to
3689 m/s; in turn, its kinetic energy would be reduced by 22.17 N3/kg. The sum
of these two terms equals the 29.86 M3/kg added to the space station in the
paragraph above. The energy account thus balances.

On theoretical ground, the combination of rocket propulsion and a conduct-
ing tether can generate 2.3 times the electric energy that a fuel cell can.
Although losses with the tether power generator will decrease this advantage,
the gain in performance may still be substantial.

An important problem for a space station is to effectively use the resid-
ual propellants from the orbiter and the external tank. Readily recoverable
amounts of hydrogen and oxygen might average 1000 and 1400 kg, respectively,
for each flight of a fully loaded shuttle. On any given flight however, the
recoverable residuals might vary substantially from these values, even for a
fully loaded shuttle. For many flights, the shuttle's payload will be limited
by volume rather than by a mass constraint, and in that event, the amounts of
residual propellants would be substantially greater. For example, it the pay-
load mass were 80 percent of the rate value, the propellant residuals might
average 1800 and 5400 kg of hydrogen and oxygen, respectively, totaling over
7000 kg. In either case, the proportion of hydrogen and oxygen would be far
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from the stoichiometric proportion of 1/8. A rocket-sustained power-generating
tether can make more effective use of such nonstoichiometric residuals than can
fuel cells for three reasons:

(1) Inasmuch as the reactant consumption of fuel cells is 200 to 250 per-
cent of that of the power-generating tether, the tether can produce from a
given stoichiometric supply of reactants 2 to 2.5 times as much beneficial
product (kilowatt-hours of electric.oevergy).

(2) Because the fuel cell requires a stoichiometric proportion of hydrogen
and ox~ygen, any 9xcess of either would be wasted. In contrast with this, a'
chemical rocket tan readily accept imbalances in the proportions of hydrogen
and oxygen.

(3) Contaminating gases such as helium in the propellant-grade hydrogen
and oxygen will accumulate in fuel cells unless they are frequently purged to
vent the contaminants, a factor increasing the reactant consumption above
theoretical values.

Scavenging 7000 kg of hydrogen and oxygen from just a single shuttle
flight is sufficient to provide 4.7 kW of power from a rocket-sustained power-
generating tether for an entire year. The potential of using these residual
reactants is thus clear. On the other hand, the long-term potential of the
power-generating tether to supply power to a space station is very sensitive
to the level of pqowr required, to the frequency of the shuttle flights to the
station, and to the mass of residual hydrogen and oxygen recoverable from the
orbiter and the external tank. Consider, for example, the 70-kW power source

¶discussed earlier. Even the rocket-sus-tained power-generating tether would
require 100 tons of hydrogen and oxygen a year, or 1000 tons over 10 years.
Either a solar or a nuclear power supply would require far less mass in order "101
to provide the same baseload power. For long-term applications the rocket-
sustained power-generating tether is utterly dependent on a supply of '~free,
propellant. This type of power-generating tether is thus an effective compet-
itor only of other reactant-consuming, chemical power systems such at fuel
cells, these power systems being generally limited to missions of m~'odest
duration.

ELECTRIC PROPUJLSION FOR ORBIT MAINTENANCE

The high propellAnt consumption of the rocket-sustained power-generating
* tether raises the question, Night this propellant consumption be reduced by

switching to electric propulsion, which can attain very high specific impulse
Because it can use a variety of propellants, electric propulsion also offers 4
second interesting possibility: perhaps the residual hydrogen and oxygen could

* be used for other purposes, such as generating power in fuel cells, and then
the product water usoO as propellant for electric propulsion. In fact, the
propellant might be almost any supply of material otherwise wasted. The power
source for the electric propulsion could be either the conducting tether itself
or an independent power supply; both will be considered. The electric propul-
sion device might be either an electrothermal jet, an arcjet, an electro-
plasma-dynamic thruster, or an ion thruster (this list being in order of
increasing specific impulse). Thus an entire spectrum of specific impulse is
available for consideration.
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Not all of the concepts to be explored will be found valuable, but at this
stage in the study of tethers, some coarse screening of concepts such as this
is worthwhile.

Using Tether-Generated Power

Although electric propulsion with its high specific impulse offers the
possibility of lower propellant consumption than chemical propulsion, generat-
ing power for the electric propulsion itself will impose an added drag on the
tether. Concomitantly, this added drag will increase propellant consumption.
Let us briefly investigate how these two factors balance, one increasing and
the other decreasing propellant consumption.

For the fiducial case of power generation componsatmd by chemical rocket
propulsion,

P 0  0aDV (1)

0(2)•m 10g0

where

PO useful power generated
ne overall efficiency of power generation (0.73)
Do0  drag of tether
V spacecraft velocity (7612 m/s)
-Iq) propellant flow rate
F0  propulsive thrust of chemical rocket
g0  standard gravitational acceleration (9.80665 m/s2 )
10 specific impulse of chemical rocket (400 s)

For steady operation, the thrust F0 must balance the drag Do, the required
propellant flow then being 4.6x00- 8 kg/J of electric energy.

When electric propulsion Is used, the power generated P must be

increased by Pf, the power required to produce the thrust, that is,

P a PO 0 Pf (3)

and

Pf Ig (4)

whore

F thrust
I specific impulse
"If thruster efficiency
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As before, the drag 0 on the tether for this increased power is

nev (5)

Propellant flow rate -4 is

o 
(6)

For thrust F balancing drag D, combining equations (1) to (6) yields

* I
OL .I 

(1)
mo I

Representative values of propellant flow ratio Orb/0 from equation (1)are given in table I for a thruster efficiency n. of 0.8 and for variousvalues of specific impulse. In each case, the pr9pellant flow rate "v, or- is that required to produce the same amount of useful power Pp. As specificimpulse approaches 907 s, the propellant flow ratio goes to infinity; that is,all the generated power would be consumed for electric propulsion, and nonewould be left for the useful load.

The minimum propellant flow rate was determined by equating the derivative
of equation (7) to zero:

90 (8)
"4go

where 1* is the optimum spdific impulse. For the nominal conditions assumed vAherein, this optimum specific impulse is 453 s, the value that for a given use- V b

ful power PO minimizes propellant flow or, for a given propellnt flow,maximizes the useful power Po. For this value of specific impulse, half thegenerated power is consumed in providing thrust; the remaining half is avail-
able to the useful load.

The propellant flow ratio in equation (7) is then 1.76; that is, the pro-pellant flow rate is 76 percent above that for chemical propulsion by ahydrogen-oxygen rocket. From equations (1) to (6), the net useful power POper unit mass flow rate can be expressed as

12 04o0eV - I enfV/ (9)
4+ e

Substituting equation (8) into this gives

2 (10)
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for the optimum specific impulse. The energy generated is then 12.3 NJ/kg of
propellant, corresponding to a propellant flow of 0.29 kg/kWh. This value of
propellant flow is 25 percent less than that required by hydrogen-oxygen fuel
cells. In addition, hydrogen and oxygen are not required, only any material
that can be electrically accelerated to 4400 m/s, corresponding to a specific
impulse of 453 s.

The amount of useful power that can be generated in this way depends, of
course, on the amount of material available as propellant. Some estimates of
consumables to be supplied to the space station early in its evolution run as
high as 1 kg/h for each astronaut. Using that quantity of propellant could
then produce 3.4 kW of useful power per astronaut, or 27 kW for a crew of 8.
On the other hand, an alternative use of that same mass of consumables could
provide even more power. Consider, for example, a space station having aboard
a powerplant of either the solar or the nuclear type. Not only would such
powerplants impose less drag than the power-generating tether, but also sub-
stantially higher specific impulse would be practical. Thus that same mass of
expended consumables could compensate for the drag of a powerplant of much
higher power than would be practical with a power-generating tether.

The electrically propelled power-generating tether offers an interesting
opportunity for load leveling. If, for example, the tether power generator
were capable of delivering 100 kW of total power, the analysis herein suggests
that this would normally be divided into two halves: one for the useful load
and the other for propulsion. But that need not always be so. At times of
high power demand, the entire output of 100 kW could be used by the usefulload, During this time the orbit altitude of the spacecraft would decrease,

but only slowly if the spacecraft were fairly massive. At times of below-
average power demand, the extra power could augment spacecraft propulsion for
reboosting the orbit to its nominal altitude. The average power demand must,
of course, be low enough for sustaining the orbit altitude or the spacecraft
would gradually descend into the Earth's atmosphere. The spacecraft's orbital
energy would constitute the reservoir for storage and extraction of energy,
and it is quite a large reservoir. For example, if the orbit altitude of a
100-ton spacecraft were to decrease only 10 km, 850 kWh of electric energy
would be made available - the power-generating efficiency being taken as 0.73,
as before. Without propulsion to compensate for the tether's drag, this
reservoir of 850 kWh would sustain the 100 kW of generated power for 8.5 h.

The characteristics of the concept of electrically propelling a power-
generating tether can be summarized as follows:

(1) Useful power can be generated in excess of that required for electric
propulsion, maximum power for a given propellant flow being generated in low
Earth orbit if the specific impulse is about 450 s.

(2) Almost any supply of propellant can be used, provided only that it can
be electrically accelerated to about 400 m/s.

(3) The required flow of propellant is 25 percont less thon the hydrogen
and oxygen consumed by fuel cells producing the same useful power.

(4) The spacecraft's orbital energy is a large reservoir of energy that
would permit temporary diversion of power from propulsion to other purposes.
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Propulsion Via the Tether

Reversing the current flow through the tether would convort it from a
generator into a motor, that is, into a propulsive device. Of course, power
from an independent source of, say, the solar or nuclear type would then be
required. The voltage and force on the tether would be essentially unchanged
from their values for power generation, the force merely changing sign. In
this case, no propellant flow would be required, a very favorable condition

,\ for long-term missions in low Earth orbit such as that of a space- station.
Controlling the current flow would control thL 'hrust magnitude. On the other
hand, the thrust direction would be aligned with I x I and would thus be beyond
control.

The overall efficiency of such propulsion by tether would likely be about
the same as that for power generation by tether, herein estimated as 0.73.
Although this efficiency is lower than already demonstrated values for electric
propulsion, the absence of any propellant consumption at all would be a dis-
tinct advantage. The reduced propulsive efficiency would, of course, increase
the demand for power, and thereby the mass and cost of the powerplant would
also increase. This increased demand for power would thus partially offset the
advantage of eliminating propellant consumption.

GENERAL DISCUSSION OF TETHERS FOR POWER GENERATION OR PROPULSION

Because essentially no technology exists for power generation or propul-
sion by means of tethers, there is a variety of questions concerning the over-
all feasibility of the concepts. On the other hand, the potential benefits of
the concepts warrant investigation in a technology program aimed at delineating K
their true merits. Critical questions center on the interactions of such a
conducting tether with the plasma surrounding the Earth. The impedance of this
plasma will greatly influence tether design. A highly conductive plasma would
permit large currents, a factor producing shorter tethers and lower generated
voltages. Although the shorter tether would tend to reduce aerodynamic drag,
high plasma conductivity can be achieved only in regions of high particle den-
sity, a factor tending to increase aerodynamic drag. The best operational
altitude for these conducting tethers is thus an open question that will sub-
stantially influence both their design and their potential value.

Plasma impedance will also affect the size of the required electron
collector and thus its weight and aerodynamic drag as well. Plasma interact-
ions (chiefly Alfven waves) may add energy to the plasma in regions well beyond
the influence of conventional aerodynamics and may thereby increase aerodynamic
drag.

In response to the uncertainties concerning interactions of high currents
with the Earth's plasma, a prudent program would decrease risk by using low
currents and by accepting the long tethers and the high voltages that result.
Electric potentials of tens of kilovolts will require not Just insulating the
tether but also high integrity of this insulation. A pinhole in the insulation
would lead to leakage of electrons, Bombardment of the surrounding insulatioa
by these electrons with kinetic energies of, say, 10 key would chemically
decompose that insulation inasmuch as chemical binding anergies are only of
the order of 1 eV per atom and thus far below the 10 O00-eV energy of the
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electrons. For that reason, a minute defect in the ii. tion oen a small
amount of damage from particles in space can lead to prt,, ssive -.Mdge and
failure of the insulation. Extensive testing of the insulation in high-vacuum
chambers here on Earth would aid in delineating the magnitude of the problem
and perhaps point the way to its solution.

Power conditioning for tens of kilovolts is state of the art here on Earth
but has yet to be evolved for space. In particular, the usual power condition-
ing for space accepts low input voltage and increases as well as regulates the
voltage for supply to the useful loads. In using power from a conducting
tether, the power conditioning would be required to reduce voltage for delivery
to the loads, a transformation requiring a new technology. An additional
factor affecting power conditioning is variation in the generated voltage as
the result of variation in y x I along the flightpath as well as variation in
the properties ,f the space plasma.

Using tethers for power generation or propulsion would also encounter
some of the same problems as does every application of tethers in space,
namely, the dynamics and structural problems associated with tether deployment,
orbit maneuvers, and rendezvous with other spacecraft.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Power generation in low Earth orbit by means of a condlicting tether
trailed off a spacecraft was studied. Analysis of this concept as well as pro-
pulsion (both chemical and electric) to sustain the power-generating tether z
produced the following results:

1. Assessment of losses in power generation showed that efficiency of
power generation might be about 0.73.

2. in the absence of propulsion to sustain the spacecraft, the orbit
would slowly decay, the decrease in altitude being 20 km a day if the generated
power were 1 kW/ton of total spacecraft mass. Power might be extracted for
perhaps a week in an emergency, but this would not be a suitable strategy for
any extended mission.

3. If a hydrogen-oxygen rocket were to provide the propulsion to sustain
the low Earth orbit of a spacecraft generating power by means of a conducting
tether, the propellant consumption would be less than half the consumption of
hydrogen and oxygen by fuel cells producing the same power. For missions
beyond perhaps a month, neither concept is weight-competitive with solar or
nuclear powerplants.

4. If residual hydrogen and oxygen from the shuttle's external tank and
orbiter were available to the spacecraft, the rocket-sustained power-generating
tether could make better use of these residues than could a fuel cell because
(a) the proportions will likely not be stoichiometric and (b) the residues may
contain impurities such as helium. Both of these conditions a rocket
tolerates better than do fuel cells.
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5. A single lightly loaded shuttle might have propellant residues total-
ing 7 tons. That quantity of hydrogen and oxygen would permit generation of
4.7 kW of power by a rocket-sustained power-generating tether for an entire
year.

6. On the other hand, the rocket propellant to sustain a 70-kW power-
generating tether for 10 years would total 1000 tons, perhaps 100 times the
mass of a solar or nuclear powerplant.

7. A conducting tether could provide useful power plus power for electric
propulsion to compensate for its own drag. The propellant could be any avail-
able supply of material (such as waste from life support) capable of electrical
acceleration to about 4400 m/s (specific impulse of 450 s). The generated
power would be divided equally between the u5eful load and electric propulsion.
Not only would fuel cells require the specili'c reactants hydrogen and oxygen In
the stoichiometric proportion but the mass consumption of those reactants would
be about 1/3 higher than the propellant consumption of the solf-sustaining
tether. A self-sustaining power-generating tether would by its nature permit
load leveling for peak-to-average powers of 2 to 1, the spacecraft's orbital
energy being the energy reservoir.

8. If early in the evolution of the space station discharges of waste
from life support run as high as 1 kg per astronaut-hour, use of this mass of
waste as propellant in electric propulsion of a self-sustained tether could
continuously pro",i. 3.4 kW per astronaut, or 27 kW for a crew of 8.

9. Several questions concerning the feasibility of the power-generating
tether must be answered by a technology program before such tethers are used
in space. The questions concern the following: plasma impedance in low Earth
orbit, use of low currents and high generated voltages to circumvent high
plasma impedance, aerodynamic drag on the tether, losses in the plasma, the
performance of electrical insulation In space at potentials to tens of kilo-
volts, and power conditioning for these high generated potentials. These
issues are in addition to the usual questions concerning feasibility of tethers
in space, namely, the dynamic and structural problems associated with tether
deployment, orbit maneuvers, and rendezvous with other spacecraft.
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PRELI1INARY INVESTIGATION OF THE ELECTRODYNAMICS OF A CONDUCTING TETHER

W. B. Thompson
University of California at San Diego*

La Jolla, California 92093

An introductory study of the properties of an electrically conducting
tether flown from the shuttle is presented, Only a single configuration is
considered: *a vertical conductor moving normally across the Earth's field,
connecting the shuttle to a large conducting balloon that passively extracts
electrons frocit the ionosphere. The rather surprising nature of the distortions
in the plasma at .maximum current collection are described, as are the local
and distant wakes. Numrical values are crude approximations, the emphasis
being on the nature of the process, not on engineering values, but it is hoped
that this discussion will prove useful.

ELECTRODYNA1IC PROPERTIES OF A CONDUCTING TETHER

There is a developing interest in the possible uses of tethers in space
for such purposes as transferring energy and momentum between bodies, effecting
rendezvous and probing neighboring parts of space, including regions such as
the upper atmosphere otherwise inaccessible to a spacecraft. Tether lengths
of up to 100 km h&ve been considered as possible, and major experiments are
being designed.

It has been conjectured, perhaps first by Alfven, that if such a tether
were made conducting, then since in the neighborhood of the Earth it moves
across a magnetic field and hence experier'es an amf between the ends, it could
draw a current from the surrounding plasma which could provide power for use
on a spacecraft (ref. 1). In this paper som aspects of this conjecture are
considered in its earliest and perhaps simplest mode: a conducting tether
extending up from the shuttle in low Earth orbit to some suitable collector.

Possible Uses of a Conducting Tether (refs. 2, 3)

- In low Earth orbit, h w 200 km, V . 8 km/sec, and the electric
field along the tether E * V x B m 0.24 V/m. The exact level of the voltage
drop along the wire is A# -AL E [,.4) '.10 , VA being the rotational speed
speed of the Earth; hence it depends on position and orientation of the tether,
field, and velocity: the given figures are representative. If the tether con-
tained an 18-gauge copper wire (0.1-cm diameter, 7.3-kg/km weight, and 20-a/km
resistance), the maximum current that could be drawn would be -12 A. Fifteen-
gauge wire has half the resistance and double the weight, but would permit a

*Physics Department and California Space Institute. Supported by Martin
Marietta Aerospace Corporation, Research Contract RH3-393855.
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maximum current of 24 A to be drawn. At this current level the power dissi-
pated would be 2.4 kW/km, or 240 kW for a 100-km tether. With 18-gauge wire
about one-quarter of this could be used in the spacecraft; with 15-gauge wire,
about one-half.

1he energy, of course, is not free: it is obtained by increasing the drag
4,n the spacecraft and, if steady operation is required, this drag must be com-
pensated for by using rocket fuel. However, as has been pointed out, there is
an energetic advantage in using fuel this way rather than directly for onboard
power. The energy obtained by using the fuel for thrust includes its poten-
tial, which is comparable to the chemical energy, the only fraction used if it
is burnt for onboard power.

Thrust And drag. - If the tether carries a current I, it experiences a
force I x 8/unit length; hence the system (spacecraft + tether + collector)
experiences a total force I x Bit, where L is the vertical length of the
tether. For shuttle heights and a current oF 10 A, this is about 0.2 N/km
20 N for a 100-km tether. It is essentially a drag, doing work at the rate
I x B • VL% - -1#, although it may be important that there is an out-of-plane
component o the force. Noreover, this component of the drag is readily
controlled simply by modulating the current that is drawn. *

The tether may also be used actively. If the collector can also operate
as an electron emitter, a current can be driven through the tether, in which
case a force of lO x JLt acts on the shuttle. The potential drop needed to drive
this current is A# . 10R + I x 1 iL + A, where 6 is the potential drop
needed to collect the current from the plasma. The efficiency is then

I0 x B v
T DR + V x 8 Lt + A# i:

Introduce the saturation current

Vx 5 L t
R

and a fictitious 'collection current" /R Ic) , which we shall later
show is usually small, then

" 0 I + 4 C
1÷ II

Thus although the thrust is small (like most electromagnetically driven thrust-
ers), the efficiency can be quite high. Adequate current collection my cause
problems. Noreover, the thrust need not be in the orbital plane, and depends
on the orientation of the tether. This in turn may be modified by modulating
the current, and many electromechanical games may be played.

Cownj~auign.. - The tether constitutes a very long antenna immrsed in
a magnetoactive plasma; it carries a current that can be passively modulated
Just by activating a switch and may be useful for communications at very low
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frequencies. Because of the peculiar transmission properties of the mgnetizedplasma, there may be important advantages in using an antenna of this type.Since these transmission properties are so complex, a good deal of theoreticalInvestigation is required before this will have been adequately explored.
Even if the current is not modulated, a significant disturbance is pro-duced by the passage of the tether: the wake it leaves behind in the magneto-sphere. The collector also leaves a wake, and these two have rather differentand by no means obvious character. Some fraction of the signals produced areattenuated only weakly as the collector-tether system goes by and have charac-teristics signatures.

LUigraiti. - Many of the signals that are, or could be, produced by thetether have propagation characteristics that depend in some detail on the.nature tf the plasma through which they propagate. Hence they may be usefulin large-scale synoptic exploration of parts of the magnetosphere. These ex-plorations are of practical importance since they also constitute explorationsof possible communications channels.

Questions

£Wjrrent €ollection. - The electrodynamic use of a tether requires that itbe able to collect the necessary current. It is by no means obvious that thiscan be done. A small positive probe in
the~~ ~ Inde af n ,, .plasm mcollects a current ofthe order of noey/area, where v - VkfkT/lir. At shuttle heights, wheren w 2x1 */cm,3 An the temperature is approximately 0.2 eV, this is of theorder of 2.5 mA/m , and a collector area of approximately 2000 m2 should beenough to collect about 5 A (refs. 4, 5). On the other hand, it is not clearthat the same current can be drawn by a large probe. Suppose the collector hasan area -D2 and hence a length across the magnetic field of -0. Then cur-rent is collected from any field line for a time D/V, and the number of elec-trons extracted per unit area is approximately equal to "v (D/V). To collectthis, all of the electrons must be removed from a column of length Ls w (V/V) D.For electrons at 0.2 eV and a collector speed of 86km/sec, this is -10 m100 m for a 0 of 10 m. How does this happen? And how much energy is neededto collect this current?

WIakl. - Some well-known work has been done on the production of Alfvenwaves (ref. 6) by large structures moving through the magnetosphere. We haveinstead a structure that draws an electric current, extracting negative chargefrom one region and ejecting it in another, while seriously modifying the localmagnetic field. What is the effect of these modifications on the local anddistant properties of the magnetosphere? What happens to the charges? Howdoes the current close? Where does the momentum come from? What is the energybalance?

Communications. - The whole question of low-frequency propagation throughthe magnetosphere is one that can be answered in principle (i.e., the responsefunction is well known and can easily be written down for a plane wave). Howis this connected to the signal produced by a source of a given configurationmoving through a nonuniform plasma? (or for that matter, moving through auniform plasma?) Attempts to deal with these problems require handlin thedispersion relation for a warm magnetoplasma, a mathematical object with quitehorrendous properties.
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Are there significant model experiments that could be carried out on a
laboratory scale and would give significant information here? And if so, how
should such information be Interpreted?

The Present Investigation

To obtain significant results, the present investigation concentrated on
two questions for a particular configuration. The two questions were: how is
the current collection affected? and what are the most important features of
the wake?

The configuration considered is a 100-km tether drawing a saturation cur-
rent of 5 A from a sphere of radius 25 m, a balloon, with a surface conductiv-
ity of a 1-il layer of copper. The magnetosphere is considered as containing
a density of 2xlO0. lectrons/cm3 , neutralized by an equal number of singly
charged positive 01i ions, both at a temperature of 0.2 eV (*2200') (ref. 11).

Current collection. - If the electron"were collected through an inverse
Langmuir Childs sheath from a virtual cath de that moved out from the collector
to A distance of -100 m, the required potential drop

4/3

would be, of order of l0S V, and essentially such a current could not be col-
lected. However, this assumes that the positive ions play no role and that
the field of the collector is screened by the electrons that it is collecting.
We have considered the role of the ions and have come to a much more optimistic
conclusion.

Consider the effect near the leading edge of the collector. The parallel "
electric field that it produces is effectively wiped out by the motion of
electrons along the magnetic lines of force ahead of the collector. However,
as soon as the collector crosses a line of force, the electrons on that line
are drained off, and the electric field begins to appear. As a consequence,
the potential on that field line begins to rise. Now, although electrons are
confined to magnetic field lines, their gyroradius being -0;.15 cm, this is not
true for the much heavier ions that have energies of 1/2 NW• In the collector
frame. T115 is about 6 eV, and until the potential reaches this value, the
ions are free to move across the field; however, whenthis value is ex^eeded,
the ions are reflected. Since the ions have a thermal spread, not all are
reflected at this potential; a somewhat higher potential of -12 eV is needed
to reflect most of the ions.

The electrons g ccelerated by the parallel electric field and gain a
velocity given byf2ezi/m. Since the Lgtron flux remuins -nV, the electron
density is reduced by a factor of T w 1/8. Since both the electron and
ion densities are reduced, the electrons by parallel acceleration and the ions
by partial reflection, there exists a potential +0 a 12 *V at which the ,
electron and ion densities are equal. If the collector sits at this potential .
with respect to the undisturbed plasm, it can collect the saturation current,
even though the accelerating fields sit not near the collector, but on a nar-
row sheath that extends out at an angle W/V along the magnetic field and
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reaches a&distance Ls /v-V o - 1so m from the collector. The voltage
drop needed to collect this current is then only of the order of 12 V, which is
equivalent electrically to increasing the tether length by -50 m. Hence it is
negligible for kilometer-length tethers.

Because this extended sheath reflects the ions while it extracts the
electrons, everywhere behind the extended sheath the plasma density is very
low. As soon as the collector has passed, electrons are no longer extracted
and the potential rapidly drops. As it does so, electrons rush out with ap-
proximately the thermal speed, leaving only a small negative charge, so that
the plasm although at low density is again neutral at a distance of the order
of 0. the collector width, behind the collector. Behind this, the low-pressure
region fills in at a rate given by the ion thermal speed, -1.5 km/sec. Hence
the plasma does not recover its original density for 2 LS (V/v8) w 1 km behind
the collector.

The reflected ions have velocity in the plasma frame of 2 V and hence move
in gyro orbits with a radius rL 0 2V/a, w 90 m, about a center 90 m below the
collector. They produce a net positive charge of "he order of 0/4r a 2.5
percent of the total ion charge density. This is neutralized by an knflux of
electrons along the field lines in a distance again of the order of 0. The
total charge does not disappear but spreads out along the field line, with the
electron thermal speed essentially halving in 1he distance 0. After 100 m the
charge density is reduced to -0.1 electrons/cm', and its dynamic effect
essentially disappears. The excess charge drifts down and across the magnetic
field lines and eventually is balanced in the ionosphere.

The wike. - The local effects of the collector are as follows: a volume
of height 0 (425 m extending out along the field lines a distance (V/V) 0
(&250 m) on either side of the collector and tapering back to vanish at a
distance

L v. 0 *S km
v V v0 +

behind the collector is evacuated of plasma; while a volume of height w4 rL
v 160 m, of width 150 m, and of length -D acquires a charge of O/4rL * 3.5
percent nee/unit volume.

The positive current flows out of the collector, with a current density
of -2.5 MA/me, carried by the electrons; flows forward and down across the
field lines, with a density of 3 mA/ 2, carried by the ions; then flows along
the field lines with a density of -0.3 mA/m' carried by the electrons. The
associated magnetic perturbations are ~5xl0l- 9 for the first current (a
magneti, twist), 3x1 0- g for the second (an increase in field strength), and
1.2x00- g for the third (a further magnetic twist).

The major modification in the background is produced by the magnetic field
in the tether. For -2 cm about the tether this field exceeds the Earth's field *

and the field lines close about the tether, while beyond this the disturbance
falls off as ltr. It is important to note, however, that the tether bonds aM
compresses the field lines but does not introduce a twist. This is important
when we consider the nature of the makes and its a result of our assumption of
a horizoatal field.
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I~J~~j.-The ow-rqueny disturbances produced by the passing of
the AttM ýcah.b ecrbdi the simplest approximation by considering the
plasma as ato ideally conducting fluid. For our case the velocity of sound is
much less than the Aitwen speed, CS a 2 ka/sec, CA a 130 km/sec, and thore are
three possible waves (ref. 10): an Alt yen wave, Which propagates &lonig the

* magnetic field with the Alfvon speed; a channeled sound wave, which again prop-
agates along the mgnotic field, bu~t now with the speed of sound; and an

* ~Isotropic inagnttoacoustic wave, which propagates isotropically with the Alt yen
speed.

$ ince the Ai- fvye speed is much greater than-the speed of the tether
(I koWset~v the magnetoacoustic wake does not appear as a dynamic wave.
Ipistead It is static in the t tef~ and is modified slightly by the
OLereptsm contraction z -# x ~-~C) which for our case is -4.1.
percentý

The 01"tic twists (-2xl0-4 q) propagate along the magnetic field lirts
with the Alfve speed but -are slowly attenuated as a result of collision%, with
a scale lengtf' substantially greater than the olectemn man free path: in
fact of the order ef

2 C2  L

d0

where do is th bY llisionless screening length, c/up- 4 m for our case and
hence L *(CAMV '?1 a 800 ko. If the magnetic field has,& vertical compo-
nent or if the tether is not ptrpendicular to the field, then a very much larg- ~ 7
or signal can be propagated as an Alt yen wave, and it is here that commnica-
tions possibilities my exist (frequencies must be substantially less than the *

ion gyrofrequency, when Doppler shifted, Q, a 180, va28 cycles/sec).

The magnetoacoustic mods produces a modification in the magnetic field
strength that is almost indistinguishable from the vacuum field. The azimuthal
field,' has the vacuum form, but there is superimposed on this a small radial
field

2
P. 1 L K LZ
r C2 r

and an associated current density

C2  r 2

This can be quite large near the tether but is only correctly described for
values of r >> 2 cm, where nonlinear modifications bacomn unimportant
(honce@ << 1).

The magnetosonic wave that carries the pressure pulse represents a super-,
position of the channeled sound wave, and the isotropic megnetoacoustic wave.
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The pressure pulse propagates along the field line and, as it propagates, pro-
ducee a pressure di~sturbance in'its neighborhood that falls of f as 1/p, whlere
po is the perpendicular distance to the field line. The disturbance rapidly
becomes small, and in addition, in a more rigorous treatment, is damped.

filjh-freaugngg canonents. - If the plasma is trreated by the more rigorous
and appropriate method of collisionless kinetic theory, the law-frequency WDt
results are reproduced, providing that the conditions k .vi/k -V'<<l and
kuv,'/k * V >> 1 are satisfied. (Note that this inv~lidatesthe slow sound
wave, which becomes strongly damped.) There are, homvr other modes of
oscillation possible, and many of these waves have psco'3ii~r traivsmittitig
properties.

If we work only to lowest order in the ion gyrorddius, using the cold ion
approximation, then the tether field gives rise, in addition to the quasi-
static response, to an oscillating field whose amplitude depends essentially on
the distance along the field line from the point of observation to the tether,
and only slowly on the distance along the direction of motion. The frequency,
howver, varies with this distance and, as a result, a signal modulated in
both amplitude and frequency is produced as the tether passes.

The charge density can also excite a narrow band of Langmuir waves, pro.
viding that k,- V/kpyo- >> 1. These combine again to give a modulated wave as
the collector passes. The signal occurs in planes above and below the collec-
tor, and this time has a constant amplitude depending only on the distance
projected along the field line and is again a slowly modulated sine wave in
the region of its appearance.

CONCLUSI ONS

This has been an introductory essay on the subject of conducting tethers.
We have presented arguments suggesting that cut-rent collection can be reason-
ably efficient even with a fairly simple system, although the local modifica-
tion In the plasma is both unexpected and dramatic. We have also discussed
some features of the wake and have explored several components: the Alfven
wave, magnetoacoustics, and high-frequency elements.

This Is by no moans a complete study; it is suggestive rather than deown-
strative. We have not given a complete and consistent theory of the extended
sheath (the high field region needs to be analyzed), not, have we discussed its
overall stability.

The discussion of the wake is also incomplete. The pressure mods (the
slow magnetoacoustic wave) is probably strongly damped, and the connections to
the source have not been evaluated in full detail. Some of the results, the
lack of Alfven waves from the tether, for example, depend on the orientation
chosen and would be modified as the system moved.

The treatment of the high-frequency components is also incomplete. We
hove used a greatly oversimplified representation of the dielectric response,
neglecting the effects of ion thermal motion, including the higher cyclotron

rsnancs
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lore importantly, we have restricted the analysis to the static wake. If
the current is mnulated, now phenomena must be expected, soae of which can be
analyzed by the methods we have described, but some of which call for more
cmplex investigations.

We have not presented a careful analysis of motion around the tether.
This is important since the coupling to the linear waves requires a treatment
of the local nonlinear region.

Finally, we have not attempted to consider the possible effect of electro-
dynamic forces on the motion of the tether.

Nch remains to be done, but at least a start has been mde on a detailed
ame rigorous analysis of the electrodynamics of a tether in space.
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ASTRONAUT HAZARD DURING FREE-FLIGHT POLAR EVA

William N. Hall
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

Extravehicular Activity (EVA) during Shuttle flights planned for the late
1980's includes several factors which together may constitute an astronaut hazard.
Free-flight EVA is planned whereas prior United States earth orbit EVA has used
Umbilical tethers carrying communications, coolant, and oxygen. EVA associated
with missions like Landsat Retrieval will be in orbits through the auroral oval
where Charging of spacecraft may occur,

The astronaut performing free flight EVA constitutes an independent
spacecraft. The astronaut and the Shuttle make up a system of electrically
isolated spacecraft with a wide disparity in size. Unique situations, such as the
astro0naut being in the wake 'of the Shuttle while traversing an auroral disturbance,
could, result in significant astronaut and Shuttle charging. Charging and
Iubsquent arc discharge are important because they have been associated with
operating upsets and even satellite failure at geosynchronous orbit. Spacecraft
char•.iq theory and experiments are being examined to evaluate charging for Shuttle
siLe Lpacecraft in the polar ionospheres

The extensive body of knowledge about auroral phenomena car. saist in
evaluating the importance of charging. Images recorded by the Defense
Nsteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) sate'llites in circular orbits show
snapshots of the spatial extent of the optical aurora. Montages of all sky camera
iaages from an aircraft flying a path to remain at constant local midnight show
the cyclic behavior and the suddenness of onset of optical aurura. Geophysical
conditions measured at the time can be used to evaluate the EVA conducted from
Skylab in 1973-746 Skylab, with an orbit inclination of 50 degrees, did encounter
the auroral oval when the orbit latitude extremes were at the right longitude and
local time. Study of the geophysical conditions and orbits during the Skylab eVAs
showed that astronauts on EVA were always at least 5 degrees of latitude
equatorward of the auroral oval.

INTRODUCTION

In the process of evaluating space systems environmental interactions (Pike et
al, ref. 1). it became apparent that physical interactions between the environment
ond the astronaut's extravehicular activity (EVA) equipment could be significant.
Servicing of satellites after launch is an example of how astronaut free-flight
EVA will be used. The EVA equipment now available for use, developed by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at the same time that the
shuttle was being developed# was designed for Shuttle flights at low inclination
angles (NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC) Private Communication, t962). At that
tim it was not anticipated that polar orbit XVA would involve additional problems.
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The special area of concern to Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (APGL) is with
the physical interaction between the environment and the astronaut's EVA equipment,
an opposed to the biological interaction between the environment and the astronaut
himself. The effort has focused on the interaction of charging and arc discharges
(Garrett and Pike, ref. 2) on the Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU), the Primary
Life Support System (P1S5), and the Manned Maneuvering Unit (NKU). This
interaction i@ important because of the consequences of EVA equipment failure in
combination with the great uncertainty involved with charging and arc discharge in
the Shuttle environment.

EIXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

The polar orbit EVA to be conducted from Shuttle will encounter conditions
differing from those andcuntered during the NASA successful EVA history during the
Gemini, Apollo, and Skylab programs (urniss, ref. 3). The NASA history mf EVA
has been one of outstanding success since the first EVA by White on the Gemini 4
flight in. 1965. The Gemini program included 9 EVAv at low (several hundred
kilometers) altitude and low latitude with the astronautu connected to the
spacecraft by an umbilical tether carrying oxygen, coolant, and communications
services. Approximately 20 EVAs were conducted during the Apollo program. Most
occurred on the lunar surface with 3 in deep space while returning to earth.
Although the lunar EVAs were untethered, they were in a deep space environment
quite different from the Earth's ionospheric plasma. The 10 NVAs from Skylab were
.again in tie ionospheric plasma with the astronauts connected to Skylab by an
umbilical tether. Skylab's 50 degree orbit inclination intersected the auroral
oval, the greatest overlap was in the southern hemisphere near Australia. However,
the Skylab EVAs were conducted while the orbital latitudinal extremes were in
other longitudinal sectors. The geophysical conditions encountered during the
Skylab XVAs will be disoussod later.

With this successful EVA history as a baseline, what is there about EVA from
the shuttle to cause concern? One significant factor is that at times the

astronaut will be untethered and, if simultaneous failures occur, could "float
away'. Another factor is the development of Vandenberg Air Force Base as a Shuttle
launch site. Vandenberg will have the capability of launching the Shutle into
high inclination orbits intersecting the auroral oval 4 times during every orbit. A

The environment at auroral oval latitudes in markedly different from that at low
latitude. and is potentially hostile during geophysical disturbances. NASA ic now
considering a polar orbit Shuttle flight from Vandenberg to retrieve the Landsat-D
satellite. The mission scenario is expected to include EVA and, possibly,
free-flight EVA.

Polar Orbit Extravehicular Activity

The polar orbit EVA illustrated in figure I depicts the combination of
circumstances which make polar free-flight EVA different froa other EVAs to date.
At the center is a graphicel representation of analytical modeling of the Shuttle
and an astronaut on EVA in the ambient ionospheric plasma (Cooke et al, ref. 4).
The shape of the shuttle is represented by different sized rectangular and
triangular solids. The astronaut is represented as a 2 meter long, I meter
diameter, dielectric cylinder. The Shuttle is large compared to the size of the
astronaut, who will at times be in the wake# where electron and ion densities are
decreased. The Shuttle is shown with the negative z axis in the direction of
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motion and the payload bay in the wake. The contours, more distinct in the
original color illustration, show the decreased electron and ion density. The
innermost contour represents S5 of ambient. Nxperimmntal plawma density
measurwmentu in the Shuttle payload bay on early flights have shown great
differences between the payload bay in the rem direction, where the ionosphere has
access to the payload hay, and the payload bay in the wake orientation (8hawhan at
alo ref. 5). For some geoomtrical arrangements during flight through the auroral
oval, much as depicted here, the Shuttle and the free-flying astronaut will both
be exposed to the irnident auroral electron flux. Conditions which support
spacecraft charging will occur because of the auroral electron flux combined with
the decreased electron density and, more importantly* the reduced thermal positive
ion density in the Shuttle wake.

Existing Zxtravehicular Activity Equipment

Figure 2 Identifies some of the surface materials used on the astronaut s
EVA equipment (M86A 0SC Private Communication, 1982)o Many of these materials are
similar, or even identical, to materials which were adversely affected on the
SCATHA (Spacecraft Charging At High Altitudes) satellite and in laboratory studies
of the charging of materials in spacee Most of the space suit (ZHU) is covered by
Orthofabric which has a white surface consisting of expanded teflon. The
astronaut's finger tips and shoe soles are silicon rubber, Much of the MMU is
covered with the type of Chemglaze paint which has been found to exhibit charging
on CATMH and in other spacecraft charging studies, some a&eas have silverimed
teflon and others have gloss white paint over glass/epoxy or kevlar/epoxy. The
astronaut's helmet and the XN1 locator light domes are Lexan. A similar material,
Plexiglas, which has previously benn used for:transparent spacecraft components,
is known to have been associated with charging. The metal foail decals used for a ,. ,
number of identifying labels, particularly on the NMU, may become involved with
chagging. Previously, isolated conductive patterns on printed circuit boards have
suffered charging and deleterious arc discharges (Leung ot al, ref. 6). The
decals are an example of a seemingly innocuous item which becomes significant when
conditions conducive to charging occur.

Figure 3 shois an astronaut equipped for froe-flight EVA. The major equipment
systems are the AMU and the ML8t used for all lVAs, along with the MWI used for
untethered free-flight EVA. lam problem with EVA equipment can be direct
life-threatening hasards to the astronauts. The failure of the PMAS circulating
fan motor during the SS-5 flight is an example (Aviation Week, ref. 7). MMU
failures are also potentially life threatening. A failure causing an NNU thruster
to remain on would cause attitude control problems similar to those encountered by
Gemini 8 where a spacecraft control system short circuit caused one thruster to
fire continuously. The Gemini astronauts used 75% oe their reaction control
system fuel before recavering from the malfunction. This forced them to cancel
the rest of their mission and _turn as soon as possible. Operational planning
for EVA provides for the Shuttle going alter the astronaut if there are multiple
failures in the WOU redundant contrcl systems. A NU thruster malfunction leaving
the astrona;,•• spinning rapidly could complioate retrieval by the shuttle, as well
as be a direct danger to thm astronaut.

Other EVA equipment problems which would limit EVA operations have just s.
much signAificance as life-threatening hazards, from the standpoint of failure to
achieve the Shuttle mission objectives. Failure of an NIO astronaut communications
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link, while not a threat to the astronaut's life, would cut short a mission .such
as repair of the solar Raxinmm Mission spacecraft. Failures in the helmet
television or PLSS Caution and Warning systems also limit operations. EVAs
would not be carried out without one of these systems unless, for example, it
was necessary for the astronaut to close the pay7oad doors for entry, The
presently available 3VA oquipanwt uses advanced microelectronics for monitoring
status, communications, otc,, but not for direct coutrol of life support
subsystsmn. & change to direct microprocessor control of life support functions,
proposed for future systems, could make failure even more significant.

Zxtravehicular Activity Near Solar Airay Systems

Figure 4 illustrates another new aspect of EVA in the future, operation near
high-power-generating solar array systems, where charging in known to occur and
arc .discharges have been observed. An example is the 50 KW system NASA is planning
for the epace Station. 3olar array segments have differences in electrical
potential due to the series-parallel interconnection of individual cells. Point
to point arc discharges occur when the difference in potential between the moat
positive and moet negative solar cells, or from the solar cello to the ambient
plasma, is too large (Stevens, refs 8). 'The not effect of the solar array surfaces
is to modify the nearby plasma such that a hazard may be created for a free-flying
astronaut. A solar array hazard would have a maror impact on NVAs anticipated
during assembly and operations of a tpace station dependent on solar arrays.

AURORI•L OVAL 3iVIROIMEW•

The concept of the auroral oval was developed by Feldetein and Starkov
(rare 9) but has been most strikingly illustrated by the recordings of auroras
made by satellite imaging systems. Originally, the oval was used to desribe the
location where optical aurora0 were observed. Later, it has also been found, usefu~l
in describing other phenomana, including the precipitation of energetic electrons
which produce auroraso The oval extends completely around the earth although, in
som orientations, obeervation of optical auroras Is masked by sunlight. The
auroras are found in a band, somewhat circmlar in form, with its center displaced
towards the night pide of the earth. it has a greater latitudinal extent on the
dark, or midnight., side. The oval forms a fixed pattern, relative to the oun,
which changes in goographica&, location as the earth rotates beneath (Whalon,
ref. 10).

The satellite auroral photos in figuro 5 demonstrate how the aurora can have
spatial variations, particularly in north-south extent (Pike, ref. 11). Local
midnight is at the centeor of each of the 2 auroral photos. on the rightp when
the aurora would b6 described as quiet, the aurora has a narrow latitudinal extent.
A spacecraft oronsing it at right angles would be exposed to energetic auroral
electrons for only a few seconds. As the angle between the orbit and the narrow
auroral arc deormases, the timv of exposure increases. An orbit tangent to a
relatively narrow auroral arc could result in exposure to energetic auroral
electrons for toen of scondos even when the aurora is not disturbed. The left
half, from a different orbit of the mao• satellits, shows that the aurora has a
wider latitudinal emtent during a geophysical disturbance and, depending on the
exact orbit# the spacecraft wuld encounter the energetic auroral electrons for
tons or even hundreds of seconds# A lengthy exposure to energetic electrons is
not required in order to have a spacecraft charge to dangerous voltage levels.
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A OMSV satellite has been measured to charge to hundreds of volts within second&
(Rurke and Hardy# refs 12). The effect of extended exposure ti~me is to increase
the likelihood that the auroral oval would be disturbed during the passage of the
spacecraft.

The temporal variation of auroras in the oval is aloo of Interest In.
evaluating the likelihood of interaction effects on XVA equipTMnt. Auroras are
the most variable and the most intense during worldwide magnetic stores following
solar flares. Auroral temporal variations are important eoen at other times, ~Vo
see thin, All sky Camera (ASCA) pictures taken with a 160o degree field of view
fisheye lens from the AFOL Airborne Ionospheric Observatory will be used. The
aircraft flew a path with a grouand track in geographic coorzdinateon as shown on

* the left in figure 6 (Erukonis and Whalen, ref., 13). secause the earth rotated as
the aircraft flew west# the aircraft reained near local magnetic midnight. The
saws flight path in the corrected geomagnetic local time and latitude coordinate
sysem~ is shown on the right. The aircraft flew short north and south tracks*
approaching and departing from the magnetic Vole. The kSCh field of view covered

* 4 degrees of magnetic latitude to the north and to the southl therefore,, 70 degrees
north corrected geomagnetic latitude was always within view.

Each strip of the ASCA montage for this flight, figure 7, shown 30 pictures
taken once per mirnute with a 15 second time exposures The complete montage
represents a continuous 9 hour time history of the temporal variations oA.' the
aurora near local magnetic midnight. Bach circular image has been rotated during
reproduction so that Worth is to the left and Rast is at the top. This improves
Interpretation of the images by removing effects from changes in the heading of
the aircraft. At times# the sky was almost clear of aurorae with only faint form$
not easily seen in these reproductions@ At other times, optical auroras covered
the field of view from the northern to the southern limits, about 900 kilometers.
The energetic electron deposition region producing the optical auroras corresponds4
closely with the optical aurora. Spacecraft# including a free-flying astronauto
would have been in the area of precipitating particles likely to cause charging
for over 100 seconds. it is also important to realize how quickly the upper
atmosphere can change frose showing only faint traces of aur~ora to bright auroras
coverinig the AUCA field of views This can be meen near 0310 UT when the aurora
expanded from a narrow feature near the southern horison to completely fill the
field of view within 2 to 3 minutes. This is much too fast for the astronaut to
take any action towards protecting himselft Operational planning must consider
that the astronaut will tied himself 1mmrsed in the energetic auroral electron
stroeam The WVA equipment vast not be susceptible to adverse environmental
interactions due to energetic auroral electronse.

The values of the Q, At# and Vj magnetic indices (Nayaud, ref. 14) measured
by magnetic observatories during the flight are shown on the right. It is

* inappropriate to attempt extensive conclusions about the correlation of magnetic
indlex variations with the ABCA montage for this small quantity of data. The
tagnotic index Q represents the disturbance from quiet day values in a -15 minute
ýeniod for an auroral oval magnetic observatorys, in this case Godankyla in hfdeftn
The 2 values are for the first and second half of each row of imagoes. The index Q
lion been found to be correlated with the location of optical auroras (Voldstsint
and Starkov, ref. 9). For this data sample, it increased generally as the auroras
became brighter and tilled more of the hNCA image.
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The value for As represents the hourly aver='_e of the AE index determined for
a global network of auroral oval observatories. AZ rel.::sents the sum of the
eastern and western auroral electrojets and in',9ases as the magnitudes of optical
auroras increase (Allen et al, ref. 15). In addition to the hourly AE averages,
the AR graphical plot showed maxima of 400 gammas at 0330 UT, 425 gammas at 0410
UT, 550 gammas at 0730 UT, and 640 gammas at 1050 UT. These maxima can-be
associated with brighter image sequences in the figure. In addition, the times
which show smaller, fainter auroral images, 05 to 06 UT and 09 to 10 UT, have lower
average AE values.

This data sample provides a good example for comparing optical auroral images
with the Kp index. The Kp index represents the variation of magnetic activity for
low latitude observatories during a 3 hour period. The bright sequence from
0310 UT to 0400 UT and the faint sequence from 0450 UT to 0555 UT are both
associated with the 03 to 06 UT value of Kp of 4. This example demonstrates the
limitations of using a 3 hour index .like Kp to characterize a phenomenon, such as
the optical aurora, which can vary greatly within the 3 hours.

GEOPHYSICAL CONDITIONS ENCOUNTERE DURING SKYLAB EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY

As mentioned previotusly, Skylab had a 50 degree inclination. Its orbit
intersected the auroral oval when the orbital latitude extremes occurred: at
longitudes where the magnetic poles are closest to the equator; and, near corrected
geomagnetic local midnight when the auroral oval reached its most equatorward
extent. The geophysical conditions at the time of the 10 Skylab EVAs have been
examined. The closest approach was in the southern hemisphere during the EVA of
Garriott and Bean on 22 September 1973, during the Skylab III mission. Partial
Skylab ground tracks are shown in figure 8 in the corrected geomagnetic local time
and latitude coordinate system. The auroral oval for a Q value of 2 (the value
measured at Sodankyla at the same time) is shown. The closest approach was on
orbit 2022, where the minimum separation was about 5 degrees of latitude. A
5 degree latitude separation usually means complete absence of the precipitating
energetic electrons which are present in the auroral oval. The end of EVA at 1400
UT on orbit 2023 is actually repressurization, meaning that the astronauts were
already inside the airlock. This analysis shows that EVA within the aurora is
something that the United States has yet to.encounter.

SOMMARY

Our preliminary analysis of the special situation of free-flight EVA from the
Shuttle while passing through the auroral oval has identified it as a space system
eivironmental interaction deserving of further study. Further inventigations by
the Air Force and NASA have not resolved this concern. AFGL is ccntinuing to work
with NASA scientists to determine if a hazard does exist, how serious it is, and
whether it is life-threatening. Discussions have besn held with the NASA JSC Crew
Equipment Division responsible for developing the awtronaut equipment, to bring to
their attention that charging and arc discharges may occur on the equipment
surfaces. Once the charging hazard has been defined, then the susceptibility of
the existing and future systems can be determined by engineering tests. APGL
believes it is prudent and necessary to establish what will happen so that, as
shown in figure 9, EVA will continue to be successful as the Shuttle flight
envelope expands to orbits through the auroral oval.
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ARGON ION POLLUTION OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE

Ramon E. Lopez
Rice University

Houston, Texas 77251

Construction of a Solar Power Satellite (SPS) would require the injection of
large quantities of propellant to transport material from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to
the construMtion site at Geostatiohary Earth Orbit (GEO). This injection, in the
form of -1032, 2 KeV argon ions (and associated electrons) per SPS, in comparable to
the content of the plasmasphere (_1031 ions). In additionto the mass deposited,
this represents a considerable injection of energy.

The injiction is examinod in terms of a simple model for the expansion of the
beam plasma. General features of the subsequent magnetospheric convection of the
argon are also examined.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years a large scale energy system, the Satellite Power Svstem (SPS),
has received considerable attention from the scientific and technical community.
The basic concept for sPS is as follown: Large (10 km x 5 ki) platforms would be
constructed in geostationary earth orbit (GEO) to collect solar energy. r'his energy
would be converted into microwavles and beamed down to Earth, received by a recti-
fying antenna and fed irtn 0h1 power grid. .

In 1978, Rockwell International did a system definition study (ref. 1) in which
a 5 GW (at Earth interfece) reference system was developed. The tranepurtation
component would mandate the construction of several reusable heavy lift launch
vehicles (HLLV) to haul material into low Earth orbit (LEO). From LEO the cargo
would be shuttled • the construction site CEO in a fleet of electrIL orbit transfer
vehicles (EOTV).

The EOTVs would be solar powered and propelled by argon ion thrusters. Ion
thrusters have some -advantages over chemical rockets. They can deliver a sustained,
steady thrust. Also, the ion thruster propellant velocity is much greater than for
chemical thrusters, therefore unch less mass need be injected to move an equal
amount of CArgo from LEO to GEO With ion thrusters.

In spite of the great efficiency of ion propulsion, due to the great mass that
must be transported, enormous quantities of energetic argon and the associated
(thermal.) electrons would be injected into the environment. Such a large scale
injection of plasma into the magnetosphere is likey to have a global impact on
Earth's magnetospheric morphology and dynAmI.cs. In addition, due to the highly an-i-
Botropic velocity distribution of the argon, this represents a considerable injec-
tion of free energy. Numerous processes should transfer a large portion of the
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injection energy to the magnetospheric system.

Ion thruster technology to still deveioping and so the parameters for the
thruster in question are uncertain. The Rockwell reference system described an NOTW
propelled by an ion thruster witt. a grid potential limit of 2 keY, to avoid arcing
to the background plasma. It would operate with an ion beau current of 1904 amps,
have a radius 0 38 cm, and develop 69.7 Nt of thrust. Eighty such thrusters would
equip each EOTV, in four groups of 20, with 16 active and 4 spares.

The thruster produces two distinct plasmas: the beao plasm and the thermal
plasma produced by charge exchange between the beam plasma and escaping un-ionized
argon. The number of charge-exchange ions produced per second is given by Kaufmann
(ref. 2) to be:

0 2a ccj a2(1 - +n
2@12 (1n S-l)(1

eZVORBlfn

where aC - charge nxchange cross section.- 2 x 10-19 m2

F - bean curr nt - 1904 A
V (8KT/uM) 1/ 2

R - beam radius - .38 m
ii = fraction of propellant ionized

Carruth and Brady (ref. 3) state that in experiments with a 900-serles, Hughes
mercury ion thruster approximately 90% of the propellant is Ionized. The remaining
10Z escapes Ithrough the optics in the form of neutral mrcury. Therefore i is
assumed to be 0.9 and KT w 10 eV (ref. 4), which give. N- 6.07 x 1020 Ar 8-1.
This represents about 5.6% of the beam current.

Parks and Katz (ref. 5), and Carruth and Brady (ref. 3) report that laboratory
tests show the charge-exchange plasma near the thruster moves radially outiard from
the thruster bean. This thermal plasma will be injected Into space with essentially
1 he LOTV's orbital velocity. As in the barium release experiments (ref. 6), the
plalma is expected to expand until, m 1, at which point the expansion perpendicular
to B is stopped by the field.

This theial argon plasma, apart from the beam alsoma, would be in itself a
considerable addition to the thermal heavy ion population, especially in the plasma-
sphere. The remaining un-ionized argon would be subject to charge exchange and pho-
toloniaation, the latter of which has an a-folding production rate given by Siscow

. d Nukherjee (ref. 7) to be 4.5 x 10-4 S-1. This allows many of the fast (charge-
Xhq utr~ls to escape, while trapping the thermal neutrals in, or near, the
plasmasphere.

TABLE I. - BPS PARAHETSRS

SPS mass - 5 X 107 Kg

ZOTV - LEO departure - 6.7 x 106 Vg
Cargo 5 x 106 • g
Propellant - 5.5 x 105 V's

LEO + GEO + LEO trip time • 130 days
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The quantities of moo involved in the reference system are given In table I.
To build a 5 OW sta;Ion of a mass a 5 x 107 Ig, one needs a 10 R0TV flights which
would inject 5 x 10' KS of 2 key Ar+ and -5 x 65 Ig of thermal ArT (along with the
associated electrons) into the mqatosphere. Assuming that two station are built
per year this gives an average injection rate of 5.3 x 1026 Ar+ e-1. This is ton-

parable to the polar wind injection rate of -3 x 1026 a-s and equal to the plasma
sheet loss rate (ref. 8). The average rats of energy injection (in the form of
I ksV Ar+) Is -109 watts, while an average substorm deposites 1011-1012 watts Into
the ionosphere (ref. 9). This energy will, however, be distributed over a smaller
area and so power densities could be similar to auroral power densities.

Needless to say, the scope of the questions involved in such an injection is
extensive. This paper will concern itself mainly with two topics: the injection of
the energetic Ions (beam plasma dynamics) end the subsequent convection of the beam
ions in the magnetosphere.

BEAM PLASMA DYNAMICS

The plasma beam tha semerSes from the thruster is a dense, charge-neutral beam
moving perpendicular to s. The physics of a plasm beam injected into a transverse
magnetic field has been studied by many authors, both experimentally and theoreti-
cally (refs. 109 11' 12, 13). Also there have bean authors who have considered the
problem of ion thrusters in space, some specifically in the SP5 context (refs. 4,
14, 15).

Curtis and Grebowsky (ref. 14) argue that the beam polarizes end 4= -9 I ,,
cancels the Lorents force. According to Curtis and Grebowsky (ref. 14) the beam ". w
density Is always able to support the polarization field. In this case the beam
simply passes out of the magnetospherse depositing a thin non-propagating sheathe
While this is correct for a vacuum injection, when the field lines threading the
been are shorted the plasm is stopped (refs. 10, 13). This is exactly the case in
the megnetosphire, The beam dynamics paradigm of Chiu at &l. (ref. 15) is bAsed on
the barium release experiments (refs. 6, 12). In this picture the polarization
field accelerates and polarizes the adjacent plames, which in turn polarizes the
plasm adjacent to it, This electric field, which noves ulong the field line at
the Alfvsn speed, transfers beam momentum to the ambielt plasma end magnetosphere.
When the Alfvan wave reaches the ionosphere it driveo dxssipative Pedersen currants,
and can be partially reflected (ref. 6).

According to this model 'the plasma velocity decreases like -t/, wbhere Y is
the amount of time it takes for the Alfv*in wave to travel over as much mase par unit
area as is causing the disturbance. Therefore, Chiu at al. (ref. 15) give that

i do Ob' 2 VApo (2-1)

where P is the mass density (b refars to the beau, 0 to the mbient), VA is the
Alfv*n speed, and the integral is along the field line. Calculations using realis-
tic plasmaspheric and msanetic field medels, give T m 10 seconds (ref. 16). Thus
the beam can travel for distances 4 1000 ka.

Treuasnn et &l. :of. 17) have pointed o~t t at as field aligned currents short
out the polarisation field, electrons cannoter X I drift across field lines to sea-
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tralise the boam. They postulate that more currents parallel to I neutralize the
beam head, generating a kinetic Alfv'n wave. For the PORCUPINE ion besm (of which
more will be said), Treussan et al. (ref. 17) estimate electron drift velocities
-VA- Due to these high drifts they argue that anomalous heating of electrons ener-
gizes then to -20 eV to explain those hot electrons seen in the PORCUPINE experiment
(ref. 18).

If we assume that the beam width is on the order of 10 km and the beom length
-1000 ka then the average neutralizing field-aligned currents (for ths KOTV dis-
cussed above) nust, be -16 vA/u 2 . Pot ambient electron densities of ; 109 i"3 this
results in drift speeds k 100 km @-Is This is still half the thermal speed of a 0.1
eV electron, so ion acoustic waves will be stable, but electrostatic ion-cyclotron
waves, with w 01 , are unstable for VD Ž• 5 x (ion thermal speed) (raf. 19) thus
limiting the current. Therefore it is unlikely that the polarization field will be
completely shorled 2ut and that the beon Lone will bi charge-neutralized by a cosbi-
nation of both K x B drift of beam electrons acrossn and field-aligned currents.

iHarendal and Sagdeev (ref. 8), writing on behalf of the PORCUPINE experi-
wnters, report on the injection of a 4A, 200 eV, Xe+, charge-neutralized plasma
beam. This beam was injected at -72* to I in nine events ranging in altitude from
196 km to 451 km. They report three stages of its beam expansion. The first is
free expansion of the beam until the magnetic pressure starts to balance the dynamic
pressure. The second phase is one of 4iffusive expansion, with the polarization
field allowing for some motion across 1, although the polarization field is rapidly
shorted out by field-aligned currents and the bean is stopped. The third phase is
that of single particle motion.

Considerable wave activity was also reported during the injection events (ref..
18, 20, 21). broadband ion-cyclotron harmonic waves were detected (rate. 18, 21)
and it has been argued that the Drumond-Rosenbluth instability (ref. 19) is respon-
sible (ref. 18), Given the such greater scale of the SPS injection It is reasonable
to expect intense wave generation which could energise ambient particles. In par-
ticular there Is experimental evidence for the acceleration of thermal electrons by K>
ion-cyclotron waves. Norris et al. (ref. 22) suggest that these waves in the
netosphers having f > fa,+ accelerate electrons with a clear bias parallel to
the majority of the electrons heated to 20 eV.

The field-aligned currents produced as a result of this are consistent with the
view that such currents will play a central role in the dynaelcs of the beam, since
these currents transfer mowntum from the bean and drive Alfven waves. This is sup-
ported by observations of •onsidsrably enhanced electron fluxes during the injection
of a plasma transverse to I as reported by Alexandrov at al. (rft, 23). These
authors alLo suggest that the observed magnetic disturbances are due to field-
aligned currents and associated Mtfvsn waven.

The beam model presented below will deal with only the large-scale dynamics of
the beau. It is assumed that the para*igu of Scholar (rot. 6) is essentially cor-
rect, so beam velocity decreases am• etil o When the beam emerges from the thruster
both AKT and (1/2)pv2 are s-ch greater than 52 /2u 0 • Thus the beam will expand radi-
ally outward from the beam axis, as if into a vacuum, forming a cone. This phase of
the expansion continues until

nKT 4 72/2v0 (2-2)
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after which motion perpedlicular to VS and is stoppedo while expansion along the
field line continues essentially uninhibited (fig. 1). The beem travels In this
manner until

I
*V a 32/290o (2-3)

at which point the geomagnetic field becomes the dominant influence in the argon
plasma's motion. The argon's subsequent motion can then be followed by the adia-
batic theory.

In the initi4l phase of the plasm bean we are dealing with a vacuum expaeison.
It is assumed the been is charge-neutral and collisionless. In the very early his-
toty of the beam it is certainly collisional, the plasma rapidly thermaliutag, but
by -100 a downstream the mean free path is of the order of the beas lsoe. We also
neglect, omentum loss to Alfvon waves, assuming t 0 r during the first (vacuum)
phase of the beam expansion.

To represent the plasm that eesrges from the thruster we write

f(0 Y, V5 9 too ) W.-M a.(V a V3) *p-KT+ 2 (2-4)

where xi. AY

V - V I + V ,j
V2 W beam velocity I VDS
R - 1/3 r0

Liesoha at &1. (ref. 4) give KT v 10 eV, which for a 2 key beam gives an effective
beam divergence angle W. This see 86 spreading agle is reported by Cybulskl et
al. (ref. 24) in flight tests of the BUT1 I ion thruster. To confine the plasm to
the thruster at t se O, R is set to one-third the thruster radius, ri.

We can then write the collisioaless,, vacuum Doltxmans equation

S + ot -0 (2-5)

The solution to equation (2-5) io readily found to be

+ a0 W.1 (I -to,f (X# VV * ts 0 ~ 608 - VD) +z -(s2 2

The constant, no, is given by the normalivatioa condition
! fd2 v V . . (2-7)

where the integral along the beam axis is replaced by multiplication by 1its. Free
equation (2-7) one find.

a 91

The density of ions is given by
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d3V 01 0~ t) a a / Ke' (2-9)Ln/1) *(t t /at) 2K2 (rn/K?) +e (02 /12 )

which for t >, 104 a yieldeusi niug equation (2-8) -

n(t, t) Gap UK i' (2-10)

The ad of the vaemm expensiom phasei to given by equation (2-2) using eq motion
'2-10) evaluated at the .4gm of the been, which to r w VThte The tivt at which this
condition to satisfiled for the IMW in question, In a dipole field is

to 6.83 x 10' L1 sec (2-11)

weekis the nugnetic shell paramter. Afteir tim to the bean continues to spread
along 5 and so the density decrease* Ilk* l/to But the velocity Is also going down

ast6-0 and so the density oust go Ila 6t01 to conserve particles. So wewy
write the central bean density for t > to as

Ut>t)0t I(GO - 0, t - t 6 ) a thT (2-12)
Using this e4asitfj in equation (2-3) yields an equation for the ties of traiwi-

tion from beam motion to adiabatic notion, otich is

1. 0.216 t at/ (2-13)

where L is tM dipole shell psrawter. The fra*otion of energy the berni ious retaina
,is then el the rest of the energy being tr.048farrod to the magntospbere aod
toa..wpheree As stated before, t a 10 see I% the plainesphere (ref. 15). ligama 2
gives the energy loss assa fenction of L for T -10 sec fran L a 2.5 to L a 3.5a

To estimate the energy density deposited In tfto ionooplWre by the boam we fied
that at L a 2 roughly 3/4 of the hema power to last to Alfven waves, Irm equhtfon
(2-11) we f Ind that tiw bom width -few kn, and the beam lesgth 1 1000 hfa. Tait
give. am ar"a of A 10V We. which 0;pd do"a to the ioneposh*re (with a dipole
field) results in Ionospheric power dessittee of -j0"l Wn2t (aesonieg the %ulk of
the seargy is deposited Is %he iqwwophr). W thi ea cosiderably larger than asiv-
ValPower densities~Z *'I~r" Wen (raf. 25 ), aeý eve it esaan only 102 of the
pavmr In asoerbed by the ionosphere therp would still be powrn densities equivsieat
to auroras

COOWUCtION OW TM AWX1t LAMAW1~

(Oac fte aroft plasmn's transition from bean to Individual particle mattes to
scosoplished them subsequent wation is determined by the 71.vAl magnetic and electuic
fLIels., ftis "stiss Is amt easily followd .Iii the guiding center apprvaoitieas
roe two first order frift Velocities wr e . Er I d te grdetcruis drift



velocittes. The Wtmat of the plassma is givea by

Igsoriqg ties depeadefts O I si ante mettams Off a" thi equetesmt be
solved sumaricallys

TMe "Ordinate system Is as Sclbms z Is the inSIOiN001 direetisae Y lo
the damm Msridiem. For S 016metic 9li1d t00 mdel Of NNWd (T rf26) ia used with
the megmetepsuee, set at r a 10 t. Ia the eqwat~r14l Planes. Ihe. b a a am"o-

a x 24S15 m le' -2.104k l0 le rn It 002)

* were Ris the eartb rediiOisto bolocal tium ed 3Intesla.

Ther are three lonspmeote to the electic field Cbs coNVectios, field, the
corotatiewa field and the self-electric field of the argon plasma, which, will be diel-
cussed ýt Eors dmtai.l below* The coevectioe field is approuiuated by a cusetasto
dam. to dusk, O.. We/ electric field. "his corresposids to a - 30 hI Croese-pelar
potential drop mapped out onto a 40 le .sgSeeospher4. The cOrc~tatioR field Is gives
by

x x-u : xtIr po1 x -3)cor
The above aftll has soms obvious sborteemias. The greatest of these is the

&@#"~ties of a wailerm convection field. In addi~t.., there is an Inconsistency In
mumse the qr'roxlmatlon In equatioma (3-3)1, thea using It In the drift equatioso
slowe the expueassem, for 5 bas aom-41 le a mm etoo The proper my to calculate
the ceontaeliq ftil~d Is to 1reaa.v~ Sef the field lime io question. This wie
ma" dome dom to the limitatiome of Chei Tektremics 4032 umiicomputer which vas used.
NomeP thise rao s Iadl shild Siva a sommbat reasonable appro mimtios to the
gemeral featsres of the owOectteu of Injected usgo.

GUN. et *I. (res(. 15) gtve the time traction spent froa Lao to UO Is f Igure 3.
Using thi with the above model, ame fids, that -'3/4 of the injected airgo. ts trapped
IS the pleeMMMeuIe. 001109411 a 1Mat GOePlee piotws Of the agOS soeVeCties
requires the i~lusiom of the electric MIAU gemereted by the argon filled flux tube
Itself@ noe gradient drift warraft is the flix tube (or plasom blob) lives rise to
bighsielad earresse, whisk aIse IS As Aims~espmres If meighbertsg SI. tubes aenmot
satiety osetimity of eaunset. Uhi eurrem system lis Iliustrated is figsre 4.

*Aa.msm thet. equal amusits of aorvest V to the northern and seutherm hem-
spbeires curmate dessimuity gives

4 ' WOJ, (3-4)

ALI Mre Lieq w he mrrest/lsamoh In the equaterial plans, JgI is the ."rrest/uit



area out of the equatorial plasne, maed JI the currest/unit area into the iono-sphere. This current close" In the ionosphere, in which case we can take tnedivergence of Ohm's Lw sad, usisg equation (3-4)0 obtain

S9 ( V) -- 9 J (aLou) (3-5)

Assuming Jto to be I i. ead considering only the Pedersen conductivity, the
above beoem.

z T v IV 3 ( .h - horisontal V in Ionosphere (3-6)p 2 eq 2

This approach, developed in part by Vasyliunas (ref. 27) and Walt (ref. 28), allowsthe calculation of the lonospheric potential set up by the flux tube. This poten-tial cam he then mapped out ialoag field lines (assouing they are equipotentials) to
give the potential, and electric field, in the equatorial plane.

We asum the argon density to be constant throughout a flux tube of radius a,ad sero outside of the flux tube. It is also assmeod that there is a uniform,background current density. for this case, in radial coordinates centered on the
flux tube, we find

J " K cooe S(r - a) (3-7)
where K is a constant. As a further simplification we "assn we are dealing with acircle in a locally flat ionosphere, so equation (3-6) becomes

VI2 - f cos # 6(p - 81) (3-)8)

where (P,9) are the ionospheric coordinates whose origin is the field line threadingthe center of the plasm. blob, and K', a' are constants, The solution is obtained
in a straightforward fashion to yield, irn the ionosphere

V M cos o, P > a'
p

- e coo *, p (a' (3-9)
p

Wepping the resultant electric field out to the equatorial plane along dipole
field lines yields

2-:pbj~j7I (3-ao)

wVhere is local time and A is the L shell of the cenler of the argon flux tube.This electric field, for negative X1, results in I x Anotion radially outwards fromearth. We also note that the field outside the blob is that of a dipole.

The coestant K' is related, by equations (3-6) and (3-7) to the divergence of
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the Wet UMrent, Ahtch is

Y • - (I3nm -iI) cos 6 6(r - a) (3-11)

Mhere 13GI is ths Sradient-curvature current, and I is the background current
present in neighboring flux tubes.

We can consider two extreme cases concerning the wondition of the argon in
the flux tube: very strong pitch angle scattering so that the distribution is iso-
tropic, or very weak scattering so the plasma airrors at the equator (- the state of
Iujectiou). In the later cabs

•G•"Ntj X V012

OC 52

where N is the number/area and v is the magne.tic moment. To find o one can use the
beam model of Chapter 2 to obtain the ion's perpendicular energy when they start
convective moLion. For a dipole field this gives

M' ion) (3-13)
# q

In the former case the flux tube can be treated as an ideal gas, in which case
an adiabatic energy invariant X can be defined (ref. 29)

kinetic ener d j)/ (3-14)

One can also define a number invariant (ref. 29)

n1- s J ds/B - N/B- #/fluu; n-D/m 3  (-0)/

then the gradient-curvature drift current Is given by (ref. 29) L

Soc " nz X Veq (f da/)"2/3 (3-16)

Using equations (3-14) and (3-15) the above can be written

1 -C dxV /&) (3-17)

where € is the energy density of the flux tube. This form is convenient sLoca
Williams (ref. 30) gives the quiet time energy density to be -10T Jouleslm3

from L 2-5.5, thus we can calculate the background Saedient-curvature drift our-
rent, IO

To proceed we need to calculate p, X, fde/b, and W(fds/B). The flux tube vel-
umt is given by o.-H. VoIgt (pertonal communicatiou, 1962) to be

Ida/B - 2(1,)' 1 2 (.-uL -1 (1/ i + .6 L + a~ L2 + 16 L3] ~(-~

the gradient of Ids/B can be obtained by straightforward differentiation of dquatLon
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(31-18) In addition, A smy be obtained by using equation (3-14) with the ion kine-
tic energy given by the beam model in Chapter 2.

The nuaber Invariant, n, can be obtained from equation (3-15) if N, the area
number density, is known. If I is the ion beam current of the thrusters and V&OTV
is the orbital velocity of the vehicle then N is given by

N- l/(eVOId 7 ) (3-19)

where 4 T i* the extent of the flux tube in the x I direction. The width of the
beom is given by d- VhtA, where to is given by equation (2-11). This to then the
elso of the region conrfil the gyroradil of the Ions, therefore

*d + ds 
(3-20)

Vith the aobove we my now calculate the electric field generated by the argon
flux tube's gradient-curvature drift for the two extrem assumptions about the
pitch-eagle state of the Ar+. Suprisingly, the difference in the gradient drift
velocities, and therefore currents, is only '10Z. It would seen that the total
gradient-curVature drift is not overly sensitive to the pitch-angle state of the
argon.

Using equations (3-10) to (3-20), equation (3-1) vas numerically integrated to
produce a plotted trajectory for a model argon filled flux tube. Sample trajec-
tories ore plotted in figures So and 5b.

In general, the early motion of the model flux tube Is dominated by the self- V

electric field, which results in rapid, radially outward, convection of the argon.k

By the tim an average flux tube has expanded and cooled to the point where
outside fields dominate, it has moved to the 18nsmapauae where a storm can dislodge
it. The bulk of the argon should then drift to the magnetopause. The fraction of r
this argon which is convected back into the tall is of nown importance since this
Ar+ could become highly energised (ref. 3). Also of concern Is sme 'knowledge of
the velocity-space configuration of the Ar+ when it enters the tail, especially If
the triggering mechanlm for substormn is related to the ion-tearing mode insta-
bility.

Som Ar+, which is injected at low L can remain trapped, contaminating the
plesmasphere (fig. 6). However, the major feature of the convection model is that
the bulk of the argon will pass out of the plasmasphere and enter the convective
cycle of the menetosphere. If we assum that ~302 of the Ar+ comes back up the
tail, then the average mass injection rate for the tall is 2.6 x 102 Ar+ #-1. If
the tall haa dimensions of 5 A.x 40 Mg x 60 49, and if we asaume that an argon ion
is in the plassma sheet on the order of an hour, after which It Is lost, then average
density would be -10" mas. This is smaller than the ambient density by a factor of
10-100 (ref. 9). Moever, the mass density could go up by as such as a factor of"
four, cutting the Alfvtn speed by 1/2 and thus changing the timp scales for dynamic
phenomena in the tall.

One more point should be made concerning the motion of the argon flux tube.
The electric field of the argon blob is so large that one should ask ohat the role
of inertial drifts is In the motion of the argin. As the flux tubes accelerate
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radially outward they produce an inertial drift current oppositely directed to the
gradient-curvature drift current. So the flux tubes will accelerate at the rate
needed to cancel the gradient-curvature current, this satisfying continuity, until
the velocity of the Art+ has reached is that of the I x I velocity of the self-"lec-
tric field, at which point it will not need to accelerate to close the current.

The inertial drift current/length is

N-! X +(3-21)
eB2

where N is the equatorial area number density and a is the argon mass. Eauating
this to 1he gradient drift current and solving for 1, the acceleration, gives (forB - no/L

, - r (3-22)

For argon injected at L - 2 equation (3-22) yields a - 5 km/s 2 so within a short
time It ~ 9BLOB X J/B2. Thus, except for the first moments of the argon drift,
inertial currents need not be self-consistently included. Gravitational and centri-
fugal drifts may also be neglected.

CONCLUSION

We have seen that the operation of powerful ion thrusters in the SPS context
(or for that matter in any space industrial project of such scale) is expected to
have a wide variety of effects. Two distinct plasmas are injected: a 2 keV beam
plasma and a thermal charge-exchange plasma. The thermal placma will be a signifi-
cant addition to the heavy ion content of the plasmasphere. Immediate effects of
the beam injection include wideband ion-cyclotron wave generation and field-aligned
heating of electrons. Alfvsn waves will transfer beam momentum to the ambient
plasma and ionosphere. In the ionosphere, power densities will be of the order of,
or bigger than natural auroral power densities and so the EOTV will in effect create
an artificial aurora on the order of 102 km long. These induced aurorae will pro-
bably have localized, disruptive effects on communications, and could also affect
power transmission lines (ref. 32).

Once the beam ions start to convect, they move radially outward until the argon
flux tube energy density is equal to the background energy density. Tharefore most
of the argon will convect out of the plasmasphere. The field-aligned currents gen-
erated could cause further ionospheric disturbances. The argon will then enter the
general convective cycle and be distributed throughout much of the magnetosphere.
This significant number of heavy ions could substantially alter dynamic quantities
like the Alfven speed. The dispersion relation for waves would also be altered.
New cutoffs and resonances should appear along with new wave-particle phenomena. In
fact, Chiu et al. (ref. 15) have shown that the presence of Ar+ damps the instabi-
lity which precipitates HeV electrons, therefore those levels should rise.

Thus, we see that the operation of an argon-Ion propelled orbital transfer sys-
tem will substantially modify the magnetoepiiere-ionosphere system,. These modifica-
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tions, while being substantial, do Vot seem to be, in and of themselves, so drastic
as to rule out this transportation system. Historically, whenever man enters a new
environment he modifies his culture, tschnology, and himself, while in turn altering
the environment, both by his activitieui.and to suit his needs. The magnetosphere is
no exception, and as man becomes more involved In space in the near future, he will
begin to modify it.
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(a) Vacuum expansion.
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Figure 2. - Fraction of energy lost to Alfverr c es EL .versus ermgnetac

per amete r 1. , It Is assumed that e-folding time r 1s - 10 sec tri.--
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Figure 4. 8-Birkeland current system for argcn flux tube.
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(a) At midnight. (b) At LT -15:00

Figure 5. -Initial convection path of argon flux tube for beam injection at
L - 2. Vie~w Is of equatorial plane from above north pole with ma netopause
set ait r -, 1O.A Vt. tp assumed to be 10 mhos on dayside and 1 m o on
nlqhtside. Ticks are in Earth radii.
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Figure 6. - Msgnetospheric convection of argon. (Adapted from Freeman et al.
(ref. 33).)
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